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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT: THE SPRINGBOARD TO
QUALITY OF CARE AND QUALITY OF LIFE
FOR NURSING HOME RESIDENTS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1990
U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, in the Dirksen Office

Building.
Staff present: Portia Porter Mittelman, staff director, Holly
Bode, professional staff.
STATEMENT OF PORTIA PORTER MITTELMAN, STAFF DIRECTOR,
SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
Ms. MITTELMAN. Good morning everyone. I think we're about

ready to get started.
My name is Portia Mittelman. I'm Staff Director for the Senate
Special Committee on Aging, and I'm here to welcome you to
today's event. This is a wonderful turnout. Something good is truly
happening and we hope that it will continue to happen as we go
forward today.
I also bring greetings today from the Chairman of our Committee, Senator David Pryor, who, as some of you may know, is busy
in conference right now trying to get our budget situation settled.
Everyone cross your fingers that we can get that done this week.
It's been a very difficult weekend for Members and staff, so think
good thoughts for all of us.
I want to introduce my very special colleague, Holly Bode, who is
on the Senate Special Committee on Aging with me. Holly is our
expert on nursing home issues and has been very instrumental in
the OBRA legislation and putting together this event that we're
going to share today.
So, at this time, Holly Bode.
STATEMENT OF HOLLY BODE, PROFESSIONAL STAFF, SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

Ms. BODE. Thank you.
Good morning. My name is Holly Bode and I work for Senator
David Pryor, Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
On behalf of Senator Pryor and Senator Brock Adams, Chairman
of the Senate Subcommittee on Aging, I'm really pleased to welcome everyone here today to this presentation, "Nursing Home
Reform: Something Good is Happening".
(1)
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The Campaign For Quality Care and National Citizen's Coalition
for Nursing Home Reform have put together a very impressive program. They've brought people together from all over the Country
to talk about their experience with resident assessment and other
aspects of OBRA 1987 nursing home reform. We're here today
about hands-on practical experience; in other words, translating
legislation into practice.
I think the message today is on positive outcomes, and that the
effort to implement OBRA is worth it. As the Congress struggles to
come to terms with our Nation's budget deficit, it's a particularly
valuable and very timely message. As a member of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Pryor has been deeply involved in the
budget-making process. As Portia mentioned, he has also been
chosen to serve on the Conference Committee which has the responsibility to hammer out the differences between the House and
the Senate budgets. To make things even more interesting, Senator
Pryor has also taken a lead in the Senate on technical corrections
to OBRA 1987 nursing home reform provisions.
As most of you probably know, the nursing home technical issues
are a very important-but often contentious-part of the House
and Senate budgets. As the conferees and their staffs-myself
among them-argue and negotiate over the nitty-gritty details of
OBRA, it's vitally important that we all be reminded why we're
doing it. On a personal note, I can tell you that after having spent
almost every day this month here at my office, I need to hear that
the Congress' efforts to make OBRA 1987 work are worthwhile.
Working on nursing home issues has been a great experience for
me. It's not always easy, but it's never, never dull. I hope that
today's program will inspire us all, and teach us something in the
bargain.
It's wonderful to see so many people here today. I want to thank
the National Citizen's Coalition for Nursing Home Reform
(NCCNHR) and the Campaign For Quality Care for putting this together and to everyone for coming. I look forward to a really productive and very informative day.
I would like to conclude my remarks by thanking you again and
introducing Susan Rourke, the President of NCCNHR.
STATEMENT OF SUSAN TITUS-ROURKE, PRESIDENT, NCCNHR
Ms. TITUs-RoURKE. Thank you very much, Holly.
My name is Susan Titus-Rourke and I'm the President of the National Citizen's Coalition for Nursing Home Reform and would like
to thank, especially, the Campaign For Quality Care, the national
organizations that have joined us over the past years, the Senate
Special Committee on Aging, and the Subcommittee on Aging of
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee for making
today possible for us. If something good is really going to happen,
we're here to see how it's going to happen today.
This is a very special time for us. The past 15 years-this is our
15th anniversary meeting as a citizen's coalition-and for the past
15 years, citizen s groups, residents, families, and committed professionals have had a dream. We really believed in the fact that a
nursing home could be a home; that, in fact, there could be care
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given with dignity; that being sick or old did not mean that you
lost your capacity to choose or to be a person-you were not to be
just thrown away. During the past years we worked on this dream
and tried to make it real in Michigan, Wyoming, Nebraska, and all
the States that people come from here today.
And as we worked on those changes in the States, it became
clear to us that State laws were not enough, that we could work a
little bit in our corner of the world, but we needed Federal laws
and Federal changes. As we began working together, we joined
with professionals, with worker's groups, with nurses, with social
workers, and with enlightened facility operators who also shared
the dream of quality care, and we brought all those words and
thoughts to Washington, D.C. where, with the Campaign For Quality Care, we crafted our dreams into words on paper.
Those words are the Nursing Home Reform Amendments of
1987, popularly known-as OBRA. That's really the blueprint for
our dream.
That's why we're here today, really, to look at OBRA 1987 as a
beginning. It's maybe the ending, in many ways, of our work with
words, but it's a lot of beginnings for us. It's a beginning to change
the fabric, the very fabric of how care and life in a nursing home
occurs. It's, in fact, a beginning of changing what we expect of ourselves as professionals, as consumers, as family members, and as
residents. It's beginning, really, to bring the "home" into nursing
home, and to bring the choices back into the life of the people who
live there in nursing homes.
As we have caught brief glimpses of the potential for change, we
know that it can happen. What we're going to do today is to look at
the future, to catch a glimpse of what the future of nursing home
care can be for those who live in nursing homes, those of us who
may want to use nursing homes, and those of us who may live and
work in nursing homes in the future.
The way that we're going to work this today is that we're going
to be starting where we should be starting, with the people whose
bus isn't here yet.
The resident's bus did not arrive, and I want to let people know
that when they come, we'll be stopping so that they can come and
be settled in the front. We hope that this is certainly the last day
that the residents will be last in coming in and not being first.
Today, they'll be first, though, because our program this morning
will be to begin with the resident, to look at what the resident care
needs are, what the resident's desires are, and how she or he would
really want to live in the nursing home. We'll have a panel on
that.
Then this afternoon, the early afternoon, we'll be looking at how
the care in a facility can be organized in order to meet those needs
and desires, the hopes, the dreams, and the glimpses of the future.
Then the third part of our program, at the latter part of this
afternoon, we, as consumers as residents, and as professionals, will
talk about how we can make our law happen. We can't )ust go
away from Washington, D.C., and brush our hands and say, 'That's
it." It's our law, our words. We need to make it happen. We'll be
putting that piece together this afternoon.
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What's really exciting to me, and that we'll need to be working
on together today, is that this isn't just us looking at what could
happen. This is really a report that will go to Congress. Portia and
Holly have framed for us the way this is going to be. There is going
to be a reporter so if there is a chance for you to ask questions,
please state your name. You are a witness in a report that will be
going to Congress. So this isn't merely our own dream, it's an opportunity to confirm those glimpses of the future for everyone else.
I'd like to take this opportunity, again, to thank everyone for
coming and introduce the first part-Ms. MITTELMAN. Susan, before we get started with the program, I
was remiss in not introducing another person who is very instrumental in this event today, my colleague, Bill Benson, who is the
Staff Director of the Subcommittee on Aging.
Bill is in the back there. Bill, wave.
Ms. TITUs-RouRKE. Bill is one of us.
I think the residents are coming in. The bus actually arrived, so
if we could take just a quick break.
There will be a little bit of uproar as people get seated in the
front, but let me introduce, at this point, Sarah Burger.
We'll take just a moment to get people seated, and then Sarah
Burger will be taking over. I'll introduce her in a moment. Thank
you very much.
Ms. MITTELMAN. I'd like to call the meeting back to order. Would
everyone please be seated?
Ms. TITUS-ROURKE. Thank you very much for taking this break.
I'd like to give a special welcome to all the residents of nursing
homes who took the energy and time and commitment to join us
today so that we could all work together to make OBRA happen.
Join me in welcoming them.
The next part of our program will be moderated by Sarah
Burger. Sarah Burger is a nurse with a masters degree in public
health who is a consultant to the Coalition-the National Citizen's
Coalition for Nursing Home Reform-and is a long time advocate
for the residents and families of nursing homes.
Sarah.
STATEMENT OF SARAH BURGER, CONSULTANT, NCCNHR

Ms. BURGER. Thank you very much, and it's a pleasure to be
here today.
Rita Mae Brown is a humorist who is actually appearing here in
Washington, D.C., this week, so it's appropriate that I take one of
her charming quips to start the morning. She's been heard to say
that if the world were a rational place, men would be riding side
saddle.
I can't change those kinds of practices, however, I think, together, we might say that if the world were a rational place, resident
assessment would be comprehensive, accurate, standardized, and
reproducible, as described in OBRA 1987. Then resident assessment
really is the springboard for good care and quality of life for the
residents.
There has always been a process for providing care to residents
in nursing homes. That process is as follows: The resident comes in
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and there is an assessment; then there is care planning where the
needs are identified and care is planned; then that care plan is implemented by the staff; and finally that care is reevaluated and the
process starts all over again. It goes around and around for the
entire time that the resident is in the nursing home.
It is a process which will continue, except for the fact that that
process had one flaw that was very major. The assessment instruments which have been used heretofore have been flawed. They
were very medically oriented and they did not take into account
the psychosocial aspects in a person's life, which are so important
in any home environment. They were also cursory-leaving out incredible amounts of information which would have been useful to
staff and to the resident in providing appropriate care.
Without assessing the physical, the mental, and the psychosocial
aspects of an individual, there is no way facilities can meet the
challenge of OBRA to provide care and services, as well as to attain
and maintain the highest practicable mental, physical, and psychosocial well being of each and every resident.
With us this morning, we have two experts on the new assessment instrument. Catherine Hawes is from the Research Triangle
Institute in North Carolina and has been Project Director for the
development of the resident assessment instrument. Catherine is
sitting beside me here.
Down at the far end, on my right, is Kathryn Murphy, nurse
clinical specialist at the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged
in Boston, MA.
Ms. HAWES. You may think that in order to work on this instrument you have to be named Catherine. That's not entirely true.
Ms. BURGER. But it helps.
Catherine Hawes will tell us how the tool was developed by the
Health Care Financing Administration with her help, and the help
of many others as well.
Catherine.
STATEMENT OF CATHERINE HAWES, RESEARCH TRIANGLE, NC
Ms. HAWES. Thank you.
As soon as I get it positioned, I'll cough and test everybody's
hearing, I'm afraid.
I'd like to thank you very much for inviting us to be here. I'd
also like to say, on the 15th anniversary of NCCNHR, that we
would not be sitting here today to talk about nursing home reform
if it weren't for NCCNHR and the leadership that they've given
over the last 15 years toward improving quality of care and quality
of life in nursing homes.
In fact, there wouldn't have been an Institute of Medicine study,
that sort of started this process. So, I'd like to thank all of you,
again, for the incredibly important role that you've played, and
continue to play, in nursing home reform.
I'd like to say something that I think is really important about
the resident assessment instrument that we have proposed to
HCFA and that many of the States are using. While it took a regulation to make it uniform across the Country, the assessment process itself-and the one that we've tried to make standardized
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across all nursing homes in the Medicare and Medicaid programsis something that grows out of what good clinical practice is. We
didn't try to create an assessment process that sort of grew out of
whole cloth. People were already doing and know what good geriatric assessment and care planning is. Our process was simply to
bring that to bear on the development of the standardized assessment instrument.
Our goal throughout was to develop an assessment system that
would guide care planning. That's the only purpose of the items
that are in this assessment instrument. We had the following sort
of overall five goals for an assessment system to be used in nursing
homes to improve the quality of assessment, of care planning, and
of care provision.
The first is that it must be comprehensive. When I say "comprehensive", I mean two things. Clearly, it has to cover the mutliple
domains that affect residents-functional status and sense of well
being-and OBRA specified fairly clearly what those domains had
to be. But the second thing, and I think equally important, is that
the assessment process in nursing homes must capture the
strengths of residents, the preferences, the customary routines, as
well as the needs for assistance and care.
The process that we saw in some facilities was one which gave
you a list of nursing care needs, but somehow ignored the whole
person that existed with those needs. So we've tried to show that
individual person with strengths, with preferences, which will
affect what the care planning process ought to be and the outcomes
of it.
The second goal is that in addition to being comprehensive, the
assessment should be clinically relevant, that is, all of the items in
a mandatory assessment system should really be relevant to care
planning. We've called this the core assessment items, the minimum data set for care screening and assessment, which led to
snorts of amusement and sometimes derision among the nursing
home industry, some of whose idea of minimum was five items,
whereas ours is five pages of items. But we believe that they are
the minimum number of items that are essential to either screen
or give determinations of information that should guide a care
plan.
The third goal that we had for the assessment system was that it
should empower residents and direct care staff in nursing homes. It
should empower residents in the sense that it would require discussion with residents.
One of the things that we were struck by in the testing-and we
went to 60 nursing homes across the country to test various stages
of the assessment instrument-one of the things that we were
struck by is that the nurses told us that for the first time they had
discussions with residents about customary routines, about preferences, about their lives before they entered the nursing home,
about the things that they wanted to do rather than yes or no questions about "Do you need assistance with" x, y, or z. We thought
that was an important aspect of assessment that was-it's time for
that to be standard across the country.
We also believe that the system ought to foster interdisciplinary
cooperation-and we've seen that it does-and that it force nursing
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staff to talk-or the nurses, social workers, and other staff in the
facility responsible for the assessment-to talk with the aides who
are the direct caregivers. Nursing assistants provided the most accurate information about the needs of residents, about how they
were doing on a given day or over a particular period of time, and
we felt that that was important to make uniform across the country.
The fourth goal that we have is that it must be administratively
feasible for the average nursing home. This was a tension that we
felt. We wanted to improve what the minimum standard that was
acceptable would be. We wanted to move that up, but we also felt
that it had to be feasible for most nursing homes in the Country. It
had to be feasible in terms of time; it had to be feasible in terms of
the kinds of staff that would be used for the most common aspects
of the assessment process; and it had to fit a range of effective
models that nursing homes may use for assessment and care planning.
Let me just add right here that whatever you may have heard,
this assessment process does not dramatically change the amount
of time most nursing homes spend on assessment, although it will
probably change the mix of time. Nursing homes tend to spend
more time talking with residents and more time talking with nursing assistants in this assessment process, but we're looking at a
process that's an hour to an hour and a half in length. We don't
think that's unreasonable in terms of administrative feasibility for
something that will guide a year's worth of care planning.
It's not an administrative add-on. In facilities where the standard
of practice and assessment in care planning has not been up to
snuff, this will replace the cursory process. Where there's already a
good process in place, what the resident assessment instrument
does is to bring all that information together in one place. It's accessible to all disciplines so that if somebody in activities wants to
see how somebody is doing in terms of psychosocial well-being because they may have something to say about that, or if nursing
staff wants to see how people are doing across a variety of other
dimensions, that document, that summary, that whole picture of a
whole resident will exist there for that.
And then last but not least we wanted an instrument that was
reliable, which had items and definitions that were sufficiently
clear that two social workers looking at the same resident, or two
nurses looking at the same resident, would reach the same conclusions about that resident's care needs. Otherwise, the system-the
kind of care plan a resident gets would be dependent on who did
the assessment. If you got somebody good, that s terrific. If you got
somebody on a bad day, that's not so terrific.
We tested the instrument. We went through-I've lost count actually. Kathy may have a count. I stopped counting at the 40th version. We've gone through 40 revisions of the core instrument; it's
been tested in six States by us and in five States by another part of
HCFA; we personally have been into 60 nursing homes using facility staff to do the assessments; and we've had assessments performed on more than 800 residents to find out if the item is clinically relevant. If the definition is clear, it will lead to care planning.
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Now, just two other things that I want to tell you-I've told you
how we developed it, but what is it? There are two parts to the
resident assessment instrument that will be mandated by HCFA.
The first is called the minimum data set for care screening and assessment. That's the basic assessment instrument that facilities
will use. States may add items, but they cannot use fewer items or
different definitions. What you'll hear discussed today is that assessment instrument.
The second part of it are what we call resident assessment protocols. They are in the 18 areas that are the 18 long-term care quality of care requirements. The purpose of these is to link that assessment information to decisions about care planning. One of the
things that we found in going out into facilities is that a lot of facilities have great looking care plans, but they are documents that
sit in the records of the surveyors. They are not living documents
that reflect the needs, the preferences, and the strengths of living
residents.
So what we've tried to do is to help facilities see how to link the
assessment information about a resident's status with care plan decisions.
Sarah.
Ms. BURGER. Thank you, Catherine.
One of the exciting things about the development of the instrument is that Catherine, with her cohorts and colleagues, has used a
true interdisciplinary process to form it. I think practically everybody in this room has had something to do with it. That speaks
well, I think, for the product that we have because we all have part
ownership in it.
Thank you very much.
Kathryn Murphy has taken time out from her about eight lives
that she's leading at the moment-being a full-time student and a
full-time worker, and heaven only knows what else-and juggling
her time between exams, she has come to tell us how this wonderful instrument works.
STATEMENT OF KATHRYN MURPHY
Ms. MURPHY. Thank you, Sarah, and thank you for giving me the
opportunity to talk about the minimum data set. What I'd like to
talk about this morning is to give you some practical how-to information for completing a resident assessment and some pointers to
keep in mind throughout the assessment process.
Number one, the caregiver's primary objective in using the resident assessment instrument, which includes the minimum data set
and the resident assessment protocols, is as a vehicle for getting to
know the strengths, needs, perceptions, preferences, goals, and the
unique story of another human being who is dependent on the provider for planning, delivering, and monitoring his or her care in
the nursing home.
Once the primary objective is met, the secondary objectives of
quality care and quality outcomes naturally evolve. If the assessment process is treated by caregivers as an exercise in paper compliance, the objective will be lost and both residents and staff are
at risk of becoming demoralized.
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Two, the resident assessment, using this system, provides an excellent opportunity for caregivers to develop trusting working relationships with the resident and his family or significant others. Involving the resident and family as partners in care promotes the
concept of individualized care that is tailored to the strengths,
needs, and preferences of the individual.
This concept is crucial to the clinical decisionmaking process, especially when it involves choices regarding the use of physical restraints, psychotropic drugs, and life-sustaining technology. The
more emphasis is placed on resident family participation in assessment and care planning, the less time and effort must be spent on
defensive work in nursing homes, which has also consumed about
20 percent of health care dollars.
Next, the minimum data set is not a questionnaire that must be
completed from front to back. It is a set of common definitions. I
recommend that each caregiver involved in assessment develop his
or her own unique style of interviewing and chatting with residents' families and colleagues. Let the resident guide the assessment process. By that, I mean to let the resident establish how the
caregiver brings up topics that are crucial for assessment.
It is not necessary to complete the evaluation in the order the
sections appear on the form. For example, if during the course of
learning about a resident's customary routine, he or she becomes
tearful and agitated, it would be in the resident's best interest to
pursue feelings about psychosocial well-being, or sad or anxious
mood versus jumping into the next section on the form which is
cognitive patterns. You will have lost in the process.
Next, continuity of care is extremely important in the assessment process. Persons with chronic physical, mental, or neurological illnesses have changes in function which are variable throughout the course of the day or week. Be sure to include the insights of
colleagues who work on other shifts and weekends, for example. A
resident who may be alert, oriented, and fairly independent during
the daytime may decompensate as he grows tired and be more confused and dependent later in the day.
Next, interdisciplinary collaboration is the hallmark of comprehensive geriatric assessment. The manner with which this is carried out in each nursing home will naturally depend on resources
available. Make good use of clinical consultants in this process.
Involvement of the people who provide the bulk of hands-on care
to elders in nursing homes-namely nurse assistants-is imperative in this process. In our field trials, we commonly heard from
licensed staff, when we asked them questions about resident functioning, "I really don't know that about Mrs. S. -You'll have to ask
the nurse assistant caring for her." Not only will you be able to
gain useful insights about the residents, but also insights about the
quality of care being provided at the bedside, the stress level of the
caregiver, and the educational needs and concerns of staff.
Be objective when coding the minimum data set. Code each item
according to the guidelines which will be provided in the training
material, and not according to your judgment of whether the
answer will be perceived as good or bad. If you're not objective,
you'll be unable to effectively use the resident assessment protocols
to both the resident's and staffs benefit.
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As an example, in some States, where we were training nurses
how to use the minimum data set, there was a fear of coding problem behavior for fear of labeling a person. Or sometimes staff
would not want to code a behavior because the behavior really
wasn't perceived as a problem. For example, the staff might have
become used to a resident wandering or scratching, or striking out
during care. The problem is that it is a problem for other residents
and their families and they may not be so understanding.
If you don't code items objectively and appropriately, caregivers
may be depriving a resident of the opportunity to have someone
evaluate the behavior and begin to understand why he hits,
scratches, or wanders. Once that is understood and addressed, the
resident may not feel the need to strike out.
Next, share ideas among your colleagues, challenge one another
in the assessment process, and challenge conventional wisdom
about the resident. Be supportive of one another in the learning
process, and also be flexible in your implementation process and
change or modify as the need presents itself.
And last, but not least, have fun. One of the things that we've
found that the nurses liked the most was having the chance to get
to talk with the residents. The residents love the opportunity to
participate in the assessment process. That was one of the most rewarding aspects for the nurses and the social workers in the process.
Ms. BURGER. Thank you, Kathryn.
The two Catherines have set the stage for us very, very nicely.
What we thought might be of interest to you this morning was to
actually see this process working. So we have gathered together a
panel who will demonstrate the assessment and care planning
process.
The information we're using was actually gathered in one of the
trials that Kathryn spoke of. So we're using actual data, although
names have been changed. You don't know who this person is, or
where she lives. However, we're going to call this resident Mrs.
Lula Rogers. Lydia Borkin, who I'll introduce in a minute, is going
to be Mrs. Rogers today and she will tell you a little bit about herself when the time comes.
You're going to enter the process when the initial minimum data
set, which we ve been talking about, has been done, before triggers
and RAPs come in to complicate the issue. So at this point people
know some basic information, but just that. The part that you're
going to sort of eavesdrop on is the part that would be done quite
informally between colleagues, between the resident, between the
advocates, between all the staff. They went around and decided
what to do, what the problems were, and what they needed more
information on. So this would not be as formal a process as you're
seeing. It would be informal.
Then each of the panel members will tell, from their perspective,
how they view the information on the MDS, and also what triggers
and resident assessment protocols they would want to use and how
they would view the information from that.
Then finally they will tell you-or give you a few clues-as to
the kinds of things that they would want to bring to Mrs. Rogers'
care planning conference which will occur later this week.
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Now let me introduce my care planning team, Mrs. Rogers, and
our advocate. We're going to start with Maggie Donius. She is the
registered nurse, and she will be the leader of this conference this
morning. She joins us today from the Benedictine Nursing Center
in Mount Angel, OR, and is also at the Oregon Geriatric Education
Center. She has worked 11 of her 15 years in long-term care because she's excited and challenged by it. She's a clinical nurse specialist and conference coordinator this morning.
Maggie, will you stand? Then you can get an idea of who each of
these people are.
Sara Hunt, will you stand?
Sara is a social worker and gerontological specialist. She was the
Louisiana State Long-Term Care Ombudsman, so she's playing
both sides of the aisle. Sara has been the NCCNHR representative
on the Advisory Committee in the development of MDS, and she's
been a social worker on interdisciplinary functional assessment
teams.
Next, we have Tom Snader, who is a consultant pharmacist. He
currently works for Manorcare Corporation and provides care at 13
of their Allentown, PA facilities. He's the past president of the
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists, recipient of the
George F. Archambauld Award, and author of the chapter on LongTerm Care Pharmacy in the Remington Practice of Pharmacy. He
comes well qualified.
Next, we have Caryl Gurski. Stand on that side. She joins us
from the Hillhaven Corporation. She is an occupational therapist
and an area coordinator for rehabilitation in the mid-west region.
She consults directly to 12 skilled nursing facilities in Wisconsin,
and is director of occupational therapy at the Woodstock Health
Care Center. She is the public information chairman for the Wisconsin Occupational Therapy Association.
Next, we have Robert Joyce, the physical therapist and Director
of Rehabilitation Support Systems, College Park, MD, which provides physical, occupational, and speech therapy to clients on the
East Coast. He is also the associate editor of Geriatric Rehabilitation and on the Board of Directors of the American Physical Therapy Association, and Secretary for the Geriatric section of that organization.
Lydia Borkin, on my left, has been a resident of a New York
nursing home for 10 years. She has been President of the Resident's Council for 7 years. She is also an active participant with
the Coalition for Institutionalized and Disabled. Finally, she has
been a trainer for surveyors in the New York NYQUAS system.
Next, we have Steven Levenson. He has been the Medical Director of the Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital in Baltimore, MD for 8 years and has been in long-term care for 13 years.
He's on the Board of Directors of the American Medical Directors
Association and his special interests include implementation of the
new law and regulations, information systems, and ethical issuesan important point.
Next, we have Ruth Perschbacher, a music and activities therapist from North Carolina. She has served as Vice President and
Government Relations Chair for the National Association of Activities Professionals. She has conducted numerous workshops on resi-
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dent assessment and has 8 years of full-time experience directing
activity programs in nursing homes.
Ann Gallagher is a registered dietitian who represents the American Dietetics Association. She is President of Gallagher Associates,
Fort Wayne, IN, which serves long-term institutions. The best news
is that she has just been awarded the American Dietetic Association's Medallion Award for her contribution to the profession, and
especially for her work with HCFA and long-term care.
I hope a lot of other professional organizations take note of our
award winners down there who seem to be sitting together. Maybe
we ought to move up closer to you.
Next, we have Julie Oulette, who joins us from South Yarmouth,
MA. Julie is a certified nursing assistant and has worked at the
Windsor Nursing Home for 9 years. She is Chairperson of the Hospital Worker's Union, and Secretary of the Executive Board of that
organization.
Kathy Gannoe has been a Long-Term Care Ombudsman from
Central Kentucky for 6 years; she's worked for 12 years with mentally retarded; and she is Secretary for the National Citizen's Coalition for Nursing Home Reform. That sounds like "Old Boys Clubs"
to me.
Let me now turn this over to Maggie Donius, who will handle the
care conference.
Ms. DoNIus. Good morning. I think, Lydia, in the role of Mrs.
Rogers, was going to tell a little bit about herself. So, Lydia, if you
would take the microphone and-STATEMENT OF LYDIA BORKIN, NURSING HOME RESIDENT,
BRONX, NY
Ms. BORKIN. You'll have to excuse my voice. It's almost gone.

I'm Mrs. Rogers, and I came to live at the nursing home 7 years
ago from another nursing home. Before that, I lived alone after my
husband died. I spent my time reading papers, favorite books, keeping house, shopping, cooking, cleaning, and visiting with my family
and friends. I went to the local church and I joined in their activities.
I was able to take care of myself until about 10 years ago. I
shopped, cooked, and cleaned, and always enjoyed a leisurely
shower after the end of a busy day. I'm still lucky to be able to
have my wits about me. Life has not been easy, but I still have all
my marbles.
But physically I've really slowed down, especially recently. I need
help getting dressed, showering, opening cartons, and getting out of
bed. The worst is my bladder, which is completely out of control.
It's very embarrassing. In fact, I'm feeling quite blue and find
myself really short-tempered with the staff. I don't even know why
I last shouted at them. I've even been mean to the residents. I
don't know why I do that either. Maybe it's just worrying about
what's going to happen to me.
I have high blood pressure, arthritis, and then I've had a bout
with cancer. I am taking so much medicine that I don't even know
what they are. I wonder if I should stop taking some of them. No
one comes to talk to me about it. They told me when they added a
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new one about a week ago that it would make me feel better, but I
don't think so.
I feel so badly I admit I even don't want to eat. I've always been
a person who liked to eat, but even now I don't enjoy food. I've had
some mood ups and downs before, but-I don't know-maybe it's
just old age.
Thank you.
STATEMENT OF MAGGIE DONIUS, BENEDICTINE NURSING
CENTER, MOUNT ANGEL, OR
Ms. DoNIus. The scenario that Lydia has just so nicely gone over
for us summarizes the information that was collected on the minimum data set from the tool. From that information-and those of
you who are here with the NCCNHR group and have that nice
large blue plastic bag full of materials.
The largest packet in that plastic bag is the information that
pertains to the minimum data set tool. The tool is in there along
with the RAPs that Catherine talked about and that I will now list
off.
So, the minimum data set identified these following problem
areas, or potential problem areas, that indeed now the team will
discuss.
Delirium was triggered, meaning that there were specific items
that pertained to mental status on the tool that then triggered a
RAP. The trigger legend is also in that packet. In other words,
automatically, if you use this legend, it signalled that you needed
to look at that particular area. You could read through the RAP, it
would give you some summary information, and indeed give you
some guidelines by way to proceed.
So I'm now going to read down the list of those concepts that
were triggered from that assessment and data tool. So delirium was
the first one, activity of daily living function and rehab potential,
urinary incontinence and indwelling catheter-that's the same
RAP-mood state, behavior problem, activities, nutritional, dehydration, fluid maintenance-the same RAP-pressure ulcers, and
psychotropic drug use.
One of the items that was not automatically triggered was falls,
but indeed there was concern on the telephone conversation that
we all had with one another that indeed falls is another area that
we may need to address.
Because there is quite a bit of overlap in terms of the disciplines
that are gathered around the table here, there will be some repetition. In the interest of time, I'll select specifically the area of incontinence for nursing to address, and then we'll go around the table
and have each of the persons representing their disciplines give
their perceptions and how they might proceed.
In terms of the incontinence which Mrs. Rogers told us about is
totally out of control and very embarrassing for her, there is some
additional information that we would need to seek from her that
was not collected on the tool by virtue of an omission, the timing of
the onset of the problem. Indeed, we do not know how long this has
been a problem, only that it is a problem. So, in terms of the discipline of nursing, what we would want to do is eliminate any causes
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of the incontinence that we could eliminate, just within our own
realm, before we needed to seek physician's orders or other information.
So the first thing that we would need to do-other than getting
the information from Mrs. Rogers in terms of how long it has been
a problem, when she noticed that it was a problem, and her feelings and symptoms around that-would be to make sure that everything is okay in the bowel department, to make sure that that's
not contributing to her problem, because indeed it could be that if
we correct that problem, her incontinence would resolve.
Another thing that comes to mind-and indeed is triggered on
the RAP, and it lists these things-is that we would want to call
the physician to seek an order for a urinalysis to make sure that
she doesn't have a urinarv tract infection. Indeed, if that's the
problem, it could be that if the infection is treated that her problem would be resolved. At the same time that we collected a specimen for urinalysis to make sure that there were no abnormalities,
we could also make sure that she's not retaining urine, in other
words, that when she urinates, indeed her bladder is empty.
She's on several medications, one of which is new, and that also
could be causing problems in terms of her incontinence. It could be
that her medication is doing things to the bladder that were unintended causing her problem.
The other thing would be to discuss with Mrs. Rogers some sort
of toileting program so that indeed, until we get this situation
hopefully rectified, that she would be taken to the toilet, or reminded to go to the toilet at some prescribed time, so that indeed
we could try to increase her continence while we're working on the
problem.
Another thing would be to seek information or seek a consult
from the physician in terms of any portion of a physical exam that
would need to be done to rule out medical causes for her incontinence.
Also, we're told from the MDS that indeed there are some abnormal lab values. Some of those abnormal lab values could indeed be
contributing to her incontinence. So that would be the other area
for investigation.
Incontinence can also be associated with depression, which it
seems certainly may be an issue in Mrs. Rogers' case. Indeed, she's
on medication for such. Is she on enough? Is it on the wrong medication, and could it be contributing to her bladder problem?
So that would be additional information that we would need to
seek and areas that we would want to consider. Indeed, those
things are on the RAP, the resident assessment protocol.
Another role that I would take on in coordinating our care conference is during the time that we would all be meeting that the
resident would be present. I would take it on as my responsibilityand certainly it doesn't have to be nursing, but I think it's helpful
to have someone in the group that indeed is looking after the comfort of the person who is sitting in on the meeting and just every
now and then asking, validating, "Are you comfortable with how
things are going? Do you need to say something here? Have we
said something that's incorrect?" to make sure that the person
feels comfortable in being included in the process.
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Again, in terms of time limitations and trying to eliminate some
overlap, that's all that I will say right now from the realm of nursing, and I'll turn it over to Tom Snader who is representing pharmacy.
STATEMENT OF TOM SNADER, PHARMACIST, MANORCARE CORP.,
SELLERSVILLE, PA
Mr. SNADER. Thank you very much.
It's really a pleasure to be invited, not only to here, but to this
conference for the pharmacist is not routinely considered to be a
member of this assessment process, and that's an important factor
that I want to address.
Pharmacy in long-term care really has two parts: one as a provider of the pharmaceutical item, the drug; and it has to be provided in the way that the resident can take the product. So here is a
minimum data set that I've seen for the first time as a pharmacist.
As a provider of the medication, it tells me things about the client
that are very important. The resident can swallow their medication; the resident has no catheter in place; and the resident has
multiple drugs that have supportive diagnosis in some cases but potential interactions and complications.
My computer, as a providing pharmacist, can help me maybe
predict some of these issues and intervene before the medication is
set so that the right dosage can be sent over and labeled correctly.
This particular resident can see well. She wears glasses, but she
can read, so she was a candidate for serving herself with the medications in her room, I don't see any physical handicap, other than
maybe her arthritis, that might interfere with that.
So, as a pharmacy provider, I have some information from the
minimum data set that I've never had before. I just hope that I'm
able to get that information, because normally I'm not a part of
that process. I'm isolated from the facility in some other location.
But there is another pharmacist, the consultant pharmacist,
who, since the early 1970's, has been coming to the facility and reviewing the charts of the residents and has been making comments
about what has been called apparent irregularities. Actually, it's a
peer review of the therapeutic modalities that are being employed.
What I'm trying to do as a consultant is to make sure that the
therapy is reaching the goal that the staff has set and is causing no
adverse effects to the resident, that it's cost effective, that it's being
monitored right-blood pressures are being taken, laboratory tests
are being done, et cetera.
So, now I have a minimum data set which is also extremely
useful to me. Usually, as a consultant pharmacist, when I come in I
work also in isolation in that I see a chart, I see a record, I talk to
people in one period of time, one moment. I don't have the overall
picture. Now I do.
So as I looked at this minimum data set, I came away with aspects that I want to bring to this meeting. I'm certainly happy that
I've been asked to participate in the patient conference. Again, I
want to remind you, I'm not necessarily asked to participate.
In this particular resident, I see a change that's occurred in the
last 90 days, and I also see a new medication. Now before I've come
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to this meeting, I've prepared an analysis of the medications that
have been ordered for Lula, and hopefully I've talked to her about
some of her concerns.
Now I know that there are medications for arthritis that can
cause change in mentation, behavior. That's something that I have
to rule out. I also know that this particular resident is receiving a
sedative hypnotic, is receiving a minor tranquilizer, is receiving an
anti-depressant, is receiving a drug for psychosis, if you will, or behavior.
Now under OBRA I've also worked up a plan for dosage reduction that I want to present to the physician because I want to get
the dosage down to the lowest possible dose for this particular resident. So I have that plan to present to this meeting-or I would
have if I had all the information here.
I've also looked at the possibility of dosage reduction of those
other medications. The minimum data set says that Mrs. Rogers
sleeps well all night. That may mean that her medication for sleep
is only PRN and she's not using it, or that it could be used all the
time. I know that sedative hypnotics can cause confusion and agitation. I know that.
Anti-depressants-I have an abnormal laboratory test reported
in this particular minimum data set. Some of the medications used
for depression-lithium, for example-are critically assayed by laboratory tests. Alterations in their levels can be influenced by
sodium, and I know she's being treated for hypertension, so possibly she's on diuretics which affect sodium, which then influences
lithium, which then influences the behavior or the mentation of
the resident.
It sounds rather clinical, but without the minimum data set, I
would have just seen this particular resident at one moment of
time. I now have a picture of something that's dynamic, that in 90
days there has been a change. There's also been a change in therapy. There may be cause and effect. I will have analyzed that and
presented the possibility of the pharmaceutical drugs that are
being used having a role in that particular change in behavior.
I've also now had an opportunity to listen to Mrs. Rogers, and
what did I hear? Nobody talks to her about her medications. I've
been remiss in my job as a pharmacist. Like the medical model, I
oftentimes fall back into the typical medical model process. I talk
to the other professionals-physicians and nurses-and have probably passed on information, but not to the residents, not to the
guarantors, not to the family members.
If you look at OBRA, you can see that a lot of those regulations
reflect my lack of ability in the past to pass on information to
those residents. I'm going to change that now, so I'm going to be
with Mrs. Rogers to talk about her medications. If she s thinking
about not taking them and not being compliant, I have a problem
as a pharmacist. If my medications are appropriate for her care, I
have to have her cooperation. If that anxiety is leading to her behavior and her aggressiveness, then I have something that I can do
positive at the resident level. She has a right to know. She certainly is with it, so she ought to know about her medications.
So that is something new that I have learned from this meeting
that I'm going to have to follow-up on that I didn't realize before.
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Her incontinence-maybe everything isn't caused by drugs, but
certainly incontinence can be the result of certain pharmaceutical
agents that we use to treat depression, or to induce sleep. So this is
an issue that we have to look at. Anti-hypertensive drugs, water
pills, can certainly induce incontinence. And this is something
that's changing. I'm not a diagnostician, but I can look at the medications that have been ordered.
So I would have gone down the list of the medications, matched
them up to appropriate diagnosis, made sure that the goals that
were to be achieved are being achieved without any adverse side
effects. If there are any side effects or suggestions, if there is a correlation between the new drug and the symptoms, then I would
present that to this Committee. If the abnormal laboratory tests
are as a result of my medications, or a possible result of the medications, I'll throw that on the table for the Committee to consider.
So right now, I'm presenting the reduction of the dosage plan of
the anti-psychotic, which would be considered then, hopefully, by
this Committee, plus any other information that I've gleaned.
Ms. DoNius. Thank you.
We'll now hear from Sara Hunt, representing social work.
STATEMENT OF SARA HUNT, SOCIAL WORKER AND
GERONTOLOGIST, MIDLAND, MI
Ms. HuNr. You said that you had been remiss in your duties as a
pharmacist. I feel that in this process we're part of a new management team-the home is under new ownership. Hopefully we
would not have let Mrs. Rogers become so depressed and have some
of these symptoms and problems that showed up for so long without beginning to see what we could do.
As I looked over the minimum data set and listened to Mrs.
Rogers speak, I started thinking about numerous questions and I
wanted more information.
Like Maggie said, there are a lot of areas of overlap, and that's
part of the real value in this kind of process. There are pieces of
information that I want to find out from Mrs. Rogers, but I want to
hear it because I'm going to use that information a little differently than would Maggie, or Ruth, or some of my other colleagues.
After we gather it individually and put it together, than we begin
to see what we really can do. Then we can bring Mrs. Rogers in,
find out what she thinks and what she's willing to try.
So what would I do in terms of beginning to conduct the more indepth assessment after the initial screening? I would go to Mrs.
Rogers and say, "There are some items from the assessment that
don't seem like they fit together. Tell me a little bit more about
how you were so involved in the community. You've transferred
into this facility, what precipitated your coming here? What has
been your experience since admission?" I would try to discover
what has been the course of her depression. Is it recent, or has it
been a historical problem? Has she received treatment in the past?
What kinds of things seem to work, and what doesn't work? Does
anyone ever come to talk to her about her condition or her drugs?
How does she feel about that?
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I'd want more information about Mrs. Rogers' knowledge of her
current condition and her past patterns. Has she ever had anything that has even come close to continuity of her previous life
style in the facility?
She mentioned that she had a problem with cancer, a diagnosis.
I'd want to know more about when, how she responded, what's happening, and if something is really bothering her now about that diagnosis. Is it current or something that she had at one point in
time?
She mentioned that she talks to staff and to residents sometimes
a little mean and she doesn't really know why. I'd want to talk to
her more about her feelings and give her some sort of outlet and
opportunity to express them.
I'd also want to do a little probing about her lack of activities
and what goes on when the staff comes in to provide care routines.
Not only would I want to interview her in these areas, but I would
want to observe. I would want to come back by her room at different times of the day to see for myself how she's interacting with
staff-and maybe just as importantly, how direct care giving staff
are interacting with Mrs. Rogers-and being to find out more
about the specifics of the behavior problem that seems to exist as
recorded on the minimum data set.
I'd also want to talk to her family. There is an indication that
family has some responsibility for Mrs. Rogers in this facility. I'd
want to ask them some questions about her continuity of life, her
patterns, her history, and what kind of treatment has worked or
not worked.
Also, I'd want to talk to other staff. I would particularly go to
nursing assistants and find out what they knew about the behavior, her being sometimes mean. What she says, what she does, how
it occurs. What do they know about what precipitates the
behavior(s) and what works as a successful intervention. Is there
any pattern? How can we get to the bottom of the behavior?
I would certainly want to go to people around this table to find
out about the side effects of medication, what they've tried in their
professional disciplines in terms of intervention, and find out more
about the incontinence problem: what might be done, what might
be causing it. As a social worker I'm concerned about these factors
feeding into the depression and Mrs. Rogers's feelings of selfesteem, perhaps even her lack of involvement in activities.
So there are a lot of questions that I have about the interactions
of drugs and other things that might happen with this resident, as
well as Mrs. Rogers's perspective and course over time. I'd want to
bring this kind of information to the care planning conference so
that we could begin to sort through exactly what's happening and
talk with the resident about what she wants. I do think there's a
good potentional for positive interventions to help Mrs. Rogers feel
better about being in the facility and to improve her functioning.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
Representing occupational therapy, we'll now hear from Caryl
Gurski.
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STATEMENT OF CARYL GORMLY GURSKI, OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST, HILLHAVEN CORP., KENOSHA, WI

Ms. GuRsiu. Thank you.
It's a privilege to be here and to be part of this distinguished
panel.
Occupational therapy has historically viewed patients holistically. For initial assessment of a patient's needs, we would look at
mental, emotional, physical, and psychological needs, or the whole
personhood involved in our attempt to provide what she may need
to enhance her independence.
It has been my experience in working with gerontic practice that
elderly patients lose ability to adapt to their environment as control of the environment and of themselves is lost. I lovingly refer to
it as Nursing Home Syndrome, if my employer will indulge me.
In my discussions with Mrs. Rogers-and I would have that discussion before the care planning conference-she has told me that
she is especially depressed because she has lost the ability to take
of her basic needs. Occupational therapy's focus for treatment
always is enhancing functional independence and activities of daily
living, or what you do from the time you open your eyes in the
morning until you close your eyes at night. This would include rolling over in bed, getting out of bed, eating, getting dressed, washing-all of those things that most of us take for granted. Those
things have become more difficult for Mrs. Rogers.
I would be concerned, as an occupational therapist, and in my
evaluation would assess her need, for addressing the anxiety that
she's feeling. I would look at her lack of diversional activity, maybe
an interest inventory, only in terms of what physical limitations
she may have, and certainly would work in concert with the activities director of the facility to implement activities that would fit
within those limitations and perhaps provide some new challenges.
I would certainly want to consult with Social Services and with
Nursing in terms of their impressions of this individual and in the
past interests that she may have had. I would hope to work in concert with the physical therapist and the activities director in providing big muscle kinds of activities because I know professionally
that anxiety actually causes tightening of the muscles, and unfortunately, the muscles which make us less receptive to our environment, the muscles that make our bodies pull into ourselves rather
than relaxing the muscles that open us to activity and life.
I would certainly look upon Mrs. Rogers as a wonderful candidate for activities of daily living therapy because I know from the
minimum data set that she has some ability to make some decisions, and she certainly has the potential to return to independence, my nursing colleagues tell me. So I would be looking at therapy which would help her to find a comfortable routine again.
I might look at giving her some assistance in sequencing that
routine, maybe in a little different way than she has before. I certainly would want to provide a setting that would give her a success experience, an opportunity to reexperience the dignity of selfcare independence.
I might want to design a program for carry-over in nursing that
would provide some input in terms of the verbal cues that she
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needs, or maybe a particular set-up of the activity that would guarantee her success experience. I would certainly want to encourage
all of the staff to provide her positive feedback for her increased
ability.
I might want to provide some adaptive equipment. Perhaps one
piece of equipment might change or enhance her ability to do a
task for herself again. She certainly has the cognitive, or the thinking and problem solving skills to be able to handle new training,
doesn't she? The minimum data set has told us that, as she says,
she's "able to continue to think." She hasn't "lost her marbles" she
told us earlier. Often patients find it actually challenging to use a
new piece of equipment.
I would want to look at her nutritional level with my colleague,
the dietitian, only in terms of why she isn't eating all of her meal
because the minimum data set told me that she's eating 25 percent
less than the total meal on a regular basis. I guess, as an occupational therapist, I wonder what is it about Mrs. Rogers that might
be interfering with that? She has arthritis. Maybe she's having
more chewing difficulty. Maybe she's having less ability in making
those joints do the things that they used to do. Perhaps, again, I
could provide her with a special piece of equipment that might
help her eat independently again.
And maybe another factor-and we don't think of this often
enough in the nursing home sitting-that is the environment
where we do this dining or eating. Is she sitting in a dining room
with patients who are disoriented, who are crying out? She's told
us that she has all of her marbles. Maybe that's distracting to her
and may be contributing to more depression and reducing the
amount of time that she wants to spend in the dining room eating
that meal. So I would want to look at the environment to see what
adaptations we might want to make in the area.
In terms of the incontinence, I guess I would want to look at how
able she is to transfer to the toilet. I know from the minimum data
set that she's relatively independent, but, again, she may be having
some joint limitations that are making those transfers more difficult. Perhaps a built-up toilet seat might make getting on and off
the toilet easier, and make getting to the toilet a little faster procedure while she's having these difficulties.
I would certainly want to look with my physical therapy colleague and with my activities therapy colleague in terms of mobility. I would want to look at, has she lost strength? Has she lost,
again, the ability to move these joints? Maybe she has lost some
coordination. Maybe she is experiencing more pain. I would certainly need to look at those things if I'm going to facilitate her independence in activities of daily living.
I would look to working with Mrs. Rogers on a one-on-one kind of
basis with a therapist. I might even consider-with her blessing, of
course-incorporation into a small group type of activity. Sometimes when patients are involved with others like themselves they
are more motivated by one another than they are by the therapist
or the professionals on the team.
Oftentimes the activities that we could be involved in in a small
group situation focus the attention on the object or on the activity
and not on the skill that's required. With someone who is experi-
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encing some depression, we want to provide them with the best opportunity to have success and pleasure and fun while accomplishing the therapeutic goal.
And finally, I would certainly want to be concerned with her
sense of self-esteem, with her sense of self-concept, with the social
worker, the activities director, with nursing, and the whole team.
We all need to be concerned. We want to give her as much success
as possible. We want to encourage family and friends to continue to
participate in the outings, as they have in the past, as she is able
to be more physically independent.
Thank you.
Ms. DoNIus. Thank you.
We'll now hear from Robert Joyce representing physical therapy.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT JOYCE, PHYSICAL THERAPIST AND DIRECTOR, REHABILITATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, COLLEGE
PARK, MD
Mr. JOYCE. Good morning.

The thing about the minimum data set and the RAP triggers
that most impressed me, was, as Tom said, that they provide a dynamic picture of the patient over time. Traditionally, all of the
tools that we have very often used provide a momentary snapshot
of the resident at that moment. However, as we grow older, change
is inevitable. Change occurs to all of us and very often we don't
recognize that. The thing about the minimum data set is that it
gives us the information that we need to plan a program of intervention, certainly from the standpoint of physical functioning.
In looking at the minimum data set and the RAPs that are triggered, there are several areas, from my professional background,
that I see that immediately make a closer look at this resident
more important. First, her direct caregivers feel that there is a
chance for improved function. They have known her for quite a
while. They must know what her capabilities are and that sometimes she can do this and sometimes she can't. What's the reason?
Furthermore, an interview with Mrs. Rogers, herself-why have
things changed now? What are her goals? What are the things that
are bothering her? Very often, a decline in physical function can
result in depression. There are a lot of other things that I would
want to know from her.
As far as her physical systems, immediately looking at this, we
had a trigger on ADL function under the area of bed mobility, so
the first thing that I would want to do is to go and look at her to
find out what may be the problem. Could it be a neuromuscular
skeletal problem? Could it be the arthritis that makes it more difficult? Spinal arthritis makes it very difficult to get in and out of
bed, yet you can walk just fine.
The other thing we would want to look at is the assistance she
needs in bathing. Why does she need that? Is there something that
we can do to intervene to change that? It may be as simple as just
adapting the environment.
The other area that I would want to look at is falls. Now, in this
particular area, she didn't trigger immediately for falls, however,
there is the danger there, based on this assessment, that she could
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fall. There's just a little something there that says this resident
might possibly fall.
To me, that's a wonderful tool because traditionally I don't very
often find out about the patient until after they've fallen, or very
possibly after they have fallen and then fractured a hip. In this
case, I can go and look at the patient and determine, what's their
balance status? What sort of vascular problems might they have
that leads to this? So that gives me a better idea. I can then intervene rather than having to play the one who tries to put them
back together again.
The other thing, in looking at the minimum data set-although
it didn't immediately trigger as per the triggers on the resident assessment protocols-but just looking at it, she does need some
minor assistance in transfers and locomotion. Again, that gives me
something further that I can look at. Can we make a change in
that?
So, from that perspective, that gives me a lot of information that
heretofore I would never have had, so now, from a physical therapy
standpoint, and a rehabilitation standpoint, we can begin to
become involved in prevention whereas in previous times what we
would do is restoration. Certainly, economically it's a lot better for
our health care system. And certainly from the standpoint of the
resident-like most of us would want-we want to solve the problem before it becomes a problem.
So from that perspective, I think the MDS provides a lot of information as to what dynamic changes are occurring with the resident
over time versus where they are right now at this moment.
Ms. DoNIus. Thank you.
Now Steven Levenson will address concerns from the physicians
point of view. I need to point out here that in this particular scenario, Doctor Levenson is the new physician of record-and has
come into this situation sort of after the fact.
Doctor Levenson.
STATEMENT OF STEVEN LEVENSON, M.D., MEDICAL DIRECTOR,
LEVINDALE HEBREW GERIATRIC CENTER AND HOSPITAL,
BALTIMORE, MD
Dr. LEvENsoN. We decided that I would represent the physician
taking over the case because I wouldn't necessarily want to claim
to have been the one taking care of her before.
The attending physician in the nursing home has really four
major roles. Unfortunately, often, for whatever reasons, he doesn't
get-is unable or unwilling to play those roles. The nursing home
setting is really a unique practice site for medicine because it's not
just a matter of dealing with illness, but taking a look at several
other issues and factors that relate to the management of medical
problems.
So the four attending physician responsibilities in the nursing
home would include practicing good geriatric medicine and basic
internal medicine, including the management of actual illness.
Second would be to consider function and quality of life to be end
points of the medical treatment, so therefore deciding not only
which problems or conditions are amendable to medical treatment,
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but also whether they ought to be treated or to what extent depending on such things as the wishes and needs of the resident.
Third would be to facilitate the care plan, in other words, to
enable the rest of the staff to carry out some of the issues and
items that they have concerns or questions even though, as a physician, I may not be physicially present.
Fourth would be to advise and guide both the other staff and the
resident in terms of offering suggestions, recommendations, and
giving information and advice about what to look for when there is
concern about the complications or side effects of medications.
So I see the minimum data set as an important foundation for
providing the information that can better link the medical and
other professional plans of care.
And as a physician I would typically go through-or hopefully go
through-a six step process. For example, in this case of Mrs.
Rogers, the first thing would be to take a look at the medical diagnoses and assessments and ensure that they are accurate and complete. For example, she's listed as having hypertension. The question would be, is this hypertension an ongoing problem? When and
how was it diagnosed, or was it just episodic? If episodic, then does
she necessarily need to have medication still for hypertension,
which could be causing more side effects than it is doing good?
Second-a diagnosis of depression. Again, is this a major clinical
syndrome of depression requiring medical intervention and medications, or is it an episodic problem that might be better managed in
some other nonmedical fashion?
Then there is a diagnosis which merely says cancer. So, of
course, I would want to know, when was this diagnosed? What kind
of cancer? What kinds of treatments were instituted, and what
might have been the residual effects? For example, if there was radiation therapy to the pelvis, then that might have affected the
bladder and thereby contributed to the current problem of incontinence.
Also, concerning the diagnosis of osteoarthritis, I would want to
know how and when this was diagnosed and how severe it is. So in
the physical examination I would see the extent of the deformity
and the dysfunction caused by this problem.
Second, as the physician, I would want to review Mrs. Rogers'
functional status and problems. I see from the minimum data set
that she is cognitively intact; has good memory and recall; has substantial decisonmaking capacity; that her sensory and communication functions are adequate; that she needs substantial assistance
in ADL in four areas; and in addition to that that the staff taking
care of her believes that she has some potential for improvement;
that she has frequent bladder incontinence; that she's been verbally abusive and has socially inappropriate behavior, and that that
has been worse in the past 90 days; that there's been a general deterioration in her activities of daily living; and that she's been leaving 25 percent or more of her food uneaten at most meals.
The third thing that I would want to do is to review, then, medications, laboratory tests, special treatments, and procedures. I see
that she is on six medications, which is sort of the minimum, fairly
typical amount, that nursing home residents tend to be on. Among
those medications, she is on anti-psychotics, anti-anxiety, and anti-
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depressant medications-a dynamic triad-and has been on them
fairly consistently during the past 7 days.
In addition, there is some indication of abnormal laboratory
values during the past 90 days. I would want to know what those
were because there are lots of abnormal lab values among nursing
home residents and many of them don't necessarily mean anything
or require treatment, but the trick is to figure out which ones do
mean something and which ones indicate that additional work-up
or treatment is indicated.
The fourth step in this process is to talk to the resident and the
staff who has talked to the resident to find out about any special
desires, wishes, or needs such as advanced directives, living wills,
durable powers of attorney, something that might influence the
extent of treatment, work-up, or evaluation.
The fifth step is then to come up with a medical plan of care.
This centers around the medications. After reviewing the current
regimen, I would want to think about, are these medications helping, or might they be the source of the problem as opposed to the
possible solution? For example, the anti-hypertensive might be affecting behavior or continence. As mentioned before, the medication that she might be on for osteoarthritis might be affecting behavior or mental status.
Then I would want to consider either changing, discontinuing, or
renewing the medications. For example, if osteoarthritis is a problem contributing to her dysfunction in activities of daily living,
then I would want to see if she's on the right kind of anti-arthritic,
or if the dosage is adequate. I would want to focus on the anti-psychotics, as I said before, making sure that the diagnosis is correct,
considering whether the medications are necessary, and whether
there are alternatives.
I would want to think about, if she does need the medications,
whether those medications have undesirable side effects and
whether others might be better with fewer side effects. I would also
want to think about the problem of paradoxical side effects, that is,
the higher you raise the dose of some psychotropic medications, the
worse the condition gets as opposed to the better it gets.
I would want to take a look at the abnormal lab values and see
whether they need additional follow-up or additional testing. For
example, as mentioned before, I would want to get a urinalysis and
possibly a urine culture to see whether there was a simple and potentially reversible cause of the incontinence.
I would want to consider-where I could, depending on the community and the location of the facility-think about consultants,
such as a urologist, who might be able to help by doing a cystoscopy, or a psychiatrist, who could help in recommending dosage adjustments or changes in medication.
Then, finally, and perhaps most importantly, I would want to
provide information and advice to the resident and to the staff because even though I, as the physician, am sort of in absentia, I hold
the key to a lot of the successful implementation of the plan of care
in the sense of providing the information that other disciplines
need in order to carry out their parts of the plan of care. So I
would want to offer a realistic prognosis. As I said before, I would
want to make suggestions or write orders to assist in the nonmedi-
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cal management, especially of behavioral dysfunction, in an attempt to move away from the simple application of restraints and
psychotropic medications wherever possible.
And I would want to help the staff coordinate my medical orders
with the care plan so that there is consistency. For example, if they
say that they think the resident has rehabilitation potential, then I
would want to make sure that there were some orders to at least
have a consult from a physiatrist, or from physical and occupational therapy.
So then, my role as the physician is sort of a complex and a
tricky one, in terms of managing medical conditions and assisting
the staff in managing all the other personal and health care issues
that they have to deal with in the facility.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
We'll now hear from Ruth Perschbacher, representing activity.
STATEMENT OF RUTH PERSCHBACHER, MUSIC AND ACTIVITIES
THERAPIST, ASHEVILLE, NC
Ms. PERSCHBACHER. Good morning.
Again, as everyone else has said, the minimum data set certainly
raised a lot of questions for me. The beauty of it is that Mrs.
Rogers, in her introduction, answered some of those questions that
I did not have from the paper.
One of the things that I was very concerned about, looking at the
MDS, is that she is awake a lot though she has no involvement in
activities. It's hard for me to imagine someone who is awake a good
deal of the day who is not involved in some type of activity.
So I would want to look and find out if that's true, and find out
how people are defining activity pursuits. Activity pursuits really
is a very broad area where people are involved in activity that's
important to us. It might be cooking; it might be activity with another resident; it could be any number of things.
One of the things that she did say was that she liked cooking.
That was not on the minimum data set. I also like to cook, so I
would go to Mrs. Rogers and appeal to her a little bit as one cook
to another and see what kind of cooking she likes to do. I know
that when I'm kind of down and out, one of the things that I love
to do is to get into the kitchen. This might be something that Mrs.
Rogers also might find of interest.
The other thing is that she shows some signs of verbal abuse, so
also on the minimum data set, it does not say that she has any
problems with relationships. I see that-I think if someone were
verbally abusing me, I might not feel as kindly toward them. So,
again, I might wonder if she wasn't having some problems with relationships-and she really did say that she was.
There is not a better way to resolve any kind of work through
relationships than through food.
So we might talk to Mrs. Rogers about making some food and inviting some of her friends, some of the residents, and some of the
staff members and really get involved in a type of food activity.
This would have a lot of other implications if she isn't eating a lot
and perhaps if she were cooking some of her own food, she might
be eating more, she might enjoy her food better in a social situa-
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tion. Also, if she could be involved in the actual preparation, that
might give her some motivation, even so, if she is having trouble
with her arthritis, she might use some of her fine and gross motor
skills a little bit more because she would be doing something that
she really enjoys.
So I would really try to bring in these other areas. The incontinency-maybe I just need to be sure that she knows there is a
bathroom in the activity room so that she can go to the bathroom
when she wants to, so we can look at what those barriers are that
are keeping her from participating in some of the things that she
really enjoys. Obviously, she has a lot of interests, and I want to
really tap into those things.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
Representing nutrition, we'll now hear from Ann Gallagher.
STATEMENT OF ANN GALLAGHER, REGISTERED DIETICIAN, GALLAGHER ASSOCIATES, FORT WAYNE, IN, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN DIETETICS ASSOCIATION
Ms. GALLAGHER. Thank you.
Having served on the Advisory Committee for the MDS, this instrument, of course, is very close to my heart and it's exciting to
see how much more we now know about the resident compared to
what we know before. I've been working in long-term care for 20
years, so it is indeed quite different today.
In looking at the MDS, it triggered three areas that took us into
the nutritional status RAP. Those areas are the weight loss that
Mrs. Rogers has had in the last 30 to 180 days; the fact that she is
leaving 25 percent or more of the food that's being served to her;
and she's on a therapeutic diet.
First of all, before going to see Mrs. Rogers, I would want to
know how many calories she's going to need a day to maintain her
present weight, which ends up being approximately 1,700, and she's
going to need about 2,000 ccs of fluids to keep her hydrated.
I would want to identify the reasons for the weight loss and for
her decrease in appetite. I would want to look at whether it was
secondary to her depression, or is it food intolerance due to the diagnosis of cancer? What kind of cancer does she have? Are her food
choices and her food preferences being honored? Are her meals appropriately spaced, or does she have breakfast and lunch too close
together? Does she need between meal feedings so that she'll eat
better? What kind of environment is she eating in? Just as Carol,
my OT colleague stated, the environment at meal time is very important. Is she eating in a dining area that has a nice environment
for her? She is an alert resident.
I would want to look at what kind of a diet she's on. She's probably on a sodium restricted diet since she has hypertension and
since she has some edema. Does she really need to be on that
sodium restricted diet is something else we would look at. Maybe
she's on a 1 or 2 gram sodium diet and it could possibly be changed
to a 3 or 4 gram sodium diet.
We'd also look at her medications as many anti-psychotic drugs
will decrease appetite. Is this a drug-induced anorexia that we're
looking at? All of these problems, left untreated, can result in re-
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fusal to eat and cause significant weight loss and lead to malnutrition for Mrs. Rogers.
We would also want to look at her arthritis. This does not seem
to be a dietary problem at this time. The reviewer thought that the
resident is capable of increased independence with ADLs, but she
does need some type of supervision or assistance with eating, at
least she did in the last 7 days.
So, in the future, if her arthritis progresses, she may need a selfhelp feeding device to enable her to keep feeding herself. This is
where we would work in conjunction with OT.
She has the potential for being dehydrated in that she has the
decrease in her ADLs and she needed some assistance or supervision. We would want to monitor her fluid intake. Because she is
leaving 24 percent or more of her food, it is possible that she will
not be taking all of her fluids.
We would also want to check to see if she's on a diuretic. We
would look to see what the abnormal lab values are, as many abnormal lab values, especially electrolyte imbalances, can easily be
reversed. We want to take a look at her depression and sadness because that can be a factor that also leads to dehydration.
And we would want to talk to Mrs. Rogers herself and to the
nursing assistants who take care of her on both the day shift and
the evening shift for all three meals. Many times we find that residents will eat better for breakfast or at their noon meal and
they're not eating very well at their evening meal. So we would
want to know which meals she takes better.
We would look at food and fluid intake records that are kept by
the nursing staff. In talking to Mrs. Rogers, we would definitely be
sure that her food preferences were taken back to the dietary department, that they were listed on her diet card, and also in her
dietary cardex in case the diet card got lost, the food preferences
wouldn't be totally lost and we would be able to pick them up from
the dietary cardex.
Those are the items that we would take to care planning for this
particular resident.
Ms. DoNIus. Thank you.
We'll now hear from Julie Oulette who is a certified nursing assistant.
STATEMENT OF JULIE OULETTE, NURSING ASSISTANT, WINDSOR
NURSING HOME, SOUTH YARMOUTH, MA
Ms. OuuEg.
Hi.
First of all, I would like to say that as a nursing assistant I
really like the MDS. We're just starting to use it at our nursing
home, but I could see where I could read this MDS and figure out
how to take care of this patient in the best possible way that I
could.
Right now, as things stand, nursing assistants aren't very involved with the care plan of the resident. They never have been.
They've only been told what to do. I think that with the MDS in
place, and the nursing assistants helping to fill this out and give
credibility to it, instead of a nurse trying to do it all herself and
getting the whole group all together, I think this is going to be a
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really good thing for our patients, for the nurses, and for everybody
who works in the nursing home.
Thank you.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
Representing family, we'll now hear from Kathy Gannoe.
STATEMENT OF KATHY GANNOE, BLUEGRASS LONG-TERM CARE
OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM, LEXINGTON, KY
Ms. GANNOE. I'm here in the role of the ombudsman. I'll tell you,
if I had teams like this in my nursing homes in Kentucky, I'd quit
and sell real estate.
This is just extraordinary.
Normally I get called in on situations when the resident has all
these presenting situations and I'm hearing from the family and
they're saying, "They've given me 2 days to find Mother a new
nursing home. Will you please help?" So I'm excited with this new
management team that has taken over at this facility.
The role of the ombudsman, in the assessment process-listening
to this and trying to key into this particular process-there are a
couple of things that I, as the advocate for Mrs. Rogers, would do.
These are some of them.
I would start by just listening. I would go in and listen to this
lady, then I would listen to her some more. Then I would listen to
her again and try to get direction from her as to what her concerns
were.
When I was talking with her earlier about this scenario that
we're working on, Mrs. Rogers pointed out to me that in reality
some very simple things can trigger depression in a facility. Certainly, if she has had this major change in the management
team-she has a new doctor, new nurses, all these sorts of thingsthese could all lead to her problems. She might be willing to share
that with someone who didn't represent the facility staff.
I would ask her what would make her stay at the nursing home
facility better, and I would ask her if there was something I could
do for her. In the process of doing that I might locate a volunteer
friendly visitor who might come in and help reconnect her with the
community.
If she's been 7 years in this facility, and if she were active before,
it might be that over the course of 7 years her friends have
dropped away or become frail themselves, and it might be that I
can go out and reconnect her with more able members. For instance, from her church community I might be able to find folks
who didn't know her back when she was active, but who might be
willing to get involved with her again.
One of the things I would do is to explain to her what this whole
thing is all about. I would explain about the minimum data set is,
and I would explain why, for the first time, she's having a number
of people take a look at her, talk about her, and talk to her about
what's wrong with her.
I would hear her when she voiced her concerns about her medication. Perhaps, with her permission, I would go to the director of
nursing, or maybe to the pharmacist directly and tell them that
she is concerned and would like to have some more information.
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One of the things about the incontinence problem-and this is
something that I would check just by observing as well as talking
with Mrs. Rogers, but probably by observing-I would check and
see that they are handling this condition and this problem with
dignity so that her dignity is not being violated and that they are
not saying in the halls to her-which I'm certain that this CNA
would never do-saying out loud in front of everybody, "Did you
mess all over yourself again?" or something like that. I would be
really alert as an advocate to that kind of atmosphere and attitude
in the facility.
One of the things that I would do is to explain my role to her, as
an advocate, and tell her I'm available to respond to her concerns
and that I'm willing to advocate for her on her behalf at whatever
level, from just sitting beside her supportively, like we were doing
this morning, all the way to representing her in a care conference
or calling in family members who might be able to make her more
comfortable.
The thing that I'm excited about, as an advocate, with the MDS,
is that now there is a tool that I have in my hand and that the
resident has in her hand because we're making a lot of assessments
of a person, we're making a lot of plans about really providing
quality care-which is what it's all about-and there is a blueprint
that we can go back to and look at and measure what's happening
in her daily life against the proposal. That's what is happening,
and I'm very excited that this is going to be a great tool for advocates. I think that with this kind of team Mrs. Rogers is going to
feel better real fast.
Thank you.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
I'd like to bring this now full circle. We started out with Lydia
Borkin representing Mrs. Rogers, our resident. I'd like to turn it
back over to her. Do you have any comments from yourself, as a
resident, or do you have any comments in the role of Mrs. Rogers?
Ms. BORKIN. Of course, it would be much easier for me just to
speak of myself, since I am a resident and have been a resident for
10 years at a nursing home.
I must tell you that about 2 or 3 weeks before our annual meeting here I received a notice from our office to say that I would be
assessed on October 30. So I'm taking all this in because you must
understand that in the 10 years that I've been in the nursing
home, this is the first time that I have been assessed. I'm sure that
the reason that I am probably one of the first residents to be assessed is because I am a very loud-mouthed person who lives in a
nursing home.
I'm very pleased, as Kathy is, to see all this. Although this is
very clinical, all of you have presented what you find, what you'd
be looking for, and what you'd be doing. There is a person behind
these papers, a real live person who has lived many years before
she came into the nursing home and had a way of life. When she
came into the nursing home she gave up possessions, friends, and
activities to make all kinds of adjustments.
So when you look at someone living in a nursing home it would
be great if you asked her, what happened to you before you came
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here? What were your interests? What did you care about? What's
going on here that we see such changes?
As Kathy said, we were talking about someone who is depressed
and is getting three or four medications. Not only does she not
know what they are, she doesn't know if they're the right amounts
or if she should be taking them. She should be able to ask anytime
there's any medicine, what is that for? What is it supposed to do?
Since sometimes you start off with the regular medicine and then
are given generic medications, which can be an entirely different
shape or color, you don't recognize it. That has to be made known
to the resident so she's sure that she's getting the same medicine
that she started out with. Then they need to find out if, after a
week or two of being on the medicine, do you feel better? Speak to
her. Ask her.
So these papers are wonderful. They are great. But, please, talk
directly to the resident and someone like Kathy, if that resident
cannot speak for herself, or is uncomfortable, someone who will advocate for her. All of these papers are great, but there is nothing
like speaking directly to the resident who has lived in the nursing
home, and will continue to live there.
Ms. DONIUS. Thank you.
It's now my responsibility to do some kind of a conclusion, summarization, and wrap-up, before Sarah has a question that she
wants to pose, and then some questions and answers from the
group.
In our conversations around this horseshoe, indeed we have
touched upon, either directly or indirectly, all of the RAPs that
were triggered by the minimum data set. In various disciplines, we
talked about each one of those a number of times. We discussed the
fact that indeed her medications may be at the root of her problems, or at least be contributing to her problems; that there is an
alteration in her mental status abilities; that there is an alteration
in her activity of daily living functioning level, and that there is
the feeling that that level could be improved; that hopefully she
can become continent again, and that in that process we would be
able to preserve her skin; that we would be able to alleviate the
problem behaviors that have been occurring; that she would
become active not only in terms of care for herself, but also in
terms of other activities that go on throughout the day; that she be
free of falls, that she not fall and injure herself; and that she be
adequately nourished and adequately hydrated.
Each one of these things plays on the other and we have a great
big giant circle. It all kind of gets back to the same thing, or gets
back to the root of the problem.
What we may have is a new medication that she's been prescribed for perhaps one of the problem behaviors, that may have
made her incontinent, that may be decreasing her appetite, thatagain, if she's not eating, she may not be adequately nourished.
She may have skin problems that are aggravated because of her incontinence. Her immunity may become somewhat tired and she
may be open to other infections. It would be the ideal situation
that after a meeting or a conversation such as this, that a plan
would be developed, the resident and/or the family would be conferred with, and the plan developed would go forward and would
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alleviate these problems, resolve some of these issues, and indeed,
in our case scenario today, that Mrs. Rogers would live with a
much higher quality of life.
Sarah, I think I'll turn it back over to you.
Ms. BURGER. Thank you very much, Maggie.
You've seen, from this presentation, how complicated it can be to
make a care plan for one single individual. When you think of this
in relation to a whole facility, you realize how much expertise is
needed and how much thought is needed to go into the care planning and making the quality of life of this individual better.
What I would like to do now is to turn this over to you and have
you ask questions of anyone here on the panel.
Ms. HOLDER. If any one of you from the audience have any questions, would you please come up to the microphones that are in the
front? If you're a resident sitting in the front, I think we can hand
some of the microphones to you, but you'll have to come up to the
front so that you can be recorded in the record.
Ms. DLorr. I have a comment and a question.
Ms. Trrus-ROURKE. Could you identify yourself, please?
STATEMENT OF DEBBIE DLOTT, OMBUDSMAN

Ms. DLovr. My name is Debbie Dlott and I'm an ombudsman in
Burlington, VT.
The comment is, when Mrs. Rogers first described herself, she
talked about a love of reading and I didn't hear anyone bring that
up. As an avid reader myself, it kind of bothered me. I wish that
somebody had mentioned that.
My question is, supposing after reviewing Mrs. Rogers medications, the doctor decides that in fact there might be some benefit to
an anti-depressant and Mrs. Rogers flatly refuses to take it. Where
would you go from there?
Dr. LEVENSON. That's a tricky one. Certainly, I think it's a good
example of the challenge of balancing rights and responsibilities in
terms of helping somebody. What we try to do, for instance, at our
facility is to do everything possible to speak to the resident and explain the potential for the medication to do good and to help improve the situation. If there is a family, then we would speak with
the family and ask them to talk with the resident and encourage
that individual to take this medication.
We don't force people. I wouldn't force someone to take a medication or trick them, such as crush it up and put it in their food without letting them know that they were getting it. But I think we
face a lot of those very tricky and fine line type of situations where
you really could help somebody, and yet, because of their very condition, they don't necessarily want help.
So I would do everything possible to have others encourage and
assist her in accepting the treatment.
Ms. DLorr. And if she still refused?
Dr. LEVENSON. Well, I think that we would have like a trial
period, a nonmedical therapeutic trial period of other measures
and interventions in an attempt to improve the situation.
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If that was at least partially successful, then we would go back
and try again if it looked like an anti-depressant may be helpful.
Perhaps it wouldn't even be necessary after that trial period.
Ms. DLOTF. Thank you.
Ms. GANNOE. I just wanted to comment about the-I'm glad the
other ombudsman brought that up. I had made a note wondering
about her personal needs allowance. Newspapers and books cost
money, but maybe we could make some arrangements with a library to get them for her.
STATEMENT OF BENTE COONEY
Ms. COONEY. My name is Bente Cooney from the Senior Policy
Committee with the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare, and I'm also Co-President of the Washingtonians
for the Improvement of Nursing Homes. I want to congratulate
you. I think it was a beautiful, beautiful session.
But one thing I thought was not metioned that may have some
impact on the way that the resident might feel, that is the financial aspect. Nobody mentioned that perhaps the resident has a concern about how her stay is being paid for and her spend-down situation. I think maybe that would be the social worker that might
want to talk to the resident about that. Could that have an impact
on her state of mind and how she feels?
Ms. HUNT. I agree. That's a good point. There are a lot of other
questions that I would like to ask her. Many of the purposes of assessment are illustrated by the line of questioning each of you addressed, but also, we are concerned about finding out what her
sources of pride were. We talked about continuity of life, from community to nursing home. Assessing this depends on discovering her
strengths. What can we bring into the care planning process-in
addition to this list of deficits? What is there to build on, no matter
how minute those strengths may look at this point in time?
Ms. BURGER. Julie Oulette, this morning, mentioned something
else that happens in her facility that certainly might have affected
a person such as Mrs. Rogers.
Would you like to tell about the movement of rooms. Julie?
Ms. OuLETTE. In our nursing home, a patient will be moved and
you come to work the next day and the patient is not in the room
anymore, she's down the hall somewhere. You ask, where is Mrs.
so-and-so, and they inform you that she's down the hall. When you
ask why she was moved, they don't know.
I've seen a lot of patients get very upset over this, and they have
really no control. No matter what they say, they move them
anyway to make room for somebody else, or to make somebody else
more comfortable. I don't know exactly why they do it.
But right now, in our union, we've filed grievences on this. Hopefully, we'll start making people more aware that this stuff really
does go on. Sometimes if the patient doesn't have any family members or anybody to advocate for them, then we have to do it. So
we've trying to really do something with this room change business.
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STATEMENT OF LINDSEY TORRELLI, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY SYSTEMS
Ms. TORRELUI. I'm Lindsey Torrelli from the National Association
of Protection and Advocacy Systems.
I did hear mentioned, earlier, with one of the panelists, the involvement of the resident sitting in. My first priority would be that
that would be a requirement. In reviewing the RAP, the resident
assessment protocol, or in any discussion, that should be a requirement, as opposed to something that seemed to come across as secondary that the person is sitting in and if they have a questionwell, I think it should be a priority that they be there and be personally involved in all of the questioning and not just as a secondary piece.
I'd like to know how the residents feel about that. If someone
were discussing me, I would like to be there as opposed to sitting
behind someone, or without an ombudsman.
Dr. LEVENSON. I think there are times when a staff needs to be
able to have a discussion that is somewhat speculative-for example, what could be or might be wrong-that could raise issues that
might cause undue alarm, for example, in discussing a person's behavior or cognitive function. There may be speculation about possible diagnoses.
So I think the resident certainly needs to be involved with that.
It's not necessarily appropriate that they would be present at all
such discussions or that it be required in all situations. I think
there are two aspects of it. First, you would discuss the conclusions
and recommendations with the resident, but there also has to be
preliminary discussions amongst the staff to sort of iron out differing points of view. If the resident is always in at that point, there
could be more confusion than help in terms of all the speculation
and reviewing possibilities.
Ms. GURSKI. I would like to respond to your question also. From
my experience, in our facilities residents are always asked to be involved in staffing or care planning sessions-whatever you happen
to call them-and there are regulations about that and everything
else in the State of Wisconsin.
The interesting thing about that is that in 70 percent of the requests in our Wisconsin facilities, residents refuse. I go back to
what I said initially about Nursing Home Syndrome. I think as we
empower residents and as residents take the power to be involved
in their care-perhaps it will take the next generation, I don't
know-but I do think there is some reluctance because, after all, "I
am a resident and I don't know what's good for me." Isn't that sad?
I would hope that all of us would be active in that.
Ms. GANNOE. I think sometimes there's a tacit agreement that
the resident will be encouraged not to participate because it takes
time to explain to Mrs. Rogers the technical terms and the flow of
the meeting, these sorts of things. I think a role for advocates is to
encourage people like Mrs. Rogers. I hear folks in my area say, "It
doesn't do any good. If I go, what difference does it make? They
don't want me there."
They sense that exclusion that is underlying. I think a role for
advocates, as you say, is it empower residents and say, "It's your
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life and your decision," and offer to accompany them or do whatever they can to make them comfortable. I was glad that one of
you all said something about making them comfortable throughout.
That means not just physically comfortable, but also emotionally
comfortable as well.
Ms. MURPHY. I would also like to add to that that I think that we
have a lot to do in terms of educating families about empowering
their family members to participate in care planning. Oftentimes
what we encounter is family members trying to protect their loved
ones by not wanting them to be burdened with decisions that must
be made regarding their own care.
We find that alot, especially when it comes to being involved in a
research project whereby family members will say, "I really would
rather not have my mother involved because she's too old. Just let
her be, let her be comfortable." So I think we have a long way to
go in terms of educating people.
Ms. PERSCHBACHER. I also think that we don't want to get into a
situation where we're requiring residents to attend care planning
any more than we're requiring them to wear restraints or take
medications or other things. There are lots of ways to participate
in care planning. Maybe some of us would not want to sit in a
meeting with all of these people. I would not come to this care
planning conference myself if all of these experts were sitting
there. I'm sorry.
But maybe if Sarah came to my room and talked to me, or
maybe if two or three people I had a good rapport with came and
discussed this with me-I think we have to be flexible and remember the individual in this process. Yes, include them, but include
them as they can be included and want to be.
Ms. BURGER. Freda?
STATEMENT OF FREDA GORRECHT, CBC AND NCCNHR
Ms. GORRECHT. My name is Freda Gorrecht. I'm from CBC and
NCCNHR.
I am not in a nursing home-God forbid-but I have been in intensive care in a few hospitals. I've been thinking a great deal
about what we're talking about. We're talking about adults, adults
standing in line to take care of me. I'm an adult. I have been somebody. I have done something. How much consideration has been
given to know who I am? Who I am will very largely depend on
what I do when I become a resident, a new person.
Adversary and Adversary-oftentimes those are the caregivers
and the care getters lined up. It is normal, in my opinion, for an
adult whose life style has to change, to resent it. The symbols of
that resentment are you, the care givers. This is a very important
psychological change that occurs and I do not know, but I suspect
that this doesn't take very much consideration in these so-called
conferences in the care giving place.
The people who help a lot in this are the other care getters.
Some ways must be thought through to get them to start from
point one and level with each other and to plan some ways to
handle all of you.
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They are not self-motivated to do this because we, as people, are
not living that way in our individual families and homes. By the
way, that's what is wrong with the families and homes, in my opinion.
But I think that if all the people who are caregivers could sit
down regularly and not assess the patients but say, "Let's talk
about who they were and what they have become and what might
be a way that we could help them help each other."
I know all the fancy titles, by the way, of the Resident Council,
and how a very determined resident gets hold of it and God help
the rest of them because as a caregiver has the charge to see that
the climate is there, that the knowledge is there-this is a very
interpersonal relationship. I think that the presentation that you
have given today has named the team. It's like I'm waiting for the
Pistons to announce who's going to be on their team, because I
want to know how that's going to affect the rest of my favorite Pistons, because it will affect them. It will affect them because they
are somebody unique and we all are, too.
I hope that we can succeed in getting some of this under the
light of day before I die, which I'm planning to be quite a while.
Its been quite a while that we all have worked. But thank you
very much and never forget that we are all a unique person and
have your conference about how unique I am and why I am. If I'm
an old tartar, handle me.
Ms. BURGER. Just a minute.
Do you have a comment?
Ms. HAwEs. Yes. I would like to actually respond to that. I'm
glad to hear that and I hope that everyone takes it to heart.
One of the sections that we have in the assessment instrument is
called customary routines in the year prior to admission to the
nursing home. We have lifetime occupation and other issues that
are designed to get at what people-Carter Williams, who was another social worker that was on our panel, kept pointing out that
the day before someone entered a nursing home they had a life in
which they decided when they got up, when they went to bed, what
they had for breakfast, whether they had breakfast, what they
wore-what they did with their entire day-and that somehow,
when people enter a nursing home, the social worker that does
intake has a sense of that person because they usually ask these
questions, but it never gets communicated to the other staff. It's
this gold mine of information that sits in the intake document.
So we put it as part of the normal assessment. At first there
were people who said, "Oh, this is such a social workey thing to
do."
We thought that there was going to be all this resistance to it. In
the very first field test it was the nurses who used it. We had this
terrific geriatric nurse practitioner from a really good home. She
said that she found out more about the residents that she assessed
from her own facility, talking to them about their customary routine, than she had known in the 3 years that they had been in the
facility because she started to see that person who lived a full life,
who didn't just suddenly emerge as a nursing home patient.
So I hope that advocates and residents and those others who care
about their well-being will continue to focus and to help facilities
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recognize that they can adjust to the customary routines of the
people who live there, rather than having the people who live
there adjust to the customary routines of the nursing home.
So often it's just like making people think. She prefers baths to
showers, or showers to baths. All her life she has bathed at night
instead of at 7 a.m.-things that are so normal that we all take for
granted and that we would like to continue for the rest of our lives.
So we believe that's an important part of the assessment that
has to be sort of the first piece. It's usually the first thing that
people start discussing with residents in the assessment.
STATEMENT OF MOLLY WEINSTEIN
Ms. WEINSTEIN. My name is Molly Weinstein from Oregon.

Doctor, I would like to go back to something that you suggested,
that the staff should resolve their differences before they give their
advice to the nursing home resident.
I'd like to submit to you that perhaps asking the resident what
their preference is, whether they would like to hear all the options
and all the views of the professional people, is perhaps a question
that should go before your decision to make decisions behind the
scenes, if you will. Some people would prefer it, I submit to you,
and some people would not.
As a recipient of medical care in another country, and therefore
another system where the doctors and the nurses did discuss your
medical situation in front of you, I can tell you that at first I found
it daunting, and then in the end it was by far better.
Dr. LEVENSON. I don't disagree with what you're saying. I think

that the previous question or discussion was posed as, should there
be a requirement that the resident be present at all of these conferences? I was merely saying that there may be some circumstances
when first the staff has to get its act together. You're bringing together people from many different disciplines, perspectives, and approaches, to an individual using different terminology and possibly-quite probably actually, at least in my experience-having
reached varying conclusions.
I think it can be very confusing to a resident-or anybody for
that matter, not just a nursing home resident-when all these
terms are thrown at them and there is a lot of speculation as to
what might be or could be. Sometimes it's certainly in order to
present partial hypothesis or speculations as to what might be
wrong because you have to ask the resident, for example, do you
want to undergo these tests? Do you want to take these medications as a therapeutic trial?
But I was merely saying that there are times when all of these
people from many different disciplines have to get on the same
wave length and agree about a common or a conjoint message that
they're going to deliver in order to prevent a possible confusion or
misunderstanding. The resident certainly needs to be involved, but
not necessarily mandatorily present at all such conferences.
Ms. BURGER. Did you want to make another comment?
Ms. WEINSTEIN. My point was that it is the resident's decision, in

my mind, if they're going to be included in the front end or the
back end of those discussions.
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Dr. LEVENSON. Well, I certainly agree with you. They have a say,
but I just don't think that it should always be required.
Ms. WEINSTEIN. I agree with you.
Dr. LEVENSON. That was the gist of the previous discussion. I was
merely responding to that.
Ms. WEINSTEIN. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF JUDITH GRIFFIN, OMBUDSMAN

Ms. GRIFFIN. I think we can all agree that we have a panel
before us here that is on the leading edge.
Ms. BURGER. Excuse me, could you tell me who you are? I beg
your pardon.
Ms. GRIFFIN. I'm Judith Griffin, ombudsman, the State of New
Hampshire.
There was a question asked earlier, the response to which caused
me some concern, even though we do have folks who are on the
leading edge before us. The question had to do with perhaps the
psychotropic drug would appear to be appropriate, yet the resident
would refuse to take it.
Doctor Levenson, one of your approaches in trying to handle this,
if she still refused after trying to explain and win her agreement
for a trial period, was that you might consult with the family and
discuss this with them and see if they would talk with her and
exert some influence on her.
I think perhaps that we have forgotten that your business with
the resident is confidential and of no business to the family unless
she gives you her express permission to discuss her condition with
them. We would need to obtain that first that she would allow you
to do that.
There is the potential, in that plan of approach, that you're
going to be bringing emotional duress to bear in order to gain her
acceptance of what you feel she needs. Of course, I know that you
know that's not appropriate.
Dr. LEVENSON. Even though I know that's not appropriate, I
might have a slight difference of opinion with you. In this sense, at
least in my experience, we're often caught between a rock and a
hard place. We want to respect individual rights, especially the
right to accept or refuse treatment, yet I think it's very important
that we take somewhat of a modern approach to individual behavior and thinking.
It is not necessarily possible to separate mind and body in that
there are physical problems or conditions that can cause thinking
or behavior that is not necessarily under a person's volitional control and that if one is indeed interested in helping a person to have
the best quality of life, sometimes there has to be a little pressure
put on, or something done that a person might not agree with 100
percent.
That's not the same thing, I don't think, as forcing them to undergo treatment, but there is often anxiety, fear, or physical conditions that cause people to respond in ways without necessarily understanding, realizing, or being able to deal with the potential good
to be gained later on. We've certainly had to deal with this on
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many occasions in our facility. Sometimes we don't institute a
treatment and watch the person deteriorate and die as a result.
So I think that in each case one has to try to strike this balance
and there is no clear-cut individual rights versus the caregivers paternalistic approach. Sometimes, the individual's rights can be enhanced, to a certain extent, by being a little bit pushy. For example, the residents who will come in having fractured their hip, and
say, "I don't want to go to therapy; I don't want to get up; I don't
want to do this; and I don't want to do that."
After a period of a little bit of gentle pressure, they do much
better, their attitude and condition changed, they were not depressed, and they can come off the medications. So the ultimate
good warrants perhaps doing, encouraging, or pushing them to do
something that they may not have wanted to do in the first place.
Ms. GRIFFIN. Your response is well taken.
I think, though, that we all have seen at one time or another the
incredible therapeutic value that often can be derived from a resident being respected when they just say no and that that can very
often be very therapeutic as well as chemical and medical interventions.
Dr. LEVENSON. I agree with you absolutely, I just don't think necessarily that we can take an either/or approach, but that each case
has to be individually balanced.
Ms. GRImN. Absolutely. That's what this is all about, the individual.
Thank you.
Ms. BURGER. Jackie.
STATEMENT OF JACKIE COOMBS, WASHINGTON STATE NURSING
HOME RESIDENT COUNCILS
Ms. COOMBS. My name is Jackie Coombs. I am President of the
Washington State Nursing Home Resident Councils, I am a board
member of NCCNHR, and I have been a nursing home resident for
over 22 years. I have arthritis. It was very interesting with your
comparison this morning.
I have attended care conferences. I have never had a doctor
attend my care conference. I would love to have one do it sometime. One of the things that my doctor says is, "Hi. How are
you?"-no, never "How are you?"-"Hi. Your T.V. is out of adjustment," but never "How are you?"
He would never attend a care conference. I have asked to attend
care conferences. I have never been denied a care conference. I've
also been told that I could come but that I couldn't say anything.
Well, if anybody knows me, I went and I said something.
The first care conference I had, except for the doctor I had the
complete disciplinary team that is up here. It can be intimidating
to a resident. I did not know what I was getting into. They said
that I had a care conference coming up, so I asked what it was. I
went. I went into this room and the office was completely filled
with people. It can be intimidating. I don't intimidate very easily,
but I can see where a lot of people-this is one reason why they
have trouble when they are asked to attend a care conference.
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How do you explain a care conference to a resident? Do you tell
them what's going on? Why it would be necessary for them to be
there?
I heard you say that residents are invited to care conferences.
Sure, you can invite me to a care conference. I don't know what it
is. I'm not going to go. I don't know how I'm involved in it. Is it
explained as to why it is important?
Ms. HuNT. I think Jackie raised a very, very good point. I think
it's important to go over as much of this information during the
pre-admission process as possible. When you start talking about
what to expect from the facility, what information the facility
needs from the resident/family, you also need to talk about the
team of professionals who will be involved with care. You say
something like, "We'll be asking you questions. It's called an assessment process." You can do this from the very first contact with
the resident and with that person's family. You can start talking
about what is going to happen in the assessment and care planning
process. "We want your participation involvement. Here's what
we're going to be asking you."
As each one of the staff begin to do parts of the assessment, they
start talking with the resident not only about what is going on and
their problems, and asking them to demonstrate this or that, but
also about care planning. Asking questions such as "Gee, have you
thought about"-"Have you tried"-"Might you be interested in"et cetera.
Then before the care planning time someone needs to go in and
sit down with the resident to discuss: who is going to be at the care
conference, what it's going to be like, and how the resident can
have input, preparing the resident. That person can use the resident's comments to assist the team in thinking through how they
really need to be involved with this resident. There are lots of techniques to use and things that you do to help the resident not feel
intimidated, to meet the comfort needs that Maggie mentioned, to
lend support to the resident, and to make sure that the resident is
there as an equal participant, not as somebody who's being railroaded. The resident shouldn't feel that the team is saying "Go
ahead and agree to what we've already decided you should have."
Ms. COOMBS. I also had a care conference where the ombudsman
was called in by the nursing home, not by me.
She participated in the care conference.
Yes, she came, but the interesting thing is that the ombudsman
that they called in at that time was Hilka Faber. At the time the
Washington Nursing Home Resident Councils was working with
Hilka Faber, they said that I couldn't have Hilka. So she sent one
of her associates, who I also knew, who they did not know that I
knew. I had already decided. I wrote a paper and said, "Here. This
is it. I'm only as good as the nursing assistant I'm working with. I
can't do any better." I went on and listed-unfortunately that was
listed in 1981, and it's still true today. I hope, with this new
system, that it will not be true next year.
Thank you.
Ms. DoNIus. Could I also respond to that comment?
It's very well taken. I would also like to submit to you, and encourage each and every one of you to do what you can to make
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people feel comfortable about this. In facilities where the resident
has not been historically a part of the care conference, believe me,
the staff are just as uncomfortable, and just as intimidated as the
residents. So, for many facilities, this is new. It's going to take
some time for everybody to get used to that and to feel comfortable
with the idea.
Again, I would just encourage you to do anything that you can
on both sides to try to enhance that comfort.
Ms. BORKIN. I received what was a written invitation, the date,
place, and time that the care conference would be held, and would
it be agreeable to me-then down at the bottom it said, "Do you
care to attend this by yourself, or do you wish to have somebody
accompany you? Are there family members or anyone else that you
would like to have with you?"
Of course, that's the very end of it. We should be starting before
that. Because I'm so accustomed to dealing with staff, because of
my own jobs in the nursing home itself, this doesn't overwhelm me,
but I can see that there would be many residents who would find it
quite intimidating and would like to have someone with them. I
think it's up to you ombudsmen to get in touch with families, and
to speak to residents; those residents who live in nursing homes
who have been more active, to go around through your Resident
Council and explain what these new care conferences are all about
so that the residents can at least have some idea as to what they're
stepping into when the door opens; and also to explain to family
members that they can be present, or the ombudsman can be
called upon to sit next to someone at one of the these care conferences.
As I said, there is a lot of education involved here, but the end of
this will be that residents will have a better quality of life and a
better quality of care.
Ms. BURGER. Thank you, Lydia.
Let's take just one more question. I hate to cut off the questions,
but we're very shortly going to have lunch.
Go ahead, sir, and identify yourself if you will please?
STATEMENT OF ANTHONY STARK, OMBUDSMAN
Mr. STARK. My name is Anthony Stark. I have been a volunteer
ombudsman for the State of Tennessee for 6 years. I'm also Chairman of the East Tennessee Coalition on Advocacy.
My question is, you have here a complete interdisciplinary group,
and all of the them experts. We don't have that out in small communities. What about the 30 to 40 percent of the residents of the
nursing homes, some that have been there for 3 or 4 years, and
unlike Mrs. Rogers, some of their marbles are gone. Some because
of the fact that they didn't have them, some are progressive stages
of Alzheimer's, and some because they have been zonked for the
past 3 or 4 years every time the nurse didn't like what they were
doing.
How are you going to carry this out with a person who can't
speak for themselves, and in many cases their families have put
them in there and walked off and left them?
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Ms. PERSCHBACHER. One of the things that I think it's important
to realize is that unless the person is comatose, there is a lot of
communication that they can do. If an Alzheimer's resident doesn't
like an activity, they usually leave. That's a real clue that they
don't like that activity. I think it's the same way. If they don t
want to take their shower, they will definitely let you know it.
Those are things that we definitely have to pick up on and not use
it as an excuse. We need to listen to what they are communicating

to us about.
Ms. HAWES. To follow-up on what Ruth said, one of the things
that we have in the section on behaviors is a way for staff to look
at behaviors, particularly for individuals with communications deficits, and understand what's going on. Somebody who screams may
be trying to communicate a very concrete opinion or request, but
they don't have the words to do it, so they do it with behaviors.
So we talk a lot about the need to observe, not simply to interact
verbally, but to use observation skills and to look at behaviors to
understand what's going on with the resident when the resident
cannot articulate his or her own needs or preferences.
The other thing that I would like to say about Tennessee is that
it is one of the States that we tested the assessment process in.

When I listened to this group, it was pretty exciting. This was the
first time that I ever heard anyone talk about how they would use
the information that hadn't been in the field test, and it was the
first time that we had this many different disciplines represented.
There are States that don't have, in a normal facility, this level of
expertise.
That is one of the things that the resident assessment protocols
are designed to address, to help staff make the connections that
these professionals made on their own, to say, "Here are some
guidelines that you can follow." Here are other pieces of information in the assessment instrument that will help you make a decision about behavior or mood, whether or not you have a psychiatrist who comes to visit, or a pharmacist who is actively involved in
the review of drugs, or a physician who is actively involved in the
discussion.
So we tried, in some sense, to make a system that is responsive
to facilities that may not be staffed as expertly as this panel would

staff a facility. I think the continuing problem that we have to face
is that there are some State Medicaid Programs-Tennessee struck

me. We had all these people who were on mechanically altered
diets and had "chewing problems," but no neurological problems
like swallowing. It's because the Medicaid Program in Tennessee
doesn't pay for dentures.
So anyone who was missing teeth was getting mechanically altered diets and not teeth. So while an assessment system and a
care planning conference and this whole process can do a lot to improve care, we still have the underlying reality that it may well
point out things that aren't done, and aren't being done, and there
are still important reforms that need to occur. This is the ammunition that can be used to do this.
Mr.

STARK.

I want to thank the panel for their discussion of this,

because I am particularly interested in that section of Tennessee.
Thank you.
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Ms. DONIUS. Sarah, could I respond to him, also?
I realize that we're out of time, so I'll make my comment brief,
but I feel compelled to respond to his comments. Although many of
our cognitively impaired residents cannot communicate to us in the
way that we conventionally think of communication, what I would
say is that the tool facilitates communication of all the disciplines
communicating with the certified nursing assistants.
I'll tell you what, the certified nursing assistants who are there
day in and day out, providing the hands-on care, know what the
quivering of the right side of the upper lip means. That is communication. The tool will facilitate that.
So I think there are good things to be had.
Ms. BURGER. Thank you.
I have a couple of things to say and some directions for lunch, so
sit tight and we'll get through that very quickly.
We've certainly seen how important the nursing assistant is. I
don't think there was anyone who spoke here today who didn't
mention how important and vital it is that we talk with nursing
assistants and that they play a very major role in everything that's
done.
We've also seen how important it is to let the resident take a
lead and decide what it is that he or she wants to become involved
in, how much she wants to become involved, and support her, and
enable her or him to become thoroughly involved.
And, finally, I think we've learned how very complicated taking
care of people who are institutionalized is. In order to preserve that
person, and as much of that person as possible, and work with
those strengths, and help to build up those things that are not as
strong as they once were is a terribly complicated process. We can't
forget that.
I think I would close by saying, let's leave the resident and the
staff, especially the nursing assistant, in the proper saddle.
Now, let's go back to the luncheon arrangements. For people who
are not part of the NCCNHR annual meeting at the 4-H center,
please pay $15 at the registration fee table outside this room and
get a lunch ticket. Boxes of lunch will be served from the front of
the room, the speaker's table. Bathrooms and telephones are located to the left of this room at the end of the hall. If some of you
want some exercise, I happen to know that there are some at the
other end of the hall, too.
So, enjoy it. Thank you, panel. Thank you all. It's been a wonderful morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the forum recessed, to reconvene at
2:07 the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION-2:07 P.M.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT SEVERNS, ATTORNEY, INDIANAPOLIS, IN
Mr. SEVERNS. If you've ever watched those Senate hearings on
television and thought that the participants looked a little ragged
around the edges and strained, I can tell you that it's not necessarily the workload, it's the structure of these seats.
But despite our strained appearances up here, we will do our
best to convey to you a sense of excitement and accomplishment
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and warmth that can come out of the resident assessment process,
of dropping restraints, and a variety of techniques that have arisen
out of this whole movement toward resident centered care.
The panel this afternoon is going to take us the next step. This
morning, we heard resident assessment described by some of the
foremost experts in each of their disciplines in the country. This
afternoon's presentation is going to focus us on what ordinary
nursing homes out in the community can do with their staffs who
don't necessarily have the credentials of national recognition, but
have been able to take this process and make it into one that is a
positive process.
Building upon that experience, then, we're going to ask, what is
the cost of doing that? What are the resources, and how do resources have to be allocated, both on a systems level, and on an individual home level? And then, most importantly for us as advocates, how can we feel comfortable that the costs that are being
asked for and given are used to the ends that we seek?
With those points in mind, what I would like to do is to start this
panel with Jamie Pipher, who is from Peterborough, NH, and has
been working in long-term care implementation of OBRA requirements and has a very interesting story to tell.
Jamie?
STATEMENT OF JAMIE PIPHER, SOWERBY ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES, PETERBOROUGH, NH
Ms. PIPHER. Thank you.
Because the expectations of OBRA are so great, and because we
know that there will be those who will want us to water down
OBRA, and because this is not what we want to do, the allocation
of facility resources are even more valuable to us than they ever
have been. It is a challenge that many of us have accepted with
enthusiasm and commitment.
As a nursing home provider, it became very obvious to us very
soon that we had to reevaluate our whole total operation of how we
did business if we were going to make OBRA work without it being
paperwork compliance, and with it definitely being resident outcome oriented. We wanted to make it work.
We knew that we had to direct our resources in areas that would
lead to residents having a meaningful life. That's easy to say, but I
want to put it into more simple terms. What I want is to never see
on a patient care plan, ever again, the resident will adjust to the
facility.
The facility will adjust to the resident, and that is what OBRA is
all about, and that is what I want and am very thankful to be a
part of.
Sitting on my desk at work, and has had a lot of meaning both in
my professional and personal life, is a poem that I think many of
you will recognize.
Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed in such desperate enterprises? If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it's because he
hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music that he hears, however measured or far away.
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To me, this is what OBRA is about. It is knowing what our residents' choices are and building programs around those choices. It is
an opportunity for all of us to learn, to teach, and to be creative.
OBRA says to us, "It's okay to hear a different drummer." As nursing home providers, we had better listen and we had better respond. Thankfully, those you see up here today want to respond,
and I believe have been creative in developing many of the programs.
Now that I have said that, the reality, too, is, how do you do it?
These are not outcomes that any of us have ever opposed. These
are not outcomes that we would jump up and down and say, "I
don't want to do it," but how do we do it? I'm not sure that we're
going to have the answers today or tomorrow, but I'm convinced
that we will have answers in the years to come because of what
you and nursing home providers are beginning to do now.
We know that we have to change. We know that there has to be
a change in attitude. We know that there has to be change in what
is being taught in our schools. We know that there has to be many
things. But in our company, we said, "We're going to start, and
we're going to start some place." We're fortunate enough to have
administrators who wanted to be a part of the change, even if it
meant making mistakes.
I think that was the first thing that was said. Let's try something even if it is not absolutely perfect, and let's not worry about
making mistakes, but rather learn from those mistakes and move
ahead.
What I want to briefly go over with you today are three of the
programs that three of our homes did start as trial programs. I am
not going to pretend to you that they are perfect. Some of them
have been underway 2 or 3 months. We are still learning from
them. One of those is a primary nursing trial program that was
started at Northwood Nursing Home in Manchester where Cindy
DuBois is the administrator. Cindy is with us today and I'm sure
she would be able to answer a lot more questions about her program.
It's an exciting concept. It moves from the team nursing concept
to primary nursing where a licensed nurse and a nursing assistant
was put in charge of 12 residents. That's how we established it.
This co-work primary nursing unit would be responsible for those
12 residents for all of their activities and making sure that family
members knew that they were the ones that were responsible and
that doctors knew that they were the ones to contact.
We had a lot of questions about whether it would work. Could we
find the licensed personnel to fill the slots? Obviously, that has
been difficult for those of us in the Northeast to obtain enough licensed personnel. When Cindy put the ad in the paper, people
came almost out of the woodwork because they wanted to be a part
of this project. They wanted to be a part of long-term care and
helping to take it into the 21st century.
She met and did a lot of planning, but it was truly the enthusiasm of her staff that made primary care work at her facility. She
had at least two nurses that were on staff at the time that were in
what we would call burn-out. They would come to work, do their
job, and go home. Within 1 month, those nurses were the most en-
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thusiastic individuals I have ever seen. They were even enthusiastic about doing patient care plans. Their motivation was extremely
high.

With working alongside with a nursing assistant, two things happened. The professionalism of the certified nursing assistant went
up because she was learning every day, but also the licensed personnel was learning from the nursing assistant about the every day
routines of the residents, hands-on was what it was about. The results of the program were an increase in rehab nursing, enthusiasm by the staff, increased participation by family members, but
most of all there was an overall awareness of resident individual
needs as a result of that particular program.
They are still learning. They are still making changes. The home
is a 50-bed home. I'm sure that if we were to try it in a larger
home, maybe we would have had some difficulties that you might
not have in a smaller home. But it worked. Resident care has improved, enthusiasm is there, and resident's families are happier.
In another one of the homes, we tried something called a 7:30 to
7:30, 6 day a week structured activity program. The idea there was
to improve independence of residents through a structured program by recognizing individual needs and focusing in on those
throughout the day. Fortunately, we heard Mary and met with her
before we put the program totally into effect because after listening to Mary we completely changed our whole concept, and learned
that we were going in many different directions. So there is new
knowledge that we need to know about in order to make our programs work.
Listening to Mary-I've attended two or three of her workshops
in New Hampshire-truly we have based one of our programs on
the concepts that we learned. The first thing that she told us, however, is that you can't do everything by tomorrow morning, rather
you have to start in little smaller increments. In our 7:30 and 7:30
program, we had to look at what our priorities were and take one
concept at a time. We knew that we couldn't change the world
overnight.
In that particular program, they took a look at what they call
the dining room experience. The activities director said,
Let's get together and let's make the dining room a nice experience for everybody.
Also, let's increase functional ability by putting residents together who want to be
together, who socially are happy together, but who also can help each other.

So you didn't necessarily have the nursing assistants doing everything for a little group of people over here while another group
sat over someplace else. You had residents helping residents with
the help and guidance and orchestrating of the nursing assistants
and, in this case, activities directors.
The result of that program, along with the total more advanced
activities throughout the day, on weekends, and nights, one quick
result was that nursing and activities began truly working hand in
hand. A ripple effect was-as it should have been-that the activities programs that were planned were focused around the time of
day that best benefited the residents. So it wasn't just having a
party when we felt that there should be a party, it was when resi-
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dents really truly felt that they had the most energy and wanted to
be in group activities.
Then other activities were centered around when there were
other maybe behavior problems that needed to be looked at, because that could be dealt with through the activities program.
Again, we saw, in effect, that nursing and activities started interacting more and we had better patient care results. One of the
quickest results was residents coming up and saying, "When is the
next activity? When can I do this? Before, they had an activities
calendar put on the wall, and someone would walk in and say, "It's
now Bingo." The whole attitude toward activities changed because
residents wanted to go, they were part of the planning, and they
felt like going.
The last one was more of a change in job description. That was
at Applewood Nursing Home in Winchester, again, a 170-bed nursing home. There was a housekeeper position where that administrator took a look at it and said,
Housekeepers are very important people. They are involved in the lives of our
residents. More importantly, they want to be involved in the lives of our residents.
How can we provide them more opportunities to be involved in nondirect care
duties?

That job description became into something called a personal
needs assistant. That personal needs assistant was a housekeeper
with expanded job duties but decreased number of rooms to take
care of. She, in turn, became one of the team people that met the
resident when they were first admitted to the nursing home. It was
a face that the resident would begin to know very quickly. The personal needs attendant would check in the clothes because she also
was going to be the one to take care of personal clothing throughout the time that she was there. She would make sure that the
plants were watered, and that personal items were located and
found if they were to be lost, and making sure that the room was
set up the way that the resident wanted it to be done.
OBRA is working. It is working through cooperation; it is working through confrontation and creativity; but most of all it is working because of a lot of the caring human beings that care about the
older Americans in America. I'm very thankful that we've had the
opportunity to share our experiences with you today.
Thank you.
Mr. SEVERNS. Thank you, Jamie.

The next speaker is Joyce Steier from Florida, Oak Manor Nursing Home.
Joyce, would you tell us-even though a lot of us know about you
from previous NCCNHR appearances-about your particular home,
your particular role in it, and your experience?
STATEMENT OF JOYCE STEIER, ADMINISTRATOR, OAK MANOR
NURSING HOME, LARGO, FL
Ms. ST=IR. I'll be happy to tell you my experiences.
I'm the administrator of a 180-bed facility in Largo, FL. We are a
for-profit organization and my boss makes it very clear to me that
when we go into any of these programs that I must keep that in
mind.
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I'm here to tell you today that OBRA has been a very good thing
for Oak Manor Nursing Center and it has become a very cost-effective thing. You don't hear that a lot from the industry and I sometimes think that they have a hit man out after me when I'm going
around the country saying this. But I want to tell you that we
became more efficient with the new regulations.
I am a new administrator to this facility. I took the position at
the end of March. This facility had a census of 110. I told you that
it is a 180-bed facility, so we had 70 empty beds that were generating no revenue at all. The facility had been there for 17 years, so
you need to know that I'm not one of the fanciest, nicest looking
places in town. If there were beauty contests, we would probably
come in last.
I think that one of the major problems that we were facing in
that facility was the agency personnel. I went to work the first
week and looked around and thought I was kind of losing my
memory because I couldn't remember any of the employees. That
was because two-thirds of them were working for the agency and
were replaced on a regular basis. The agency bill for the month of
June for that facility was $70,000. That's a phenomenal amount of
money if you think of what the nursing home could have done with
that kind of money. Had they put that into patient care, it would
have made a great deal of difference there.
My goal was to certainly improve patient care and to comply
with the OBRA regulation. The first thing that you need to do on
any new job is to make an assessment of where you're at. That's
what we did, the nursing director and myself. We put the people to
work in assessing the residents, finding out how long they had
been there, what their physical conditions were, and what we had
to deal with. You can tell that this is another reason why assessments are very good.
The main thing that we wanted to do was to take the restraints
off of these residents. I have to tell you that after these assessments, Oak Manor, with their 110 residents, had 73 people in restraints, and 32 of them had folie catheters. So they were not any
numbers that we could be proud of at all.
Approximately 75 percent of those 110 patients were in wheelchairs. I wasn't sure why they were in wheelchairs, and I have to
tell you that many of the nursing personnel were not sure why
they were in wheelchairs either. So this is another reason why the
assessment was very important. One of the things that I did do was
to ask that every nurse cite the reasons why the patient was in a
wheelchair and in restraints and to put this in the form of a diagnosis rather than just that Mrs. Jones has always been in a wheelchair. They've been in there for 17 years and I would hate to think
that anyone had to sit in those awful wheelchairs for 17 years.
We began the program very slowly and certainly got the rehab
nursing program going. That was finding out if there were limbs
that could be moved that hadn't been moved in a long time. Our
physical therapy department and our occupational therapy offered
a lot of assistance to us and to the staff. They did a lot of training.
But the majority of the work was done by the nursing department
and by the regular staff.
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We first began by taking off the restraints during the activities
and during mealtime when there was supervision for the residents
because I honestly felt that-they had been in restraints, we didn't
know what would happen if we took them all off. Guess what happened? Absolutely nothing. They all just sat there just like they
had the restraints on because they were so conditioned to do that.
What I did then was to call all the department heads together
and have them work with the nursing department because I know
the staffing at every nursing home-I always hear this-we need
more staff. I don't necessarily think that you need more staff, but
you have to learn to use the staff that you have there in your
building. I have housekeepers that walk down corridors every day
on their way to lunch, and now they take a resident or two along
with them. We have utilized the maintenance department, the activities, the social service, and everyone else in the facility to help
us get this program going. They are not used as often as they were
before because a lot of our residents have learned to walk, so it's
not necessary to use them.
But in the beginning I urge you to get all the people in your facility involved in this. I think that the more people you have the
less overwhelming it seems.
In the last 3 months things have really changed since we have
put these programs in. First of all-the thing that makes any corporation very happy-is that we now have 160 residents. That
means that we only have 20 empty beds. We really could have
filled those beds, but it would be too strenuous for the staff to have
that many admissions. We've had no agency for the months of
August and September, none whatsoever. I repeat to you that I
don't have the fanciest nursing home in town, and I'm not paying
the highest wages.
I think the morale of the staff has drastically changed. They feel
a part of the program. I think that from the housekeepers and the
laundry people to the nursing assistants and the nurses-they feel
like we're all committed to achieve a common goal. I think that's
the part that makes things seem better to them. That's why we
have less turnover.
We have certainly eliminated buying restraints, wheelchairs,
geri-chairs, and all those things that you always buy in nursing
homes that are very expensive. Another benefit is that the residents are eating so much better. I think moving them around and
giving them a chance to sit at a dining room table in a chair rather
than in their wheelchair or having difficulty reaching their food
has made a significant difference.
Nourishments are a very expensive thing in any facility. I personally know that in my facility, these little shake-ups that you see
people get between meals cost 37 cents a piece. If you multiply that
by many, many residents, you'll find out that that is very expensive. That's another item where you can take that money and
spend it more effectively for something else.
So the residents are eating a whole lot better at Oak Manor. We
have very few people on supplemental feedings. We probably have
six or seven of them.
One of the other benefits for the company, and certainly for the
residents, has been that we buy less incontinence supplies. We
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have decreased the amount of diapers and under-pads, which are
also very costly, by about 30 percent.
We have certainly decreased and reduced the potential for developing decubitus ulcers. I think if any of you are nurses in the audience, you know how time consuming and how costly treating them
is in any facility.
As a result of this program, one of the other good things that
happened is that we had to take a long look at chemical restraints
because you can't untie people and ambulate them around if you're
going to sedate them at medicine time. So we've had to decrease
that tremendously. I heard someone say yesterday that they only
had three or four medications given in their entire facility. I know
that I have many more than that, but I'm hoping to decrease and
work on this problem even more, and decrease what we are using.
I believe that you can change the duties of what any of your employees do, reduce your agency bill, increase morale, and still operate within the restrictions of a budget. As you increase profit and
the census goes up, a wonderful thing happens. When you start
giving good care, it seems like the whole world hears about it, and
particularly that world that surrounds your nursing home. We've
been there for 17 years, and I've had people coming in. We now
have a waiting list because we can only take two or three every
day. They've heard about the good things that are happening at
Oak Manor.
So I think it would be wise for all facilities to spend their efforts
and to use their employees in a more constructive way. I think it's
time-and I go to meetings very often-I think it's time that nursing homes stop complaining about budgets and reimbursement.
They are very important, but I think they need to start concentrating on using the money that they have in a more effective manner
so that they will have more positive outcomes. Good care doesn't
always cost more money.
I think that whoever is in charge of the corporation or the administrator needs to instill dedication and enthusiasm into the
staff and this, along with all the programs, will certainly make the
nursing home more cost effective.
Thank you very much.
Mr. SEVERNS. Thank you, Joyce.
Jenean Erickson is also, like Joyce, an RN and an administrator.
She comes to us from Minneapolis. She's been here before and
we're familiar with her good work, but we particularly want to
hear your work under implementation of OBRA.
STATEMENT OF JENEAN ERICKSON, ADMINISTRATOR,
YORKSHIRE MANOR, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Ms. ERICKSON. Thank you.
I'm really pleased to be with you today. I remember the first
time I spent with the coalition in Clearwater, FL, in 1985 when you
were putting together the Quality of Life Study and residents
themselves identified the definition and the meaning. I was thrilled
to be there and came away more determined to make quality of life
better in my nursing home.
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If you remember Joanie Knowlton at all-I'm sure that if you
didn't know her, you will have heard of her-that was a really special trip for her. A group of us helped get her wheelchair over the
canal to the ocean. She loved putting her feet in the ocean again.
I'll never forget that special time or that day with Joanie.
From that experience with you in 1985, I went back to my facility in Minneapolis, Yorkshire Manor. It's an 84 bed inner-city, typical, actually older nursing home, like the one we just heard about.
I renewed my determination to make quality of life even better.
From then until now I think that we have made some important
strides. I certainly have learned a great deal.
In the American Health Care Association, I serve on the OBRA
task force. Through that effort I have been closely involved in the
language of OBRA as it's been developed and interpreted. I was
fortunate to be selected to help train with HCFA staff last November as they trained surveyors for the first time. My assignment was
to teach resident rights. I studied and learned and my understanding of what resident rights meant under OBRA grew. I came away
from that effort determined to make it something meaningful and
important at my facility.
I wasn't exactly sure how to do that, but I suggested to the Resident Council that we develop a Blue Ribbon Task Force. We let the
residents appoint members to it, had the Employee Council appoint
members, and finally the Family Council added members. We used
a Blue Ribbon Task Force approach to understanding, defining,
and interpreting OBRA for our facility as we went forward.
It was a major effort. It's been well worth it, and it's ongoing. Let
me just share a little bit about how that has worked with you because it's a little bit different from others you've heard about
today.
That task force was appointed last May and June. To begin to
communicate what was happening, I put into big print in "English", the best I could, what I thought OBRA was saying. We began
to talk about what the words meant and how we could communicate together so that we understood the same sense of meaning
from the words. I want to be really honest. We did not understand
"highest practicable physical and mental psychosocial sense of well
being" at all.
So we discussed it a lot. We used dictionaries and references, and
we came up with what it means at Yorkshire Manor. The residents
decided it means the "highest possible physical and mental goal
that they wish to achieve.' That is their definition and that is the
one that we're using.
It occurred to me that never before had I paid attention to word
choice and what words mean. But as we're going to be defining
policy and procedure-and the residents are writing the OBRA implementation policies-it's important that we communicate clearly.
We spent a lot of time on what "choice" means because we
thought that it was important. We now know that it doesn't mean,
"Do we wear a blue or a brown sweater?" That's preference. Residents have choices much more than that, and that can make a difference. So let me commend to you the process of going to the law
itself, understanding words, and picking the words that communicate effectively in your own homes.
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We determined that we needed some guidelines so that when we
had an idea that there was a way that we could accommodate
space to improve the quality of life for anybody, we could easily
bring the idea forward. Instead of not mentioning it, or overlooking
it, we developed a way to reward whoever brought forward an idea
that could be evaluated and implemented. It became a contest for
best suggestions to improve environment.
The final decision on those matters about facility rights in balance with the individual rights are made by the Resident Council.
That's been very exciting, very empowering, very effective, and it
has taken a big load off of my shoulders. So far, they have made
the decisions, good decisions and we are very pleased with the process.
In the care planning process, it's important for you to know that
probably around the Country, this is done differently in many,
many States. In Minnesota we were required to do integrated care
planning beginning 1976. It's routine for my residents to be involved in their care planning process. What is interesting for me to
share with you is the fact that with their rights now, they can say
they don't want to attend any more if they wish. And they said,
"Let us choose how we want to be involved in our care planning
process." That's autonomy!
One of the things that we decided we would do at care conference time, as we implement MDS-which, of course, we hadn't
been doing extensively historically-was to begin to agree on negotiated goals. We are using those words to make it clear that we re
not going to forget that there is more than one person setting the
goal. Negotiated means the team together with the resident selecting the goal. Not always are staff goals what the resident wants.
I was interested in an earlier presentation to hear OBRA must
be working. My residents, too, said that the facility had to adapt to
the new resident. That's not in OBRA anyplace, it just kind of
comes out of the law. So that's good to know. I thought we made it
up, and here it is across the country.
One of the findings we strongly supported in the 1985 Quality of
Life Study that you did was, 'A trusting relationship with a consistent aide is the most important thing for quality of life." So for
more than a year and a half now we have attempted to have the
same aide responsible for the same family-like unit for 10 out of 14
days on the daytime shift and again in the evening shift, thus developing a sense of community within a unit. Treating the process
as a family-like unit has changed our care delivery system and the
quality of life at Yorkshire a great deal.
It has to do with housekeeping, activities-and in our case when
we say "primary unit," we're talking about a CNA who has primary responsibility. Of course this all would be under a licensed
nurse, but it's a little bit different relationship, and it does make a
sense of family that we all like.
Another thing that residents like about a family unit is that they
have input into the evaluations of their key staff that work in their
unit. Through that process, they are able to fine-tune the kinds of
care giving that they really like, and they're able to make changes
that make a difference in the quality of their life. Merit rewards
are based on family compliments.
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From the family units, again, we have determined that there was
the need for meaningful adult education for the residents. It's no
secret that as we have gone through the last 5 years, physical fitness, nutrition, smoking cessation, etc., not everything that we
thought was good has been a success. We had to take a look at how
we learn how to make good choices. In the area of nutrition, for
example, it was most helpful when the dietitian was able to actually show a plastic glass with nine tablespoons of sugar in it for
people to understand that was the sugar amount in a glass of pop.
Resident education has taken on an important focus. It has made a
difference in choices and is a program the residents are pleased
with.
The residents and the staff "team teach" new residents about
resident rights. They team teach new employees how resident
rights are delivered. On an on-going basis we spend a lot of time
teaching residents about their rights in the survey process, teaching them what the regulations are, how they are surveyed, and
how they can in fact do anything that they wanted to do throughout the survey process.
It was with no small amount of pride that I read my survey
report recently at the Health Department. The surveyor had noted
on the form where they were interviewing the residents that, "The
residents in this facility take a great deal of pride in the fact that
they wrote the policies for resident rights." In fact, it even said
that we have a policy against serving rutabagas because they asked
for that.
I appreciate your laughter and agree that's funny, but they
really wanted that.
I always get a laugh when I share that, but I think it's so important for you to know that this gentleman came to me almost outraged because rutabagas were in the vegetable soup one day. He
had been forced to eat it by his mother when he was young and he
didn't want it. I told him to do something about it. He did-a petition! They made it so clear that we don't serve rutabagas anymore
at Yorkshire.
In the area of roommate choice, we are struggling. It is one of
the most difficult things in OBRA to make effective and realistic.
We have studied the regulations over and over, and we know what
we're trying to do, but we're not sure how we're going to get there
yet. I think it's fair to say that even when you select your roommate, it's not always easy to live with them, is it?
If you had a choice of more than just where the open bed was
and if the gender was right as a guideline, what would you want
for that guideline? We started to say that to residents and they
began to think of the variables that were important to them in
terms of a roommate. I was confident that every lady who liked to
knit would like to live with a roommate who liked to knit, but
that's not true. We've learned some important things.
On the list of 10, that are important for us to consider-and we
do it together every time-the one that rises to the surface most
often is that the alert resident does not wish to room with someone
who snores. That's not too tough to implement, is it? So OBRA is
going to be doable, if we continue to be realistic and use common-
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sense approach. We're not done. I'm sure more challenges will surface.
A policy that we did put into place right away, though, was to
try to ensure roommate satisfaction. You will be admitted to the
spot where the empty bed is, but know for sure that if it doesn't
work out, we're going to work with you to try to make improvements. We can't guarantee perfection tomorrow, but we'll continue
to work until you're relatively satisfied, and then you be the judge.
That feeling seems to have made a difference in how people feel
about roommate choice.
As I tell you that some of those fun things are beginning to finetune the quality of life, I also think it's important for you to know
that we're coming up against some hard, tough areas that we don't
have answers for. Some of the people are saying that maybe it's
not okay to mix alert and cognitively impaired. In my State, that's
maybe discrimination. I'm not real sure how some of this is going
to be resolved. As these issues are raised, we'll have an opportunity
to make some meaningful answers and seek solutions.
That's an important point, I think. Some of my residents are
saying that they don't want to admit so many people in wheelchairs. They would rather have mobile people eat at a certain meal
and wheelchairs at another mealtime. We have to talk about this.
We can't be short-sighted and think only of ourselves when we're
balancing real quality of life issues can we?
One of the totally unexpected findings is one I'm proud of. One of
the ladies said to me one day that she sure would like it if she
didn't have to ride around in a van with the name of the company
on the side of the door. Think about that please. We took it off and
they are pleased. They're not labeled and on display for the public.
I had no idea-it didn't occur to me and together we learned.
I'm grateful to the people involved in helping me to implement
OBRA. I think it would be wrong for me to try to do it myself. It
would be much easier because I could simply write policy and tell
people what to do. I've done that for 15 to 20 years. But I think this
is a lot more effective, and I feel much better about the process.
I'm finding that the care outcomes are more focused when we talk
about things together. I'm finding that "negotiated goals" are
much more effective and they are much more likely to be reached.
The increased pride, the increased autonomy, and the increased
independence of the residents, of course, makes the staff feel good.
Staff has been performing care giving practices that they thought
were good all this time. They did not know that it was not the
"highest best" practice to tie or restrain for safety.
I think that s the most critical aspect to change successfully.
New skills and new educational tasks are not too difficult-you can
go to school, pass a test, and acquire them-but when you have had
10 or 20 years of being a nursing staff member, feeling proud about
your care, and thinking you were doing good. Being told that was
not good and that you have to do it differently becomes an emotional personal change that's troubling. It's very challenging to try
to find the right ways to change those beliefs, those values, and
those personal pride issues.
I think we're going to find, when we get all the easy-to-teach
items done, the difficult-to-teach behavior is going to take longer
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and probably take some special education. I believe there will be
some hidden costs in that area that we ought to allow for through
some flexible kind of planning so that we don't fail to push when
we get to that barrier. When your pride is challenged and your ego
is on the line, you have to go beyond to implement OBRA fully.
I'm excited about the regulation. I'm excited about where we're
going with the care in our nursing homes. And I'm really pleased
to be here today.
Thank you.
Mr. SEVERNS. It's really rewarding for me to hear that tie between the resident's definition of quality project that culminated in
the 1985 Saint Petersburg Symposium and where we are today
with OBRA. That project was really an eye-opener for me. Your
distinction there between choice and preference and the depth at
which choice is felt, and the way in which you've been able to implement that, giving residents a say-so over the way things function in your facility is really inspiring.
Thank you.
Mary Lucero is President of Geriatric Resources in Orlando, FL.
Mary, would you tell us about your role with facilities and then
how you've been able to work with them in implementing some of
OBRA's principles?
STATEMENT OF MARY LUCERO, PRESIDENT, GERIATRIC
RESOURCES, ORLANDO FL
Ms. LUCERO. Thank you.
I'm glad to be here today. I am by education a gerontologist, by
profession a nursing home administrator, and currently the founder and president of a company that specializes in products for Alzheimer's patients and in providing educational services to caregivers of those people. I'm also very excited to be the first recipient
of the National Institute on Aging Small Business Innovative Research Grant to study the wandering behaviors of Alzheimer patients.
I'm talking to you today because in 1983 I opened a 120-bed nursing home in the State of Florida. It was the first no restraint facility opened there. In that capacity, I think I did-I'll borrow from
Barbara Mandrell's song-she was country before country was cool,
and I was OBRA before OBRA was rule.
What we found out in this process was that it did not cost us any
more money to do what we were going to do and did. It was primarily a commitment and it was a philosophy that we had to educate staff to, and that we, in the leadership capacity, had to have
an unwavering commitment to accomplishing.
So I'm going to share with you a little bit about the historical
perspective as to why we did what we did back in 1983. I worked
for a corporation that had 800 apartments for independent elderly.
They also had a program that provided 700 hot meals to elderly in
the community who were homebound. They also had the first program in the United States that was directed toward protective
services and guardianship diversion.
When they started the 800 apartments it was in 1965, and by
1982 they had identified that the majority of their residents had
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obviously aged and that they were now needing a continuum of
care. The end result was that we needed a nursing home so that
these people were not having to leave the campus where they had
spent the last 15 or 20 years of their life and leave their friends.
However, when they shared with the people who were living in
the independent living apartments that they were going to provide
a nursing home for them, they were not delighted. They did not
want a nursing home on the campus because they didn't want to
look at it.
So what happened was that they asked me to come in and work
with the residents to plan a nursing home that they wanted. So I
spent a year meeting with 100 of those high-rise residents who
were willing to plan a nursing home that met their needs. It ended
up that we opened up a nonrestraining nursing home because that
was the primary fear. "You're going to put me in a nursing home,
drug me, and physically tie me up." So we guaranteed them,
among many other things, that we would approach their care from
their perspective, with their input.
We also were very careful in looking at what kind of risks we
were assuming. At that point I was told that I was putting myself
in a legal situation where I would be at risk to be sued. So what we
did was to approach an attorney and shared with him what we
wanted to do. He told us that instead of being worried about being
sued for not restraining people, and to ask people to release us
from liability if they fell because they weren't restrained, that we
approach it from a very positive way, that we share with all our
new admissions that we had a no restraint policy and to educate
them on what that meant and what kind of alternative approaches
we were going to be using.
So that was our admission policy. This is our philosophy; this is
how we're going to accomplish it; and we ask that you agree to this
before you become a resident in our facility.
The next thing we did was to look at what kind of interventions
we could use to keep these people safe. So we got with an OT, an
occupational therapist, and a physical therapist and identified
what we thought were going to be the safety issues and what kind
of interventions we were going to need.
We then looked at developing a resident safety assessment tool
so that when people came in on admission we were able to identify
what kind of safety problems we were going to be dealing with and
then we could do an individualized care plan to meet those needs.
We also shared with our physicians that this would be our approach and that we would not honor PRN restraint orders, that we
would not allow chemical restraints, and that if they were not willing to participate they were not welcome to have admitting privileges in our facility.
We then shared our philosophy with the staff that we were
hiring. We told them, "This is not optional. This is our philosophy.
So we will never talk restraint. When we can't find a solution, we
will be brainstorming. There will be times when we will do the best
that we can, and then pull back later and look at what we can do
the next time it occurs, if we were unprepared." It was a wonderful
experience.
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After 6 months, we found that we had an unexpected problem.
We had 50 percent of our residents that were cognitively impaired.
The safety issues that we were dealing with when we first opened
our facility, and that we spent a year planning with our residents
of the high-rises, did not meet the needs of the 50 percent of our
residents who were demented and who were not a part of that
planning process.
We identified that we had two significantly different populations
who had very different needs. The primary safety concern with our
alert residents was that they would fall. We had identified interventions to help us keep them safe from falling. We also identified
that when we did not restrain dementia residents that they were
wandering around. Wandering was very different from falling, so
we needed a very different approach.
We also identified that what we had done was to look at-the
first intervention is untying people, whether they're going to fall or
whether they're going to wander. We had taken our perspective of
untying alert people and then the next step was to get them
stronger and get them on restorative programs to enable them to
continue ambulating, or to transfer independently.
We had not taken a second step with wandering dementia residents. Our first step was to let them go. What the consequences of
that was-although, yes, they benefited by not being restrainedthey were wandering about our facility, getting into unsafe situations, and going into the rooms of our alert residents, going
through their personal possessions, and sometimes getting in bed
with them. What was happening was that we had set up a very
confrontational posture where our alert residents were, in fact, on
some occasions, slapping or smacking our cognitively impaired residents because they were frustrated.
The other thing that we identified was that if we chose to continue to try to commingle these populations, that we had to pull back
and realize that we were asking a lot of our alert and oriented
people to be patient and to be understanding with our dementia
who could not control their wandering behavior in that setting. But
when we looked at what we were asking our alert residents, people
who were there because they were sick, we were asking an awful
lot. When you are sick your coping mechanisms are lowered. When
you don't feel good, the last thing that you want is somebody in
bed with you that you don't know.
So what we decided was that we would approach the care of our
dementia residents just as uniquely as we approached the care of
our alert residents. We separated our populations and we decided
that we needed to look at what our wandering dementia residents
were telling us, even though they could not communicate verbally.
We needed to look at body language.
So instead of looking at wandering as a behavioral problems, we
also started looking at wandering as a strength, as a capability,
something that we wanted to maintain because wandering with a
dementia resident is simply ambulation. Anytime someone who is
disoriented to time and place moves about without supervision in
their environment, they are wandering. That is not necessarily
bad.
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So we chose to look at is very positively. Instead of looking at it
as just untying people, we wanted to look at why they were wandering and getting into trouble. Were they, in fact, sending us a
message? Was what we perceived as aimless pacing, or wandering,
really a search for something to eat, or drink, or a bathroom? Were
they trying to tell us that the activities that we were trying to involve them in did not meet their needs because they couldn't understand what it is that they are doing?
So we also decided that because we had no extra dollars and we
had no extra staff to care give any differently, we would change
our approach. So we looked at every interaction that we had with a
dementia resident was to be positive. And we saw that the primary
thing that we needed to give our dementia residents, in addition to
freedom, was structure. We needed to structure their day, and they
needed constant caregivers.
So we changed our nursing philosophy and we went away from
the medical model because the majority of dementia residents in
your facilities are physically healthy. They are not bed-bound and
they are not in their bedrooms. So we looked at what nursing could
do. Instead of looking to activities as the department that was
going to spend the balance of the day "entertaining" people, we
looked at how nursing can guide and direct the interaction all day
and be supported by other departments.
So we also looked at what kinds of things we needed to give up.
That meant bedside water pitchers because dementia residents-if
they are thirsty, the last place they are going to go to get a drink is
the side of the bed. We also identified that they weren't hydrating
themselves with water fountains because they are unable to get the
water out of the water fountains. We have water fountains that
have been developed for physically impaired people which now
have a push bar on them. Dementia residents are not familiar with
this new-fangled contraption. If it doesn't have a turn handle, they
can't get to the water. So we started passing water every 2 hours.
We also identified that they weren't getting anything to eat,
except when we fed them three times a day, because there was no
food available. So we started offering snacks mid-morning and midafternoon.
We also took a look at, when we had a resident who had a fall
problem, what we could do. Dementia residents do not take physical restraint willingly, had we even wanted to chose that. So we
put-and I'll give you a situation. We had a dementia resident who
was a double amputee. She didn't realize that she had lost her legs,
so she would try to walk and fall on her head. It was a big problem.
So what we did was to put her bed on a platform on the floor. I
have to share with you that the State of Florida came in and cited
me for doing that, for not restraining this woman in her bed. We
appealed it, we contested it, and said that there was nothing in the
regulations that said that we could not put a bed on the floor if the
resident needed that.
They countered with that it said in the regulations that every
resident in my facility had to have a hospital bed.
I countered, "I have a hospital bed for her, but she can't use it.
So if the situation ever changes and she needs that bed and can use
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it, it is available to me. But the intent of that legislation was for
me to maintain appropriate equipment in my facility."
We won.
The next time that I was cited was because I had a dementia
resident, a new admission, coming to me who had had a hip fracture. She would not stay in bed the first 3 days after surgery,
which was imperative, unless someone stayed in the room with her.
She had no family. I had no staff who could stay with her for 72
hours. So what we did was pulled her bed out to the nursing station where she could see someone and she stayed in her bed.
They cited me for obstructing a fire exit. So what we did was to
put the bed behind the nursing station so that it wasn't in the corridor. Then they cited me for invasion of resident rights because of
privacy. At that point I said, "We have to look at what my priorities are. I have an emergency situation that is going to end in 3
days. It is more important that she be seen and not get out of bed
than it is for her, during these 3 days, to have a private bedroom.
So if you want to go ahead and cite me, fine, but I think that we
will win on humanitarian grounds."
And we did.
I also looked at nursing assistants and what kinds of responsibilities we were charging them with and identified that if we wanted
our nursing assistants to be involved in interacting, guiding, and
structuring the day for our dementia residents, we needed to take a
look at what we were tasking them with that had nothing to do
with resident care. The first thing that we gave up was nursing assistants making beds of our ambulatory dementia residents because
dementia residents are not in bed.
The reason that nursing assistants are making beds is because of
the medical model. Sick people are in bed. But that takes up a lot
of time if nursing assistants are doing that and the patients are not
in the room.
We have the same thing in looking at bedside water pitchers. We
were also cited for not having bedside water pitchers. When you
get creative, and you look OBRA over-and I think that's the exciting thing about what OBRA is telling us-it doesn't tell us how we
have to do things, it tells us what we need to do. We were excited
because some licensure inspector or nursing inspector interpreted
that the way that you hydrate people is to put water at the bedside. It doesn't say that in the regulations. It says that your residents must be hydrated.
We are confusing a manner in which we can accomplish something with the law and with the rule. If you look at how much time
nursing assistants spend in filling those water pitchers, cleaning
them, picking them up, and on a dementia unit, trying to find
where they are because they're used for everything except hydration-we wanted to invest that time more appropriately.
We also looked at what housekeeping could do and asked thembecause we identified that in the structuring of the day of the dementia resident, we needed rest periods, so we could cue them that
it's time to rest. That way we wouldn't have sleep disturbances at
night. That meant that housekeeping had to have periods in the
day when they were not on the unit doing loud housekeeping
chores, where they didn't have vacuums and shampooers going and
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that sort of thing. So we arranged with housekeeping periods of the
day when it was appropriate to have that kind of equipment on the
unit, if it had to be, and when we could not have it.
We also looked at housekeeping adapting the clothing of dementia residents because as they become more impaired cognitively,
they also become physically impaired and their clothing didn't fit.
So we asked housekeeping to assume that responsibility.
Maintenance disconnected the intercom system, and my staff
almost had a heart attack. What we identified-because we did a
study-was that over 90 percent of all of the paging that went on
in our facility had nothing to do with nursing home work. It was
employees getting phone calls from families or business contacts, or
my employees talking to each other about everything but resident
care. So we discontinued the paging, and only allowed it for fire
and disaster drills.
We also charged maintenance that when they came on the unit
with their cart filled with wonderful screws and tools, their carts
had to be covered so that our dementia residents were not going
through all those wonderful things that they could then eat or
walk away with and so that we were never having to tell them no.
We never place things in front of them if it was going to be a problem if they touched it.
We also looked at dietary and asked them to set trays up according to a person's level of function and identified that we had three
primary levels of people with early, middle, and late dementia, and
that the trays that were coming on the unit had to be adjusted to
those skills. A person in late dementia is not able to use utensils.
They don't understand what condiments are. And we were putting
all kinds of things on the tray that they were eating inappropriately. And I'm sure that you have all seen dementia residents with a
pack of sugar on their tongue. Those are the kinds of things that
we decided we needed to eliminate.
We also looked at what social services could do and identified
that social services and activities needed to support nursing but not
take over nursing. So we had activities and nursing look at the
time of the day when nursing needed the most support. It turned
out to be during those rest periods, that were at 10 in the morning
and 1:30 in the afternoon when late dementia people were resting,
that activities and social services were involved in programs with
our higher functioning dementia residents.
We also identified that change of shift from 3 to 4 was a cue-a
really good cue-to our early dementia people that it was time to
go home because the staff were going home. So we had activities
involved with our early dementia people at that point of the day so
that they did not see that interaction going on.
And, lastly, what we identified was that we didn't have the appropriate tools for activities to use, not only to interact with a resident, but we wanted, when families came in, for them to be able to
do something with the resident that was positive so that the families weren't sitting around staring at the resident and looking at us
and timing when the last time was that we came up and interacted
with the resident, but we couldn't find any appropriate sensory
stimulation products. That's how I got where I am today, because I
asked my staff to identify the resident's problems and prioritize
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them, and that I would find a way to stimulate them and use what
was remaining.
So I started making products in my garage that met the needs of
someone who needed to touch something repetitively, or someone
who needed to be involved with something that would soothe them
and that was calming. Because I was so successful, I had a lot of
other nursing homes calling wanting me to make products for
them. So in 1987 I left my position as administrator and opened my
company, Geriatric Resources.
We are, at this point, offering a new catalog this month. We have
157 products that are targeted specifically to the three levels of dementia severity enabling all caregivers to interact with dementia
residents and not to do things with them that they don't benefit
from, but to look at things that are functionally appropriate and
present them in an age appropriate manner.
One of the things that I-it has been a tremendously exciting experience to watch my facility learn to adapt, but I think probably
one of the most frustrating things in having received the National
Institute on Aging grant to study behaviors-it is very frustrating
when all of the research dollars are going toward finding a cure,
and none of the dollars-or very few, only 3 percent of research
dollars are being spent to help us care give to people who have the
disease right now.
Last Saturday, we received the news that our Phase Two application, which was to implement all the wonderful things that we
identified in our Phase One project, which had been previously approved for scientific merit, would not be funded as there was no
money left to bring those products to bear and to you.
So I suggest, when we're looking at legislation, that's one of the
things that we need to be concerned about. Certainly we need to
find a cure for dementing illnesses, but we also need support for
those of us who arc care giving, either in our homes or in institutional settings, for these people. We need resources now to help us.
I also want to share with you that when we implemented OBRA
back in 1983, that we did not and it was never considered a problem of how much more money it was going to take. When I was
criticized by the other nursing home administrators in my community-and I certainly was-there was never a question of how
much more it was going to cost me. They were more concerned
with what kind of liability I was exposing myself to.
I think that's the same thing that is happening to people who
are questioning whether or not they can implement OBRA now.
The first myth was that we couldn't do it because we're going to
get sued. We've dispelled that myth and now we're dealing with,
that we can't do it because it's going to cost more money. It doesn't
cost any more money to give good care than it costs to give bad
care. It's simply your perception.
So let me leave you with this, in conclusion, because I think this
is something that has a lot of application for all of us. The only
difference between a possible and an impossible task is the person
doing it.
Thank you.
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Mr. SEVERNS. Thank you, Mary. That was really inspiring to
hear that development, from the resident-created nursing home on
up.
John Hogan is from the Benedictine Nursing Center in Mount
Angel, OR.
John, tell us about your facility and how your experience has
been with OBRA implementation.
STATEMENT OF JOHN HOGAN, ADMINISTRATOR, BENEDICTINE
NURSING CENTER, MOUNT ANGEL, OR
Mr. HOGAN. Thank you, Scott.
Benedictine Nursing Center is a 130-bed teaching facility that is
located in a rural setting in Oregon, to give you an idea of what we
deal with. We have unique problems because of that setting. I
think one of the critical things about the center, though, is that we
have a strong sense of mission in terms of what we, as an organization, are all about. That really comes down to caring for the elderly, the chronically ill, the sick, and the disabled.
I think, though, that that sense of mission carries one point further, and that is making change happen. That sense of mission has
really been important to us in terms of implementation, not only
related to OBRA, but a number of programs over the last few
years.
I think, though, to flip it over and look at OBRA that way, there
is really a philosophy related to OBRA. That philosophy, to me,
comes in the nut shell of choice. So when we're making change
happen, we have choices around how we do that. When we hear
everybody here talk about-I think there is a real commitment to
making that choice and making that change in a really positive
way.
One interesting thing about the center is that we have been
using a patient-centered model of nursing, which we refer to as primary nursing, for almost 10 years now. I think that as one of the
leaders in that particular model, it's really been critical to us to
work towards the element of choice related to resident care.
In using a framework of helping choice happen-because we all
can say that we allow choice to happen, but it doesn't take placebut helping choice happen, we have really instituted a number of
new programs that have helped us care for those with special
needs.
I think it's really an exciting time when you hear nurses, instead
of in the old framework of how we worked, saying, "I think Mrs.
Jones needs to do this," now saying, "I wonder what Mrs. Jones
would like to do?" That is a major philosophical change in longterm care. I think that OBRA has directly caused that.
Some unique programs that we do at our center that I thinkthere are cost implications to some of these, but some of these are
minimal costs, but certainly with a dramatic impact in our setting.
One is known as Code 10, which is a special staff awareness relative to residents with wandering behavior. That has allowed us,
with virtually minimal cost, to impact how we allow freedom of
choice in terms of movement for residents with some safeguards related to that program.
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We now have a flex unit, which is a unit designed to meet the
needs of residents in an environment that's more suitable to their
unique needs. You notice that we refer to it as a flex unit, not as a
special unit or a segregated unit, because we do mix populations in
that unit. The unit is designed environmentally to help people with
unique needs.
We have an employer-sponsored child care program, which
means that we actually subsidize the cost of child care for our employees. This has not only helped us recruit and retain staff, but
has provided a beautiful addition, really, to our activities effort
through an intergenerational program. The blending of those two
populations-when those things are happening in our center, you
can feel the enthusiasm and excitement when you walk through
the door.
We recently-and by recently I mean within the last 2 yearsunderwent an activities program review. We knew that our program was lacking, but we really didn't want to just do it-as Nike
says-we didn't want to just do it, we wanted to do it right. Basically, we spent 6 months reviewing our program. Seven different disciplines participated in that review. At this point, we now have five
additional departments participating actively in the activities program and numerous volunteers helping with programing and
really providing meaningful and productive efforts.
We no longer do it just because we have to. We do it because it's
the right thing to do. That's a difference in philosophy. We're not
meeting the letter of the law, we're meeting the needs of the patient.
As part of this effort, I personally participate in a reading group
once a month. There are 12 residents in that reading group. I have
to say, from a personal standpoint, it's my most enjoyable hour of
what I do in this field.
When we looked at the restorative emphasis related to OBRA,
we found that we certainly had some things that we could improve
on. We moved in a little bit different way than a lot of long-term
care. What we did was decide that all of our aides needed to be
trained as restorative aides. We have implemented a program that
allows additional training to all of our nursing assistants. The
reason for this is that really it's everybody's responsibility to improve the quality of life for our residents. We did not want to select
a few individuals to put that restorative emphasis on. Therefore,
we've elected to put that restorative emphasis to everybody.
In the area of restraints-and you've heard a number of speakers
today talk about the issue of restraints-we've moved certainly to
better needs assessments and support programs. We have two support programs related to people with dementia, primarily an exercise program and a sitters program which is a program of trained
volunteers that sit with individuals that are dying so that the
family can have breaks related to that process and also so that the
individual is not alone, though sitters are also trained to work with
agitated residents so that, again, we have people that are helping
us at those different stages.
We recently compared a 3-month period from 1988 to that same
3-month period in 1990 relative to restraints. We found that falls
were way up in this quarter of 1990, but that injuries related to
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those falls were exactly the same. I think that what we found certainly validates everything that we have read relative to the issue
of falls and the use of restraints.
We have made some commitments as an organization. Certainly
our commitment to the use of clinical specialists, primary nursing
models, child care, restorative issues related to nursing assistantsall of those things have costs, but they have resulted in more appropriate interventions. In addition, it s my hope that staff issues,
such as burn-out and morale, will see a more positive picture in
long-term care, something that I think we all feel we could use.
I think there are a couple of things, though, that is up to all of
us to see take place related to OBRA, making sure that what
OBRA mandates actually gets put into practice. It was interesting
today that someone mentioned to me that if there is a weak link
related to OBRA, it's possibly in implementation. I know the last
piece of today's talk is around the implementation issues.
But I think it's fair to say that a couple of concerns-and I think
it's amazing through this whole process and the time that it has
taken to bring us to this point, that we're really down to just a few
issues that still need to be resolved in terms of providers, advocates, and the elderly. One of those issues, certainly, is related to
reimbursement. That's not a provider issue alone. I think good
quality care and a positive quality of life do impact cost and I'll
give you an example of what has happened in our State.
As of October 1, we went to five levels of care with reimbursement related to each one of those levels. We have a resident in our
facility who has been with us over 20 years in the facility. In effect,
as of October 1, this resident fell into the MR/DD gray area out
here, and we were notified that that individual would have to move
from the facility, but of course, because that individual has been
there over 30 months, would have a choice related to that move.
Well, obviously, as we sit down with the family, we'll get that
choice exercised. But in the meantime, we have received a letter
from the State related to that individual that says that the reimbursement for that individual-even though that individual can
stay there if that's her choice-will be dropped to $21 a day.
I think it's important for all of us not to look in terms of reimbursement. I don't look in terms of reimbursement as dollars. I
look at it in terms of ethical issues. To me, one of the implementation issues is the ethical side of reimbursement. I ask everybody to
really take that to heart and go back and look at, from your standpoint, if ethical things are being done related to reimbursement.
We all need to be concerned about the implementation issues.
Certainly the tie to nursing assistant training, the surveyor-however that works out-is critical to all of us. In our setting right
now, if the way that the nursing assistant training issue is left
standing, our nursing assistant program, which teaches two classes
continuously, would be stopped. That's an issue that I think is critical to everyone, certainly in terms of long-term care.
On the whole, what OBRA is starting-and I say starting because I think all of us have a long way to go-is extremely important and needed. Some areas still require looks and revisions, but
they are really few and far between at this point. But in a nutshell, OBRA frees not only the resident to make choices, but from
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my standpoint it frees the health care provider to let that choice
take place. I think that's what is really critical for us.
Thank you.
Mr. SEVERNS. Before we get the reaction from our reactors on the
reimbursement issues, I'd just like to ask Jamie and Joyce, what
kinds of things were you putting more energy into and more resources-both your own energies and your staff resources-and
where, on the other hand, did you see declining use?
Jamie, you have three different models going there, or three different trials. What have you seen there?
Ms. PIPHER. I think the first question that we asked ourselves
was how we were going to bring about change, which meant
change of attitudes in staff. That meant that it had to be their own
idea. People who ran the facilities knew their greatest needs.
That's how we came up with three different programs, to be very
honest. They reflected things that they identified. Out of the six facilities we came up with actually six different ideas. They identified the need; it was their idea; and their enthusiasm. That's how
the priorities were established.
Mr. SEVERNS. So did you end up adding staff and conducting special training, or was it more just a question of conducting some sessions with staff to find out what their ideas were and how to implement them?
Ms. PIPHER. A lot of the information gathering of what needed to
be done was done, I would say, informally. It was like we had some
OBRA training sessions where-starting many months ago-where
we talked about what the requirements were going to be. They
went back to their homes and said, "How are we going to do this?"
Over cups of coffee, ideas came out. Then as the ideas developed on
what their needs were, there were training sessions, on that specific project, on what they identified as their priority.
But it was truly-not even frustration-it was scary. How are we
really going to do it? We do not want to end up with paperwork
compliance like we have in the past. We want patient care plans
that ate going to work. We want things that are going to work.
How ate we going to do it with what we have?
We did end up adding some staff in some of the programs. In
some of the other programs, we looked at the total resources and
did sofne shifting around. It depended on the facility and its needs.
Mr., SEVERNS. Have you seen any areas where resources used
were less because of the changes that have come about?
Ms/ PIPHER. Less? No, I cannot say that. I can say that in some
cases it was the same. It was just a reallocation of the same resour~les given in a different direction.
Mi'. SEVERNS. Joyce, you talked about the decline of use of various Supplies and so forth. How did it affect staffing overall? Did
you have to add staff? Where are you at, staff wise?
Ms. STEIER. I didn't have to add any staff. I had to change the
staff to permanent employees versus agency. That was a big
ch'ange. Secondly, I had to work with them, motivate them, and let
them work with me in setting up programs. I don't have any less
staff-if you want me to give you numbers, for nursing assistants
,on the day shift I have 1 to 10, on 3 to 11 I have 1 to 15, and 1 to 20
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on the 11 to 7 shift. That's the Florida skilled staffing standards. I
have remained at that.
Prior to the time that I was there, when we had all the agency, I
don't honestly know what the numbers were. There were no
records. It's impossible for me to tell. I just know that it was very
expensive.
Mr. SEVERNS. Thank you.
Let's turn to our responders, Charles Phillips from Research Triangle, and Bill Scanlon, an old friend from-you're still in Georgetown, Bill?
Charles, why don't you start? Tell us what you're hearing and
what it means to us as advocates listening to the debate over reimbursement and funding OBRA.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES PHILLIPS, RESEARCH TRIANGLE
INSTITUTE, NC
Mr. PHILLIPS. Very much in line with the title of this entire hearing, the things that you have heard this morning and this afternoon are evidence that good things are happening as a result of
OBRA 1987. However, when you return to your home State, you
may also discover that OBRA 1987 has created a troublesome new
disorder. This new disorder is called "OBRAphobia".
"OBRAphobia" is known to affect both nursing home administrators and operators. Its most common both symptoms include wildeyed looks, agitated behavior, and profuse perspiration.
There is, however, a proven therapy for "OBRAphobia."
That therapy is found among the strategies and innovations that
the panel members have brought to you this afternoon. These
speakers are not advocates, like yourselves, who are talking about
what should be; they are not residents talking about what they
need; these panelists are providers talking to you about what they
have done in their facilities. They have shown you, by their example, that the OBRAphobia that you will face is like many phobic
disorders. It's not a completely irrational response. But it is a response to the OBRA reforms that is far out of line with the reality
of these reforms and the costs that they will entail.
There are irreducible cost increases inherent in OBRA. For those
States operating with the bulk of their facilities certified as ICFs,
new staffing levels will apply. That will be expensive. The staff development costs associated with nurse aide training and with the
training of licensed staff will increase. Such increases will occur.
But there are also a variety of other provisions in OBRA that are
relatively costless-notification of resident rights, notification of
room changes-and that should have a negligible cost impact.
However, a number of OBRA requirements-for example, the
regulations on physical restraint use-may cause problems for advocates. State associations may try to undermine support for OBRA
by implying that these requirements will financially devastate
State government. One major State association has already estimated that reducing restraint use in that State alone will cost approximately $136 million.
But what you have heard this afternoon is a very different tale.
The practitioners and the providers to whom you have just listened
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indicate that one can reduce restraints and create a livable environment where people are able to move to their highest practicable
level of functioning without immense cost. However, one can't be
stupid and expect this change to occur miraculously.
You can't. The counterbalancing of new costs and new savings is
not going to magically happen. Nursing home operators cannot
continue to operate their facilities exactly as they have operated
them for years, implement the OBRA regulations, and then say,
"Oh my God, OBRA costs a lot." It may have cost more because the
operators didn't do exactly the types of things that the providers on
this panel have talked about this afternoon. One must recognize
the opportunities for savings inherent in OBRA as well as the potential costs.
For example, when one reduces restraints, what happens? The
cost of incontinence supplies and the cost of the restraints themselves are dramatically reduced. What does reducing restraints do
to nurse aide and licensed personnel morale? Staff don't like to tie
people down. Staff don't like to deal with the results of tying
people down. As we all know, they are often more dire than those
occurring when one leaves residents unrestrained. With a reduction in restraint use, a facility should have an increase in staff
morale and a decrease in staff turnover. That, in turn, decrease
training costs.
Facilities should also see a decrease in "call-in" days, a day in
which someone calls in sick because he or she just cannot face that
facility that day. When this happens a facility must pay $20 to $30
an hour for an agency nurse to take the staff member's place while
ft pays the employee their original salary.
There are a variety of other potential offsets. I think a wonderful
example was one of the things suggested by Mary Lucero-providing different trays to people with different levels of cognitive impairment. What's the other possible response? The facility could
hire enough staff (who are much more expensive) to feed everybody. You don't have to do that.
Operators must be sensible. Administrators have to think about
those reforms. We spend an immense amount of time and energy
in schools of business management talking about management science and the science and technology of profit-making. Well, it is
time to develop a science of caring and a technology of quality.
This is what OBRA demands.
Remember Ms. Lucero's discussing of the in-depth analysis that
they did of how one deals with cognitively impaired residents functioning at three different levels. What one is beginning to see there
is an inkling of that technology of quality and that science of
caring. The focus must not be on an immediate reaction that says,
"You can't do this." Instead, the question must become, "How can
I understand this problem better so that I can better deal with it?"
Facilities can take this approach; they can provide good care;
they can make the necessary changes; and they can do it without
incurring the horrendous cost that some are estimating for much of
OBRA.
There will be additional costs, however one of the tasks that
faces you, as advocates, is to recognize and to deal with a new reali-
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ty noted earlier. There can be a natural coalition between nursing
home residents, advocates and the nursing home industry.
I am sure that you see it every day in your walk don't you?
In reality, this coalition can exist. Because of OBRA the industry
is going to ask for increased reimbursement. What advocates would
like to see is increased reimbursement that goes to provide better
care. In this instance, advocates maybe able to work with the industry. The industry usually has a great deal of political power, as
you well know. This maybe one instance in which you can work
with that power and utilize it. The only thing that advocates must
take care about in this process is that the industry is not simply
allowed to "pocket" the increased reimbursement that you helped
them obtain.
Advocates must recognize that not all the demands that the providers make, and not all the things that operators say about what
OBRA costs are going to be, are simply self-serving. Some of their
estimates of OBRA costs will be grossly-shamelessly-inflated. In
other instances, the estimates may be realistic. It's very difficult,
but what advocates must do is determine which estimates are reasonable and support the industry in helping them get the funds
that they truly need to provide good care. In return for your support, you must demand that the industry use in fact go through
this process of using these funds for the increases in the quality of
care.
One thing that you should do when you think about OBRA as a
process associated with reimbursement is to look very carefully at
those examples in your States of facilities currently providing care
similar to that demanded by OBRA. Use those facilities as resources in the battles concerning how much various reforms will
cost. Use them as information sources who can tell you what their
experience has been. If you trust their judgment and you trust
their motivation, then you will accept the idea that, "Yes, I have to
spend a lot more on staff development."
You can accept that statement but you must then say, "Okay,
and what kind of staff development are we going to get that will
help my coalition, my constituency, receive better care?"
That natural coalition is not something that you should automatically eschew. You may be able to take advantage of it. But
some industry associations have taken a stance that's not terribly
cooperative. With those, you'll simply have to do battle. You can do
battle with the examples the panelists this afternoon have given
you, and you can do battle with the industry by making certain
that state government knows that what they're trying to do is destroy "the something good that is happening" because of OBRA on
the basis of unrealistic and inflated estimates of what OBRA's costs
will be.
Almost everybody thinks that OBRA will be implemented. The
only thing that might stop it is if certain political forces can convince officials that its costs are unconscionable. It is part of your
responsibility to help these officials recognize that implementation
should not be stopped.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SCANLON, HEALTH POLICY CENTER,
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. SCANLON. I have to say to begin with that it's incredibly
heartening to be here and to hear this panel where one positive experience after another can be reported. It's not often that one is
able to deal with such clearly identifiable better outcomes, and on
top of that some of them are actually very cost effective.
It seems almost crass to talk about money, but since money is an
important element within the world that we all live in, it becomes
a grim necessity.
I agree with Charles that the estimates that are being cited
about OBRA's costs are both greatly exaggerated and wildly incorrect. I think, though, that what we have done today, in some sense,
is to add to the uncertainty, because I'm not sure that we can use
the experience of this panel as the guide to what OBRA should cost
and how much we should be seeking in the way of additional reimbursement.
One of the things that struck me as I heard the panelists was not
so much just what they did, but what they did after they did the
first thing that they attempted. In each instance, what they were
doing or attempting was what might be considered as compliance
with the letter of OBRA. Then they attempted to implement the
spirit of OBRA, finding a series of innovations and creative ways to
truly improve the outcome that was involved. While creativity may
be a way of reducing the costs of implementing OBRA in different
areas, I don't think we can expect that there will be enough creativity to go around for the 14,000 nursing homes in the United
States. That's an unfortunate fact.
We often talk about efficiency as if it was something that everyone can attain. The reality is that there is a lot of difference in
talent among people and that we can't expect everybody to achieve
the same result. What this leads me to believe, with respect to reimbursement and OBRA, is that we need to adopt a very flexible
and open approach regarding how we're going to pay for OBRA.
There needs to be a lot of cooperation and communication between those responsible for regulation and enforcement and those
responsible for reimbursement. When regulators visit nursing
homes, they must find out, "Are they complying? Are they complying with both the spirit and the letter? If not, why not? Is it an
issue of management, or is it an issue of resources?"
When it is an issue of resources, we should be willing to provide
the additional resources through the reimbursement system. For
the present, we may be unable to fully specify a set reimbursement
rules to pay appropriately for OBRA. Instead we may need to have
some flexibility within reimbursement systems to provide special
funds when they're needed to allow a facility to become compliant
with the spirit of OBRA.
The alternative approach-providing enough funds for even the
most inefficient to be compliant-is totally impractical, given the
fiscal situation that States are in today. One cannot advocate it.
The economy, as you all know, is under a great deal of stress.
You talk about OBRAphobia. If you talk to State people about the
requirements for adequate reimbursement, you get a real sense of
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OBRAphobia. Some of the well have dealt, meaning States dealt
over the years with the Boren requirements for adequate reimbursement with a sense of great frustration. It seems there is no
reimbursement system, regardless of how well-intentioned, that is
Boren-proof, in the sense that no one is going to challenge it in
court at some point. Defending a reimbursement system, even
when successful, can absorb considerable State resources and
impact negatively on the morale of State staff.
OBRA has a requirement similiar to Boren that the resources
must be adequate to meet the conditions of OBRA. It is a requirement that is relatively undefined and hard to define. It is likely to
be a source of anxiety and anguish even for States attempting to
fully comply.
Since we're running late, I would end with a comment on an idea
expressed earlier about how hard it is to change a lifetime of conditioning. While this was discussed with respect to appropriate care
practices I believe the same applies to reimbursement. We are conditioned about how much a nursing home should cost, and we are
only willing to tolerate increases in resources to nursing homes
that fit our idea of what they should cost.
We have to recognize the implementation of OBRA, being faithful to its full intent, involves changing the quality of life in nursing
homes. If it does cost more, that it is for a different product and
that the difference in cost may be totally justified. We need to
make the case for improved quality of life and to start anew as to
what our concept of the cost of nursing home care ought to be.
Thank you very much.
Mr. SEVERNS. I would like to thank our panelists. I think it gives
us a sense of the degree to which we can view OBRA as starting
over, really paring away at some of the assumptions, and therefore
the reimbursement assumptions also have to be pared away because OBRA is not just taking all that is and adding more to it,
rather it is starting over. It is starting over from the point of view
of residents who are not yet nursing home residents telling someone who is developing a nursing home what it should look like. It's
starting from those kinds of basis, and a new way of looking at
things, that we need to call on providers to look at this implementation with a new way of thinking.
We certainly need to call upon the regulators and those who
fund long-term care to look upon this with a new sense of what
this system can be. We have come a long way. We now know that
OBRA is in fact revolutionary. We can bring something new out of
this whole process.
I certainly thank all of you for the contributions that you have
made and for all of the inspiration that you've given us. I think it
really will give us something to go back with.
Thank you.
We're going to reconvene here at 4 p.m. Is that correct?
[Recess.]
Ms. Trrus-RouRKE. I'd like to reconvene this meeting. If you'd
join us back in the meeting room we can get started.
The first thing that I'd like to do is to thank all of you for your
patience. Those of us who don't sit in wheelchairs regularly discov-
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ered a little bit of what it must be like to sit in one place in one
chair for a very long time in today's experience.
The other thing that I wanted to say was that as I talked to
people in between, for those of us that go to national coalition
meetings regularly, this may seem like, "So why did we get all
dressed up and go to Capitol Hill just to hear some more educational sessions, great though they must be?" I wanted to remind us
what we are doing here. We are really creating a report for Congress on the fact that OBRA implementation is possible. The testimony that we heard here today and the questions that are asked
will all be a part of a record that will be the record to Congress
that what we dreamt and what we worked on is in fact possible.
The session that we are doing-we talked from the assessment of
the resident; we've talked about from the provider's potential and
ways of implementing OBRA; and now we really need to look at
ourselves as community people, as ombudsmen, as residents, and as
family members. What is it that we can do in assuring the effective
implementation and enforcement of OBRA? All of this is in the
context of remembering that it's really our law, our words.
I guess I'd like to start off with the speakers that are listed on
the panel before you. The first speaker to tell us a little bit, to give
us our charge, will be Lydia Borkin.
Ms. BORKIN. I'm sure you've heard enough to take back with you
and think about for weeks to come. What we're doing, and trying
to do, is to change a whole system. That isn't easy to do no matter
where you live, where you work, or anywhere in the Government.
But we have been working very hard to get OBRA implemented.
It will mean, if we are successful, that all of the residents who
live in nursing homes will really have a wonderful place to live.
The nursing homes will be run for the care and concern of the resident instead of fitting the resident into the institution of a nursing
home. It will take a great deal of education and a great deal of advocacy.
Everybody who knows anything about this will really have to
charge themselves with the task of helping others understand this,
educate themselves and others, and help them in every way they
can, so that when we come to the conclusion, we will find ourselves
at the end knowing that our nursing homes are much better places
for those people who have been living in them and will continue to
live in them for the years to come.
But it's up to us, even those of us who are residents and are limited in what we can do. We must speak out, too, and we must make
everyone understand that if we work together we will all end up
getting those things that will make life better for all of us.
Ms. Trrus-RouRKE. Thank you, Lydia.
Next will be Carol Benner who is the Acting Director of the
Office of Licensure and Certification in the Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene in Maryland.
STATEMENT OF CAROL BENNER, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
MENTAL HYGIENE IN MARYLAND, BALTIMORE, MD
Ms. BENNER. Thank you.
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Can you hear me? I'm so short that it's tough sometimes when I
get behind these things. Sometimes I have to say, "Can you see
me?" rather than "Can you hear me?"
I am the Acting Director of the Licensure and Certification Programs in the State of Maryland. What that means is that I am responsible-and hopefully have the clout behind me-to make sure
that all of the new regulations, particularly those of OBRA, get implemented. So I am responsible, as is Mr. Flood, for getting all of
this implemented and making sure that the nursing homes do.
It's interesting. I heard the last panel talk about what it takes
for the providers to make OBRA work. It takes an awfully lot from
our end to make it work, too. We've been running around looking
for tag numbers for regulations and making sure that surveyors
have books, making sure that the surveyors are trained, and that
we're doing what we need to do to get OBRA implemented.
Lots of times you hear of an adversarial relationship between the
providers and the regulators. I like to think that we're all in this
together. The bottom line is quality. Sometimes we go about it in a
different way, but my job as a regulator is the same as that of the
provider, to make sure that the people living in nursing homes are
safe, happy, and healthy.
I believe, certainly in my own State, and certainly across the
Country, that the majority of nursing homes do provide good care.
But there are a few nursing homes that do not. I think that those
few nursing homes reflect poorly on the regulatory process, and
certainly on the industry as a whole. What we're trying very much
to do is to get rid of those bad actors. I think they are bad actors.
I can share with you that the reason I was late today is because
we're doing our first adverse action under OBRA. It's tough. It's
the first time. We want to make sure the paperwork is correct and
we want to make sure the process is correct. I sat in on an exit
conference and heard bad outcome after bad outcome after bad outcome, and the physician who was responsible for this nuring home
said, "Well, that person came here to die." After the second bad
outcome, the doctor said "That person came here to die, too."
The seventh time after I heard it, I said, "Hey, you don't understand", and by God he didn't.
So, again, for all of you who are out there doing the same thing
that we are doing, I thank you very much. We need your help.
Education is critical. Talking and working together as well as cooperation is critical because the bottom line is the same for all of us.
Thank you.
Ms. Trrus-RouRKE. Thank you.
Next we have Patrick Flood, Director of Licensing and Protection
in Willistown, VT.
STATEMENT OF PATRICK FLOOD, DIRECTOR OF LICENSING AND
PROTECTION, VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, WILLISTON, VT
Mr. FLOOD. Having sat in the back, I know that a lot of you can't

see me, but I hope you can hear me.
I want to keep my message brief and to the point, but I'm here to
tell you that I not only think and believe that OBRA can be done, I
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know it can be done. I know that we're doing it. I also know that
it's going to take time. But I do know that it can be done and we
should not retreat a step, quite frankly, for any of you that are
having doubts.
It does represent a very fundamental change in the way that we
do things and the way that all of us behave. It's high time, quite
frankly. But I don't think it's that complicated. I think we spend a
lot of time splitting hairs around these issues when it's really not
that complicated. It's not that complicated if you read the interpretative guidelines about what quality of care is. Frankly, folks,
that's just good nursing and should have been going on all the
time.
When you read about resident's rights, there is nothing complicated about having residents involved in their own care and
making their own decisions. There is nothing complicated about
that at all. The rest of the world does it every day. It's not that
hard. It just requires a commitment and it requires that all of us
adopt the idea and the principle.
Let me tell you a few things that I think we need to do to get
there, from my point of view as a licensing director. I think we
need to cooperate and I think we need to lead. All of our behaviors
need to change, by the way. It's not just the nursing homes that
need to change their behavior. In fact, what I find is that many
nursing homes want to provide this kind of care. They tell us that
they are happy that this has come along and that they have for
years disliked restraint use intensely. They are so happy. All they
want to know is how to do it. I think we can help them do that.
You can help them and we can help them.
I think that nursing homes have an opportunity to become leaders, for a change. For so long they have been thought of as the
bottom rung of the health system. I think they're driving some of
the hospitals crazy because they're demanding good assessments;
they're demanding that people come to them not loaded up with
Heldol and on restraints, and the hospitals don't know how to
behave. I salute every nursing home that's putting those hospitals
on the spot.
I think the licensing agencies-you should go home and ask
them to do this, because I think it can be done and it is our responsibility to do this. People, like nursing homes, will respond if they
know what is expected of them. It is our job to explain what those
expectations are in such a way that they can respond. We have
done in-services for all the nursing homes on the regulations; we've
done in-services for all the nursing homes on restraint reduction;
we've done in-services for all the nursing homes on assessments;
and we write to nursing homes regularly, to all of them, answering
the questions that they have brought up because we send out a
letter every week or every other week. They have a lot of questions.
We have written letters to every physician in the State who has
patients in nursing homes explaining the major provisions of
OBRA that affect them. It really has to be done. We also have advisory committees every step of the way where we involve the providers, the advocates, the residents, and ourselves.
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I think we have to be flexible. It is true that a lot of what you
will hear about the survey process doesn't always make sense. We
need to be flexible at the licensing level to focus ourselves on what
is important. I do not want my staff nitpicking when we're looking
at outcomes. If they are nitpicking, then they are not doing what
they ought to be doing. When they are nitpicking, they are not
paying attention to the resident outcomes.
We are not perfect. We are open to criticism. I can tell you that
things are not always being done on time. There are things that we
still have to do that should have been done a long time ago, and we
have a lot of changes to make. But we're going to work on it.
The other message that I would give you is that, as far as I'm
concerned, OBRA is not a set of regulations, rather OBRA is an
idea. OBRA is an idea whose time has come. I think it changes the
way we all act, and we're not going to be able to go backwards. I
don't believe that. I think that we can never return to mass restraints. We can never return to a system where residents are left
out of the survey process. Once you plant those seeds, you can
never go back. We need to push on it. We can never go back to a
structural survey process once we have tried outcomes. We're on a
path here, we're on a roll, and I think we need to keep it up.
I also think that you need to understand-I believe firmly that
this is a historical moment, and I don't think you should make any
mistake about that. If you don't think so, just sit and think about
the opposition to the regulations and to some of the changes. It is
so major that we must be doing something right.
But I think that you need to go back honestly-we've heard it
time and time again today-you need to go back home and link
arms with those providers who want do to right, and you need to
link arms with those people in the State agencies who want to do
right. My fond hope is that when my grandchildren ask me what I
used to do for a living that I would be able to tell them that I participated in the great movement of the 1990's to make every nursing home a caring and respectable place for every older and disabled American. I do not consider myself a militant, actually. I consider myself a fairly flexible and reasonable person.
That's part of my message. I think we need to be flexible and I
think we need to be reasonable. We need to work very hard. It's
too great an opportunity to be lost. I say to you, go home and find
the friends in your community and beat the drum. We must not
retreat and we must continue until the job is done.
Ms. TITus-RoURKE. Hollis Turnham, State Ombudsman for the

State of Michigan, and Treasurer of the National Association of
State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs.
STATEMENT OF HOLLIS TURNHAM, MICHIGAN STATE
OMBUDSMAN, DETROIT, MI

Ms. TURNHAM. Thank you.
I've been asked to speak about enforcement, one of those pieces
that we're all waiting with baited breaths to see where it's going to
go. Like Pat said, enforcement is not complicated. It is simple:
protect and serve the residents.
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There are two major things that I think, when I talk to my colleagues and State ombudsmen, that we still need to push when we
go back to the States. First, the State Medicaid Agency's sole responsibility is not check writing. They have a responsibility and a
duty to ensure that not only the reimbursement is fair to the providers but that it serves the needs of residents.
It was an embarrassment to sit in the last Medical Care Advisory
Council meeting in the State of Michigan and see a consumer advocate ask the staff of our State Medicaid Agency, "So what do you
all do about these nursing homes that don't meet standards?" and
to see the staff members sit and stare at each other and not
know-number one-that they had a responsibility to do something
and that-number two-on occasion they have in fact actually
done something.
For those of you who are not familiar with what a Medical Care
Advisory Council is, that's one more task force, one more monthly
meeting you can go home to. It's the one place where consumers,
where residents, have direct voice in setting Medicaid policy. In
fact, by Federal regulations, recipients, consumer groups, are guaranteed a majority on that Committee. Go back, route it out in your
State Medicaid Agency and use it as a vehicle for effective enforcement.
The second issue that we have to take back to the States is that
we have to keep saying the words. Remember that old mantra? If
you say it long enough, loud enough, and often enough it becomes
real. Intermediate sanctions work.
Effective enforcement is not a code word for evacuating a facility. We have to return to our roots, understand, and respect what
our clients, our residents, our friends, and our family members are
saying. We have to protect the vital community resource that nursing homes can and should play to their communities. If the building is sound, save that resource, save that home. Develop an enforcement system that does not wait until you are automatically
down the chute to fast track decertification.
You're going to have to talk about-over and over and over
again-"Let's prevent this from happening. Let's prevent this from
getting so bad." Sometimes it's startling to go to a department of
public health to talk about prevention. Their mantra is, "Health
promotion, disease prevention." It's like that word never seeps over
into a bureau which regulates health facilities.
Make sure that the regulatory system stops the hemorrhaging.
When you do find those hideous situations, there must be the resources, through receiverships in particular, to deal with the issue
to protect the residents' rights then and there. Make sure that the
enforcement system includes a component that once you have
stopped the hemorrhaging, once you've done the prevention, that
the Government develops the capacity to evaluate the ability of the
provider to give care.
If the decision is that that provider is either unwilling or unable
to run a facility that meets minimum standards, that meets basic
nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and medical direction, and if the building is sound, you evacuate the owners. You do
not evacuate the residents.
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You evacuate the owners by ensuring their due process rights to
getting a court ordered sale of that facility to someone who is capable of running it as a nursing home.
Finally-I'm going to meet 3 minutes-finally, remember what
my mama told me for many years, "Can't never could do nothing."
Don't say, "We can't do that." Don't accept it for yourselves as
advocates, and don't accept it from the bureaucracy. Find a way to
just do it.
Ms. TITus-ROURKE. Thank you, Hollis.
Next we'll hear from Kathy Gannoe, Bluegrass Long-Term Care
Ombudsman Program, Lexington, KY.
STATEMENT OF KATHY GANNOE, BLUEGRASS LONG-TERM CARE
OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM
Ms. GANNOE. Well, I know when to just say, "Amen," and sit
down.
I just have to concur. The challenge for me as a local ombudsman is to take the whole idea of, "Let's treat people the way we've
known all along that we should be treating them." Let's take it
back and remind the providers that that's all OBRA is about, treating folks like we've known in our hearts they should be treated,
even though we have individuals in institutions working on a daily
basis through Family Councils, Resident Councils, and through individual resident empowerment to make those institutions responsive to the individuals so that they live in the kind of place that
Lydia talked about, that it's the kind of place that you can go to
and really live.
I just think that's going to be a challenge on a day-by-day basis
for those of us who are local ombudsmen.
Ms. Trrus-RouRKE. Thank you, Kathy.
Now we'll hear from Fran Sutcliffe, the Nursing Home Hotline
Patrol, an apt name.
STATEMENT OF FRAN SUTCLIFFE, NURSING HOME HOTLINE
PATROL, ST. PETERSBURG, FL
Ms. SUTCLIFFE. The seven worst words in the English language
are, "This is the way we always did it."
These are the people that never heard about the power of positive thinking.
As we work our way through this system-and there is plenty of
work to do-I want to make every effort to identify the people, the
residents, in these facilities who are not benefiting fully from
OBRA.
Furthermore, I think we need to identify from coast-to-coast attorneys who are interested in class action suits. It may well be that
these are the ones that will finally see that OBRA is fully enforced.
It will be implemented because we will not give up. We are at the
point of no return. We can only go forward. And we will go forward
with great determination from this meeting because we' have made
up our minds that we will just do it.
Thank you very much.
Ms. TITus-RoURKE. I think we need to remember that we are the
initiators of a revolution. It's a simple revolution. It simply says
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that the residents of nursing homes should set their own agenda
for care. It's really clear.
OBRA is the blueprint for that revolution. In fact, as in any revolution, we need to find friends to our revolution, to reach out to
committed professionals and enlightened providers of care. We
need to convert others, to the vision that we have. We need to
watch for those of us that fall back into old patterns of behavior
when we forget and only remember Fran's seven words. And we
need to remember to help committed professionals learn that their
need to care is less important than a resident's right to choose.
In fact, the charge to us is to do what's right and what we know
is right. It's not that something good is beginning to happen. I
think the message is that we can make something great happen as
we go forward from here.
Thank you very much.
I'd like to ask Elma Holder to send us on our way and I believe
to thank Bill Benson and Holly Bode if they're here-hiding in the
back-coming up.
STATEMENT OF ELMA HOLDER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

NATIONAL CITIZENS COALITION FOR NURSING HOME REFORM
Ms. HOLDER. I would just say to you that it's been a good, long,
hard day. We will go back to the 4-H Center very inspired. It has
been a tremendous opportunity to be here in these chambers and
to express the voice of people throughout the Country. The people
who have been up here at the podium have had an opportunity to
use the microphones and go on the public record, but I think the
exciting thing for us is that we are, as Susan said, producing a document that will be available to use as a tool for advocacy and we
can say-and perhaps we can persuade the committees that have
so aptly sponsored this day-maybe we can persuade them to put
in a participant's list. Then some day, 20 years from now, we'll be
able to point proudly to this document and remember how we went
through this long day together.
I think the challenges before us are mawny, and I love Fran's comments relative to positive thinking. I love the State of New York
and some of the things that they can come up with, so I want to
tell you one thing that New York has been doing.
I was very fortunate to participate in one of the meetings of the
committee that's working on the New York State Code to get the
State of New York in line with OBRA, a very fascinating process
that they have been through this year. Cynthia Rudder has been
providing leadership in that State. But what was exciting was that
the residents and the advocates in the State decided to try to put
their most positive thinking forward and they offered many recommendations to the State of New York to include.
One of the things that they challenged New York, the providers,
and the Government with was, "What does resident participation
and governance mean?" One of the provisions in OBRA is that residents will participate. They decided to make the recommendation
that every governing body of a nursing home would, in fact, have
residents participating.
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I was in the audience when this was presented to the State Code
Committee. You can imagine some of the shock and horror that
was expressed at such an impossible task. No way was this ever
going to be achieved in a State law that we would allow residents
to participate in the governance.
Well, they didn't make it all the way in New York, but by putting that great dream on the table, as they did, they were able to
achieve miraculously where at least, in the Code of the State of
New York-my understanding is that the governing body of a nursing home has to meet at least once-maybe it's twice, but I think
once a year-is it twice, Nellie?
Three times-great. Three times a year the governing body must
meet with representatives of the residents and their representatives in nursing homes. So that's one of those impossible dreams.
So we have a lot of challenges and excitment before us as we join
in that kind of creativity.
I want to personally thank Bill Benson for the work that he has
done in the Committee, Holly Bode, and certainly the Senators involved, and let Bill talk to you about his hopes and dreams for
OBRA as well.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BENSON, STAFF DIRECTOR, U.S.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. BENSON. Thank you, Elma.
Good afternoon all of you. I'm supposed to help make the closing
remarks, but this is, of course, my opportunity to also welcome you.
I can't think of any other audience that I know that would come
to a forum and spend 7 consecutive hours debating, discussing, and
listening to presentations as intensely as you have today, and I'm
certain that continued all the way through your lunch hour. In
fact, only with nursing home advocates would you find, at the end
of a long day, more in the room than when the event began early
in the morning.
Having attended many events on Capitol Hill, I think that is
very true. It's evidence of your ongoing, unbelievable commitment
to what you do.
When we first planned this event, we didn't expect-we didn't
dream-that Congress would still be in session.
Of course, they are, and perhaps they'll continue to be while
you're having your annual meeting next year, too. Who knows?
We hope not. We hope non.
But, anyway, I think for myself and many other staff members,
we had hoped to be here for the entire presentation all day, but
because we're still in session, this has meant that we could only
pop in here and there. That's too bad because there was an awful
lot presented, and I would have learned a great deal. But what I
saw was most impressive.
Something good is happening. Something good has been happening for a long time now that I would like to comment upon. That
something is you-all of you in the audience-the audience members who at the State and local levels are on the front lines in your
communities in striving to improve the lives of residents of long-
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term care facilities. As we look at this landmark event, the beginning of the full scale implementation of OBRA 1987, and the good
things that that will lead to-and, in fact, is already bringing
about-it is important for us to remember that this is a milestone
in what has been, and will continue to be, a long process.
Nearly a decade ago, there was a very serious effort to deregulate and otherwise undermine and frustrate oversight of quality
care and Federal requirements for nursing homes. This effort led
to congressional intervention; it led to the Institute of Medicine
Study; it led to the OBRA 1987 law; and it led to, as of October 1,
1990, implementation of that law.
But the single most outstanding feature of that 10-year period, in
my judgment, has been the remarkable role that all of you have
played. Citizen groups committed to better nursing home qualityState and local ombudsmen, and various kinds of citizen organizations committed to better care-along with a lot of other concerned
citizens, led the charge against this effort under the direction and
leadership of the National Citizens Coalition-NCCNHR.
You not only beat back that onerous development of 10 years
ago, but you created the reasons that we're here today. Your efforts were much more than defensive in nature. Although you had
to be defensive in beating that back, you were positive and creative. You said that with a strong and thoughtful Federal role, the
quality of care and life in nursing homes can be much better. Fortunately, many State regulators, providers, and others agreed with
you in that view. Because of that-because you were right in that
viewpoint-we are here today. You have amply demonstrated how
right you were.
Something very good happened a decade ago with your emergence as a powerful voice speaking for nursing home residents.
Your collective voice has grown even more powerful over the past
10 years, and make no mistake about it, your voice will likely need
to be even more powerful in the years to come.
I would like to conclude with just a few thoughts on that point.
This wonderful new law is on the books and officially underway-fully underway, we hope. By all rights, it should rapidly gain
steam toward truly redefining how we view and measure quality of
care and life for residents. But as difficult as the path has been
thus far, it promises to remain consistently challenging in the
years ahead.
The next several years will be quite demanding from a budgetary
standpoint. I used the word "demanding" but not "taxing."
I think that we all recognize that and will cope with that in one
way or another. What we must be vigilant against, however, is the
line of thinking that in effect goes like this, "OBRA 1987 was a
great idea, full of wonderful notions, but we just can't afford it
right now." Unfortunately, we have heard that argument made,
and I'm sure we will continue to hear it made, as we have heard
from California's Executive Branch recently. But we will hear it
from others as well. We will need your help to ensure that this
doesn't become a euphemism for delaying and otherwise frustrating the implementation of this important law.
It is likely that all of us-consumer advocates, State regulators,
providers, and staff members on the Hill-will continue to be frus-
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trated by the rulemaking and administrative processes of HCFA
with regard to OBRA 1987. Your active involvement will be necessary in trying to get the administration to do the right thing on a
timely basis. Or if they're going to do the wrong thing, to at least
do that on a timely basis.
Also, as the last 2 years have shown, there will be many kinks to
iron out with regard to the OBRA 1987 provisions and the implementing regulations. So-called technical amendments and various
corrections will be raised to deal with obvious problems as well as
subtleties and nuances in the law. Your help is essential to be certain that these technical corrections do not become a device for nibbling away at the substance and the spirit of the law.
In sum we must remain clear that the real test of good law is the
commitment to actually carry it out. This will require the continuing cooperation of the diverse interests-providers, advocates, regulators, and others-who have worked so well together to this point,
despite real differences. The remarkable degree of cooperation has
been very important here.
NCCNHR, ombudsmen, and other nursing home reform advocates have truly established a presence here on nursing home
policy. You have developed the respect of more Hill staff than you
probably know. This will be important in the future.
Nevertheless, the bottom line is that your vigilence, your commitment, your energy, your creativity, and most of all your persistence will need to continue to be as strong as it has been for the
past decade to ensure that something good, and even better, continues to happen for a long time to come.
Thank you very much.
Ms. Trrus-RouRKE. Thank you, Bill. As an old-time friend of
NCCNHR, ombudsmen, and advocates throughout the Country,
we're very proud to have you here and have you working on the
Hill for us, as we're proud of Holly Bode and the work that she's
doing. We'll hear from her next.
Ms. BODE. I want to thank everybody so much for coming. I, unfortunately, have not been able to be in on very much of this today,
as I have been involved in some budget conference meetings. But I
do want to thank everyone for coming and hope that you have had
a very productive and informative day.
I want to thank, again, NCCNHR, for putting all this together.
Ms. HoLDER. I'm glad that Portia Mittelman joined us, who is the
Director of the Special Committee on Aging.
You don't have to say anything, but it is a great honor for us, as
advocates for people who live in nursing homes throughout the
Country, and as residents who are here with us today, to be able to
call upon the Senate Special Committee on Aging and to rely on
you to be our advocate, as always. We want you to know that we
appreciate the work that your Committee has done, and the other
Committee that sponsored this day. We're looking forward to the
Committee report, that I said earlier we are going to use as an advocacy tool for implementing OBRA.
So thank you very much.
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Now we're just going to have a few housekeeping details concerning what we're going to do to get to our buses. The major thing is
that we came on the yellow school buses, and most of us are going
back. You have the obligation, please, if you will, if you decided to
go back by the exciting Metrorail or other means that you go back
by your bus and report to the board member on the bus, or report
to someone on the bus that you will not be joining on the bus ride
back.
So why don't you start following the crowd. I don't think there
are any other announcements. We'll see you back at the 4-H
Center.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4:43 p.m., the workshop was adjourned.]
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT AND CARE PLANNING,
THE BASIS FOR QUALITY OF LIFE AND CARE
Prepared by NCCNHR, October, 1990
A NEW PHILOSOPHY
The Nursing Home Reform Amendments of OBRA '87 require a radical turn-about in care
practices - a focus on each individual's highest potential for physical, mental and psychosocial wellbeing, with reasonable accommodation for individual needs and preferences. The key to achieving
this change is the resident assessment and care planning process. The assessment process provides
a forum for staff to learn residents' strengths, weaknesses, and customary routines. This
information forms the basis of the individualized plan of care which, when carried out, should
support resident autonomy and independence - through restorative nursing practices, individualized
activities, appropriate therapies, and facility support for/adjustment to personal routines.
While we are a long way from full implementation of OBRA, it is important for the public
to know about OBRA's potential and about the experiences of care-givers who have forged ahead
and found these changes not only possible, but preferable to old care approaches.
RELEVANT PARTS OF THE LAW
Ouality of life and care
* Nursing facilities must provide care 'in such a manner and in such an environment as will
promote maintenance or enhancement of the quality of life of each resident.'
* Residents have the right "to reside and receive services with reasonable accommodations of
individual needs and preferences,' except where their health or safety or others is endangered.
Resident Assessment
* Nursing homes must "conduct standardized, reproducible assessment of each residents' functional
capacity' including their 'capability to perform daily life functions and significant impairments...'
* 'Each assessment must be conducted or coordinated (with the appropriate participation of health
professionals) by a registered nurse.'
Care Planning
* Nursing facilities must provide nursing. medical and psychosocial services to 'attain and maintain
the highest practicable mental, physical and psychosocial well-being of each resident in accordance
with a written plan of care which describes the medical, nursing and psychosocial needs' and how
these needs will be met.
* Residents, and family/representative are involved 'to the extent practicable' in care planning
* The care planning is to be done by a team, including the physician and nurse 'with responsibility
for the resident' (not a nurse hired to do assessment and care planning only)
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THE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
The Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) has two parts:
* Minimum Data Set (MDS) contains the federally required core elements and common definitions
for comprehensive resident assessment. It also has triggers which identify areas in which the
resident needs more in depth assessment
* Resident Assessment Protocols (RAPS) provide additional assessment items and background
information about residents, their strengths, preferences and needs which are linked to care plan
options. The 18 RAPS cover the following: delirium, cognitive loss/Dementia, Visual function,
communication, ADL function/rehabilitation potential urinary incontinence/indwelling catheter,
psychosocial well-being, mood state, behavioral problems, activities, falls, nutritional status, feeding
tubes, dehydration/fluid maintenance, dental care, pressure ulcers, psychotropic drug use, physical
restraints.
The completed RAP:
* Identifies the resident's unique problems which adversely effect his/her functioning;
* Identifies factors that place the resident's functioning at risk;
* Considers whether identified risk factors can be prevented or reversed, and evaluates how much
a resident is able to attain a higher level of well-being and functional independence.
* Evaluates ongoing care practices for the resident by considering alternative therapies and/or
consultation with other disciplines or specialties.

INDIVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENT AND CARE PLANNING PROCESS
Interdisciplinary Team: All available professional disciplines should be involved in
assessment (and care planning). In addition, the MDS cannot be completed without talking to those
who know the resident best: the resident, family, significant others and nursing assistants. A
quotation from a nurse who used the MDS in this way illustrates the value of this assessment
approach: "Even if I had known these patients for years, I was able to find out things I never knew
I got a real view of the person."
Individualized Care Planning An individualized plan of care is developed by the
interdisciplinary care team and the resident. For example, under current practice a facility might
put everyone to bed at a specified hour regardless of the resident's life long habit. Under OBRA
the individual resident's normal bedtime is taken into consideration. The process is centered on
each resident's unique strengths, needs and patterns. Assessment and care planning are dynamic
processes. They require ongoing dialogue between residents and care providers on all shifts.
Changes in resident functioning, whether small or significant, shall be noticed.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIVIDUALIZED CARE PLAN

Facilities which have already implemented individualized care suggest the following:
* Administrative support for flexibility in care - Individual needs should be met before
facility needs whenever possible. For example, if a resident has always had a walk at 10
a.m., it is more important for the nurse aide to support the resident's walk than to make her
bed at a specified hour.
* Flexible staffine at peak times, changing as the resident population changes. For instance,
if many residents like to stay up late, then add staff during those hours rather than during
the usual 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift. Plan the day around resident needs so staff and residents
work together rather than struggle against each other.
* Primary care, assignment of nurse aides to particular residents on a permanent basis,
fosters a bonding between residents and staff. The nurse aide can better meet resident
needs and identify subtler changes in condition. It is a more efficient use of the aide's time.
* Redefinition of the nursing assistant role to include activities, mobility, occupational
therapy, etc., and discussing body care. Although it initially requires more training (by
rehabilitation trainers), it allows residents' therapies to be incorporated into the day's
activities. For example, walking can be done on the way to the dining room (leaving the
wheelchair in the room!). This approach fosters better interaction between therapists and
nurse aides.
* Non-direct care staff know ways to become involved with the residents. Often times, less
eligible staff such as kitchen staff, groundkeepers, or others, have regular interactions with
residents and can help support their needs to walk about or engage in other activities.
* Encourage staff creativity to solve problems involving resident care and use of human
resources.
* Keep a good sense of humor
WHAT ADVOCATES CAN DO TO SUPPORT CHANGE IN A FACILITY'S APPROACH TO CARE
* Educate

-- make sure resident, families and staff know about the new standards and
about this assessment and care planning process.

* Prepare

--many residents are uncomfortable speaking up in a care planning meeting
and many care givers are still developing their skills related to resident
participation. Advocates can help residents identify what care and daily life
issues they want to resolve and what ideas they have about what wil work.
Communicating this beforehand to the coordinator of the meeting may help
improve the process by focusing it more on the resident's agenda.

* Try it

- when issues of concern arise for residents, advocates have a new vehicle
for selling their resolution - the care planning process. Change in facility
wide practice occurs individual by individual through assessment and careplanning.
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CHANGES CONSUMERS SHOULD SEE AS FACILITIES IMPLEMENT
RESIDENT ASSESSMENT/CARE PLANNING

Increase in quality and quantity of communication between:
- All facility staff, resident and family
- Professional and non-professional staff
- Direct care giving staff and other personnel
Individualized care plans
- Activities for individuals and small groups
- Nurse aides should know what each resident s/he cares for wants and needs
- Resident should feel through involvement with care planning that her/his needs are
met
-Toileting and other daily routines based on life-long habits and the resident's needs,
not on facility schedules
*Environment

is adiusted to the individual rather than vice versa
- Large range of adaptive equipment (extra high toilet seats, large handled eating
utensils)
- Variety of seating for all types of body frames (large, medium, small)
- Wheelchairs which can be adapted to individualized needs
- Low beds or padding beside beds

* Evidence of resident choice
- Nursing assistants encourage residents to make choices
- Choice on when to arise and retire
- Choice of seating arrangements in the dining room
*Teamwork
- Non-care-giving staff interact well with residents
- Staff help each other
- All disciplines are involved in care planning
* Better care
- Lower incontinence
- Reduced use of restraints
- Better psychosocial condition
- Increased mobility

- Residents are engaged in individualized mobility programs
- Few chairbound residents
- Residents walk to meals
For more information, contact the National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform:
1424 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036; (202) 797-0657.
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT
What the MDS Does to Assist In Meeting Residents' Needs:
* Gathers information about an individual's Customary Daily Routine prior to entering the nursing
home to help the facility adapt to individual's needs rather than vice versa.
* Identifies problematic signs and symptoms on the admission page so staff are immediately alerted.
* Uses Cognitive Skills For Daily Decision Making to cue the staff to residents' abilities as they
effect daily living and to the kind and amount of assistance which may be needed.
* Measures Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) Self-Performance and Continence with five levels
ranging from independence to dependence to focus on strengths and needs for assistance.
* Tracks all appliances (not just glasses, teeth and hearing aids) used in all activities of daily living.
* Requires that residents be consulted in parts of the assessment like Potential for Self-Care.
* Facilitates individualized care with an extensive section on Behavior Patterns.
* Gathers detailed information on Activity Pursuit Patterns for individualized activity plaing
Issues for Advocates
* The MDS/Triggers/RAP requires interdisciplinary staff to gather much more detailed
information for identification of resident strengths and needs. Facility staff may see the proes as
simply more paperworL Advocates can reinforce the fact that individualized information fosters
individualized care planning and more appropriate deliveryof care to achieve maximum resident
functional mental, physical, and psychosocial well-being and functional ability.
* Training is the key to successful assessment and care delivery. States and facilities will bear much
of the responsibility for training facility. staff and surveyors. Advocates should assist in finding
sponsoring agencies for training surveyors and facility personnel together.
* The link between assessment, care planning and implementation must be a strong part of any
training program organized by HCFA, state agencies or providers.
* Most of the field trials were done using only nurse assessors. It is strongly recommended that
assessment and care planning be an interdisciplinary effort. Training should be targetted to the
range of disciplines involved in assessment and set up using an interdisciplinary modeL
* Residents and families also need to be informed about the resident assessment and their new
oppportunity to participate in decisions about care. They may need assistance to voice their views.
It will be important to make the link for residents and families between assessment and the
requirements of the law for 'highest practicable ...well-being and quality of life.
* Given the extensive effort and resources expended on this instrument and its value in attaining
quality of care and life for residents, urge states to use it rather than develop their own and work
diligently to see that it is implemented in a way achieves that goal. It will give us consistenc.in data
from state to state - better national data for planning, deliverying and reimbursing quality services.
For more information contact Sarah Burger at the National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home
Reform (NCCNHR), 1424 Sixteenth St., N.W., Suite L-2, Washington, D.C., 20036; (202) 797-0657
Prepared by the National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform, october
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Editorial
STANDARDIZED ASSESSMENT AS A MEANS RATHER THAN AN END
Aspart ot its response to the Institute of \edicine
report on regulating nursing home, ilO.t. 198t.
Congress passed the 1987Omnibus Budget Reconciliaon Act. vshich called tor the etablishment of a
minimum data set for all nursing home assessments.
Some harbor the hope that nursing home tare can be
resamped with the right torm. Alas, it is hard to find
such apanacea these days. The unlikelihood ot miracles is not cause tor pessimism. however. The wvork
in progress to develop a standardized form tor nursing home assessments described bv John N. Morris
and his colleagues in this issue represents a major
,tep torvward in improving care.
In considering minimum data sets. it is important
to separate the necessary trom the surticient. Setting
out a consistent set of questions to collect on each
nursing home admission is a substantial step. but
onIv it the information is both used and useful.
Therefore. the investigators are to be congratulated
for testing not ontv whether the assessment tool
produces reliable results. but whether it is acceptable to those vsho must use it.
There is an inevitable battle around any minimum
data set between those who view it asan opportunity
to tind out all thev ever wcanted to know about the
subject but were afraid to ask, and those who recognize that less can often produce more when streamlined approaches reduce respondent burden. Furthermore. one must make an important distinction
betwseen data and information. Today. we are titerals flooded vsith data but seem to have very little
useful information 'Wurman. 1989i. A tew questions
s"ell asked mav be more useful than a litany of mindlessls recorded data.
The kev to a successful information system goes
beyond brevitv. Data that are usetul to the user is
more likely to be collected well. It the major motivation for collecting the intormation is external regulatorv pressure. sse can expect paper compliance. It
those collecting the data see that they are used by
others to take actions that affect them. they will pas
more heed to its collection. It they can see that it
provides intormation to them dtrectiv. thev may actualls use it.
The ivstem under development has the potential
to succeed on all three fronts. At least part of the
response to each goal lies in the use of more sophisticated inrormation approaches. speciticalts the
computer. One might say that we are seeking electrcal rather than paper compliance.s It is high time
that long-term care began to aggressselv use computer technology to improve itself. The computer
Vol. 30, No. 3. 1990
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can provide both the lexsibility and the bresits
-ougght bv using branching logic to expand a category
vshen there is reason to explore it more thoroughls
It can avoid duplication by displaying data alreads
collected by others but still permitting the second
observer to correct and challenge earlier entries.
'tore important. it can display information to shosw
change over time, thus permitting both the regulators and the caregivers to look at the effects of care.
Once the data are in electronic form. they are
easily transmitted and manipulated. It is not hard to
envision a large data set derived from these systematic observations that would permit calculations of
expected courses for different types of long-term
care clients. These could then be compared to individual client's courses 40 assess the potential impact
of care on outcomes of importance.
The ability to compare observed and expected
outcomes extends bevond its role as a regulatorv
device. It could be a major source of assistance to
care givers. ( ie of the great frustrations in longterm care. e-. cialiv in the trenches. is the difficultv
to sense whe! ou are making a difference. Because
so many die- - enter care when they are already
declining. th. benefits of care are otten best expressed as a -lowing of that decline curve. Without
some measure of expected course in the absence of
good care. those who render care daily may not
appreciate how much they are accomplishing and
thereby may forgo one of the important rewsards ot
their labors.

Simply displaying information about the change in
client condition over time. a very simple task tor a
computer. will encourage those providing long-term
care to think more in terms of change over time and
less about a series of separate snapshots in time.
Given the computer's ability to translate data into
graphics, it isa simple procedure to develop pictorial
representations ot the changes that are occurring tor
a given client or a group oa clients and to contrast
those wsith svhat might be reasonably expected.
It is ditficult not to become excited about the
potential tor an information revolution in long-term
care. A standardizedassessment is a big first step. It
this program can be introduced as less a regulators
burden and more an opportunity to improve care by
offering meaningful information to both the care
providers and those responsible for oversight. It the
information can be made available in a torm that is
readily understood and easily interpreted. it may be
used for giving care as well as for measuring it. It is
thus important to both make the medicine as unbit-
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ter as possible and to aure tho'ne iTr whom it is
prescribed that it "ill truly improve tleir condition.
There is cause for optimism. but don t open the
champagne set. Better information jround assessmenl t, not a "ust add vwaer and tir recipe for
intant improvement. The tull ssstem must be developed to allow those who are charged with the responsibilitv for assessing client, to obtain meaningrul data and to know, ho", to handle that data to
generate usetul information. To achiete that step in
%ill need ongoing
improsing nursing home care. %%es
efforts to develop. demonstrate and teach creatite
use ot information management in this setting. \\e

have the chance lo make a great leap lorward. 11
wsould be a shame it we spent our ettorts arguing
about shoe sizes.
Robert L. Kane. .\tD
Dean. School o; Pubhc Health
Universit
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In response to the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of t987 mandate for the development of a
system for nursing facilities, a Consortium of professionals
national resident Assessment
developed the first major component of this sYstem,the Minimum Data SetIMDSi for
and Care Screening. A two-state field trial tested the reliability of
Resident Assessment
items. the overall performance of the instrument, and the time involved
individual assessment
in its application. Thetrial demonstrated reasonable reliability for 35. of the items and
pinpointed redundancv of items and initial design of scales. On the basisof theseanalyses and
clinical input. 40% of the original items were kept. 20% dropped, and40'Soaltered. The -ADS
provides a structure And language in which to understand long-term care. design care plans.
evaluate quality. and describe the nursing facility population for planning andpolics efiorts.
KeyWords: tSursing facilities. Qualitv assurance. Long-term care

Designing the National Resident Assessment
Instrument for Nursing Homes'
John N. Morris, PhD, Catherine Hawes, PhD,' Brant E. Fries, PhD,,
Charles D. Phillips, PhD, MPH,' Vincent Mor, PhD,3
Sidney Katz, MD,, Katharine Murphy, RN C, MS,!
Margaret L. Drugovich, MA,' and Alan S. Friedlob, MSSA'

Introduction

The provision of appropriate care in nursing tacilities requires comprehensive knowledge of residents' strengths. weaknesses, and problems. As one
feature of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1987 (OBRA '871,Congress sought to ensure the
availability ot this information by mandating a national resident assessment svstem that includes a
uniform set of items and definitions for assessing all
residents in nursing facilities in this country. Under
contract from the Health Care Financing Administration iHCFAi. our research consortium. in conjunction with expert consultant and advisory panels. has
begun to identitv. develop, and test the central element of this svstem, the mandated Minimum Data
Set (XIDS i for Resident Assessment and Care Screening. This paper describes progress to date in creating
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the MOS. drawing on results of atwo-state field trial.
We describe the history and developmental process
of the MOS. present findings for selected data elements. and p vide a current draft version of the
entire instrum

rit.

Quality Assur.",ce Concerns in Nursing Homes
As early as N49. a Senate subcommittee identified
problems of inadequate and inconsistent nursing
home care, and a Health Education and Weltare
investigation as well as a series of state studies in the
eariv 1970s confirmed that the extent of compliance
with extant regulations for care varied widelv. In
addition, existing certification regulations (the Conditions of Participation - those conditions that must
be met for a nursing tacility to participate in and
receive reimbursement from Medicare or Medicaid)
and the survey process placed more emphasis on a
facility's capacity to provide required services than
on the quality of services actually delivered institute
of Medicine. 1986i.
A series of legal actions in the late 1970s and eariv
1980s confirmed the responsibility of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services tHHS) to ensure that
certified nursing facilities meet regulatory standards
fSmith v. Heckler. 198-i. In addition, attempts by the
Reagan Administration to reduce the regulatory
burden on the nursing home industry generated
considerable opposition among the elderIv population and advocates for nursing home residents. Congress blocked the administration's proposed
changes and directed HCFA to study how to improve
nursing home regulation. In response, HCFA contracted with the Institute of Medicine IIOM) to con-
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duct a studv of existing regulations and to recommend changes that would enhance nursing facilities
ability to ensure satisfactory care for their residents.
In addition. HCFA financed a number of demonstration projects to evaluate alternative regulatory approaches :Spector & Drugovich. 1989: Zimmerman
et al.. 1983; Glascock. 1985: Lee. 1984: Kurowski &
Shaughnessy 1983i.
Responding to both Smith v. Heckler and the IOM
findings institute of Medicine. 1986) HCFA developed proposed regulations revising both the Conditions of Participation for long-term care facilities and
the procedures for their enforcement. These efforts
resulted. in pan. in a revised system for surveying
nursing tacilities to determine their compliance with
the various Conditions of Participation (Spector &
Drugovich. 19891.Congress also took up the IOM's
challenge. and OBRA 87 mandated many of the IOM
recommendations. The law incorporated new requirements for aide training, minimum registered
nurse staffing, and assurance of quality of care. quality of life. and resident rights. One of the major
reforms was the national system for assessing residents described here.

uniform resident assessment, requiring that the Secretarv of HHS develop such an assessment process
and implement it as a Condition of Participation for
Medicare and Medicaid bv October 1990. Under this
legislative mandate. each certified tacilitv must conduct a "comprehensive, accurate, standardized. reproducible assessment of each resident's functional

capacities. This comprehensive, multidimensional
assessment is to be performed on admission and
veariv thereatter, as well as "on signiticant change'
in a resident's status. Although the Secretarv mav
recommend a uniform assessment svstem, the states
are given the option of developing their own assessment systems, provided that the Secretarv finds that
such alternative instruments conform with a core'
set of items and definitions.
In 1988. HCFA contracted with the Research Triangle Institute. Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for Aged.
Brown University. and The University of Michigan to
develop and evaluate a uniform resident assessment
system. This effort led to the development of a resident assessment instrument to guide individualized
resident care planning that consisted of two interrelated components. The first, the Minimum Data Set
IMDS)I contains the core items necessary for a comprehensive assessment of nursing facility residents.
Role of Resident Assessment
It also provides triggers (individual items or combilongin
asse-ment
The need for uniform resident
nations of MDS elements) to identify residents for
term care had long been recognized Kane & Kane.
whom specific ResidentAssessment Protocols IRAPsi
1981: Katz. 1983: Katz & Stroud. 1189l. Earlier, in
- the second part of the system - will be com1980. HCFA published proposed regulations that.
pleted. Each RAP is a structured framework for orgaall
among other things. would have (.,nsolidated
nizing MDS elements that can be used to inform the
resident care planning into a single Condition of
care planning process. The intent in developing
Participation that also required interdisciplinary asthese modules is education rather than prescripsessment teams. Although the Reagan Administration.' They provide additional assessment items and
tion nes er implemented these proposed regulations.
background information to develop a context in
resident assessment reappeared as a major theme in which information about residents, their strengths.
the IOM deliberations.
preferences. and needs is linked to care plan opi
The IOM appropriately identified uniform resident
tions. Eighteen of these modules, ranging from comto
improve
for
efforts
assessment as a cornerstone
munication to nutrition, are being constructed. requalits and reform the survey process. As it noted:
viewed, and revised.
The resident assessment system being developed
Prosiding high qualits ot care requires careful assessment
includes the MDS, the care planning modules, trainoa each resident's runctional. medical. mental. and psvchosocial status upon admission, and reassessment pern- ing materials for use svith the MDS, and surveyor
protocols for evaluating assessments and care plans.
odicals thereafter. with change in status noted.... [Thel
development or Individual plans of care cleariv depends
We describe here principally the work performed in
1986.
Medicine.
on resident assessments (Institute o0
developing the MDS.
p. 74,
Prior to 19853the certification survev svstem
Methods and Procedures
focused on a tacilitv s written policies and structural procedures such as statting levels - its potenDeveloping the Minimum Data Set
tial to provide care. The proposed revisions redirect
The development ot the MDS has involved two
this locus to actual. observed care provided to the
major steps: development of the conceptual trameresident and resident outcomes. The data derived
work and draft instrument, and a basic reliability test
would enable the targeting of facilities and individual
of the instrument and training materials. Future acresidents tor more intensive survey. and the develto
evaluate
tivities will include more extensive field testing. demeasures
opment and use of outcome
sign of data flow and svstems. and implementation
the qualty of care provided to residents. The
etrectiseness of such an approach, however, dedetails.
comprehenand
specificity.
pends on the reliability,
There are four fundamental goals in the developsiveness of baseline and tollow-up measures of resiment of the MDS. First. the MDS should replace
dents status.
nonuniform and cursorv assessment. Second. it
OBPA 87 clearly acknowledged the importance of
should stimulate learning, change the ways in which
2924
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many nursing homes use resident-specific informa,on, and facilitate integration of assessment and care
planning information. Third, it should lead to improved care planning and care provision. which, in
turn, can enhance quality of life. Finally. its develop.
ment process should serve as a model tor the
method bx which it would continue to be updated in
the future.

To accomplish these goals. the MADS
not onIv de-cribes the nursing needs ot residents, but also must
incorporate measures ot their strengths and psychosocial needs in order to consider appropriately the
whole person in care planning. Thus the MDS must
iicorporate measures of phvsical health. functional
status. psvchosocial well-being, dietary status. comprehension. vision. hearing, communication skills.
activitv prererences. potential tor self-care improvement. and indicators of quality of life. In practice, the
xtDS should lead nursing home staff to a holistic
view of residents, one in which strengths and needs
in one area can be seen to affect, and be affected bv.
strengths and needs in other areas. The MDS thus
highlights resident needs relevant both to current
function and to the potential for maximizing functioning. The result is an instrument that is "minimal"
in its content - capturing the core elements needed
for a comprehensive assessment of an individual
nursing home resident - but not small.

*,

In developing the MDS. we addressed (as have
other before us. e.g.. Kane &Kane. 1981; Katz, 1983;
Granger et al., 1975: Lawton &Brodv. 1969; Mahoney
&Barthel. 1*5: Fillenbaum, 1988) a variety of conceptual issues that have potential implications for
how the data will be collected and how it will be
used. Principles that informed the development process include:
0 Assess resident's performance and function,
rather than potential function;
* Describe manifested conditions or behaviors
ie.g.. resident expresses sadness), rather than interpretations (e.g.. resident feels sad):
* Provide time trames ie.g.. "within last 7 days."
tell in past 30 dasysi, for assessing the behavior or
other condition:
* Count services as provided only if specified levels
of intensity are met (e.g., physical, occupational.
or speech therapies). Some services, such as chemotherapy, did not require such measures, as any
provision would be significant:
* Include items that support common case-mix measurement systems based on resident characteristics !such as RUG-It (Schneideretal., 198811.
The iterative process of MDS development began
with the 13 domains specified in OBRA '87 as components of a comprehensive assessment: medically delined conditions and prior medical historv, medical
status. functional status. sensorv and physical impairments. nutritional status and requirements, special treatments or procedures. psychosocial status.
discharge potential, dental condition. activities potential. rehabilitation potential, cognitive status. and
Vol. 30, No. 3,1990

drug therapy (Department of Health and Human
Services. 1989t.
We reviewed over 60 assessment instruments developed for preadmission screening, state case-mis
determination, nursing tacilitv management, and research. Those that met criteria for comprehensiveness for most of the assessment domains mandated
bv OBRA were revievsed in depth to identitv common domains. items. definitions. responses, and
scoring patterns iDrusovich & .ior. 1989). Most instruments measured activities of dailv living (ADLs,.
mobility, selected nursing care needs and services
However, few assessed behavioral disorders. mood
disturbances, and cognitive functioning, and none
addressed residents' preferences and involvement In
activities. Consideration of the tOM, OBRA. and
HCFA mandates for care planning led to the conclusion that no extant instrument could be recommended "as is" or simply modified to serve as
the MDS.
The findings from this analysis informed the second stage of the development process, consisting or
clinical deliberations and extensive review and revisions, leading to a draft MDS. In addition to project
clinicians and researchers, we involved professionals
from a spectrum of clinical disciplines. including
nursing, social work, medicine, physical, occupational, and speech therapy, activities, and nutrition.
Also represented were consumers, resident advocates. providers, industry representatives, regulators. and measurement specialists. These experts
were assembled into a clinical consultant panel and
an advisory c. 'nmittee, both of which were involved
in each stage ..r the development process.
An extensis. process of developing and reviewing
multiple drat:- of the MDS was undertaken, a process requiring 18 months to complete. Beginning
with those mandated by OBRA '87, we identified
domains that would appropriately describe a nursing
home resident. Then, existing instruments were reviewed for relevant concepts, questions, response
levels, and definitions. Where domains were new.
we developed new questions, often assembling special work groups of professionals knowledgeable in
the relevant areas. Nessiv developed individual items
were often tested on actual care units. A series of
drafts were reviewed by project staff. clinical panel
members, advisory committee members, HCFA staff.
and identified experts. The process led to additions,
deletions, combinations. and revisions of domains
and individual assessment items. To date. the MDS
instrument has gone through over 20 major draft
versions, has been commented on by over a hundred
persons, and has been reviewed by literally hundreds more.
Small-Scale Trial
The second major step was to test in nursing facilities the feasibility o0 the MDS assessment process
and the reliability of individual items. This smallscale trial also allowed the research team to evaluate
the training materials. instructions, different con-
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nSoulil-ScaleTrial SamPles.
Chr"Wterilrcits
tIble 1. esafesid

catponA were made in the item's phrasing. directions.
or response categories to address the identified reliability problem.
Other analyses considered the length of time to
complete the MDS. principally focused on the complelton time for later cases. anter assessors had pertormed several reviews.

Comparedwith the 1985 NationialNorsinj Home Some,

Smallscale
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Measuring Rehabilitv
Three strategies are used to report interrater reliabilitv in the literature: percentage agreement. association or correlation between the judgments o0 pairs
ot assessors for the same items. and measures of the
degree ot congruence between the assessments that
adjust for chance errors iWiner. 1962: Fleiss. 1986i.
All three were employed in the analysis of the smallscale trial data.
Percentage of item agreement is calculated as the
number of pairs of assessments of an item on the
same resident that were the same, expressed as a
percentage of all pairs in the reliability comparison
sample.
Measures of association. or correlation. provide a
more complex statistical description of the matching
and mismatching of assessment pairs. In the case of
dichotomous indicators of the presence or absence
of a property, the Phi associative statistic was applied
(Siegel. 1956). For numerical statistics (e.g.. a count
of the number of different drugs prescribed) it was
more appropriate to use the Rho statistic (Siegel.
19561.
Measures of congruence are generatly the most
conservative indicators of reliability. because they
penalize for the chance' agreement arising from a
poorly distributed variable. The Spearman Brown
intraclass correlation coefficient was used as the
measure of congruence between facility and project
nurses. If an MDS item attained a value of .40 or
higher. it was considered to be minimally reliable.
This .40 criterion is somewhat lower than normally
seen in purelv research applications. It was considered appropriate for this trial, however, as the study
design artificiafll lowered reliability by contrasting
an 'internal' and external" nurses' assessments.
An outside nurse, whether a researcher or the representatise of a state regulatory agency, will not know
as much about the resident nor to whom to turn for
information about a resident's condition.
Results

The data collection targeted 400 residents in the 10
nursing facilities. The resulting sample was close to
and to. the designed
the total projected number 1383)
distribution oversampling strata. The sample contained 70 new admissions, 113 special problem residents. and 200 current residents, compared with
targets of 80. 120. and 200. respectively. From the
varietv of evaluations made possible by this data
collection effort, we focus here on the sample of
approximately 140 residents on whom we had double assessments - one by a facility nurse and one by
Vol. 30, No. 3, 1990
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a project nurse. These data were principally used to
develop reliability estimates for MDS items.
Comparabilityof Resident Sample
Table 1compares the characteristics of our sample
with the resident population of all nursing homes in
the nation from the 1985 National Nursing Home
Survey (NNHS) (National Center for Health Statistics.
1989). On the whole, the demographic characteristics of the residents in the two groups are similar.
Although different definitions make precise comparisons difficult, the results generally reflect what one
would expect. In comparison to the NNHS. our sample contains fewer residents who are independent in
ADLs. Roughly 40% of the NNHS sample were independent in transferring and toileting, compared with
about 30% of our sample. The results were similar for
independence in eating: 60% for NNHS compared
with 50% in our sample. Only 22% of our residents
were completely free of cognitive problems.
whereas one-third of the larger national sample were
equally untroubled bv mental disorders. It should be
noted, however. that the small-scale trial sample was
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designed to identify particular types of residents in
nursing homes and therefore prevalences may contain unexpected biases.
Reliability Tests
Reliability tests were performed on items in the 16
data domains of the original instrument. These domains are displayed in Table 2. together with summary statistics on the reliability results and final disposition ot items. (After the field test, domains were
rearranged and redefined. Thus the areas discussed
follow the groups ot questions in the revised rather
than the original MDS instrument.l Over 55% of the
items on the tested MDS achieved reliabilities of .40
or better. The scope of this article precludes adiscussion of all MDS areas. (A copy of the full report on the
small-scale trial of the MDS is available from the
authors.l We discuss here the results for only three
major groups of items as representative of the
methodologies. findings, and interpretations of the
small-scale trial. The chosen groups represent both
an established area of inquiry (ADL and two others
that are more innovative (cognitive patterns and psychosocial well-being).
Activities of daily living. -The tested MDS included two measures of ADL. One indicated whether
an ADL activity was performed, such as whether the
resident was groomed or toileted. The second measured levels of performance in the ADLs, such as the
ability to transfer from bed to chair. The results for
these tests appear in Table 3.
The dichotomous measures of performance (such
as whether residents groomed themselves). common in many assessment systems, did not perform
well. Reliability coefficients for these items ranging
from .32 for bed/chairfast in mobility down to -. 15
298

for bedfast in transfer. It appears that these concepts. which focus on actions not taken, were not
easy to translate accurately. In addition, the nurse
assessors believed most of these were of little use in
care planning. We decided provisionally to retain
only bedfast, which achieved the best reliability and
was important in care planning. in the next version of
the MDS. It was redesigned so as to increase the
reliability by providing a more precise behavioral
description. No similar adjustments were seen for
the other ADL dichotomous performance variables;
thus, they were all dropped.
The multicategory performance items assessed
resident self-performance of ADL functions over the
prior 7-day period. Residents were assigned to one of
five categories: independent, supervision (without
hands-on care, limited assistance. extensive assistance. and total dependence. These multiple levels
contrast with many assessment systems with fewer
levels, often only a dichotomy.
All ADL performance measures (transfer. locomotion. grooming, bathing, dressing, and eating) were
found to have high reliability levels of at least .75
(Table 31. Item definitions thus appeared to work
well, and training materials were well received by
field staff. Field staff also agreed that the ADL items
were crucial to care planning and that multiple levels
provided important descriptors of residents needs
and status that were more helpful in identifying resident abilities and staffing needs. For example. the
nurse assessors uniformly liked the availability of an
ADL level for "supervision," for it permitted recognition of the significant time that can be spent on these
activities. Information at this level of specificity was
not consistently present in resident records, and
interfacility differences occurred in perceptions regarding who were and were not heavy care
patients.
The Gerontobkist
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The result of these analyses and the debriefing
comments was confirmation of the effectiveness of a
five-category ADL scale for the performance of all the
ADL functions. These questions constitute Section E
of the revised MDS instrument (provided in Appendix).
Cognitrve paterns. - These items in the MDS
described residents cognitive functioning, for example, as represented by memory or decision making
Vdl. 30l No. 3,1990

(Table 4). On the MDS version that we tested. cogni.
tive items were intertwined with expression patterns; these are separated into two sections on the
new MDS.
Only 2 of the 383 sample residents were judged to
be comatose, but neither was included in the reliability test. This item was retained despite its low prevalence due to its clinical importance in care planning.
To ensure reliability, the question was altered to
include a full definition.
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The tour-level item that describes memory. the
ability at the rehident to recall what was learned or
and was conly slightly modiknown. vas reliable 1.711
tied to eliminate confusion in the question between
short- and long-term memory. Reasonable reliabilities tat leant .48r were exhibited by six of the seven
items assessing the areas in which memory problems
were seen. Or the remaining six reliable items. Iwo
t"identitication of family" and '"recognizes self in
mirror", were dropped as they were redundant to
the remaining tour (the K.R. alpha reliability values
bora tour- and six-item scales were almost the same,
at .80t. The sole unreliable item, "how to respond to
stall:' vas also highly correlated with the remaining
items, and was dropped.
Ftnall%. the variable providing four levels describing a resident's ability to make consistent and reliable
decisions tsee Appendix. Section Si was reliable
3
retained.
t.7 i. it swas

whether a usetul summary index of resident
strengths could be created. Therefore, decisions to
retain the drait MOS items in this domain were governed by three factors: it individual item reliability
for the entire comparison sample: 21item reliability
for the subset of comparison cases scored with along
torm 01the MDS that included every possible definition as opposed to a shorter version that included
only more abbreviated information (there were tew
ditierences in reliabilities based on the two forms:
this issue isdiscussed in some detail in the fuill report
at the small-scale trial): and 31 a variety ot results
tram procedures employed to determine how items
in this domain combined to torm internally consistent hummarv scales (including results derived tram
factor analyses. K.R. 20 alpha reliability assessments.
scale intercorrelations. and Spearman Brown values
tar the summary scalesl.
Of the 19 items designed to assess aspects at
psychosocial well-being, seven achieved reliability
coetticients at .40 or better, with Iwo more onlv
slightly poorer. at .38 iTable 51. Another item was
reliable when presented in less abbreviated format
("conflict with statf." at .491. All at these items were
retained, although some have been revised based on
conversations with the assessors of the small-scale
trial.
These analyses. coupled with the advice of apanel
at experts in this particular area, led to a new set ot
three organizing concepts for this area. These in-

Psi chosocral well-being. - This domain relates to
resident happiness, sense ot control over one's liue.
meaningful social involvement, and satisfaction with
sell 6CseTable S for individual items tested). In developing this set at items, we sought to capture both
resident strengths and problems. A particular goal
wlab io develop measures of well-being, an ettort
strongly endorsed by resident advocates and central
to the protect team's philosophy.
A major task in the analyses was to determine
300
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dlude: resident'i initiative and involvement in lite:
resident relationship swith statt. other residents.
and tamils: and basic attitudes describing satistacton with the life the resident isexperiencing. including mea-ures oagrief over losses. satistaction in role
,ratus. and boredom with life. In our moditications,
we attempted to identity items to explicate these
concepts by choosing those already tound to be
reliable bs modiiming others that were appropriate
but less reliable, or bs creating new tems. All wiill be
subjected to uture testing tor reliability.
Our analyses identiried a single, reliable summarv
scale encompassing sis items that characterizes the
resident's level oa initiative and involvement in the
institutional environment:
Initiatise Scale Items icount oapositive responsesi
Eassinteractions syith others
Aioids interactions svith others
Establishes own goals
Pursues involvement in life of facility
Resists responsibility
Accepts invitations into most group activities
In scaling the second and fifth items. scoring is
reversed so as to be consistent with the other positively phrased items. The first five items tested well
for reliability. although two were altered slightly
based on assessors teedback. To these we added the
final item. which is new and experimental. but was
often identified in the debriefings as important. The
new scale has a Spearman Brown reliability o .64 and
K.R. 20 alpha reliability values of .61 for cases assessed bs project nurses and .70 for cases assessed
by tacilitv nurses. For our reliability sample. using
scores of the facility nurse as the standard. 1 5x0 ot
cases are In the two lowest categories of the five-item
scale -reflecting those who are least in control of
their lives in the tacilityl, 50% are in the two middle
categories. and 35%are in the two highest tor best
control) categories. The availability of such a scale for
psychosocial well-being (and we are hopeful that
further research vill identifv additional scales) avoids
the laundrv list" problem of many assessment
instruments.
The tyso other new areas of psychosocial wellbeing were more complex. as no scale was identitied. In describing resident relationships, the item
"conflict with family, with reliability coefficient .18.
was dropped. The remaining five items (exclusive of
the twvo incorporated into the scale above) were
altered in language with the goal of improving future
reliability. For example, rather than ask whether the
resident had conflict with statt. we now ask more
speciically for overt or covert conflict or repeated
criticism of staff. In the second group of items describing attitude, all but one item was retained in an
altered form. and a new item was also added: loss of
significant other within the year. Similarly, substantiallv altered items now constitute the third section,
with the addition of a question indicating identification with past role. The final version of the questions
now comprise Section G of the MDS (Appendix).
Overall, the measures of psychosocial well-being.
Vol. 30, No. 3, 1990

although experimental. were considered some ot the
by practitioners. In the
most important in the MODS
debrieting. these assessment items were trequentlv
identified as providing an opportunity tor the assessment nurse to talk with the resident and to address
an important domain critical to quality care.
Time to Complete an \tDS Assessment
We analyzed the time required to complete the
\tDS. based on the experience oi the 20 nurse assessors participating in the small-scale trial. Each nurse
completed MDS assessments tor approximately 27
randomly assigned cases. The assessments all included review oa resident records. interviews of residents and direct care and clinical staff, and extensive
referencing of the MDS detinitions and coding examples. For the first third of the cases, nurses averaged
129 minutes per assessment. The average time per
assessment dropped to 100 minutes for the next third
of their cases. and to 90 minutes for the final onethird. For the last few cases. the assessors estimated
that an average case would be completed in 1 hour
and 20 minutes. The data suggest that after only 18
assessments, assessors had reached the plateau of
the "learning curve."
We also asked the nurse assessors how much time
the MDS added to the normal assessment process at
the facility, and whether they thought the additional
assessment time was worthwhile. In general, they
reported that the '1DS added approximately 30 minutes to the normal assessment time. Although most
158%l thought -at this was somewhat longer than
the regular asse--ment, 17% said that it was significantly longer, and 25% said that it was about the
same. They noted that in completing the MDS. they
talked with both residents and nursing aides,
whereas the normal assessment process in these
facilities did not necessarily entail such interviews.
All the nurses said this was essential, some noting the
importance of including aides in the assessment process because only they had some of the firsthand.
detailed information required. Nurse assessors also
mentioned the psychological boost the aides
seemed to get from being asked about the residents
for whom they care.
With only minor exceptions, the nurse assessors
described the value of the incremental assessment
time in very positive terms. OtiS who responded, 10
said the extra time was definitely worthwhile, four
said it was probably worthwhile, and only one considered the extra time not worthwhile. Most nurses
also felt that the MDS covered relevant domains
more comprehensively than did their existing protocols and felt that these domains were important for
developing appropriate care plans. The areas most
frequently cited as being more comprehensively covered in the MDS included: cognition (except on
Alzheimer's unitsl, customary routines, psychosocial
well-being, behavior patterns, advanced directives.
indicators of rehabilitation potential. modes of expression, vision. oral status problems, height.
weight, and restraints.
201
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Discussion
The criteria and methods described earlier for
three domains were applied to the entire original
MDS instrument. On this basis, 40% of the items
were rated reliable and will be retained in their current form. The remaining items include 20% that
were dropped and 40% that were altered ITable 2).
These changes have resulted in a significantly modified and greatly strengthened MDS (see Appendixi.
This final instrument has been subjected to additional reliability testing and has been proposed for
designation by the Secretary of HHS.
In terms of the resources necessary to complete
the assessment. the results of the small-scale trial
support the contention that the MDS is a feasible
system for use in nursing facilities. Good progress
has been made in defining items that are acceptable
to nursing staff and in implementing a process that
brings together both residents and all the staff that
care for them. Our initial efforts have resulted in
items and definitions that have met with wide acceptance and high levels of reliability.
Some of the elements now contained in the MDS
represent refinements and better delimitations of
existing concepts, such as the ADLs discussed in this
paper. We have made significant progress in defining a usable five-category assignment system, one
that does not require continual reference to a litany
of examples. As a second example, we are providing
better delimitation for diagnoses (i.e.. that they be
relevant to the care the resident receives). Other
domains such as cognitive patterns had surprisingly
high reliabilities in their current form. These offer
exciting possibilities to screen uniformly for cognitive problems. Still other domains represent less
well-defined areas: psychosocial behavior, customary routine, rehabilitation potential, and the like.
Here, high reliabilities are more difficult to obtain,
but the importance of these items was universally
supported by our consultants, advisors, and nurse
assessors. They indicated that this type of information and the types of operational measures provided
in the NIDS are crucial to care planning and provide
an important stimulus for staff to talk to the individual resident. We expect that these elements as well
as the resident assessment protocols currently under
development will continue to see modification as we
further test the instrument in practical settings.
In the broader view, there is enormous potential
for a computer-based implementations of the resident assessment process. Not only can such implementation aid in accurate data collection. for example bv providing easily accessed definitions and
preliminary data checks, but also it can be designed
to identify patterns of deficits or strengths and assist
in triggering the need for care planning. Beyond
nursing homes, the MDS may see applications in
other sectors, such as assessment of less disabled
persons at home or as a screening tool for nursing
home admission.
Refinement to the MDS will not stop when it is
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implemented as the national assessment instrument
in October 1990. We have recommended that any
assessment instrument must continue to incorporate
new approaches, be tested. and change. The pro.
cess. however, will maintain its mandate to bring
residents into the decision process and increase
their control of their care and treatment. The MDS
should simplify the transter of knowledge concerning strategies for caring for frail residents, the reeducation of staff moving between facilities, the establishment of a broad market within which the
private sector can generate unique and innovative
care planning and computer-based information systems. and the development of a comprehensive picture of the nursing home population on which to
make planning and policy decisions.
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PATIENT CARE TECHNIQUES

Comprehensive Resident
Assessment Holds Promise
MuphY
KathaerlY
* therapeutic milieu that fosters
maximization of an individual's
potential for self-care, decisionA
making, interpersonal relationships, and
personal growth is the hallmark of long
term cre. The cornerstone for creating
such an envtrnotnett lies not only in motivated caregivers, the philosophy of care.
but also on
andavailability of resources.
the clinical asnessmentof eachresident's
needs, and
care
health
functional capacity,
personal wishes regarding autonomy.
options.
lifestyle, and treatnent
Acquiring andsynthesizing this informatuioncan guide caregiven in developing care plans tailoredto an individual's
unique needs. Spending the time performing a comprehensive functional
can help diminish error in
assessment
clinical judgment that often lead to suboptimal care and negative outcomes, such
asdisability anddependency.

have more general signs and symptoms
tion with significant variations in their
of disease related to alteration in functo thephysiologic
individual responses
tional abilities-e.g. increased confuandpsychosocial impacts of aging. morsion. restlessness, urinary incontinence.
regimens. Disease
bidity, andtherapeutic
Stimulating Challenge
self-care deficits-signs that are likely to
in old age are often differComprehensive residentassessment is matuifestations
be the nonm in frail, confused elders. The
presentatexubook
classic
the
from
ent
one of the most stimulating challenges
cause of the functional impairment is tat
facing caregivers in nursing homes today. lions that clinicians associate with the readily identifiable. as these signs and
population.
general adull
Elders comprise a widely diverse populasymptoms could be related to any numbea
Frequently, the existence of one or
of physical, emotional, social, or taimore underlying chronic diseases compliKrzlharine Murphy.
genic disorders.
isVn cates evaluations. This can be illustrated
RN, C. MS. is a
The challenge to the caregiver is on
clinical Dpe- by considering thefollowing two exama-orkingological
_rr
_
early detection of functional impaimmemi
40-year-old
healthy,
other-ise
An
pies
cialist in the Social
systematic exploration of its underlyand
woman experiencing symptoms of urliGeonrtological Reing cause(s) in order to identify treatable
nary urgency, frequency, and dysuria is
search Deparim-t at
conditions and restore function. In sassmost likely suffering from a uinary tract
t he Hebim Rehabilitaino to improve the quality of life of older
infection: the symptoms are so characterr rihe
alion Centefor
N
hvth
persons, the traditional disease-oriented
istic that she probably inferred the diagShe is
-s.
ARed in Bositon. Massachuse
approach to assessment many caregiven
physiher
nosis herself before consulting
currently sorkinga.onthe Minimumn Dataa
learned in school serves them less well
urinary
of
a
presence
the
However
cian.
Screening
Care
and
Set Jor Assessm.nt
on
tractinfection may not be so apparent in a than a more holistic approach based
projeca as t-UI as a -usingsrwt, fimded
knowledge of the functional impact of
with
resident
home
nuring
95-year-old
Nursing
for
Cenler
by the National
disease.
and
aging
Alzheimer's disease, who is unable to
Research. Wahingran. D.C.. uhichfot uImproving the long term care delivery
es on maintainingfunctional abilities in
discern and articulate the physical
system's ability to respond to the needs of
changes in her body. This resident may
nursinghome residents.

~
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the elderly was a majr objective of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Ad of
1987(OBRA). Development of a usable.
holistic. clinically relevant system of resident assessment
to inform and guide care
planningin mogtermcam facilities is but
one of a wide rmngeof approaches mandatedby OBRA.

in geriatrics. particulatly with thespecial
skills required for proper evaluaion and
treatment
of frail elders in long memcare
settings (e.g.. deing with confused tesidents exhibiting difficult behaviors. determining less restritive alternatives ao use
of restraints).
Froma nuring education
perspective
-preparation of the majority of care
OBRA-Mandated MD5
planters in nuring homes-gerontologi.
The Minimum Data Set (MDS) is an
cal components of basic nursing pro.
essential element of this assessmentsysgroms have traditionally been weak. This
tem.Through a contract with the Health
is noa surprising when one considers that
Care Financing Administration (HCFA).
only 30 percent of naming faculty have
the MDS is being prepared by Research
hadany formal preparaton in care of the
Triangle Institute. in collaboration with
elderly. Nationally. programs with speHebrew Rehabilitation Center for Aged,
cialization in gerontmological
naming an
Brown University Center for Gerontolooffered h only half of the states. i is no
gy and Health Care Research. University
wonder that, as of October 1988. less
of Michigan Institute on Gerontology.
thanone pacent of the980,000 pcticThe conceptual development process of
hg nurses nationwide have ANA certfithe MDS has been characterized by
cation in gemntological nursing.
extensive and intensive review and reviAlthough this stastic is disappointing
sion by clinical experts in geriatric outs- to those concerned with improving the
ing, medicine. psychiatry. social work,
quality of long tern cae, it does reflec a
rehabilitation. Alzheimer's disease, and
50 percent ittcrease since March 1985,
mental retardation,
assisted by an advisogiving caregivers hope for further
ry comnsinteeof 25 representatives
from
advancement and trends in the field.
orgnizations working to maximize quliHowever, unsddht fiture can be realized,
ty in longtermcare.
creative, viable alternatives to formal
Currently, the draft MDS has been
geriatric education of caregiven must be
field-tested in five nursing homes in Masexplored and implemented.
sachusetts and five in North Carolina.
One approach
to augment this need is
This trial is one of the frst of many steps
being developed by the research team
a the effort to produce a reliableassessresponsible for HCFA's MDS project.
menttool thatallows nursing home staff
They an preparing 20 resident assessto assets residents accurately. comprement can planning modules which may
hensively, and consistendy from a funcbe used in conjunstion with the MID5in
uionalperspective.
an attempt to guide comprehensive care
Conceptually, use of a standardized
planning. The MD5 will serve as a
Minimum Data Set to assess residents
screenin tustsnusent
to ascertai a resiperiodically should provide caregivers
dent's hunctional needs. For clinical purwith a longitudinal perspective of a resiposes. however. caregivenr may require
dents unique strengths. limitations. and more information about the problems
needs. Variations in an elder's functional
they identify via this instrumeni before
abilhtiesfrom the initial assessment (usualproceeding
to develop a cam plan.
ly upon admission to a long term care
Comprehensive resident assessment
faciliy) can be readilyidentified. In most
care planisg modules thatcould be used
assessment
systems, when problems and when functional deficits an found may
needs of an individual resident are noted. it
ease thiu transition between identificadon
is theresponsibility of the caregiveats) or
and treatment of condilions requiring
primary care teamto formulate a plan of
attention. In essence, these modules
careto addessthose needs andaomodify
would provide staff with information crittheapproach if andwhen needs change.
ical for performing a more in-depth
assessment. Focused on funciional
Nut Keeping Pace
deficits andrelevant residentstrengths.
This type of apprcach reliesheavily on
they wil be gearedto offe realistic, flexthepnemisethatall caregiven responsible
ible treatne options.Usingthesemodfor decisionmaking and care planning
ules,nursingprofessionals
with litte forhaveexpertise in gerontology and geimai educationin clinical geriatricscould
arics. The fact is,however, thatthedrbecomemroiepmnficient
andconfidensin
maticdemographic shift toward old age thecae planning decisions
theymake.
andincreasing demand for quality serSubjects addressed
by thesemodules
vices hbsovenaken thenumber of trained wereselected from the February 1989
caregiversavailable: there are too few
Federal Registers list of quality long
health professionals with formal training
term care idicators. Thesesubjects
pre-

sentrisks andproblemscommonto residents in long termcan facilities (e.g.,
ADL impairments.
sensory
deficits, alterationsin hydrationandnutrition, pressure
sores,urinary incontinence. useof psychoactivedrugsandrestraints).
Thewide
variability in the characteristics of residentsandthe distinct differencesin Ihe
natureof long term can settingsdetermusehow dtew modulesan developed.
No 'Cookbook' Approach
Giventhis working principle,it would
be virtually impossiblefor creators
of the
modulesto deliver a prescriptive
"cookbook" approach to care. Rather. their
approach focuses on helping nursing
homestaff aointerpretandintegrateformutiontht thieyhaveassembled
andupon
which theymastbaseclinical decisins.
andto selectfrom amongmanyaIternalive treatmentinterventiont. The objectivesof dtisassessment
andcamplanning
process
would be threefold:to assiststaff
in approaching their clinical decisions
with gremaer
objectivity andclarity: to pmvidecaregivers
with someof thenuatces
specific to clinicut geriatrics: and, ultimately, to enhancethe quality of care
nursig homeresidents
receive.
The development processutilized for
tse residentassessment
modulesis similar
to thatof theMOS.Eachmoduleis based
on an extensive liteature review of the
given subject along assessment,
current
pmblem, and careplanning parameters.
This is followed by clinical specification
by successive
terassof multidisciplinary
expertson thatparticular subject.
Each module is then critically
reviewed and revised by clinical and
nursing homeexperts from around the
country. All modules will then be
reviewed for consistency, flexibility,
accuracy,andreasonableness
by a panel
consisting of representatives from the
nursing home industry. the American
Nurses' Association, and geriatric
medicine.Utituately. themoduleswill be
field-tested for reliability in 10 statesin
thefall of 1989.Thetargetdateof implementation
is October1990.
The fields of gerontology, geriatrics.
andlongtermcan are changingrapidly.
TheMDSandResidentAssessment
Planning moduleswill serveto enhance
the
quality of can in nuing homesby prosiding the meansfor comprehensive
assessment
of individual needsand by
offering flexible. realistic treatment
sleetegies.In addition, this effort can
expandcritical andcreative thinking by
healih care professionals, educaiors,
administrators,
researcheri.andpolicymakersasseekinginovative solutionsto
difficult challenges.
M
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RESTORING IDENTITY TO SOCIALLY DEPRIVED AND
DEPERSONALIZED OLDER PEOPLE
Helen M. Gossett*

It is far from pleasant to realize that the older person who
is institutionalized because of handicap or debility endures his
final living years in an impoverished environment of social
These are
deprivation, suffering serious depersonalization.
the shattering experience imposed,
words for
really mild
of our older
generally without choice, upon this segment
population. They deserve more than this from society.
The plight of the aging and the truly aged person (for
plight it is) does not start in the nursing home, it only ends
What is the path to the door?
How does he get there?
there.
Generally, there is a gradual progression of losses, diminution
for meaningful and
opportunities
decreasing
of strengths,
experiences and increased
and social
restorative personal
decreases, there is less
As self-sufficiency
isolation.
Society has
opportunity for continued living in the community.
not yet stepped in to replace and provide those supports and
services which once came from the family and the neighborhood.
Generally, the family, the supporting agency or a hospital
through its physician and social workers, step in and decide that
the older person can no longer adequately care for himself or be
cared for in the community. When the long-term care institution
is chosen as an alternative to continued living alone or with his
family, it is often not the best solution, but the only one.
home placement
initial nursing
The decision for the
generally is made for the older person. It is generally his
first major loss of autonomy and self-direction -- his destiny is
This is also the time he loses an
taken out of his own hands.
important anchor in life, his home, with all the small (and
Sometimes it is the room which he
past.
great) mementos of his
has occupied in a relative's home, which all too soon is put to
Frequently deceit is used, misrepresentation or no
other use.
information at all given to the person to be taken or transferred
to the nursing home.
In contrast to the person entering a hospital, who has a
socially acceptable physical ailment, the nursing home admittant
has no respectable symptom except "failure." Forcibly excluded
from the community, he is a reject from society, economically
expendable; no longer economically or socially productive.
Gossett was Director of Nursing Home Project, United Hospital
Fund of New York. Her paper was delivered at the Fall
of the Community Council's Citizens
Membership Meeting
Committee on Aging, October 20, 1966. The preceeding is an
excerpt from her paper.
*
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If he is accompanied to the nursing home by a relative, the
chances are he sits silently by, while he is discussed as if he
were a deaf mute or a nonentity. Although this may be his only
residence henceforth, he is escorted to his room without an
introduction to the many strangers' he encounters. Although he
has just entered the door, he has already had taken from him much
of his self-respect and feelings of worth. There is soon also
the dawning realization that he has lost his 'home' -- that there
can be no future-oriented plan (or dream) of ever returning to
familiar surroundings. There is also at this time the growing
realization,
when
the
family has made the institutional
placement, that the choice has been made between caring for the
older person and some other family interest or obligation. In
being denied preference, the older person has been,
in essence,
rejected by his family.
In coming into the institution, confronted suddenly with
large numbers of older persons (some of whom may be incontinent,
out of contact, visibly depressed), the new resident, for a brief
moment, at least, faces this mirror of himself, these "others'
who will be his only peers from this point on.
It is easy to see that the person who enters a long-term
care institution suffers a severe loss with considerable damage
to his self-esteem and feelings of worth.
Actually, we all suffer losses and changes in status
throughout life, but use other life experiences to compensate.
we thus restore our balance.
Because of the nature of the
experience of
being institutionalized,
with its traumatic
separation from usual ways of living, the person entering a longterm care facility is in more urgent need of assistance from the
institutional community in regaining his personal and social
equilibrium than he may need from other types of institutions
such as hospitals and homes for the aged. These supports need to
be similar to those usually received from family, friends and
neighbors; and the environment needs to approximate living at
home to the degree this is possible in an institution.
we have found that the most prevailing problem of the
resident of long-term care institutions is deterioration:
there
is apathy, withdrawal, isolation; loss of motivation; confusion
and disorientation; depression and regression.
If one attempts to analyze the situation of long-term care
residents to seek factors that might have contributed to this
deterioration, in addition to the experiences we have already
mentioned, one might consider some of the following observations:
There are many reminders that one is living in a medical setting -- that one is ill:
staff uniforms, nursing stations,
bedpans or urinals beside each bed, hospital-type furniture, etc.
18
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There are few homey touches, as plants, homelike furniture, rugs,
pictures on the walls, personal belongings.
We observe most residents sitting in chairs, doing nothing.
There is nothing to do; no place to go. one gets the impression
of individual social isolation. We have been surprised that
residents pay very little attention to one another, whether they
are in their own rooms, in the halls, recreation area or in the
dining room, although there is good communication with staff.
Lack of privacy is extensive both in rooms and elsewhere.
Residents are always in full view of their roommates. Toilet
facilities have no locks, and no way to signal occupancy; private
conversations with relative or friends are relatively impossible.
We see few books, newspapers or magazines.
there are no calendars, clocks and very few radios.

In the rooms

It is rare to hear a resident called other than by his first
name, by all levels of staff. He is often discussed as if not
present, or ignored as if he were not there. The tone and manner
of speaking to him are often that which one uses to a child.
and live by
all things,
directed in
Residents are
There is little opportunity to exercise
institutional routines.
choice. Of necessity it is a regimental existence.
To state it baldly, the only role a resident has is the
submissive, sick role; the only privacy is in his mind; the only
choice may be which side he will sleep on at night, the only
certain future is death.
This is a brief overview, but it is easy to see that there
is an anonymity to the institutionalized aged with a monotonous
marking of time.
Today it is fairly well-accepted that for the body to remain
functioning it must be exercised -- there is less recognition
that to remain alert, motivated, socially functioning, one needs
to exercise personal and social functions to get feedback from
others and know that one is a particular individual.
These following social needs are interrelated and form a
complex whole -- which is the Self, living and acting in a social
context, with integrity, individuality and significance for
oneself and others.
The first of these if the need for CONTINUITY OF LIFE
EXPERIENCE, which means maintaining a thread to the "past," a
Where ties to
living present' and la future' to move toward.
the past have been surgically cut through loss of family,
a nurturing channel can be made
friends, home and possessions,
through familiar cultural rites, revival of skills and interests,
19
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and by recognition and acknowledgement of past achievements.
A future to move toward may at first seem difficult to
attain, in our achievement-oriented society.
However, what is
the real essence of looking toward the future? It is involvement
with a dynamic present which is in process of change. Included
here is interest in the community, the United States, the world- the ongoing nature of life; movements, social change, society's
pathology,
the elections, the world series, the races, the
weather, seasonal changes, holidays, etc.
The second is IDENTITY, per se:
who one is the most
important element of identity, those facets and characteristics
which make one a unique individual.
Not the least of these is
one's surname -- and Mrs. or Miss -- or other title, as "doctor"
-- it is our social "status, symbol. There is much identifying
data which
is
not
customarily
confidential,
which can
individualize a person and which when known by others, can begin
to delineate him as a particular individual, with bonds in common
as well as differences from others.
One has to think of what
goes into individuality: work, skills, artistic ability, marital
status,
achievement of forebears and descendants, interests,
hobbies, political opinions, philosophy of life. One sociologist
has said that when one moves from one town to another, one
arrives as a nonentity, and has to make oneself known, sometimes
even aggressively stating who and what one is, before social
communication and security (comfortableness) can be attained.
This is true for those entering an institution.
The third is INDEPENDENCE:
This includes freedom of
movement and the basic rights guaranteed by the Constitution-and these are guaranteed to the aged person unless he has been
legally declared incompetent; spontaneity (within the law and the
rights of others); self-direction, opportunity for choice. This
includes the right to open one's mail, freedom of movement
without permission.
The fourth is PRIVACY.
And in congregate living this is
difficult. But there are such things as cards denoting occupancy
of a toilet, for example; bed screens when privacy is considered
important; and there is always privacy of mind, the most precious
asset of us all which needs to be respected. For this reason we
have not invaded the privacy of the past with routine formal
studies of life histories.
The fifth is STABILITY -- a nucleus of certainty, an
anchorage of security, the things in life we can count on. One
of these is a "home base."
Although the long-term care
institution is the only 'home, of the majority of its residents,
there is not the security of being sure of having a particular
bed, or room,, or even institution.
When hospitalization is
required, even if one later returns to the same home, the chances
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of being returned to the same room are very slight.
Sometimes
rooms are rearranged for administrative purposes. Clothing may
be lost in the laundry.
Possessions may be taken.
There is
little that is one's 'own.'
There can be some lessening of
insecurity if changes (as of rooms) are anticipated with the
resident before these occur.
He may be just as upset, but his
feeling of confidence in the institution will be greater.
Possessions could be safeguarded by having locked lockers, as
some homes do have.
The sixth is MEANINGFUL LIVING.
The resident has nothing
expected of him, no task, no responsibility, is not 'productive"
in any sense.
In one home, a small group of women residents
prepare the fresh vegetables for cooking, in another a resident
takes care of the garden, a few residents make their own beds.
These are all part of traditional living at home.
In contrast to
passive living, residents need to be encouraged to participate in
the preparations for parties and holiday festivities.
The last of the personal and social needs is the will to
live -- a 'REASON FOR BEING."
We have defined the essence of
this as one's meaning something to someone else -- to someone in
one's family, neighborhood or group.
Residents can assist one another, and do; but this needs to
be fostered,
encouraged and given recognition. There are few
residents of nursing homes who could look around without seeing
someone who needs them.
This may be formalized through a
resident volunteer program.
These are all antidotes to withdrawal and deterioration.
These remedies are simple but require total institutional staff
participation. And staff participation depends on the conviction
that these needs are essential.
We think we have found some of the answers.
We are
implementing them now. We feel optimistic because the problem is
not unsolvable.
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drugs.
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Errors. The facility must ensure thatt(1)It Is free of significant medication
error rates. and
(2)Residents are freeof any
significant medication errors.
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Concepts of Quality, Quality
Assessment, and Quality
Assurance

This chapter discusses three basic concepts: (1) what
is meant by quality of care and quality of life in nursing
homes; (2) what is known about the techniques available
for quality assessment--that is, for determining how good
the quality of care and quality of life are in a nursing
home; and (3) how these concepts should affect the design
of a regulatory system that would effectively ensure that
nursing homes provide care of acceptable quality.
The discussions in the chapters that follow presume
understanding of these concepts.
QUALITY OF CARE IN NURSING HOMES

The attributes of quality in nursing homes are very
different from those in acute medical care settings such
as hospitals. The differences stem from the characteristics of the residents of nursing homes, their care
needs, the circumstances and settings in which the care is
Provided, the expected outcomes, and the fact that for
many residents the nursing home is their home, not
merely a temporary abode in which they are being treated
for a medical problem. Thus, quality of life is very
45
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important for its own sake (that is, as an outcome goal)
and because it is intimately related to quality of care in
nursing homes.
Charaeterlstics of the Residents
According
to the 1977 Nationar Nursing Home
5
Survey, 70 percent or nursing home residents were
75 years or age or older, about 70 percent were women,
only 12 percent had a living spouse, and they had a wide
range or physical, emotional, and cognitive disabilities.
Nursing home residents difrer in their social circumstances compared with noninstitutionalized persons or the
same age group. Thirteen percent of residents had no
visitors in the course of a year, but about 62 percent had
visits from family or others on a daily or weekly basis.
Nursing home residents are disproportionately single,
widowed, and childless, and they are poorer than the
elderly population in gcncral.2 These data are
important because or the links that have been shown to
exist between social support and health service needs and
outComes.3a?

Residents ranl into two broad categories classified by
length or stay. The largest group, the "long stayers,consists or those who arc no longer able to live outside
of institutions and who generally reside in the nursing
home for many months or years, often until they die. The
second group, the "short stayers," generally comes from
hospitals and will be discharged home or will die in a
fairly short period of timc.'
Care Needs
Nursing home residents vary in the amount and types of
care they require as well as in their lengths or stay.
Many of the "short stayers" require intensive nursing and
rehabilitative services. For these, the goal of nursing
home care is rehabilitation and discharge home. Some arc
rehabilitated and discharged; some die either in the
nursing home or shortly after discharge. The 'long

stayers' present a spectrum or care requirements, ranging
fron (those who are relatively indwpcndcnt and rcquirc only
modest amounts Or care to those who are physically very
disabled, mentally impaired, and incontinent and who
require assistance in all activities or daily living
(ADL). In a special study commissioned by the committee,
longitudinal data derived from monthly assessments of all
residents in 107 nursing homes in II states and the
District of Columbia were analyzed.9 In these
nursing homes, about 63 percent of new residents either
died or were discharged within 3 months of admission.
That is, a substantial proportion of persons admitted to
the nursing homes stayed for a relatively short period of
time. But those who remain in the homes for long stays
account for most or the resident bed-days. About 70
percent of all residents in bed on a particular day in all
of these nursing homes were still alive and in the same
nursing home 18 months later. On the basis of standard
assessments of all residents and a standard way of
estimating nursing time required per day, the residents on
any day in this set of nursing homes rell into three broad
categories: 10.8 percent required little care (40 to 60
minutes per day); 48.9 percent required 'medium' care (61
to 134 minutes per day) and 40.3 percent required "heavy"
care (135 to 268 minutes per day).

The Care Setting
Nursing home care is both a treatment and a living
situation. It encompasses both the health care and social
support services provided to individuals with chronic
conditions or disabilities and the environment in which
they live.9 Nursing homes are "total institutions'
itwhich care-givers, particularly nurse's aides, represent a large part or the social world of nursing home
residents and
control their daily schedules and
5
aclivitics.' This is the total environment for
many nursing home residents for the duration of their
staY. which may be several years. As a result, dcricicnciCs in medical or nursing care or in housekeeping
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or dietary services, which could perhaps be tolerated
during a brief hospital stay, become intolerable and
harmful to well-being when they are part of an individual's day-to-day life over a longer period.
The physical, psychosocial, and environmental
circumstances and outcome expectations or nursing home
residents distinguish the goals of nursing home care from
those of acute medical care. In acute care, treatment
goals are based on medical diagnosis. In nursing homes,
the care goals are based on physical and psychosocial
assessment. They rocus on restoration, maintenance or
and on alleviation of
slowing of the loss of function,
2
discomfort and pain."'J
Requirements for High-Quality Care

The characteristics of nursing home residents, their
care needs, and the care setting underlie the three
central requirements for providing high-quality nursing
home care: (I) a competently conducted, comprehensive
assessment of each resident; (2) development of a
treatment plan that integrates the contributions of all
the relevant nursing home staff, based on the assessment
findings; and (3) properly coordinated, competent, and
conscientious execution of all aspects of the treatment
ptan. The assessments should be repeated periodically and
the treatment plan adjusted accordingly.
Most nursing home residents surfer from various medical
problems, and accurate, careful medical diagnosis and
problem identification are very important. But a major
determinant of care goals in nursing homes is functional
status, that is, the ability of the individual to perform
the activities of daily living (bathing, dressing,
toileting, transfer, feeding, and continence)."1
Functional status is a sociobiologic construct that can
be used to indicate the existence of chronic conditions
and to objectively measure their severity. It also can be
used to determine service needs and outcomes resulting
from service use among homogenous groups of patients. For
example. the Index of Activities of Daily Living, or its
variants, has been used to study chronically ill

peopic. including those with hip fracture, cerebral
ofarction, multiple scicrosis, paraplcgia, quadriplegia,
rheumatoid arthritis, and other chronic conditions among
institutionalized and noninstitutionalized peoplc......

The importance of functional status in predicting
outcomcs is also suggested by studies that werc designed
to measure the relationship betwcen process and outcome
measures of quality care. Thosc studies found residents'
initial functional status
0 to be the bcst predictor of
health care Outcomes.2
Mental status also predicts disability levels and
54 t
An
service needs among nursing home residents.13
estimated 50 to 66 percent of nursing home residents have
some type of mental or behavioral problcm.a u A
substantial amount is attributable to senile dementia of
various types, but depression and psychosis also are
prevalent. In part, this is attributable to the massive
discharges of patients from state mental hospitals during
the 1970s. During that period, the number of elderly
persons in mental hospitals decreased by about 40 percent,
while the mentally ill in nursing homes increased by over
100 percent."

Although the elderly surfer from disorders that affect
younger persons (for example, neuroses, alcoholism,
schizophrenia), the two most frequent diagnoses among
those in nursing homes are depression and intellectual
syndrome, confusional states,
impairment (organic brain
8
dementia, and so on)." Contrary to the beliefs of
age per se is no bar to
professionals,
many health
effective psychiatric treatment. This is particularly
true for depression."
Planning and Providing Care

The initial comprehensive assessment of a resident
should include the resident's functional status, medical
and dental conditions and needs, mental and emotional
status, social interactions and support, personal activity
preferences, and financial circumstances. This entails a
team effort involving, at a minimum, a nurse, a physician.
a social worker, and a physical therapist. The knowledge
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and specialized skills of other professionals, such as
dentists, psychologists, audiologists, speech therapists,
occupational therapists, and podiatrists, should be drawn
on as needed. Assessments must be recorded in such a way
in the resident's medical records that they can be
understood and used by all staff responsible for providing
carc--including nurse's aides.
The plan of care developed to meet the resident's needs
requires participation by all professional staff in the
nursing home because there is almost no aspect of care
that is the exclusive domain of one professional group or
another. Physicians need to know from nursing staff the
effectiveness of efforts to deal with depressed patients
and whether drugs should be adjusted in dosage or the
regimen altered; nurse's aides need to be instructed on
specific rehabilitation efforts--such as range-of-motion
exerciscs--that should be incorporated as part or the ADL
support provided to residents: staff in the recreation
department need to know that a close watch is being kept
on certain residents for the side effects of drugs.
Clear, easily understood records are essential to carry
out such coordinated care because there is seldom time for
meetings to share all of the necessary information.
Moreover, staff on duty evenings and weekends have to rely
on records to make critical decisions.
In sum, long-term care is directed primarily at
relieving conditions that result from chronic physical or
mental disorders or the chronic after-effects of acute
disorders. Equally important is relicf of pain and
discomfort. Assessing functional competence or impairment
gives direct information about these conditions, which is
needed for care planning.
Chronic conditions generally require restorative or
maintenance services with an emphasis on attaining small
improvements or preventing undue decline, rather than the
intensive efforts of acute medicine that usually aim for
curcs, remissions, or other substantial improvements.
Many residents in nursing homes will remain there for
long periods, often until death. Their well-being is
affected by the environment, by the quality of the
medical/nursing and social support services they receive,
and by the nature of their health problems.
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QUALITY OF LIFE
The quality of life experienced by anyone is related to
that person's sense of well-being, level of satisfaction
with life, andrfeeling of scif-worth and scifcstcm.asa For nursing home residents this includcs a basic sense of satisfaction with oneself, the
environment; the care received, the accomplishment of
dcsircd goals, and control over one's life.'
For
instance, a resident's quality of life is enhanced by
close relationships and mcaningful intcrchangc with
others, an environment supporting independence and
incorporating personal belongings, and the opportunity to
exercise reasonable control over life decisions.
Opportunities for choice arc necessarily somewhat limited
in a nursing home, but they need not be as limited as they
arc in some nursing homes. ' Participation in care
planning is one important aspect of personal autonomy.
But even such seemingly small choices as mealtimes,
activities, clothing, or times to rise and retire greatly
enhance the sense or personal control that leads to a
sense of well-being. Lack of privacy for visits with
family and friends, for medical treatment, and for
personal solitude contributes to lack of scif-cstecm.
Opportunities to engage in religious, political, civic,
recreational, or other social activities foster a sense of
worth. The quality and variety of food arc often cited as
some of the most important
attributes of quality from the
4
resident's perspective.at"
Quality of life also
includes such life circumstances as personal assets,
financial security, physical and mental health, personal
safety, and security of one's posscssions.3as3a
Many aspects of nursing home lirc that affect a
resident's perceptions of quality of life--and therefore,
sense of well-being--are intimately intertwined with
quality of care. This is evident in the findings of a
study conducted during 1984-1985 by the National Citizens'
3
Coalition for Nursing Home Reform. ' The study was
designed to obtain nursing home residents' views on
quality of care. Its findings are based on a series of
discussions held in 15 cities involving 455 residents from
more than a hundred nursing homes. The sample of

0O
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residents was drawn from a group who volunteered to be in
the study, who were able to attend three meetings outside
of their own facility, and who were able to participate
actively in group discussions.
The highest importance was attached by residents to the
qualifications, competence, attitudes, and feelings of
staff, and the quality of the interactions among staff and
residents. This follows from the circumstance that g0 to
90 percent of the care is provided by nurse's aides and
the quality of their interactions with the residcnts--how
helpful, how friendly, how competent, how cheerful they
are and how much they treat each resident as a person
worthy of dignity and respect--makes a big difference in
the quality of a resident's life.
Success in improving function and greater independence
are associated with enhanced sense of well-being."
A number of writers have stated that, because the major
concern of quality or care is with improving or
maintaining function, care should routinely incorporate
rehabilitation exercises. This means reliance on nurse's
aides to see that these exercises are done as prescribed.
There are indications that some functional impairments in
the elderly may be the result of inactivity and disuse and
that even very elderly residents respond to rehabilitation
cxercises."'-"
Conflicts of values and ethics are inherent in nursing
home care--for example, conflicts between care
requirements, as judged by professionals, and the rights
and preferences of the resident. Should a very old,
perhaps mildly demented resident, who is not legally
incompetent and who declines to cat, be fed by nasogastric tube even if he strongly objects to it? What
about residents who decline to take medication or other
treatments prescribed to manage their chronic disease?
Should dietary preferences of a resident override
adherence to a medically prescribed dietary regimen?
Should a frail, unsteady resident with ostcoporosis, who
insists on walking by hersclf, bc permitted to walk around
uncscorted even though there is a substantial risk that
she will fall and suffer a hip fracture?

The quality of medical and nursing care provided, the
way it is provided, the quality of the interaction between
staff and residents, the range of services and amenities
available to residents and their ability to make personal
choices and to influence the range of choices, and the
facility's ambiancc--all affect residents' functional,
physical. and mental health status (objective well-being)
and subjective well-being. Subjective well-being includes
such factors as the extent of deprcssion-dcmoralization,
satisfaction-dissatisfaction, absence of discomfort-pain.
For the very sick and disabled, the quality of the care
and the way it is provided arc probably the most
significant contributors to well-being.
QUALITY ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
The widely accepted criteria used in assessing medical
care quality can be used for assessing quality of nursing
home care. They have structural, process, and outcome
components.43
Structure
Structure refers to the health care facility's or
provider's capacity to provide good-quality care.
Structural criteria include the training, experience, and
number of the carc-givers; the organizational arrangements
within which they function; the safety and appropriateness
of the environment; and the adequacy and appropriateness
of the equipment and other available technology.
Structural factors are relatively easy to assess, although
determining what technology, equipment, staff qualifications and numbers, and organizational arrangements are
necessary to provide good medical care is a matter of professional judgment and subject to change as new knowledge
is acquired and new technology developed. Moreover, structural factors have only a potential relationship to
quality: the availability of the capacity to provide good
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care does not mean that good care is delivered.
The use of structural criteria to assess quality of care
in nursing homes is based on the assumption that such
criteria represent necessary, although minimal, conditions
associated with acceptable
levels of resident care
44
services and outcomes.
The evidence to support
this assumption is mixed. Studies on the linkages between
structural measures and the process of care4 in nursing
homes have not found them to be strong.4's S But there
is evidence that environmental
circumstances influence
t
5
personal well-being.3249- 1 Environments that
foster autonomy, integration, and personalized care
promote better
morale, life satisfaction, and
t t
adjustment. '5 They also have positive effects on
staff attitudes and behavior.
There also is evidence that, in some circumstances,
structural criteria directly affect the process of care.
One study that investigated the use of psychotropic drugs
in nursing homes found that staff-to-resident ratios are
associated with rates of use of such drugs. That is,
understaffed facilities may make excessive use of
antipsychotic drugs
to substitute for inadequate numbers
5
Of nursing staff.
Moreover, in such areas as life
safety codes, structural measures of quality clearly
predict outcomes.t In general, however, structural
capacity, the care actually provided, and the outcomes of
care are not always associated. Although the capacity to
provide care may exist, it may not be used appropriately,
or not be applied i' sufficient quantity or with adequate
skill.
Process

Process criteria assume that quality is related to the
services provided, how they are provided, and the
resources used in doing so. Some studies conducted on
relationships between process measures and resident
MM 5
outcomes in nursing homes have yielded mixed findings,
but a few have6 shown positive relationships under certain
circumstances.4 tSO (The studies vary in scientific

quality; many are descriptive rather than controlled.)
These recent studies, and professional experience, suggest
that process measures should not be ignored. If care
related to improving function is neglected (for example,
exercises to avoid contracturcs, bed positioning to avoid
bed sores) residents' quality of life is affected
adversely.
Outcomes
Outcomes are changes in a resident's functional or
psychosocial health that are associated with the care
provided. Outcome measures of care have received a great
deal of attention as the most direct way to approach the
assurance of quality in long-term care. Proponents argue
that a focus on outcomes avoids arguments about
effectiveness of structure and process factors by letting
the results, resident outcomes, speak for themselves. The
useof outcomes allows providers flexibility in determining the most cost-effective means of achieving specific
outcomes, an important consideration in "low-technology"
care where substitution of personnel and technique seems
possible.as.
... a6
Two kinds of outcomes are measured: subjective and
objective. For nursing home residents, the subjective
components may include a basic sense of satisfaction with
oneself and one's environment and the level of
satisfaction with a range of aspects of nursing home
care. The objective components of outcome include such
things as changes in functional and mental status.
Some outcomes have been defined and measured in
long-term care. For example, rehabilitation outcomes
55
have been studied, as have patient discharge rates.11"'8,
Studies also have associated particular attributes of
individuals to ranges of outcomes. Social isolation and
Intllecctual decline have been linked with premature
dcath ,65 Health status has been tied to morale
Ind to behavior. 761-70 And expected intermediate
and final outcomes have bcen studied for a number of
Specific conditions such as stroke and hip fraclurc.su.?sh3
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In sum, for quality assurance purposes, structural,
process, and outcome criteria can contribute useful,
complementary information for assessing the quality of
care and the well-being of nursing home residents.
ASSESSING QUALITY OF CARE
The development and use of valid and reliable

instruments to measure quality of care are critically
important to quality assurance and to regulation.
Moreover, good measurement has strong positive effects on
the planning and provision of care. The practices of the
regulatory system and of the nursing home industry in
general have not been up to the state of the art for some
time.
Much research has been devoted to this question in
recent years. For example, about 15 years ago the Public
Health Service supported research to develop a uniform
terminology with which to describe residents' needs. An
important result of this effort was the *Patient
Classification for Long-Term Care,' a collaborative effort
of four research groups published in 1973." In
1980 the Technical Consultant Panel on the Long-Term
Health Care Data Set of the National Committee on Vital
and Health Statistics recommended that all public and
voluntary reporting systems for long-term health care
clients and services collect a minimum set of information
to establish standard measurements, definitions, and
classifications for long-term care.
The information needs or the patient classification
system and the minimum data set are similar and include
sociodcmographic items, functional competency/impairment,
intellectual impairmcnt/behavioral problems, and medical
status. This and other information relevant to quality
assurance, such as indicators of subjective well-being,
must be obtained through valid and reliable data
collection instruments.

Functionat Competency/impalrment
This is defined in terms of discrete task performance in

independently transferring, ambulating or wheeling,
drcssing. toileting. bathing, eating, and grooming. Other
tasks also can be tested and the details of performance
and assistance added. There is now wide agrcement that a
number of relatively brief assessment instruments and
procedures can be used reliably by trained profcssionals
from various disciplines. These instruments have been
tested extensively for validity and reliability. More
importantly, they can be used reliably by trained
nonprofessionals. The following arc examples:
1. The Katz Index of Activities of Daily Living
provides rating scales of six functions: bathing,
from bed to
dressing, going to the toilet, transferiing
t8
chair, continence, and feeding.
2. The 5Barthel Index provides scores on seif-care
abilities.7
3. The Kenny Scif-Carc Evaluation is used to measure
functional ability in 17 activities that fall into 6
functional impairment categories: bed activities,
transfers, locomotion, personal hygiene, dressing, and
eeding.74 The instrument has been found to
successfully predict rehabilitation and the timing of
discharge.

4. Linn's Rapid Disability Scale includes 16 ADL and
related items that are scored according to severity or
frequency of occurrence. Predictive validity has been
demonstrated for physicians'
prognoses, length of stay,
8
and 6-month mortality." Intcrratcr reliability and
test/retest reliability arc high.
A number of states are using resident classification
instruments that predict service use and nursing home
cost. West Virginia assesses residents for dependency in
functional impairment on the basis or 15 categories of
service need, and Ohio on the basis of 14
categorics7 The Resource Utilization Groups
(RUGS) classification system,' which will be used
to establish Medicaid reimbursement rates in New York
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state. categorizes residents into five clinically
distinct and statistically different groups on the basis
of the resources used to meet resident service needs.
Each clinical group is further divided by an ADL index
score into subgroups distinguished by level of physical
functioning.

Instruments also have been developed by nursing home
chains for purposes of rate setting and internal quality
assurance. For example, the Patient Care Profile System
assesses functional impairment in personal hygiene,
bathing, dressing, mobility, eating, and positioning, as
well as the presence of incontinence and decubitus ulcers,
and the need for skilled procedures and restorative
nursing. This system is being installed in over 300
Hillhaven Corporation nursing homes. 82 The National
Health Corporation has developed the Patient Assessment
Computerized system 83 to collect standardized
information on functional impairment in the areas of
walking, ADL, bladder and bowel continence, decubitus
ulcers, special senses, communication, orientation, and
behavior. Reliability is measured by quarterly audits of
a 10 percent sample of residents' forms by nurse
consultants. The state of Montana uses this instrument to
obtain case-mix information for use in its Medicaid
payment determinations.
These and other instruments (only a few have been
mentioned) are useful for quality assurance because they
make it possible to reliably identify residents who have
similar characteristics--that is, similar levels of
disability, need for personal assistance and nursing,
likelihood of discharge, chance of recovery, and risk of
mortality. By collecting the same assessment data on the
same residents at regular intervals, longitudinal data on
the distribution of outcomes for residents with similar
characteristics can be obtained.
Intellectual Impalrment/Behanloral Problems
Among nursing home residents, this debility usually
occurs as dementia of the Alzheimer's or multi-infarct
type. It can be assessed with brief interview techniques
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that are reliable in the hands of both trained
professionals, such as nurses and social workers, and
trained nonprofessionals. For example,
1. The Mental Status Questionnaire has been used widely
in geriatric research and practice.84 '85 It consists of 10 short questions testing cognitive function
that have been correlated with clinical diagnosis of
organic brain syndrome. It has demonstrated high
reliability and can be administered without extensive
training. The Philadelphia Geriatric Center Mental Status
Questionnaire is an extension of the Mental Status
Questionnaire and includes items that are sensitive to the
specific situation of nursing home residents. 8 6
2. The Mini-Mental State Examination measures cognitive
functioning using items similar to those of a clinical
mental-state examination. 8 ' External validity has
been demonstrated on the basis of clinical assessments of
the presence/absence of cognitive disorder.
3. The Comprehensive Assessment and Referral Evaluation
Instrument (CARE), which includes the Geriatric Mental
Status Schedule, is designed to replicate clinical
judgments among community and institutional
populations." Instrument reliability and validity
have been tested in various ways.
The information obtained from these instruments and
others makes it possible to place residents into
comparable groups with defined characteristics such as
probability of being intellectually incapacitated
(demented), needing special investigations, having a
behavior problem (such as wandering), requiring
supervision, progressively deteriorating, and dying. The
measurements are repeatable. Additional information, such
as duration and course, increases the relevance to quality
assurance.
Corresponding evidence exists for other key content
areas. Subjective well-being (demoralization-dcprcssion;
dissatisfaction-complaints) has been measured and
associated with social functioning, physical health
status, mental status, and activity levels.5n,'9n9
Standardized instruments have been used to assess
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residents' satisfaction with nursing home care and
relationships between satisfaction and nursing home
Behavior problems have been
characteristics.63m9st
described. measured, and associated with specific service
interventions as a part of nursing home management systems
(for example, the National Health Corporation's Patient
Assessment Computerized system) and in research
555
studics.9
PERSPECTIVE ON QUALITY ASSURANCE
At the most general level, quality assurance is a
mechanism or process for promoting excellence in the
performance of services or the production of goods. It
entails

* specification of criteria and standards of
performance quality,
* collection of accurate information about the quality
of current performance,
* comparison with information on desired or acceptable
standards or performance,
* analysis of the reasons for the differences between
actual performance and desired standards of performance
and determination of what needs to be done to eliminate
these differences.
* adoption of the changes necessary to eliminate the
differences between current performance and desired
standards of performance,
* repeated collection of information to monitor the
extent to which resolution of differences is taking place,
and
* periodic iterations of these linked steps.
Quality assurance--or quality control--is generally
practiced with varying degrees of formality by providers
or services and producers of goods, by consumers and
clients, and by government regulatory authorities. In the
nursing home industry, the main reliance has been on
government regulation, but a significant responsibility
for quality assurance rests on the nursing homes
themselves. Other factors affecting quality in nursing

homes arc important. They include the role or consumer
advocacy groups (including ombudsmen), industry scifregulatory efforts (including accreditation), and efforts
to increase the professional standards and training or
administrators and other staff. These factors are
discussed in Chapter 6.
INTERPRETING AND USING INFORMATION
FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
Measurement of Care Quality
In long-term care, there are areas where the medical
needs of a subpopulation can be defined and the outcomes
of care measured. Many measures used in general medical
practice may be used in long-term-care settings:
reduction in the blood pressure of hypertensives:
reduction in pain and improvement in functional status of
patients with angina; visual improvement for patients with
cataracts. restoration of function and reduction of pain
in patients requiring hip replacement.
Measures of effectiveness of care quality more specific
to nursing homes include the level of restoration of
function following such events as hip fractures and new
strokes, infection rates in residents with indwelling
catheters, skin breakdown in at-risk bedridden residents,
and improvements in mood in depressed residents.
The choice of measure for evaluating quality of care
depends not only on the innate value of that measure but
on the context of its use as well. A measurement device
that is satisfactory for a large-scale research project
may be too expensive, too lengthy, or require too much
training for regulatory purposes. Similarly, the nature
and size of the target population must be considered.
Restoration of function after hip replacement may be a
very effective measurement of care quality when applied to
an acute rehabilitation facility associated with an active
orthopedic referral center, but it would be completely
useless in measuring the effectiveness of rehabilitation
services in a small nursing home in which only one or two
hips are replaced per year. Many of the measuring
devices described here have limited applicability for
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regulatory purposes because the numbers of residents with
even a common condition will be small within a single
nursing home.
Measurement for regulatory purposes must be clear-cut
and reliable. Both the regulated and the regulators must
be able to understand easily what is being measured and
why it is being used for regulatory purposes.
Disagreements about a particular measurement must be
capable of arbitration. The application of regulatory
quality measures must be satisfactory as legal evidence in
court.
The kinds of outcomes that have been suggested for use
as a part of the regulatory process are mostly avoidable
events that can occur across a fairly large subset of the
population if care is insufficient: decubitus ulcers in
the bedridden and catheter-induced infections are two
examples. Others are discussed in Appendix F.

* from institutions judged to be exemplary,
* from the same institution at an earlier point in
time, or
* from the same or other institutions under varying
conditions.
These standards (professional judgment and systematic
comparisons) are not mutually exclusive. Professional
judgment is informed by more systematic comparisons. It
also may be necessary when systematic comparison data are
not available. But systematic comparisons have the major
advantage of objectivity and can be refined over time.
Valid comparisons require that the information be
collected uniformly and reliably and on a large scale.
Also, the standards must be reviewed periodically and
revised to keep them up to date.
CaOeMix

Standards
Interpreting information on the structure, process, or
outcome of care in order to evaluate quality of care and
well-being requires comparison with some standards of
reference. Relative quality is more readily assessed than
absolute quality. The standards of reference are specific
to a given condition or circumstance since the definition
of good care.or a good outcome may vary with the
particular circumstance or condition. Thus, when
comparing an observed level of care with a given standard
(for example, from institutions performing at a level
above an agreed percentile of performance), the comparison
must be made between residents with comparable conditions,
or, when making group comparisons, between groups with
comparable conditions.
Standards may be constructed on the basis of
professional experience and judgment, as reflected in
professional practice norms or standards, or by comparison
with information that can be collected under defined
circumstances:

Case-mix stratification entails grouping residents
according to a select number of their characteristics
(age, sex, functional status, mental status, and so on)
and needs for services. Measurements of functional
impairment, intellectual impairment, and subjective
well-being, all of which predict needs for care. can be
used to define case-mix reference groups. Thus the care
given, as well as the changes in resident well-being
associated with the care given, can be measured and
evaluated for groups of residents with similar care needs.
Case mix is essential for measuring outcomes. The
outcomes of care can be measured by changes in the health
and functional status of residents. A study conducted by
Jones and colleagues in Massachusetts in the early 1970s
first demonstrated the feasibility of this approach to
quality assessment in long-term care." Outcomes
also can be related to groups in which members have
similar expected outcomes. A series of studies of
residents or high-quality nursing homes has been
undertaken by Kane in an attempt to link nursing home
Payment to resident outcomes and nursing home
costs5 Data collected on residents included a
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broad set of functional aspects covering six domains:
physical, functional (ADL). cognitive, affective, social,
and satisfaction, with measurements made at 3-month
intervals. The study introduced the concept of
.prognostic adjustment factor' (PAF) as an outcome
measurement of quality or'carc. The PAF reflects the
extent to which the actual outcome of care exceeds or
falls short of an expected level. The system is based on
resident data that are used to generate a predicted course
for the resident based on the experience of similar
residents: the resident gets better, stays the same, or
gets worse. Comparing the actual status of the resident
with the predicted status after a suitable period of time
gives the PAF for that resident over that time interval.
Morris and colleagues did a longitudinal analysis of a
multi-year data set on the residents of 107 facilities
located in II states and the District of Columbia. The
National Health Corporation
data were obtained from the
8
and the state of Montana. The authors developed a
differentiating among major
scheme
resident classification
categories of residents, classified by physical and mental
functioning domains and care requirements. These
characteristics were measured against a range of
indicators that have quality-of-life implications,
including ADL, communication, behavior, activities,
outside contacts, family contacts, and decubitis ulcers.
New admissions and current residents were studied over
I year and the changes in these quality-of-lirc-rclated
indicators. controlling for case mix. were shown. The
study shows the powerful potential for monitoring outcomes
and establishing standards that this type of data-collected regularly--can provide.
Standard Instruments
The use of standard instruments increases the power of
interpreting and using information for quality assurance
purpqses. Standard information is necessary to make
comparisons across institutions, which can lead to
industrywide reference standards against which nursing
homes can be evaluated for quality assurance purposes.
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Such instruments arc currently being used by some nursing
homes and nursing home chains, and by state regulatory
bodies.
Nursing homes and nursing home chains arc increasingly
using standardized instruments to collect resident
information for the purpose or service determination,
internal quality assurance, and rate setting. As
mentioned earlier, the National Health Corporation has
used such an instrument in its Patient Asscssment
Computerized (PAC) system for about a dozen years. The
PAC data include sociodemographic, medical, functional,
and social components as well as service needs in
determining case mix. The data are obtained from every
resident each month and entered into a computer file. The
instrument is used in conjunction with the Management
Minutes System, an algorithm that uses resident assessment
daily nursing time requirements for each
data to calculate
97
PAC data can be used to establish the
resident.
costs of care, resident charges, and to budget nursing
labor. The data also can be used for various longitudinal
analyses, including outcome-based quality-or-care
measures. The PAC system is being used by Montana for its
Medicaid case-mix reimbursement system.
A similar effort has been undertaken by the Hillhaven
implementation of the
Foundation in the development and
8
Patient Care Profile (PCP) system. ' This instrument
includes 19 variables related to functional status and
service needs that form the lowest common denominator of
need for nursing care, regardless of the resident's
medical diagnosis. The PCP is used to help determine
initial placement in the nursing home and to set rates for
private-pay residents. On the basis of assessment
findings, residents are grouped according to service need
and mental status to promote resident satisfaction and
effective use of human and material resources. The PCP is
also used as an internal quality assurance tool to assess
the effects of care on residents' physical performance
over time.
A range of research and demonstration projects has
standardized case-mix instruments to establish service
needs and costs of care. For example, in 1983 the New
York State Department of Health initiated a major study to
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develop a8 tcase-mix reimbursement system for long-term care
facilities.
The major objective was to develop a
reimbursement methodology that matches residents' needs to
services and resources. The system will also provide
incentives for rehabilitation, discharge, and better
outcomes for residents. The system is based on Resource
Utilization Groups (RUGS 'I). 2 It uses a classification
instrument that categorizes residents into groups, each of
which is different in clinical terms and different in
resource use. The system will be implemented on a
statewide basis in 1986.
NatIonal, Regional, and Local Uses

Interpretation of information for quality assurance is
clearly critical to efficient regulation of nursing
homes. Information collected through federal
demonstration projects being conducted by state regulatory
agencies is currently being used to categorize nursing
home residents on the basis of service needs and costs of
care.
Most state-level case-mix systems collect information
for purposes of reimbursement. The same or similar
information can be used for quality assurance by comparing
the services actually received and resident outcomes with
those expected for residents in comparable case-mix
groups. The 'expected" outcomes are determined
empirically by collecting longitudinal assessment data on
large numbers of residents.
The interpretation of information along the lines
described here can also be of great value when practiced
by the administrators and staff of the nursing homes
themselves:
* to monitor the quality of their own performance in
providing care
* to track gains in productivity
a to review unexpected outcomes
* for planning and monitoring resource use to meet
changing case-mix requirements.
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As noted earlier, nursing homes and nursing home chains
have interpreted and used information about residents'
characteristics and service needs for one or more of these
purposes.

Such comparative statistical information about nursing
home performance, developed from local, regional, or
national sources, can also be useful to consumers by
helping them to become better informed and, therefore,
able to play a more effective role in the process of
quality assurance.
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND THE
REGULATORY SYSTEM
The current goals of fcderal regulation of nursing homes
for quality assurance purposes are to ensure the safety of
residents and the adequacy of their care. In practice, as
used by most states and the federal government, the term
'adequate" has been interpreted to mean 'minimum'
acceptable standards. This grew out of the original
circumstances prevailing when the Medicare and Medicaid
programs began. At that time, strict application or
higher-quality standards would have made most existing
nursing homes ineligible for certification. So two things
were done: the proposed standards were lowered and the
concept of 'substantial compliance- was introduced to
allow many homes to participate in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs while they undertook the necessary
actions to bring them into compliance with the minimum
standards. This established a tradition of allowing
inadequate facilities to continue operating while the
state regulatory agencies exerted varying amounts of
pressure to bring them into compliance. (See Appendix A.)
In the last 10-15 years, however, there has been
sufficient experience to enable the setting or more
ambitious regulatory goals. It is now feasible for
federal and state governments to strengthen their
regulatory criteria, inspection processes, and enforcement
Procedures so that the regulatory system can be expected
to reliably detect and quickly eliminate nursing home care

3
Regulatory Criteria
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or

unacceptably poor quality that occurs anywhere in the
country. It also is reasonable to expect that better
quality assurance capabilities should result in
improvement in the level of performance of facilities that
are providing only marginally adequate care. Many of
these facilities are continuously in and out of
compliance. The strengthened quality assurance criteria
and procedures also are likely to exert a positive effect
on all other facilities so that the level of performance
or "average" nursing homes can be expected to improve.
This would increase overall levels of quality of care and
quality of life provided to most residents in most nursing
homes throughout the country.
To achieve these goals, the current regulatory system
will have to make major changes in quality assessment
criteria, inspection techniques and procedures,
THE ISSUES
information systems, and enforcement policies and
procedures. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 examine the current
Government regulation of nursing homes for quality
regulatory system and recommend changes that are designed
assurance purposes has three components: (I) the criteria
used to determine whether a nursing home is providing care to provide it with the increased capabilities that are now
of acceptable quality in a safe and clean environment, (2) possible.
the procedures used to determine the extent to which
nursing homes comply with the criteria, and (3) the
procedures used to enforce compliance. The three
components are like the legs of a three-legged stool: All
are equally important. This chapter deals only with
quality criteria. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the other
components.
Two sets or federal certification criteria for nursing
homes currently exist: one for skilled nursing facilities
(SNFs) and one for intermediate care facilities (ICFs).
SNFs and ICFs are defined as being capable of providing
different "levels" of care. SNFs are required to be
staffed and equipped to provide more skilled nursing and
rehabilitation services than are ICFs. The SNF criteria
consist of 18 conditions of participation" each of which
contains one or more standards that must be met to comply
with the condition. There are 90 SNF standards contained
in the 18 conditions. The regulations containing these
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Recommendation 3-1: The regulatory distinction between
SNFs and lCFs should be abolished. A single set of
conditions of participation and standards should be used

to certify all nursing homes. The current SNF conditions

and standards, with the modifications and additions
recommended below, should become the bases for new
certifying criteria.

This is a recommendation that requires a change in the
law. It may lead to increases in Medicaid budgets in
several states because it will require increased RNand
LPN staffing in many nursing homes in those states. (This
is discussed more fully in the last section of this
chapter.) Some time will be needed to implement this
change in states with many ICFs. But whatever the
transition problems, applying one set of regulatory
standards to all nursing homes is essential if the goal is
to achieve overall improvement in the quality or care
being provided to nursing home residents. The nursing
home industry has matured in the past 15 years. The
shortage of nurses--advanced as one of the important
reasons for creating ICFs--that may have existed some
years ago has eased, in part as a result of sharp drops in
hospital bed occupancy rates, and the consequent
reductions in hospital employment. Moreover, a better
understanding of what is required to provide high-quality
care in nursing homes exists today than existed 15 years
ago.

RESIDENT ASSESSMENT
Providing high-quality care requires careful assessment
of each resident's functional, medical, mental, and
psychosocial status upon admission, and reassessment
periodically thereafter, with the changes in status
noted. Currcnt regulations do not require a standardized
assessment of any kind, although the development of
individual plans or care clearly depend on resident
assessments. The outcomes of care arc defined by changes
in functional, medical, mental, and psychosocial status.
As discussed in Chapter 2, much research over many years
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has developed successful techniques and instruments that
can produce valid, reliable assessment data that can be
used for these purposes. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that these instruments can be used reliably
by LPNs who have been trained to use them, as well as RNs.
The resident assessment data have several very important
usesboth for facility management and for government
regulatory agencies. For the facility, standard resident
assessment data, obtained on admission and periodically
thereafter, are an essential tool for quality-of-care
purposes and for other management uses. A careful
assessment of every resident is needed to formulate a care
plan for that resident. Typically, the resident care plan
contains information on physical and mental function,
health risk factors, diagnoses, prognoses, short- and
long-term goals, as well as key social history items.
Periodic reassessment--for example, every month for the
first 2 months after admission, and quarterly
thereafter--is essential for two reasons: (I) to check on
the resident's status changes, and (2) to see what, if
any, modifications in the care plan should be made. The
data can be used by management for two other purposes:
(I) to provide very precise information on case mix in the
nursing home, how it is changing, and how appropriately
residents, staff, and other resources are--or should
be--distributed in the home; and (2) to conduct
longitudinal studies on quality of care, controlled for
case mix. For example, problems in particular bed
sections--possibly attributable to inadequate nursing
care--could be identified promptly and steps taken to
remedy them. One nursing home chain has been using
similar data for over 10 years for monitoring the case
mix, staffing, and the quality-of-care performance in its
50 nursing homes from its central office.4
Standard, longitudinal assessment data are also
essential for four state regulatory functions: (I) for
obtaining case-mix information in each nursing home for
use in sampling for survey purposes (see Chapter 4), (2)
for obtaining outcome information by examining
longitudinal assessment data in resident records, (3) for
utilization review to assure that residents meet the
eligibility requirements of Medicaid or Medicare, and (4)
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for case-mix information needed for Medicaid payment
(reimbursement) calculations (in states where case mix is
used as a factor in Medicaid payment policy).
The standards for this condition should specify the
items to be used in making the assessment, the
qualifications of the staff authorized to do the assessing
(for example, licensed nurses), the training they should
receive before being authorized to do the assessments, how
often assessmentt of each resident are required--for
example, on admission, once a month for the first 2
months, once every 3 months thereafter, and at discharge.
The standards should specify that these assessment records
should be retained in the resident's medical record.
Auditing by the state regulatory agency also should be
covered in a standard, and acceptable error rates
specified. Once the system has been in operation for some
time, unacceptably high error rates by facilities should
be viewed asindicators of inferior performance and
subject to sanctions by the survey agency.
Introducing and phasing in this new set of requirements
will take time. Several major steps arc necessary. The
assexsment items will have to be selected. The assessment
data should include (but not be limited to) medical
problem identification (diagnoses), measures of physical
and mobility,
function such asactivities of daily living functioning
such
and measures of mental and psychosocial
and
ability
cognitive
as appropriate behavior,
depression. An operations manual will have to be written
for the ultimate users--licensed nurses. Training
programs and training materials will have to be
developed. A major training effort will have to be
initiated by the HCFA and continued by the states,
possibly with the help of the state provider
associations. All state nurse surveyors will need to be
trained in collecting this standard data in a consistent
manner since they will be responsible for auditing the
facilities. Federal regional office surveyors also will
have to be trained in addition to the thousands of
facility staff. Auditing procedures and standards for the
kinds and amounts of acceptable discrepancies between
auditor x findings and facility data should be based on
the findings of careful empirical studies.
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The requirement for nursing homes to do standard
assessments of all residents should not be immediately
coupled to a requirement that the data be entered into a
computer file. Eventually. computer access will be
essential to be able to use the data for some of the
important purposes noted above. But it will take at least
2-3 years to get the manual system installed and used with
acceptable accuracy by most nursing homes.
During the period that this system is being developed
and installed, there will be an opportunity to undertake
simultaneously a careful study of the policy and technical
problems involved in computerizing resident assessment
data. and to agree on the use of such data by state and
federal governments. The product of such a study should
be a specific plan for doing so. This is discussed in
Chapter 7.
Recommendationt 3-2: A new condition of participationon
resident assessment should be added. It should require
that in every certified facility a registered nurse who
has received appropriate training for the purpose shall be
responsible for seeing that accurate assessments of each
resident are done upon admission. periodically. and
whenever there is a change in resident status. The
results should be recorded and retained in a standard
format in the resident s medical record.

REVISING AND STRENGTHENING
THE CONDITIONS AND STANDARDS
The conditions of participation were introduced by the
Medicare law in 1965. SNFs must comply with them to be
eligible for certification under Medicaid or Medicare.
There are 1S SNF conditions governing the following
areas: state licensing, governing body, medical
direction, physician care, nursing, dietary, specialized
rehabilitation, pharmacy, lab and x-ray, dental, social
services, patient activities, medical records, transfer
agreement, physical environment. infection control.
disaster preparedness, and utilization review. If a
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Key Indicators of
Quality of Care

Key indicators are resident outcomes that suggest the
presence of either good or bad care. They should be
chosen because they indicate the extent of a facility's
compliance with regulatory criteria, that is, the
elements, standards, and conditions or participation. Key
indicators of inadequate care are prima facie evidence
of a problem, but further investigation is required to
determine whether the problem stems from bad care or from
factors that are not within the facility's control. Key
indicators can be used to distinguish between adequate and
poor-quality care and between adequate and good or
excellent care.
The following illustrative list contains key indicators
that have been tested and used by various states or
facilities. Somc apply to all residents, others only to
residents in one or two of the four case-mix groupings
proposed in Chapter 4.
EXAMPLES OF KEY INDICATORS OF CARE
QUALITY TO BE USED BY SURVEYORS
Aledicalions. Excessive use of tranquilizers and
antipsychotic drugs, medication errors, and adverse drug
378

interactions are evidence of poor quality in nursing
homes." Thus, one means of measuring the quality
of a nursing home's performance would be to examine the
use of chemical restraints and medication errors.
Survey procedures and protocols for determining proper
medication administration for nursinA home residents have
Elements
been developed and are being used.n'from these protocols for proper drug administration could
be used in examining facility records, observing
medication passes for a sample of residents in the
facilities, and observing residents. Using the 'case-mix
referencing' system for selecting samples of residents,
the survey could focus its observation on those
particularly at risk for overmedication (for example,
residents with depression or anxiety).
Decubitus Ulcers. Another potential indicator of
poor quality
of care is the development of bed
t4
sores.
Protocols have been developed for
identifying and measuring the severity of such skin
breakdowns and pressure sores. tuta t5 The survey
would particularly concentrate on a sample of very
physically dependent residents (those who are bed- and
chair-fast) and measure the incidence and severity of
decubiti.
Urinary Tract Infections. The development of

infections among nursing home residents with indwelling
urinary 0catheters may also be a sign of poor
care.1'6 One measure of quality, for purposes of
comparing facility performance, would be the incidence of
urinary tract infections among the residents in the
facility who are catheterized.
Management of Urinary Inconttinence. Another

indicator of quality might be the use of indwelling
catheters as opposed to bladder training programs and
prompt staff attention to individuals when they need to
urinate. Many view the excessive use of indwelling
catheters as a sign of poor care, and protocols have bccn
developed for their proper use.t0St
16.17,21.22 Thus
another measure of quality would be the number of
indwelling catheters among incontinent residents in
nursing homes. The survey should take into account
whether the facility has attempted a bladdcr training
program for catheterized residents.
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Dehydration. Dehydration among nursing home
residents is frequently cited by physicians in admitting
hospitals as a major problem.' 24 It is also a
predictor of poor care and has been proposed as one of the
sentinel health events that should be preventable, given
care. As Himmelstein and colleagues
adequate
2
note, " in the absence of documentation in the
resident's record of rapid free water loss, dehydration
usually indicates inadequate attention to fluid intake.
The survey would focus in particular on every physically
dependent and severely mentally impaired resident in
surveying for dehydration.
Other Examples of Medical. Nursing. avtd Rehabilitative
Care Indicators. Other key indicators of medical and
rehabilitative care include the blood pressure of
hypertensive residents (because elevated diastolic
pressure has been shown to correlate directly with events
such as heart attack and stroke), changes in weight,
contractures, existence of physical restraints, decline in
functional statue, and the ability to perform the
activities of daily living (ADL).
Nursing avtd Personal Care. Issues relating to
nursing and personal care are very relevant to both
quality of care and quality of life experienced by nursing
home residents and to their sense of well-being.2
satisfaction, and mental and social functioning.
In their outcome-oriented licensure survey, the Iowa
Department of Health utilizes an index of service delivery
involving
on 17 nursing and personal care items,
69
observation and resident interviews. , When the
observations and interviews are completed on all 17 items,
a score is constructed to indicate the level and quality
for this service. A similar set of items and scoring
procedures could be developed for the federal survey.
Examples of items include whether residents' hair and
nails are clean and neat, whether they are dressed in
their own clothing, whether the clothing is clean, and
whether residents receive daily oral hygiene. In
addition, the surveyors might observe whether call lights
and other resident requests for assistance are promptly
acknowledged, whether indwelling catheter tubes are clcan.
and whether catheter tubes and bags touch the floor.

Mental Status. While the elderly in nursing homes
suffer from mental disorders that affect younger persons
(for example, schizophrenia, neuroses), the two most
frequent diagnoses among nursing home residents are
depression and intellectual impairment (organic brain
syndrome, confusional states, dementia).2" In the
case of depression, the elderly are just as responsive to
psychiatric treatment as younger people.aa
been
Depression, demoralization, and social isolation have
6
measured and associated with social functioning,2
nand
mortalityan.
premature
physical health status,
activity levels.33 Thus, greater attention should
be paid to mental health aspects of care, including
appropriate assessment and management techniques for
mental and behavioral problems, and specialized activities
progra ms.27
One possible indicator of quality in this domain is
appropriate use of medications for this population.
particularly for residents with depression. Some measures
of resident satisfaction (discussed below) may also
capture important elements of mental status, particularly
depression, demoralization, and social isolation.
There is substantial evidence that environmental
persons have an influence on
circumstances of older
45
personal well-being.3 3 For example, environments
that foster autonomy, integration, and personalized care
promote higher morale, lire satisfaction, and better
adjustment."," Some of the measures of facility-level
capacity and performance, such as availability and
appropriateness of activities, and some of the residents'
satisfaction items, will be relevant to this domain of
quality.
Diet, Nutrition. and Food Service. Diet, nutrition,
and food service are especially important to quality of
care and life for residents of a nursing home.
Therapeutic diets, for instance, are vital to the physical
health status of some residents (for example, those with
conditions such as hypertension and diabetes). Adequate
nutrition is essential to the physical health status of
all residents. Residents with functional impairments may
require assistance in eating or special utensils. Without
such needed assistance, the quality of the diet or
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OPERATIONAL USE OF KEY INDICATORS
menu is meaningless, since such residents may not, in
effect, "receive" the food they require and the facility
provides. Finally, the quality of the food--whether it is
warm when served, well seasoned, and whether residents
have some choice in their menus--has been found to be a
major element of their rating of the "quality" of a
facility.38e As Rosalie Kane observes' 0
'Most people sit down to meals rather than to diets, the
criteria for a satisfying meal may not be the same as
those for a satisfactory diet, yet both are relevant." A
key indicator of food quality, adequacy, and choice could
be the proportion of residents not eating their entire
meals or residents' personal observations about food
quality.
Activities and Social Participation. A variety of
activities and choices among activities have been shown to
be significant elements or residents' concepts of
quality.38 Environmental circumstances, the availability
of individualized activities, opportunities for social
interaction and participation in activities inside and
outside the nursing home that reduce social isolation are
associated7 with improved mental and physical
StatUS.34'3 ,4
Quality of Life. The quality of the living environment,
particularly cleanliness and the ability of residents to
have personal possessions and furnishings in their rooms,
is one of0 the prime components of residents' concepts of
quality.' The quality of the living environment is
related to the physical safety of residents (for example,
in bathrooms) and their health (cleanliness is related to
risk of infection). Staff attitudes and treatment of
residents also affect quality of life. The dignity with
which residents arc treated and the friendliness and
caring of staff, especially aides, are critical
prerequisites to a quality life experience. Opportunities
for personal choice in the details of daily life-mealtimes, time to rise and retire, activities, and
clothing--can allow residents a small but important
measure of control over their surroundings and personal
lives and significantly enhance the quality of life in a
nursing home.

The proposed standard survey relies on key indicators to
determine whether a facility is providing high quality,
moderate but acceptable quality, or potentially poor
quality of care and quality of life. Taken together, the
indicators must therefore discriminate among the degrees
of quality. And the 'pass/fail' score for each must be
developed. For facilities failing the key indicators in
the standard survey, a full or partial extended survey
will be conducted, more fully to investigate whether there
are care or life deficiencies and the reasons for them.
Following is a brief illustrative list of possible key
indicators in various domains of quality of care and life
and the types of follow-up investigation that would be
required in the extended survey.
Nursing Care. Key Indicator: A given percentage of
residents with weight loss of 5 pounds within 30 days
(source of data: medical records and observations of
residents). In the extended survey, the procedures would
include examining records for acceptable reasons for
weight loss (diagnosis of cancer, obesity, recent physical
activity level changes), examining the current dietary
program (caloric intake), observing residents for
treatable conditions (poor or missing teeth, depression),
observing meal presentation (temperature and taste of
food), observing and interviewing residents regarding
eating habits, need for assistive devices or staff
assistance, food preferences, and investigating nursing
staff levels and policies regarding food supplementation
and nursing assistance in eating.
Key Indicator: A given proportion of residents with
urinary tract infections associated with indwelling
catheters (source of data: medical records). The extended
survey procedures would include interviewing nursing staff
and examining nursing procedures regarding fluid
administration; investigating nursing staff levels; and
investigating physician oversight of residents' care.
Key Indicator: A given percentage of residents
physically restrained (source of data: observation of
residents, medical records). In the extended survey,
surveyors would investigate reasons for restraints to

/

determine justification from medical records and staff
interviews; investigate quality of care for restrained
residents by observing positioning, release, and
exercising of residents (from medical record reviews and
staff interviews); and investigate nursing staff levels
and nursing procedures.
Mental Stattos. Key Indicator: A given percentage
of mentally unimpaired residents with depression (source
of data: resident mental status interviews and medical
records). The extended survey would encompass
investigating the causes (physical disability, drugs,
dissatisfaction with quality of care or life); and
determining whether depression has been diagnosed and
noted in the record and whether a plan of treatment has
been formulated and is being carried out.
Medical Care. Key Indicator: Number of medications
per resident exceeding a threshold level (source of data:
medical records, resident interviews, and observation of
medication administration). The extended survey would
entail review of medical records and care planning
procedures to determine whether medications are
reconsidered monthly; review of drug interactions;
investigation of the adequacy of pharmacy review;
investigation of the extent of Medical Director
involvement in the drug prescription process;
investigation of nursing procedures regarding physician
contacts; investigation of nursing oversight of medication
complications; and investigation of the adequacy of care
planning.

Dietary Service. Key Indicator: Are a given
percentage of residents eating most of the food served?
(Source of data: observation of meal service.) The
extended survey would investigate nursing staff levels;
investigate availability of assistive devices; investigate
whether residents not eating are missing teeth or have
other dental or medical problems impeding eating;
interview residents as to whether they are given an
opportunity to make choices and express preferences for
food; and investigate excessive and rigid use of
therapeutic diets.
Quality of Life. Key Indicator: Do a given
percentage of residents report having friends among the
staff? (Source of data: resident interviews.) The

extended survey would investigate whether resident
isolation has been identified and recorded in medical
record and review care plan to determine if it is being
addressed, and investigate staff training by interviewing
staff and examining training procedures.
Key Indicator: Do a given percentage of resident rooms
have personal memorabilia, rugs, curtains, pictures,
plants? (Source of data: observation.) The extended
survey would involve interviews with residents to
determine why rooms lack personalization, and interviews
with staff and the administrator. Facility policies
regarding personal possessions in rooms would also be
reviewed.
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(Status in last 7 days. unless other time frame indicated)
SECTIONA. IDENTICATION AND BACKCGROUJND
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Resident's Name:

I Medical Record No.:

Signature of RN Assessment Coordinator
REStDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL SUMMARY
1. For each RAP area triggered. show wtether you are proceed

with a care plan intervention.

2. Documem pioblems. complications, and risk factors: the need for referral to appropriate health
professionals: and the reasons for decidieg to proceed
or not to proceed to care planning.
Documentation may appear anywhere the facity routinely keeps such information. such as
problem sheets or nuries prooress notes.
3. Show location of this idonatlion.
Care Planning Declason
Proceed Not Proceed

RAP Problem Area
DELIRIUM

D

3

O

O

VISUAL FUNCTION

E

D

COMMUNICATION

El

COGNITIVE LOSS/DEMENTIA

ADL FUNCTIONAL/
REHABILUTATION POTENTIAL

O

O

URINARY INCONTINENCE AND
INDWELLING CATHETER

D

PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING

O

D
D

MOOD STATE

a

ACTIVITIES

O

D

FALLS

NUTRmONAL STATUS

o

FEEDING TUBES

O

DEHYDRATION/FLUID
MAINTENANCE
DENTAL CARE
PRESSURE ULCERS
PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE
PHYSICAL RESTRAINTS

August O. t1990

o
El

BEHAVIOR PROBLEM

D
=

O

Z
a

D

D

O

DO

O

O

Location of inlormntton
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: DELIRIUM
1. PROBLEM
Delirium (acute confusional state) is a common indicator or nonspecific symptom of a variety of acute.
treatable illnesses. It is a senous problem. with high rates of morbidity and mortality, unless it is recognized
and treatd appropriately. Delirium is nevera partof nomal aging. Some of the classic signs of delirium may
be difficult to recognize and may be mistaken for the natural progression of dementia. particulatdy in the late
stages of demetsia when delirium has high mortality. Thus careful observation of the residem and eview of
potential causes are essential.
Delirium is characterized by flucsuatng stPaes of consciousness. disorientation. decreased environmental
awareness, and behavioral changes. The onset ofdelirium may vary, depending on the severity of the cuse(s)
and the residem's health status: however. it usuallydevelops rapidly. overafew daysorevenhours. Even with
successful treatmentof cause(s) and associated symptoms, it may take several weeks before cognitive abilities
return to pre-dedirium status.
Successful management depends on accurate identification of the clinical picture, correct diagnosis of specific
causets). and prompt nursing and medical intervention. Delirium is often caused and aggravated by multiple
factors. Thus, if you identify and address one cause, but delirium continues, you should continue to review
the other major causes of delirium and treat any that are found.
11. TRIGGERS
Delirium problem suggested if.
BSd, BSe = any checked]
1. ANY Indicator of Disordered Thinking [1Ma, BMb,MSe,
2. Cognitive/Communication/Behavior Decline [B6 = 2 or C6 = 2 or H7 = 21
3. Mood Decline [H16=21
AND ANY of following:
Motor Agitation (HIc = checkedJ
Withdrawal (HId = checked)
Hallucinations/Delusions [KIg = checked]
4. Alcohol Withdrawal. Dnrg-induced. Acute or Subacute Delirium
(J2 = 291.0, 29281, 293.0, or 293.11

m. GUIDELINES
Detecting signs and symptoms of delirium requires careful observation. Knowledge of a person's baseline
cognitive abilities facilitates evaluation.
Staff should become familiar with residents' cognitive function by regularly observing the
resident in a variety of situations so tht even subtle but important changes can be recognized.
W.hen observed in this manner, the presence of any trigger signs/symptoms may be seen as a potential
marker for acute, treatable illness.
An approach to detection and treatment of the problem can be selected by reviewing the items that follow
in the order presented. Also refer to the RAP KEY for guidance on the MDS items that are relevant
Deliurim I
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DIAGNOSES AND CONDmONS
By co=ectly identifying the underlying cause(s) of delirium. you may prevent a cycle of worsening symptoms (e.g.. a infer o-fever-debydration-confusion syndrome) or a drug regimen for a suspected cause
that wotrens the conrDition. The most common causes of delirium ameassociated with cirtculatoty. respiratory, infections. and metabolc disorders. However. finding one cause or disorder does not rule out the
possibility of additional cont.ibuting causes rmdbr multiple interrlated factors.
MEDICATIONS
Many medications given taone or in combimtaion carncause delirium.
* If necessary, check docares order gainst med5het and drug labels to avoid the common
problem of medication erfor.
* Review the resident's drug profile with a physiciar
* Review all medicions (regulariy prescribed. PRN. and "over-the-counter" drugs).
Number of medica
toxidity.

r

'llegreater the number. the greater the possibility of adverse drug reictionW

I *Review mods to determine need and benefit (ask if resident is receiving more thn one drug
! class of drug to mreua condition).
*Chec i:t determine whedter noriphamatcological intervemtions have been considered (e.g., a a
behavior mitn gement pinrrm rmther th n zantpychotics to atddress the needs of a resident who
is physicaUy or verbaUy abusive).
New medrisaions.
* Review to determine whether there is a temporal relationship between onset or worsening of
delirium and stmtaof new medication.
Drugs that cause delirium.
1. PSYCHOTROPIC
Antipsychotics
Antiamitetyfitypnofics
Amtidepressanut
2. CARDIAC
Digitalis glycosides (Digoxin).
Aniarthyducs. such as rtuinidirnc prtcainamide (Pmnestyl). disoprymide
(Norpace)
Calcium channdelblociers, such as verapamid (Isoptin). nifedpine
(Procardia). and dildthiem (Cardizem)
Anihypertetsives. such as merhyldopa (Aldomet). propanolol (Inderal)
3. GASTROINIESllNAL
H2 amagoists sudt as cimetiduie (Tagamet) ind ratniudine (Zantac)
4. ANALGESICS such as Darvon. nareotics (e.g. morphine. dilaudid)
5. AN-INFLAMMATORY
Coretcosteroids such as prednisone
Nonstemidal anti-inflammatory agents such as ibuprofin (Motrin)
6. OVER-THE-COUNTER DRUGS, especially tUwsewith amticholinergic properties
Cold remedies (antihistaumines. psertoephedine)
Sedatives (antihistamines. e.g.. Benadryl)
Stay-awkes (caffeine)
Antintmuseanu
Alcohol
Delirium 2
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PSYCHOSOCIAL
After serious illness and drug toxicity are ruled out as causes of delinum. consider the possibility that the resident
is experiencing psychosocial distress diat may produce signs of delirium.
Isolation.
Has the resident been away from people, objects and situations?
Is resident confused about time, place and meaning?
Has the resident been in bed or in an isolated area while recuperating fnom an illness or
receiving a treatment?
Recent loss of family/friend. Loss of someone close can precipitate a grief reaction that presents as acute
confusion, especially if the person provided safety and structure for a demented residenL
* Review the MDS to determine whether the resident has experienced a recent loss of a close family
member/friend.

Depressiontsd or anxious mood. Mood stases can lead to confusional states that resolve with appiopriate
treatmeni
* Review the MDS to determine whether the resident exhibits any signs or symptoms of sad or
anxious mood or has a diagnosis of a psychiatric illness.
Restraints. Restraints often aggravate the conditions staff are trying to treat (e.g., confusion, agitation,
wandering).

.

Did the resident become more agitated and confused with their use?

Recent relocation.
* Has the resident recently been admitted to a new environment (new room, unit, facility)?
* Was there an orientation program that provided a calm, gentle approach with reminders and
structure to help the new resident settle into the environment?
SENSORY LOSSES
Sensory impairments often produce signs of confusion and disosentation. as well as behavior changes. This is
especially true of residents with early signs of dementia. They can also aggravate a confusional state by
impairing the residents ability to accurately perceive or copewith environmental stimuli (e.g., loud noises:
onset of evening). This can lead to the resident experiencing hallucinations/delusions and misinterpreting
noises and images.
Hearing.
It

*Is heari ng deficit related to easily remedied siruations -impacted ear wax or hearing aid
dysfunction?I
*Has sensory deprivation led to confusion?|
*Has physician input been sought?l

Vision.
E

Has vision loss created sensory deprivation resulting in confusion?
*Have major changes occur ad in visual function without the residents being referred to a
;physician?

Delirium 3

l
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DELIRIUM RAP KEY
I

-~~~~~~~~~~~~

TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Delinum problem suggested if:

Factors that may be associated with sigps and
symptoms of delirium:

I. ANY indicator of Disordered Thinking
IBSa, BSb, B15c,Bd. BSe = any checked!
2. Cogniutve/CommunicauonlBehavior Decline
[B6 = 2or C6 = 2or H7 = 21
3. Mood Decline IH6 = 21AND ANY of
following:
* Motor Agitation Hlc = checkedl
. Withdrawal Hild = checkedl
* Hallucinations/Delusions [Klg = checkedl
4. Alcohol Withdrawal. Dnug-induced. Acute or
Subacute Delirium [J2=291.0, 292.81. 293.0, or
293.11

I. Diagnoses and Conditions.
Cardiac dysrhythmias [Jlbl. CHF [le. CVA
[Jlkl. Emphysema/AsthmalCOPD [Jln,
Prteumonia [lol, Anemia (Jlvl. Cancer [Jlxl.
Diabetes (Jlyl. Hypothyroidism Wlaal.
Sepoticemia [JIddl, Urinary tract infection
(Jleel, Fecal impaction [Kiel. Fever [Kin. or
Dehydratuon [L3bl. Myocardial infarction, any
viral or bacterial infection (e.g., meningiuts.
infectious diarrhea). Surgical abdomen, Head
trauma. Hypothemmia. Hypoglycemia. Hyperthyroidism. or Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA)
[J2 and medical record).
2. Medications. No. of meds [011, New meds
(021, Antipsychotics [04a2, or Antianxiety/
hypnotics [04bl, Cardiac meds. GI meds. Analgesics. Anuinflammatory, Anticholinergics
[from med chartsl.
3.

Psychosocial. Isolation [G2e; from record).
Recent loss (G2n. Sad or anxious mood (HIl.
Restraints [P3b, P3c, P3dl, or Recent
relocation [Intake 121.

4. Sensory impairment. Hearing [ClI or Vision
[Dl].
Clarifying information to be considered in
establishing a diagnosis Alzheimer's [JIhl. Time
of onset within hours to days [from record or
observationl; Sleep disturbance [from record or
observation!
Environment conducive to reducing symptoms:
Quiet. well-lit. calm, familiar objects (from
observation): Task segmentation (E6!
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: COGNITIVE LOSS/DEMENTIA
1

PROBLEM
facilities exhibit signs and syripptoms of decline in intellecAppreximaly 60% of residents in nurstng
nial functioning. Recovery will be possible for less than 10% of these residents - those with a reversible condition such as an acute confusional state (delirium). For most residents, however, the syndmme
of cognitive loss or dementia is chronic and progressive, andappropriate care focuses on enhamcing
quality of life. sustaining functional capacities. minimizing decline. and preserving dignity.
Confusion and/or bethavioral disturbances present the pritnry complicating case factors. Identifying and
treating ace confusion and behavior problems can facilitate assessment of how chuonic cognitive
deficits affect the life of the resident
For residents with chronic cognitive deficits. a thrapeutic environment is supportive rather than curative
and is an enviromnent in which licensed and nonhicensed care staff are enconuaged (and triined) to
comprehend a residete's e
of cognidtive loss. With this insighl staff can develop care plans
focused on three main goals: (I) to provide positive experiences for the resident (e.g.. enjoyable activities) that do not involve overly demanding tasks and suess (2)to define appropriate support roles for
each staff member involved in a resident's carle. and (3) to lay the foundation for reasonable staff and
family expectations concerning a rsident's capacities and needs.

IL

TRIGGERS
A cognitive loss/dementia problem is suggested if two or more of the following deficits are present:
* Short-term Memory Problem IB2a = 11
LLong-term Memory Problem [B2b= II
B13b.B3c B3d = fewer than three
Two or More Memory Recall Problems 1B3a.
choeked)
Some Decision-making Problem 1B4 = 1 2 or 31
Problem Undersanding Others [CS = 1,2 or 31
Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease [Jlb = checkedl; Dementia other than Alzheimer's
1ll = cheekedl. Mental Retardation [INTAKE 112 b-f = any checkedl: Parkinson's
Disease [Jim = checkedl or Aphasia [IIJ = checked]

In. GUIDELINES
Review the following MDS items to investigate possible links between these factors and the resident's
cognitive kss and quality of life. The thre triggers identify residents with differing levels of cognitive
lost. Even for those who are most highly impaired. the RAP seeks to help identify areas in which staff
intervention might be useful. Refer to the RAP KEY for specific MDS items and other specific issues to
consider.

Cognitve I

fiemia I
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NEUROLOGICAL
n, Cngnitive Sin at SvtnmnmsNemrloffical Ala, Co-existing delirium and progressive
cognitive loss can result in entoneous impressions cottcening the nature of the resident's chronic limituuons. Only when acute confusion and behavioral distuibances are treated. or when the treatment effort is
judged to be as effective as possible, can a tme measure of chonic cognitive deficits be obtained.
Recent Chane i the SiamSvmntoms of the feniea Prmcess. Identifying these changes can
heighten staff awareness of the natute of the resident's cognitive and futctional limitations. This knowledge can assist staff in developing reasonable expectations of the resident's capabilities and in designing
progmnts to enhance the resident's quality of life. This knowledge can also chalienge staff to identify
potentially reversible causes for recent losses in cogtitive stams.
Mental Retardadon Atcheimer's Disease and Other Adult-Onset flemenias. The most prevalent
neurological diagnoses for cognitively impaired residents are Alzheimer's disease and multi-infarct
dementia. But increasing numbers of mentally retarded residents are in nusing facilities, and many
adults suffering from Down's syndrome appear to develop dementia as they age. The diagnostic distinctons aotg these groups can be useful in reminding staff of the types of long-term inteliectual reserves
that are available to these residents.
MOOD/BEHAVIOR
Specific treatments for behavioral distress, as well as treatments fordedrium. can lessen and even cure
the behavioral problem. At the same time, however, some behavior problems will not be reversible, and
staff should be psepared (and encouraged) to learn to live with their manifestations. In some situations
where problen/distressed behavior continues, staff may feel that the behavior poses no threat to the
resident's safety, health, or activity patem and is not disruptive to other residents. For the resident with
declining cognitive functions and a behavioral problem. you may wish to consider the foilowing issues:
*Have cognitive sktils; declined subsequent to initiation of a bduavior control program (e.g.,
psychormpic dmgs or physica sratints)?
*Is decline due to the Ureamenr program (e.g.. drug toxicity or negative reaction to physical
retsam)?
*Have cognitive skills improved subsequent to initiation of a behavior connrol program?
*Has sraff assistane enhanced resident sdtf-perfommance patterms?|
CONCURRENT MEDICAL PROBLEMS
Maior Concurrent Medical Problems, Idenifying and treating health problems can positively affect
cognitive functioning and he resident's quality of life. Effective therapy for congestive heart failure.
chronic obsmiuctive pulmonary dise se, and constipation can lead, for example. to functional = cognitive impomvemenL Comfort (pain avoidance) is a paramount goal in controlling both acute and chronic
conditions for cogtitively impaired residents. Verbal repons from residents should be one (but not the
only) source of information Some residents will be unable to communicate sufficiently to pinpoint their
pain.
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FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS
Extent and Rate of Chanve of Resident Functional Abilitie. Functional changes are often the first
concrete indicators of cognitive decline and suggest the need to identify reversible causes. You may find
it helpful to determine the following:
. To what extent is resident dependent for locomotion, dressing and easing?
* Could the resident be more independent?
* Is resident going downhill (e.g., experiencing declines in bladder coninence, locomotion.
dressing, vision, time involved in activities)?
SENSORY IMPAIRMENTS
mr
|fi
ie Many cognitively impaired residents have difficulty identifying small objects.
positioning a plate to eat, or positoning the body to sit in a chair. Such difficulties can cause a resident
to become cautious and ultimately cease to carry out everyday activities. If problems are vision-based.
corrective programs may be effective. Unfornmately, many residents have difficulty indicating that the
source of their problem is visual. Thus. the cognitively impaired can often benefit if tested for possible
visual deficits.
Ability to Communicate. Many individuals suffering from cognitive deficits seem incapable of meaningfil communicaotiot However, many of the seemingly incomprehensible behaviors (e.g., screaming.
aggressive behavior) in which these individuals engage may constitute their only form of commusication. By observing the behavior and the pattern of its occurrence. one can frequently come to some
understanding of the needs of individuals with dementia. For example, residents who are resurained for
their own safety may become noisy due to bladder or bowel urgency.
. Is resident willing/able to engage in meaningful communication?
* Does staff use non-verbal communication techruques (e.g., touch, gesture) to encourage
resident to respond?
MEDICATIONS
Psychoactive medications can be a factor in cognitive decline. If necessary, review Psychotropic Dnug
Use RAP.
INVOLVEMENT FACTORS
Oomnunities for Independent Activity- Staff can encourage residents to participate in the many available activties, and staff can guard against assuming an overly protective attitude toward residents.
Decline in one functional area does not indicate the need for staff to assume full resnonsihilitv in that
area nor should it he interpreted as an indication of inevitable decline in other areas Review information
in the MDS when considering the following issues:
* Are there factors that suggest ihat the resident can be more involved in his/her care (e.g..
instances of greater self-perfornance; desire to do more independently, retained ability to
team; retained control over tiank, limbs. and/or hands)?
* Can resident participate more extensively in decisions about daily life?
* Does resident retain any cognitive ability that permits some decision making?
. Is resident passive?
. Does resident resist care?
* Are activities broken into manageable subtasks?
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of the resident's
Extemtof lnvolverrent in Acrivftim of DailyLife Programsfocused on physical a.spects
life catn lessenthe disruptive sympomis of cogniive decline for some residents. Consider the foliowing:

Are residents with some cognitive skills and witdout major behavioral problems involved
in dhelife of the facility andthe world around them?
* Can modifying taskdemands. or theenvironmental circumstances under which tasks are
carried rt, be beneficial?
* Are small group programs encouraged?
* Are special environmental stimuli present (e.g., directional markers, special lighting)?
* Do staff regularly assist residents i ways that permit them to maintint or atin their
highest predictable level of functioning (e.g.. verbal reminders, physical cruesandsupervision regularly provided to aid in carrying out ADLs; ADL tasks presentedin segments
to give residents enough time to respond to cues pleasant supportive interacion)?
* Has rhe resident experienced a recent loss of someone dose (e.g., death of spouse, dcnge
in key direct cae staff. recet move to the nursing facility, decreased visiting by family
andfriends)?
FAILURE TO THRIVE
Cognitively impared residents can reach the point where their accumulated heafthtneuological problems
place rem at risk of cirical compications (e.g.. pressure ulcers) and death As this level of disability
approaches.
staff can review the following:
* Do emotional. social, and/or environmental factors play a key role?
* If a resident is not eating, is this due to a reversible mood problem, a basic personality
problem, a negative reaction to the physical andinteractive environment in which eanng
activity occurs, or a neurological deficit such as deficiency in swallowing or loss of hand
coordination?
* Could an ientified problem be remedied through improved staff education - hying an
antidepressant medication referral to OT for training or an hrnovative counseling
program?
* If causes carmot be identified, whit reversible clinical complications can be expected as
death approaches (e.g., fecal impaction, UTI. diarrhea, fever, pain, pressure ulcers)?
* What interventions are or could be in place to decrease complicadions?
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COGNITIVE LOSS/DEMENTIA RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

A cognitive loss/dementia problem deficit and
tetained abilities suggested if two or more of the
following deficits are present:

Factors to review for relationship to cognitive
loss:

* Short-term Memory Problem [B2a = 11
* Long-term Memory Problem (B2b = II
* Two or More Memory Recall Problems
IB3a, B3b, B3c, B3d = less than 3 chekedc
* Some Decision-making Problem
[B4 = 1, 2, or 31
* Problem Understanding Others
IC5= 1,2or31

* Diagnosis of Alheitner's [Jlh = checkedl;
Dementia other than Akzheimer's
[JII= checked]; Mental Retardation
[INTAKE 112b-f = any checkedl;
Parkinson's (Jlm = checked); or Aphasia
IJU = checked!

1. Neurological. Delirium 1B51.Cognitive decline
(B61.Alzheimer's and other dementias
[Jlh, Jil. MRIDD status [INTAKE 1121.
Confounding Problems that nay require
resolution or suggest reversible causes:
2. Mood/behavior. Sad mood or Mood decline
[HI, H61. Behavior pmblem or behavior decline
(H3, H71, Anxiety disorder IJIpI. Depression
IJlql, Manic depressive disorder [Jlrl. Other
psychiatric disorders [J21.
3. Concurrent medical problems. CHF [Sicl.
Other cardiovasculardisease (Jlgl. CVA (Jlk).
Enmphysema/Asthma/COPD [Jln), Cancer
(Jixl. Diabetes IJly[. Hypothyroidism [Jlan].
4.

Functional llmitations. ADL task
segmentation [E61, Decline in ADL or
continence [ES; F4i.

5.

Sensory impairment. Hearing/visual problems
(Cl; Dl], Rarely/never understands [C5).
Impaired tactile sense [N4bl.

6. Medications. Antipsychotics. Antianxiety/
hypnotics. Antidepressants [041.
7.

Involvement factors. New admission
[INTAKE 121,Trunk or chair restraint [P31,
Withdrawal from activities (Hidl,
Encouragement of small group pragrams
[from recordl.

8. Failure to thrive. Terminal prognosis [Jlzl,
Clinical complications (KI; L3; N21.
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: VISUAL FUNCTION
PROBLEM
The aging process leads to a gradual decline in visual acuity: a decreased ability to focus on close objects
or lo see small print, a reduced capacity to adjust to changes in light and dark. and diminished ability to
discriminate color. The aged eye requires about 3-4 times more light in order to see well than the young
eye.
The leading causes of visual impairment in the elderly are macular degeneration. cataracts, glaucoma.
and diabetic retinopathy. In addition, visual perceptual deficits (impaired perceptions of the relationship
of objects in the environment) are common in the nursing home population. Such deficits are a common
consequence of cerebeovascular events and are often seen in the late stages of Alzheimer's disease and
other demenias. The incidence of all these problems increases with age.
In 1974. 49% of all nursing home residents were described as being unable to see well enough to read a
newspaper with or without glasses. In 1985. over 100,000 nursing home residents were estimated to
have severe visal impaimecnt or no vision at all. Thus vision loss is one of the most prevalent losses of
residents in nursing facilities. A significant number of residents in any facility may be expected to have
difficulty performing tasks dependent on vision as well as problems adjusting to vision loss.
The consequmwces of vision loss are wide-ranging and can seriously affect physical safety, self-image.
and participation in socal, personal, self-care. and rehabilitation activities. This RAP is primarily
concerned with identifying two types of residents: I) Those who have treatable conditions that place
them at risk of permanent blindness (e.g., Glaucoma; Diabetes, retinal hemorrhage); and 2) those who
have impaired vision whose quality of life could be improved through use of appropriate visual
appliances. Further. the assumption is made that residents with new acute conditions will have been
referred to followup as the conditions were identified (e.g., sudden loss of vision: recent red eye:
shingles; etc). To the extent that this did not occur. the RAP KEY followup questions will cause staff to
ask whether such a referral should be considered.
II. TRIGGERS
The Visual Function RAP triggers three types of residents:
t. Residents with treatable conditions that place them at risk of permanent blindness (e.g., Glaucoma:
Diabetes. retinal hemorrhage). For glaucoma, the issue to be considered will revolve around proper
use of eye medications: for diabetes. the issue centers on the possible referral for laser treatment to
arrest retinal hemorrhage.
Some Vision Impairment but not functionally blind [DI=I or 21 AND presence of Glaucoma OR
Diabetes (lt, Jly = any chicetdl.
2. Residents with visual problems who are able to understand others AND make themselves understood.
In most instances, these residents areableto participate in a thorough eye exam, including testing of
visual acuity. The key question for these residents centers on whether current daily hinctioning is
seriously limited by visual acuity problems.
Vision impairment B&Side Vision problems (DI = 1, 2 or 3 or D2a = checked] AM Can Both
Make Self Understood AND Understand Others [C4 = 0,1 or 2 and CS = 0,1 or 21
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3. Residents with visual problems who ae not able to understand others OR make themselves
understood. In most instances theseresidents ate unable to cooperate in a dttough eye exam.
including testing of visual acuity. They are triggered to ensure screening for disease that might put
them at risk of blindness, as well as to determine whether the resident or family have concerns about
how the visual deficit is resiricting the resident.
Vision impairment QOSide Vision problems (DI=l, 2 or 3 or D2a = checkeidl ANb Cannot Make
Self Understood OR Understand Others (C4=3 or CS=31
IIL GUIDELINES
Visual impairsent may be related to many causes. and one purpose of this section is to screen for the
presence of major risk factors and to review the resident's recenttreatment history. This section also
includes items that ask whether the visually impaired resident desires or has a need for increased
functional use of eyes.
Eye medIcations: Of greatest importance is the review of medications related to glaucoma (phospholine
iodide, pilorarpine, propine. epineprin. Timoptic or other Beta-Blockers. diamox, or Neptazane).
* Is the resident receiving his/her eye medication as ordered?
. Does the resident experience any side effects?
Diabetes Cataracts, Glaucoma, or Macular Degeneration: Diabetes may affect the eye by causing blood
vessels in thereuna to hemorrhage (reinopathy). AU thes conditions ase associated with decreased
visual acuity and visual field deficits. If resident is able to cooperate it is very possible io test for
glaucoma and retinal problems.
Exam by onhthalmoloeist or ontometrist since nmblem noted:
* Has sheresident been seen a consultant?
* Have the recommendations been followed (e.g. medications, refraction [new glasses], surgery)?
* Is the recommendation compatible with the resident's wishes (e.g., medical rehab.vs. surgery)?
If neurological disanosis or dementia exam by nhvsician since norblemnoted. Check the medical record
to see if a physician has examined the resident for visual/percepmaal difficulties. Some residents with
diseases such as myethenma gravis. stroke, and demenua will have such difficulties associated with
central nervous system in the absence of diseases of the eye.
Sad or anxious mood: Some residents, especially those in a new environment, will complain of visual
difficulties. Visual disorganization may improve with treatment of the sad or anxious mood.
Anpronriate use of visual ainlances: Residents may have more severe visual impairment when they do
not use their eyeglasses. Residents who wear reading glasses for walking, for example, may mispereeive
their environment and bump into objects or fall.
* Are glasses labelled or color coded in a fashion that enables the resident/staff to determine
when they should be used?
* Are the lenses of glasses clean and free of scratches?
. Were glasses recendy lost? Were they being recenly used. and now they are missing?
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Funtional needfor eve exam/new lasns: Many residentswith limited vision will be able to use the
environment with little or no difficulty. andneither the resident nor staff will percive theneedfor new
visual appliances. In other circumstances. needswill be identified, and for residents who are capableof
parrticpating in a visual exam, new appliances. surgery to remove cataracts. etc. can be considered.
* Doesresident haveperipheral vision or other visual problem that impedes his/her ability to cat
food, walk on the unit, or interact with others?
* Is resident's ability to recognize staff limited by a visual problem?
* If resident is having difficulty negotiating his environment or participating in self-care activities
becauseof visual impairment haslie/she beenreferred to low vision services?
* Doesresident report difficulty seeing TV/reading material of interest?
* Doesresident express interest in improved vision?
* Has resident refased to have eyesexamined? How long agodid this occur? Has it occurred
more than once?
modifications Residents whose vision cannot be improved by refraction, or medical and/
Envirnmental
or surgical intervention may benefit fntm environmental modifications.
* Doesthe resident's environment enable maximum visual funcoion (e.g. low-glare floors and
table surfaces. night lights)?
* Hasthe environment been adaptedto resident's individual needs(e.g. large print signs marking
moom,
color coded tapeon dresserdrawers, large number on telephone, reading lamp with 300
watt bulb)? Could the resident be more independent with different visual cues (e.g.. labeling
items, task segmentation) or other sensory cues (e.g..canefor recogntzing there are objects in
path)?
Acute Problems thatmay have beenmissed, Eve nain- blurry vision, double vision, sudden loss of
Yjea: These symptoms are usually associated with acuteeye problems.
* Has resident beenevaluated by a physician or ophthalmologist?
Residents with communication impairments may be very difficult to assess.Residents who ateunable to
understand others may haveproblems following the directions necessary to tessvisual acuity.
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VISUAL FUNCTION RAP KEY
E

I

IS

TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Potential for acute. reversible visual function
problems suggested if:

Issues and problems to be reviewed that may
suggest need for intervention:

1. Some Vision Impairment but nto functionally
blind [DI = I or 21 AND Glaucoma OR
Diabetes [JIt, Bly = any checkedl

1. Eye medications [from record]
2. Diabetes (JIy1. Cataracts. Glaucoma or Macular
Degeneraton (Jus.JIt; J21

Potential for improved visual fimction suggested if:
2. Vision Impainment OR Side Vision problems
(Dl = 1, 2 or 3 or D2a = dheckedl AND Can
Make Self Understood AND Can Understand
Others (C4 = 0, 1 or 2 and CS = 0, 1 or 21
3, Vision Impainment OR Side Vision problems
[Dl = 1, 2 or 3 or D2a = checked] AND
Cannot Make Self Understood OR Understand
Others [C4 = 3 or CS = 31

3. Exam by ophthalmologist since pmblem noted
(from record]
4. Neurological diagnosis or dementia [Jih, JIi.
JIJ, Jlk, Jim; J21
5. Sad or Anxious Mood [HI]
6. Appoptiate use of visual appliances ID3; from
record, observationl
7. Functional need for eye exam/new glasses
[from observationl
*. Environmental modifications [from record.
observation]
9. Other acute problems: Eye pain. blurly vision.
double vision, sudden loss of vision [from
record, observationl
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: COMMUNICATION
PROBLEM
Good communication enables residesos to express emotion. listen to others, and share information It
also eases adjustment to a strange environment and lessens social isolation and depression.
EXPRESSIVE communication problems include changes/difficulties it: speech and voice production.
finding appropriate words, transmitting coherent statements. describing objects and events, using nonverbal symbols (e.g.. gestures). and writing. RECEPTIVE communication problems include changes/
difficulties in: heating, speech discrimination in quiet and noisy situations. vocabulary comprehension,
vision, reading. and interpreting facial expressions.
When communication is limited. assessment focuses on reviewing several factors: underlying causes of
the deficit, the success of attempted remedial actions, the resident's ability to compensate with nonverbal
strategies (e.g., ability to visually observe nonverbal signs and signals). and the willingness and ability of
staff to engage with residents to ensure effective communication. As language use recedes with dementia, both the staff and the resident must expand their nonverbal communication skills - one of the most
basic and automatic of human abilities. Touch, facial expression. eye contmacttone of voice, and posture
all are powerful means of communicating with the demented resident. and recognizing and using all
practical means is the key to effective communication
U.

TRIGGERS
The resident has the potential for improved communication and the RAP should be completed when the
following problems are presen.
Potential for improved communication is suggested if:
1. Poor Expression or Understanding [C4 = 2 or 3 or CS = 2 or 31 AM
Some Decision-Making Ability (54 = 0, I or 21
2. Poor Expression or Understanding C4 = 2 or 3 or CS = 2 or 31 AM
No Decision-Making Ability [B4 = 31 A
No CVA or Neurological Problems (Jlh, Jli, JlJ, JL Jlm = one checked]
Potential for improved hearing is suggested if:
3. Some Decision-Making Ability [B4 = 0, 1 or 21 AD ANY Heating Problem [CI = 1, 2 or 31

m. GUIDELINES
The communication trgger suggests residents for whom a corrective communication treatment program
may be beneficiaL Specify those residents with potentially correctable problems. An effective review
requires a special effort by staff to overcome any preconceived notions or fixed perceptions they may
have about the resident's probable responsiveness to treamient. These perceptions may be based on the
failure of prior treatment programs, as well as on assumptions that may not have been recently tested
about the resident's unwillingness to begin a corrective program.
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The triggers identify three types of residents:
I. Those with serious communication deficits who have retained some ability to make decisions. Such
residents should have some ability to participate in a restorative communication treaoment
program.
2. Those with senous communication deficits in addition to no apparent ability to make decisions ba no
underlying CVA or neurological problems. These residents may have behavioral, mood, or environmental limitations that complicate their communication problem.
3. Those with hearing deficits and some ability to make decisions. These residents should have the
intellectual ability to be considered for padicipation in a restorative hearing program.
Review items listed on the RAP KEY as follows:
C.onfpundin.

Problems

As these confounding problems lessen or hurther decline is prevented. the resident's communication
abilities should be reviewed.
Comnonent. af Cnmmunirsfion.
Details of resident strengths and weaknesses in understanding. hearing and expression are the direct or
indirect focus of any treatment program.
Poilble I inks with Causes of Commruni-tlion Defidits,
* For chronic conditions that are unlikely to improve, consider communication treatments or
interventions that might compensate for losses (e.g.. for moderately impaired residents with
Alaheimer's. the use of short. direct phrases and tactile approaches to communication can be
effective).
* Are there acute or transitory conditions which if successfully resolved may result in improved
ability to communicate?
* Are medications in use that could cause or complicate communication deficits. where titration
or substitution may result in improved ability to communicate?
* Are opportunities to communicate limited in ways that could be remedied - e.g., availability
of partners?
TreatmentlEvaluation Historvy
* Has resident received an evaluation by an audiologist or speech-language pathologist? How
recently?
* Has the residents condition deteriorated since the most recent evaluation?
* If such an evaluationmrested in a plan of care. has it been foUowed as specified?
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COMMUNICATION RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Potential for imprmved communication suggested if:

Confounding problems that may require
resolution:

I. Poor Expression or Understanding [C4 = 2 or 3
or CS = 2 or 31 AND Some Decision-Making
Ability [54 = 0, I or 21
2. Poor Expression or Understanding [C4 = 2 or 3
or CS = 2 or 31 AND No Ability to Make
Decisions [B4 = 31 AND No CVA/Neurological
Probtems (Jib. Jll JIJ, JIlk, Jim = none
checked]
Potential for improved hearing suggested if:
3. Some Decision-Making Ability [B4 = 0, 1 or 21
AND ANY Hearing Problem ICI = 1, 2 or 31

.

.

1. Decline in coguitive status 1161
2. Decline in ADL statis [E81
3. increased mood problems [H61
ComponenUs of communication to be considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hearing/Vision (CI; DI]
Comm. devices/Modes of expression [C2. C31
Decline in communication/earing (C61
Medical status of ear-discharges. cenumen
accumulation. hearing changes [from record or
exam]

Factors to be reviewed for possible relationship
to communication problems:
I. Chronic Conditions. Alzheimer's/Other
dementia (Jlh, Jill. Aphasia (lJJ, CVA Jlk.
Parkinson's (Jimi. Emphysema/Asthma/COPD
iJInlo Cancer (Jlx. Psychiatric disorders [J21
2. Transitory Conditions. Delirium I !5,
Depression [JIql. Infections (Jlo1Jldd. Jle:
Klr1. Acute episode (K3b1
3. Medications. Psychotropics (041. Narcotics.
Parkinson's meds, Gentamycin. Tobrainycin.
Aspirin toxicity [from record!
4. Opportunities to Communicate. Quality/
quantity of communication is (or is not)
commensurote with apparent ability to
communicate (staff Judgement)
Clarifying issues to be considered:
1. Memory (B2; B31
2. Recent audiology/language pathology
evaluation [Pik; from record)
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL:
ACTIVTIES OF DAILY LIVING-FUNCTIONAL REHABILITATION POTENTIAL
1.

PROBLEM
Personal mastery of ADL and mobility are as crucial to human existence in the nursing home as they are
in the community. The nursing home is unique only in that most residents require help with self-cam
functions. ADL dependence can lead to intense personal distress - invalidism, isolation. diminished
self-worth, and a loss of control over one's destiny. As inactivity increases. complications such as
pressure ulcers. falls. contractures. and muscle-wasting can be expected.
The ADL RAP assists staff in setting positive and realistic goals, weighing the advantages of indepen-

dence against risks to safety and self-identiy. In promoting independence staff must be willing to accept
a reasonable degree of risk and active resident participation in seting treatment objectives.
Rehabilitative goals of several types can be considered:
*
*
*
*

To restore function to maximum self-sufficiency in the area indicated:
To replace hands-on assistance with a program of task segmentation and verbal cueing;
To restore abilities to a level that allows the resident to function with fewer suppons;
To shorten the time required for providing assistance:
To expand the amount of space in which self-sufficiency can be practiced;
* To avoid or delay additional loss of independerne and
. To support the resident who is certain to decline in order to lessen the likelihood of complications
(e.g.. pressure ulcers and contracrures).
I.

TRIGGERS
The three MDS triggers suggest the types of residents for whom special can interventions may be most
importan- Such residents may have either the need and potential to improve or the need for services to
prevent decline.
The two
(I)
(2)

habilaltiion triggers will select all residents:

Who have some ability to make decisions and who have more substantial ADL problems: or
Who are more self-sufficient but who are thought to have potential for increased ADL selfsufficiency.

The maintenance trigger selects residents who lack cognitive skills. These individuals depend totally on
others to ensure that their ADL stants does not decline precipitously and that they do not develop
complications.if a resident falls into one of these groups, the RAP should be completed.
RehabilitativelRestorative plans suggested if resident has:
1. Some Ability to Make Decisions [B4 = 0,1 or 21 AMD Extensive AssistancedTotal Dependence
in I or more ADL areas [Ela. Elb, Ele. Eld, Ele or Elt = 3 or 4 OR E3a = 3 or 4]
2. Some Ability to Make Decisions [B4 = 0,1 or 21AM Needs no more than Limited Assistance in
AU ADL areas (Ela. Elb, Elc. Eld, Ele and Elf = 0,1 or 2 AND E3a = 0, 1 or 21AND Potential
for More Self-Sufficiency Noted [E7a, E7b = any checked]
Maintenance/Complication Avoidance plans suggested if resident has:
3. No Ability to Make Decisiors (B4 = 31AM No Memory [B2a = I AND B2b =11 AMD Some or
RareNo Understanding [CS = 2 or 31
ADL I
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m. GUIDELINES
Base n approach to a resident's ADL difficulty on clinical kIowledge of:
The causes of depealene;
The expected course of the problem(s anid
*Which services work or do not wodk.
The MDS goal is to assist the clinician in identifying residents for whom rhabilitative/restorative goals
can be reaonably established. Many ADL-restricted residents can regain partial ability for self-care.
Certain types of disease-genedssdtestes will respon to therapy. In addition,rie removal of inappropiate restraints nd the close monitoring of potentially toxic medications can often result in increased
hunctioning
Use the itens in the ADL RAP KEY to consider the resident's risk of declire and chance of rehabilitation. Responses to these items permit a focused approach to specific ADL deficits (i.e., selecting and
describing the specific ADL areas where decline has been observed or improvement is possible). The
k
that may require
in
first thing that needs to be considered isthe possible presence of
resolution before rehabilitation goals can be reasonably attempted.
The second task is to clarify the resident's potential for improved functioning. The clinician might find
the following sequence of questions useful in initiating an evaluation:
Does the resident have rie ability to learn? To what extent can the resident call on past memory to
assist in current problem-solving imrattions?
. What is the resident's gener furctional status?How disabled is the resident. and does sahs
vary?
* Is mobility severely impaired?
* Is trunk, leg. arm and/or hand use severely impaired?
Ase there distinct behavioral problems?
Are there distinct mood problems?
Is the resident motivated to work at a rehabilitative program?
will help care plates to focus
Stmu
Where rehabilitation goals are envisioned, use of the ADLnton these areas that might be improved, allowing them to choose from among a number of basic tasks in
designated aas. Part I of the Supplement can assist in the evaluation of all those triggered ino the
RAP. Pat 2 of the Supplment can be helpful when a usatment program is unxderconsideration.
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ADL SUPPLEMENT
(Attaining =aximum possible Independence)
PART1: ADLProblem
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ADL FUNCTIONAL/REHABILITATION POTENTIAL RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

REHABILITATION/RESTORATIVE plans
suggested if:

Confounding problems that may require
resolution:

1. Some Ability to Make Decisions
[B4=0, I or 21AND Extensive AssistancefTotal
Dependence in I or more ADL areas
[Ela, Elb, Elc, Eld, Ele or Elf = 3 or 4 OR
E3a = 3 or 41

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2. Some Ability to Make Decisions [B4=0, t or 21
AND Needs no more than limited assistance in
ALL ADL areas [Ela, Elb, Elc, Eld, Ele, and
Elf=0,l or2ANDE3a=0, I or21 AND
Potential for More Self-Sufficiency noted
[E7a, E7b = any checked)
MAINTENANCE/COMPLICATION
AVOIDANCE plans suggested if:
3. No Ability to Make Decisions [B4 = 31
AND No Memory IB2a = I AND B2b = 11
AND Some or Rare/No Understanding
[CS = 2 or 31

Delirium IBSI
Persistent mood problem [1121
Daily behavior problem IH31
Decline in mood/behavior IH6, H71
Unstable/acute health problem [K31
Use of Psychoactive medications [041

Clarifying issues to be considered:
1. Prior improvement in cognition. ADLs. mood.
or behavior [B6; ES; H6; H71
Communication and vision [C; Dl
Explicit terminal prognosis [Jlzl
Tnmk/limb control and ability to stand [E41
Complete ADL Supplement Pan I for all
triggered residents:for a resident with
rehabilitation potential, complete ADL
Supplement Pan 2

2.
3.
4.
5.
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL:
URINARY INCONTINENCE AND INDWELLING CATHETER

1

PROBLEM

Unnary incontinence is the inability to control urination in a socially appropriate manner. Nationally.
50% of nursing home residents areincontnenL Incontinence causes many problems, including skin
rashes, faUs. isolation, and pressure ulcers, and the potntially troubling use of indwelling catheters. In
additiont.
continence is often an important goal to many residents. andincontinence may affect residents'
psychological well-being andsocial interactions. Urinary incontinence iscurable in many elderly
residents but realistically not all will benefit from anevaluation. Catheter useincreases the risk of lifeth ening infections. bladder stoe andcancer. Use of catheters also contributes to patient discomfort
and the needless use of toxic medicattoms often required to toa the associated bladder spasms. For
many (but not all) residems. urinary incontinence is curable, and safer and more comfortable approaches
are often practical for residents with indwelling catheters.
This RAP, the purpose of which Isto improve incontinence. goes far beyond bladder training.
Even if a patient Is not believed to be a cerdidate for bladder training, the assessment should still
be done since many other treatable conditions mny be found, the treatment of which will not only
improve incontinence, but the overall quality of life for the patient
The goal of this assessment
is to detect reversible causes of incontinence such asinfections and
medications, and situationally induced incontinence; to identify individuals whose incontinence is caused
by harmful conditions sucs asbtadder numors
or spinal cord diseases andto consider the appiopriteness
of catheter use. Staff judgment is clearly required to realize these aims. Detailed insductions are
provided to facilitate this clinical process.
Continence depends on many factors. Urinary tract factors include a bladder that can store and expel
untle and a urthra that can close andopen approprately. Other factors include the residents ability
(with or without staff assistance) to reach the toilet on time (locomotion). his/her ability to adjust
clothing so asto todet (dexterity), cognitive function and social awareness
(e.g.. recognizing the need to
void in time andin anappropriate place), andthe resident's motivation. Fluid balance and the integrity
of the spinal cord andperipheral nerves will also have an effect on continence. Change in any one of
these factors can rsult in incomtinence. although alterations in several factors are common before
incontinence develops.
I1

TRIGGERS

A urinary continence or indwelling catheter problem is suggested if.
1. Occasional. F

yque
or Frank Urinary Incontinence Flb = 2.3 or 41

2. Use of Catheter or Pads [F3b, F3c. F3d, F3f = any checked]
Exclusions for Tiggen Comatose (BIIor Explicit terminal prognosis [Ilzl. Other exclusions may
apply especialy after the reversible problems have been adressed. These arenoted at the beginnng
of each section.

Unnary icontience I
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IIl.

GUIDELINES
For residents with incontinence (including those with condom catheters). all MDS items described in
Section A should be addressd unless exclusionary criteria have been met If incontinence persists.
complete Section B and. if necessary, Section C. For residents with indwelling catheters. firs complete
Sections A and B and then complete Section D.
A. ITEMS NECESSARY TO EVALUATE INCONTINENCE OR NEED FOR CATHETER
Review the teversible pobistms listed on theRAP KEY. Virtually all armeasily diagnosed. and their
treatmset will impnove not only incontinence but functional status as well. Also. most of thes
factors can be identified by a nurse. but some will takea physician's order tocarry out-

Urinary tra infections armcommon causes of incontinence, especially new incontinence. Therefore.
they should be looked for in all residents. If a clean catch urine is not feasible and dieresident both
has no memory recall and requires at least exensive assistance in seLf-transfer fElb = 3 or 41 you
may choose to forego catheterization toobtain a specimen. since identification and treatment of UTIs
in this population has not been shown to make a difference.
Send a clean catch or sterile urine specimen for microscopic analysis. If >5 WBC are found, send
a fresh and sterilely obtained specimen for urine culture. If UTI is found, consider treatmenL
For residents with an indwelling catheter, a new catheter should be sterilely inserted to obtain the
specimen.
FeralIT122
Impaction is very common and can cause incontinence by preventing the bladder fmm emptying well.
Thus, check for impaction in all residentswho are incontinent
* To find bowel impaction. insen a gloved finger into resident's rectum.
* The fuiding of no stool or small amount of soft stool indicates that impaaion is unlikely is be he
cause of incontinence. A record demonsuating thatthe resident has recently passed stool is ti
sufficient to rule out bowel impaction.

If present, this is the most imponant problem. Often when delinum is treated, incontinence will
resolve. In the meantime. regular toileting will help.
I.2k kftoilet lnil
Daily use of restraints can result in a resident's inability to get to the toilei quick staff response is
necessary. The toilet may also be too far away for a resident who does not get adequase warning
(e.g., there may not be a toilet room near the activities mom). Envitonmental modifications such as a
bedside commode, urinal. or a room closer to the toilet can be useful. To remain coninent residents
to requests for assistance.
may also require more staff supponr such as more timely responses
Immobility
Immobility correlates highly with incontinence in many nursing home residents Improving the
residen's ability in transferring, locomotion and toileting will often reduce incontinence, as will
providing timely staff assistance when needed.
2
Urinary Incontinence
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Severe depreasion can resutt in iosuof the motivation to stay dry. Prompted uoileting is often helpful
as a mean of positive ttinf

Cnn.tlwv i'#tnt Fatirriw CHFIo Prdsl F~derm.
CHF and pedal edema are especially totublesome when the resident is lying down: diuresis
overwhelms the bladder. Treatment of these conditions is not difficult and will improve both
incontinece tandifuntional atm
Reeent qtroie
Onee tie resident is stable deiiium his cleared, and locomotion has improved. continue workup if
ticntotence persistt Most stunke patiates are comnent at this point,
Qlabete- MdIIttWi

Diabetes with persistently high blood sugar causes fluid loss that can cause or worsen incontinence.
Tratment will improve inconttnence and fitnctional stams.

Mng
Many medications can affectte bliadder oruretha sandresultin incontinence. Physicians would
usually discontinue suspect medication if possible, weitging the risks and benefits of doing so. For
instance, where a calcium channel blocker is used for mild hypertension. another medication might be
easily substitttted a medication for arrhythmiza however, might not have an approptiate substitute.
* Review all medications - regularly prescribed. occasional or "PRN", and any nonprescribed
('over-the-counter") medications
Medications that can affect continence include the following classes and types of drugs:
I. Diuretics, especially those that act quickly, such as furosemide (Lasix), bumetani4e (Bumex). and
metolozone (Zaroxylyn), and, less frequently. thiaztide agents such as hydrochiorothiazide.
2. Sedative hypnotics. i.e.. sleeping pills and antianxiety drugs such as diazepam (Valium),
lonzepam. Xan=a Halcon. and Damiane.
3. Any drug with antichotinergic properties:
* Antipsychotics (e g., Haldol. Mellaril)
* Antidepressants (e g.. Dlavil. Triavil)
* Narcotics (e.g.. Morphine. Dilaudid. Darvon)
Medication for Parkinson's disese (except Sinenmt and Deprenyl)
Disopyramide
* Antispasmodics (e.g.. Donnatal. Benmyl)
* Antihistamines (e.g., medications for colds)
4. Calcium channel blockers (e g.. verapamil, nimodipine, nicardipine. nifedipine. and diltiazeem).
5. Drugs that affect the sympathetic nervous system:
* Alpha blockers (e.g., prazosin and phenoxybensamine)
* Alpha stimulanta (e.g.. ephedrine, pseudoephedrine. phenylpropanolamine, and nosedrops)
Urinary ticmmrence 3
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B. OTHER POTENTIAL CAUSES OR FACTORS CONTRIBUfING TO INCONTINENCE OR
USE OF CATHETERS
Much of tde ioformatior askedfor abovewill aer in a completed MDS. However. other items of
information should be obtained and reviewed if incontinence persists. Identification and oeatment of
these factors will frequently nor only improve incontinence. but may prevent further detenoradon
such as paralysis. However. in the resident who bodt has no memory recall [B3e = checked].
requires at least extensive anistace in self-tnrnsfer (Elb = 3 or 41. and is free of related pats. there
is. as of yet. no evidence that identification and treament of such factors would benefit the resident

is a distinctly rare and abnormal symptom in the incontiPainin the bladder, or reated to wuination.
nent patient, and often indicates another pathological process. which may be treatable. Physician
evaluation is recommended.
Fxcetgive or tnrurtm

urine Cutout

If daily urine output is lessthan I liter, incontinence may worsen because of very strong. concentrated
urine. A daily output over 1.5 liters can overwhelm the bladder. If present. the identification of the
underlying cause of the high urine output (e.g.. diabetes. high calcium. or excessive fluid intake) is
required before restricting fluids.
The amount of fluid excieted daily should be measured for I to 2 days. This can be doe using a
voiding record or. if patient is severely incontinent, by inserting a atemRM catheter.

Mtrnhk Varnifi
Caused by reduced amount of the female hormone estrogen this condition causes or contributes to
incontinence in many women.
E-xamine vagina for evidence of estrogen defidency.
Optimally, a pelvic exam checks for signs of atrophic vagitntis.
Ifs resident is impaired, or appropriate equipment is not readily available, an exam may be done in
theresidents bed by spreading the labia and looking inside for redness, dryness. pinpoint
hemorrhages. or easy bleeding.
Pain or irrimtion during the inerior of a catheter is anoher useful sign of the condition
(catheterization normally may be uncomfortable. but should not be painful).
* Atrophic vaginids can be treated with a low dose of oral conjugated estrogens. Contrmindications
to estrogen therapy include a history of breast or endometrial cancer.
Abnormal Lh VahSeveral conditions detectable only by laboratory tests can cause incontinence. These include high
blood calcium or glucose and Vitamin B 12deficiency. It is aso important to check the blood urea
nitrogen (BUN) or creatinine because some causes of incontinence also can damage thekidneys. All
of these tests should have been done within the last 60 days. except the B12. which should have been
checked within the past 3 years.

Urinary Incontinence 4
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qerion. Condition. That Catrw or Arr'nnvn Incontinence (To Be Conddered By Prlmarv
iDociorl.
A doctor or a mumrpractitioner can identify potentially life-threatening conditions that cause or
accompany urinary incontintience. These include bladder cancer or bladder stones. prostate cancer.
spinal cord or brain lesions (such asslipped discs and mesastatic rumors), poor bladder compliance.
and tabes doralis.
Bladder cancer or stones are suggested by the presence of any amount of blood in the urine (even
in microscopic amounst)without evidence of UTI. To investigate for bladder cancer, the first
motning urine in sent for 2 or 3 days for cytology examinations. Residents more likely to have
bladder cancer are men. smokers. and those with suprapubic pain or discomfon, a history of work
exposure to centaindyes, or recent onxt of urge incontinence. The physician will decide who is
worked up or referred to a usologist
* Suspected prostate cancer can be detected by a rectalexam.
* Spinal cord diseases are detected by a neurological exam.
* Decreased bladder compoliince can result in damage to Uhekidneys and should be suspected in
residents with a history of conditions that result in decreased bladder compliance (pelvic radiation
therapy. abdominalpelvic resection, radical hysterectomy or pnrstatectomy. or spinal cord

disease).

* Another cause of incontinence is uabes dorsaids (an advanced stage of syphilis), which is treatable
with antibiotics.
C.

FINAL EVALUATION IF INCONTINENCE PERSISTS
After the above causes of easily ueatble incontnce have been eiminated and the most serious underlying conditions have been investigated conclude the evaluation with an asstessment
of the four
causes of incontinence that are due to abnormalities within the bladder itself. The following section first
describes theseabnormalities and then describes the ts to detect their presence. A variety of treatment
options is available for each type of incontirnence. including UteaUment
and carepians appropriate for
every resident. In each case,the caseplan can be tailored to the needs and characteristics of the resident
with dementia, immobility. etc. Notably, bladder training and medications have been shown to significandy improve incontinence in even severely demented residents.
Te options are discussed in hill detail
in tse educational material.
Exclusions: Although demented resdents have been shown to benefit from targeted therapy. cenain
paiems have a low probability of responding. Therefore, if a resident has no memory recall IB3e =
checked, is extensively dependent in self-transfer [Elb or e = 3 or 41. and the facility's ability to
todet the resident on a regular schedule is limited, then the patient may not benefit from this pars of the
evaluation, andshould be managed with pads, frequent tmiing andchanging, or external catheters.Indications for an indwelling catheter ar: Ue resident is in a coma or has terminal illness, a stage 3 or 4
pnessure ulcer in an area affected by the incontinence, untreauable urethral blockage, the need for exact
measurement of urine output a history of being unable to void after having a catheter removed in the
pastr or a resident with quaparaplegia who failed a past attempt to remove a catheter.
The bladder abnormalities can be simply understood: either (1) the bladder contracts when it should not
("uninhibited badder"). abeupty soaking the patiem (Curgeincontinenc"); or (2) the bladder fails to
contract when it should ("atonie" or underactive bladder), so thaturine builds up and spills over as
"overflow incontitoence." Alternatively the urethra, ihrough which the bladder empoies. is either
(3) blocked by an obstruction (e.g.. a large prosta) or (4) unable to close tightly enough ("strss
incontinence").

Urinary Incontinence 5
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By doing a 'soesa ies' andmeasuring the amotnt of urine that remains in the bladder after voiding
(Post Void Residual - PVR) hesecrndirions can be separated:the uninhibited bladder generally has
bladder has a much arger
Btle residual urine (c100 ml) and a negazive smessuest while the ati
residual (e.g. >400 ml). Women with stress incarainence (it is rate in mean)generally have <100 ml
a positive sess teat. Men with a blocked urethra (rare in women) generally have
residual urine amd
> 100ml residual urine and a negative stess test.
Pst.Vnoid RsId-al (PVRI
The PVR (post-void residual) is the amowunof urine left in the bladder after a void. Research has shown
that many elderly people have arge amouns left in the bladder after a void. even though they demonno signs of this. That is, they do not feel full or uncomfortable. they have a goodurine output and
St
do not seemLohave a large bladder by palpation or pensussion. Also, in ment a high PVR can signal a
variety of problems, and in both men and women, knowledge of the PVR can help guide the selection of
medication Therefore. a PVR should be determined in all patients who reach this point of the evaluation.
In some cases. a physician's order may be necessary to perform a PVR. If the physician cheoses not to
allow this. it should be documented in the chart
When the rfidew feels relatively full. helshe should void as nornally as possible into a
commode, bedpan, urinal, or a toilet equipped with a collection device (hat). Measure volume
voided. Within 15 minutes of voiding, under sterile conditions, insert a nonpetmanent catheter
to measure the residual volume (PVR). Adding rhevolume voided to PVR gives the TOtal
Bladder Volume (BV).
Attenuion to several points will ensure that the test is done correcDy. Firs if the residet cannot void
intentionally, do the teat after an episode of inconrinene. Second. after allowing the urine to drain
apply genrle pressure wih your hand to the abdomen to increase the drainage. When the uine has
stopped draining. withdraw the catheter slowly. coniuing to press on the lower abdomen. If possible
have the resident sit up during the catheter withdrawaL Under sterile conditions the risk of causing an
infection is under 3%. Residents with known valvular heart disease (who receive antibiotic prophylaxis
for denial work) probably should receive a dose of anibiotics before the PVR is checked.
rnl.
Greater Than )10l
Ultraw nd Test frrMen With a PYVR
Ki~duw,
Ultrasound of the kidneys is indicated in male residens with a PVR greater than 100 ml to nrle
out hydronephrosis (inability of the kidneys to drain properly), which could be due to bladder
obsruction and result in preventable kidney damage.
Thin est has no risks (compared to the risk of the dye injection in an IVP). Evidence of urine backing
initothe kidneys strongly suggsts the need for urologic referral; if ths is not done. the resident needs
chronic indwelling catheterizatiorn.
Rbd-er ct-e Tts ret FWttleP1

t

t

lft.StTesL When the resident has a relatively full bladder. but rot a snv ure
1mg. have her stand or ssume as uprighi a position as possible relax, anidcough vigorously or
strain. The test is positive if there is immediate leakage similar in volume and circumstance to
umUalinconfirenee. The stress test is negative if there is a delay of more than 5 seconds. no
leakage, or leakage of only a few drops, or if it Is dismillar to the usual volume and drcumstMce of leakage
* Measure void phis PVR as described above (Le.. calculate Total Bladder Volume).
TtsL. If the bladder rs test is negative AND the Total Bladder Volume is less
SsMaL
R
Insert a sterile catheter into the badder
dat 20D mL another test is ereded for verdco
(preferably do thin while tie cahteter for PVR meatrmne is still in the bladder) and fill it
with at lm 200 ml of sterile water. if possible. Renove the caeter have the patient stad up
(If possible), ard repea fte srness test as above,

*

-
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D.

FINAL EVALUATION FOR RESIDENTS WITH INDWELLING CATHETERS
After the resident with an indwelling catheter has been treated for infection and all the other treatable
conditions listed above, a voiding trial can be attempted - unless the resident has terminal illness, stage
3 or 4 pressure ulcers, or unweartble urethral blockage. This trial may reveal that the catheter is not
necessary after all.
Exclusions: The resident is in a coma or has terminal illness, a stage 3 or 4 pressure ulcer in an area
affected by the incomnine
utreatable urethral blockage, the need for exact measurement of urine
output, a history of being unable to void after having a catheter removed in the past, or a resident with
quad/paraplegia who failed a past attempt to remove a catheter.
* If appropnate. instisute a voiding trial.
(I)

Before removing the catheter. record urine output every 6 hours for one or two days. Use this
record to plan when to remove the catheter so that the expected urine will not be over 800 mis
during the time of the voiding trial.

(2) Remove catheter and observe. For example, if the resident usually puts out 500 ml on the day
shift, remove the catheter a the beginning of that shift andobserve: if resident has not voided by
the end of the shift wait unil the volume gets higher, but do not exceed a volume of 800 ml.
(3) If resident is able to void, check the PVR, as detailed in Section C.
If volume is greater than 400 ml, reinsert indwelling catheter permanently or until resident
can be referred to a urologist.
If PVR is between 100and 400 ml. observe resident carefully as urinary retention may
redevelop over a few days to a few weeks. If not, check for presence of incontinence: if
present, complete Section C (above).
If PVR is less than 100 ml, check for presence of incontinence: if present, complete
Section C (above).
(4) If resident has not voided by the time the expected volume is 800 ml, and there is no sensation
of fullness, no urge to void, and no void, reinsen an indwelling catheter and record the volume.
Residents who fail the voiding trial need either urologic referral, if appropriate, or permanent
catheterization.
(5) If the resident has no memory recall, is unable to transfer independently, and has incontinence
that is resistant to all therapy for more than 2 weeks after removing the catheter, a catheter may
be reinserted if deemed appropriate by the staff.

Urinry Incontinence7
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URINARY INCONTINENCE AND INDWELLING CATHETER RAP KEY
TPIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Incontinence care plan sugmested if:

Possible reversible problems to be reviewed in
evaluating incontinence or need for catheter:

1. lIcomtient 2+ Times a Week
[Flb=23or4)
2. Use of Catheteror Pads
[F3b, F3. Frd. F3 = any cheskedI
EXCLUSIONS: Comatose [BI = II or Explicit
tcrminal prognosis lIlz = checkedl

1. Cmjdiions: UTI (F2a; Jleel. Fecal Impactions
[F2b; Klel. Delirium IBS]. Depression lJlql.
Edema [KIldl
2. Envirmuen: Locomotion [Elcl, Lack of access
to toilet. Barriers [observationl, Restraints [P31
3. Dizm=: CHF UIlcl. CVA [Jlkl. Parkinson's
[lmil. Diabetes [Jlyl
4. Medicaions: Diuretics. Parkinson's meds.
Disopyramide. Antispasmodics. Antihistamines.
Drugp that stimulate or block sympathetic
nervous system. Calcium channel blockers
(verapomil, nifedipine, dildozem), Narcotics
(from record!
S. Pcvchoactive Medications: Antipsychotics.
Amianxiety/hypnotics. Antidepressants [041
Other Potential factors contributing to
incontinence or use of catheter:
I. Conditions: Pain; Excessive or inadequate urine
output. Atroplic vaginitis. Cancer of bladder,
pronstate,brain. or spine, tabes dorsalis [from
record or examl
2. Abnormal Lab Values: High blood calcium, high
blood glucose. tow Br, High BUN or Creatinine
[from record!
Final evaluation if incontinence persists:
I. Spedfic Tests: Not indicated when Comatose
[BII or =l No memory recall [1B3elAND
Dependent in Transfer, Locomotion [Elb, Elcl.
for odsers. do: Post Void Residual. bladder
mess test for females, reflux test (kidney ultrasound) for males with PVR >100 ml
Final evaluation for residents with indwelling
catheters:
If indwelling catheter [F3cl. do Voiding Trial unless
terminal illness [Jilz, stage 3/4 pressure ulcer IN21
and/or untreatable urethral blockage [i21
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING
1.

PROBLEM
WellDbeing refers to feelings about self and social elatiornships Positive attributes include initiative and
involvement in life negative awributes include distressing relatiotships imdconcern about loss of stans.
On average. 30% of residents in a typical nuwsing
facility wipexperience problem in this area.
two-thirds of whom will also have senous behavior and/or mood problems. When such problems
coexist, initial traeunent is often focused on mood and behavior manifestiations In such siuations.
ureaumct for psychostical distress is dependent on how the resident responds to the primary mood/
behavior treament regimen.

n.

TRIGGERS
Apsychosocial well-being problem is suggested if:
1. One or More Problems With Relationships IG2a, G2b. G2c. G2d = any checkedl
2. Grief Over Lost Stans/Roles [G3b = checked)

iL GUIDELINES
Sequentially review the items found on the RAP KEY.
Confosottn.iiProhienTreament for mood/behavior problems re often immediately beneficial to we-being.
* Do mood/behavior problems affect well-being?
* Did the mood/behavior problems aWear before the reduced sense of well-being?
* Have ongoing triamient programs been effective?
SttusttnnsI Faotnrn That ft4.v Ininede Ahitit, m Interaet With Others

Environmental and situational problems are often amenable to staff intrivention without the burden of
staff having to chinge the resideiL"
* Have key social relationships been ateredAierminated?
s enviotmiemt altered aess to o0hemor OroMUne atvities* Have changes in the residentM

for example. rommtssigumont. use of physical resita assignment to new dining am?
Dastdent Cl,. rterdetat- Tht MAa hoIned.Ability an lontmo-tWith (0thm..
These items focus on areas where the resident may lack the ability to enter freely into satisfying social
relationships. They represent substmstial impediments to easy interaetion with others and higsgight amesa
where staff itnerventt may be cructaL
* Do cogiiveomulcaui defidc or a lack of huerest in activities impede intecu
others?
* Does resident Indicate unease in social relationships?

Pi

cia Well-Debi I
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Resida cm wibduaw or become distressed because they feel life lacks meaning.
isasoey pnor to entering the musing facility?
. Was U&rnae
ife
preoccupied with the pam. unwilling to respond to the needs of the present?
* Is zesidkn
on a daily schedule thdt resemblesthe resident s prior lifestyle?
Has
the
facility
focused
*
Additinnul Inform~nu, in Csnfv tht Nat,,

rf the Problem

Supplna asmssment items can be used to specify the nature of the well-being problem for residents
for whom a w vl-b careplan is a icipatd These items represent topica around which to phtase
ruesto and to estaSish a trusting exchange with theresident. Each item includes the posiuive and
negative eld of a contimuum. represenling the possible range that staff can use in thinking abote these
isses. Staff can use or ainuse the items in this lisL For those items selected. the following issues
should be censidered:
* How do staff/feuident perceive the sevent of the problem?
* Has tbe residees ever demotnsrated (while in the facility) shslfl in the area under review?
* Are comrective stustegies now being used? Have they been used in the past? To what effect?
* Is this an ar th might be improved?

Psychbecil Well-Being 2
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PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELIKES

Well-being problem suggestedif:

Confounding problems:
1. increasingtpersistett sad mood [H.2 H61
2. increasing/daily distulbing behavior [H3. H71

1. One or More Problems With
Relationships
[G2a, G2b, G2c. G2d = any checkedl
2. Grief Over Lost Staus/Roles
[G3b = checkedl

Situational factors that may impede ability to interact
with others:
I. Loss of family member friend or stff close to resident
[G2f; from record)
2. Initial useof physical restraints [P3J
3. Changein room assignment or new admission [Intake
12; from record]
Resident charaeteristics that may impede ability to
interact with others:
1 lDeitiaumtcognitive decline [B5, B61
2. Communication deficit/decline (C4, CS,C61
3. Locomotion deficit/use of wheelchair [EIc, EM, ESdl
4. matIast interacting with others (Gl]
5. Diseasesthat impede communication - Alzheimer's
(Jibl. Other dementia [Jill. Depression (Jlql. terminal
prognosis (JIlz. Mental etaradation
[Intake 1121
6. Uninvolved in activities (12,141
Lifestyle Issues:
1. Strong identification with past roles/status [G3al
2. Incongruence of current andprior style of life
(Intake 1M
3. Length of time problem existed [from record]
Supplemental problem clarification issues [from
resident/family If necessary):
I. Ability to relate io others
- Skill/unease in dealing with others
- Reachesout/distances self
- Frendly/unapproachable
- Flexibletridiculed by others
2. Rektionships resident could draw on
- Supponted/isrlated
- Many friends/friendless
3. Dealins with arie
- Moving through gref/bitter and inconsolable
- Religious faithtfeels punished
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: MOOD STATE
L

PROBLE
will have a major depression about 30% will exhibit noticeable
*e
About 15% of bring
synqicnflE aJIPSof a mood state prsblem. Sudt signs ae often expressed as sad mood, feelings of

empiness. atssety or
IL

They ae also manifested in a wide rge of bodily complaints and

.ne

as lossof weigh, tearfulness. agituon. achesand pins.

dysfuanctios.s
TRICGGERS

e is suggested if any of the following ae foundL

A Mood Stmte p
I. Versal E

io

Sad or Anxious Mood [Hla = checked.

2. Damned (obwrv*ble)SignstofMenrauDlli5[HlbHNlcHNd1H4leNHlrfHlg=any
daecdl.

3. Penit Sad or Anxious Mood HN2= 11
[IL GUIDLINES
stated below suggest the need for an altered/new carmstrategy. They am not
eixbanri oherieotatios may artse in which staff decide that an altered cae plan is necessary. The
most oblvi are instaces of drugnruced side effects (addressed in Psychropic Drug Use RAP).
Specificosaalico

Residents whase mood pmolens do not call for cue plan alterations methose with stable behavior aNd
_asualconfounding problems.
no
Many of the questions and issues tha follow relate to the MDS items listed on the Mood State RAP
KEY An alt redare _anegy is suggested when specified conditiots ae met
Have Mnod St tr
.
*
*
*

lmreq Rentyri l ntrisleil?

Were mood problems pesesx 6 months ago?
bave a cydic history of dedine and improvement in mood state?
Dotes
Has ss of appe wiacmpanying weight loss occurred?
N iaerest imactivities declined, even though residernremiain physically capable?

Monel llnined

and Patewitlh Re

te

ases fent

Resolution of delirium (fluctuating consciousness) behavioral, relationship and/or communication
problems oftan affect a insident's mood state. Only when these conditions have been addressed can the
nature of a mood problem be fully understood.
* Review temrd to determine whether there has been a sodden onset or worsening of cognitive
sym rs orcomnunicatioo skills following initiation of tiatmnent (e.g.. medications)
* Reviw to determine whether the resident is using any medications known to cause mood shifts.
such as psyclooplcs ntsihypeatnsives. such as clonidine (Catapins). quanethedine
(Isamlin). metldydopa (Aldomet). popeneral (Indel). d setpin cimetidine Cragamet);
cyasic ws; digitlis irni surppessives sedatives; steroids; or stimulants.
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Also. consider Uiepossible presence of other complicaring factors, such as:
* Delinuim
* Review reoem:changes in the life of the resident (e.g.. death of a child. transfer to new
ensviromettt separation from loved ones.lossof futnctional abilities or change in body image,
loss of autonomy)
* Review namureandintensity of relationship and/or behavior problems
ADL decihe can be both a cause a~i a consequence of distressed mood. Reviewing the sequence of
ADL and mood decline may be informative. In any case, where mood seems to impair ADL functioning,
useful strategies include modifying the physical environment. separating the resident's performance of
ADL activities into a series of subuasks. and using verbal reminders andcues.
When StafWFnlt. Trv to "Cheer lln" Residedtr 1. Mood Uncharmed? Does the Resident Lack
Initiative?
The passive resident with distressed mood may be overlooked. Such a resident may be erroneously
assumed to have no mood state problem.
* Does the resident show littlehro initiative?
* Does he/she remain uninvolved in activities (alone or with others)?
* Is the sad mood persistent?
Are There lndirlong of New or Intensified Problems With Condition. That Ma. Affert Mood
Problem.?
These conditions include: Altheimer's Disease, cancer. cardiac disease, metabolic and endocrine
disorders (e.g.. hypercalcemia, Cushing's disease. Addison's disease. hypoglycemia. hypokalemia.
porphyria). Parkinson's disease, stroke, or other neurological disease. andthyroid disease.
DoesSad Mood A-near to itesnond to TreDtrrent fee

nrue Resimen)?

* Has the mood problem remained relatively unchanged for the last 90 days, or has it improved
with the current trertment program?
* Have there been cycles of decline andimprovement?
* Is resident receiving medications and/or psychosocial therapy?

Nbood
Stie 2
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MOOD STATE RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

A mood problem smggested if:

Indicators of the need to consider a new/altered
are strategy:

I
1. Verbal Expression of Sad/Anxious Mood
[HIa = checked)

I. Mood decline IH61

I
2, Any Demonsuated Sign of Mental Distess
[1b, HIc, HId. Hle, HIf, Hlg =any
checked)

2. Mood unimproved [1161AND reversible conditions present
Delifiunmognitive decline: Hallucinations/
delusions [B5, 86; KlgI
- Communuication decline [C61
- ADL decline (ES]
- Gdef due to loss of loved one (G21
-

3. Mood Persistene [H2 = 11

- Recent move intowithin facility
(INTAKE 12)

- Use of meds known to cause mood shifts
(e.g., aniihypettensives. cimeddine,
clonidine. cytoxic agents. digitalis,
guanethidine. immunosuppressive.
methyldopa. nitratem, propranolol. reserpine.
steroids. stimulants) (from recordil
3, Mood unimproved (H61 AND indication of
cognitive abilitylrnemory. decision-making
ability, and ability to understand 1B2, B4; CS]
AND ANY of following:
-

Litle or no initiative shown [GII
Uile or no involversent in activities t121
No medications [Oil
No psychological therapy [PIn)

4. Relationship and/or behavioral problems present

)G2; H31
Confounding Issues to be considered:
1. Communication skills IC4; CS1

2. Diseases: Neurological disease (llh, JH, JIJ,
JIml, CVA (Ilkl. Anxiety [JIp!. Depression
lJlql Manic depressive IJIrI. Thyroid disease

UIlut. Hypercalcemia. Cushing's, Addison's.
Hypoglycemia. Hypokalemia. Porphyria.

Psychosis (J21
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: BEHAVIOR PROBLEM
1.

PROBLEM
Between 60% and 70% of residents in a typical nursing facility exhibit emotional. social, and/or behavior
disorders; about 40% have purely behavioral problems (i.e.. wandering, verbal abuse physically
aggressive and/or socially inappropnare behaviors). Residents with behavior problems also frequently
haveother related problems. Over 80% of those who have behavior problems will have some type of
cognitive deficit; about 75% will have mood and/or relationship problems.
Problem behaviors are often seen as a source of danger and distress to the residents themselves and
sometimes to other residents and staff. Nursing facilities often find such residentsdifficult to cope with.
and physicians often seem unaware of the wide range of available treatment and management options.
As a result. overuse of physical restraints or psychotropic drugs is not uncommon. About one-half of
residents who exhibit "problem" behaviors will be physically restrained. and about one-half will receive
psychoactive medications - antipsychotics (neuroleptacs), antianxiety agents. and, to a lesser extent.
antidepressants. These interventions, however, have potentially serious negative side-effects, and many
nurses in nursing facilities report being uncomfortable using only physical restraints and/or psychotropica to manage residents with behavior problems. As a result. there is an increasing trend toward using
other interventions and treatments in addressing problem behaviors.

II. TRIGGERS
The MDS trigger items identify two types of residents for whom further review is suggested: residents
who exhibit the problem behaviors of wandering, being verbally abusive, being physically aggressive
and/or exhibiting socially inappropriate behaviors AND residents who are not currently exhibiting
problem behaviors but who are receiving treatment or intervention that might mask or prevent the manifestaion of the behavior (e.g. no wandering because restrained).
Review of behavior statis is suggested if residem has:
1. One or More Behavior Problems [H3a, H3b, I3c or H3d = I or 21
The possibility of elimination or reduced treatmentintervention is suggested if.
2. Behavior Improved [H7 = 11 AM Use of Antipsychotics OR Antidepressants
104a or 04c = I - 71
3. Behavior Improved [77=11 AM Use of Trunk OR Limb Restraints
[P3b or P3c = I or 21

m.

GUIDELINES
The items in this RAP (and in the RAP KEY) begin with those items that help to draw the distinction
between serious behavior problems and others that can be more easily accommodated. This is followed
by a section on potential causes or factors involved in the manifestation of problem behaviors the
resolution of wbich might reduce or eliminate the behavior(s).
EVALUATING THE SERIOUSNESS OF BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
The firusttrigger identifies residents who currently exhibit some type of problem behavior for which
additional or new treatment programs may be considered. Not all behaviors teed an extensive
intervention Some behaviors neither endanger nor distress the resident or others. For example, many

Behavor ProblemI
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hallucinations and delusions (when D a sign of a psychosi or an acuse condition such as delirium) ame
benign Residents with such behavioral manifestations may be accommodated (e.g.. tolerated, behavior
rechanteled or redirected) within the environment of the nursing facility. Thus. determining whether a
particular behavioral manifestation is a problem is an importatt step and involves determining the nantre
and severity of the behavior(s) in question and the effects of the behavior(s).
O

Behavional Msniftestnalon
fineeifc
pecivin

in the Most Recent 7-Day Period.

Review to determine the intensity, duration, and frequency of behavior problems over the last
7-day and 14-day periods. Did these change or vary over tuie?
Is there a pastern to the behavior manifestations based on observations over a 7-14 day tume
period? (Consider such factors as time of day, nature of the environment, what the resident and
others were doing at the time the problem behavior was manifested.)
Identifyin, Stahilitv/Cwhanee in the Nature of Behavioral Problemns
Identifying patterns of behaviors over time may help clarify the underlying causes of problem behaviors.
For example. such a review may reveal a pastern in which a residents catastrophic reactions typically
occur only in the presence of a particular combination of stiessors (e.g.. a person who can tolerate large
groups for singing but not for meals). Similarly. observing a resident over time may reveal that a
resident's seemingly random behaviors aie associated with particular events (e.g., yelling/screaming
associated with objecting to someone changing tie charnel during a favored television program:
wandering associated with the need to todet). Addressing the causes of such patterns may reduce or
eliminate the behavior.
How did behavior develop over time? Were problem signs evident eariier in the resident's stay
or even earlier in the resident's life?
Has resident experienced recent changes (e.g.. movement to a new unit, assigniment of new
nonlicensed direct care staff to the unit, change in medication. withdrawal fronma steatment
progrom. decline in cognitive status)?
Detemsnionini' the Ways in Which Behavior Prohlemn Iminaees on Other Funcionina.
Undermsanding that a behavior can - but does = always - interfere with a resident's self-performarce
and treatment regimens is useful in considering the need for interventions. This view can also help to
ensure that aggressive tracments or interventions (e.g., physical restraints or anspsychotics) are not
introduced simply to keep the resident "looking normal."
* Does the behavior endanger the resident? Others? If so. in what ways does it endanger the
resident or others?
* Are behavior problems related to daily variations in functional performance? If so, how?
* Does behavior problem lead to resistance to care?
* Does it lead to difficulties dealing with people and coping in the facility?
REVIEW OF POTENTIAL CAUSES OF BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
Many behaviors, however, are problematic for the resident or others. Many are directly associated with
acute health conditions, neurological diseases. or psychiatric conditions. Still others originate in the
resident's reaction to external factors, such as psychotropic medications. the use of physical restraints.
and stressors in the environment (e.g., loud noises, changes in familiar routines). Identifying the various
factors involved in the manifestation of problem behaviors is critical. Such a process may reveal conditions that can be resolved, thus eliminating or reducing the problem behaviors. Further, distinguishing
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among potential causesor irterrelationships is essintial to devebsping gn appropiate careplan (e.g.,
distinguishing between behaviors originating with neurological cordition as contrasted to a psychotic
syndrome). Consideradon of the items in theBehavior Problem 8A KEY (as well asin related RAPs
asindicated) should facilitate this process.

Decion-m g abity is a key indicator of effective cognitive skills Resolving acute confusional ate
or delirum, a potentially reversible problem, can be critical to behavior managementt(SeeDelirium
RAP if a diagnosis or signs and symptoms of delirium are p
)
For many residents with chruonicprogressive dementia, coah behaviors may continue in spite of remedial treatenes or interventions. In some instices thebehaviors will be distressing; however, in many
instarnes behaviors can be accommodated.For example, many residens who wander can be accommodated without restraints in shazatd-free environmenteSimilarly, theneeds and paterns of demarnding
rnsidents or those with catastrophic eactions can often be anticipated or the most disrupting reactions to
the distrems
alleviated. The Cognitive Loss/Demensia RAP refers to several istses that can be considered
for such residens. Thus,that RAP should be completed prior to this RAP on Behaviors for residents
who have cognitve problems.

Prwe. nf bt.,rhtvl Mond annd/or
Roltinnohln tnterrtm
Mood andrelatldoship problems often produce disturbed behaviors. if the underlying problems are
resolved, the behavior may lessen or stop.
Does the resident have an uruesolved mood stateor relationship problem that may lead to behavior problems (eg., anxiety disorder andagitanion depression or isolation andverbally
abusavebehavior)? Refer to the Psychosocal Wel-Being RAP andto the Mood StateRAP.
Is there an association among mood state.relationship. and behavior problems?
Cana causeand effect relationship be desermined?
* Doesthe resident experience a senseof frustration becauseof rejection by family? If so.does
this frustraion result in the resident verbally abusing staff or other residents?
t

Retstln-n

ItIIfIc-ltle-

That Mn. Afr.t.ehaviar

Doesthe presence or absenceof other persons precipitate an event?
. Was a combative act prompted by paranoid delusions about soother's motives or actions?
* Did recekt loss of a loved one. change in staff. an intrafacility move, or placement with a roommtaewith whom the resident cannot commuNicate lead to disruptive behavior?
E

m

hrnneti
Conditions

A review of the residemn's
behaviors over time may, asnoted earlier, reveal a pattern of behaviors that
helps identify the causesof the behaviors. Becauseenvironmental conditions often have a profound
effect on residost' behavior, these factors should be given special consideration,
* Amestaff sufficiently responsive? Do they recognie stressorsfor the resident and early
wating signs of problem behavior?
* Do staff follow the resder's familiar routines?
* Do noise, crowding or dimly lit aras tffect reAdem's behavior?
* Are other residet physically aggessive?

BdrhaiorekI
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Sometimes, the onset of acute illnsses andjor the worsSang of a chrorac tilness produces dissurbed
behaviors. Often identification and treatment of the illness will resolve the problem behavior. En
addition. a resideni with cesin chronic condittons. paticularty difficulties in making hisf¶er needs
understood or in understanding others may also exhibit problem behaviors that can be elimnintatedor
reduced if more effective methods of cometunication are adopted by staff and families. Sensory
impairments (vision. hearing) may also produce disruptive behaviors that would lessen or disappear if
the underlying condition were addressed.
Can physical health factors dose in rimeto the disurbed behavior be identified (e.g., pain or
discomfort from physical conditions such as arnhritis. constipation. or headache)?
* Can the observed behavior be associated with an acute illness (e.g., urinary tract infection, other
infections, fever, halludrnaorts/delusions. sleep deprivation, physical trauma, nutritional
deficiencies, weight loss. dehydrationuitsufficient fhitds. electrolyte disorder, or acute
hypotension)?
* Can the observed behavior be associated with the worsening of a chromic illness
(e.g., congestive heart failure. diabetes. psychoses, Alzheimer's disease or other dementia,
CVA. or hypoglyceania for a diabetic)?
* What was the role of impaired hearing, vision, or ability to communicate?
Ctrvrent Tr"

Proedrir

Positive *nd NmiiveCnn

ees

A number of treatment or management interventions may affect a resident's behavior. Some may have
had a positive efft.i while others may exacerbate existing problem behaviors - or produce new problems. Both are important to consider in reaching a decision about whether to proceed with a care plan
review the residen's interest in, use of. or participation in psychological
intervention For exsample.
treatment program(s). This review will be especially impontant for residents who have recently
experienced improved behavioral statms. For some residenta and some management programs,
continuation of treatments may be central to maintaining their new-found control. In other cases. either
the interventions can be normally reduced (at least on a trial basis), or the side effects of the intervention
in the ueatment regimen should be considered. For example. a drug or
maybe so severe that 2ateraidons
restraint program may result in increased conhision and agitation, reduced ADL self-performance. a
decline in mood, or a general decrease in the quality of life for the resident On the other hand, breaking
tasks of daily life down into smaller steps that the rtsident can comprehend and perform may reduce
stress and prevent problem behavior.
* Has the resident been reviewed by a psychiatrist etc.? Wben?
* Are there indicators that treamnents have helped resident gain increased control over life?
What were they?
* Can improvement be attributed to an identifiable tremnmem?
* If behavioral problems have lessened. can medication or behavior management programs be
withdrawn?
* Is the onset or change of behaviors associated with the sruit of (or change in prescription of) a
medicatior(s)?
* Is the behavior associated with the useof a physical restraint (e.g., increased agitation and
anger)?
* Has the resident received care in a specially designed therapeutic urdt?
* Are themespecial staff trainngtsuppon programs that focus on managing behavior problems?
What disciplines are involved? How frequentfcorsistent is the traniing?
* Has task segmentation been used to maximize resident involvement?
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BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Review of behavior status suggested if,

Review and describe problem behavior:

1. One or More Behavior Problems
[H3a. N3b, H3c or H3d = I or 21

1. Evaluating the seriousness and stability/
change of behavior probleims. Review of
intensity, duration. frequency and. if any, pattern
of behaviors. their development over time, and
their effect on the resident and others
[from record).

Review of treautent intervention suggested if:
2. Behavior Improved AND Use of Antipsychotics
or Antidepressants [H7 = I AND 04a or 04c =
1-71
3. Behavior Improved and Use of Tru or Limb
Resrraints [H7 =1 AND P3b or P3c = I or 21

Review potential causes that could be addressed
or resolved
1. Cognitive status problem. Delirium/periodic
disordered thinking [B5, J21. Alzheimer's [Jlhl
or other dementia JIll effects of stroke Ijlk;
from recordl.
2. Mood and/or relationship problems. Unsettled
relationships [G21. sad or anxious mood [H I],
psychiatric diagnosis [Ip, JlIq, JIrl.
3. Environmental conditions. Staff responses.
presence of stressful conditions or physically
aggressive resident, departure from residents
normal routines [from record; Interviews with
staff. resident).
4. Illness/conditions. Onset of acute illness.
worsening of chronic illness. and other related
problems. such as ClIf [Jlel, pneumonia [Jlol,
diabetes lJlyl. septicemia [Jiddl. UTI [lteel or
other infection (from recordl, constipation
(Kia!. fever [Kit!. hallucinations/delusions
[Klg!. pain [KIJ, faDlwith physical trauma to
head[K2; from record).
5. Communication deficits. Difficulty making
self understood [C41 and/or understanding others
[CS).
6. Sensory impairments. Hearing/visual problems
[CI; DIl.
7. Treatment/mainagement procedures.
Antipsycatiecs. antianxiety/hypnonics.
antidepressants 1041.trunk, limb or chair
restraints [P31.behavior management program
[HS; from record).
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: ACTIVMES
1

PROBLEM
The Activiries RAP targets residems for whom a revised activity care plan may be required to identify
those residents whose inactivity may bea major complication in their lives Resident capabiDites may
not be fully recognized: the resident may have recently moved into the facility or staff may have focused
too heavily on the instrumental needs of the resident andmay have lost sight of complications in the
institutional environment.
Resident involvement in passive as well asactive activities can be asimportant in thenursing home as it
was in thecommunity. The capabilities of the avermge resident have obviously been altered as abilities
and expectations change, disease intervenes. situational opportnitiesbecomecss frequent. andextended
social relationships lesscommon. Bustsomething that should never be overlooked is thegreat variability
within the resident population: many will have ADL deficits, but few will be totally dependent: impaired
cognition wiU be widespread, but so wiU the ability to apply old skills andlearn sew ones; andsense
may be imnpaired but some type of two-way communication is almost always possible.
For the nursing home, activity planning isa universal need.For this RAP, the focus is on cases where
the system may have failed the resident. or wher the resident has distressing conditions that wamSant
review of the activity camrplan. The types of casmsthat will be tnggered ar: (I) residents who have
indicated a desire for additional activity choices: (2) cognitively intact. distressed residents who may

benefit from an enriched activity programs (3) cognitively deficient. distressed residents whose activity
levels should be evaluated; and(4) highly involved residents whose health may be in jeopardy because of
their failure to "slow down."
questions may be helpful:
In evaluating triggered cases, the following generad
Is inactivity disproportionatte to the resident's physical/cognitive abilities or limitations?
Have decreased demands of nursing home life removed the need to make decisions, to set

schedules, to meet challenges? Have these changes contributed to resident apathy?
What is the nature of the naturally occurring physical and mental challenges the resident
experience in everyday life?
In what activities is the resident involved? Is he/she normally an active participant in the life of
the unit? Is the resident reserved. but actively aware of what isgoing on around himfter? Or is
of surroundings and activities that take place?
hetshe unaware
Are there proven ways to extend the resident's inipuisitive/active engagement in activities?
Might simple staff actions expedite resident involvement in activities? For example: Can
equipment be modified to permit greater resident access of the unit? Can the resident's location
or position be changed to permit greater access to people. views, or programs? Can time and/or
distance limitations for activities be made less demanding without destroying the challenge?
Can staff modes of interacting with the resident be more accommodating, possibly less
threatening, to resident deficits?

n.

TRIGGERS
The following sen of MDS based conditions indicate those residents who will require further review, as
well as the types of the action that may be required:
I. Revised activity plan suggested if:
Resident Prefers More or Different Activity Choices 15 = 11
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2. Revised activity care plan suggested to help resident overcome resident distress when ALL THREE
of the following conditions met:
a. LiardeNo involvement in activities [12= 2 or 31
b. OneMore of following indicators of Distresz:
* Unsettled elationships in any area [G2a G2b G2c. G2d = Any checkedI
* Sadness over lost roles/status IG3b = checkedI
Verbal expressions of sad mood (Ha = cheekedI
Withdrawn-as indicated by complete absence of General Activiy Preferences
(14J = checked)
c. Two or more of following indicators of Communicaton/Cognitive Ability:
*
*
*
*

Short-term memory OK [B2a = 01
At least some decision-making ability (B4 = 0, 1,or 21
UnderstoodAtsually understood by others (C4 = 0 or II
Understood/usually understand others (CS =0 or 1I

3. Review of activity care plan to detenmine if its modification might help to overcome resident distress
when either of the following conditions met:
* -a- and -b- conditions above AND resident is bedfast (E4b = checked)
* -a- and -b- condstions above AND resident has NoorOnvne of the four indicators of
CommunicationlCognitive ability (c. above).
4. Review of activity care plan suggested if: Most involvement in activities (12= 01 AM Two or more
checked in measurement of time awake [Ila, lib, ie = more than I checked]

m.

GUIDELINES
The followup review looks for factors that may impede resident involvement in activities. Although
many factors can play a mle. age as a valid impediment to paricipation can normally be ruled ouL If age
continues to be linked as a major cause of lack of participation. a staff education program may prove
effective remedying what may be overpmtecisve staff behavior.
Is Resident S aitably
Chaltenged Overstimulated? To some extent, competence depends on environmental demands. When the challenge is not sufficiently demanding, a resident can become bored.
perhaps withdrawn. may resort to fault-finding and perhaps even behave mischievously to relieve the
boredom. Eventually, such a resident may become less competent because of the lack of challenge. In
contrasat when the resident lacks the competence to meet challenges presented by the surroundings, he or
she may react with anger and aggressiveness.
* Do available activities correspond to resident lifetime values, attitudes, and expectations?
* Does resident consider 'leisure activities" a waste of time - he/she never really learned to
play, or to do things just for enjoyment?
* Have the residents wishes and prior activity patterns been considered by activity and nursing
pmfessionals?
* Have staff considered how activities requiring lower energy levels may be of interest to the
resident - e.g.. reading a book, talking with family and fnends, watching the world go by,
knitting?
Does the resident have cognitivefuncdonal deficits that either reduce options or preclude
involvement in all/most activities that would otherwise have been of interest to him/her?
Health-related factors that may affect narticinstion inactivities Diminished cardiac output, an acute
illness, reduced energy reserves, and impaired respiratory function are some of the many reasons that
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cixd s need ort trecessarily incapacitete e resdem ADI
activity Levelmay decline. Moat of dthese
too often. dicase-isaluced reduction of activi9y may lead to progressive decline through disuse. and
fuhsr decreae in activity levela. However, thispastern can be broken: many activities can be continl limb.
ued if they e adapted to requsre lea exertion or if die reidenS is helped in adapting to lost

decreased comunication ills, new appliances, and so forh.
*Is residnt sufri

*Is
maid

from an e

health probe?

hindered because of embarrassmicrulaneast due to dte presenee of healih-related

equnem (trths. oxygen tank colostomy bi;.wheelchair)?

* Ha the resident recovered from an illness? Isthe capacity for parnicipatiou in activities
* Ha an Mb left the resident with some disability (eg., slurred speecdhecessity for use of
canetwalkedwheeldsair. limited use of hands)?
for partcpaion in prefemd
* Does m nems treauncssregimen allow ittle time or estergy
activities?
function, mood, or behavior When
cimmuin'icaign
onitin.
- c
finmslam.
pathologic changes occur in any aspect of the maidens's competenc, the pleasurable challenge of

RecW decinet in ,dem

activities may trnow. Of special ine atmprobeatic changes that may be related to tweuse of
psychoaltive medicimans. WLen resddems or staff overieact to sucs losses. compeslsusory strategies may
be helpful - e.g.. impaired reidents may benefit from periods of both aciivity and est: ask segmenation can be crasidered: or available resident energies can be reserved for pleasurable activities (e.g.,
using usual mammareserves to walk to the card room raster thanso shebathroom) or activities that have
individual significance (eg.. sittisng unsstesnded at a daily prayer service rather than at group activity
program).

been ovepromective? Orhive they misread sheseriousss of resident
* H staff orthe meidens
cognitivelfanetional decline? In what ways?
* Hu t1e residem retaitnl skills, or the capacity to learn new skills, sufficient to permit greater
Atity invoemmt?
* Does staff imow whot the refidenm was lie prior to the most recent dechne? Has the physical/

other staff offered a prognosis for the residem's future recovery. or change of continued
decline?

tolerate or would be harmed
* is there asnysubstantal remso to believe that thl resident caumwi
by increased activity lveLs? What reasons suppont a counter opinion?
Is this realistic?
activity?
new
a
specific
or
master
* Doearesident retain any desire to letarn
* Ha them been a lack of participation in the majonty of activities whics hesAhe stated us
prefe

area, even though these types of activities are provided?

factors include recent changes in resident location, facility rules.
Ef
nviroasnmental

in

season of the yea.r and physical sae limitatiousithat hinder effective resident involvement

of thefacility's envionment hamper
* Does the ierplay of pessonal. Social and physical
involvement usactivities? How might dii be addtessd?
actvty levels affiected by the season of the year or the natre of die weather duing
* Are
the MtDS semmxt period?

* Cm the resiadnt Ae to pasicipate in or to create an activity? How is this influenced by
facilty mes?

. Does msdem prefer to be with others. but dte physical layout of the unit gels in the way? Do
odEor ffanres the phsycal plans fnsrate dweresient's desire to be involved in the life of 11w
bouity? What conreetive am'nam posshile? Have any been taken?
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Chsnwe~s
in avbiloailirn of famwilv/ftiendntssaff sutmon Many rsidents wil experience no only a chaunge
n residence but Ialsoa loss of relstionships. When this occurs, staff may wish to consider ways for a
resident to develop a supportive relationship with another resident staff member or volunteer that may
increase the desire to socialize with others and/or to attend and/or paticipte in activities with this new
friend.
Has a staff person who has been insrumental in involving a residenit in activities left the
facility/beem reassigned?
Is a new member in a group activity viewed by a resident astaking over?
. Has another resident who was a leader on the unit died or left the unit?
Is resident shy, unable to make new friends?
Does resident's expression of dissatisfaction with fellow residents indicate he/she does not want
to be a pars of an activities group?
Possible Confounding Problens to be Considered for Those Now Actively Involved in Activities Of
special interest arecardiac and other diseases that might suggest a need to slow down.

Activities 4
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AC1rVnjRAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

I. Revised activity plan suggested if: Resident
Prefers More or Different Activity Choices
[15= 11

Problems to be considered as activity plan is
developed:

2. Revised activity plan suggested to help resident
overcome distress if ALL of the following:
a. Litle or no involvement in activities
[12 = 2 or 31
b. Distress: Any indicators of unsenled
relationships lG2a. G2b, G2c, G2d = any
checked) OR Sadness over lost roles/status
[G3b = checked] OR Verbal expressions of
sad mood [HIa = checkedl OR Absence of
general activity preferences l14J = checked]
c. Two or more indicators of intact
Communication and/or Cognitive Ability:
- Short-term memory OK [B2a = 01
- Some decision-making ability
[84 = 0, I or 21
- Undersnood/usially understood by others
lC4=Oor 11
- UnderstandsAusually understands others
[CS =0 or 11
3. Revised activity plan suggested to determine
whether modifications might help resident
overcome distress if all of the following:
a. Uile or no involvement in activities
[12 = 2 or 31
b. Distress: Two or more indicators of unsealed
relationships [G2a, G2b, G2c, G2d = two or
more checkedl OR Sadness over lost roles/
statis IG3b = checkedl OR Verbal expressions of sad mood (His = checked] OR
Absence of general activity preferences [14J =
checkedl
c. Resident it bedfast IE4b = checkedl OR
None or OnLl One indicator of intact Communication and/or Cognitive AbiDliy:
- Short-term memory OK Wela= 01
Some decision-making ability
[94 = 0,1I or 21
Understood/usually understood by othes
IC4=Oor 11
Understands/usually understands others
(CS = 0 or 11
4. Review of activity plan suggested if,
Resident has Most time involvement in activities
112= 01 AND is awake all or most of time
(Ila, llb, lHe = more than I checked)

42-903 0 - 91 - 7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cognitive starts (El
Unstable/acute health conditions II31
Number of teanen received (Pli
Time in Facility (INTAKE 121
Use of psychoactive medications (041

Confounding problems to be considered:
ac dysrhythmias IJlbl,
Hypertension (Jldl, CVA (Jlk1
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RESiDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: FALLS
1.

PROBLEM
Falls are a common source of serious injury and death among the eldefly. Each year, 40% of nousing
home residents fall. Up to 5% of falls result in fmaciues; an addiuonal 15% result in soft tissue injuries.

Moreover, most elders are afraid of falling, and this fear can limit their activities.
In about one-third of fals, a single potential cause can be identified: in two-thirds, more than one risk
factor wil be involved. Risk factors that ale internal to the resident include the resident's physical health
and functional status. External risk factors include medication side effects, tie use of appliances and
restaints. and environmental conditions. Identification and assessment of those who have fallen and
those who are at high risk of falling are the goals of this RAP.
fl. TRIGGERS
Residents who have fallen at least once are at high risk for future falls. unless underlying causes of the
falls can be identified and resolved. Thus. review is suggested if there is pocersial for additional falls.
1. Fell in Past 30 Days rK2a = checkedl
2. FellinPast3l-l80DaysK[2b= deckedl
Identifying and addressing nsk factors is also an important preventive step for individuals who are at
x= high nsk of falls but have not yet fallen. The resident who has not yet had a fall is at highest risk
when all three conditions listed in the thid trigger are met Elderly persons with all three rsks have a
nearly certain probability of falling within six months. unless risks can be reduced. Thus, review is
suggested for a resident with hig iskfrinil fAIhs:
3. No Indication of Fall IK2a. K2b = not checked AN TOORMORE of following:
*Use of Any Psychoactive Drugs (04a. 04b or 04c = 1-71
*Impaired Sense of Balance IE4a. E4J = any checked]
*Bedfast or Hemi/Quadriplegia or Poor Leg Control [E4b. E4d. E4e, E4h = any checked]

m. GUIDELINES
To reach a decision on a cameplan. begin by reviewing whether one or more of Uhe
major risk factors
listed on the RAP KEY amepresent. Clauifying information on the nature of the risk or type of issue to be
considered for the RAP KEY items follows.
Is There 2 Previo.. lltar, or Ftt. or an. the Fall an Isolated Event?
Refer to the MDS. reports of the family, and incident reports.

Review to determine whether the items listed on the RAP KEY under the following headings are
present Each of these represetus an underlying health problem or condition that can cause falls and
may be addressed to prevent hature falls.
* Carvagl
* Weuromuscularifunctinnal

*

Qnh

* Pchitualc
.Psvchianricor cormitive.
Falls I
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Fxter.,l Risk Factor.
These risk factors can often be modified to reducetheresident's risk of falls.
. MhiiLUaM Cernaindrugs can produce falls by causing resiaedproblems (hypotension.
muscle rigidity, impaired balance. other extrapyramidal side effects [e.g., tremorsj, and
alertness). These drugs include: ajuipsychotics. anuianxiety/typnotics,
decreased
cardiovascular medications. anddiuretics.
anmidepressarts.
administered prior to or after the fall?
* Were thesemeedicatiorns
* If prior to the fall. how close to it werethey first administered?
. j nitne ori tle.D e.
* i the resident who falls (or is at risk of falling) usesan appliance, observe hislter use of the
appliance for possible problems.
* Review the MDS andthe residents record to determine whether restraints were usedprior to
thefall andmight have contributed to the fal (e.g., causing a decline function or an increasein
agitation).
* F n mentsl/Sotutoomi H2tOLI Many easily modifiable hazards (e.g., poor lighting.
patterned carpeting, poorly arrangedfurniture) in the enviromenet may causefalls both in
relatively healthy andin frail elderly rnsideis.
For Those Who Have Falle, Previolv. Review theCirmsumtanees I Inder Which the Fall
Attempt to gather informanon on most recentfall. Neededinformation includes:
sinsl e st meai.
neces
Takime
* At rsideno doing usuainr unusuaiacbrvity?e
reamhing?
heohe stainung sdUharwafking? Reaching upor down? Not
h Was
e f pcople? Responding to bladdernbowel urgmncy?
in a crowd
* Wa resid ut
tloors? Foreign objects in waekway? New fusi)ure placem.t or
sn
lWastheaeglare vr liquid
other changesin environment?
*Is there a pattem of falls in any of the above circumstancies?
was doing during the faUl.have her/him perform that activity and
*If you tknow what the rcsidenm
observe (protect resident to ensune that a faUldoes not occur during this test).
Taixenecessary vitai signs:!
*At time of fall, obtain supine aridupright blood pressure and heart rate. fF the resident doesnot
havea serious injury such asa fracture of the hip or lower extremity.
circumstances of a fail (e.g.. if the resident feil 10minutes after eating a
.When repmoducing
large meal. take Vititisigns 10 minutes after the residents cats).I
* Measure blood pressureandheantratewhen the resident is supine AND I and3 minutes after
standing: note temperature andrespiratory rate.
For Resident%At Ris, of Future F2il.. Revie, FnvirnonentaU/ituatinnal Facta, to "etermine
Whether Mndioletign. Am Needed
* Observe residet's usual pauem of interaction with his/ter environme-the way he/shegets
out of bed. walks. turns, getsin andout of cijairs. usesthe bathroom. Observations may reveal
environmental solutions to prevent falls.
* Observe hin/ter getting onutof bed, walking 20 fee turning in a360 cirle. standing up from a
andusing thebathroom.
chair without pushing off with his/her anms(fold armsin fromn),

Falls2
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FALLS RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Potential for ADDIONAL FALLS
suggested if:

Review risk factors fOr falls to identify problems
that mny be addresd/resolvedr

1. Fell in Past 30 Days [K2a = diecked]
2. Fell in Past 31-IS0 Days [K2b = checked!

1. Multiple Falls. (K2a. K2bJ

High Risk for INITIAL FALL suggested iff
3. No Indications of Falls fK2a, K2b = not
checkedl AND TWO OR MORE of the
following:
- Use of any Psychoutpic Drugs
104a4 04b or 04e = 1.71
- Impaired Sense of Balance
[E4&, E4J = any checked!
- Bedfast or Hemi/Quadriplegis or Poor Leg
Control IE4b, E4d, E4e, E4h = any
checkedl

2. Intersal Risk Factor
a CWdnSQ= Cardiac dysrhythmia UJlbl
Hypotension Jilel. Syncope [Klml
==
=
:CVA
[Ulk1,
b. l
Parkinson's [Jlml. Cbronic/acue condition
make snstable [K31, Hemiplegi [E4dl.
Loss of leg or arm movement [E4f, E4hl.
Unsteady gait [E4i1. icosinence [Fll.
Decline in functional status (ES),
Seizure disorder IJlcc!
c. Onhomdic: Arthritis [l1wl. Joint pain
(KUI! Osteopomsis [lIbbl. Fracture of the
hip [K2cl
d.
frmua: Impaired heasing (Cll.
Dizzineustnigo [Klcl
e. fychhit ic or coUeritive: Decdine in
cognitive skDlls(B6i. Alzheimer's [Jlhl.
Other Dementia [Jill. Delidum (B5]
Manic depressive [JIrl
3. Exletunal Factor
a. Mejuimm: Psydsotropic meds
[04a, 04b, 04cl cardiovascular meds and
diuretics [from recordl
b. Awija
eies (time started):
paceasaer/walker/cane [E5; from recordl;
physical restraiins P3b, P3c P3dl
c. Envmmnentsl/sitrsanu1 hazaids and. if
relevn ircumstances nf recent fat(sl:
glate; poor illumination; slippery floors;
uneven surfaces: pastemed carpets: objects in
walkway, new arsangement of objecis
recent move intolwithin facility; proximity to
aggressive resident time of day- rinesince
meal; type of activity; standing stilVwalking
in a crowded ara; reacttingnot reachign
responding to bladder/bowel urgency
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: NUTRITIONAL STATUS
1.

PROBLEM
Malnutrition is not a response to normal aging it can arise from many causes. Its presence may signal the
worsening of a life-threatening ilnless. and it should always be seen as a dramatic indicator of the
resident's risk of sudden decline. Severe malnutrition is. however, relatively rare, and this RAP focuses
on signs and symptoms that suggest that the resident may be at risk of becoming malnourished. For
many who are triggered. there will be no obvious. outward signs of malnutrition. Prevention is the goal.
and early detection is the key.
Early problem recognition can help to ensure appropriate and timely nutritional intervention For many
residents. simple adjustments in feeding patterns may be sufficient For others, compensation or
correction for food intake problems may be required.
Within a nutrition program. food intake is best accomplished via oral feedings. Tube (enteral) feeding is
normally limited to residents who have a demonstrated inability to orally consume sufficient food to
prevem major malnutrition or weight loss. Parenteral feeding is normally limited to life-saving sinuations
where both oral and enteral feeding is contraindicated or inadequate to meet nutrient needs. Oral feeding
is clearly preferred. Depending on the nanire of the problem, residents can be encouraged to use finger
foods; to Lakesmall bites: to use the tongue to move food in the mouth from side to side: to chew and
swallow each bite: to avoid food that causes mouth pain. etc. Therapeutic programs can also be designed
to review for the need for adaptive utensils to compensate for problems in sucking. closing lips, or
grasping utensils: to help the confused resident maintain a fixed feeding routine. etc.

II.

TRIGGERS
Nutritional problem suggested if any of following observed:
1. Nutrition Deficiency ICD codms 1J2 = 260, 261, 262,263,263.0.263.1, 263.2,263. or 263.91
2. Weight Loss - Significant unintentional weight loss in the past month (5% or more) or six
months(10%ormore)isamajorriskindicator. (L2c= 11
3. Taste Alterations L3a = checkedi. Some diseases can disrupt the senseof tastes, and this can
affect food intake. For example. some residents undergoing cancer therapy may find proten-like
foods to be repugnant: other foods may taste bitter. overly sweet, or have no taste at all.
4. Hunger [L3d = checked]. In the absence of weight loss and in the presence of well-balanced and
adequate meals. hunger is inconsistent with a good quality of life. In the presence of weight loss
or in the absence of a well designed nutrition program at the facility. hunger can be an early
indicator of a deficient food service program for this resident.
5. ParenteralliV feeding [L4n = checkedl. Tube or parenteral feedings may be essential for the
resident who is unable to swallow oral nutriment without choking or aspirating (as in cases of
Parkinson's disease and amyotmphic lateral sclerosis [ALS 1. or if staff have not been able to
maintain or improve the residents nutritional status through oral intake alone.
6. Mechanically altered diet. syringe (oral) feeding, or therapeutic diet iL4c. L4d. L4e = any
checked . An overly managed diet may cause malnutrition because of the resident's refusal to cat
a narrow group of selected foods or because of disinterest in the available food. The resident on
such a diet must also be monitored to ensure that there is no unintended weight loss.

Status I
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7. Leaves 25% of food uneaten at most meals [L3e = checked). Assuming that portions are not
excessive, this is a important indicator of the need to identify the cause of the problem. Several
factors may account for this patiens poor appetite secondary to mental or confusional problems or
other disease (eg., Alzheimer's disuse. confusion, depression. cancer, food intolerances,
gasroparesis secondary to diabetes mellitus. constipation); food quality may be questionable;
resident may not be permited to mtuefood preferences; mealtimes may be poorly spaced; or
quality of the food service andwr dining experience may be unacceptable.
8. Presence of pressure ulcers IN2 = 1, 2,3 or 41. Malnutrition and weight loss can cause pressure
ulcers; pressure ulcers, in umt,can causemalnutrition. Stage H. III, and IV pressure ulcers and
major stasis ulcers increase the resident's requirement for calories, protein. and fluid, and, to a
lesser extent, vitamin C. zinc. and most other nutrietis.

mI. GUIDELINES
RESIDENT FACTORS THAT MAY IMPEDE ABILITY TO CONSUME FOOD

Residents with oral abscesses, ill-fitting dentures, teeththat an broken. loose. catious or missing, or
thoseon mechanically altered diets frequently cannot eat enough food to meet their calone and olher
nutient needs. Significant weight loss can, in mm result in poorly fitting dentures and infecions that
can lead to more weight loss.
Sallowin nroe_
Swallowing problems arise in several contexts: the long-term result of chemotherapy, radiation therapy.
or surgery for malignancy (including head and neck cancer); fear of swallowing because of COPD/
emphysema/asthma; stroke; hemniplegia or quadriplegia; Alzheimer's disease or other denmentia; and
ALS.
Reduced abilit, to feed spfi
Reduced ability to feed self can be due to arthritis. contractures. parial or total loss of voluntary aim
movement. hemiplegia or quadrtiplegia. vision problems, inability to perform activities of daily living
without significant assistance.
and coms.
Possible Medical taun.
Numerous conditions and diseases can result in increased mntrient requirements (calories, protein.
vitamins. minerals, water, andfiber) for residents. Among dteseare cancer and cancer therapies,
Parkinson's disease with tremors. septicemia. pneumonia. gastrointestinal influenza, fever, vomiting,
diarthea and other forms of malabsorption including excessive nutrient loss from ostomy, bums. pressure
ulcers, COPD/emphysemnaasthlua. Alzheimer's disease with concomitant pacing or wandering, and
hyperthymidism.
Malira.nce.rnd nutritional
of tbemotberane
cnhttuents
radiation thersom/surfer,. For
the resident undergoing therapy aimed at remission or curm aggressive nutritional support is
necessaty to achieve the goal; for the resident with incurable malignancy who is undergoing
palliative therapy or is not responding to curative therapy,aggressive nuritionial support is often
medically inappropriate.
* Have the wishes of the resident and family concerning aggressive nuritonal support been
ascertarned?
Nutrsuanal Staus 2
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AnUaia (rutritional defidciecy. not ra ahmition). A hemattocit of less than 41% is predictive of
increased morbuidity td morality for residents.
weaknes. paleness of r
* Ameshortness of breit
clubbing of nails presenr?

u membrans and nailbeds atffidr

Chronic CflOP incrctases calorie needs andcan be cuoplicated by an elevated fear of choking
when eating or drinking.
h (hequently seen with congestive hearn failure. hypertension. zcdma,and
of I
m _rnii
COPD/emphysema/asdurts). This is antiher condition that can cause afear of eating and
dnnking. with a cornequent reduction in food inuake
C

Ohtinintm

_ _utin/i

canlralioit appeite

lDr~y~ruin~dl nmrrmxi2 often causcs decreased or altered ability to tase and smell foods.

PROBLEMS TO BE REVIEWED FOR CAUSAL LINK
Dementia, depression. paranoid fears thatfood is poisoned. ard mental retardation can all lead to
anorexia. resulting in significanu amounts of uneasen food and subsequent weighs loss.

Betivinr nuiiefn. and nrnbIcsr
Residents who are fearfuL who pace or wander, withdraw from activities. caot communicate. or refuse
to communicate. often rfuse to eator wiU eat onlya limited variety and amount of foods. Left
untreated, behavior problems that result in refusal to eat can cause significant weight loss and subsequent
malnutition.
* Does resident use food to gain itaffatemion?
* Is resident unable to understand the imporsan=e of eating?
Inabilit, to Comnunicte.
For most residents. enjoying food and mealtimes crucially affects quality of life. Inability to make food
andmealtime preferenes known can esult in a resident eating poorly, losing weight, and being
unhappy. Malnutrition dueto poor communication usualy indicates substandard care. Early correction
of communication problems, where possible, can prevent maltutfition.
* Does she area in which meals are served lend itself to socializaton among residents? Is it a
place where social communication can easily take place?
staff and/or adequate time in feeding or assisting
Has therebeen a failure to provide adequate
residents to eat?
* Has there beena failure to recognize the needamdsupply adaptive feeding equipment for
residents who can be helped to self-feed with such assistance?
capable of tesling staff that Wste bhs a problem with the food being served * is the resi
e.g.. finds it to be unappetizing or unattratively presened?

Amnidan
Weight loss may be due to an ateputasion.

Nutrntioal S5a 3
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NUTRITIONAL STATUS RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Malnuttition problem suggested if

Factors that impede ability to consume food:

I. Nuitional Deficiency UJ2= 260,261,262,263,
263.1, 2632, 263.8 or 263.91

1.
2.
3.
4.

2. Weight loss (L2c = 11
3. Taste alterations [L3a = checkedl
4. Hunger (I3d = checkedl
5. ParemeraljlV feeding (L4a = checked!
6. Mechanically altereddiet. syringe (oral feeding),
or therapeutic diet [L4c. L4d. Le = any
checked I
7. Leaves 25% or more food uneatenat most meals
IL3e = checked!

Chewing problems (Lial
Swallowing problems (Llbl
Reducedability to feed self lEZel
Possible medical causes:Cancer Ills., cancer
therapies [Pla. PMbl, septicemia Jlddl,
pneumonia (Ulol.fever (KIt!, diarthea [KlbI.
ostsomy
losses IF3h], anemia Uvl. sbormiess
of
brealh (KIII, andnstenlatedication interactions (e.g.. antipsychotics. cardiac drugs,
diusesics.laxatives, antacids) [from recordl

Problems to be reviewed for possible relationship
to nutritioal status problem:
1. Mental problems: fear that food is poisoned
[from record; Hia, Hle, Alzheimer's IJlhl.
other dementia IJll,.anxiety disorders (Jlpl.
depression UJlql

8. Pressure sores(N2 = 1,2 3 or 41
2. Behavior problems: Slowness in self feeding
IE7ck.pacing [Hlil. wudering (IH3la failue to
eat and withdrawal fror activities WHMd!.
throwing food (IKM]
3. inability to communicate: Consaoae [IBI.
unable to make food and mealtime preferences
known (CM!. anddifficulty
akingself
understood (C41.difficulty understanding others
(CSI. aphasia(JIJI
4. Aptsation (E4xLi
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: FEEDING TUBES
T. PROBLEM
The efficacy of tube feedings is difficult to assess. When the complications and problems are known to
be high and the benefits difficult to delermine. the efficacy of tube feedings as a long-term reatment for
individuals requires careful evaluation
Where residents have difficulty eating and staff have limited time to assist them,insertion of feeding
tubes for the convenience of nursing staff is an unacceptable rationale for use. The only rationale for
such feedings is demonstrated medical need io prevent malnutrition or dehydration. Even here, all
possible alternatives should be explored prtor to using such an approach for long-tetm feeding, and
restoraton to normal feeding should remain the goal throughout the tmeatment program.
Use of nasogastic and nasointestinal tubescan result in many complications including, but not limited
to: agitation. seif-extubation (removal of the tube by the patiem), infections. aspiration, unintended
misplacement of the tube in the trachea or lungs. inadvertent dislodgement and pain.
This RAP focuses on reviewing the mtmusof the resident using tubes. The Nutritonal Status and
Dehydration/Fluid Maintenance RAPs focus on resident needs that may warrant the use of tubes. To
help clarify the latter issue, the following guidelines indicate the type of review process required to
ensure that tubes are used in only the exceptional and acceptable situation. As a general nile. residents
unable to swallow or eat food and unlikely to cat within a few days due to physical problems in chewing
or swallowing (e.g.. stroke or Parkinson's disease) or mental problems (e.g.. Alzheimer's depression)
should be assessed regarding the need for a nasogastric or nasointestinal tube or an alternative feeding
method. In addition, if normal caloric intake is substantially impaired with etndotracheal
tubesor a
tracheostomy. a nasogastric or nasointestinal tube may be necessary.Finally, tubes may be used to
prevent meal-induced hypoxemia (insufficient oxygen to blood), which occurs with patients with COPD
or other pulmonary problems that interfere with eating (e.g.. use of oxygen. bronchodilators.
tracheostomy. endouiacheal tube with ventilator support).
1. Assess causes of poor nutritional status that may be identified and corrected as a first step in
determining whether or not a nasogasuric or nasointestinal tube is necessary (see Nutritional Satus
RAP).
(a) Eating. swallowing and chewing disorders can negatively affect nutritional staais (low weight
in relation to height. weight loss. sexnmalbumin level, and dietary problems) and the initial
task is to determine the potential causes and period of time such problems are expected to
persist. Recent lab work should also be reviewed to determine if there are electolyte
imbalances, fluid volume imbalances. BUN. creatinine. low scnim albumin. and low sentm
protein levels before treatment decisions are made. Laboratory measurement of sodium and
potassium tell whether or not an electrolyte imbalance exists. Residents taking diuretics may
have potassium losses requiring potassium supplements. If these types of imbalances cannot
be corrected with oral nutrition andfluids or intravenous feedings, then a natogastric or
nasointestinal tube may be considered.
(b) Determine whether fluid intake andhydration problems are short-term or long-term.
(c) Review for gasirointestinal distention. gastrointestinal hemontrage. increased gastric acidity.
potential for stress ulcers, and abdominal pain.
(d) Identify pulmonary problems (e.g.. COPD and use of endotracheal tubes, tracheostomy. and
other devices) that interfere with eating or dehydration.
Feeding Tubes I
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(e) Review for mental status problems that interfere with eating such as depression, agitation.
delirium. dementia. and mood disorders.

(M Review for other problems such ascardiovascular disease or stroke.
2.

Determine the need for such a tube. Examine alternatives.
Atternatives to nasogastric and ruasoinrinal tubesshould always be considered. Intravenous
feedings should be used for short-term therapy as a tmanmtesnof choice or at least a first option.
Jejunostomy may have some advantages for long-term therapy. although may increase the nsk for
infection. A gastrostomy is better tolerated by agitated patients and those requinng prolonged
therapy (more than 2 weeks). Gastrostsiny with bolus feedings is preferable to nasogastric or
nasointesinial tubesfor long-term therapy for comfort reasonsandto prevent the dislodgement
and complications associated with nasal mbes. It is also less disfiguring as it can be completely
hidden under clothing when not in toe.

3. Assure informed consent and right to refuse teatment. Informed consent is essential before
inserting a nasogastric or nasointestinal tube. Potential advantages disadvantages, and potential
complications need to be discussed. Resident preferences arenormally given the greatest weight
in decisions regarding tube feeding. State laws and judicial decisions must also be taken into
account If the resident is not competent to make the decision. a durable power of attorney or
living will may determine who has the legal power to act on the residents behalf. Where the
resident is not competent or no power of atorney is in effect. the physician may have the
responsibility for making a decision regarding the use of tubefeeding. In any case. when illness is
terminal and/or irreversible, technical means of providing fluids and nutrition can represent
extraordinary rather than ordinary means of prolonging life.
4. Monitor for complications and correct/change procedures and feedings when necessary.Periodic
changing of the nasogastric and intestinal tubes is necessary, although the appropriate interval for
changing tubes is not clear. Assessment anddetermination of continued need should be
completed before the tube is reinserted. Specific written orders by the physician arerequired.
Individuals as niskof pulmonary aspiration (such as those with altered pharyngeal reflexes or
unconsciousness) should be given a nasointestrinal tube rather than a nasogastric tube. or other
medical alternative. Those at risk for displacement of a nasogastric tube. such as those with
coughing. vomiting, or endotracheally intubated. should also be given a nasointestinal tube rather
than a nasogasric tube or other medical alternative.

U. TRIGGER
1. Tubes currently in use. IL4b = cheekedl

m.

GUIDELINES
COMPLICATIONS OF TUBE FEEDING
To reiterate. serious potential negative connequenesinclude agitation, depression. mood disordon.
self-exrubatron (removal of the tube by the patient). infections. aspirations. misplacement of tube in
trachea or lungs, pain. andtube dysfunction. Abnomial labvalues can be expected andshould be reviewed.

FeedingTubes 2
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Infenion in the trches orlunm, Gastic organisms grow as a result of Rlkalizing (raising) toe gastric
pH. Gasuc colonization results in transmission of gastric organisms to the trachea and the development
of nosocomial pneumonia. In one study. colonization in 89* of patients within 4 days in ventilated
patients with enteral nutition was found with nosocomial respiratory infection in 62% of the patients
studied. Symptoms of respiratory infections to be monitored include coughing. siortness of breath.
fever, chest pain, respiratory arrest, delirium. confusion. and seizunres.
into the trnchea and the luns. The incidence i5 difficult to determine.
Avoiration of eastr noresnisms
is relatively high.
but most studies suggest "
_nadverientresniratr sacement of the tubeisthemost common side effect of tube placemenL In one
study. 15%of small-bore nasogasuic tubes and 27-50% of nasointestinal tubes were found to be out of
their intended position upon radiographic examination without any oher evidence of displacement
Respiratory placement can occur in any patient. but is most likely in those who are neurologically
depressed. heavily sedated. unable to gag, or endotracheally intiubated. Deteuing such placement is
difficult: the folowing comments address this issue:
Radiologic detection is the most definitive means to detect tube displacement. Under this procedure. pneumolhorax and inadvertent placement in the respiratory tract can be avoided by first
placing the feeding tube in the esophagus with the tip above the xiphoid process and then securing
the tube and confirming placement with a chest x-ray. Then the tube may be advanced into the
stomach and another x-ray taken to confirm the position. Tbe stylet can then be removed and tube
feeding begun. Unfonrunately. nursing homes are highly unlikely to have appropriate indiological
technology and it is normally unreasonable to expect them to make armangements to have patients
transponed to available radiology.
pH testing of gastric aspirates to determine whether a tube is in the gastric. intestine, or the
respiratory area is a promising method for sesting feeding tube placement. However. parameters
for various secretions from the three areas have not yet been clinically defined.
* Aspiration of visually recognizable gastrointestinal secretions, although a frequentey used method
of determining placement of tubes, is of questionable value as the visual cuaracteristics of secretions can be similar to those from the respiratory tracL
* Ausculatory method: although "shooshing" or gurgling sounds can indicate placement in the
stomach. the same sounds can occur when feeding tubes are inadvertently placed in the pharynx.
esophagus and respiratory truct. Although small-bore tubes make the ausculatory method more
difficult to use. large-bore nasogasuic tubes may also be placed inadvertently in the respiratory
tract pnrducing false gurgling.
Inadvenent disodeement of the tubes Nonweighted tubes appear to be more likely to be displacd than
weighted tubes (with an attached bolus of mercury or tungsten a the tip).
Other comnhinlienninclude: pain. epistaxis. preumothorax. hydrothorax. nasal alar necrosis. nasapttaryngitis. esophagitis. eustachitis. esophageal suictures. airway obstruction. pharyngeal and esophageal
perforations. Symptoms of respiratory infections are to be reviewed.
t-mnlicafions of runtre t'racinfections and gastric pm blems. Symptoms include abdominal pain.
abdominal distention, stress ulcers. and gastric hemorrhage. There is also a need to monitor for complications including diarrhea. nausea, abdominal distention. and asphyxia. Such complications signal the
need for a change in the type of formula or diagnostic work for other pathology.
romnlications for the cmrdiovascular svstem. Symptoms of cardiac distess or arrest to be monitored
include chest pain, loss of hean beat, loss of consciousness. and loss of breathing.
Feeding Tubes 3
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Peniodic rst tOassure five
n
Mbalance
darine enteral feeding. Where positive balance is not
achieved a formu whh high nitogen density is needed. The absorptive capyciy is impaired in many
elderly patients so thatsenum fat and pioein should be monitored. Effective nsurients should result in
positive niuogen balance, maintenance or increases in body weighl triceps skinfold andmidarmniuscle
circumference maiumenaite. total ino binding capacity maintenance. and serum urea nitrogen level
maintenance. Caloric intale andresident weight should be monitored on a regular basis.

Feeding Tubes 4
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FEEDING TUBES RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Feeding Tube present (L4b = checked)lay

impede removal of tube:
Factors that
1. Comatose WBi!
2. Failure to eat [Hid! AND Resists assistance in
eating [H4b; from record!
3. Diagnoses: CVA [JIk!, gasuic ulcers, gastric
bleeding [121
4. Chewing problemI[LIa
5. Swallowing problem [Llb!
6. Mouth pain (Lid)
7. Length of rine feeding tube has been in use
[from record!
Potential complications of tube feeding:
t Diagnostic conditions: delirtum IBS], agitation
[HII. anxiety [ilp). depression (JIlq. lung
aspirations 1KIkI
2. Self-extubation (removal of tube by resident)
(from record)
3. Limb restraints in use to prevent self-sxtubation
[P3c!
4. Infeclions in lungrachea: fever !KIlf,
shoormess of breath [KIII, pneumonia iJIo!,
placement or dislodgement of tube into lung
[from exam, recordI
5. Side-effects of enteral feeding solutions:
constipation (KIal. diarrhea I(lbl. fccal
impaction (KIe1, abdominal distention or pain
[examl, dehydration [L3bl
6. Respiratory problems: pneumotthorax.
hydrothorax. airway obstruction, acute
respiratory distress, respiratory distress
IJ2; from observation, recordl
7. Cardiac distress/arrest: chest pain, loss of heart
beat, loss of consciousness, loss of breathing
[from observation, record]
S. Abnormal lab values (P21
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: DEHYDRATION/FLUID MAINTENANCE
1.

PROBLEM
On average.
one catn Dive
only four days without water. Water is nesary for the distibution of
nuurieits to cells. elimination of wastes regulation of body temperature and counsless olher complex
processes.
Dehydnation is a condition in whicb water or fluid lost (output) far exceeds fluid intake. The body
becomes less able to maintain adequate blood pressure. deliver sufficient oxygen and nutients to the
cels. and rid itself of wastes. Many distressing symponus can orginate fron this conditons, including:
* Dizziness
on srnmeistandina (blood pressure insufficient to supply oxygen and glucose to brain);
Confusion or chanue in mental srnis (decreased oxygen and glucose to brain);

Decreased rmine
otimi (kidneys conserve water);
Decreased
skin ryiorrdry muncos membranes (symptoms of dryness):
C£onsflrlplti
(water insufficient to rid body of wasnes): and
* Feva (water msufficent to maintain normal temperature).
Other possible consequtences of dehydration include: decreased functional ability. predisposition to fals
(because of onhostatic hypotension). fecal impaction. predisposition to infection, fluid andelectiolyte

disturbances. and ultimately death.

Nursing home residents are pariculaity vulnerable to dehydration. It is often difficult or impossible to
accessfluids independenly; the perception of thirst can be muted the aged kidney can have a decreased
ability to concentrate urine: and acute and chionic illnesses can alter fluid and electrolyte balance.
Unfornunately. many symptoms of this condition do not appear
until significant fluid has been lost. Eaaly
signs and symptoms teed to be unreliable mnd
nonspecfie staff wiU often disagree about the clinical
indicators of dehydration for specific cases and the identification of the most crucial symptoms of the
condition are most difficult to idenify among the aged. Early idntification of dehydration is thus
problematic. and the goal of this RAP is to identify any and all possible high risk cases,permitting the
introduction of programs to prevent the condition from occsuinng.
When dehydration is in fact obseved. trtment objectives focus on restoningnormal fluid volume.
preferably orally. If dhe resident cannot drink between 25M3000 cc's every 24 houts, water and
electrolyte deficits emnbe made up via other routes Fluids emnbe administered intravenously.
subcutaneously, or by tibe until resident is adequately hydrated andcan take andretain sufficient fluids
Orally.

Dehydratailluid I
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IL

TRIGGERS
F iY'
Dehydratitrn sggested if either of following coanditions
1. Insuffient fluid/dbyudration - ao-1 fluid deficit (L3b = decked)
2 Two ormore of the following are prewat
* Deteriorated cognitive aus IB6 = 21
Detenorated ADL fabis(ES = 2)
Failure tocator ak medicationlsoHld =ei dlced)
* UTI WI * deked)
* Dehydra-io diaganois li2 = 276.SI
fcver. or imernal bleding IKIb. KI Klb = any c
* Dias
* Dzzinesstveniop ICe * checkedl
. Vomiting (KIn *cbecked)
* Recent weight loss Le * II
* Did nmtconsumc all liquids provided [Lle = checkedl
* Leaves 25%+ food uneasen Le *cbecked)
. ParcerIV or feeding tube 1L4a. L4b *any checked)
* Taking diurtec (from retord

ed

IIL GUIDELINES
RESIDENT FACTORS THAT MAY IMPEDE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN FLUID BALANCE
Mnderatetverely imnai.reddecis

*
*
.
*

-makiny Ability

in menral status?
Has there been a recentunexplainable change
or disonemed?
Does resident crn unually agitated
Is resident delirious?
Is resident comaos?

topaehension/Communication robleims.

or other condition seriously limit residem's understaning of others.
* Does dementia aphasia
or Itow well others csn understand the resident?
Body commri rmblems,

require exesive assisiance to transfer?
* Does resideni
* Does resident feely move on the unit?
* Has ther been reont ADL decline?
Hand dexteritv emblm.

I

S .D
ua
* Can resideint VW

ve mowli son(s.aIl(n)?
* Does resadehatm
* Does residen rtefie food. meal meds?
thugh a staw?
* Can esident drink frm a cup or sock

Debyromooffluid 2
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Are feeding tubes in use?
RESIDENT DEHYDRATION RISK FACTORS
Dehydration risk factors can be categorized in terms of whether they decrease fluid inake or inwma
fluid lo- The higher the number of factors, the greater dherisk of dehydration. Ongoing fluid loss
through the lungs and skin occurs asa rnormal rat of approximately 500 cc/day and increases with rapid
reapiraoy ras aid sweandg. Therefore decre fluidintake for arty raon can lead to dehydration
purinsuefrut
Restriction of Fluid Inake.
Has there been a decreas in rhisn pemepaon?
* Isresidem unaware of rheneed to intake sufficient fluids?
Has resident or staff resuicted intake to avoid urinary incontinence?
Are fluid restricted because of diagnostic procedure or other health reason?
Does sad mood. gief, or depression cause residem to refuse foods/liquids?
Presence of infereion fever von

iaiu

excesea
siva

sweatiny (a a

Freggent us of tuoruie anemias diurerict

Euwsve
urine oum
ini

ontaa).

Exceive urine oumput
(polyuria) may be due to:
* Dmrgs (e Ihiut. rphenytoin). alcehtdabue
* Diseases (e g.. didetes mellits diabetes iruipidus)
Other cd
(eg. hypoaidosonism. hyperpaahymidismo)

Relevan se esult so be considered:
* Does systaoliedianolic blood prmst drop 20 points on sittingfstntding?
* On inspection, do oral mucem e bra aer dry?
* Doe uWte *Wmear
more te
d ufor decased in volune?

Dehyrasmhed3

a hear wave).
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DEHYDRATION/FLUID MAINTENANCE RAP KEY
TRIGGER

GUIDELINEES

Dehydration Suggestedif

Resident Factors That May Impede Ability to
Maintain Fluid Balance:

I Insufficiem Fluid/dehydration I3b = checkedl
2. Two or Momeof following mepresentf
Detenorated cognitive mst (B6 = 21
Deteriorated ADL statns [ES = 21
Failure to eaxor take medications
[Hld = checked]
UTI (iee = dbecuedi
Dehydration diagnosis (12= 27633

Diarrhea. fever. or imernal bleeding
[Kib. KiU. Kib = any checkedl
Dizzinesshentigo IKlc = dueckedi
Vomiting IKIn = cbeckedl
Recent weightlos IL2c = I I

Did not nmte all liquids provided
IL3c = chede
Leaves 25i+ food unasen (L3e = chckedl
Psrenterat/V or feeding tube
IL[. L4b = my checkedl

Taking diuretic (from remrdI

I. Moderae/sevemly impaired decision-making
ability (B41
2. Comprehtension/communication problem
[C4, CS]
3. Body contri problems (E4, ES1
4. Hatd decterity problem [E4gl
S. Swallowing problem (Llbi
6. Use of Parenterid/IV lL4a1
Resident Dehydratlon Risk Facton:
1. Purposefuil restrction of fluids [from recordi
2. Presence of infection 11o. JIdd Jleel
diarrhes IKlbL fever (KiI, vomiting (KInI.

niusca (from recordl. excessive uinc loss
[rorm record. examl
3. Frequent iastive/eneumadinretic use Ifrom
recordl
4. Excessive urne output (from recordI

ing blood pressure.
S. Other tests: Susinit
status of oral mucous membranes, wine outs
voltme (1rom record; eraml
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: DENTAL CARE
L

PROBLEM
Having _teedtrs that furnction propesty is animporiant requisite for ntuitilonal adequacy. Having
teeshtdentumes dtat are clean and attaive can ptomote a resident's positive self-image as well as
senent. and saff, and
personal cea
thereby enhatcing social inructons among resid residnts
residetus and visitors. Good oral healIh can decrease a resident's risk of oral discomfort and in some
instanaeS systemic illness frmmt
oral inllecuiosdca.er Residents at greatest risk due to impaired abilities
are primarly those with multiple medical conditions and med ions. funtional limitations in self-care
and communication deficits. Also at risk are more self-sufficient residents who lack motivation or have
no consirtait bisoory of perfinming oral health functions. Residents with a history of alcohol andir
tobacco use have a greater risk of developing chronic ora lesions.

II. TRIGGERS
The Dental Care RAP triggers two types of nmddents:
* residents with oml hygiene problems and
* resadents with oral/dnl health problems who may benefit from dental evaluation
Adental care problem is suggested if the following signs are present:
1. Mouth debrs IMIla = dseckedI OR Less than daily deaning of teeth/dentures [Mlf= not
ebeckedl
Potential for oral/denl health psoblems is sugested if any of the following signs/symptcms are presen:
I. Moutd pain [LIe = checkedl OR Broken, loose. carious teeth [Mld = checked) OR InfLamed
gums. ord abscesses swollen or bleeding gums. ulces. rashes [Mle = checked)
2. Some/ natusal teeth lost -does not have or does not use dentures (or parial plates)
[Nile = leheckedi
In. GUIDELINES
CONFOUNDING PROBLEMS
Debris on teeth gums. and oral tissues may conist of food and bacteria-laden plaque that can begin to
decay teeth or camsefoul densure odors if not removed at least once daily. The purpose of this section is
to examine confounding problems (from the MD6) which may be prohibiting a resident from adequatly
removing oral debri.

mqrrive skill.
_irnaired

t

* Does the resident need resinders to clean hisiher teth/decmums?
* Does he remember the steps necesaary to complete oral hygPeMe?
. Would he benefit from task segmentation or supervision?
Imairedabifiy to uindermwrd-

* Cnn the resiAent follow verol diec or densreation for mouth cae?
* If tht resid
" hba Igpte diffiluties. does beishi know what to do when handed a toth_end
De"J Care I

placed ati
tahtroor

snk?
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* is residents vision adequatefor performing mouth care or checking its adequacy?
Imnaired isersttal hvficne
* Did the resident rtcive szpesvision or asststa wmhoralidentll car during dte last 7 days?
* Has he/dhebeen assessedto see if helat could do it independently?
* Does the residet have piualhotal lossof voluntutry arm movement or impaired hand dexterity
that imerferes whb self-care?
What
W would the resident need to be mor independent?
Mod tion/Knowledge of resident who is independent in oral/denta care but still has debris or performs
careless thin daily.
Is he/sie busiing adequately?
* Does bfte know that i is most important to brush near the gumline?
* Doeshe/sie need to be shown how or be given rinforeement for maintaining good hygiene?
Adantive eamioment for oral hypiene.
* Has the resident tried or would he/shebenefit ftrm using a built-up. long-handied, or electric
toothbrush, or suction brush for cleaning teeth?
* If resident has dentures, does he/she have denture cleaning devices (e.g., denture brush. soaking
batb)?

* Does the resident resist mouth care? If so,why (e.g.. would rather do own care. painful mouth,
apathy related to depression, not motivated-never cared for teeth/nouth. approach of staff. fear)?
Dry mouth ftorn dehydration or medicatons,
* Dry mouth catnconribute to dte fonnation of debris. is the resident's lips. tongue. or mouth
dry. sticky. or coated with fiim?
* Is rth resident taking enough fluids? Is lip balm being applied to resident who his painful.
cracking or bleeding lips?
* Is he/she taking any medications that catscause dry mouth (e.g.. decongestauts. antihistamines.
diuretics. anthypextenmives. antidepreaatsst.andpsychotics. andneoplastics)?
* If rtest medications arenecessary. has the resident tried saliva substitutes to stimulate moisoure?
TREATMENT HISTORY AND OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS
Stouth pam or nsitivitv can be elated to eioher minor ard easily treatble (e.g., gum irritation from
cancer.
ill-fining dentures. localized periodontal problem) or more serious problems (e.g., oral abscess.
advaneed tooth decay or periodontal disease). The presence of pain may prevent theresident front eating
needs
their
making
difficulty
have
who
those
and/or
impaiment
adequately. Residents with cogntive
known aredifficuilt to assess, They may not complain specifically of mouth pain but may instead have
decreased food intake or changes in behavior.
f lesoos ule,- initammadon. hleedtin.sweiline or rashes may be representative of a
n
Dlse
minor prollem (eg. iritation ftrm wearing denoues for 24 hoursay). which resolves when the cause is
alleviated (e4g.. combination of mouth care andleaving dennircs out). However, these signs may also
DentalCa 2
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indicate more serious problems, even dental emergencies (e.g.. infection). If the problem does not
resolve with specific local treautneit after a couple of days, QUif these signs are accompanied by pain,
fever, tymphadenopathy (swollen glands) and/or other signs of local infection (e.g., redness), chewing or
swallowing problems, or changes in mental status or behavior. a dental consult should be contidered.
Review mouth for Candidiasis (white aseas that appear to be able to be removed-anywhere
in mouth, mostly on tongue) for lethargic residents who have one or more of following diagnoses: suoke. Atzheimer's, Parkinson's. anxiety disorder, depression. diabetes, osteoporosis, or
septicemia.
Broken loose or carious teeth may progress to more severe problems (e.g., dislodging a decayed tooth
and swallowing or aspirating it). Although, not emergencies, a dental consult should be considered.
If a resident has lost some or all of histher natural teeth and does not have dentures (or partial plates)
staff should consider if the resident has the cognitive ability and motivation to wear dentures.
* Has a dentist evaluated resident for dertures?
. Why doesn't resident use hisfier denurs (or partial plates)?
. Are teeth in good repair?
* Cothey fit well?
* Are they comfortable to wear when eating or talking?
* Does the resident like the way be/she looks when weanog them?
* Has a dentist evaluated resident for dentures?
* Has a dental hygienist interviewed and made recommendations regarding oral hygiene care?
Exam by dentist since problem noted. When evaluating a resident with mouth pain or the presence of
any of the other trigger signs, check the record to see if a dentist has examined the resident since the
problem was first noted.
* Was the current problem addressed?
* What were the recommendations?
Use of anicoapulants.
* Is the resident on coumadin or heparin that would put hirshser at risk for bleeding if dental work
is necessary?
* Is it noted on tse medical record?
Valvular hear disease or prosthesis (e.g., heart valve, false hip. etc.).
* Are either of these conditions present?
If so amethey clearly noted in the medical record so that necessary precautions be taken prtor to
dental work?

Denial Care 3
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DENTAL CARE RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDELINES

Dental Care problem suggested if

CosforoudIng groblemr to be considered,

1. Mouth Debris [MIs = cdhcked)OR Less Than
Daily Cleaning of TeetM~ennths (Mlf = not
checkedl

I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6

Potential for oral/dntal health problems suggested
if:
2. Mouth Pain (Lie = checlted); Broken. Loose or
Carious Teeth (MId = cheded) OR Inflamed
Gums. Oral Abscesses. Swollen/Bleeding Gums,
Ulcers. Rashes (MIe = checeked)

Impaired cognitive skills (BI, B41
Impaired ability to understand WCI,C5s
Impaired vision (DI]
Impaired personal hygiene [Elgl
Motivationtknowledge (from observationl
Adapove elpqipment for oral hygiene [from
recordl
7 Resists ADL assstae (H4b]
8. Dry mouth from hydration [L3b, L3cl or from
medications (from medication sheetl
Treatment history/relevant factors:

3. SomeJAll natural teeth lost and does not have or
does not use dentures IMlc = checked)

I Mouth pain or sensitivity (Llcl
2. Presence of lesions, ulcers, inflammation.
bleeding, swelling or rashes (MIle
3. Broken loos orcarious teeth (MId)
4. Natural teeth loss/no dentures (Mlcl
5. Exam by deaistdcnal hygenist sinceproblem
noted [from record)
6. Use of antcoagulants (from recordl
7. Valvular beart disease or valvular appliance

(JI. J21
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: PRESSURE ULCERS
1.

PROBLEM
Between 3% and 5% (or more) of residents in nursing facilities have pressure ulcers (pressure sores.
decubimis
ulcer bedsores). Sixty percent or more of residents will typically be atrisk of pressureulcer
development. Pressureulcers can have serious consequences for the elderly andare costly andtime
consuming to treaL However, they are oneof the most common. preventable andtreatable conditions
among elderly who have restricted mobility. Successful outcomes can be expected with preventive and
treatment programs.
Assessment
goals are: (I) to ensurethat a treatment plan is in place for residents with pressureulcers;
and (2) to identify residents at risk for developing a pressureulcer who arenot currently receiving some
type of preventive care program.

H. TRIGGERS
1. f're-ssuretlcer freseL [?,2 = 1,2 3or 41
2. Risk Factors for PressureIler. One or more of the foUowing pmblems ANDNOT receiving any
skin care program IN4c, N4d, N4e, N4f, N4g = Of.chhcked): (NOTE: theseare listed in the order
in which they appearin the MDS andRAP KEY - not by type or severity of risk.)
ImnrairedTransfer or Bed Mobility. [Ela or Elb = 3 or 41 Increased nsk occurs whensa resident's
impaired ability prevents repositioning at regular intervals.
Bedfast. Hemiolevia. Oadrinlenia. (E4b, E4d, E4 = any checked] Theseconditions predispose
a resident to immobility, andthe extended time (2 hours or less)spent in one position will generatesufficient pressureto causeskin breakdown. Pressurerelief at regular intervals (2 hours is
maximum) through repositioning can alleviate theproblem. Maximum timevaries becauseof
other differences in individual skin integrity andpresenceof other risk factors. A pressurereducing device (e.g.. foam matress. water mattress.or specialized bed)is helpful. but it can not
replace regular repositioning.
Urinary or bowel incontinence. [Fla or Flb = 3 or 41The presenceof urine or feceson the skin
for a prolonged ume can lead to skin maeratuon (softening) andsubsequent breakdown. Bowel
incontinence requires evaluation for the presenceof neurologic disorder. bowel disorder. drug side
effects, or acuteillness.
Perioheral vascular disease. Ilf = checked] Poor circulation placesresident at osk of pressure
ulcer formation. especially in heels and ankles. Any decreasein blood flow permits ischremia
(lack of tissue oxygenatron) in areaswherepressureis applied. This can happenquite rapidly (i.e..
within 2 hours). If peripheral vascular diseaseis present, physician referral should be considered.
Diabetes me1is [Jly = checked] Diabetes. particularly insulin-dependent diabetes, increases
risk. probably from theeffects of diabetes on vasculauire or blood flow. Although not proven.
control of blood sugar may minimize this risk factor.
Hiip rature. [K2c = checkedl Recent fracture of hip (or lower limb) increases risk in that a
fracture can leadto decreased
mobility andincreasedtime spentin oneposition.
Weight loss. IL2c = 11Weight loss should raiseconcerns about malnutrition. Malnutrition can
leadto decreasedskin integrty andmuscle weakness.which can impair repositioning ability.
Malnutrition alsoimpedes healing.
Presrr UlcersI
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(1N3= 11 Personswith a history of pressureulcers areat risk for a
Pumierhitr.
recTVum. Current risk factors should be assessed
Bmiired
Sandlesensory nesrentn"[N4b = checkedI Skin that is not sensitive to pain. pressureor
discomfon may impede ability tochange position becauseof blunted response to pain. which can
be a warnting that skin pressureis excessive andbreakdown imminent.
(04a = 71 Ulaif useof antipsychotics. can retard mobility, exacerbate incontinentce.
or lead to menestconfusion - conditions that increase the nsk of pressure ulcer formauotn.

Msi~aIfi

, [MPb. P3e or PM = 21Dailx useof restraints leads to immobility, increases the time
spent in one position. anddecreasesan individual's ability to change positions. As pressure to a
particular areaincreases (e.g.. buttocks or hips). pressureulcer risk increases.
Rcs

m.

GUIIDELINES
Review the MDS items listed on the RAP KEY for relevance in understanding the type of care that may
be required.
Comnlcatin, Cnndiinmsg and Treatments.
Consider carefully whether the resident exhibits conditions or is receiving treatments that may either
place et residest at higher risk of developing pressureulcers or complicate their treatment Such
conditions include:
Atheimer's Dinese andother dementias. An impairment in cogritive ability particularly in
severeend-stage dementia, can leadto immobility.

Edk= The presenceof extravascular fluid can impair blood flow. If prolonged or excess
pressureis applied to an ateawith edema.skin breakdown can occur.

andantinxiervfnvrnorics. Thesemedications can produce or contribute to
Antidemressamts
lessenedmobility, worsen inconunence. andlead to or increaseconfusion
Thinas ieConsider if the Resident Develons 2 New Pressure I leer or an turer Reirn Treated is not
RwiovedA variety of factors may explain this occurenct; however. they may suggest the needtoevaluate current
interventions andmodifications of thecare plan.
* Review the nesident's medical condition andother risk factors to determine whether the care
all potential causesor complications.
plan (for prevention or cure) addresses
* Review the careplan to determine whether i is ctuay being followed (e.g. is the resident
being turned often enough to prevent ulcer formation).

Pressuelcers 2
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Thinnoto Condider if the Reside~nt
FtAt Rid' for Prestre Uktev Rut FtNot ReceivingPreventive
Skin Cone

Even if pressureulcers atenot present. determine why this course of prevention is not being provided to
a resident with risk factors.
* Is the resident new to the unit?
* Do few or many risk factors for the development of pressurealcersapply to this resident?
* Are staff concentrating on other problems (e.g., resolution of behavior pmblems) sothat the
risks pressureof ulcers are masked?

Ilssure
Uks3
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PRESSURE ULCERS RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

I
I DL
GUIDELiNES

I. PressureUicerPneintfN2=1.2,.3or41

Other factors that address or nay complicate
treastment of pressure ulcers or risk of ulcers:

2. At Risk for Pressre Ulcer when DWI Of
FioUowing (afb) Tome:

I

------

a. One or More of the Followinv are Prest:
-

Bed mobility/fransfer Pmblei

[Ela or Elb = 3or 41
-

-

-

-

Bedfa. Hemipirgia. Quadriptegia
IE4b, E4d. E4e = ay checkedl

inc

inence [FIa or Fib = 3 or 41

Periphetal Vascular Disease
lil = checkedl
Diae Melitus (jiy = checkedr
Hip fractur IK2c = rheckedl
WeigiitLoss IL2e= I
PreviousPsane Ulcer iN3 II
Impaired Tactile SenseiN4b = hecked!
Daily Aseiptychtirs 104a = 71
Daily TnrL Limb or Chaur restirust
[Pnb, P3c or PMi = 21

b. Ahenoe of All

of thei olkswing Treatmerts:

-

Proudverprvaiow ddn cam

-

Turnm

(Nt c=n

chetevedl
iniepotionmsl

[N4d = not rh ockedl
-

Nessr reieving bedsehir pads
(N4e = not edcedl

-

Wound carearament

-

(N4f= s -chelced!
Otir sdn cr
tmm

(Mg = not chedcedl

Diagnoses Alzheimer's disease [JIh,
Other dementua
ilil,
Edema [Kid!

2. InsterventionsPrograms:
ProtcivetApreventive skin care N4c1
Tuming/eposuioning [N4dj
Pressue relieving bedschair pads[N4e]
Wound careatment
a
(NMr
Useof restnaits (P31
3. Medications:
Antipeyctoucs 104el

Antidamty/hyprotics 104bl
Arideptassnt5 (04cl
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE
L

PROBLEM
Psychotopic drugs ae among the most fresdy prescribed agentdfor elderly nusing horme residesra
Studies in rusing facilities suggest that 35% to 65% of residents receive psychotopic medicazions.
When used appropaely and judiciously. these medications can enhance te quality of life of residents
who need them. However. all psychotopic drugs have the potential for producing undesirable side
effects or aggravating problematic signs and symploms of existing conditions. An important exarcple is
postural hypotension, a condition associated with serious and life-theatening side effects. Severty of
delirium side effects is dependent on: the class and dosage of drug, interactions with other drugs, and the
age and health ntuanof the resident
Maxitdzing the residents functional potential and well-being while minimizing tie hazards associated
with drug side effects are important goats of therapy. In reviewing a psychotropic drug regtnmen
there are
several unesof dumb:
Evaluate the need for the drug (ceg. consider an t and tpe of distar response to
nospharmacologic intervenoons. pier and conmof drug side effects in relation to distress without
the drug). Distinguish between treating specific diagnosed psychiatric disorders and treaing
symptoms Specific psychiatric disoideas (egg. scizoph rnamjordepressit) have specific
drug resomenis with published guidelines for dosage and duration of treatment. However. a
recorded diagnosis of a psychiatnic disorder does not necessarily require drug treatment if
symptoms are inactive.
* Start low, go slow. If needed. psychotropic drugs should be arted at lowest dosage possible. To
minimize side effects, doses should be increased slowly util either there is a therapeutic effect.
side effects emerge. or the maximum recommended dose is reached¢
* Each drug has its own set of actions and side effects. some more serious than othersr these should
be evaluated in terms of each user's medicall-satus profile. including interaction with other
medications
* Consider symptoms or decline in functional status as a potential side effect of medication.

I.

TRIGGERS
The RAP should be completed when the resident takesr
following 5 combitations of MDS conditions are present:

tic

and one or more of the

Potential for Drug-Related Hypotension if:
1. Asipsychotic AND/OR Antidepressant Use 104a or 04e = 1.7] AND ANY of the following:
* Hypotension jIe = checked)
* DizzinersVerigo 1KIc = edi
* Syncope[Klm cheekedI
* Accidents [K2a. K2b, K2e = any chckiedl
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Potential for Drug-Related Movement Disorder if:
2. Aaalpbydmitc Use [04a = 1-71AND ANY of the following:
. Parkifn's Disease (JIm = checked)
* Poor Balance CE4a = dbckedl
* Unsteady Gait [E4i = cdeckedl
* Difficulty Positiorung/Tuming IE4j = checkedil
* Tardive Dysklenisia IJ2= 333121
* Parialrotal Loss of Voluntary Arm/Leg Movement [E4f, E4h = any checked]
* Motor Agitation (lie = deckedl
* ChiewinglSwallowing Problem [Lla, Llb = any checked)
Potential for Drug-Related Gait Disturbance (other than anipsychotic induced) if:
3. Antianxietyibymotic Use 104b = 1-71AND ANY of the following:
* PoorBalance E4a = cbecked)
hE4i = checked]
* Unsteady Gait
* Difficulty Positioning/ruming IE4j = checkedl
* DizzinessVerigo IKlIc = checkedl
* Accidens lK2a. K2b. K2c = any checkedl
Potential for Drug-Related Cognitive/Behaviorial Impairment if:
4. Any Psychotuopic use 104a. 04b or 04c = 1-71AND ANY of the following:
* Delirium/Disordered Thinking lBSa.85b, BDc, Bid. B5e = any chcked]
WWithdrawalIHld = checked)
* Depre'son Jlq = checked)
* Hallucnations/Delusions Kilg= cheekedil
* Major Difference in ADL Self-Performance [E7d = checked]
* Detenoration in Cognition. Communication, ADL. Continence. Mood and/or Behavior
IB6=2 or C6=2 or ES=2 or F4=2 or H61=2or H7=21
Potential for Drug-Related Discomfort if:
5. Any Psychoopic [04a. 04b or 04c = 1-71 use AND ANY of the following,
* Constipation IKIa = cdeckedl
* FecxsImpaction KIle= ckcked]
* Urtiary Retenoon U32= 788.2)

Psyehotropi Dr Use 2
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L GUIDELINES
If any of the tiggered conditions are present. complete the following:
Slen One:
Conduct the following reviews:
1. Drur review Ifronm recordl
* Length of time between when the drug was first taken and onset of problem
* Dose of drug and how frequently taken
* Number of classes of psychotropics taken
* Reason drug prescnbed
2. Review resident's conditions ihat impair dnug metabolisrn/excretdon

* Acute condition(s)
* Dehydration
* Impaired liver/renal function
3. Review helivroyrhmoodnsychintric stam.
* Current problem status
* Recent change in mood behavior
* Behavior management program
* Psychiauic conditions
Slte Two
Compare the drugs the residentis currently taking with common side effects listed below. Refer to
Tables A. B. and C for clarification
POTENTIAL PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG-RELATED SIDE EFFECTS
Hvrnotension.

Postural (onhostatic) hypotension (decrease in blood pressure upon standing) is one of the major nsk
factors for falls relatedto psychotropic drugs. It is commonly seen with the low-potency antipsychodic
drugs (chlorpromazine. thioridizene) and with tricyclic antidepressants. Both classes of drugs have
andicholinergic properties. Within each class, drugs with the most potent anticholinergic properties also
seem to produce the greatest hypotensive effects. Symptoms of dizziness/vertigo upon sitting or standing
fronma lying position, syncope (fainting), andfitls/fractutes should be seriously considered as potential
indicators of psychouopic drug-induced hypotension. In addition, these symptoms may be due to a
disturbance of heart rhythm. which could be aggravated by a tucyclic antidepressant The occurnrence of
any of the aforementioned symptoms requies assessmem
of postural vital signs and heart rhythm.
Measurement of nostural vitalSlins Meesure blood pressure and pulse when the resident is lying
down. Remeasure blood pressure and pulse after the residenthas been on his/her feet for one to
five minutes (if unable to stand, ensure
after the resident has been sitting). Occasionally.funrther
drops in blood pressure occur after the pesson has bee up for some time. While a drop of mom
than 20 mm Hg systolic is always abnonmal.
it is parictiularly significant if accompanied by
dizziness. loss of balance, or standing blood pressure of less than 100 mm Hg. A large drop may
be clinically significant even if thelower pressure is not albnorsally low, particularly in residents
who have some degree of cerebrnvascular disease.
Psychotropi Drug Use 3
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Moemn 131rder
n_ _ M Antipsychotic drugs can interfere withtemperufltre regulation,
_ANninm
_il fe
which can leadto the poeily fatal problem of hypeishenmiu Also, when high fever is accompanied
malignar" syndrome must be suspected. Fever above 103
by severe muscular rigidity, rneuroleptic
degrees in a resident on an antipsychotic drug is a medical emergency because of thedisturbed
temperare regulation. Even leanerdegrees of fever, if accompanied by severe muscular rigidity, are
medical emergencies. Temperature must therefore be monitored especially closely in residems on
psychornipic drugs with aatichoiisergic properties. Inaddition, nonaitrtpsychotlic drugs with
anticholinergic properies. suchas antidepressatns. may aggravate fever by impairing sweating.

This coidition is known to be aggravated by all anipsychotic drugs. At times it is
Parlr~~imnn'sdi
difficult to know whether parkinsonian symptoms (e.g., tremors, especially of haands piU-rolling of
hands: muscle rigidity of litbs. necks, uunk) are due to Parkismon's disease orto present or recent
tntipsychotic drug therapy. There should be a strong bias in favor of reducing or eliminating
antipsychoic drugs in reside nswith Parkinsons disea untess there ae compeling behavioral or
psychotic irdications. Antipaikinson drugs should be considered when antipsychotic drugs are clinically
necessary in residents with Parkinson's disease.
Five movement disorders are commonly encountered in residents on antipsychotic drugs. AU of these
disturbances can adversely affect a resident's quality of life as well as increase his/her risk of accidents.
The triggered MDS items in Group 2 are signstsymptoms of these disorders. To clarify whether the
resident is suffering from one of these disorders, all residers on antipsychotic drugs should be
periodically screened for the following conditions:
As with Patkinson's disease. this coudition may involve xANXcombination of
P-rkiiionismt.
tremors, postural unsteadiness, and rigidity of muscles in the imbs, neck, or tmnk. Although the
most common is a pill-rolling or alternating uemor of the hands, other kinds of tremors are
occasionally seen. Occasionally, a resident with Paikinsonism will have no tremor, only rigidity
and shuffling gal Symptoms respond to auniparkinmon drugs, hut not always completely. Dosage
reduction or substitution of noinantipsychotic drug. when feasible. is the preferred maungemenl
AkiWmd&This condition is chairaiterized by matrked decrease in spontaneous movement, often
accompanied by nonrpraicipation in activity d self-care. It is managed by reducing the
antipsychotic drug or adding an antiparkinson drug.
Dystorid This disorder is marked by holding of the neck or ink in a rigid. unnatural posture.
Usually the head is either hyperextended or tuned to the side. The condition is uncomfortable
aindprnmpt treatment with an autiparkinson drug can be helpful.

Akhisia threinability to sit still. The resident with this disorder is driven to constant

movement. including pacing. rocking, or fidgeting. which ctana times persist for weeks, even
after the antipsychotic drug is stopped. The condition responds occasionally to antiparkinson
drugs, uttkss consistently thanpairsionism or dystonia. Sometimes benzodiazepines or
beta-blockers; arehelpful in treating the symptom. although dosage reduction is the most desirable
treaunent when possible.
peristett. sometimes permtiiaent movements induced by long-term
-enkta
a-p
ladi
aintipsychotic drug therapy. Most typical are thrusting movements of the tongue. movements of
or
puckering movements. Tbeseinvoluntary movements can dearly intrfere
chewing
the lips, or
with chewing mid swallowing. When they do, the dyskinesia can he tuppressed by raising the
When possible. it
dose of the antipsycliotic drug. bar thiswilt make thecmobem more nermatlent.
is usually preferable to reduceor eliminate the antipsychotic drug. because the symptoms of
dyskresia will often derease over time after drug dLscondmarion.
Psydiormric Drug U.4
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Other variations of tardive dyskinesia include abnotmal limb movements, such as peculiar and
recurrent postures of die handsanduams, or rocking or writhing trunk movements. There is rno
consistendly effective treatmens. Withdrawal of the ntipsychofic drug leads to everntal reversal
of the symptoms over many mondts in about 50% of cases.
2oilDisturbance (Other Than Thatndued by Antinsidroird.
Long-acung benzodiazepine anUinxiety drugs have been implicated in incteasing the risk of falls and
conseqluent injury by pmducing disturbances of balance. gait. and positioning ability. They also produce
matked sedation. often manifested by short-term memory loss.decline in cognitve abilities, slurred
speech, drowsiness in the momingtdaylime sedation. and littleto activity involvement If an antianxiety
drug is needed to treat an anxiety disorder, a short-acting benzodiazepine or buspimne would be
preferable to a long-acting benzodiazepine. Buspirone is nonsedating and takesseveral weeks to work
Dosage should be increased slowly.
Cnomeitlve/Behavior I rnsirmnem.

Periodic disordered thinkinswawrenevs. These MDS items, which tapthe syndrome of acuteconfusion
or delirium, can all be cassed or aggravated by psychotrmpic drugs of any of the major classes. If the
resident does not have acute confusion related to a medical illness or severe depression, consider the
psychotropic drug as a cause. The most helpful information in establishing a relationship is the linkage
between starting the drug and the occurrence of the change in cognitive stams
Depression. Both anti-anxiety and antipsyclotic drugs may cause symptoms of depression as a side
effecL or may aggravate depression in a resident with a depressive disorder who receives ihese drugs
rather than specific anuidepressive therapy.
Hallucnrtrns/detusrns. While these are often symptoms of mental illness. all of the major classes of
psychotropic dnugs can actually produce or aggravate hallucinations. The antidepressant drugs, the more
anticholinergic antipsychotic drugs. and the shorter-acting benzodiazepines such as iriazolam and
lorazepam are most implicated in causing visual hallucinations. Visual hallucinations in the aged are
virtually always indicative of brain related distuibance (e.g., delirium) rither than a psychiatric disorder.
Maie dinfferences in AM/PM sef-nerforinanre AU classesof psychotropic drugs can have an effect on
a resident's ability to perfonm activities of daily living. Establishing a link between thetime a drug is
taken and the change in self-performance is helpful in evaluating the problem.
Decline in cnifinn/oim ritniratipn Decline in these areassignals the possibility that the decline is
drug-induced and the need to review the relationship of the decline with initiation or change in drug
therapy. All major classes of psychotmpics can cause impairment of memory and other cognitive skills
in vulnersble residehts.While memory loss in nuring facility esidents is caused primarily by
dementing disorders and other neurologic disease, psychotropic drugs. panicuLarly thosewith
anticholinergic side effects, and long-acting benzodiazepines. definitely contribute to memory
impairment In contrast. treatment of depession or psychosis can actually improve usable memory.
wlsch is very mudh disrupted by severepsychiatric illness, If memory worsens after initiating or
increasing the dose of a psychotropic drug, consider reducing or discontinuing the drug, or substituting a
less anticholinergic drug. for a resident with anxiety, a short-acting benzodiazepine or buspirone is
preferable to a long-acting benzodiazepine.
Decline inmo.

(See reference to Depression above.)

Declneinbehiavior Problem behaviors may be aggravated andworsened by psychotrpic drugs as they
can contribute to confusion, perceptual difficulties, and agitation
Decline in ADL staus. Drug side effects must always be considered if a resident becomes more
dependent in ADLs. In addition. psychotropic drugs can precipitate or wormn bladder incontinence
either through a change in cognition or through a direct action on bladder function.
Psychotropic Drag Use5
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Any psychoatopic drug with ansicholinergic effects can cause or aggravate
onsuipation tbe effects are prmnunced with tricyclic amidePteSSNts Vandwith low-poteIcy
antipsyctoric drugs such as chlorpromazine or dioridizine. Milder cases of constipation can be treated
.en
bulk-formting agents, and increased fluid. more severe constipation is best managed
with srool soft
by subasittiung a Iess anticholinergic agent or decreasing or discotinuting the psychotrpic drug if
possible. Attianxiety drugs can contribute to constipation if they sedate the resident to the point that
fluid intake or exeresis is impaired. The problem can be handled by switching to a less sedating drug.
decreasing dosae or diacoanmting tte drug if possible.
This condition may be manifested by die inablity to urinate, or new onset or
worseaung of urinary incorntnence (caused by overflow of urine from a full bladder that cannot empty
properly). Any psychoerpic drug with anticholinergic properties can produce or aggravate urinary
retention. The problem is best managed by substituting a less anticholinergic agent. or decreasing or
discmoninuing the psychotropic drug if possible.

UrnarMxw&

Dry mouth This symptom is a common side effect of any psychotropic drug with anticholinergic
poper.me. Dry mouth can aggnuvate chewing and swallowing problems. Substituting a less
anticholinergic drug may be helpful. Other remedies include artificial saliva or sugar-free mints or
candies (sugar contributes to cavity formation).
WHEN TO DISCONTINUE DRUG TREATMENT
1. Drug treatment that is ineffective after a reasonable trial should be discontinued or changed.
The definition of a reasonable trial depends on the drug class and therapeutic indication
2. WMena medication is effective, but produces troublesome side effects, either the dose should be
reduced or the medication should be replaced by a therapeutically equivalent agent less likely to
cause ihe problematc side effect If dis is not feasible or if doing it leads ro a recumence of
symptoms, specific medical therapy for the troublesome tide effects should be considered. For
example. if the best drug for treting a residete's depression causes constipation. stool softeners.
laxatives, or bult-forming agents can be prescribed.
3. When a medication is effective and does not cause troublesome side effects. it should be continued
for a defined period, and then efforts should be made to taper and eventually discontinue the drug.
4. Psychotropic medication should be prescribed on a permanent basis only if symptoms have
reurred on at least two previous astempis to uper dte medication after a defined period of
therapy.
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COMMONLY PRESCRIBED PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS AND THEIR SIDE EFFECTS
TABLE A. ANTIPSYCHOTlC (NEUROLEPTIC) DRUGS
Incideene of Side Effects

Antid
Generic Name
Ch
az
_op
Thioridizine
Acreopienarine
Peridrne
Loxaptne
Molindonc
Triloperzi
Thiortixene
FtRrdtcnazmen
Haloperidd

Brand Name
Thoruie
MetDatil
Trndal
Trilafon
LoxiamMe
Mooan
Snelarine
Navane
Prolixin
Haldol

Sedation
Marked
Marked
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Minimal

Hypotnsittn
Marked
Marked
Mild
Mild
md
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mninrral

Symptoms
Marked
Marked
Moderate
Moderate
Modee
Moderate
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild

ExtraSymptoms,
Mild
Mild
Mild
Modet
Moderate
Moderate
Mark
Marked
Marked
Marked

TABLE B. ANTIDEPRESSANT DRUGS
Incidence of SideEffects
Generic Name

Brand Name

Sedation

Hypotension

Anticholiftergie
Syimtorns'

Tofinnil
Norpramin
Adwpin
Siniquan
Elavil
Triavil
Aventyl
Panseker
Ludiom jl
Asendio
Prozc

Mild
Mild
Mod-strong

Moderate
Mild-mod
Moderate

Mod-strong
Mild
Strong

Strong

Modrtc

VeryStrong

Mild

Mild

Moderate

Mod-swong
Mild
Variable

Moderate
Moderate
Nil

Moderate
Moderate
Nil

Desyrel
Nardil
Pamrae

Mod-stong
Mild
Mild

Moderase
Moderatue
Moderat

Mild
Mild
Mild

Welbutrin

None
Nil
Maycriase
agrraaop
TH4t rrreidensc
ofremnanrt

Cytie antidepressantt
Imipramime
Destipranrne
Doxepin
Afmitrirtyline
Noraiptyline
Mapmulinc
Arnoxaapre
Flusoxedn
Trtazolopyridlne
Antidepresstnt
TrAodone
MAO Inbibitorr
Phlsoeize
Traoylcypronrie
Other
Buporpion

Nil

Spnetnd ierenqa...t or y d er n i e e .
-Anuocrol ttey ns rtid ni thy- rh. rat-rm
m r u asmymr
bloed eas. m nra dremr
r
meno ny to- ir f s r a o n o rno . ap r oa n aid ss lead ra p i obe o i ather ,&
tee
rE. pry idgnlry pin nld:
m
md- n ellh. P ktons a dykace..
bi rk t. (demibad intet).
ANID
(campsAmoxpas) aodmt-rynhy poy
dns eodu
idnl
n Bt
id. W
f .. .
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COMMONLY PRESCRIBED PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS AND THEMR SIDE EFFECTS (COot.)

TABLE C. ANTIANXIETY AND HYPNOTIC DRUGS
GenericName

Brand Name

Duration of Atioo

Beezodinzepioe
Triamiam
Oxxu amva
Teonmmapn
Lorazetm
Alpzolarn
ChloodrazopondC
Doipam
Chlorazpate
Flumepam

Hakion
Scou
Restoril
Activo
XanixMedium
Ltium
Valum
Tranxene
Dalmane

Very shgm
Short
short
Short

Antihistamine
Deonhyduamnne
Hydwroyzint

Betndtyl
ViLuVi

Moderat
Moderate

Chloral hydrate

Noctec

Long

other
Busprone

Baspar

Not meaningful

Long
LAng
Lang
Verylong

Barbiturates

DrugUse8
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PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE RAP KEY
TRIGGERS

GUIDEIWNES

Potential for Drug-Related Hypolesson If:
I Antipsychotic AND/OR Anidepressmnt Use
104a or 04c = 1.71AND ANY of the following:

Ifreadent is trlggred, review the following:

-

-

Hypotension JlIe = chedkedl
DzzV ertigo (KIc = heekedI
Syncope (KIm = checkedl
Accidents (K2a. K2b, K2c = ny checkedj

Potential for Drug-ReLated Movement Disorder
if,
2. Antipsychotic Use 104a = 1.71 AND ANY of
the following:
- ParuaVTotal Loss of Voluntary Aml/Leg
Movement (E4f, E4h = any checkedi
- Unsteady Gait (E41= checkedI
- PartiaVrotai Loss of Ability to Position.
Balance. Turn Body/Balance While Standiing
[E4a, E4J = any checked]
- Motor Agitation [HIc = checkedl
- Parkinson's [Jim = checkedl
- Tarrive Dyskinesa [12 = 333.821
- Chewing/Swallowing Problem
(Lia. Llb = any checkedl
Potential for Drug-Related Gait Distusrbane
(other than antipsychodc-induced) If:
3. Antianxiety/hypnotic Use (04b = 1-7nAND
ANY of the following:
-

Poor Balance (E4a = checkedi
Unsteady Gait 1E4i= checked]
Difficulty PosidoninijTurning
IE4J = checked]
Dizziness/Vertigo MKIe= checkedl
Accidents (K2av K2b, K2c = any checkedl

1. DIUnDg
[from recordI Length of time
between when the drug was first taken and onset
of problembDoses of drug and how frequently
taken, Ntmber of classes of psyc4iotopics taken
Rcason drug prescribed
2. Review reidenrt conditions hat affect dnig
Acate condition (K3b); dehydraion [L3b;
impaired liver/renal function [12; Plc; from
CUrent problem stanas[HI, H2, H31
Recent changes(1161171
Behaviormanagement program 11351
Psychialric Diagnoses JlIp, ltq, llr; 121
Then Consider
Clarifying Information For Hypotension:
1. posturaichanges in vital signs (from eaml
2. Drugs with marked anticholinergic propenies
[from record]
Cbarifying Infonration For Movement
Disorder:
1. High Fever (KIt] AND/OR Muscular rigidity
(from record, observationj
2. Tremons, especially of hands; pill-mning of
hands; muscle rigidity of limbs, neck, trunk
(Parkinsonism) [from record, observationl
3. Marked decreasein spontaneous movement
(Akinesia) (from record, observationl
4. Rigid. unnaturi, uncomfortble posture of
neck or trunk (Dystona) (from record,
observation)
5. Restlessness. inability to sit still (Akabhisia)
[from record, observadionl
6. Pesistent movements of themouth (e.g.,
thrusting of tongue, movements, of lps.
chewing/puckering) AD2R peculiar and
recureit postures of limbs, trunk ITardive
dyskinesia) (from record, observationl
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Potential for Drug-Ralated Cognityaleluravral
4. ANY Paychdtrpic Use 104a 04b or 04c =
1.71AND ANY of at folUbwing
- DdliriumaDiwtrdred Thinking
(I5a. M BSe,BSUed. = any checkedl
-

Witdrawl [Hld = chckd
Depeson [Ilq = cdcel
[KIg = chcedl

Differeoc in ADL Self-Performnc
CE7d = dheckedi

-Major
-

Deterioron tn Cogonirr. Communicatron

ADL Crnxinncec Mood and/or Behavior
WB6=
2or C6 =20r ES =2 or F4 = 20r
6 =2 or H7 =21

Potential fbr Drug-Related Disoort if:
5. ANY Psychoutopic Use (04a. 04b or 04c =
1-71AND ANY of the following:
-

Constipation (Xla = checkedl
Fecal Impaction (ile = checked]
= 738.21
Urinary Retention 112

* Clarifng Information For Gait

1.

-

(from d recordl
2. Rece do2 nuse from

ed recorda

3. Shwl-term mmory loss; Delinc in

omton Slurred speech (B2, B6;
obhersadoul
4. Decreased AM wakefulness Llulefo
activity involvanm (11, 121
* Clarifying IntoruilonFor Cogall
Bdmaviral Inpirment:
If

zof the following am pI

psydropic drug side effects can be csdred
as a major cat

of pmblem

1. Acme confusion (delirium) related to medical
iless (3BS1
2. Depression (HI 112]
Clarilfying Intus For Drug.Related
Dlscornfort:

1. Dehydration (l3b;: Reduced dietary bulk
Lack of exercise (from recordl

O~ter poteruial drug-related discomforts that
may respire resolutio
2. Dry mouth. if on adpsydsodc or
-n losrvatonl
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RESIDENT ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL: PHYSICAL RESTRADITS
L

PROBLEM
Sadies of nrmtng homes show that between 30 sod 40% of reide-s are physically restrained. Thi ts
quite serious mse negative effects of resurtit use include decDin r esidels' physicld functioning
(e.g., slility to mbulate) sod msle rcodition. conraus. inreased incidence of infections, mid
development of pessure sores, delirium. agitaion, and innnnc. Moreover. esnainin have been
found in some cas to increase tte incidence of flls ad oter accidents (e.g., strangulation). Ftnally,
residents who are rained face tie loss;of Esomomy, dignity and self-resper In effect, tie use of
physical tseints uidercuts the major goals of bng-temm cae - to maximize indalepidence. functional
capacity. aridquality oflife. Thus the goal of minimizg or elimaing retrat e has becoe
central to both clinical practice and fedesal law
The primary ason given for applying restraints is to protect resde fiom falls aid accitdents
Facilities ae also concerned about potential lawsuits and malpractice laims that might result if teodem
should fall. Other reasous dted for mtrint use include to provide posturd suppoxt or positioning for
residents, to facilitate areament (e.g., preventing residents frnm pulling out IV lm or NO tubes), and to
manage behaviors such as wandeting or physical aggressiveness.
The experience of many health case providers suggests that facility goals cmnoften be met without the
use of physical restraints and their negative side effects. In past, this involves identifying mndhrating
healh, functional. or psychosocial probtlems that may be causing the cotdition for witch restraintswere
ordered (e.g.. falls, watdering. agitation). Minimizing use of resaitra also involves care matsagement
alternatives, such as: modifying the environment to make it safer maintaining an individual's ctatmasy
routbe; using less intrusive methods of administering medications and onra ihment asod
recognitzing nod
responsding to residents' needs for psychosocial support. reponsive health case, meaningful activities.
anod
regular exercise.

IL

TRIGGERS
Definitin: Physical restraints are any mansual method or physical or meclsnical device. material or
eqlipment attached or adjaceme to the resident's body that the resident cr.tot easily remove and that
restricts freedom of movement or normal access to his/Imr body.
ANY use of trunk restraint, limb restraint, or chair that prevents rising [P3b, P3e or PMd= I or 23

m. GUIDELINES
In evaluating and reconsidering the use of restrtints for a esident, consider reeds. probltems coiditions,
or risk factors (e.g.. for falls) which, if addresied. could eliminate the need for using restraints. Refer to
the RAP KEY for specific MDS items to consider as you review the following i
WHY ARE RESTRADITS USED?
T1hefirst step in determining whedtr use of a restraint can be reduced or eliminated is to identify the
rasons a resuaint was applied.
I . Review the resident's record ard consult primary caregivem to determine reason for use.

Physical Resaints I
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Ask the following questions
. Wh is the resident reatiunted?
VhU* t of restraint is used?
Mluisnwrt, timneof day is each type(s) used?
Where is the resident remained (e g.. own roomin bed, chair in hallway)?
How Iona is the resident restrrined each day?
Under what circum tances (e.g., when left alone, after family leave. when nol involved in
strucnured activity, when easing)?
* 2 suggested thuathe resident be restained (e.g.. staff. family. resident)?
CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH RESTRAINT USE

It may be possible to identify andresolve healthtfunctionL Upsychotcitl needs, risks, or problems that
to be used. By addressingthe underlying condition(s) andcause(s),the facility may
causedrestraimts
eliminate the apparent need for the restraint(s). In addition, a review of underlying needs, risks, or
problems may help to identify other potential kinds of treatments. After determining why and how a
restraint is used, review theappropriate areasdescribed below.
EM iiem1habrL
To determine presence of a behavior problem, review the MDS. If the behavior for which the resident is
restrained was not eshibited in thelast7 days, was it because the restraint prohibited the behavior from
occurting (e.g.. resident was restrained andcould not wander)? If a behavior problem was present during
the last 7 days or the resident was restrained to prevent a problem behavior, consider the resident to have
a behavior problem andreview Behavior Pmblem RAP as indicated.
Many problem behaviors aremattifestations of unit health, functional. and/or psychosocial needs that
carnoften be reduced, eliminated, or managed by addressing the conditions that produced them. (See
with problem behaviors andrestraint use include:
RAP on Behavior Problem). Conditions associated
Delirium (acute confusional state)
Impaired cognitidon
Impaired communication (eg., difficulty making needs/wishes understood or undertanding
others)
Unmet psychosocial needs (e.g., social isolaion, disruption of familiar routines, angerwith family
members)
* Sad or anxious mood
* Resistance to treatne. medication, nourisluent
* Psychotropic drug side effects (e.g., motor agitation. confusion, gals disturbance)
If a behavior management pmgram is in place, does it adequately address the causes of theresident's paricular problem behaviors?
R1kBofFIiu
been shown tosafeguard residents from injury, one of the most common
Although restraints have uct
reasons given by facilities for restraining residents is toprevent falls. In some instances, restraints have
been reported to contribute to falls and injuries. Because of thecomplications associated with restraint
use, many physicians andgeriatric clinicians recommend exploring altematives for preventing falls, such
astrating health problems andmaking esvirmnmental modifications.
Review risk factors for falls on RAP KEY. Refer to Falls RAP if theserisks are present or if the
restrant is being used to prevent falls.
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Another reason facilities give for using restrarisn is to prevent a resident from removing tubes.
If the resident is being restairnd to manage resistance to any type of tube or mechanical device
(e.g., indwe ling/xzenai catheter, feeding ube. intravenous line. oxygen maskkxanula. wound
dressing), review the following to facilitate decision-making:
* Is the tube/mechanical device used to treat a life-tlhuaning condition?
* Does the resident actually need a particular inmervermion
that may be potentially burdensome to
himlher? Are ther less intrusive treoneom options?
Why is the resident reacting to the rube/medhanical device with resistance? (e.g.. Does the
W
device produce discomfort or irritation? Is the resident really resisting or is the device just
something to fidget with? Is the tatment compatible with the resident's wishes? Does the
resident underssard the eason for the metbod of treament? Has the resident/family been
informed about the risks and benefits of treatment options?)
HCFAlid-fine: "If there are medical symptoms which are life threatening (such as dehydration.
electrolyte imbalance. urinary blockage) then a restraint may be used temporarily to provide necessary
lifesaving treatment Physical restraints may be used for brief periods to allow medical treamenr to
pnoceed. if there is documented evidence of resident or legal approval of the tresmnt."
* If an indwelting or external catheter is presem review the Urinary tncominence RAP for
alternatives.
* If a feeding tube is present. review the Feeding Tubes RAP
ADL.Stlf-Prformanc.
In rare instances, a restraint can enhance a resident's ability to be more self-sufficient. IF the restraint use
is supportive and time-limited.
Review the MDS to determine if the restraint contributes to the residena's self-performance of an activity
(e.g.. wheelchair belt supports trunk while resident wheels self. geni-chair used only at meals enables
wandering resident to attend to feeding sif).
Other -FactorsRtddenrr Retnornee tn R~rarine
In evaluating restraint use. it is imponant to review the resident's reaction to restraints (e.g..
positive and negative, such as passivity. nger. increased agitation, withdrawal, pleas for release.
calls for help. conunt amempts to unie/klease sell). Tids will help determine whether presumed
benefits are outweighed by negative side effects.
Review MDS items on other potential negative effects of restrint use, such as declines in
fmctionai self-performance, body control. skin oondition mood and cogriuton since reatiats
have been in use.

Many interventions may be as effective or even more effective than restraints in managing a
residentt's needs, safety riksa. and problems. To be effective the intervention must address the
underlying problem. Examples of alternatives include: use of familiar. comfortable chairs:
activities that ae meaningfil to esident behavior management progranms judicious use of
psychotropic drugs to treut active psychiartic disorders (e.g.. psychoses, panic disorders);
cheduled toileing plmns: and regular exercise for agiurted residents.
PhysicalResusinas 3
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MINIMUM DATA SET SECTIONS
A.

IDENTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

B.

COGNITIVE PATTERNS

C.

COMMUNICATIONIHEARING PATTERNS

D.

VISION PATIERNS

E.

PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING AND STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS

F.

CONTINENCE IN LAST 14 DAYS

G.

PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING

H.

MOOD AND BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

1.

ACTIVITY PURSUIT PATTERNS

J.

DISEASE DIAGNOSES

K

HEALTH CONDITIONS

L

ORAINUTRITIONAL STATUS

M.

ORAL/DENTAL

N.

SKIN CONDITION

0.

MEDICATION USE

P.

SPECIAL TREA1MENTSIPROCEDURES
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MDS TRIGGERS
L

DELIRIUM

2.

COGNITIVE LSS/DEMENTIA

3.

VISUAL FUNCTION

4.

COMMUNICATION

S.

ADL FUNCTIONALREHABIITATION POTENTIAL

6.

URINARY INCONTINENCE AND INDWELLING CATHETER

7.

PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING

a

MOOD STATE

9.

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS

1.

ACTIVITIES

IL

FALLS

IL

NUTRITION STATUS

L.

FEEDING TUBES

14

DEHYDRATIONIPLAIN MAINTENANCE

IL

DErAL CAR

1i

PRESSUR

17.

PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE

1L

PHYSICAL REStAINTS

ULCRS
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And This Is Home?
Carter Williams
Jnrtis Hsir ed I-Jiey DoMy
S-ires, Rerhei,., Nes Yo. 14621-

In Webser's New World Dictionary, a home isdefined as "a place where
one likes to be:(thel place thought of asthe center of one's affections; (a]
restful or congenial place." In contrast, an institution is defined as "an
organization having a social, educational or religious purpose, (such) asa
school, church, hospital, reformntory, etc." (1). The dictionary does not
confuse home and institution, nor should we.but we are dealing with an
environment where the essential qualities of the two must meet for the
benefit of Ihe people living in it.
It hasbeen my privilege over the past 10yearsto work with many persons
in their eighth, ninth, and tenth decades of life for extended periods of time
both before and after they entered long-term care institutions. Because of
this experience and my knowledge of nursing homes through consulting
work. I have accepted ihe challenge of speaking for others-that is,for the
people living in institutions.
Recognizing that one can only figuratively walk in another's shoes or sit
in a restraint in another's wheelchair; we shall enter into the lives of some
people I have known and worked with. In this way, we can perhaps gain a
common basisof understanding about the problems with which these individuals are trying to cope. We can then proceed to some questions about
how teaching and research activities in lotg'term care facilities may affect
them and, in turn, the job of the health care professional.
The transition from home to instittition isa time of crisis for all involved,
but most especially for the person making the move, so a look at this period
serves
asa good starting point for understanding the experience of institutional living. We nov meet a woman who was my neighbor for many
years,whom we shall call Mrs. Eckldnd, just as she is experiencing this
transition
Mrs. Ec4nd was90,divorced following a brief marriage in her t0s,
and
wasliving alone in her smaIl third-floor apartment, which she had occupied
for 25years.A licensed practical nurse, she had worked part-time into her
early U0s.She had never had children, and her only close relatives were

two sisteri almost asold asshe,both in institutions and both largely alienated
from her and from each other. She wastremendously proud of her career
as a nurse in a period when most women were not financially independent.
And she wasproud that her earnings had been substantial enough to result
in Social Security payments that allowed her to meet her monthly expenses
and pay for a personal care ide for a half day each week. She was also
proud of her family backgrosind, which included early settlersin the city.
and of her pastreatiorships with a number of influential people. She was
an avid reader, keenly intrested in politics, vehement in her political opinions, and a warm supporter of the women's movemnent.
Along with this pride in family and in her own accomplishment ran a
prickly, at timestempestuous, personality. This temperament, accompanied
by increasing immobility, meant that shehad few relationships one or two
by telephone and a few in the neighborhood. Her world had shrunk into
the three roomsof her apartment. Always, she told me. she was complimentad by others on the transformation she had wrought there. She re'
counted in detail her choice of the deep blue rug, her delight in her beautiful
pink bathroom, her dressing table with the fabric ordered from a certain
store, and the setof gold-plated toilet articles carefully arranged on top.
Thee were her books,too, four shelves of them, and her family pictures,
the clothes she cared so much about, and the mementos from her trips to
India. She satin her fanback chair and controlled her world, with spirited
comments about the failure of the politicians in Washington to manage
their world as well.
This home, special andbeautiful to her, wasto others an attic apartment,
poorly lighted and inconveniently amnged. The Mue rug wasusually covoad with lint, and the odor of urine was strong. There weremany piles of
booksand papersabout her room.
However, she peseved in her full determination to remsin at home
wheceshe wascontent to be, selecting resources she wanted to use from
those I told her about, and shebrushed asidewith anger attempts to disess
future planning and consideration of entering a long-tenm care facility.
Then, ashad happenedfour or five times previously within the year, she
fell. But this time she lay on the floor many hours, unable to reach either
of her telephones, which had been appropriately lowered according to instructions from a consulting occupational therapist. Her Dail Hello catler
alerted a neighbor when she received no answer, and Mrs. Eckland waS
admitted to the hospital for the second time in severalmonths in severe
congestive heart failure.
With this bachgound, we may now picture her after a period in the hospital on the way to a nursing home, wh ch her doctor has told her can no
longer be avoided, She is out of the hospital gown for the first time in many
weeksand is wearing her familiar raincoat and her fur hat. She isexpressing
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conflicting felings of hope and apprehension as we nakethe trip in the
chainnobile.
There is no one to greetus at the door. Mn. Eckland is wheeledupstain
by the chairmobile atesdeni and helped to sit in a chair hesidea hedin a
on the floor introduces herself and weldouble room. The nurse in chairge
comesMr. Eckland to her newhome.Sheisthinking andresponding slowly
to her. Shetries to
and doesnot do very wellwith the questions addressed
focus asothers come in to seeher the social worker, the dietitian. and an
Soeneaddressher by her first nameor call
aide in fairly rapid succession.
her 'honey' though they do not know her, andmostspeakin loud voira
though she is only slightly hard of hearing. All speakkindly, but rapidly.
and shedoesnot quickly apprehend what isespectedof her in the discussion
of food preferences. nor doessheseemto comprehend someof the routines
they describe.Sometry to takelime to listen to her, hut they are obviously
tend to be stereotyped.
under pressureof time; their responses
From controlling her own smalldonain at home, Mr. Eckland hasbeen
thrust into a 24-hr-aday situation in which she is to live by a schedule
decided byothers in a setting whereshecannot even maintain control over
the position of the items on her bedsidetable, or for that mailer what she
wishesto haveon top of the tableand what is to be in the drawer, a detail
that throughout her year and a half in the nursing home particularly annoyed her.
To observes this loss of control seemedappropriate to her condition,
which included lack of urinary control, inability to walk, and somelack of
meant los of identity. All material clues
judgment. To her this espenience
as to who she wasandwhat her life hadbeen wereabsent-on royal blue
carpet to reflect her taste,no books,no family pictures, noclosets ofclothes,
no mementos of her travls. Wiped awayalsowerethe freedoms of living
at home sitting up reading into the early morning hours perhapsnever
going to bed, or sleeping until 11 am., and eating when and what she
wanted. And, finally, the los of freedom wasliterally andfiguratively sig*
nified by the esperience of beingplaced in a vest-like prment with long
beltsattachedby which shewnstied into ha chair becauseof her tendency
to slip out of it.
Psychologically, environmentally. and socially, Mrs. Eckland's familiar
world haddisappearedShehad lost control of mod aspectsof doily living.
She felt vulnerable. actedupon by others. Her persona living spacewas
greatly reduced and wasoften invaded by other people. There was little
privacy and no solitude. From the limited socialcontacts she had at home
at times of her own choosing, she was thrust into constant contact with
a complete stranger.And she
others, beginning with a roommate who wvas
wasvisibly imprisoned in her wheelchair. Small wonder then that I would
find her in her first dayssitting in her chair almost bent double, her eyes
closed. She handed me on my visit to her the day after her admission this

I1"

iesac witten on the back of the card I lid left her the previous day with
a message
of love on il from me andmy husband. This is what she wrote
DensCater-You knowthiswasnot the placeI wantedto come.Ples
cometo se meandreallyproveslt youloveme.Alsopleseg Mr. B. (my
thanyoulovedme
tawy.rl tocomehre. I mosstalksohim.I lved youmonre
yoU.HowcanI trustV- nsw?
andtrussed
A long period Ofgrieving and depression followed in which Mrs. Eckband
questioned the value of living. She wasaccusatory toward staff and her few
visitors, including her lawyer. The staff social worker and I did what we
could to ameliorate the situation, with varying degreesof successcherished
items of her selection werebrought from home as soon aspossible-her
chair, family pictures, and clothing both precipitated more grieving and
very gradually helped her to begin to reestablish her senseof identity and
self-respect.Shedecided which pictures she wanted hung and where they
wereto be placed. Aides wereencouraged to ask her to select what she
wanted to weareach day. but this was only minimally successful because
aideswereconstantly roisted. Her hair style als changed with the aideof
the day, varying from looseand free-flowing to tight knots and coy ornaments and bows.Sometimes spotsof rouge and very bright lipstick were
applied, though she had never usedcosmetics previously. Mealtime was
often difficult; she had to sit at table for a half hour or more while others
gathered, and she longed for a really hot cup of coffee andrealchins and
metal cutlery rather than the arrayol plastic with which shehad to cope.
Cradually, severaldistinctly positive developments occurred: she forwed
goodtrusting relationships with the social worker and two aides.She began
to discover that she could help someother residents through her conversational ability and the encouragement the offered them. And through the
chaplain, she wasreunited with her church from which shehad long been
estranged.

Mrs. Eckland'astory haselements common to the experience ofthe many
older people in ou communities who arc precipitously transferred from
home to institution via the hospital becauseof major health crises. But as
hard as the move to an institution wasfor her, it was probably not as great
a change assomepeople experience. She alsohad greater coping abilities
than many who haveled more protected and circumscribed lives. She did
not haveto be separatedfrom a spouseor other family membersnor did
she leavebehind a treasured pet. She alsohad no languageproblems. One
must try to imagine what it must be like for the agedimmigrant who has
learned little or no English to enter an institution. or for a black person or
others of snother racial cultural minority to enter our overwhelmingly white
institutions. What must it be like for people who have lost much of their
hearing to enter the nuring home environment. eaperiencing all the loss
of identity andcontrol that Mrs. Eckland did and in addition hardly being
ableto communicate with others?
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What lies aheadfor peoplewho maketheir homesin long-term care institutions if teaching and researchfunctions are added?Even without the
advent of researchand teaching. the medical andnursing routines of longterm care facilities tend to mediclize the smallest details of life. For example. Mi.s Cohen cannot enjoy her SabbathFve chalah when it is reduced from the warm fragrant chunk shehas enjoyed Friday eveningsall
her life to a thin cold slice becauseof her restrictive diet. So great is her
indignation, that her responseisto refusealt food. And how can Mr. Denby,
the courtly, dignified former executive, be savedfrom embarrassment
and
identity lom when he is unable to rise to gred or bid farewell to his guest
becausehe is tied to his chair out of fear of his falling? He trim at timesto
work up a little levity about the mtraint by calling it his 'male brassiere,'
but another day he saysquietly. "It's a terrible thing to loseyour Freedom."
Indeed, his senseof imprisonment is so greatthat I haundhim in teamon
another occaion becamue
he vam
certain the doom
wee locked and his wile,
who wa soonto return from a trip, would not be allowedin by the jailor
to we him. And where is there privacy hfr him andhis wife when he shars
a double onom,and not only is the roommate present but at unexpected
momenta a loud voice comesover the intemromdemanding to know where
this or that aideis?Thee are hardly the circumstances and setting in which
two people can shareintimate moments, whether they be timesof quiet
conversation or longed-for sexualintimacy.
For anyone who hat been in an acutehospital bed, theseexperiences,
andmany more, often strangeanddehumanising, ar familiar. But we must
remember, the long-term care facility is usually the persons pesmanent
home, and the problems are chronic and haveto be dealt with not for a
limited number of days hot, for mood,horthe fat of their lives.
Wil the meaningful eventsof every-day life, already sogreatly reduced,
be further medicalized by teaching and research activities? When planning
andcarrying out thesefunctions, will health professionals
taketime to plan
their interventions into the lives of residentsso that their contacts enrich
them andlighten their bads rather than addto their burdens?If the health
professional recognize Mrs. Eckland at the proud woman who struggled
for a meansof supporting herself after what wasat the time the disgrsce of
divorce and rejection by her family, he/sbewill contribute to the regaining
and affirming of individual identity. One also hopesthat heshe will take
the time to look for her strengths andnot only for her frailties and weaknesses.If one goesfurther to discover how life feelsto Mr. Eckbsndnow,
a new relationship will mull. If this relationship can be of enough duration
to providesomeenrichment anddependability in her life, he/shewill avoid
becominga part of another bewildering paradeof faces.For, unfortunately,
somehomesdeliberately rotate aides
every week.The rationale offered for
this policy is that they do not want individual residents to become attached
to any one side. Yet this practice runs exactly counter to what the tick,
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older person needsin terms of familiar faces,procedures, and continuing
dependable relationships. There is a slight possibility of unhealthy relationshlps developing. But with monitoring for signsof destructive behaviors,
this practice of cutting off people living in institutions from attachments to
staff can be avoided. Crief is alwaysinvolved when a relationship ends, but
with appropriate support both to the older person and to staff, this grief can
be worked through. The risk of loss,after all, is one we lake throughout
our lives, If we deny ourselves and others all attachments because of the
potential of pain, we deny something essential to us a human beings.
When one hasgiven up much that wasformerly meaningful and ha lost
a large measure of personal freedom, one i particulasly sensitive to an
attitude of being used-used m an object of teaching or research. So to
every resident of a nursing home who may participate in any project, careful
explanation and feedback about what has been learned by such research
are needed.And time is neededaw ell to avoid mistaking diminished hearing. sightsand voice strength fot lack of responsecapabilities.
One research nurse wrote me of her experience In this regard . follows
In our insstitstion,
we take areat
cre with themn promn Weasproach
eschpersonslow creaultyarig
ability to e, hear,andeemmunicsta,
sosindentandjudge,andreas andthe loveto etsfrt or dlseomfortIttis
a slowprocss Weerphaiss
thecement,verbatimif rseesy. Forone def,
ovevrhrshi envd
mronweespiedkeycof d therient onto paeser
heardin
urget
setteo
he rtd rendic hurhinsetf Wego btk the nestdayor
neek
if be peIg
nonl is amep andwilh etotlk with fameyor ienxspais
or
wton
s thinbs over.
rsoh
We
tell Ipsel whowto hsarn
rh soif they
e their
osins
or hareqouestons
IP. Tabtori, btonroeCommanity Hospitalpeoia rmAr to the importaent
maten of contributing to a per on;ssenseof cn trol
over herflaia
environment, this may ome mnlety through
reccrtion of many
small deilsthrough consultatinl and agreement with eachperson on
timing, on who the personnel will be, on whether one takespainsto leave
thingsin thepersons room asthey were when found, whetherone is creful
to knock before entering, to ak permission to speakwith the resident, or
to return at a more convenient time; whether one cemesbers to sit dowvn
so that he/sheis en the same eye level as the person being visited and to
speakslowly, avoiding jargon and "medicalese.'
A word about families, which I have so far neglected. Al will agree that
their undertanding of the goalsof the teaching and research are crucial.
so time needsto be allowed for contacts with them. They will be needed
as very important sourcesof backup, interpretation, and support to their
institutionalized family membe. Thewre
are varieties of families, carrying
their own particular constellations of relationships to their sick older relsfives living in the instituthn.
What of the person like Mr. Ecklsnd who, in effect has no family? Again,
on the basisof personal experience, any such personis so very vulnerable
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role with andfur hind
acaAt an dslvocecy
that it is essentialthat smuremue
her. Mrs. Ectkand, fr e"ample, neededfrequent interpretation about what
happened to her in the nutsing home. She neededto be able to turn to
is that
My suggestion
someoneoutside the home for help andreassurance.
everyone who is without closefamily and friendshave an advocate,who
could be a volunteer trained much asthe ombudsman is andwho could be
recruited from the community through churches, temples.and serviceorganizations.
with the questions it raiseshasheen presented to sensitize
This discussmion
us to the possiblepitfalls of introducing leaching andresearchto the home
of the older personwith chronic illness.In sme of the institutions where
thes functions alreadyexist, there are encouraging reports of positive nre
suitsfor the residents.For esampte,participation in a researchproject often
in a welcome increasein attention and enrichment in relationdoes mesult
of purposeto the individual's life. tesults
ships.It addsinterest and rense
of somestudiescan bring about certain immediate improvements in care.
And there is a positive spin-off in the addedintemst leaching and msearch
may bring to the work of the staff if they are properly preparedfor it and
are not too overworked. One physician. highly experienced in researchin
long-term carefacilities, reports that he doesnot et foot on a floor to talk
to any resident until extensive meetingshare been held with all nursing
staff in which a full understanding of poalsandprocedures hasbeenreached
lst rumors and apprehensions abound (D. Bentley. University of tochnter, fienorsf communacatian, 1984).When staffing ratios art poor, as I
hove kmownthem to be at timesin all institutions, but particularly in the
smaller proprietary facilities, it is recommended that the teaching and research projeds bring in some additional personnel. The good reports of
successful teaching and researchare alwaysaccompanied by this provisa
time must be spentto prepare the peopleparticipating as subjectsaswell
andstaff at al levels.
astheir family members,advocates,
We needto learn somuch more about the health andwell-being of people
that affect
andsystems
who live in chronic-care institutions andthe diseases
them. What about the systemthat ernerg from the matenaistic atthde
mostnursing homes-is it beneficial to the people living there?
that pervades
to learn
They are,after all, adults andnot kindergartners. Weneedresearch
how to peotectthosefor whom a fall is dangerous without the sns of
imprisonemnt and punishment remtraintsproduce. We urgently need to
know more sbout how to teach personnelsuccessfully at all levelsabout
those things that makefor personaliration. dignity, and a senseof worth.
so thet a nurse doesnot addressall shecam for as'himey" or 'dear." so
in front of a personnewly admitted doesn't
that the dining room assistant
call over to her supervisor in a loud voice, 'Does Smith feedherselfl" which
from Mm. Smith, Of course I
brings the immediate, indignant mesponse
feedmyseIlY'And we needto learnwaysof expanding the institution-bound
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AND THIS IS HOME?

social worer's understanding and creativity, possibly by providing work
partly outside the institution. The list of questions regarding all aspectsof
care-medical, nursing, social, administrative-is unending.
It is my hope that as one esploresthese questions he/she will include
sensitivity to the person being studied as an essential component of research,education, andclinical care. Byprocedures that personalize, by our
findings andtheir application, ve will help to remove someof the bitterness
from the question ivith ehich 'se began:"And this is home?"
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Moving Ahead with the Challenge:

Meeting the },40
OBRA Mandate
Alan Feedlrobl
Lois Shrifet,
Wii
SanSoro, dandwra LatEn

and reflect the following behavioral
direction andrate of change can move
expectations fornursing facilities.
toward either improvement or decline.
* Thefacilir mustmakea conmprehen- The surveyor must consider the undedlyn October 1. 1990,the Health
sire assessmenr
aoa residenrs needs ing reasons why disability occurred.
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dent's comprehensive assessment and
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to
perform
dailY
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All
care
provided
by
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flow from the residentis
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In conducting a quality of care assessandsubsequent cre plan.
facilities' compliance with statutmryand assessment
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dents' functioning. except under certain
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fion of appropriate restortine andpreget Reconciiatiorn
Act of 1987(OBRA).
This requirement embodies theexpecventative careprograms.
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of the survey-the quality o careassess- andrehabilittive caregoals and that care attainingthe highest piscticable physical.
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ment, and dietary services systems
example, a resident
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quality
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chosocial
and physicalftttniing Using
the UMDS andresident assessment
instrument. surveyors will be able to
enamine
betterd1epossibility tht failue
toprovideaggressive
competentrhiltationandoiher care over time leadsto
he inevitable
useofrestraints.

_

seriousfalls attributableto poorlighting
Toremedythistypeof situation,theernviro al quality assessment
has devel...surveyorsoped ralings of environmenmal
factors
may need to
_'
affectingresidents'quality of life suchas
blanoe potent
sound levels,odors.vemilation,
and spatial requirements, most of which are
conflicting
found at 483.15. quality of life and
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_
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a
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can
propenyresidents
amournof personal
resident
retin, a policy thatencounrges
self-control. may experieneeincreased
incidence of theft andloss. Thusait is
critically importantth surveyorsapply
in evnwing
principlesof reasonableness
the exsentto which the nursingfacility
arrangesor modifies the physical enviorsidents'
funcronmenttoaccommodate
honalandsocialneeds.
Dietary S ro
Whikethenewnursingfacility requirementssd OB3A changedsignificantly

in theareasof residentstightsquality of
for
care,andquality of life. requirensments
unaldietary servicesremainessentially
tered.The dietary servicesrequiremrtt.
483.35states: flw facility mustprovide
eachresident with a nourishing. palarable. wl-balnced diet thatmeetsthe
daily nutritional andspecialdietaryneeds
of eachresident"(emphsis added.)
In revkiwing dietary andnutritional
mustview nutritional
services.surveyors
health.
servicesas havingenvironmental
quality of care and quality of life elefor
ments.To thisend,surveyprocedures

Tame the Monster!
Your food stomgearea.It lurks quietly in your dietary departent. But
ignore it, even for a shon time, and is will win your budget,creasea
food shortage panic right beforemealtime, and lave your residents
complaining aboutpoor quality andtasteFortunately, you have a Dietary Manager in command, professionally trained to tamethe moroser. Dietary Managers
q-;4%
andinventory
knrrv the n andoutso smanputchasmg
management. They have the skills to convert the /
0'
mind-boggling mare of cans,boxesand jar into
\,
nutritious, appetiaing meals.With nomuch ridin
Iess?
r
on your food srvice, can you afford anything
Hnosn

cniryman...

sd0 rnU~..i.i
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havefour
dietary an nutritional servtces
to evaluatefood sanitation.
comtponens:
anddistriburionsto ratethe
preparation,
environmental
quality of facility congrethequality of
gatedining aeas:to assess
life aspects of the dining experience
through observing individual residents:
to
and to link thesedining observations
of nutritional satus
individual appraisals
basedon theresident's comprehensive
andplanof cm.
assessment
The first part of the dietary services
focuseson inputsand
systemassessment
the prtcessof delivering nutritional seeSurveyorswill observe
vicesto residents.
andrate the preparation andquality of
mealusing
food servedfor a designated
evaluation criteria adapted.
standardized
in par. from foodservicesanitaion measuresdeveloped
by the federalFoodand
Drug Administration. In addition. inclusion of a standardprotocol thatguides
surveyors in tracking a meal from its
surpreparationto servicewill enhance
veyor consistency in measuringfacility
withdietary requiremems.
compliance
In addition soassessing
food preparation and service. surveyors mustalso
quality of life outcomes
associatascenain
ed with dining. This is accomplished
through direct observation of residents
included in the standardsurveysample
while they are eating. Through these
the
observations,
surveyors
will determine
residents' use and need for assisfive
quality
of
the
assistance
the
devices,the
in dining andtheefforts
residenteceives
mainfacility staff taketo ssistresidents
tain independent
functioning in eating,the
amountof food eaten,andwhetherwhat
theresident
eatsconfoms with die orders.
The most innovative feature of the
is thatitis an
dietaryservices
assessment
integrative process.Becausesurveyors
evaluatethequality of dining for all residents in the standard survey sample.
or m
whethertheyeatin thedining moom
bedbound.
it is possible
solink thisinformation o Ithereview of eachresident's
nutritionalstatuswhich is basedon resiandreviw of
dent andstaffobservations
assessment
theresidents'comprehensive
andplan of care.Information obhained
from individual andgroup interviws
of eatingwill be integrated
aboutmasters
of nutritionwith thesedirectobservationm
of
al statussoprovidea holisuicappraisal
a facility's compliance with dietary and
nutritional services requirements For
perspocexample,
obtainingtheresidents'
tiw aboutfood in the facility provides
of sautnoinsightsinto howthe exsrcise
andindividual nuritry in food selection
to nutritional
connributes
tionaldecisions
outcomes-
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RelatedActivItes
1991.aftersurveyors
andproviers have
Wehaveoutlinedsomeof theinsova- becomethoroughly
famiiar with thenew
doesto thelongtermcaresuwey
pnocess requirements and survey procedures.
thatwebelievewill enhanvce
theoutlcrteHCFAisparticularlyinterested
ie teaming
basedorientation
toevaluating
thequslily
aboul the difficulties providers havein
of careandquality of life in thenationms complying with thenewrequirements
and
nirsngfacilities andenforcinglongterm in theirpercqeionsaboutthe validiry and
carerequirements
for participationin the consistency
of therevisedsurveyprocess
Medicare andMedicaid programs.We comparedto thecurrent long termcare
will confinueto efre thisprocess.
survey. In designing this evaluation.
HCFA is also committed to other
HCFAwill seektheacive involvement
of
effortsto mee itsCongressional
mandate stateandfederalsurveyors.
resident
advosoimptove the effectiveness
of its lIng cates.andnursingfacility providers.
termca reviewsystems.especially
the
FImally.HCFAis developing
a noticeof
consistent
perfonmance
of stateandfederal surveyors.In fall 1990.we will design
andimplementa nationalproficiencytest
for stateandfederalsurveyorsof long
temncarefacilities asrequired
by OBRA.
Webelieve that the resident-centered.
outcome-based
evaluation focusof the
new survey process places greater
demands
on theclinical andprofessional
competencies
of surveyors.
Surveyor competency is assured
throughenhanced
andon-goingtraining.
To this end. HCFA has developedand
distributedto eachof thenationrs
apprbnimutely 4.000 surveyors a self-instructional training manual.Nursing facility
providerscan alsopurchasethistraining
material from the National Technical
Information Service. Departmenl of
Commerce.
HCFA is alsocommitted to a formal
evaluation
of thenewsurveypnocess.
This
evaluwion
will commence
arund Jassary

proposed
nulemakingon surey andcenification of nursing facilities andskilled
nursingfacilities andenforcement
procedures.Thisndewill providefor a number
of remedies
to beimposed
on facilitiesthat
fail socomply wilh federalparticipation
requirements.
including specified remedies.in lieuof or in addition
io termination
for facilitiesthatareotnof compliance
and
specifiedremedies
for statesurveyagencies thatdo not meetsurveying requiremeets.Thisregulation
will implement
provisionv of OBRA that were further
amended
by 1988and1989legislation.D
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WhatWe Need Is
A NewAttitude
Nancy E.Hinkley

N

ew federal requirements for
exiended and enhanced nurse
assistant
ttaining nowforcethose
of us in long termcare to enamineour
management
auinidestoward.andespectatons of. training andhumanresource
development. For dhenursing homein
particular. 75 hoursof training for each
nurseassistantrepresentsa significant
investment. The prudent administrator
andmanager
will takeeverystepto assure
thatthis invesrmemr
is not only costeffective butalsoconrributes
to qualitycare.
Training doesnot guarantee
improved
performance andquality. Nevertheless.
we are in thebeginningstagesof implementinga costly new trainingprogramin
he longrermcareindusry. TheCongressionalBudgetOffice of the U.S.goveanr
menthaspredictedthatthe costof implementing the nurse assistant training
component of OBRA for the first year
will be S55 million from federalfunds
andS45million fromslatefinds. This is
a one-yearcostof S100million dta will
be bomeby taxpayers.
residents.
fumdies.
and providers. The tratning cost is in
addition to whatevr is nowbeingspent
for etaensation
nd training of totalstaff

in the long term care facility. No one
knows how accuratethis figure is-but
we canuseit for illustration purposes.
Although the federalgovernmemt
has
prescrihed
theamountof 75 hourstaining-aot to includeoerieatnon-for nurse
assistantsnd hasidentifiedspecificcontent areas,it has left to the individual
states
the tankof developing
or approving
the requisite 75-hour training programs
andmeansfor evaluatingskills andperformance through demonstration and
knowledge andunderstanding
through a
written test.States
amnowdesigningtheir
ownsystemsfor nurseassistanttraining
NancyE Hinaky. EdD.
is president of The
andcompetency
evalualihu.
Hillhoven Fowndemoto. In apreliminarydrft, onestateproposesthatthe skills examination
will consist
Takora, Washington.
five shills.
whet. she is responsi- of tdeindividual demonsorarmg
onefromeachof fiveskill categories;
the
hi. fmosrtraffdandnsnure
assistant
will
hve
three
oppornmieirpansion.fimdilm
ties to passthe skills enaminatinon.
The
sources.
andthedoelwritten examwill consistof 50 multipleopanens
of a research
jnctuion. TheHillhavn Faudnon 1osa 17-yearhisizey choice questionswritten asa 3rd to 5th
ofcontminent o i
ig theqalioy of
gradereadinglevel; the nurseassistant
longerem
cae in a vcery of sengs.
wil havetwo bourstocompletetheexnm

3ties

and, at the option of the prmovider,
may
havethee chances
to passthisexam.This
is vey likely similar to procedures
being
developed
in otherstates.
BuaShI0 million spentsothat nurse
assistants
caneachdemonstrate
fiveskills
andanswer50 multiple-choice
questions
written ar the 3rd to 51hgradereading
level is nor gemingourmoney'sworth!"
Overthenextfew years.hundreds
of millions of dollarswill be spenton training
in the nursinghomesof this coinry. We
hoveo remember
Training is notcheap.
Training is nota quick fin.
Training wil notchange
the
quality of cam.
Training wil nor guap
ntee
performance.
Training doesnotexistin a vacuam.
Given thatthis nurseassistant
triaining
will begin andwill coninue over rime,
given thatit is a costly progran. hrw cnt
we "get our money'sworth' not of this
enormous investment? It will require a

Prder F

susy1tm
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tions are doomed to failure from the MrsratettComnmbnef
The trhiner ca tetch, the learnercatsn
start Any lime we try to improve an
individual's oupussolely by chaiging the learn, the learner can passa lest and
demonstrate
competencies.
but noneof
input of knowledge or information or
skills sothatindividual. we aremakingthe these guarantees performance. In the
opensystem,successtakesplacewhere
naiveassumption
thatthe personexistsin
thereis a commitment to the notionthat
a perforoance vacuum.We ae ignoring
peoplecatnandwantto klamandwant to
envimrnment-that
that the performance
'system'-ias anenotnrousimpacton the do a goodjob. Acting on this premise.
do theirjobsandon theresults learning. working, and succeeding
way people
An OpenSystem
together become a way of life for the
theorgatuzatiun
achieves.organization.
The addministrator
becomes
Whatwe leamn
fommsystems
theoryis
The facility itself mustbe understood
thecoach.asPetersandAustin eloquentthat instead of always assuming that
as an open system of organization.
whereinall peopleare interrelatedand training is whatis needed-how many ly descrihein A Passionfor Excellence:
"Ther is no magic:only peoplewho find
everyone
affectstheoutcome
of theorga- times do we seethe phrase"have an
nization.Forexample.usauthor R.Stryk- inservice" in a facility's planof correc- andnurturechampions, dramatizecompanygoalsanddirection. build skills and
er points out in the book, Reducing
tion-we look to the entire system,
Turner in NHrsingHomes,trsinedand including staffing,supervision,
peerpres- teams,spreadirresistibhl enthusiasm.
philosophy. We They arecheerleaders. coaches.storywill move sure, andmanagement
well-qualified nurseussissants
They encourtage.
on if wedon't providethemopportunities alsokam thatwhenwe speakof goalsor tellers, andwanderers.
missionfor the training function, we do excite, teach, listen, facilitate. Their
for job satisfaction. "We needtrained
nurseassistants
to give imprnved cam,
buta well-trained
effectivenurseassistant
is surely not going to remain with an
employer who pays poorly, has capripractices,
pmvidesinadeciouspersonnel
THE
SIMPUSTIC MYTH
quate supervision, does not provide
for cepression
of ideas,or
opportunities
locksa host of other positive organizaWwNg = JabParonae = lezsd
tionalfactors."
Administrators
andmanagers.
nor the
trainer.mustbearthe ultimateresponsibility forperformance
outcomes.
Adminandmantgermustalsobearthe
isrnuonrs
ultimateresponsibility for quality.There
THE
PRACTICAL
MODEL
needsto be a commitmentfromthe top
downto the notionthatpeoplecan and
wantto learnandwantto do a goodjob.
L1wniu = CAPAUTYTO
DO
Also, there mustbe a positive arrlrde
caring
thatemphasizes
towardemployees
Enfanmni =
Capady ToDo+Reiinfog Job
espectations.
In addiandcommunicating
in a
development
non,humanresources
UIANGES
INJOB
PERFORMANCE
facility is anorganization-wide program
that includes orientation. coaching.
Nees+
+Relevance
ToReal
ang ri JobPerformance
appropriate
andrainedsupemvion.
trainOutsde 6Wsm=
hFoorobb
ing andeducation,counseling.goalsetRESUWS
AND
PAYOFF
analysis.
ting, andperformance
Whenadmissraion andmanagement
look momfully at theorganizationas
thesethreecon.
andalsoembrnace
system
cepts-comminment, umitde.pngrasOnly bruteconsisnotspeakof thenumbersnamedor num- actionsae consistent.
therewill be the possibility of positive
tencybreedsbelievability: theysaypcoresultsof investments
in training. Let's
hers passedor certified, but rather in
ple am specialandthey treatthem that
takea look at the facility as a system. terms of improving the organization's
rersmt performance Then we begin to under- way-always."
Haveyou everheardanemployee
Rolemodelingas a coachwill provide
to the floor fronman inserviceondyto be standwhy we needto look beyondthe
daily examples for staff. The simplest
told, '%Obdon'tpayany utention
to what training function-job performances
example is that of as athletic coach
she(the nairm)said-we don'tdo it that takesplacewhere?Out ther. When?All
a personcan'tdo
is probk the time.How?As a partof thesystem. -ther than assuming
wayhereon thefloor!" Thatscene
somethingor hasn'tteamedsomething.
ablyrepeated
hundreds
of times
tvetyday
Formalized classroomtraining or inforther amoftenwordsof suppont,
I know
throughoutthecountny. mal training will not producelong tem
in nursinghomes
thatyou can do i.- Ourlong termcam
prkb.
A tnriningproblem?
No, a systems
changesin performance
backon thejob
lem.Intheiranicle.'The Systems
Viewof
unlessthe atmosphere
of the workenvi- staff needto hearthat-especially nurse
who in manycaseshavehad
authorsRemmiler ronmentforcesindividuals to use what assistants
HumanPerfonnance."
and Brache write, "Most attempts to they have leamedand supervisorspro- more than their shareof negative life
continued
on page18
in
organiza'
vide
positive
reinforcement.
human
performance
impmove
newmle for administrators, managers.
directors,and
andcorporateconsultants.
executives.
As neverbeforewe will all
needto be a painof a facility's training
program.
This applieswhetherthetraining is donein thefacility or elsewhere,
mustbe seenas
for thetrniningprogriam
only oneelementof thehumanresource
development
functionof thefacility.
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'PUT
YOURSELF
INTHE
PLACE
OF
THE
RESIDENT...'

Stephen C. Bita"
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ronment crested by management. Only
careful atrention by managemet to rhe
second and third steps of this practical
model will make the job trming worthwhik. So. what can we conclude?
*Training will mt g ee quality cWre.
*Training will not guatantee a caring
and productive stauff.
*Training will notguarantee
leadership-t any evel.
*Training camaotcompensate for
programs.
underfunded
*Training cannot compensate for
understafflng.
*Training cannot compensate for
languagelcommunications harnees.
*Training cannot compensate for
of the systemn
lack of understanding
of the organizaUion.
costs for
stan-up
first-year
With
OBRA required training estimated at
thatwe
be
assured
must
we
SI 0) million,
will get full value for this investment.
Training is needed--but alone itoffers no
guarantee of perfommance.Management
and trainers alike must understandthe
concept of transfer of learning. Weshould
Human Resource Development System
thatpassing a competency tess
rnemember
Human resourcedevelopment is a pro'
gan. a system unto itself, not merely a is no guarantee of desirable wort performance. The facility should be seen as an
collection of insrvice classes offered to
nor merely
open system in which the administrator
meet minimum requirensments.
and managers. not the trainer. bearultithe offering of 75 hours of nurse assistant
mate responsibility fr perfonmanceoatraining. not merely the perfunctory
required 16 hours of orientation, but a comes. The work environment must
motivate individuals to use what they
meaningful system that works toward
have learned, and supervisors must be
individual and organizational goals. The
available to monitor performance and to
system is so effective that line managers
provide positive reinforemennt.
respon'
over
and
take
with
naturally work
Fatally, the expenditure of tirte and dolsibility fromthe traine.Transfer of learns
larsforOBRA-reated or any other type Of
ing ftom the clasrororn to the work sering
is expected, for supervisors and managers staff training mussbe viewed as an investment rather than a requirement. so that
areheld responsible for the day-to-day job
accustrainers and managers alike become
perfoemance and the employee's integratromedaolooking forongoingperformance
ton of new skills.There is an old adage,
"When thereis a problem. do noafmethe outcomes rather than the results of paper
M
compliance competency testing.
doer, fire the supervisor." Harsh language
perhaps, but it lays it on the line-the
trainer is responsible for learning and
References
evaluation. the supervisor is responsible
Hegland A. "Drawing a Bead on the
for daily job performance. Most of us tend
Cost of OBRA '87." Today's Nursing
Learning
myth:
the
simplistic
to believe
=Job Performnance= Results. We need Home. March 1989.pp. 1. 26-27.
Hoffman. ED. "Training Technology's
instead to consider a more practical
Next Frontier: On the Job Perfornance
model: Learning = Capacity to Do;
Trai-ing. September 1989.
Objectives.'
Capacity aoDo +Reinforcing Job Environmert= Changes at Job Perfotmnance pp.57-59.
and
Austin. N.A Passionfec
T.
Peters.
in Job Performance +Relevance
Changes
E.cellence. New York: Random House
Conto Real Needs = FavorableOuntside
1985.
ditions - Results and Payoff (see charts
Rummker.GA. and Brache. A.P. The
on pge 16).
Systems View of Human perfomiance.'
4
The Hidden Challenge
Trairing,September 1988.pp. 5-53.
Stryker. R.Reduing Twarno'inNurnWe have taken a giant step forward
nrrgHras. 1989.
with OBRA-reaed nurse assistan osinTexasHealth Care AsscintiaLa Nurse
ing. We need trained caregivers. The
Training Updlen.Murch1959.
Aide
eavinursing link lies in the day-to'dsy

16
conrinsaedfontpage
work, and educational experiences. We
canoto afford to say that we don't have
tine to be a conch:we cannot afford to
say thatit's not our style to be a conch:
we catnot afford to saythat coaching is
someone else'sjob.
Administraion andmanagement mus
have a positive aninudetoward employees
that emphsiZes cang-he human pan
resource development. It is not
of humatn
reasonable to expect our employees to be
more caring to our residents than we are
to them as employees. Nurse assistants
will rrea residentsthe way hat they perceive that they are treated.Can we larn
to put ourselves in that particular nurse
assistant's shoes? Additionally, administration and management mu have a positive anitude toward the training function.
We mue see it no only as a requirement
andan administrative responsibility. but
also as the single most important tool to
help achieve goals of high-quality care
stability.
and r'mancial
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ADMINISTRATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY

w

hereas, the administrators of long-term
care facilities place the health, welfare,
safety, and happiness of the patient/
resident before all else; and

Whereas, ithe ACHCA
National Stands irds of Practice for Long Te *rmCare Administrators deflineates the
scope of practioe and defines
the administraltor's role in
setting and ii nplementing
policies to ensuire quality paare; and
tient/resident Ca
Whereas, the role and
responsibilities of other licensed health professionals
such as physicia ns and nurses
are governed by relevant practice acts; and
conduct of
Whereas, ti te
heath prnuofe1
such licensed
sionals is subjec t to review by
the appropriate! state licensure
board;
Now be it therefore re-

solved that the ACHCA affirms that the administrator
shall establish and implement
to the best of his/her ability
measures which assure that
patient/residents health and
safety are not endangered; and
Beit further resolved that
the administrator shall not be
held culpable for the professional practice of other licensed
health professionals unless
such culpability is the direct
result of administrative negligence in performing the role
as delineated in the ACHCA
National Standards of Practice
for Long-Tern CareAdministrators. (Journal of Long-Term
Care Administration, Vol.15.
No. 1, Spring 1987, p. 11.)
March 1988

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE ADMINISTIATORS
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RESOLUTION ON LONG-TERM CARE NURSING

w

hereas, The American College of Health
Care Administrators is committed to
quality patient/resident care; and

Whereas, thte caring and
competent nursee is the linchpin in direct provrisionofquality care in long-tterm care settings; and
Whereas, allInursing personnel involved in direct patient care, specilfically, registered nurses, lib ensed practical nurses/licens ed vocational
nurses, and nurs4eaides have a
direct impact on, the quality of
care and the quality of life of
long-term care F)atients/residents; and
Whereas, thee shortage of
nursing personni elat all levels
is critical within thelong-term
care sector.

Be it therefore resolved
that the American College of
Health Care Administrators
supports efforts to enhance the
image of the long-term care
nurse, to recruit individuals
into long-care nursing, and to
encourage nursing personnel
to make career commitments
to long-term care; and
Be it further resolved that
the American College of Health
Care Administrators desires
to facilitate communication
and work with other long-term
care and nursing organizations
to make long-term care nursing a desired, respected, and
rewarded career.
March IW88

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS
325SouthPatrickStreet A Alexandria,Virginia 22314-3510 A (703)549-5822
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LICENSURE OF LONG-TERM CARE ADMINISTRATORS
ithin the therapeutic milieu of the long-

term care facility, the administrator is the
key individual who not only provides
leadership in policy determination, but
also sets the tone for the total program.
The knowledge and attitudes
of the administrator have a critical
impact on medial care, as well as on
the entire staff's sensitivity to emotional, social, behavioral and mental problems among the residents.
Moreover, the administrator is the
primary contact with families of the
residents and the community.
The critical role the administrator plays in the delivery of quality care and the enhancement of
quality of life for the residents of
long-term care facilities has longbeen recognized byprofessionalsin
the field. The American College of
Health Care Administrators has a
quarter-century history of dedication to quality services through competent and caring administration.
The College requires adherence to a Code of Ethics for its
memnbeship and has in place a stiong
self-regulatory system for monitoringand takingactiononalleged violations of that Code of Ethics. The
Code includes assurance of quality
for those we serve.
National Standards of Practice for nursing home administrators which define acceptable procedures for providing quality care to
nursing home patients and residents
have been established and will be
used bystate licensureboards when
reviewing nursing home administrators.
Through a major grant from
W.C Kelogg Foundation and with
support from Procter and Gamble,
the College developed a professional
certification program for long-term

careadministrators. Thiisvoluntary
certificationprogram hasbeencited
as a model for other health professions, in that the program includes
measures of both knowledge and
skills and comparisons of individual results with national standards
of competency for professional
administrators.
ThroughtheFoundationof the
American College of Health Care
Administrators, research efforts and
other policy determination activities are conducted to increase the
knowledge base and enhance decision making in the long-term care
arena.
Educational programs which
keep professional administrators on
the cutting edge of new technologies and mranagement skills required
in these changing times of health
care are developed and evaluated.
It is the College's position that
professional standards of excellence,
specifically theCodeofEthicsStandards of Practice, and Professional
Certification Program, should be
incorporated byall licensureboards
and regulatory bodies in determining criteria for admission to retention in,and reciprocity for, thepractice of long-term care administration. Furthermore, all administrators of long-term care services, including hospital based facilities,
foster care programs, Veterans Administrationfacilities,andanyother
program or facilities which provide
long-term health care, should be held
to the same standards.
Amory IN7
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RESOLUTION OF PATIENT CARE

w

hereas, the administrators of long-term
care facilities are faced with one of the
most complicated and consequential assignments in today's society; and

Whereas, many people
seeking admission to longterm care facilities are more
frail and in more serious physical condition than in previous
times; and
/

Now therefore be it resolved that the American College of Health Care Administrators affirms that patient/
resident care is the foremost
concern of long-term care administrators. Ensuring the
quality of services to the nation's elderly is a paramount
responsibility of the long-term
care field.

Whereas, reuiatory and
reporting requirements place
increasing time consuming
documentation demands on
administrators; and

Beitfurtherresolved that
the administrator will place
the health of the patient resident before all other role expectations and dedicate his/
her career to achieving quality patient resident care.

Whereas, administrators
are under increasing pressure
to be responsive to varied and
splintered segments of society, including governmental
bodies, consumer groups,
third-party payors, regulatory
agencies, and others.

bAy law

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE ADMNISTRATORS
325 South PatrickSeet A Alexandria, Virginia 22314-3510 A (703)549-5822
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PRINCIPLES OF LONG-TERM CARE FINANCING
ong-term care financing is a paramount
concern of all professions related to aging. Representatives of five major national organizations associated with longterm care and aging began meeting in
mid-1985 to develop a policy statement on long-term
care financing that would cut across disciplinary interests and provide generic solutions.
Universal coverage for all
ages would be provided within
the parameters of a single
system of care.
The financing systems
would be developed with private-sector emphasis, (a minimal government role), and
employ case management utilization control to assure that
services were being delivered
in a setting that was congruent with patient needs. The
benefits under the financing
arrangement would be provider-neutral.
The informa-case network
(primary family) would maintain its vitality and viability.
Flexibility, competition, and
individual choice would also
be preserved.

These organizations were
the ACHCA, the American As-

sociation of Retired Persons,
the American Health Care As-

sociation, The American Association of Homes for the Aging, and the National Association for Home-Care. The work
of this group resulted in a document titled, "Principles of

Long-Tekm Care Financing."
The AdiCA Board of Gover-

nors adopted the principles in
September, 1986.
Central to these principles
is a commitment to quality patient-resident care based on
sound financial support Protection against catastrophic cost

accompanying long-term care
services would be based on
the concept of risk pooling.

AMERKIAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE ADMINITRATORS
325SouthPatrickStreet A AleandriaVirginia 22314-3510 A (703)549-5822
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QUALITY CARE

_ he major focus of the American College

of Health Care Administrators is on
quality assurance activities that enhance
.
the knowledge and skills of professional
administrators and assure quality care and quality of
life for nursing home patients and residents.
The American College of
Health Care Administrators supports the following premises related to quality assurance:
1. Voluntary credentialinG accreditation, and self-regulatory programs are more effective in assuring quality care than government
regulations and surveillance programs. Voluntary programs reflect
a professional commitment to providing quality care. They both
protect the public and facilitate the
identification of competent professionals and quality institutions.
The individual's participation
in the voluntary assessment, analysis, and remedial action programs
of certification and accreditation
assures the integrity of the quality
assurance efforts.
During the past several years,
there have been a number of instances of increased government
regulation of the nursing home industry and, thereby, the profession.
Yet reports such as the Institute of
Medicine Study (1986) and the Heinz
Study (1986) highlight poor quality
care. It appears as though the
amount of government regulation
and current surveillance techniques
do not correlate positively with
quality care.
Instead, surveillance techniques to assure compliance with
government regulations indeed may
have a major negative impact on
quality care.

A recent study by Mullen(] 985)
demonstrates a direct relationship
between dealing with regulatory
agencies and causes of stress among
nursing home administrators. This
important study revealed the following conditions to be the greatest
source of stress for nursing home
administrators: (1) inconsistencies
among government surveyors' interpretations of rules and regulations; (2) negative attitudes of surveyors; and (3) negative attitudes
and conduct supporting such attitudes by legislators.
In another 1985 study of nonrenewers of membership by the
ACHCA, it was found that approximately 34% had left the profession.
The ACHCA supports many
of the condusions of the Institute of
Medicine Study, and in fact has testi-

fied before the Committee on Nursing Home Regulations of the Institute of Medicine (Siebel, 1984) to
endorse:
A. Implementation of a revised
system of surveys that at a minimum, incorporates the following
elements
1. Aflexiblesurveycycleof90
days to two years, based on the
history of the facility.
2. Adoption of a system of both
screening surveys and abbreviated
surveys that would allow for a predetetmination of the need for a full
survey.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS
325 South Patrick Street A Alexandria, Virginia 22314-3510 A (703) 549-5822
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QUAUTY CARE
3. Licensure and certification
that could be granted for variable
periods of up to three years.
4. A reevaluation of the current set of standards, with the goal
of reducing the number of items to
focus on patient care-related items
and eliminating the sources of elomentsand factors that have little relationship to quality.
B. Inconjunctionwithourfirst
recommendation above, a system
to make better use of the complaint
investigation procedure already in
place, in lieu of frequent surveys of
all facilities regardless of past performance. In increasing the importance of the complaint system, it
should be required that complainantsidentifythemnselvestotheregulatory agency for their complaints
to be investigated but continue to
remain unidentified to the facility
involved.
C. Broader authority to the survey agencies to have access to the
owners of facilities when a facility
administrator cannot or will not
provide necessary corrective action
to identified problems. While guidelnes would be needed to avoid abuse
of this increased authority, we understand that there are instances
when a facility administrator, despitebeing thelicensed professional
responsible for the operation of the
facility, is not in a position to make
changes. n those instances, regulators need access to those entities
that hold ultimate control, and we
support well written guidelines
which provide that authority.
D. Expand the scope and nature of the "exit conference' to insure that all surveyors who partiipate in the survey are available to
the facility personnel at the confererce, and strernthen the requiremernts that all standards or conditions that are being placed out of
compliance be divulged and discussed at the exit conference.
E Eliminate placing the facil-

ity as a middleman between the regulators and any physician who has a
patient in a nursing home. Instead,
regulatory agencies should discipline
those physicians who feel they are
not following the intent of the rules.
F. Expand the use of geriatric
nurse practitioners in nursing homes
toassist in themonitoring of quality
of care and to provide those patientrelated services that, by training and
experience, they are capable of providing.
G. Expand the scope of the present survey process for state licensure and Medicare/Medicaid certification by including a facility administrator and, possibly, a facility
director of nursing on the survey
tean.
H. Allow for the inclusion of a
citizen, who may or may not be a
family member of a resident, to participate both in survey of a facility
and in the analysis of a state survey
agency.
L Establish minimum suggested guidelines for surveyors,
which would include requirements
for formal education, experience in
the health care field in general and
in long-term care specifically, minimum salary levels, and continuing
education tokeep surveyorsabreast
of changes in the field they are regulating.
J. Establish criteria to open
lines of communication between
regulators and facility professionals, outside of the formal survey
process. Periodic meetings, incduding joint ir-service training on
changes in the field and discussions
of ways to improve the process,
should be encouraged.
K. Work together to remove the
barriers to wider use of nongovernmental programs to improve quality.

L. Begin work cooperatively,
instead of competitively, with regulators and third-party payors, particularly Medicare and Medicaid.

AWIUCAN COLLECE OF HEALTH CARE ADMINISIRATORS
325SouthPatrickStreet * AkiiandriaVirginia 22314-3510 * (703)549-5822
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QUALITY CARE
The ACHCA does fully share
the conclusion in the Institute of
Medicine Study that regulation is
not sufficient for high-quality care.
The ACHCA supports a complementary and synergistic combination of government regulations to
deter poor care by facilities and voluntary programs to assure quality
of life for nursing home patients
and residents.
11.Standards for entry into a
profession, professional competencies (both initial and continuing),
professional practice, and ethical
behavior should be national in scope;
should be established and monitored by the professional society;
and should adhere to the principles
of professional peer review, with
input from the public. Professional
codes protect consumers, enhance
public health and safety, and effectively encourage the maintenance
of high standards of conduct. Input
from the public is an important safety
valve for professional societies. Operationally, the ACHCA effects this
philosophy through the election and
selection of peers and public members on its Professional Certification Ccrxnmittee which develops standards and review applications for
professional certification.
ill. The government is vigorously encouraged to provide incentives to voluntary programs through
recogniibon of such programs in governmental licensure requirements,
facility certification programs, and
third-party reimbursement programs. If voluntary programs are
assumed to be more effective in assuring quality care than government
surveillance and regulations, then
the government ought to recognize
successful involvement in these progaras as an alternate to governmental surveillance programs.
IV. The long-term care profession and industry are at a distinct
disadvantage among the health pro-

fessions and within the health industry with regard to substantial acceptance of voluntary standards of programs for several reasons:
A.The industry as a "health
care" provider and the profession
are relatively young.
B. because of the newness of
theindustryand profession,national
standards and self-regulatory programs had not been fully developed
or implemented before the 1970s,
when, as a result of its role as purchaser of services, the federal government began to exert control over
the industry and profession through
an external regulatory system.
C. Concurrent with this new
plethora of government regulation
and surveillance in the 1970s was the
rise of the consumer movement in
the United States. The industry and
the profession dealt with one of the
most emotionally laden issues in
America: the placement of a loved
one in a nursing home. The consumer movement helped to expose
certain nursing home practices that
resulted in poor quality care. The
effect of this consumerism no doubt
was increased sensitivity by providers, as well as consumers and the
government, to programs that assure quality care to nursing home
patients and residents. Unfortunately,
the route to quality assurance selected by the government and consumer groups has been only increased
government regulations and surveillance.
As voluntary programs were
developed during the 1970s and 19805,
and were tested and found to be
valid and reliable ways of assuring
quality, it was difficult to educate an
emotionally involved group of consumers already biased toward government intervention regarding the
value of voluntary certification and
accreditation.

D. TheACHCA acknowledged
the need for, and supports the con-
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cept of, continued research on and
development of quality assurance
strategies for long-term care with
emphasis on the predictive validity
of the voluntary certification and accreditation standards, on determining indicators of quality of life in
long-term health care, and on mneas
uring the relationship between quality-care and quatity-of-life indicators
and the costs of assuring them Clearly,
a standardized data collection system to form a data base on long-term
health care is required for these efforts. The ACHCA supports the development of this kind of national
data base.
It is unfcxtunate that the response
of the national media to the Institute
of Medicine Study has focused only
on the negative aspects of care providedbynursinghomesintheUnited
States today. The public is left with
theimpressionthatqualityassurance
activities do not exist. The truth is
that there exist a number of effective
voluntary programs thatassurequality care and quality oflife for nursing
home residents.
The ACHCA has long been
active in quality assurance activities.
It has developed national standards
of practice for nursing home administrators that define acceptable procedures for providing qualitycare to
nursing home patients and residents.
The ACHCA is constantly developing educational programs that
keep professional administrators on
the cutting edge of new technologies
and management skills required in
these ever-changing times of health
care delivery. Presently, the College
offers 42 educational programs, with
59 nationally acclaimed experts serving as faculty.
Through a major grant from the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the College has developed a profesional certification program for long-term care
administrators. This voluntary certification program has been cited as a

model for other health professions,
in that the program indudes measures of both knowledge and skills
and a comparison of individual
results with national standards of
competency for professional administrators.
Candidates for professional
certification assess their knowledge
and skills during a three-day examination process; review the results in relation to the national standards of competency; prepare a professional development plan designed
to strengthen any areas of weakness; have the plan reviewed by a
panel of nationally elected peers and
publicmembers;andimplementthe
plan over a five-year period. A reassessment occurs every five years.
Even thoe professionals whose
knowledge and skills meet or exceed the national competency standards are encouraged to develop a
plan to assure that their knowledge
and skills arecontinually upgraded.
The College requires adherence toa Code of Ethics for its membership and has in place a strong
self-regulatory system for monitoring and taking. action on alleged
violations of that Code of Ethics.
The Code includes assurance of quality care for those we serve.
It is incumbent upon the profession and the media to inform the
public about the quality assurance
activities of organizations such as
the ACHCA in order to relieve the
anxiety caused by the media to nursing home patients, their families,
and the families of potential nursing home patients who are in the
process of making a very difficult
personal decision. It is equally important and necessary that the federalgovernmentrecognizeand support voluntary quality assurance
efforts in order to most effectively
insure quality care and quality of
life for nursing home residents.
SI9ne I
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RESOLUTION ON RECIPROCITY

w.

hereas the Professional Certification
Program has been organized to promote quality patient/resident care
through better long-term care administration; and

Whereas state licensure
boards have an important
responsibility recognized, by
the Professional Certification
Program, to assure that individuals entering the profession meet "minimal, entry level

Be itfurtherresolved that
ACHCA recommends that
each individual state licensing agency responsible for
nursing home administration
consider the granting of state
licensure by reciprocity for professionally certified and iIcensed administrators who can
suitably demonstrate knowledge of state rules and regulations; and
Be it finally resolved that
ACHCA recommends that
each state consider granting a
partial waiver of continuing
education requirements to
those individuals who are currently certified by the Professional Certification Program.

requirements in the protection

of the publics health, safety,
and welfare..."
Now therefore be it resolved that the American College of Health Care Admninistrators (ACHCA) endorses the
principle of cooperation between state licensure boards
and the Professional Certification Program in relation to
professional standards for
nursing home administrators;
and

Janumry 1982
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CODE OF
ETHICS
PREAMBLE
Thepreservationofthehigheststandards of integaity and ethical principalsisvital to thesuccessful discharge
of the professional responsibilities of
all long-term health care administrators. This Code of Ethics has been
promulgated by the American College of Health Care Administrators
(ACHCA) in an effort to stress the
fundamental roles considered essential to thisbasic purpose. It shalibe the
obligation of members to seek to avoid
not only conduct specifically proscribed by the code, but also conduct
that is inconsistent with its spirit and
purpose. Failure to specify any particularresponsibilityor pradiCein this
CodeofEthicsshould not beconstrued
as denial of the existence of other responsibilities or practices. Recogizing that the ultimate responsibility for
applying standards and ethics falls
upon the individual, the ACHCA establishes the following Code of Ethics
to make clear its enpectation of the
membership.
EXPECTATION I- Individuals shall
hold paramount the welfae of persons for whom care is provided.
PRESCRIPTIONS: The Health Care
Administrator shall:
Strive to provide to all those entrusted to his or her rare the highest
quality of appropriate services possible in light of resources or other
constraints.
Operate the facility consistent with
laws, regulations and standards of
practice recognized in the field of
health care administration.
Consistent with law and professional standards, protect the confidentiality of information regarding individual recipients of cae.
Performadministrativedutieswith
the personal integrity that will earn

the confidence, trust, and respect of
the general public.
Takeappropriatestepstoavoiddiscraminationonbasisofraceolmor,sex,
religion, age, national origin, handicap, marital status, ancestry, or any
other factor that is illegally discrmninatory or not relted to bona fide requimments of quality care.
PROSCRIPTION: The Health Care
Administrator shall nt:
Disclose professional or personal
information regarding recipients of
service to unauthorized personnel
unless required by law or to protect
the public welfare.
EXPECTATION11-Individualsshall
maintain high standards of professional competence.
PRESCRIPTIONS: The Health Care
Administrator shall:
Possess and maintain the competencies necessary to effectively perform his or her responsibilities.
Practice administration in accordance with capabilities and prficienciesand,whenappropriate,seekcounselfrom qualified others.
Actively strive to enhance knoeledgeofand epertise in long-term care
administration through conuinmg
education and professional development.
PROSCRIPTIONS: The Health Care
Administrator shall et:
Muisrepresentqualificationseducation, enperience, or affiliations.
Provide services other than those
for which he or she is prepared and
qualified to perform.
EXPECTATIONIII-Individualsshall
strive. mall matters relating to their
professional functions, to maintain a
professional posture that plaoe paramount the interests of the facility and
its residents.

PRESCRIPTIONS: The Health Care
Administrator shalk
Avoid partisanship and provide a
forum for the fair resolution of any
disputes which may arise in service
delivery or facility management.
Disclose to the governing body or
otherauthorityasmaybeappropriate,
any actual or potential circumstance
concerning him or her that might easonably be thought to create a conflict
of interest or have a substantial adverse impact on the facility or its residents.
PROSCRIPTION: The Health Care
Administrator shall not:
Participateinactivitiesthatreasonably may be thought to create a conflict
ofinterest orhaew the potentialtohave
a substantial adverse impact on the
facility or its residents.
EXPECTATION IV - Individuals
shall honor their responsibilities to
the public, their profession, and their
relationships with colleagues and
members of related pr fessions.
PRESCRIPTIONS: The Health Care
Administrator shall,
Foster increased knowledge within
the profession of health care administration and support research efforts
toward this end.
Participate with others in the community to plan for and provide a full
range of health care services.
Share areas of esperse with colleagues, students and the general
public to increase awareness and promote understanding of health care in
general and the profession in particular.
Inform the ACHCA Standards and
Ethics Committee of actual or potential violations of this Code of Ethics,
and fully cooperate with ACHCA's
sanctioned inquiries into matters of
professional conduct related to this
Code of Ethics.
PROSCRIPTION: The Health Care
Administrator shall ot:
Defend, support or ignore unethical conduct perpetrated by colleagues,
peers, or students
April 1989
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Secrets of Success in
Long-Term Care
Flexibility and participative management provide an atmosphere
conducive to excellent patient care and staff job satisfaction.

Why

are there

good'

long-

and adjustments as needed in the
original plan and implementation
process. Sound vaguely familiar? It
should - it's the nursing process all
over again It is also the universal
conception of management, better
known as the "traditional model"
described by the acronym PODC
planning, organizing, directing and
controlling).
The key nurse administratorin an
LTC facility is the Director of Nursing (DON). Considering the reimbursement rate of long-term care,
the ever-looming recruitment competition of desperate acute-care facilities, and the devalued image" of
long-term care nursing staff, how
can the DON recruit competent and
stable staff so that resident care is
provided expertly. with both intelligent and compassionate contnuity?
It is possible. and is being done
successfully by Friendship Village
in the greater Dayton. Ohio metropolitan area. Founded in 1972 this
is a multi-level retirement community composed of 385 residential
units for independent living and 97
skilled care beds in the health care
center
SUSAN M SMITH. MS.BSN. RNC, as
At Friendship Village, the key to
GenuineClinical NurseSpenlsi-, Senior
success can be attributed to the perCare Mimi Valley Hospital iMVHi
sistent efforts of the DON in fosterJANIS M cAMPsELL PhD.RN is Asw ing an environment which encourvcia Peof.esor.aiWnghiSu CUniversityages participatory management and
Miami Valley Scvoml of N-rsng and
shared responsibility. Under the
HELENC LUKStC. RN DrctorofNoesng. tormeelyot Fnendship Village is now
leadership of a 32-year nursing vetDieresr of Nursi of Lnsoln ParkMasns. eran. and with the support of the
Keisnng. Ohio Theauthors wouldti e to
facility's administration and Board
acksowledge deleiCaWarner.MS. RSV,f/o
of Directors, the changes made at
oimaript Ma Warseri.
rviiaisg the -Clinicl %.ar..Speciiiit at MVH and a Friendship Village over the last 12
years have earned it the right to be
Frt esdmemberolihe Etedof Direetorauct
shinVillage
called state-of the-art" in care proterm care nursing facilities
and "excellent" ones? How do you
facilitate successfully the opera
tionsofa nursingfacilityvhen multiple factors impact on day-to-day
events? Ho. do you develop at all
levels an enthusiastic, caring, competent staff, who are responsive
both to short-term and long-term
care needs of the residents? The
answer lies with nursing management. those who provide the leader
shipand direction andserveascatalysts for needed change.
Successful nurse administrators
in long-term care iLTCi expertly
identify the problems and issues
hindering the accomphlhment of
organizational andresidentcareobjectives. plan alternatives to solve
these problems and issues and persistentlystrivetoimplementneeded
changes through organizing and
directing thy staffs activities To
continue the management cycle.
they diligently evaluate, evaluate
and evaluate the effects of the
changes, making modifications

wo '_Ru.%300'.a:l-,EN
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vision for older adults. Dedication
and hard work, a strong belief in restorative care, and an intense interest in the ongoing development
and monitoring of the nursing staff
havebeen importantcontributors to
that success.
The nursing philosophy at Friendship Village is refreshingly straightforward and simple - "the belief is
in rehabilitative and restorative
care for the older adult versus mainthe staff is taught
tenance care
that they are caring for a loved one
and they are held accountable for
care outcomes." A conscious effort
is made by nursing management to
be available to residents and their
families and sothe nursing staff to
discuss concerns and to help solve
problems.
When Friendship Village's DON
took the position. major changes occurred to foster nursing stability
and staff commitment. The facility s administration agreed to allow
the DON full authority to make the
changes needed in order to enhance
resident care A "confrontation-negotiation" style of leadership became necessary to meet issues diresolution in a
rectly and enable
2
limited time -Risk-taking became a
daily occurrence, and changes were
proposed with the realization that
some efforts would be rewarded
uith positive outcomes and others
would not
The events which followed paralleled therational model of organiza
tional change recognition of the
problem. identification of possible
courses of action to achiev e the de
sired performance and implementa

286
tion of the chosen action within the
organization. Because the provision of quality care to residents was
the motivating concern for change,
problems were approached related
to specific needs of the residents
rather than in terms of the mechanics of the problem itself.; Despite
confrontations. the final stage of
the rational model. adoption (acceptanceoftheimplemented change by
organizational players- also was
achieved - although not without a
price. For the first six years. long.
sometimes frustrating. hours were
devoted to encouraging the changes
and promoting the teamwork needed
to facilitate the adoption stage.
Significant changes
The first action initiated was to cor
rect a performance gap incare provision by undertaking a major over
haul of the staff. Hiring focus was
on identifying personnel who not
only wereenthusiasticaboutcaring
for older adults. but viewed their
work as a career rather than 'just a
job." An Assistant DON 4ADON)
was hired to assist with staff development, policy and procedure development and to monitor compliance with federal and state regulations for reimbursement.
Adhering to the restorative care
framework. new emphasis was placed
also on the physical therapy department. In the past. a physical therapist (PT). hired on a contractual
basis. was the sole person in the ther
apy department. Personnel changes
included hiring a full-time PT, supported by a Rehabilitation Aide and
a Restorative Nursing Aide. A major
policy change also was implemented
that required at1residents to receive
a mandatory PTevaluation. Friendship Villagenow boastsastaffofsix
in the PT Department. who work
closely with the nursing staff to
achieve restoratixe care goals.
The next priorities were to promote staff professionalism. education and flexibility Capitalizing on
the belief that the older residents
tended to identify the nurses as the
ones in white. the professional
nursing staff changed from their
multi-colored uniformed attire to
their traditional white uniforms
-LL -mg^

and caps. This change was applauded unanimously by the residents and inspired a new sense of
confidence and purpose in the care
providers.
To address the problem of retaining dedicated and competent nursing staff. scheduling flexibility was
initiated. For the professional nursing staff RNs and LPNsi. the typical eight hour shifts were replaced
with 12 hourshifis. Full timestatus
wasdefinedasthree 12-hourshiftsa
week. with the requirementto rotate
working every other weekend. The
12 hour shift change had the active
support of the nurses and substantially improved staff morale and productivity, as well as reducing the
nursing shortage problem.
A concentrated effort was placed
on staff education in order to train
adequately newly hired staff members and retain the seasoned ones.
Providing knowledgeable, competent and satisfied nursing professionals was the overall goal. The
largest percentage of the health center's budget. beyond salary needs.
is devoted to staff training. Every
newly hired nurse participates in a
planned onentation program which
includes the typical review of policies and procedures. along with inservice education about normal
changes and common chronic and
clinical conditions in older adults.
This information is augmented by
practical application of the knowl.
edge on the nursing units with mentoring provided by an expenenced
RN staff member. Additionally, each
nursing staff member is required to
take the Cardiopulmonary Resusci
tation (CPRi and Emergency Medical Training (EMT) courses offered
by theAmerican Red Cross and area
hospitals. These initial courses and
annual refresher courses are paid
for. without hesitation. by Friendship Village.
Under the supportive guidance of
the DON. ADON. and other nursing
staff members. the nurses continue
to develop and nurture their reper
toire of assessment skills which are
essential forprsvsdingquality long.
term are nursing. Peersupport and
inter-staff education and shanng
areencouraged. Since theaging pro-

cess causes many changes in the
older person which are not seen in
other parts of the population. careful.on-going assessmentoftheolder
adult is directed at preventing complications and maximizing functional abilities. Skilled monitoring
and implementation of medical in.
terventions (i.e., medications and
treatments' and nursing actions di.
rected at preventing the undesired
consequences of these interventions
also are required. Educational em.
phasis is on instilling the importanceofthe staffimember as theresident's personal advocate and liaison with the medical and nursing
staff Nursing care plans. utilizing
the nursing process and the nursing
diagnosis format, assist the staff in
communicating the pnority needs
of residents.
Staff flexibility was advocated to
enhance the quality of care for the
residents. Versatility of the staff
was viewed as an essential component of smooth operations Although
continuity of care is an important
consideration. the professional staff
is interchanged among the four
-killed nursing care wings. This
approach is successful in prevent
ing the possible boredom which
could come with a long-term care
caseload. Additionally. it tends to
increase the nurse's assessment ob
jectivis. resulting in an increase in
frequency of nursing interventions
when providing resident care.
Flexibility also extends to the non
professional staff. For example. to
ensure that the residents received
hot breakfasts, arrangements were
made with the housekeeping staffto
begin their shift at 7:30 am (rather
than thecustomary timeof8 am, in
order to feed the residents who re
quire help. PT aides also are required to replace nurse aide positions when sick calls and vacation
days occur. These displays of teamwork and inter-staff cooperation
have strengthened the feeling of
camaraderie among staff members
and have added to the goal of improving resident care.
Using participative management
theory, full-time professional staff
members are given the opportunity
to assume administratsie responsi
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bilities that are necessary to resident care and required by federal
and state regulations. Decentralizing these responsibilities places the
decision-making responsibility on
the persons directly involved in the
residents' care, and thus improves
theoverall quality of care provision
Additionally theppndeofbeing solely responsible for a specific area
heightens nurses' self-esteem and
confidence which is reflected noticeably in direct care provision
These opportunities for additional
responsibility include coordination
of professional staffeducation. edu
cation and supervision of nurse
aides, monitoring infection control
issues in the health care center and
care plan coordination with the professional staff members The extra
time devoted to these additional responsibilities is rewarded with compensatory time, taken at the discretion of the nurse and the DON, and
with paid attendance at formal educational programs directly related
to the chosen area of additional re-

sponsibility No problem has been
identified in finding nurses willing
to assume the additional work, instead they are eager to accept these
duties, have performed exceptionally well and have enjoyed extra rec
ognition for completing work beyond their role's usual expectations
Although nursing autonomy and
independent judgment are valued
highly at Friendship Village. nursingmanagementbelievesinregular
supervinion to monitor and maintain standards of care. Reinforcement of positive canog behaviors
and prompt feedback to discourage
undesirable staff behaviors are considered paramount to successful
care provision. The DON makes
nursing rounds at least once daily.
while the ADON completes unit
rounds regularly throughout the
day. Both resident and staff feed
back are elicited in order to identify
any performance gaps in care
Walkie-talkies are used to ensure
accessibility of nursing management to the facility staff

In summary, the care at Fnendship Village is "state-of-the-art" for
many reasons The key variable in
the formula for success is the ability
of the DON to provide strong leader
ship and apply creative and effective management techniques Staff
members are motivated because
nursing administration takes an active role in interdependent decisionmaking and care provision Quality
care can flounsh and thrive only in
an atmosphere conducive to open
ness, trust and support from manC3
agement.
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ENSURING QUALITY CARE THROUGH
PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT
Linda C. Pulley

N

ew regulations. budget cuts.
staffing shortages,
andmaximum
.
uilization of staff ateall familiar
issuesin today's long term healthcare
nvironmem.Therefore.it is imperafive
thatemployeeproductivity increases
so
thatresidentsreceue quality care.The
guidelines for implementing quality
assurance
programsareclear Thechallenge.however,is soreacheupected
out.
comesdespitefiscalconstraints
andstaff
shortagesThis can be accomplished
by
ensuringa quality work life for nursing
staff and by establishing a participasive
style of management.Together, these
measutes
canassure
quality resident
cure.
Nursing'srolein the quality assurance
process is paramount becauseof its
impacton theentirelongtermcue facility. The quality of care that a resident
receives
caneasilybe overlooked
or compromisedwhentherearelimited resources
anda lack of focus The nursingstaff's
quality of work life canalsobe ignored
whenfacedwith a multirudeof demands.
Effective management
of theseconcerns
will yield resultsthatarebeneficialto the
resident,
staff,department.
andfacility.

"Quality circles incorporate
and use staffknowledge to
guarantee quality."

tion. Thecommitteemustunderstand
the
definition of quality assurance,
reasons
for
implementation
rolesandeupectasions
of
staff, motivational and problemsolving
techniques,
andleai-hbuilding concepts.
Utilizing Quality Circles
Quality circles incorporate and use
staff knowledge to guarantee quality
They focus on the voluntary involvemont

ties for personal growth anddevelopment andenhancement
of self esteem.
articipativemanagement
allows those
employees
whoaredirectly involvedwith
the work functionsto participatein their
organization's decisionmaking process.
Foresample.in a nursinghome,participative management would encourage
input from the nurse assistant, who
spendsmomtime with theresidensthan
any other discipline. This techniquealso
permitswokers to find solutionsto pmhlemsthattheyhaveidentified.
Quality carecannotbe renderedby a
dissasisfrd employee
whohasnostimulus
for increased
productivity Quality of work
life sal quality circlesuebothconcepts
of
participalive management Increased
monrale
commitment,
andgreatner
job satsfactionae all signsof a concemedsaitsfled employeeThey arealsonaturalbyprondcts
of aquality worklife

of groupsof employees
in the decisionmaking process.The groups,consisting
of approximately
3 to 10 employees,
are
trained in problemsolsing techniques.

Theobject of thequality circle is to identify. analyze, and develop solutions to
work-related programs while making
recommendations to management at
appropriate
levelsfor implementation.
Quality circles work particularly well
at the unit level becausethe managers
havea knowledge andan understanding
of the employee for whom they are
responsible.
Unit-level staffmeetingsall
three shifts). chaired by the charge
nurse/unitmanager.
provide an opponumty to focuson quality assurance
issues,
andthey petmit staff soidentify problems. Residentfalls, medication errors.
and infections are problems that are
applicable to quality assurance/quality
Meeting the Challenge
cicles A stainedmanager
selcomes the
Quality assuranceprogramsmonitor
inputandis ableto motivatestaffto find
Progrum Struclure
andevaluatethequality of resident
cue
solutionsThe opponunoty
for a smooth.
A key ingredient
to anyquality assurance
The implementation of a successful covitnuous flow of infonmation,
as well
programis providing employeeswith a quality assurance
programin nusing is a as recognition andachievement
of staff,
quality work life throughshepraaice of
challenge.
Management
setsthetone,and amnaturalontgrowths
of quality ciacles
panicipative management
Quality work its commitment-reflected through supThe utilization of panicipative manlife is essentially the fulfillment of
port.training, andreinfoicement-deteragementandquality circles is not the
employee needsby the employer. This
minesthe pregnant's
success.
panacea
to all of theproblemsin nusing
occurs, for example. when employers
Thequality assurance
programbegins However themmanagement
techniques
provide eachemployeewith opporauni- at the departmentcommittee level The are inherentto a quality work life. and
committee which consists of nursing
they can increase productivity while
Liida C.Pa//et RN.MPA.CNA.isdirermanagement
anda reprentative of staff being costeffective. Most importantly,
or of nam.ing
atTheWashineton
Hn,. a from all levels, plansthe programand theuse of panicipative management
and
180-bedfarihry in Washington.
D.C.She identifies
goalsandobjectives.
Education quality circles can be an assurance
that
vos alsna quaitmassurance
Cti/tuina.
andtraining arethe key to implementa- residents
aureceiving quality care. U
28 P..ide.\ammer 1989
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Quality of Care
Team Approach Makes This NY Dementia Care Unit Work
A multidisciplinary team approach and
one-on-one attention from a primary care-giver
offer numerous advantages to dementia patients served by Morningside House in the
Bronx, NY. This 386-bed not-for-profit facility
provides special programs to its residents as
well as to persons in the community.
The facility established its first dementia
care program in 1977, after its leadership observed that a large number of 'ambulatory confused' patients could not be categorized easily
as requiring either intermediate or skilled
care. ecailed Cynthia Wallace, RN, MS, executive vice president of Morningside House and
of Aging in America, an affiliated agency
serving community-based elderly.
An integral part of the organization's success in managing dementia patients is its
'whole team approach,' she said, which combines therapeutic recreational programming,
family support, and multidisciplinary assessments involving a physician, nurse, dietitian,
and social worker.
Nurse aides, serving as primary caregivers,
also are assigned to specific patients indefinitely. As a result, they 'don't have to guess,
Does this woman wear glasses? Does this
woman have a hearing aid?' They get to know
their patients very well ...and are able to notice a changing condition and call someone's
attention to it much more quickly,' she said.
The primary care concept worked so well on
the Alzheimer's unit that Morningside House
has expanded it throughout the facility. 'Now
all residents have a primary care giver, and all
units have a team,' said Wallace. For example,
each unit has its own recreational therapist
and dietitian.
Because New York's resource utilization

group (RUGs) reimbursement methodology for
nursing homes initially left out Alzheimer's patients, many of these patients remained in the
community with their families. To offer some
respite to these families, Morningside House
decided in 1986 to open an adult day care program, again using the whole team approach.
The facility now operates two such programs in
the Bronx and in Westchester, each serving
mostly Medicaid clients.
The program worked so well that Morningside House established a similar in-house day
care program for its residents 'to improve the
quality of their lives. The residents with
Alzheimer's come off their regular nursing unit
and spend the day in what we call our SHARE
(Specialized Help for Alzheimer's in a Residenal Environment) program,' Wallace said.
A nursing-social work-physician team operates the program, which serves about 50
residents. One group of 25 residents attends
the program three days a week, and another
group of 25 attends two days a week.
To be eligible for adult day care, patients
must have a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease
or some type of dementia. 'They come in the
early stages; they come in wheelchairs; and
they come incontinent," Wallace noted.
Administrators who are planning special
programs for dementia patients should consider ways to provide a full spectrum of services, she recommended. 'If you are interested
in providing continuity of care to a patient with
Alzheimer's, this is a great way to do it because
you're serving them while they're still in the
community. Then you have quality programs
in place to support them when they do come
into your facility.'
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Partnerships Between Nursing
and Nursing Home Residents

Barbara Frank
Associate Director,
National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform
Washington, DC

Elna Holder, MPH
Executive Director,
National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform
Washington, DC

-1
Consumersfully appreciate the critical role of nursesin nursing homes.
Nurse, lrein the forefron, of creating andmaintaining a healthy living mand
working nursinghomeenvironment. Still nursescanandmustbedoing much
moreif all nursinghomesmelo provide quality careandlife for their residents.
Thosenurses ho do makea difference do soin partnership with allieswithin
the nursing homeand wit:tin the community. In our remarks,we draw on
the inspiration anddirectexperience
of very specialnurseswho haveshown
us what can be done.
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PARTNERSHIP
startswith peronal
nursingandnursinghomeresidents
between
partnership
andmustsce
aspartnersto residents
Nursesmustse themselves
cluegiving.
in all ther strengthandability, at justin the contextof their needs
residents
who
which
residents
in
situation
esperienced
have
anddisbilities. Manynurses
actually
to their circumstances
out of touchor unableto relate
hadappeased
practices
in astuteandpowerfulwayswhennewor different caring
cannected
challenge
provided.I is a necessary
or choices
wereusedor newopportunities
to seekstrengthin the peopleweserve.Butas nOurs
forall of uscoutimnally
must
they
word,
of
the
sense
broadest
in
the
focuson residentswel-bong,
wMihresidents.
reachbeyondimmediateinteractions
necessarily
wihl
partnerships
to
build
need
nurses
residents,
with
To build partnership
with quality care,including community friendsand
elseconcerned
everyone
within the nursinghome,andtheentire nursing
othercaregivers
advocates,
nursesaider.Eachof thesealliesin theeffort to achievequartiy
otaff,especially
carein nursinghomeshasan important roleto playand needsthesupport
of otherscommittedto the sameend.
canhavea major impactin thepolicy arena
Beyond
thecaresetting,nurses
of thelaws
andenforcement
implementation.
for development.
asadvocates
to achievequality care.
necessary
andregulations
is mutual supportfor mutual effort. Nurses
Thebottomlinein partnership
cannot andshouldnot shouldertheeffort alone.Byrelyingon othersinside
can
andoutsidethenursinghomewhoare committed to quality care,nurses
are in theforefront of leadershipwhen
a greatdealmore.Nurses
accomplish
to co-workersand
theyare opento thecommunity, to other professionals,
staff. andto residents.
Pnneeshipa w.shthe Community
sakesmanyforms. Long-term careombudsmen
Communityinvolvement
Other community groups
for residents.
advocates
serveasorficilly designated
that
asa natural extensionof thefriendships
for residents.
mayalsoadvocate
throughvisiting andother outreachprograms.Someassistin supdevelop
groupspromote eatenandfamily councils.Mary advocacy
prtnof resident
andsocialactivities to nursinghomeresidents.
siOnof communityservices
aboutnursinghomes
oftenprovidepublic education
organizations
Community
and discussion.
in policy development
publicinvolvement
andencourage
The NationalCitizens'Coalition for Nursing HomeReform(NCCNHR)
Ultimately, our vision is that nursing
workstosupportall of thes endeavors.
and thatthe comhomeswill be viewedasa vital part of a neighborhood
Adas friendsand neighbors.
munitywill relae to nursinghomeresidents
to, meetall the
kow fully thatno institution canror shouldbe asked
vocates

Pasnneeshipu
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needto do a greatdeanmote to serv
needsof all wholive there.Communities
in nursinghomes.Nursinghomenursmcansupportcommunity
their neighbors
andhrip channeli whereit canbe of greatesthelpto residents.
involvement
to first work cooperatively with the long-term
In this effort, isisnecessary
optimally alefacilitators andcan help
program.Ombudsmen
careombudsman
While ombudsmen/advocates andresidents
amplify thevoicesof residents.
in everyaspectof humanin.
perfection
not
expect
they
do
raiseconcerns,
teraclion wihin the nursing home.Advocateshopeto find, amongnursing
to listento residentsanda genuine
an openness
homestaff andmanagement,
desireto respondconstructively andcooperatively to their concerns.
ombudsmcn/advocates andnursesalike sharea common goal-to
Because
achieve
quality carein nursinghomes-they needeachother's support, inforOmbudsmen/advocates can serveasstrong alliesin
mation, andperspective.
changeswithin the nursing home,community, or public
supportof needed
policy arena.
aboutcriticism, i isimportant to remember
While it isnaturaltobe sensitive
role is to voiceconcernsthat alreadyexist,
thatthe ombudsmen/advocates
If nurses
thathavenot beenresolved,and, therefore, needto be addressed.
aspartnersin theeffort to achievequality rate
canse ombudsmen/advocates
staff are
that
face
problems
to
the
facility
to
assist
he
catalysts
thentheycan
can facilitate
alone.Ombudsmen/advocates
welt wareof but unableto address
within the community of peoplewho live andwork in the
discussion
needed
andsupportto staff who
canprovide leverage
facility. Ombudsmen/advocates
wantto do a goodjob but cannoton their own overcometheconstraints that
within the nursing home.
mist by choiceor circumstance
your
needcooperation astheywork to understand
Ombudsmen/advocates
andwhat
nursinghome,whatmaybe causingproblemsthat concernresidents,
needyour support
may bethe bestway to resolvesuchproblems. Residents
whenneeded.Theombudsmen/advocates
to reachout for outsideassistance
dependson the full and willing participation of nursing home
effectiveness
staff whoultimately mustbelievein and carry out any activities to resolve
identified problems.
andnursinghomestaff should be able
Ultimately, ombudsmen/advocate
to call upon eachother to assistin efforts of mutual benefit, suchaspetitioning the community-at-large for more supportandservicesto residentsand
working for regulatory and legislativereforms.
affecting nursinghomecare.nsn
on alt issues
advocates
are welcome
Nurses
call for moresupport
When nurses
to their profession.
just on issuesspecific
andothers,theytendgreat trengtb
professionals,
for socialworkers,activities
Whennurses
by otherqualiitedprofessionals.
services
needed
to effortsto achieve
andenforce.
betterinspectiom
rightsprotections.
residents
for soronger
advocate
theyhelpbuild a system
discrimination,
agaimnMedicaid
meet,andprohibitions
thatwill allw andpromotemore humanetreatmentfor residents.
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Workingto slrengrhen
publicpolicyin relalionin all aspecis
of nursinghome
,ar, insteadof focusingnarrowly on nursing-specific
issues,can helpmake
hr nursinghomeenviroomenta healhier placein whichso work and lice
Parnership Among NuasingHome Staff
Thesameprincipleholdstruein eachindividual nursinghome.Nursesneed
in workin mutual collaboration andsupportwith theutherprofessions
within
shehome.As truepartnersto residentss
nursesneedto advocatefor thebest
careresidents
can receivefrom all qualificid professionals.
Whenprofessionals
expendenergydebating
whois in charge
or whois besrer
qualified
to director performa givenservice,it is residents
who loseneeded
services
andsupport.Service
providersalsolosebecause,
regardless
of whether
or nottheyarebetterqualified to conducta particular activity, no individual
or individualdisciplinealoneis ableto do oll that needslo be done.
Tobe partners
with residents,
nurses
needsodrawon the bestpossible
parsicipation
their co-workerscan havein everyaspectof a resident'scare. In
turn,nurses
needto respondpositively whencalledupon to support andpar.
sicipale
in aspects
of carethatdo not originate in their domain but in which
theirassistance
is needed.
Giventhecomplexhumandynamics
in nursinghomes,mostcaresituations
aremulsidimensional andrequiremuoli-disciplinary approaches.
Participa.tionbyall appropriateprofessionals
in theassessment
andcareplanning process
isessential.
Nurses
arein a primepositionto advocase
fOrinterdisciplinary
inuolvement.
Nursesmustapproachcare deliveryfrom an interdisciplinary
pointof viewaswell. Nurses
cansupportthe work of activisies
professionals
bydirectingstaff to be availableto bring residents
to scheduled
activities.
Nurses
canbenefitfrom counselingbya socialworker whena residentfaces
emotional
stresses
bhas
affecthis or hercondition or hisor herresponsiveness
somedicalinterventions.
Is is basicgoodnursingcaresoadvocatefor the insolvewenst
O otherprofessionals
to supportresidents'physical,mental.or
psychosocial
well being.
Nurses
cando muchto weavecooperationamongdisciplines
into thevery
fabricof nursinghomelife. Nursescan:
*Usethenewquality assurance
commitsee
mandatedbythe 1987Nursing Home Reform Amendments Iconsained in PL 100.203) sa vehicle
for identifying problemsandsolutions amongdisciplines.
* Rousinely
seekconsultation andshareinfornaison to muintainacollecliveunderstanding
of residents'
needsandstrengths
andsosupport
eachothers'efforsssocreatea good nursinghomeenvironment.
* Eslablish
routineformalandinformal inierdisciplinary care planning
sessions.
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* Includeother departmentheadsin preserviceandinservicetraining
sessions
for aidesand bring other disciplines into thenursing school
classroom,

* Assignstudent nursesto rotations with other health professionals
during the clinical part of their training.
* Bytheiractions,setan example
for studentnurses
andaidesthatmuotidisciplinary teamworkhelpseveryone
do their job better,for thebenefit
of residents
and staff.
PartnershipsAmong Nursing Staff
Teamwork amongall nursing personnelis essential.Nursesneedto seelicensedpractical nurses(LPNsI andnurseaidesaspartnersandsupport their
efforts to carefor residents.Providing a good working environment fosters
bettercare.Aides, in particular, needappropriate supervision and support,
training, sufficient numbersof co-workers wishthe right mix of skills, and
enoughsuppliesandequipment to respondto residents'needs.
Aidesneedto be treatedwith dignity to influence their ability to do their
job with loving kindness.
They needcontinuity in their job assignments
and
a good match with co-workers and residents.In NCCNHR's work with
residents,
we consistently find that residentsidentify interaction with nurse
aidesas thekeyto quality care.Kind, caring staff who provide opportunities
for choice,treatment
wishdignity, andrespectfor their individuality wereidentified askeyby residents
in NCCNHR's 19g5study. A ConsumerPerspectiei
on Qualiry Core: The Residents' Point of View. When nursing home staff

discusswhatmakestheirwork satisfying, their rapporswith residents
is a prominentfactor.
Continuity of job assignments
enables
residentsandstaff to establishrapport sensitiveto residenes'
individuality. Aidesneedproper orientation to the
specificresidents
to whom theywill be assigned,including proper training in
specialskils that may be neededto provide careto thoseresidents.
Teamwork, communication, androle-sisodeling
that drawson the strengths
of staff are basicprinciples of good management.
Nursesupervisors
can do
muchto enablestaff to support residents'dignity and autonomy. For aides
and LPNs undertheir charge,nursesupervisorscan:
* Provide moreflexibility in the work routine to accomodate
residents'
personalpreferences.
* Build morerestorativr careexercises
andsocial interaction time into
thecaregiving routine.
*Schedule
lime for personnelsohelpresidents
attendplannedactivities
or pursuetheir own individual or group interests.
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*Encourage all personnel to call upon and work With other health
disciplines to learn about and share insights about residents' strengths,
weaknesses,interests, and needs.
* Establish support groups in which all personnel raise questions, air
concerns, share esperiences. and provide their perspective on how to
improve living and working conditions within the home.
* Take a team approach to caregiving, among staff and across care
disciplines.
*Include all nursing personnel in assessmentand care-planning sessions
for residents to whom they are assigned.
*Conduct frequent mini-care conferences to determine how individual
assignmentsare progressing and how the unit is functioning overall.
Theseideasare drawn from care practicesthat work in nursing homes. Good
mangementpractices keep lines of communication open among staff and
betweenstaff and supervisors. They provide opportunities for employees to
contribute their knowledge and experience to evaluate and improve overall
facility operations and individual care situations.
Nurses can offer a powerful voice in public policy debate, advocating for
policiesthat create a better working environment, such as sufficient staffing
Itenes,training for aides, better wagesand benefits, recognition of the important work aides do, and certificaiion to acknowledge aides' achievement of
a certainlevel of competence. Aides have the most direct and consistent contact with residentsof any staff in the nursing home. They face an almost impossiblework challenge and need the support, trust, and encouragement of
nursesupervisors and the nursing profession to care for residentsin a humane
and empowering manner.
Partnership with Residents and Families
As partnerslo nursing home residentsand their representativcs.nursesmust
wrik in a way that supports residents' self-deierminadion and helps residents
to be the most able they can be. The care agenda must be resident driven.
Hum Residents Define Quaity Care. In our 1985 study, A Consumer
Perspeive on Quality Care: The Residents' Point of View, we convened
discussionsamong groups of residents in 15 cities. We asked what made life
good for them and what could make their lives better. Across the country,
the mos frequent answer wasstaff. Residentsdescribed the following factors
as important characteristics of staff:
*Helpful.
*Kindnice, good to residents.

* Enough numbers of staff.
* Respectful of residents' dignity.
* Polite and courteous.
* Friendly, cheerful, pleasant.
* Patient, interested, takes time with residems.
* Listens, talks, takes residents seriously.
* Relates to others positively with good personality.
*Qualified, trained, skilled.
e

Well-supervised.

* Coniin-ity/ten-re.
Residentsdiscussedhow important choice and self-determinaiion are to the
quatity of their lices. They identified their interest in esercising choice in:
*Food.
v

Time to get up and go to bed.
To come and go in and out of the facility.

* Privacy.
* Activities.
* Roommate and room assignment.
*Bathing.
* Doctor and medications.
* Meeting with the administrator and staff regarding problems.
* Personal care attendant.
*Whether to hase the television on or off noise level and channel.
*To help oneself or not.
*To participate in outside actvities with transportation.
a To do by ourselves what me are able to do.
*To live in a nursing home or not.
in the community.
a The kind of choices we would have if we lived
* Simple choices of daily living.
* To know what our choices are.
The messagefrom residents in our 1985 study was clear and affirming of
the best instincts of many service providers. Their needs are quite simple and
basic. Yet our ability to meet their needs has been elusive. Why don't these
basic ingredients to quality care occur routinely in nursing homes?
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WhyRenisdas
Don't R-ee Qulity Can,as Thry Defie it. Societyis
plagued
by lowenpeclattns of what kind of life nursing homeresidents
can
actually
live Residents
andcaregivers
sharetheselow expectations
thatalso
pervade
nursinghomecare andnursinghomeregulation.
Mnosl
people
cometolivein a nursinghomein thefaceof growingdisability
or significantlosses
in their personallives.Thelossesarerealandwould sel
hackindtviduals
of anyageor circumstance.
But a1otherstages
of life, people
areexpected
to bounceback.Peoplewhoenternursinghomes,howeverare
expected
to become
more dependent
and limited.
Justusat any other stagein life, hereno, nursinghomeresidentsneed
tremendoussupport to work hard and fight their way backfrom the physical
andemotional
setbacks
that havebroughtthemto the nursinghome.At this
point,theway theyaretreatedby starrcan dictatethe qaultiy of therestof
theirlues.Starrneedlo movebeyondcompassion
to helpempowereachnursinghomeresidentto regaincontrol of his or her life to the greatestdegree
possible.
HowDon Our Viewof Reidena Afe
M
TheirCare?. Thechallengeto
residents
andservice
providers
alikeis to seeandwork toward residents'
potential ratherthan to focuson and aim toward their weakness.
Manyservice
providershaveexperienced
turn-arounds whenresidents
who
seemed
sodisabledor disorientedwereclearly ableandvery oriented.Often
whatmadethedifferencewasan opportunity for the residentto contribute
or connect.Wemustbe awareof howmucha resident'scircumstances
and
environment
affecthisor herbehaviorandabilities, as would be truefor any
of usin any situation.
Ourownperspective
in a givensituation certainly impactson a resident's
self-view
Forexample,do we seea caneasa signof dependence?
Perhaps
thatcane
is a signof independence
because
its an enabler-enabling an otherwisedependent
individual to remainmobileand steadyon his or her feet.
HumcanWeOvrcome These
AtIifdlLimitations.Weneedcontinually
torelatetoeachindividual's strengthandprovideopportunities for eachresidentto do the same.We mustdrawon who eachis asa person-how they
havesurvived
until now-what they bring to wheretheyare. Wemuststart
wheretheycomefrom, with what is important to them.Weknow full well
thatphysical
rehabilitation
andrestoration
of ability isa painful process.
Emotionalrehabilitation-restoring nursinghomeresidents'ability to rely on
themselves
andexercise
self-determination-requires painful practiceaswell
Anyof uswhohavefacedemotionalchallenge
know that afier thegrief and
thetis,. we gainstrength,everso slowly, and the processof survisa and
recovery
usuallymakesus stronger.Caregivingin nursinghomesneedsto
provideemotionalas wellas physicalhealingand rehabilitation.
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Wefully recognize
thatsomeindividuats suffer tremendous
mentaldisability.
Though theypresenta greaterchallenge,many residentswho are unableto
function mentally on traditionally healhy levelsare still able to express
preferences
andreact with pain, sorrow, delight, and pleasureto their circumstances.
More ablenursing homeresidents
often havelearnedhowto live
besideothers with mentaldisability and havefound creative ways to corn
municatewith and understandtheir neighbors, methodsthat can serseas
valuablemodelsfor nursing homestaff.
Operatlonalizing EnpomeementIn Canrgvlng How staff talk with
residents,
how staff care for residents,what choicesare routinely available
to residents,
howstaff esplainservcesandoptions,howmuchcontrol residents
mayactually exerciseover their lives-each of thesesituations provides an
opportunity for nursing homestaff so foster residentempowermentand
autonomy in thedaily operation of the facility, Hereare somespecificideas:
Involve residents
andtheir representativn in theassessment
and careplanning process.

Provide helpandservices
gearedtoward self-help, suchasrestorative
nursing and maintenance
therapy.
Encourage
residents
to continue to try to do asmuch asthey canfor
themselves.
Staff sufficiently to allow time for staff to encourageand wait for
residentsto act independently.
a Beopento alternatives andcreativein balancingresidents'rights and
staff responsibilities.

Seekand utilize advicefrom individuals and groupsof residentsin
alt serviceareassuchasdietary, acitivitimsnursing,quality assurance,
and housekeeping,
Utilize residents'energyandtalents to improve life for other residents
(for example,ask residentsto welcomeand orient newresidents).
PFoster
connection andactiviies amongresidents
that promote friendship and socialand intellectual interaction.
Provide opportunities for residentsto feelmore at home(for example, haveareasavailable for residentswho may wishto visit guests
privately)

Involve residentsin hiring, orienting, and evaluating staff.,
*Involve residentsin orientation of newstaff assigned
to their care.
*Utilize residents
in providing insersiceprogramson residents'rights,
communication skills, andnursing skills.
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* Routinely ask residents to help evaluate the home's care and identify
how care should be improved.

FoateslSesatilvy to Renidenn-'Emponerment in the N.ning Clasmom. Nursing schools provide opportunities for students sobecome sensitive
to tesideotempowerment as a critical part of their role as nurses. A few ways
to do this include:
*Utilize residents in the classroom for residents' rights discussions and
to provide the care recipiem's perspective on basic nursing skills (for
esample, have a resident talk about the experience of being spoon fed
or washed or being incominetm).
* Place greater emphasis on residents' rights and quality of life in the
nursing curriculum. Offer communication and management skills
classes.Generate debate on how to resolve apparent conflicts between
residents' rights and staff responsibilities.
*Assign students to work with resident and family councils, and with
other nursing home staff as part of a clinical espenience.
*Role play disabilities so studentscan begin to understand how it frcels
to be dependent.Ask residents with disabilities to talk about how they
compensate for their lossesand how they survive.
*Collect and disseminate best nursing practices which
empowerment.

promote

SpeatsOGi. In theclassroom, in the nursing home, in public policy debate,
nursesmust continue sojoin in the call for nursing home improvements for:
Sufficient staffing levels, among all echelons of nursing and nonnursing personnel.
* Reiter wagesand benefits for all nursing home staff.
*Comprehensiveaide training consisten with the needsand educational
characteristicsof aides.
*Comprehenvivemulti-disciplinary assessment.
* Requiremens for qualified professotials in nursing homes, such as
activites directors, social workers, dietitians, and others.
* Strong resident and family councils.
* Strengthenedombudsman programs.
*A good inspection system and ecffecive enforcement of standards.
to- -inhli, t'cv,
fi- , vd,- ...s.il.ih,
*D.i,
,,hv,,,,.
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CONCLUSION
Thosenursinghonrenurseswhodo speakout havealreadyprovided a
powesfulvoicein the straggleto achievequality care in nursing homes.Yet
the silenceamongthe majority of nursing homenursesis deafening and
the difficult challengefacedby
NCCNHR fully appreciates
disheartening.
nursinghomenurseshavenot yettested
nurses
in nursinghomesandbelieves
thefull weightof their influence.Nursesmaststandup for quality careand
that serveasmodelsand vsions
residents'rights,drawing uponexperiences
of what is possiblein nursuighomes.
public, ombudsman/advocacy proNursescanreachout to the concerned
to breakdown thebarriersto quality nursandresidents,
grams,co-workers,
inghomecare.Espandingthevisianof whatis possible,nursesjoin the ranks
whowork toward whatcan be
staff, andadvocates
residents,
of courageous
a more positivenursinghomeenvironment.
REFERENCES
National Citizens'Coalition for Nursing Home Reform.(198S).A consumer
on quality coet:Theresidents'paint of view. Washington,
perspective
DC: Author.
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Nursing-:
It Works in Long-Term Care
Adaptation Is the
byword In Implementing
a successful primary
nursing system In
nursing homes.

within both the practice aniddelivery
systems.In questioning this it ws feb
anevaluastion
of thelimitations imposed
by the -team" modality of deltvereg
nursing camrwas necessary
Teamnursing. thetraditional nursing
caredelivery system in long-term car.
opertes by dividing the nursing
sutff
by Susanne Devrine Campbell. into task-onientedeam auntiedat mtting
dhe
patieat
cut
needs."
There
ae
MS, RN. C
sone inrrinsic difficulties one enounow cangetontological nmmestersvwhen
operating within this system.
assurethedelivery of individA significant factor that interferes
ualized. high quality cam
with isurmingcontinuous. responsible
.
which results in therapeutic
uining cme is thuttde team of people
atinmenus for the older adult? Nurastsined to cut fer the patient today
ing' goal in long-em cmt faciliies
may tot be the sate tearmassignedto
hasbeento provide individualized nurs cmw for thdt patient tomerow. There
ig carewhich guarateies eachelderly
may be datoday accoutability. but
personthe opportunity to reachhis or no one person as assignedthe responher maximal levelof physical. mental.
sibihty for developing and implementsocial. and spiritual well-being. This
tg a holistic plan ofcare for theelderly
challenge-4to develop and implement
patent. While the work mayget done.
ind; vidualized programs of cmr beethe ancinga care delivered is oftenfragporuting both reactive and proactive mented. with no on nauneresponsible
interventions-has been evempresent.
forthecam delivered.
Thetriumphs and. at tinms the faidures.
Frama marnagement
perspective. the
of heathhprofessionsto reachthis goal head nurse is generally given the
within the nuning homeheld am real. Sijiwattd responsibility for insuring
In the pastyears.thescandalswithin
the quality of nursing camon a particuthe nursing home industry drew
lar unt. Becatse of this. family memnational attentionto our shortcomben, patients,and multidisciplinary
ings. '
While onemayartibute some team member may all seek audience
of these horror stories to sensawith e leadership person.This ftretionalized reponing. the exposure
quently leads to an iunduated andinefrequired thenurseto rellect onthedefifctual middle manager.
ciencies and competencies existing
Adeninps
to effect changewithin the

H

12

JOt

icam !'is''' thnauvL uscl:Jflflrhet
a' CIfee-i. act,". o rCeegnhhna
Of
qualr nur'rne care ma! he
k lffictoui
rcal:. c.sern the itmiltitxon ii iFsed
e, the staff-In pattern anJ mnccentralizanon of aithonnr.
The nontherapeutic outcomes of the
ream delivery systemcan be seen in
many areas.With few peoplerehabilita.
ted to lower lewelsof care.both staff and
pattents often begin to regardthe nursing home as the "last home," Concomitanttl. themiddle manager.professional. and auxiliary staff alike may
experience a generalsenseofjob dissatisfaction fnnmaninability to fulfill their
commitment to the older adult. Consequently. majn problem experienced
in many long-mtrmcam facilities is a
high nursing tuntover rate.5
While not all theaboveconsequences
are exclusively linked with the tarm
delivery system, the method through
11hich careis delivered is a critical fitc
tor. .Lfthecial of die nurseis to provide
individuaili
uring caJ which will
maximize human potential andtret the
pcnon's responseto illness. then what
is neededis a conceptual frsmer irk
which allows for and promotes this
conprehensive. therapeutic approach.
It becameobvious within our long-teem
care facility that if we wantedto realize
the delivery ofquality nursing carmwe
needed
to changethecaredelivery system.

Primary Nursing:
Definition
At the Primary Nurse Convention
(1977k,permarynursing wasdefined as:
Thedelivrs ofcomprehensive.
coordinated.continuous.idividualized
pasuca
care throughthepmofessiosl
nursewhohats iutonomy.
accounability andauthoniryon a 24 hour
asis.Essential elements of the svstem.ats
outlined by the University of Minnesota
Hospitals include:
I.The assignmentof eachpatient to a
nurse who has primary responsibility for assessing.planning. and
coordinating the nursing camrdelivs
enedto the patient throughout the
hospital courseof stay:
2. The provision of 24 hour responOnmao
tne-l NuraVl
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Team nursing LTC
Noncontinuous nursing
care fragmented
Fragmented nursing care
Custodial nursing care

Primary nursing LTC
Individualized nursing care

Holistic nursing care
Rehabilitative nursing care
Job satisfaction

Job dissattsfaction

sibility for she nursing care delivemrdfor the prtmary patients, and
3 The processing of information
related to the patient, including
inforuation pertaining to discharge
planning andinsuring continuity of
care.'
These components assist one in
understanding the structural elements
of the primary nursedelivery system.
However, themodel of practice needsto
beviewed notonly asa staffing portern.
or as a different patient assignment
regime.but also as a philosophy-u
way of thinking about patient cam. Is
requires a commitment from the nursing professiontodeliver the bestpossible cae according to thegerontological
nurses levelof eupertse. The nurseis
called to becomean advocatefor the
patient within the healthcur systemsu
Additionally, thereneedsto be a strong
conviction among those in nursing
administration that supports and
decentralization--the deleencourages
gation of authority to the primary
nurse-so that the primary nurse is
accountablefor the cau delivered.
In seeking an alternative to theteam
system, the primary nursing model
appeared so offer a framework that
enabled the geronsological nurse to
standardsof practice.
meetacceptable
soreviewing the literature. it
Howeaerwas notedthat much of thediscussion
focusedon primary nursing wiltin the

acutecau setting rather than the longterm care setting. Some inherent differencesbetweensheenvironments of
acutecure versus long-term car may
accountfor primary nursing's receiving
greaterattention in shehospital
Primary nursing is described as a
patient care delivery system implementedby the registeredprofessional
nurse.Owing to the lower reimbursementrate,long-termcar would not be
ableto supportan exclusive RN staffing
pattern.Neither would an RN unit be
considered cost-effective, given the
physical care needs of she patients.
Another difficulty in meeting this
requirement lies in thefact thatnursing
homes often have greater difficulty
attracting a sufficient number of registered nurses
How then doesone implement primary nursing in the long-term care setting? In view of she essential differences between the acute care and
long-term settings in termsof philosophy. purpose. population, and staffing
ratios, the mission beforeus was to
adpt the elements of the primary nursing model sothelong-term car setting,
while as the same lime preserving the
spinsof the decentralized model.
The aim of implementing primary
nursing was seenastwofold. so create
an environment and a processfor maximizing the health car for the skilled
nursing patients. and so enable the

the ficure

Implementing Primary
Nursing
According to Scheint if chane is to
be accepted and become part of the
regular system, the involved panies
must be active early in the diagnostic
and change planning process With this
in mind, a planning meeting was called
with the key leadership personnel. At
this time, an assessment tool on the
team riursing delivery system was distributed to management personnel who
would be responsible for instituting the
change.
Head nurses ware asked to identify
the need for change as well as the
strengths of the present team system.
Results of the assessment revealed that a
change was needed to insure better
plinning and continuity of cure and to
increase the accountability for care
delivered. It was anticipated that prt
mary nursing would lead to and result in
greater job satisfaction among nursing
staff members. We sought o strengthen
nursing efforts in rehabilitation and
communication with oter disciplines.
coworkers, and the patients family
members.
Concerns raised that needed consideration prior to implementing the
model included educating the staff.
adjusting staffing patterns. and exploring ways to address potential burnout
Subsequent planning meetings ware
held to address these issues, to raise
consciousness regarding the need for
change. and to obtain a managerial
commitment o the philosophy and concept of primary nursing and goal
achievement. In retrospect. it is apparent that these effons to include key
leadership persons in the change process ware essential to the success of the
program.
Douglas and Bevisi° stress the need
for the change agent to provide as much
information as possible Considering
this axiom. articles on primary nursing
wren distributed on the skilled nursing
units, and staff development prognms
wen conducted by management.
13
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Sin.-priijrs nursineisotorels a
rijirzanheai.in of ta.-k but a redeltnimtin
oi priiiec.iiinal luncti-n.' the
planned re.rvani zaiiiin cahled hi , a
ersifuCtiUrng o1
ine irnie.ork The
pnilosophs and purpose oiime nur-.n,
di-sion u-aerenrbeen iii empn-izc the
aim at prti iding indisidualized patient
care. The new philosophy used the coal
ihai each paiieni would reach and mamlain his or her maximum levelof tunctioning.
Job descriptions forall levels of nursmg staff were redefined to reflect the
decentralized nursing care system. For
example: the head nurse's tide and job
desriptionwere changed. The nursing
manager on the skilled nursing unit was
given the title of Health Care Coordinator.' The primary function of the
health care coordinator became
organizing the cure delivered by the
primary nurses. Panicularly in the early
stages. a key component of this role was
for the health care coordinartor to deliberzely and consistently reinforce the
decentralized model by referring people to the primary nurse. Both the
job
description and the conscious actions of
the leaders ereneedetoillustratend
cement the changing expectations and
roles within our new primary nursing
system.
Structural changes were also made.
The
60 bed units were divided into four
color-coded districts, each district ha tog15 residents. A primary nurse was
assigned to each district. Whenever
possible. full-time registered nurses
were appointed primary nurses. They
then assumed the responsibility.
authority, and accountability for care
delivered to patients within the
assigned districts.
One real obstacle to implementing
pmry nursing
in
long-termccare is the
issue of stuffing. How does one make
use of licensed practical nurses and
nursing assistants within the pirimay
nurse system?
r
It was decided that licensed practical
nurses who had demonstrated leadership potential and high levelsfofm-om
peencywouldbeconsideredflosrdisict
responsibility, and given the title of
"Associate Primary Nurse.' However.
due to differences within the regulated
scope of practice. LPNs, regardless of
14

ndisidual .iimpetence. require iii-er
itssrlin
and supporl Iroo .upcr
stars personnel. Tnereiire. thenile ol
.isam health care sivirdinitor was
created on each killed nursine unit
Thls person. under the direction of the
health care coordinator had reponsibdits fIo providing mote direci consultation tor the LPNs. for conducime
unit siaff development pnrgrams. and
for responding to staffing/unit needs
that might arise. In this way, the
assistant was able to provide the necessury euidance for the LPNs. and the
unithad a buih-in backup system for
meeting both unit and patient care
needs.
The established planwas tostaff each
district with one primary/associate
nurse who had responsibility for assessing patient care needs on the assigned
district. This nurse wasalso required to
ensure patient cast delivery. Working
with this nurse would be either two
regularly assigned
nursing assistants or
an LPN/aide mix. depending on the
nursing staffing patern on a given unit.
Initially. it was thought that it would
be better to have the pntimry nurse work
with two assistants. This would
decrease role confusion. However. in
pracice there were several advantages
to the primay/LPN/aidemex. The LPN
provided the pnriary nurse with greater
flexibility owing to the ability to delegatea broader
range of activities. Such
functions as participating in multidisciplinaryconferences and presenting
patient care conferencesw ere more
easily accomplished with this complemers ofstart
Centoal to the successof implementing peimary nurring in long-term care
was the creation and institution of communicaion tools and processes. In
addition to formulating new job
descriptions, the appraisal system. palicie. and peocedures were reised to
cnincide with the changes in job
esaiibilities.
nursing Kardex was revised to
provide the nurse with a commuiicatiuon
fo
rn at outlidnga holisi tic 244ho
nursing care plan. Tools were
developed and/or
ubtatned to assc the
pentmaryninse with organizing and delegating the nursing case. For example.
tratm ent
b
ooks were utilized
ourto
tin e

the l.ur'irn trotleoi
noUnusrn,
vr
tirder, hr tiatien- isli/b
tfl. asricti
Suhsequcntl. tre.aloi
aT-.rl/TO: archaseJ wr:b us d h! the nurse in
admoiwnierine thetrrauments more elhn
cienil' Assignment sheelt vwere
developed and used b) all shifts to outline daill nursine responsibilities
Sign' ere posted listing each district s primary nurse In this way, peoplenev, to the unit. famil, members.
and visitors were familiarized wirh the
primary nurse system and pmviders of
care.
Other means of communication
included regularly scheduled district
meetings and primary nurse meetings.
These gatheringswere useful in dis-

senrinating information, problemsolving. discussing patient curegoals and
progressto date. Without these
established networks there may have been
more staff conflict and fragmentation.
Discussion in thesemeetingsreduced
staff concerns and miscommunica-

tionsi

Grand Rounds,forums
where theprimarynursepresenteda casestudy and
requested
peerreview,werealso
estalished andregularly conductedto
reinforceexcellence in nursing practiceand
to fostercontinuity of cre.
Once primary nursing was firmly
establishedon the dayshift. the goalof
incorporating the concept of primary
nursingon the eveningandnight shifts
was pursued.Evening andnight supervisors, togetherwith the health cure
coordinators, met to explore methods
of implementing theprimary nurseprocess.
Modificarions weremadein therudimentsof the pnmary nursesystem,and
global aspectsof the concept were
applied.Districts wereassignedto primary careaides.The aidesweresupervisedby nursescalled primary nurse
extenders.
'
These nurses were
assigned
responsibility for primary care
areasin two districts.
The primary nurse maintained
responsibility for the cure provided by
soliciting feedbackfrom the 24 hour
nursing staff A procedurefor "flexible" time wasdevelopedand instituted
with the primary nurses. From thin
broaderperspective,the primary nurse
was able to assessmore accurately the
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year after the primatry nursing system
was instituted, a 75% reduction in the
incidence of decubid was realized.
Improvement in rehabilitative nursing care practices can be measured in
Evaluadng Effecdveness
pan through discharges to lower levels
To measure the effectiveness of priof camand throh death rameComparmary nursing. several variables can
ing statistics before andafter the impleindicate goal achievement.Sinc our
mentation of primary nursing it was
administrative aimsnste to increase the found that there was an 11%increase in
quality of care. we used patint crm patient discharges to lower levels of
outcomes (such as incidence of care andan 18%decrease in the patient
decubiti. increase in amnbultinry stats. death rate.
discharges to lower levelsof cae etc.)
Theconcept of decetralized nursing
to assessdie efficacy of the primaly
care filtered through to the nursing
nuring model. A secondary aim wa to assistants who were responsible for
increase job satisfaction. Therefore. we
conducting a Prevntacare" eercise
examined de turnr ratebefore and program. esultsof this are shown in
after primary nursing was instituted.
the 36% increase in the number of
Additionally. we solicited nursing ftedwo years after pitambulatory pbark by mems of a questionnaire we
mary nursing wa established.
developed to determine the effecuvenessof primury nusing in mtting Primasry Noise Questolnnuire-A
questionnaire was distributed to all
dte outlined goals.
Palent Outcnnmes-hre was a drw nures one year after theprimary nure
matic difference in the number of rent- concept had been introduced to the
staft Staff members wereaskedtoeevldens sumiaining dectbin ulcers. On
patient status. and subsequently ealu.
ate the delivery of nuring care more
effectively.

el ofIwril
Jmaura

. "hnif Val. i.NA 12

30 -~~23%
3 22%

- 310S

.201S

.2D%
.2D%
.16%
.22%
.20%
.26%
.40%

uate the effects of primary nursing with
respect to care delivered, professional
nursing practice, relationship with
other disciplines. and individual job
satisfaction. The staff were askedto rate
eachcategory on a zero to five scale.
with zero being low andfive being high.
Those staff members who had worked
under team nursing and primary nuring were asked to ratethecategory asit
applied io tam nursing snd then to
primary nursing. The two ratings were
compared and the results of the quettonnaire can be seen on the Table.
It is difficult to accurately measure
the effectiveness of the primary nurse
model compared to wtamnursing using
However,it
solely subjective responses.
is noteworthy dutt staff related that they
outcome
the
for
accountable
fet more
of professional acts(by 26%). more
able to make and inTlement nursing
decisions for patt in assigned districts (by 40%) andmom able to plan
and implement nuring care using the
musing pire (by 22%).
15
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Prbiib
hh

the most 'ig1nim.1nt and

c.ramaic difterence can hr asnin the
unover rate. a ngure ahici. is ciwvenuionsli usedio measureth sauitfacitun. One sar ahertheimplcmeneaion of primary nursing. tuimer rate
wasreducedb; 29'.
In closing. having beenpan of the
birth and delivery of primary nursing
within a long-tenrm
carefacility. one is
in a position to reflectupon howit happenedandho. it could be donebetter
Educational efforts were focused on
nursing staff members. Presenting
information formally to theother disciplines may haveincreased
theopenness
with which the idea was received by
multidisciplinary teammembers.Sharing the model through suchestablished
fowumsas the family council may have
resultedin greaterfamily involvement.
Themwassometensionamong those
LPNs who were chosenas associate
primary nurses. This group voiced a
requestthat they be given the title of
primary nurse. This requestwarrants
consideration.

Not all of the positive outcomes can
be attributed solely to the implemeusa-

nor of prinmar neaing A
pouvfcout, other pi -ibilites

Snuklatl
nc.d t
be recognized For instant:. other
change, that tivok place concurrently
with the phastnj in of primary nursing
included the introduction of a tissue
trauma nurse and a decubili reporting
Sysem. the addition of a mental health
nurse.andthe distribution of a cost-ofhving adiusiment However.the wasin
which primary nursing decentralized
authortty andempowered the nurseto
meetpatient needswas integral to the
imptovements noted.
Onedrawback that wasobservedwas
that staff beganto lose a senseof unit
nrsponsibility asreflected in staements
such as "That's not my patient." To
minimize this trend. eachstaff member
was assigneda unit responsibihty to
foster the senseof unit-wide commitment. Thin decreasedtension on the
unit and contributed to a more
organized unit environment.
Another factor thatneedsconsiderauionis that thechange to pnmary nursing involves a large investment from
nursing administrsation.
Much time and
energy is consumed by providing staff
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Using ethnographic data, the two worlds of the nurse'saides wete examined, the world in
which they live and the world in which they work. Becausethe institutional culture of the
nursing homeoften addsto the adversity of their personal life. the nurse's aidesmovebetween
the two milieus in a self-perpetuating negative cycle. Aidescarry to the bedside of elderly
residentsthe affective andpsychological burden thesetwo worlds place on them.
care. Elderlypeople. Nursing homes,Nurses aides.Quality of care
KeyWords: Long-Term

Quality of Care and the Burden of Two
Cultures: When the World of the Nurse's
Aide Enters the World of the Nursing Home1
V. Tellis-Nayak, PhD' and Mary Tellis-Nayak, RN, MSN'

The National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home
Reform (NCCNHR, 1985) concluded from a national
study that what nursing home residents value most is
good staff. Good staff, in the words of some residents, mean everything in a nursing home. Despite
this telling clue. however, NCCNHR neglected to
pursue an obvious line of inquiry: What specific role
do the nurse's aides play in the life of residents?
Nurse's aides loom large in the life of nursing
home residents for an obvious reason. On an average, the nursing staff includes 15% registered
nurses, another 14% licensed practical nurses. and a
hefty 71% nurse's aides (institute of Medicine, 1986).
And it is these aides who provide six times as much
personal care as registered nurses and five times as
much as licensed practical nurses (Administration on
Aging, 1980). Moreover, nurse's aides care for residents in the most intimate way, helping them to
dress, groom, bathe, feed, and toilet.
Good training, skills, and knowledge are not what
residents prize most in the staff: they place staff
credentials way down, ninth, on their wish list. Residents do not even ask most for adequate staffing;
they place it third on the list. Rather, what the frail
residents of nursing homes treasure most is staff
attitude: They appreciate staff who are willing to be
helpful, to be kind, nice and good to you." Repeatedly. residents say how much they value the human
qualities of their helpers. They cherish it when the
respectful,"
.courteous..
staff are "polite,.
"friendly," "cheerful," and "pleasant." They appreciate being treated with dignity; when staff are pa-
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trent, concerned, and sympathetic; when they listen
and take their complaints seriously (NCCNHR, 1985).
As advancing age strips elderly individuals of their
symbols of independence and authority and shrinks
their social world, nurse's aides assume a largerthan-life role in the life of the residents in the nursing
home. Thus, dependent residents pay less attention
to the qualifications. training, and skills of the aides;
but they indeed appreciate when the aides assist
readily without complaint, take time to listen, show
sympathy without condescension. and respect both
the frailty and the dignity of old age.
Thus, researchers face a crucial question: how can
residents be assured of caring and sympathetic concern from nurse's aides' Advocates are often troubled that the meager training of nurse's aides and
their heavy turnover profoundly affect the residents
iHolbur, 1982; Waxman et al., 1984). They often bemoan their poor wages and inadequate fringe benefits as well as shoddy management practices that do
little to evoke a commitment from nurse's aides
Seldom, however, do advocates take into account
the two most profound influences that determine the
commitment of nurse's aides. To begin with. thev
ignore the unique milieu from which the average aide
comes to the nursing home. It is aworld apart, and, in
metropolitan areas. it can leave deep scars on an
individual's emotional life. From such a setting the
nurse's aide enters the nursing home and may find
that in ways both subtle and overt the home compounds her problems: it erodes her fragile optimism
and hardens her attitude. Thus, unkind life-experiences at home and in the nursing home shape attitudes of indifference. apathy, and cynicism. Then it is
the vulnerable resident who reaps the bitter harvest.
Too often researchers frame staff issues as problems of attitude, motivation, training, and incentives: they commonly ignore the wider cultural and
organizational context In which these problems have
their origin. To explore the two worlds in which the
nurse's aides live. this study relies on an ethno307
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graphic approach. which regrettably isused too sparingly in gerontology (Fry & Keith. 1986t. It discusses
how nursing home quality is tied closely both to the
social background of the staff and the institutional
culture of nursing homes. The analysis follows not
dissimilar ethnographic attempts such as Stannard's
/19731study of resident abuse in nursing homes
emanating trom institutional conditions and staff
background: Gubrium's 11975iinvestigation of the
culture of the nursing home in which he uses the
concepts of worlds to convey the separate and
distinct interactional logics and staff troubles: and
Vesperi's 119831inquiry into how the institutional
concept of old age sets the stage for poor quality of
care in a nursing home.
Method
In this study the data is mostly drawn from that
collected in the course of two major projects sponsored by the Illinois Department of Public Aid. The
first project was focused on eight representative
nursing homes in Illinois that were noted for their
excellent quality and that were contrasted with some
mediocre homes. Uncovered in the analysis were six
different strategies that model homes pursue to
achieve high quality tTellis-Nayak, 1988). Examined in
the second project was the role of the residents'
families in improving the quality of care in nursing
homes iTellis-Nayak. 1987).
From the copious data from these tvo field studies, ethnographic data were culled that pertamn
to the
life of nurse's aides in a metropolitan setting. The
primary sources of information were structured interviews with 132nurse's aides in 8 nursing homes;
nonstructured interviews with 53 nurse's aides in 12
homes; nonstructured interviews with 31 persons in
management positions in 11homes; numerous conferences with nursing home residents, their families.
nursing home operators, staff, surveyors, and others
familiar with nursing home life; and ongoing ethnographic observation of life in 8 nursing homes.
This inquiry, therefore, is focused on the social
ecology of nurse's aides and on the institutional
milieu of the average, and often less-than-sugerb,
nursing home in the metropolitan Chicago area.
Bearing in mind Vladeck's t1980) discussion of quality in an average home, and given the nature of the
settings of this study, its conclusions would, in all
probability, prove relevant to nursing homes in other
metropolitan contexts. The analysis, however. sidesteps the achievement of nursing homes of exceptional character that succeed in transforming their
nurse's aides into caring caregivers. Their success
rests precisely on creating an institutional culture in
which the harshness of their personal world is mitigated lTellis-Nayak. 1988).
Findings
The Social Origins of Nurse's Aides
The diverse social roots. - Nurse's aides come to
the nursing home from disparate contexts. In rural
308

and small-town America they are often white and
retain firm roots in the community; on the average
they are older than their metropolitan counterparts
and they may have worked at the same institution for
longer years. In contrast. nursing homes in urban
centers attract a variety of workers. In the Chicago
area, the largest portion of aides are blacks who are.
however, distributed unevenly in the area. Around
the central city, nursing homes are often exclusively
staffed by black aides; towards the city's fringes
black aides decline in number but still predominate;
and they do so also in the immediately contiguous
suburbs. They become less visible in nursing homes
farther removed from the city. Still, the picture is
complicated by the variable presence of the white
nurse's aide. Whiie aides outnumber black ones in
homes located in the staunchly white ethnic enclaves
of Chicago, or in its suburbs. But as neighborhoods
change, and as nonwhite labor becomes available
nearby, racial composition among staff shifts rapidly.
Around Chicago. both white and black nurse's
aides come from lower-income families. On average
neither group enjoys much better than a high school
education; and frequently they have only slight saleable skills. They seek work in nursing homes for
various reasons, and rarely as their first, most desired
choice. Many of the younger ones have come to test
the health care job market, or to hold down a job
while still students, or, occasionally, urged on by a
youthful idealism. Many of the older ones have
served for longer periods, because not infrequently
they are short both on self-confidence and career
opportunities.
The Chicago area nursing homes hire another type
of aides that a small town rarely sees: foreign-born
workers with diverse backgrounds. At one end of the
spectrum are some Polish, Chinese, Filipino, and
other Asians sometimes trained as nurses, pharmacists or other professionals in their native land. Once
here, they find the hurdles of language and entry
exams insurmountable. So they enjoy little choice
but to work at low-status jobs in the health care tield.
These foreign-born aides almost always choose to
work in nursing homes located in mostly white or
nonblack ethnic neighborhoods and suburbs. In
such homes they can account for as much as I In 5
among the nurse's aides. and occasionally for even
more. Curiously. however, Chicago area nursing
homes rarely employ Hispanic aides. At the opposite
extreme among these foreign-born aides are the
undocumented immigrant aides mostly from Central
America and the Caribbean. They are generally unskilled and little educated. There is no way to determine how prevalent they are, although some nursing
home operators, it is said. have in the recent past
maintained discrete links svith these sources of
cheap labor. They may pay these aides below minimum wage and hardly any fringe benefits.
Despite their diversity. nurse's aides share a common denominator: their socioeconomic class. They
are mostly women and belong to the lowest rung of
the health care labor market: they are the least educated. the least skilled, and the least paid. often
ThetGerontoloisit
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barely above the minimum wage. and they endure a
low occupational status. They share the lower class
lifestyle, perched precariously, as most of them are.
just above the poverty line, straddling that uneasy
fence that separates the two lowest classes, the
working class and the lower class.
The cultural ambiance: Four profiles - Economic
conditions alone do not define the social milieu of
the nurse's aides. To appreciate what intorms their
viewpoint, what explains their apathy and what
evokes their commitment, it is necessary to examine
the distinctive ethos in which the nurse's aide's life is
rooted. For it is their subculture that both mirrors
and shapes their attitudes, values, and litestyles. To
provide a glimpse into that subculture. four ethnographic portraits of nurse's aides in a metropolitan
setting are sketched here. These portraits are trueto-life accounts, although names have been changed
to protect their identity. Although the profiles do not
fully describe the diverse social roots of nurse's aides
even in a metropolitan setting, they are representative: they highlight the themes in the social ambiance at the bottom of the economic scale, and how
they shape their sensibility and color their manner.
Aprdilones: April, an attractive 27-year-old black woman.
works asa nurse's aide in alarge nursing home m Chicago.
April moved out of her mother's apartment over a year ago
because she could not take the wretched ways of her
stepfather and the passes he made at her April's own
father, an alcoholic and an inveterate womanizer. ele
home years ago- The stepfather holds a good job at a
pharmacy, but rarel brings home a pennvyand hvesofihis
wife, with whom he maintains a love-hate relationship.
April's mother. Gad. is a iicensed practical nurse and the
mainstay in the tamily of live children. She demanded and
receised good behavior and good grades when April was
in high school. April made the honor roll n the mner-citv
school she attended, but never told her mother about the
abortion she had at the ageof IS.
The nursing home was not April's first choice for employment Butjobs were hard to come by, or the hours bad, or
the racial and sexual harassment not always bearable. April
makes lust over 5 an hour on the evening shit, but gets
hardiv any fringe benefits The union takes a bite of her
,ages Whenever she can. April works extra hours, because she has to scrape to pav the 18%interest on the over
52.000she owes on her credit card, which she charged
mostiv to set up her apartment. She has even received
court summonses when she has fallen seriously behind.
Her one-bedroom apartment isin an old. stately neighborhood that hasseen better days and is now intested bedrug
dealers April pans5290amonth for t. She ison her second
used car in 2 nears: she does not insure it. because she
cannot afford to. But she needs the car, because the
nursing home is half an hour's drive, and she is not imprudent enough to take the train home at night.
April also depends on her car to attend college 20 minutes
in the opposite direction Without the car she could not
make it to work when her classes get over at2 p.m At 5204
a college credit. April can ill afford her nurse's training: so
she hastaken a student loan, and alter 3 searsof schooling.
she Is almost a junior now. But she is atraid that her poor
grades mae put her on academic probation again. But the
bills keep piling up and the strain shows be the third week
Vol. 29, No. 3 I1989

every month. especially shen a stern professor wiil not
yield on the deadline for exams and term papers
Lastmonth April missed ssorkand school for 2 'seeksjust
when the mid-term exams came around. A persistent pain
in her abdomen meant that she hadto seea phvsician April
cannot afford. and therefore does not carr. heath insur'
ance. lustlike 36million other non-poor Americans whom
sledicaid does not cover. Alter hours on the vsiiing inen
she was linaliv examined and then admitted io the Cook
CountsHospital. Assoon as I was discharged. I sseit alter
Loren sith a crowbar.' sass April. "rThedoctor 'asshe must
havegiven me that niection And now I masnever be able
to bear a babe." April knows that Loren has a saiderinq
eve and worseehe makes no secret of01 He has usedo0to
her for 2 sears.but he never visited her in the hospital
Martina Dasis Despite all her struggles Aprl considers
herseli luckier than Martina Davis. another black nurse's
aide who is April's triend. Martina s is a grm background.
Whatever semblance of tamily hie she had was brutish; it
has fit an indelible mark.
MSartina
knows little about her father, because her mother
has had several entanglements over the years. the four
siblings bear four different last names. Her mother was
hardly around when Martina grew up. "Once she even
stole me savings and went to the Bahamaswith her sugar
daddy. leaving the kids with me.' saysMartina seithout
"At the age of 161 could roll in at night at 2
much meeting.
a m.. and she would not look up in bed and ask -here I
had been."
was troduced to drugs early; she hasbeen raped
.%aritna
twice, she hasnot completed high school. Now ai the age
o 23. she is pregnant again with no prospective lather in
sight; her little bov I years old, seems to get ill too oiten
But for the moment she feels lucky that she is a certited
nurse's aide. Het isorking conditions are worse than
Aprt's and she mis-ed 2 days this week because her molar
ached so badly that she finally went to the doctor martina
does not keep in iiiuch with her mother. and her grandmother Is the only person in the family she is close to
All the pressure sometimes pushes Mtartina oft the deep
end. It is then that she seeks solace in drugs, and dark
suicidal thoughts haunt her Ntartinahas been somewhat
stable since April look her and her baby under her ing.
mother and child have lived with April or 4 months.
carefully avoiding being detected by the landlord.
EmeheChi Emehe.a nurse's aide In a torprolit nursing
home. Is a Ch nese soman In her late 4UOsA genial and
kindle attitude can be sensed behind her worn face Her
English limps badly and is heaviy accented, but the residents hardly mind, because Emehiehas that caring touch
they all prize.
The director of nursing values her even more because
Emete isaworkhorse. he never complains. she never aIls
i1l,she isalways readsto ssork the extra shill and she gives
excellent care. After 3sears she has moved up to a vi 03;
an-hour ,sage. In those s ears Emetiehas never come In
late and never called In sick
Emelie. her husband. Seng, and her two children came
from Taiwan Svears ago. Backhome she had sorked tot 20
yearsasa professional nurse In a famous teaching hospital.
and Sengwas a layser veil the government tot 30 sears.
Unlike other Taiwanese emigres thev know. thev ssere
tortunate that the iamdv of four came together to the
United States.Many among the former have prospered in
this country. Butas for herselt, try as she may. Emehehas
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never been able to gel through the nursing board exam.
The intricacies of the English language and the psychology
partbi the test have alyass proved to be her undoing.
But it is even vorse vrith Emehes husband: Senghas vet
to make the terstbasewith English. So Emelie talked with
her director or nursing and got him a job at minimum 'sage
in the laundry at the nursing home. But rirst she carefully
wrote out all the laundry instrucrlons In Chinese. so that
Seng was spared the strain of deciphering his boss s
orders.
Rather than lve in Chinatos 3 mile. avas. the, first hled
In an apartment in the shadovsoi the nursing home It
spared them the cost of ossning a car. They all sorled
hard. scrimped, and in 3 searsbought a house and a car.
The older daughter. now 19.is pursuing nuclear engineer.
ing at the University or tlinois in Champaitn.
Both husband and wile alssayslook for overtime work.
Emete can find it easily, because over 911%,
of the nurse s
aides leave work in a year at the nursing home. In an
average week she chalks up 32 hours ol overtime, and not
long ago in one 2-week period she put in an unbelievable
itO overtime hours in addition to her b1 regular sorking
hours! She is also on call at a recruiting agency that supplies temporary nurse's aides to hospitals and nursing
homes With that heavyschedule, she stilt attends a community college 2 nights a week because the dream of
becoming an RN drives her on.
Emelie is hardly home. so Sengdoes all the household
chores. Husband and wife care very much about each
other's well-being. True to Chinese tradition. the famity is
very close and a source of strength. especially because no
Chinese live in the neighborhood.
Emelie and Sengare well-liked at work. but they have
made no close friends. The black. vhite. Haitian. and
Filipino aides all move in their ovn circles, each group
tinds little In common with the other, each stereotypes the
other. considers it clannish, and accuses it ot gossip Being
the only Chinese. they do not seem to belong anywhere.
But Emehe's family gets together sith the friends they
knew' in Taiwan. Although most o0 them hase moved up
socially. they do not seem to notice that Emelie is stilt a
nurse's aide and Seng a laundry worker.

all the unsavory aspects of how a nursing home Is run. and
has learned to keep her peace.
For the last 3 years her daughter. freshly divorced, has
moved in and brought along Rita's grandchild. So Rita
babysiis during the day and works on the night shut. The
arrangement suits her. as sheis very tond ot her grandchild
and does not have ro be home at niehi with her husband.
She is iriends with the other 2 white nurse's aide, at the
home who, like Rita. are both older women and live
close to the facility. They sociahze whenever they get the
occasion.
WVithall her e"perience. Rita only makesS3.35an hour
Thesedays she tires easily. and her weight is only part of
the problem. Alter all these years. there is very little she
dues not know about nursing home care. But like most
other aggravations of nursing home tife, she accepts it
without a word when so often a nesssupervisor or an eager
consultant setsup classes to teach the aides new techniques of care.

The subcultural ghetto. - These four true-to-life
accounts of April, Martina, Emelie, and Rita illustrate
how the majority of the nurse's aides exist in big-city
America. They live in an underclass subcultural
ghetto. The analysis has profiled them as falling
roughly into two categories: the Aprils and Emelies
belong among the group of the determined Strivers.
vYhereasthe Martinas and the Ritas belong to the
group of the disaffected Endurers.
No ready statistics can be used to document how
these two patterns prevail in the nursing homes. But
the data support the common impression that nurstng homes hire Strivers far more than the Endurers,
perhaps by a margin of 2 to 1. But because the
Strivers keep their sights high, they often make up
the great nursing home staff exodus. Thus, at any
one time. Strivers form only a minority among the
nurse's aides in a given nursing home.
Strivers like April have triumphed against the cruel
odds of their personal circumstances. Some. like
Emelie, are even blessed with special family and
other resources. With sheer effort, with singular
determination and at a heavy price. these Aprds and
Rita Pucci: Rita. a 33-year-old shile soman. and a nurse's
aide for 22 sears. is 1 of only 3 white aides at a very large
Emelies seek a way out of an oppressive lifestyle. And
aursinghome west of Chicago. She has worked there for
eventually they will succeed and, sadly, will be lost to
the last i. years.
the nursing homes.
But the Endurers, Martina and Rita among them,
Rita got pregnant vhen she was a junior in high school.
will
continue to five precariously on the edge. some
dropped out. and got married. It was hellish living with a
sesere alcoholic. but she bore him two children before she
caught In exploitative marriages or heartless liaisons.
got a divorce. That experience did not deter Rita from
some as single parents valiantly seeking a better
lumping right into another marriage. She has now been
future for their children, some full of dreams but
married tot 23 sears to a construction worker. a man sith a swith few skills to match their hopes. and others
slight handicap who seems out of work more than he
turned cynical because. being realists, they have
syorks The marriage shows no passion and little aifection:
little hope left. Most of them had looked elsewhere
t has produced no children. Husband and wile rarely do
for a job, but they all ended up at the nursing home.
ansthing together
The nursing home is always short of nurse's aides.
Rita sought work as a nurse's aide early in her second
It is a distinctive social world from which most
marriage shen her children were stallYoung and there was
metropolitan nursing homes recruit the caregivers of
not enough money coming in. Certification was not con*
elderly people. They come to the nursing home
sidered important back then. But Rita learned quickly on
the job. Partof what she learned yasnot to get involved sveighed down with economic hardships. And moreover, those who have esisted for some time in that
too much. In her 17searsthere, she has seen the nursing
rugged world bring with them as well a viesv of life
home change hands live times. Administrators and directors o0 departments have come and gone. And so have the
tempered by a hardy existence. An abbreviated
statl and residents with great irequency. She has w.tnessed
childhood may have exposed them early to life's
310
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seamier side. Their tough attitudes and values have
helped them survive and even triumph in that demanding environment.
And now if in a middle-class work setting nurse's
aides appear to be dispassionate and indifferent at
times. it is because life has been a good teacher. A
skeptical and wary attitude has served them well.
That attitude is born of experience. aihas become a
part of their character and of the sell-concept some
nurse's aides bring with them to the nursing home.
The Institutional Culture of the Nursing Home
Some nursing homes in the Chicago area endure
over a 100% staff turnover each year (Day &Berman.
19891.This constant outflow not only drains dollars
(Stryker, 1982). but also cruelly disrupts the fragile
social world of elderly residents. Personal care suffers when aides leave and take with them the knowledge of residents' idiosyncrasies, habits, and medical conditions. Relationships are severed and the
precious semblance of continuity in the life of elderly
residents disappears. especially when the home routinely relies on temporary help from nursing pools.
The temporaries and the part-time nurse's aides
only underscore the principal frustration of residents: personal care without commitment. It is not
that the aides neglect. but it is the soulless service,
the cheerless attitude, the coldness in the touch that
bothers the residents. Why does the aide ignore
when she sees the need? Why does she seem not to
hear when summoned? Why does she not take a
complaint seriously? Why does she make that sarcastic remark within earshot? Why does she sometimes
not say as much as a friendly word when she helps
groom or bathe?
The impersonal old-age business. - Of course the
elderly resident is not privy to all that weighs on the
aide. Her child is ill at home. and she has not bought
the medicine the doctor prescribed; her rent is overdue, and she needs a different excuse this time: and
she did not get the advance on her wages that she
needs to fix the car. Being in a loveless marriage, her
husband is again gone for 2 days. and she pretty well
knows where. Returning home from her evening
shift in this white neighborhood. last night she endured more jeers from a clutch of white young men,
and a flying rock just missed her as she quickly, made
it to the train station.
Such cares dog many a nurse's aide as she serves
her 12 heavy-care elderly charges. Aides would have
to be sanguine optimists, blessed with uncommon
psychological reserves. not to let these personal
troubles intrude on theirwork. The nursing home, of
course. offers no counselling service, which they
sorely need, but can ill-afford on their own. The
supervisors have little time for. and less interest in,
their personal problems; they have heard all these
tales before. The nursing home is an institution, after
all, and an institution can be impersonal, and even
heartless; how can it cater to the private needs of all
its workers?
Vol. 29, No. 3.19899

In turn, nurse's aides learn to keep their distance.
and even feel cynical. How else.can they react when
what the management always says so blatantly contradicts what they in fact do? The pious platitudes
about "commitment" and "caring' seem oniv a thin
mask for what they really want: productivity and
efficiency. Why else would they skimp on stati? Why
would they bargain so hard to keep wages down and
cut fringes? How come they eagerly install new carpets and fancy decor, yet begrudge the necessary
supplies? How come they show more concern tor
paper compliance than for the caring touch' Clearly.
they are in the old-age business; they pav aides to do
the caring. And aides understand it all; nobody need
teach them how to play by the cynical rules of an
uncaring game.

Routine indignities. - Neither do aides harbor any
illusion as to how much the nursing home values
them and their work. The cues are everywhere, like
the poster that hangs jokingly in the office of an
administrator: 'A New Incentive Plan: Work Or You
Are Fired!" No matter that they work hour after hour
changing underpads, cleaning dentures, bathing.
toileting, feeding, and doing other repetitive, menial
body-and-bed tasks. They better find satisfaction in
their daily toil and not expect anyone to pat them on
the back. They know that the management carefully
watches when they arrive or depart, and how long
they linger on their lunch break; the management
supervises them ceaselessly, gives them little room
for initiative and rarely much benefit of the doubt.
After all, theirrork ranks lowest in status and wages.
it calls for no exceptional skill, and merits no advancement. An aide, in fact, is expendable.
When in private, mediocre managers even express
their disdain freely, as one did to one of the authors:
I can't expect responsibility from the aides. because they
are not responsible in their private lives. They live harsh
lives and exist in a violent subculture. So I can't expect too
much caring trom mv aides.

So. rather than create a climate to relieve the pressures of their arduous personal world, he adopted a
stvle that reminded his aides of how little thev were
really worth as persons and as workers.
Nursing homes often change ownership, hire new
management, and alter their policies. Managers hire
endless consultants, bearing the state inspectors in
mind. With all these changes come more statt inservices, swhich experienced aides suffer through in
silence. They have seen it all before, they understand
how the game is plaved, and so they endure the
implicit assault on their experience, maturity, and
insight.
Little comlort or gratitude. - There is little in a
nursing home that compensates for such routine
indignities. Their fellow workers may not otfer aides
much help. When the work torce is mixed, aides
tend to move in cliques formed along racial and
ethnic lines. Such factions are a rich source of gossip.
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rivalry, and backbiting. They may even secretly align
with the management to win favor or to settle a score
with the rivals.
Nurse's aides cannot depend much on their elderly wards either. Aides come not to expect much
gratitude trom them. Rather. aides learn to endure
those among the confused elderly who will kick or
strike, the artful ones who become incontinent only
to spite or to get attention, and the stubborn ones
svho retuse to cooperate.
Aides are otten remarkably tolerant and understanding. They even enjoy their wards, especially
their remarkable life-stories. Yet aides will point to
their share of the crusty, disgruntled elders, who can
be "too demanding.. "impatient.
ungrateful,"
and even "foul mouthed." Nursing homes are not a

racial paradise, and some elderly people are not
above acting on their ethnic stereotypes and throwing racial slurs: "Why don't you go back to Africa?"
"You are a Nazi. you know that?" And the visiting
families are hardly much different.
In sum, the nursing home is just a workplace,
rarely very inviting, and hardly a refuge for aides'
personal problems. The work is menial and monotonous, the setting often cold and impersonal, the
managers and clientele hard to please: scarcely a
context suited to bolster the aides' self-worth.
Rather, the institution helps turn the malaise of their
personal life into alienation, it strains the fragile
idealism of the Strivers like April and Emelie. its adds
to the hopelessness the Endurers like Martina and
Rita experience. The Strivers. their optimism and
commitment sorely tested. find an added reason to
leave long-term care The Endurers, calloused and
detached. continue to play the passionless game.
Fortunately for the elderly residents, nursing
homes continue to draw the young and the idealist
caregiver. The Strivers. and those particularly

blessed with uncommon tamily resources and personal strength. survive the institutional inequity. just
the way they have prevailed over their social constraints. But typically these optimists move on. leaving behind the Endurers. And these latter hold out in
the nursing home as they do in life. protected by the'
cover of inditterence and skepticism.
Personalizing the institutional problem - The elderiy residents and nurse's aides behave the way
most humans do. Rather than point the finger at
institutional inequities. they personalize life's problems and make each other the target for their frustration Thus, if elderly residents lead less than dignified lives in many nursing homes, the blame should
rest principally on society's indifferent commitment
to them. For it devalues old age. it provides the
skimpiest resources to nursing homes, it calls upon
the least skilled of syorkers to provide the care, and it
then holds nursing homes in scant respect tVladeck.
1980). The elderly resident. however, scarcely ponders on these societal issues. Rather. in the day-today interaction. the anxious resident particularizes
the problem and blames the frustration on the lackadaisical ways of the nurse's aide Vesper, 19831.
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On their part. nurse's aides barely fault society for
their personal circumstances or for their poor work.
ing conditions. Not that they are unaware how society has uncaringly dumped the frail elderly residents
into their care, nor how the profit-seeking nursing
home invests minimum resources, seeks maximum
returns, and creates difficult work conditions
lRango. 1982). They sense that some elderly people
seek to protest their institutional indignities through
incontinence. refusal to eat, and untoward behavior
But in too many nursing homes the institutional
culture prevails. Within it aides are only hired hands.
no one provides for their affective needs nor cares if
it alienates them. And being in the constant company
of dependent elderly residents, the aides, too, begin
to individualize their problems. They make their
wards the ready target of their discontent and resentment.
And that completes the vicious cycle. Two parties.
both powerless, little respected, and hardly recognized by society are made to face each other in a
difficult setting not of their own making. They are
bound in an intimate association, but enjoy little
intimacy. Neither party controls the institutional environment in which they exist, neither can break the
negative cycle, and so the problem feeds on itself.
Conclusion
The national discourse on quality of life in the
nursing homes has scarcely addressed the serious
issue concerning the front-line caregiver It is not
merely the skill oi nurse's aides, but above all it is
their commitment that determines the quality of the
care they give. The personal world of nurse's aides.
however, isfarremoved from the culture, and largely
shielded trom the eyes. of middle class America.
which largely populates and runs the nursing homes.
Thus the institutional culture of the average nursing
home not only ignores the affective needs ot the
nurse's aides, but it even assaults their selt-esteem.
In their concern tor quality, advocates and policymakers alike often take the easy svay out: they reduce a complex problem to the simple issues of
statting and training They ignore the social history
behind starf apathy and unconcern, and they seldom
recognize how the institution may estrange an aide.
Such a simple-minded approach is not unlike the
ingenuous production strategies that have created
the crisis of modern business Successrul Japanese.
American. and European companies. however, bear
eloquent witness that worker morale, commitment,
and productivity respond well to a management policy that respects the social. psychological, and organizational needs ot the employees iChira. t986; England. t987, Lohr. 1987a: Lohr, 1987bi.
There indeed are exemplary nursing homes that
break the hopeless cycle that spawns a common
attliction that betalls nianv nursing homes severe
stait attrition, sagging morale, and inditterent care
These homes create an institutional structure that
remains sensitive to nurse's aides' needs, nurtures
their idealism, and values their central role. They
ThesGerontologist
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boost their self-esteem and roster a family spirit that
compensates for the troubles of their personal world.
They evoke their loyalty and devotion. Loyal nurse's
aides become attached to the restdents and they walk
the extra mile to serve them. Thait however; is the
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Establishing aRestorative
Nursing Program inLTC Facilities
Creativestrategies imnolving both educativeand administrativeapproachesmay!boldthe
keq toma nimizigfunclionalperformlanceofresidents.
hbCatbarineA. Kopac
iven the current
personnel shortages innurs_ .

admission
t
dov nhidlcourse that this scenario
describes can andoften doesapply to
o hr ctiie
o dalylivngaswell. How
alonstermcare faily chooses to ad-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

iJing and rehabilitation, and the prospective
payment sy'tems that are affecting all health care
delivery, long-term care is particularly vulnerable

'Ssmaximuing the fnctional perform-

to the effects of staffing problems and costcontainment strategies.
This> comeat a time -henthenumber
This comesat a timewhenthe number
v
of elderly is increasing. particularly the
numberof bil elderly with multiplehealth
careproblems Nurse managers
are confronted with the taskof providing quality
care tht moves beyondthe "bed and
j
body routines to an individualized
\f
r
focus
estorative
careifo manynuresisstn Reston
rtive
mI
carefor m n anyurses
is sYnonymous
with
rehahibaon arid,because
othiasperspec-torat
ive a feetingpersitsth atrerat ist.
the
responsibility of thephyskl therapist.
Restorativenursing, however,is the responsibit
iro fnursing. Aphysihera pist, occupational
therapist s
or peech
therapist seesa resident usuallyforless
_
thanonehour per day.During that time.
the rehabilitation professional
focuseson
'
skilled assessmentandevaluation,the
J ;t
estabtinshent of protocols andthe provision ofskilled services.
Pion cortnesy
ofJ Robeil SlrceAW
Despite interdiscipbnary careplanning
meetingsrestorative protocols that reThe following caseis all too failiar: A
quire the support and partcipationof nurs- frail, older person is admitted in an aming personnel
arerarely developedfor the bulatory state to along-term care facility,
nursing care staff. In addition, thos
During the first few daysthat he is in the
rttnw.repetitive pncedures (e.g.,learn- facility the staff observe that he is weak
ingtodress oneself, learning to transfer, andunsteady on his feet. Fearingthathe
passiveandactiverangeof motion exer- will fall.he is instructed notto walkwithout
cises, supported ambulation.
etc.)thatre- assistance.
He is -caught" severaltimes
quire nursing tomeareoften seenasless attempting to ambulate
independenthl
and
important than distibuting medications, after severaldaysisrestrained to prevent
keeping
residents cdean
and dry,and Led- ambulaion without assistance.
Within one
ing them.Unfortunately, it is the repeti- monthafter admission the older resident
t. dme-consunrgtasksthatconsoatute is weaker,less ableto ambulateandis
the bulk of restorativecare.
more dependent than at the time of
28 xN - eas

I

goesunanswered.Perhapsthe solution
eUestiaddresstng
the needfromboth an
educative and administrauve approach
Th: Educatine Approack. Nursing
E , _1educators
knowthat the basicelements
of restortive nursingaretaughtdurng the
inbrouctory tnett courseat thebeginningOfanurses educationItisat this
tinngme
tht tansfer techniques. Inget imotion andbody mechanics
are addressed.
Unless the nursingcurriculum has a
specificfocuson rehabilitation, a nursing
studentrarelyreceives
birther instructon
that would
preparehint/her forrestoratve
procedures. It shouldbe mentionedthat
thisisoftenaccompanied
by oimited
educaion in nursingcarespecificto the aged.
aandthe majority of nurses in practice todayhavereceivedtheir knowledge
ofnumrs.
ingcae of theagedthroughbroited
conttnuing education offerings.
Consequently,
anursemanagerisoften
confronted with nursingpersonnel, both
professional andparaprofessional,
who
havebasicnursingskills but whohavehad
timited instruction incarefor the agedand
no instruction in restorative carebeyond
some very basicprocedures taught in a
huadarentats course. Because restorative

procedures
do notrequireadvanced
skills
or instruction, nursesoften believe that
theyknow what to doanddo not need hfrther education in restorative care.This is
not true.
For example, many nurses do not
understand
the difference in the teaching
of transfer, or the transfemng of a resident who has had "ight-sided" stroke
versus one who has had a left-sldedstroke. Ani, a resident with Parkinson's
diseasewhorequires assistance with an-
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bulationi approached wry differently rehabilitation professional but can be
from onewith a fracturedhip despite the supervised bhanminingprfiessnnl once
tact that both residents rac be learning traning is complete.
how.to use a walker.
The remainingnursing assistants who
If restorative procedures areto become havebeentrained, but notas intensively.
a part ol the daily nursing care of a long- givenursing carethatis supportive to the
term care facility, then the nursing care restorative program, for enample.perstafl (professional andparaprofessional) forming transfers correctly
will haveto be taught restouatise proThe restorative
nursingassistantworks
cedures Nothing is more frustrating for with those residents who havebeen
a rehabditauon professional than to spend esaiuated
bh a rehabilitation professionial
several daysworking with a resident in an arnd
hadprotocols
esablished Whenthere
attempt to teachindependent transfer onhv is no needfor skilled services anda resito find that the nursing staff transfers the dent is placedon a restorative program.
resident or the resident is transferred he/sheshouldbeheevaiuated
atleastnmnnthinappropriateli
hvto determine the effect of the program
Tn Adolnfti
Appmtc
. Educa- indwhether there isa needto changethe
tion by itself cannotcreate a restorative protocol
nursing care program. Such a program
Therestorative
musing assistant(RINA)
needsthe suppon of a facilitys admnuistra- providesa naturalbridge- betveen nursLion,not only to educate the staff, but to ingand the rehabilitation professionals.
create asystem that will allowfor the per- The RNA canbe administratively responformance of restorative procedures. Such sibiketo nursing while being programa system must takeinto accountthe cit- matically responsible to the physical
rent staffing shortages andtype of pro- therapist
or theoccupational
therapistwho
cedures that makeup the preponderance determines the protocol for the patient.
of restoratise care.It must alsoaddress
This arrangement
enabtlesnursingto
the interdisciplinary nature of restorative supernise
theu
wo ofthe RNAanddetercare becausewithout the collaborative ef- mineif the nursingcarestaff is providing
forts ofnursing andthe rehabilitation staff, the support forthe restorative programa restorative program cannot be nmngltenablestherehabilitatonproessuccessful.
sionials
to monitorandevauatenon-stilled
restorative procedures
forwhichtheyma
haveneither the tUmenor a reimburseRESTORATIVE
mem mechanism
to provide the sen-ice.
NURSING ASSISTN
It enablesnursingtohaveeffectivecarryPrograms ot Responsibility RNAs
through on restorative procedures beMay Be Trained In:
cause ifatrained RNA isassignedtoper*Basic Therapeutic Exercise
formonly restorative
care, then those pro* Posvtionig and Range of
cedures which often areignored in favor
Moon
ofbedand body care are a panofa par* Ambulawion
ticular individuals job description and.
* Activities 0f Daly Living
therefore. are more likely to be carried
* Application of Modalites (Hot
out.
Packs Ice Packs Massage)
Saatm Nursemanagersinlong-term
*Suppon Assistance to
careare confronted with povidintg qualiRehabilbtation Professonals
ty care despite personnel shortagesand
Evaluations Testsand Corndecreasing monies-Creativestrategies
ple. Treatments
need to be usedto nove towardaniltor
maintaina nursing cwrefocusthatgoes
beyond-bed andbody' services to one
One approach to providnig ongoing of individualized, restorative care.
restorative care is to train nursing
One such strategy is to use both
assistants in restorative procedures. This educative andadministrative approaches
training is abhvoandbeyond the training andcreatea restorative
nursing program.
mentioned earber In this trainig. oneor Sucha programhasthe advanutages
ofhavtwo nursing assistants ithe number ingeducated staff,designated
personnel.
depends on the size of the facility) are andadministrative support to carry out
careiully selected by the mining admin- proceduresandprotocolsthatmake a dfistrauion for a four- to smx-week
trarinng lerenceinthe evryday functioninigof
iungperiod. during which the nursig assistant term careresidents.
DAN.
works directly with a physical
therapistaid
lens specificnon-skilled prncedires and
Catarne A KIoX/R N C Ph D. a -use
protocols that can be carinedout at th e sIn ai
m nant
va amahnage'wt5
Reas
direction of the physicail
thenpist. The
ics uAe.asayaaerasatenioav
tars
restorative
nusing
assistant
does tit need
igroranm is tunvoca'e tacts n
to beunder thedirect
dupervisioof
the Virmna
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RA COORDINATED REHABIUTATIVE
EXERCISE IMPROVES QUAUTY
NancwyFrham and Ah* Moffrt

F

or eight years. Villa Maria, a
132-bed skilled long term care
faeility in Fargo, North Dakout
usedrestorntive crnteaides(RCAs) to
assistin the rehabilitation of patients not
requiring physical or occupational
therapy The RCAs provided iassistance
with resident activities such as walking
and range of motion (ROM) exercises.
In 1987,howrer. we decidedto eliminate
the restorative care assistant positions
and reaissign those duties to resident
assistants (nurse asistUants).
The change
has proven to be very effective.
Need for Cha
The RCA position had many inherent
problems associated
with it. One areaof
greatconcern wasthe way residents ere
scheduled into time slots to walk or do
ROM esercises. The RCA approach did
not takeinto account the resident's time
framerA person's activity desires or other
interests became secondary to the restorative care aides' time schedule. Villa
Maria's pride in beinga resident-directed
facility did not cosncide with the impersonal scheduling practices associated
with the etsting program.
Nether did the RCA approach provide
any motivation. A restorative care aide
might walk a resident the length of the
hallway and back m his or her root at
1030 a.m. every day. The walk itself
Nawey Fwnham RM'T-BC LSW is thr
coordinator of the rehabilitation and
mrenstion dprannment qf Villa Marei
Judy Moffet RN, C M. is agnaing
servinrs svertaisit with Lutheran HospitaLs
endHomrmSocetry(LHH. ahalth oer
msdtisssrme which ownso
and km 3M
faslitrian llssaram triiMwidiseasasbsndhy qfLfHS and both oerlocated in
faes North Dakoae
'*

M.

*

ino

day basis,which canaffect activity levels.
would have no purpose other than the
The relationship resident assistants
brief physical eserrcisec
have with residents is motivational
Another area of concern with the RCA
because residentstrust their caregives
method was that it fragmented the resiandrealize the RAs understand their cadents' castr W have worked with holistic
primary carefor several yearsand found
plabilities and limitations RAs know
eachresident's routine and activity init is essential for each resident to forge
which enables them to fit esercise
a consistent relationship with a caregiver. terests4
into the residents' schedules in a convenThis allows the resident sorseone who
ient, functional way. And since resident
understands all of his or her specific
needs, instead of having to deal with
assistants
ameon dutty seen days a week,
residents
receive more consistent ecercise.
seeal different caregtvets who each treat
The elimination of the RCA position
only a portion of those needs.
hasopened up the lines of commuticaRCAs worked with residents who no
tion from the physical therapist to the
longer required the higher level of
therapy. One side-effect of this wasthat
RAL This means the direct caregivets are
getting ctpen advice firsthand mammitthe primary caregiver had lirtte direct
contact with the physical therapist, thus
ing their ability to provide high-quality
inhibiting communtucation. Adding to the
cast
inconsistency. RCAs were only on duty
A New Star
Monday through Friday, leavineresiImplementation of this new approach
dents without any ctercdse assistance
on
took three months During this time we
weekeds. Restorative care aides often
conducted severaleducational sessions
commented that, for some residents, it
was "like starting over" everyMonday.
for resident assistants. including a workReassigning estercisedutie to resident
shop for the RA team leaders with the
physical and occupational therapists on
assistants (RAs) had many positive
walking safety, positioning, and ROM
effects. The procedures are now done in
exnercises.
Written material was available
a more functional, meaningful marnner.
For instance etercises are done while
for all RAs on these subjects. The RCAs
dressing in the morin increasing
a resiworked side-by-side with RAs to show
with different residents.
dent's awareness
and motivation for the their approaches
The physical therapist also worked
enercise.
The residens finds it is easier to
with the RAs, checking techniques and
put on a sweater bystretching nuarm out
offering suggestions for individual resijust a little bit farther.
dents. A new communication system was
Many residents areleavingtheir wheelput in place to make sure residents did
chairs to walk to activities or to the dinnot "fall through the cracks" when they
ing room for meals. This giveswalking
no longer needed physical therapy. We
a purpose and also allows people to use
regular chairs for meals. Sitting d
toseto also developed a documentation system
the tablemak it easier to eat unassisted. for the RAs' new duties.
The quality of care atVilla Maria has
and the dereas in wheelchairs has made
improved markedly through this new
the room lesscongested.
approach. Moving rehabilitative oxercise
The change has also meant that the
within the responsibility of the RA isnot
person who is walking with the resident
knows him or her very well and is aware
only more efficientsh is a much more effective way to save the resident.
M
of how he or she is feeling on a day-to'
s
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Removing Restraints: Changing
The Face of Long Term Care
New Hampshire nursing home
administrator Jeanne Sanders no
longer sees unshackling residents
from physical and chemical restraints in the relatively narrow
terms of changing a standard of
practice. A year after the New
Hampshire Health Care Association declared New Hampshire
would become the first restraintfree state, she has acquired a new
vision of nursing homes,
'A place where visitors like to
visit and employees like to work,'
she says. 'Where residents can increase their level of functioning,
enjoy themselves, even go home
again.'
Sanders. who is president ofthe
NHHCA and owner/administrator
of Golden View Health Care Center in Meredith, says she has seen
changes in her facility in one year
that make her question why dread

and family guilt have to accompanynursinghomeplacementLShe
has released 126 residents from
restrainta and een people acquire
a new zest for life after entering
the nursing home.
Tsey're animated, smiling they
have more visitors,' she says.
Residents whose sole exercise
used to be passive range of motion
go on their own to a mobility room
where their activities include
punching a boxingbag. A native of
Sweden who was both physically
and chemically restrained has a
tutor helping him learn to read in
English.
Maine ombudsman Joan
Sturnmthal, who is applying for
funds to bring a program like New
Hampshire's to her state, calls
Golden View 'amazing.'
Srhe morale of the staff is just
see New Hampshire, p. 3
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Providers Find No Magic Formula:
'You Have to Assess! Assess! Assess!'
ment to end restraints in New
Hampshire is Vivienne Wisdom, esecutive director ofthe NHHCA Wisdom says her inspiration came from
NCCNHR consultant Sarah Burger.
'If it could be done,' Wisdom de.
cided after listening to Burger, 'I
decided my members should have
the information.'
Since the spring of 1989, at least
34 percent of NHHCA's members
havebecome*virtuallyrestraintfree
and maintain a restraint-free philosophy," she told the American
Health Care Association in June.
MSe other 66 percent have made
significant progress."

homes is a piece of cake by comparin
son,' she tells nursing home staff of
the days when mental hospitals were
releasing physical restraints and
remotivating institutionalized patients who were sometimes violent
Bateman's training is in demand
throughout New England, and Wisdomandhermembershaveaddressed
providers in numerous states, including Kentucky, Indiana, Oklahoma, Iowa, NewYork andArkansas.
Joan Sturmthal says Bateman
'makes so much sense you wonder
why nobody thought of this before.'
Sturmthal has talked to several
New Hampshire administrators who
have followed Bateman's program
on eliminating restraints.
'It'slike they've been convertedto
a new religion,' she says. 'Once
people have the tools, they feel a lot
more confident.'

NHHCA's Guru
The "guru' of NHHCA's training
program is Eileen Bateman, a rehabilitation nurse who was involved in
mental health reform in the 1950s
and 1960s.
'What we're doing in nursing

Training Program
The first recommendation
Bateman gives is nottotry to become
restraint-free overnight. Releasing,
more than two residents a week ma.
overwhelm staff.
see New Hampshire, p. 4

New Hampshire, from p. I
incredible,' she says.
Sturmthal visited Golden View
with an administrator she knew. She
said he observed the smiling, active
residents in Sanders'facility and told
her, 'Your residents are in much
better shape than ours.'
'But they weren't.' Sanders told
him.
Eliminating Restraints
Sanders is committed to eliminoaing, not reducing, physical and
chemical restraints, but several
Golden View residents are still
chemically restrained.
'It hasn't been an easy time,' she
says, stressingthathernursinghome,
like other pioneers, is groping to find
underlying causes and treatment for
conditions that cause aggression,
wandering, screaming and falls.
More formal research about these
conditionsis needed,butmeanwhile,
providers are relyingheavily on their
own assessments ofresidents' needs.
'Assess, Assess, Assesol'
'Everyone wants to know what's
the formula,' says Sanders. 'I tell
them everyone is different - you
have to assess, assess, assess!'
In looking back at how residents
came to be restrained, she says, staff
often find a one-time situational occurrence.
For example, a new resident is
admitted, becomes disoriented, and
falls. The nurse calls the physician,
who orders a physical restraint,
which makes the resident belligerent. A chemical restraint is then prescribed to control the belligerence.
By now, the resident has acquired
behaviors that make staff afraid to
remove the restraints.
Now, says Sanders, staff keep
asking why residents act as they do.
'We tell staff everybody here is
somebodyjustlike you are. Putyourself in their place.'
Inspiration for Movement
The inspiration behind the move-
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,'Expectations Have Changed,
And We Can Change with It'
New Hampshire, from p. 3
Bateman saysindividualresidenta
cannot be rushed, either. They should
be assessed for medications that contribute to loss ofbloodpresasure, dizziness and falls. If drugs sae reduced or
discontinued, residents need a few
weeks to get them out oftheir system.
'Releasing restrainta is making
us look at all drugs - cardiac.
hypertensive,"saysJeanneSanders.
'Five years from now well realize we
give too much of all ofthem.'
Mobility Program
A mobility program to get unused
muscles moving again also is essential, says Bateman. She warns that
residents whose musclesaje severely
contractod or whose joints are diseased by arthritis may not be able to
stand or even to sitin a chair without
some kind of restraining device.
'"We may never retrieve these
)people,' she says, 'but 95 percent
can be released.'
Bateman helpsnursinghomesot
up mobility rooms where residents
can continue to build physical
strength and increase activity.
Bateman says eliminating restraints does notrequire more staffin
nursing homes that comply with
regulatoryrequirementstoreleaseand
reposition residents at least once every two hours. Restrained residents
require more time than those who are
able to take core of their own needs.
Fear of Injuries
Fear of injuries and lawsuits crentas provider resistance to removing
restraints, but Bateman and Wisdom agree with research showing
that falls cause fewer injuries-and
less serious injuries - than restraints. [See page 5.1
'There are 40 to 50 deaths a year
from restraints,BSateman says,'and
notjustfromimproperuseofPoseys.'
'I address the negatives up front,'
says Sanders. 'Falls, litigation, runaways - some negative things will
happen.'
Even so, says Sanders, most falls

at her facility have not occurred
among residents who would have
been restrained.
'The standard of practice in the
past was safety with no risk-taking,'
says Wisdom. 'Now the standard of
practice will be independence to the
greatest extent possible, which will
include some risks.'
Farmlies
Bateman tells providersto educate
families about the risks of using, as
well as not using, restraints. She
recommendsthatnursinghomeshold
a social event where the new federal
guidelines are posted and surveyors
expectations are explained.
If family members or legal guardians wanta residentto berestrained,
she recommends requiring them and
the resident to sign a form acknowledging they have been informed of
the dangers.
Jeanne Sanders says when families at Golden View were resistantto

removing restrainta, stffasked them
how they would feel in their parents'
place
'What would their mother do if
she made thejudgment?As they saw
whatwas happening, they embraced
our philosophy.'
Meeting Expectations
Wisdom does not believe in reproaching providers who have uaed
restraints.
"We were meeting expectations.
Now those expectations have
changed and we can change with it'
Addressing the American Health
Care Association in June, Wisdom
told fellow providers, 'Restraint reduction is changing the publics perception of us. It will change the face
of long term care.'
For more information, contact
Jeanne Sanders, GoldenView Health
Care Center, RFD 3, Boo 51, Rte.
104. Meredith, NH 03253. (603)2798111. Vivienne Wisdom, New
Hampshire Health CareAssociation,
125 Airport Rd., Concord, NH 03301.
(603)225-0900. Or Eileen Bateman,
RR 3, Box 716, Wells, ME 04090.
X
(207)646-7329.

Consumers, Providers Respond to Call
For Training to Reduce Restraints
Consumer advocacy groups, ombudsmen and industry associations
throughout the country are responding to the opportunity to educate
their constituents about eliminating
restraints.
Washington State Nursing Home
ResidentCouncils,forexample, and
the Land-of-Sky Regional Council in
North Carolina have sponsored canferences that involved consumers
and offered continuing education
credits for nursing home personnel.
The Canton, Ohio, Alzheimer's Association held a workshop on reducing physical and chemical restraints as pact of a series on Quality of Life Issues for Nursing Home
Residents.
A number of state trade associa-

tions are sponsoring training and
other educational programs for their
members. The KentuckyAssociation
of Health Care Facilities reports itis
'advocating a healthy restraint free
environment and doing everything
possible to educate our members on
the best possible way of achieving
this goal.'
The New Hampshire Health Care
Associationrecommendsthatstates
develop their own experts, model
facilities and programs to address
problems, such as falls, that concern
their constituents.
'Usesomeonefromoutsideforthe
first exposure,' says director
Vivienne Wisdom, 'but you'll have
members succeeding very soon who
can share.'
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Change of Pace For When
| Alzheimer's Patients
prompting a severely demented
I appropriate
resident to manage ADLs can be more
activity therapy than hurrying
-Patiently

her off for conventionalrecreation.
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JEANINE NIEMOLLER
the interdisciplinary
teamwalked into the dining room in our nursing
home. the noisewasdeafening.One
resident was shouting "Here, here.
You, comehere." Another wasrecitingthe Hail Mary in time to thebang.
ing of her spoon.Fe. residentswere
eating
The caregiversthemselveslooked
hamed and unhappy. The activity
board read"Ring Toss at 1:30,"and
the activity aide was urging staff
membersto hurry up and "get these
folks down to the activity room.The residents included people
with Alzheimer's andother dementias, conical atrophy, and cerebrovascular accident or disease.They
hadmemory loss,languagedeficits,
and behavior problems: many were
withdrawn or loud. All of theseresit
dents hadpreviously beenseparated
from the alert and oriented patients
in other parts of the nursing home.
Despite our best efforts, the unit
was floundering, and our staff was
frustrated. The Medicare survey
teamhadsuggested
the recreational
programwaslacking.
Help Them Help Themselves
The multidisciplinary team-an
occupational therapist. physical
therapist. activity director. social
worker, a nursepractitioner. nurses'
aides.andthe director of nursinggot together to brainstorm.
We wantedbetter care for these
residents and staff satisfaction. For
any expenditures from the corpora.
lion, such as for added staff, we
neededa goaland justification. We
started by putting our philosophy in
writing To enhancethe qtualily of
careanddgnit v oflifeforresidentsby
allottg thett opportaniltforpartice
tpaoionin artities ofdaily liting incltdintg tobililtr. talttg. dressing,
grooming. h/tgiene.
toiletng. anddectstot ttatokngin tMese
actiavsies.
This seemedvery simple and basic.but we felt that hurried. marginal
Je.nin. Ninmtte,. RN-C.is assi-uva
direto.
of nu-ing, ts .n. Mron.tl Htsp..] Ea.

trndrdC.t F.cI,. Lunmow.
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Talking about children wasparticularly helpful dunng grooming. Even
the mossresistant of residents would
usually respond to this topic. The responsewasso favorable, it prompted
the social worker sopurchasea doll
for a resident to -mother." When the
resident was allowed socare for her
"baby." her resistancesocaring for
herself declined and, astimes, disappearedentirely. Grooming becamea
positive experience instead of a battle Residents wereobserved dressing, feeding. talking sothe dolls, and
being caregivers.
At the end of one year. we had a
mountain of dat. We felt the program hadmadea difference. but until
the data wereanalyzed, we hadno
clear picture. The University of
Wyoming School of Nursing's ResearchCenter helped us sort through
it. In all, we wereable so use data
from 17 of the 21 residents in the
sample who were involved for the
year. Indicators of improvement or
loss of ability wereidentified, and
status wanrecorded asimproved, unchanged, or exhibiting loss of ability.
Loss of ability was re.
At the end of the study, 7 (41%) of
17 residents improved in sensory
motor skills and 4 (24%)had better
cognitive function. The most observablechangewas psychosocial, where
BI(47%)improved. Therapeutic adaptation showedno change in all but
two residents. Two residents declined or showedno improvement in
all areas.We felt the improvements
were significant as all participants
wereexpected, by vinue of theirdiagnosedillnessesto decline in ability.
Now, afterayear, the picture in the
For each activity, the caregivers dining room is noticeably different:
were instructed to allow self-care The noise level is lower, repetitious
first, then try prompting. If neces- noise and self-stimulating behavior
sary, the aide could provide set-up ae gone.The resident whoa yearago
and someassistance. Only after sev- was shouting -here, here," now
eral trials would theaide perform the smiles and waveshello. And thecaregivers themselves are smiling asthey
activity for the patient.
Now that we had decided how we
The caregivers wereinstructed to give one-on-one car.
wanted tochange things, we needed a give verbal cuesand discuss the task
Is this type of program worth she
way to tell if the changeswere im- in relationship to theresident's past. extra cost?Our corporation thought
provingthe functioningofourelders. For example, during hair care, the so.After seeingour results, they kept
The director of nursingand the occu- aide might ask if the resident had the extrasnursing staff that had been
pational therapist couldn't find a evergoneloubeaulyshop thismight hired, and alsokept the occupational
useful mneasurement
sool.so we de- causethe resident to associate the therapist as a consultant. They
are with a miire picasurahic expcri- agreedthat theprogram we designed
sgneidourown.
hadmadea big difference.
GN
As pan of an activity consultation cnsc and bring about discussion.

care had evolved in our desire to
meetschedules for meals, recreation.
and otheractivities. Uptonow.care.
givers had found ii moreexpedent to
perform grooming, dressing, and
other tasksrather then encourage the
residents to care for themselves. 11
seemedmore elficient to place residents in wheelchairs rather than encourage them to walk part way to the
dining room. Because
they were messyand reluctant to eat,it wasfaster to
feed theresidents than let them usea
spoon.
In our new program, activities of
daily living would be considered aciteity therapy. This change would reduce the number of other -recreational- activities planned for these
mentally limited residents who frequently found standard recreation to
be beyond their mental capacity.
Traditional recreation would be replaced by simple self-care activities
tailored to eachperson's abilities and
needs.
This new concept was introduced
to thestaffin insrvice couris Most
staff thought of activity therapy only
in sermsof games,music, and parties.Hairand nail care,washing, and
walking were seenasaide duties rather than resident activities. As we promoted the new unit usa Rehabilitalion Unit other interested and caring
staff people were recruited to work
with our special team.
Administration agreed to additional staffing hours. Several new
staff members werehired. including
a new staff nursewho earedfor only
thesepatients.
The social workerand occupational therapist taught the staff how to
usevalidation instead ofreality therapy with severely demented residents. The physical therapist introduced rehabilitation concepts and
techniques.
Measuring Selt-Saffleiuy

the occupational therapist and the
nursesdocumented personal informat1ionincluding family history, resident likes and dislikes, previous
hobbies and life experiences, and the
residen's medical diagnoses.
The occupational therapist, physical therapist, and director of nursing evaluated eachresident in five areas:
* Sensorimotor function: reflexes.
fine and gross motor coordination.
muscle strength. physical endurance.
body awarcness.
* Cognitive function: orientation.
conceptualization. comprehension.
a Psychosocial functioni decision
making and ability sointect.
* Daily living skills: physical and
psychological abilities, capacity for
work, play, and leisure.
* Therapeutic adaptation: ability to
manipulate the environment.
A treatment plan with short- and
long-term goals was developed for
each participant. Three-month reviews were done to measurechange,
and care plans were adjusted us
changesoccurred. The major activities evaluated were toileting. dressing. grooming, fluid intake, meal
transfer, and mobility. Levels ofparticipation were listed for leisure/
helping activities and social/menal
status.
Nures' aides had master shees
that enabled them to record residents' level of panicipation in each
activity every day for onemonth. For
eachactivity, this sheetoffered three
levels of participation the aide could
circle: selr prompting, and isth
help.
Giving Creative Assistance
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The Medical Diredor:
A Job Description
For The 1990s
Medical directors wear many hats, and it doesn't look like
there will be many dull moments inthe future, either.
by Roman M. Hendrickson, M.D.

A

great diversity exists in the
responsibilities of medical diArectors within their respective
institutions. Few, if any, facilities
have evolved a firm job description
replete with guidelines. There exists
no mechanism for certification or
licensing of such individuals, and
there are no uniform methods set
forth for evaluation of their activities
within long-term care facilities
Looking forward to the 1990's, we
need to address where the medical
director has come from, where he
currently finds himself (or herself),
and where medical directors will be
in the future
Mandated by federal legislation in
1974, the medical director was to be
responsible for "overall coordination
of medical care within the facility,
and to insure the adequacy and appropriateness of the medical services
provided to patients' Additionally,
"the medical director was to main.
tain surveillance of the health status
of the employees, including freedom
from infection and routine health
exams.
Drbmuti Exbpansion. The position
of medical director has expanded
dramatically from its original limited description in 1974 to encompass
many major areas of activity within
long-term care facilities Shaped by
the geographic, administrative and
financial characteristics, and restraints of each locale, and given the
individual talent and styles of med.
ical directors as individuals, the job
description emerges as slightly
different at each facility.
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Although no one medical director
will perform each task described
herein, most would agree that the
tasks described represent the spectrum of activity addressed by medical directors of long-term care facilities today. Using this base, a more
standardized approach to the generation of a job description for all medical directors can evolve for the coming decade
The medical director serves in
many administrative roles. These indude, but are not limited to, the following activities:
*Meeting and working regularly
with the administrator and director
of nursing
*Creating and monitoring the
mechanisms for enforcing institutional policies and procedures, and
maintaining their review periodically. (Legislation mandates review at
least annually.)
*Keeping the medical staff informed of any changes in policy and

ment of the facility.
*Identifying social, medical, and
economic changes and incorporating
them into policies and procedures in
an effective fashion.
*Maintaining knowledge and
skill needed to address ethical issues
related to long-term care.
*Participating in any required
disciplinary action of the professional caregivers within the facility.
*Participating in establishing and
monitoring criteria for employment,
as well as employee effectiveness.
*Preparing the medical director's
written report to the administrator
(at least quarterly).
An Educator's Role. The medical
director must also act as an educator
in a variety ofcircumstances. These
include education of family members, administrators, insurers, regulators, political figures, patients and
patients' families, as well as attending physicians and other professional caregivers within the institution.
procedures.
Some of the tasks specific to this role
*Developing medical criteria for include:
admissions, discharges, and utili*Attending and conducting reguzation.
lar meetings with the professional
*Participating in utilization re- nursing staff to develop and conduct
view, infection control, patient care, educational programs.
pharmacy, and safety committees.
*Identification and development
*Reviewing medical staff creden- of appropriate topics for in-service
tials, as well as organizing and training, pertinent to the specific inmonitoring the medical staff.
stitution, evolved through observa*Maintaining communication be- tion and evaluation of an on-going
tween administration and all pro- patient care within that institution.
viders of professional services within
*Ensuring medical education adthe facility.
dressing new care techniques and
*Monitoring and evaluating the diseases.
psychosocial and physical environ*Participating in educational pro-
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grams for patients, patients' family
members, and the community at
large
*Providing educational offerings
to the professional staff concerning
ethical, regulatory, and legislative
matters
*Obtaining and ensuring his or
her own personal continuing education for self improvement in areas
related to geriatrics and long-term
care, as well as appropriate governmental regulatory matters.
*Where appropriate, writing articles for in-house publications.
Service Ceordinatien. The medical
director must also act as a coordinator of physicians and professional
services relating to the delivery of
patient care. It is within his or her
job description to define the responsibilities and establish systems of
accountability for the delivery of
professional services. Some of the
tasks involved in this area include:
*Organizing the medical staff.
*Developing and instituting periodic review of the by-laws governing
physicians services within the facility.

*Ensuring compliance by the
professional staff with local, state,
national, and facility requirements.
*Facilitating the activities of
inter-disciplinary team activities in
patient care.
*Arranging for and ensuring the
availability of qualified consultative
staff. Assisting in the responsibility
of assessing and assuring quality,
timeliness, and appropriateness of
services rendered to patients within
the facility, as well as their appropriate documentation and maintenance
of quality records.
*Providing medical coverage for
emergency situations of all individual patients within the facility, as well
as assuring that appropriate emergency equipment and drug supplies
are kept available to meet emergency patient needs.
*Assuring the availability of services and staff necessary to carry out
the goals of the facility.
*Participating in the development

of PRO contracts, and monitoring
PRO activities.
*Developing policy and procedures related to those individuals
participating in educational activities within the facility, including
physicians, residents, medical students, and student nurses.
*Reviewing and being prepared
1112 gpsin
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to make summary decisions concerning admission, orders, and/or
transfers which might be considered
inappropriate
*Conducting regular meetings
with providers within the facility.
*Participating in patient care
plan generation and review, not only
for his or her own patients, but the
patients of the facility as a whole.
Care Evaluatoln. Involvement in
medical care evaluation so as to
assure appropriateness and quality
of patient care is imperative for the
medical director of today's long-term
care facilities. Programs designed to
assess quality care also ensure compliance with governmental regulations. Tasks directed in this vital
area include:
*Establishing basic standards
and criteria for quality medical care
and physician performance
*Monitoring physician performance as it pertains to patient care
within the facility.
*Evaluating and reporting the
results of on-going medical care
evaluation studies to the medical
staff and nursing home staff.
*Making recommendations that
lead to revision or creation of policies
and procedures within the institution, stemming from the results of
quality assurance program activities
*Participating in committee activities responsible for implementing
policies and procedures, including
those mandated by law, such as drug
level monitoring laboratory indicator monitoring, etc
*Maintaining knowledge and implementing national standards of
care where appropriate.
*Reviewing, on a regular basis,
admissions, transfers, and discharges of patients so as to assure
appropriateness.
*Establishing criteria and participating in the monitoring of quality of life within the facility, and
assuring that the confidentiality of
information concerning residents
and staff is maintained*Participating in the monitoring
and evaluation of injuries and illnesses among employees and residents of the facility.
Public Relations. The medical director acts as the representative of
the long-term care facility to the
medical profession as well as the lay
community. It is his or her responsibility to articulate the facility's
mission within the medical and lay

community. He or she must be prepared to esplain, define and plan the
role for that facility.
It is the medical director who identifies issues and negotiates solutions
to problems involving outside institutions and programs where possible In this role. he or she acts as an
advocate for the facility within the
community and promotes a more
positive image for the facility. Tasks
relative to this function include:
*Participating in the activities of
the local medical care community,
including those activities of the hospitals, hospices, professional organizations, and charitable organizations
of the lay community.
*Assisting the community, both.
medical and lay, in achieving a realistic understanding of the facility's
capabilities and services through
public appearances and other communication vehicles.
*Encouraging and facilitating
community involvement within the
facility's activities
*Participating in health care planning for the community.
*Participating in geriatric committees and long-term care committees of medical organizations where
possible.
*Networking with all appropriate
community, lay and medical groups.
*Representing the facility in the
event of untoward events.
Healtih And Welfare. Employee
health surveillance. health promotion, and maintenance ofsafety is an
additional responsibility assigned to
the medical director and mandated
by federal regulations.

The medical director should have
input into evaluation of employee
skills and competency, as well as the
health and welfare of the staff, and
by doing so will also help promote
and improve motivation and competence of the staff. His or her role in
participation of the pre-employment
assessment, wellness program, as
well as back to work program for the
injured and, where appropriate. care
for the injured and ill employee is in
this direction. Specific tasks associated with this role of the medical director include:
*Participating in a pre-employment process on employees that
includes a physical capacity assessment.
*Participating in a program to
monitor, evaluate. and modify activities of employees so as to prevent in-
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jury and disease where possible.
*Developing and monitoring policy to help ensure the health and
safety of visitors, volunteers, and
residents.
*Promoting employee wellness
programs, such as weight reduction.
exercise, moving and lifting therapy
etc.
*Assisting in the development
and monitoring of programs to control patient behavior and prevent
employee iniury.
*Helping to develop a modified
work program more appropriate for
injured employees.
*Encouraging the use of assistive
devices by employees.
*Participating in the activities of
the safety committee.
*Working with a program for employees with social or substance
abuse, including intervention and rehabilitation, when appropriate.
*Monitoring community trends in
infectious diseases.
*Helping to identify community
resources available for employees
with psyelological or social problems
*Helping to develop policies and
procedures to monitor and control
health hazards for employees
O goig Expedrlm Maintenance
and application ofon-going expertise
in social, regulatory, political, and
economic factors relating to patient
care services is also an imperative
for the medical director of today. Assurance that the medical director is
informed and active in this area can
avert an adversarial relationship
with local, state, and federal regulatory agencies who are more and
more active in the monitoring of
health care delivery within longterm care facilities Specific tasks
associated with this rale for the medical director include:
*Continuing efforts on the part of
the medical director to maintain current knowledge and updates on federal rules and regulations, as well as
those of local and state regulatory
agencies
*Maintaining a current understanding of the mechanisms involved
in long-term care reimbursement.
*Maintaining an on-going effort
to achieve adequate reimbursement
for medical directors and attending
physicians
*Actively participating in costcontainment decisions that affect
medical care, such as the use of formularies, contracts, appropriate lab
114 rtsmus 1"9 comrkaXtus

equipment, etc
*Participating in the facility budget process to assure availability of
resources for medical functions
*Maintaining competence in
interpretation and communication
to the administration of the facility,
ofthe social, regulatory, political and
economic factors that affect medical
care within that long-term care
facility.

Leandrship. The leadership role in
research and development activities
within long-term care facilities is an
expected role of the medical director.
Where appropriate, applied research
activities may serve as a planning
tool and allow the medical director
an opportunity to develop and implement the results of such studies.
including the federally mandated
medical care evaluation studies, so
as to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of patient care Some of the
tasks relative to this area include:
*Serving as a chairman of an institutional committee to review research projects, with special attention
to assure that proper safeguards are
implemented for patients involved
within those research projects
*Serving as a mentor to medical
school students, physicians in training, other physicians, and other
health care professionals who might
be involved in a training role within
the institution.
*Understanding and maintaining
confidence in basic research methodology.

all individuals within the facility is
required. Specific tasks related to
this ethical-legal role include:
*Using the patientbill ofrights as
a guide to assuring patients' rights
*Establishing a system for idetifying and monitoring abuse developing a profile of the potent._
abuser.
*Assuring that policies and procedures reflect the intent of the patients' bill of rights
*Establishing a mechanism for
ensuring that ethical and legal
righta of incompetent patients are
respected.

*Maintaining current understanding as it applies to established
legal precedents relating to residents' rights
*Identifying community resources
available to help resolve ethical and
legal issues, like the health department, ministerial association, etc
*Helping to assure the rights of
patient self-determination through
the use and promotion of living wills
and durable powers of attorney.

*Assisting to assure that family
concerns are addressed in patient
care plans
*Establishing policies and procedures for physicians to follow in determining a limited treatment plsuch as "No Code" and variatik
thereof.
*Participating in the activities of
the institutional biomedical ethics
committee, where one exists
*Ensuring the patients' rights to
privacy and confidentiality.
A Censauss Opinie. The aforementioned nine roles and the myriad
of tasks associated with each reflect
a consensus opinion generated by a
group of nationally prominent medical directors They were produced at
a consensus conference held in January 1988, under the direction of Dr.
James J. Pattee at the University of
Minnesota. This conference was convened in an attempt to better define
the role of the medical director, and
how it should evolve. This presentation was excerpted from the opinions
generated during that conference,
and it is hoped will give some direction to current medical directors in
further evolving their own job
description for the 1990s
CLUC

*Applying pertinent research
findings to policies and procedures as
well as quality assurance.
*Fostering a facility-wide attitude
that is supportive of research and
open to change.
*Assuming responsibility for development and implementation of
informed consent/permission forms
for research participants.
*Utilizing sound research methodology when conducting medical
care evaluation studies
*Promoting educational opportunities that exist within the long-term
care facility for students preparing
for positions in the health care
professions.
Eel'And Lal. Medical director
participation in ethical and legal activities within the long-term care fa
cility is another important role. His
or her participation in the establishRoman M. Hendrickson, M.D'~ment of policies and procedures that president-elect of the American Medical
are designed to assure the rights of Direcors Associatnon.
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The Role of the Medical Director
In the Nursing Home

Jants$ J. Palt". M.D.
In the fourteen years since the federal articles of
participation required that a physician serve as a
medical director in a nursing home, there hove been
sttunepa to eliminate the posuion, as well as attempts
to define the role. At the present time, there atreno
empirical data tha support the role of the medical
director in the nursing home. Boards of directors,
adminisusasto xnd directors of musing allhove varying
optinons conceming the importance and ctfectivenes
of medical direction. In this article I will describe
some historical events in the development of the role
of the medical director, a consensus conference that
was held in binneapolis in 198h. and then describe
the course which has developed as a result of the
On three separate occasions since 1975. the federal
government has attempted to rewrite the articles of
participation. In each draft, initially, there was an
attempt to eliminate the requirement for a medical
director. Each attempt Lo eliminate the requirement
was defeated because of the overwhelming support of
consumer groups for the medical director requirement.
The American Medical Directors Association, the
American Medical Association, and the American
Geriutric Society all voiced their support. However,
the voice of consumer groups was most persuasive.
Society expects physicians to be involved in the care
of residents of nursing homes, and the consumer
groups felt that the requiretment for a medical director
was one way to assure physician involvement. Even
the recent OBRA regulations proposed at one tme that
a nurse take over the functions of the nursing home
medical director. This proposal was rejected, but not
withoutsome serious discussion.
In the early 19n at a national convention of the
American Heatdh Care Associasion in New Orlans,

AWOCnbW
d
Naeatstlbv"s~d lactmn

the delegates to the convention body debated the
proposed elimination of die medical director
requiremen. AHCA support for the requirement to
retain the medical director requirement narTowly
passed. Obviously, among the adminiatruors and
other providers of care within the nursing home, there
still exists a question about the vatte of the medical
the role of the
director. The ambiguity that surromnds
medical director is protabty a snourceof some of the
diffnemtesodop iru.
The Role Depends on WhO Deftines
What is the role? Every nursing bome has group
decision-makers, such as the board of directornsor
owner, the administratur, the director of naues, and
attending physician, as well as the medical director.
Each of thew individuals has a role o play in the
organization. Thin role in determined by the
espectations of each of the individuals within the
nursing home organination. Te behavior of the
administrator is determined by the expectations of the
board of directors, the director of nares, ned the
physicians in the community. Thin behavior is the
manifestation of what the administrator thinks other
peopte expect him to do--lbhs the rote of the
Administrators have
administrator ia cast.
expectations of a medical director; different
administrators may have different expectations.
Therefore, we have different behaviors of medical
directors in different nursing hont4hau is, decinion
makers widhn an organiRation may vary in their
expectations. Therefore, the medical director's role
wihin the nursing home has been slow to evolve and
remains thsruded in ambiguity.
A national survey of medical directors by Dr.
Faendero and myself was reported in Topics about a
yea ago and clearly detmonstrated ht there was no
among the medical directs over thenrroe
urtaninmtiy
in the nursing home. Some futed that they mnk no
decisions. since all the decisions were made at
conrtore headquarters. Others commented that they

TapkrsIn Gertatrs MaodnetaandNaInsg llam Ca. ia p-ode md publihed .muthly
of Naingf NameMedicalD iU.M=t U -ivmtiyA-mo Sr Suio
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esjoyed their work eadwere closely involved with the
ofrd
o ditectos, the directors of nurnus. and the
edmn
in declaimt-maling within the nmning
home.
1its

Consensus Conference

In 19S8. a conseesus conference waS held in
Minreapolis to identify dserole. function. and tasks of
the medical dictxor in the nursing home. This group
of 14 medical directorn who met for a day and a half
amin
had extreme difficulty articulting their role, since
each perceived the role diffeently. This difficulty
reinforced our impression that the decision-makers in
nursing homes hove differing expectations of the
position of medil director
The ontsetsur cOnfernce w a twaningpoint in the
understanding of die role of medical director. While
the medical directors in suendance could sat agree on a
clear definition of the rolc they had no trouble in
identifying the functions of the medical director that
is. what do they do to carry out die role of the medical
directr in the nursing home? Initially. Useyidentified
twelve functions which, after editing, were educeed
to
the following seven functions
I

2.
3
4.
5
6.
7.

The medical dirctor participstes in -kninitradve
decision making and enesmmends and aoves
policies and p
noeue
Te mcdial dimnetr penicipate in the
developmentmnd nconduct
of edumcion psngrss
'The medical dirctor orgutizes eedodun
physicin senvicesand srvices provided by other
professionsslas they relec to patient CWE
The medical director participates in the prncess to
enwre thea cpari
ateseas and qutlity of medial
endmedicslly-reluad me
'Themedical director helps articuate the longterm cae facility's mission to the cotmunity.
'he medical diector paticipates in saunillasce
and promnoion of the health. wellare, rad saety
Ofemployers.
The mediaJdirector acquires. mainrmins
and
appliesa knowledgeuf socil. regulutory.
poliucal, and economic factors that rele to
patiictc seaves.

After listing the functions, the medical directors
identified tasks ta they perform to carry out each
function. For each function. 20 or 30 tasks were
developed. Each medical diror did not perform every
tusk. but someone in the group carried out the tusk
tht was dmcriied. Since tasks were Oftenperformed
for more than one function, there was much
duplication of tasks throughout the process. 'he

following tarks were felt to be the mot impant
task for Ftsction 1.
Function 1. The medil director particiete in
adminictaive decision making and rcommnds and
apnov fpoliciesesndprsoduar.
Tiaks:
Hi~hest Pzriorivy
I.
2.
3.

Mews regularly with the adminiseor And
Ihediector of nursing.
Orgmizes and monitors medical saff.
Keeps medical staff informedi ofchanges in
nursing home policies. ptocedurs. and
state and fedeml regulations.

Prioritv
I.

Enams Usemedial smaffhts
necy

2

Maintins coummicmtion between alinistmrion and prvadmn of plafemional
envieasin the nursing home aSwell as
orgniting and _isegiating
intedeprtntal and incndirniplinry
activities in the facility.
Develops nd provides leadkerhip needed so
achieve medical ca pals
Uses nlUmeans available to stay infoamed of
internal mndexternal changes in long-term
cam

3.
4.

A Courae that Helpa Medical Directors
Understand Their Role and Functioning
Following this consensus conference. Dr. Tom
Altmteier nd I have identified comnpternci helpful in
performing the functions and have developed
objectives for an educational program for medical
directors. During the year 1988-89. we held two
medical directors training courses in Minneapolis.
which were attended by at loul of 45 physicitns. This
year we hove another group of 34 physicians going
through the training course. These medical directors
are from throughout the United States. We are
seeking funding to 'metustasize' the training progsam
to other sites in 1990-91. If successful, we will
attempt to establish several training sites for these
kinds of educational oppotunities.
A syllabus and books are distributed to those in
atnidance to augment the lectures and encourage self-

!
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study. The cowrnc is presented over a six-month
One pupon is to
period at de thde-day sad;
increase the kwledge ia aes of adinistration.
organiztional culture. leadership tnd
_mgumeat
orgatiztinsl probkm solving. A second focsa is
focusing on dte ccota iunderlying
agb~u zil
an effective quality assrance proganm. as well as
suggesg tools thdt might be useful in the program
A third focus abtesses the medical directors rtle in
presmSing effective medical can, staff motivation,
enhacement of professionalism in the staff, and
worker's compensation. Other content are ase
biomedical ethical itu, the medical direcics role in
developing policies and procedures in the nmring
while protecting
home that respect patient aummomny
the interest of everyone: the resident, other residents.
families. snd staff. Other aeas of discussion arm
committees, gup dynanics. waking with fanilies
as an educ.
a
and the medical dir
Concepts underlying medical organization and
administtion and the quality assuance progrttn we
stressed. Real efforts amnmaeto enhance thevalue of
mdical can evaluatiosm. The entire progam is less
concerned with providing hands-on tools, although
some e available, than with developing the concepts
which give rstionale and nupport for an effective rite
of medical directio.
Became the outse lasts only ninedays(acdited for
63 hoots of Category I ANA credits and AAFP
credits), a major intent is to stimulate the medical
standing by eking mut
acdun
d
diectors lo broad their
literature and educational opporunities. It is our
desire to develop modules of the course that they can
be presented in half-day or one-day segments.
However, thinin tbther an ambitious projMt since the
modules must have consistency in both the strategies
for teaching andthe co ece f inftcsass.
The Ameriun Medical Directors Assciation has becn
very supportive of the progress of this educational
effort. It is the intent of the organization to develop
criteri which will be used to identify individuals who
haweincrased their competence in gerintric medicine
and in administrative abilities thtough atendence at
spectfled contmuing medical education couses. When
these citeri we metl the American Medical Directors
Association will issue a centificate recognizing the
educational achievements c a medical director. The
intent of this certificate is to provide boards of
nme
directors and administraor of nttting home
help in identifying physicians within the community
who hove inreused contpetcy in medical direction.
The development and participation in this medical
directors training course has been a very rewarding

experimee fer me md other members ofthe medical
direcosx community. Te evalustioso ts thoen
fre them
rack
who hove mended ad periodc ft
state that the course has been exceptionally
stimulating to their thinking an wel an providing
tham with a unique background which enabcs them ao
effectively and efficiently provide better medical
leadaship in thentsing home,
In my opinion, without physicinns actively
patticipating in the decision-making in the awning
home, the quality of case in the nurnin home will be
limitd With the active involvemmt of the medical
ditectnr and the axending physians, the level of cae
can be raieL Thin opinion is not itnded aoqeslion
the integrity or abilities of other professionals in the
nursing homes. However. the knowledge and
Endt
a etO
exponience of each player mas *
decision-maker has a unique value, Te medical
directom need to cotitnue to negotiate their rules by
identifying the expectatios of the other dec
makers in die musing home. The develodhent of de
medical directors couse has identified the potential
f-unon and laks of the medical dietor. and an dber
mndaccepted, the
become smangenerally Appreciated
role of the medical director will be more clearly
Identified

Why IJ There So much Controveray Over
the Role ot the MAdteal Dlrector In the
Nursing Home?
R. S. Breltenbucher, M.D.
Dr Paueen discussion should provoke e thought.
Undoubtedly. early govesrnment] attempts to rid
nussing homes of medi directom Wmyhove assmed
in lege port from the controverty over the medictl
vert- the social model of ning homes. In the
past, when intermediat cure residests predoesn id. it
was easier to undersntsd the basis for controversy. But
in today s nursing home there em be no doubt that
Io just eight yeas.
medical problems predonit
the proportion of chilled care pasient in the Extended
Care system of Hennepin County Medical Center has
gone from es tha 50% to 70%. Feritesmere. the
number requiring heavily skilled care has increased
dranasically. Many patients in nuing homes now
were kept in hospitals with daily visits by their
physicians in the not too distant past. Should this
can now be relegated entirely to nursenwith monthly
visit from a Physician? Why is the quetion of need
for a medical directer even asked? Why was the vote
to retain medial directom only narowly approved by
tdmmvw
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Dr. Paince points out that the function of
adminisrtors Is seely influenced by ownembips
who have = over-riding cuscern with the bmsinaw
aspects
.This, however. ahosd be all die mm tait
foe desirability of a gongmse
diret role in
decisions that influence pasient care. Ane the nay
Myers tnutg the admnin atost
who haveonly
used medical direcate in a pro frs
ole wher their
value in regurded only in teram of confanming to
iseulation? I havecomeacns some these, but in
my experieses. dte manority of siaminismrt ha"ve
been esger to get npinles frhm the medal di
.
Coulid it be duea nigificast numberof edministmtus
baebeen disppointad inie Inchof ditection sodby
theindecisive roe of their medical direemt?
I upeer those of us who havebeen medial directos
for a ssmber of yesi at of fell in or were pulsed
into thejob andhavegrown in tde role by experience.
But the job is moa difficult and dasding nsow. In
my viow, edustion fer new medicl directos should
be a prime conen fir AMDA. Dr Pastes ruse
ceraly fuL a need. In a saller way. it hboped
dtu Topics camao belp.

layersa thebadder outlet Muscle buodlk froomnthe
outer and inner layers swerp down and imtenrisb
thmnselves over the entie length tothefemale mobush
andmost of thelength of the male urethra to perform
the f-its
of the itetnal sphicter. u mt ic
conroL At the level of the pina uethra tbere is
alsoa ring of striated muscle, diict fham a peroneal
musculanar of the pelvic diaphragm,endconmpises
the external ptincte. It is under voluatary comol.
The sarunding peroneal stiated muscles we also
under volseary cool and m be usedto
tugmen
qshiseric function for shut periods, being nsbject to
muscle fsfigue. Since the bladder neck is nermally
abovethe pelvic diaphtragm, the effects of intraabduminal preure upon the dome of the bladder is
offet by fmiar pemuse uponthe bladderneck and
p i
uethre. Under pathologic rcoditions, un
imbace ce
t
adder neck desens
bo the level of thepelvic disphsagm
s nd is a hFc
in strsminccsuicom
In pe-menopausal females the thicknem of the
estrogen enuitive rethalb muecos contlibutes to
_Md
a sf a._
Hourahaotnh

UrInary Incontinence In the Nursing
Home
R. D. Braltenbuchar, M.D.
Urinary incutinence i a commns affliction of the
elderly, affecting
y
S
to 15 [living in thecnmmunity
and 50% r more in mesar ns g buses. Despie the
fsct that it is not an irremediable consequence of
aging, considerable apathy about it exiist among
physicis, nurses,and patient alike. Economic
costs amunt to 0.5 to 15 billion dollars per yw for
institutironled elderly. Even moweimputant re the
social and psychologicrl costs of incontinence
including emburasome olation anddepdessiun. It
is important to recognize that most incontinence in
the elderly mn either be ameliorated or ased andthat
long-term cathescizasiun shoud be employed only as
a lasnresot Tbe all too common practie of dealing
with urinary incontinence in elderly hospitalized
patients by ue of indwelling catheters and then
seding themro nursing lhmen
without perfouaing
eves elementary studies o ascertain
probable hfcms is
tobe depoled.
Anatomy ol tha Lewr Urinary TraSe

The bladder wall consist of amintertwined mesh of
smooth muscle bundles which differente into tbree

MnMUce Ofcominence d proper vudstg MionsN
well coodinated functining ofthe utonomic nrvoenu
sym.
Bladdr contrsction is mediated primaily by the pus.
sympathetic nervous system. Beta adrenergic
stinulation produces minimal relaxation of the
bladder. Cloure of the internal urethral sphincter in
mediated by alpha adrenergic stimulation. The
mictsuition center in the brain stem is psimarily
responsible for coordinating andgoverning rflkx rc
loop 2 (tfigure 1). An inhibitory center in thefrontal
lobe (loop 1) monitors the micturition center. It
inhibits loop 2 and bladder contraction until the
bddr isfull. Sensory inut of loop 3 inhibits tonic
motor impulses to the pelvic floor musculature,
poducitg passive relaxtion of the pelvic floor during
bladder filling. Loop 4 maintains volitional control
over the pelvic floor muscles and external urethral
sphincter.
Ursnxy Incontinence in the Nursing Hnometo be
cominued in Murch 1990 issue of Topics in Gerior
Mrdraw amdNw~IsJHome Cav.
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REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF
Dr. Steven Levenson
Medical Director
Levindale Geriatric Center
c/o Medical Department
2434 West Belvedere Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215

AN A1TENDINCY PHYSICIAN'S GUIDE TO
THE MEDICAL ROLE IN NURSING HOME CARE

Prior to admitsion
* personally approve a resident's admission to a facility, and the level of care
*advise the facility if you know that a mentally ill or mentally retarded prospective NF
admission has not been appropriately screened by a state mental health agent prior to admission
On admission
* assess the resident, and write admission ordem
* indicate whether the individual has discharge potential
* place a medical assessment on the chart within 48 hours of admission, which Includes a
medical review of past history and current stats, and an evaluation of physical and psychological
condition and functional status• advise the staff about a resident's decision.making capacity
• help ensure that the resident is informed of his health status. including medical condition, in
a comprehensible language
* certify when residents are incapable of self-administration of medications
* help other staff understand the relationship of the medical plan of care with those of other
professional disciplines
*write admission orders which reflect an individual's physical and psychological needs, and
wishes, as much as possible;
*designate an activity level consistent with condition and prognosis, as well as specify
pertinent limitations to, or precautions for, such activities
e consider whether the patient meets the criteria for receiving Pneumovax or flu vaccine.
Physician visits
* arrange, or provide for, alternative coverage in casc you are unavailable
* at each visit, review the resident's total care plan, including medications and treatments, and
write, sign, and date a progress note
*In the SNF, visit a resident at least once every 30 days for the first 90 days after admission,
and at least once every 60 days thereafter
* in the NH, visit the resident at least once every 30 days for the first 90 days after admission,
and at least once every 90 days thereafter
* make scheduled visits within 10 days of the scheduled date
* make the Initial visits personally
* arrange, where desired, for alternate visits to be made by an appropriately supervised
physician assistant or nurse practitioner
During the resident's stay, as needed
* perform or request an appropriate assessment of functional levels and rehabilitation
potential, and request or approve specific rehabilitative services
*write appropriate orders for the use of restraints, protective devices, and psychotropic
medications
i consider and order, as indicated, specific treatments or services that may help the staff
maintain or enhance a resident's quality of life and self-determination
' activity levels consistent with a resident's needs, condition, and interests
preribe
e order appropriate measures to try to prevent and manage declines in ADL function
X order appropriate treatment and assistive devices to try to maintain vision and hearing
capabilities
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*order appropriate measures to prevent or treat pressure sores
*order appropriate evaluation and management of urinary incontinence
* appropriately assess behavior and mental status changes, and consider the possibility of
treatable medical illness or psychiatric dysfunction as a cause
* order evaluation and treatment to try to maximize movement and prevent contractures
* order appropriate intervention, testing, and treatment to try to improve or maintain
psychosocial functioning
* order appropriate evaluation, diet, or treatment to maintain adequate nutritional and
hydration status
* order tube feedings appropriately and judiciously
* order appropriate measures and assistive devices to try to reduce a resident's risk of
accidents
* order appropriate therapeutic diets, as indicated
* strive to order medications judiciously, and observe for untoward side effects and
complications --especially regarding psychotropic medications
* monitor for possible drug complications in specific residents
* periodically review and sign off on an interdisciplinary care plan
c provide relevant medical information to other caregivers
* periodically reevaluate a resident's physical status and needs, psychiatric and behavioral
status and needs; mobility; functional limitations; nutritional status; rehabilitation potential and
needs; activity level; and oral status and needs
* request evaluations, consultations, or tests as needed to help clarify a resident's condition,
prognosis, and potential to benefit from programs and services
*respond in a timely manner to notification of problems or changes in condition, and status,
and order appropriate monitoring, tests, treatments or transfers
* consider the value of certain primary, secondary, and tertiary preventive measures which
might improve function, reduce pain and discomfort, enhance autonomy, reduce morbidity and
mortality, prevent the spread of communicable illness, reduce subsequent need for more costly
and prolonged medical care, or permit a more comfortable dying process
* periodically document in orders and progress notes the reason for the continuation of
protective devices
* periodically review the resident's use of, and need for, PRN medications
*specify whether a resident will require medications during a short- or long-term leave of
absence, and authorize appropriate supplies
* periodically review the resident's level of care, to ensure that the resident's needs are being
met and the placement is appropriate for that level of care
*write necessary medical orders for: pads, mattresses, or cushions; splints or orthotic devices;
protective devices; supplemental oxygen; respiratory therapy equipment, or auctioning
*write orders for appropriate special precautions, consistent with an individual's condition or
illness
Moving t(ie resident
*certify and document the medical necessity or appropriateness of admissions, transfers, and
discharges
* provide an appropriate discharge summary, which includes information about: diagnoses,
post-discharge rehabilitation potential, clinical course, current medical orders, and other
information pertinent to the individual's care
* as necessary, make or facilitate transfer arrangements.
* provide a pertinent and timely discharge summary
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General
* ensure that your orders comply with established policies and procedures, and are consistent
with standards of appropriate geriatric care
* respond appropriately and in a timely fashion to questions or items raised by the pharmacist
consultant
*provide appropriate orders for necessary laboratory and radiology testing, and follow up in a
timely fashion on the results of these reports
E include pertinent assessments, medical care plans, and progress notes in the medical record
*review and cosign physician assistant or nurse practitioner notes and orders on subsequent
visits, as required by law or regulations
*complete medical information on the death certificate, in accordance with legal
requirements
* as needed, rill out and sign the medical portion of any appropriate incident reports or
forms.
Special situations
* assist the medical director and facility in prevention, management, and reporting of
significant infections and outbreaks
* order appropriate precautions, preventive measures, vaccinations, or treatment of actual
infections, consistent with accepted standards of geriatric medical practice
* assist the medical director in informing staff caring for residents with potentially serious or
reportable communicable illnesses
* ensure that the admission of any AIDS patient is consistent with applicable regulations,
facility policy, and the capacity of staff to provide needed care
* assist the staff in dealing with difficult families, by providing adequate and timely
information and support
Resident rights and ethical issues
*attempt to help other staff respect and enhance certain resident rights, including the right:
1) to know the identity of his primary attending physician
2) to information from a physician about his condition and prognosis
3) to know about procedures and who will do them
4) to refuse to be a research subject
5) to freedom from restraints, except as specified by a physicians for justifiable medical
and psychiatric needs
6) to transfer or discharge only for medical reasons or personal welfare
7) to be involved in care planning and decisions about care and treatment
8) to exercise free choice of medical care
9) to preserve personal privacy and confidentiality
* inform the medical director if the resident's wishes, needs, or condition lmit or restrict your
ability to provide adequate and appropriate care
* offer the resident or family member appropriate information about care and treatment, or
any changes in that care or treatment
*help ensure that the resident (unless incompetent or incapacitated) participates in planning
care and treatment
*discuss the use of feeding tubes with the resident, or with family or other substitute decision
maker, as appropriate, before ordering them
*assist the facHity's statf in managing the terminally ill resident, including understanding the
condition, prognosis, and care plan
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*upon admission, clarify the status of any resident with a known terminal illness or condition
c determine, or request a review of, the resident's decision-making capacity
*inform the facility staff if you arc aware of the existence of any documents, such as durable
power of attorney or living will, or other statements of the residents or family wishes
* encourage the resident and family or other substitute decision maker to complete
appropriate forms and documents to provide ample written evidence of their wishes and
intentions
* order any appropriate medications to help relieve pain or make the dying process more
comfortable
* help provide the resident, family, and facility staff with pertinent information about
condition, prognosis, treatment options, and possible or likely outcomes of treatment
*consider whether the individual has previously expressed any treatment preferences, or
issued any specific instructions for care
M present the treatment options to the competent resident, or to the substitute decision maker
for the incompetent resident
I as necessary, inform the administration of any need for the facility's assistance in obtaining
an appropriate substitute decision maker consistent with state law
* periodically review a DNR order after reassessing the resident's condition, to ensure that
the order remains appropriate, and consistent with the resident's needs and wishes
* clarify any implications of the advance directives for specific treatments such as antibiotic
usage or transfer to an acute care facility.
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Social Work Services in Long-Term Care Settings
the emoSocial work services in long-term care settings focus on
or
tional and social impact of physical and/or mental illness
Goals of social work services may include:
disability.
o preserving and enhancing physical and social functioning,
o promoting conditions essential to assure maximum benefits
from long-term health care services,
o preventing increased disability or dysfunction, if possible, and
o promoting and maintaining physical and mental health and
an optimal quality of life.
goals
The social work service functions which respond to these
generally include, but are not limited to:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

planning for preadmission and discharge,
providing psychosocial assessment at periodic intervals,
care planning as a member of the interdisciplinary team,
counseling and other psychotherapeutic services,
developing and utilizing community resources,
assisting in the preservation of family and other social
relationships,
maintaining community ties,
working with other nursing home staff to facilitate residents' adjustment to the facility,
advocating for patients' rights, and
promoting understanding of each resident as an individual.

The social worker in a long-term care facility should participate
in the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

policy development and program planning,
counseling to residents, families and groups at the time
of admission and throughout the placement as required,
development of a therapeutic environment in the facility,
assessment and care planning to meet the psychosocial and
mental health needs of the residents,
work with resident and/or family councils, and
quality assurance.
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Recommended Qualifications
Settings

for Social Workers in

Long-Term Care

For recommended qualifications for social workers see:
"NASW Standards for Social Work Services in Long-Term Care
Facilities'.

For more information contact:
Joan Levy Zlotnik, ACSW
Staff Director
NASW Commission on Family and Primary Associations
301/565-0333
NRWOHIWO SOCIAL WORK SKILLS WITH FACILITY RBOUIREKNNTS:
AN IX8RACTIVE PROCESS - APRIL 28. 1989
"Social Work in Lona-Term Care: Whom Does It Heln?"
Sylvia R. Cohen. L.C.S.W..A.C.S.W.
REFERENCEBrody, Elaine M. et
al, A Social Work Guide for Long-Term Care
Facilities
(Rockville: National Institute
of Mental Health 1976)
Committee on Aging, NASW Standards for Social Work Services in
Lona-Term Care Facilities.
NASW Committee on Aging (Washington,D.C:
National Association of Social Workers, 1981)
Conger, Shirley and Moore, Kay,Social Work in the Long-Term Care
Facility American Health Care Association (Boston: CBI Publishing
Co., 1981)
Dobrof , Rose and Litwak, Eugene, Maintenance of Family Ties of
Long-Term Care Patients:
Theory and Guide to Practice (Rockville:
National Institute
of Mental Health, 1977)
Dobrof, Rose (ed.) Social Work and Alzheimer's Disease:
Practice
Issues with Victims and Their Families.
New York:
The Haworth
Press, 1986.
Silverstone, Barbara and Burack-Weiss, Ann,
"The Social Work
Function in Nursing Homes and Rome Care, "Gerontoloaical Social
Work Practice in Lona-Ter
Care, special issue of Journal of
Gerontological Social Work, 5 (Fall/Winter, 1982)
pp.7-33.
Manning. Doug, When Love Gets Tough. The Nursing Home Decision, InSight Books, Inc. Box 2058, Hereford Texas 79045. Videotape and
books available.
Sonething for the Families. (Includes "Making Visits Count")
Videotape plus guidebook for group leader and guidebook for
families.
Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 964 Educational Sciences Building, 1025 West
Johnson Street, Madison, Wisconsin, 53706
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Stadaids of Practice for Physical Therapy
IV.

PREAMBLE
professioni committedatprovidean
Thephyical thenapy
5npnrctce.
optimum tn of catreandto anisefeeeuicellemce
of the American Physal Thenrpy
The Houe ofDelegates
Association, as the respible body representing this prothis commitment hyadopting publishing.
fesion. attestsao
disseinaitting and applying the felosring Stidanrdsof

statetce the pnrfessions
ofPttnce
Thes Stansdads
P ncu.
for
ofconditos andperoisses which areessential
ment
qudait physicalthenrpyThey provide a foundation fr
of physicaltherapy penice.
assesment

appropriate

ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL

* Provides approprite educattion tnaming, and review of physical therapy suppon personnei

THERAPY SERVICE
1.

-

and Goals
A written s*ttemem of purpose and goals -iuts tor

i^uftit's

The physical therapy personnel are qualified and
sufficient in number to achieve the purposes and
goals ot the phsical therapy servie
* Meets legal reqiuremens regs ding licensure
andor certification ot approprate personnel
* Provides espeets approprite to the case mt
* P-rvides adequate staff to patient ratio
* Provides adequate support staff to professional

the physicaltherapyserce which reflectthe neends
of the indiiduas served, the phydical therapy personnel the fcditv. and the communty.
* Dehne scope and limitation of service
* Contain current description of purpos
* Ust objectves and goals of ervices pnrvided
* Anr approprate for the population icommurotyl

served
* Providea mechais.m for annualreview
II.

Osgaiss inda Plian
A witten orpnicat.onai pan eists for the physical
therapy rvice.

staff

VI.

Physical Setting
1. The physical setting is designed to provide a sate
and effective envronment that facifitates the
achievement of the purpoxes and goals of the
phpsical therapy service.
applicable legal requiremenetsto health
* Meets a11
and safety
* Meets spacereeds appoprite for the number Jd
type of patients erved
2. Equipment is safe and sutficient to achieve tsr
purpose and eoals or the phcsial therapy v-rcvi
* \leets all appiicable teat re.oIremeets to hr ijin
ad saien
* Meets efuipment needs approprite citr thl
number and ispe or patintms carted
* Prdes tar routnesawtewninspectionat equipmnt
bv a qualified individua

VII.

Fiscal Aff.a

* Descibes theimerebltionships within theoverall
organication

* Pnrvidesfor ditection of servie by a phpidia
therapist
* Dehfee suprtsorv runcoons within the pogram.
X-Ve

* Reflectscorrent personnel iunctions

i.

and Prnoedures
Iblicmes

vnten policies and proedus. ohich reflect the
operation of the sertvice.rdt, arida consistet with

thepurposs andgoalsoathephysid therapysrve
the fboing.
intorn on..about
perotneni
* Addresn
clnica education
clinicalresreh
cstern for acfcs. mtiation, andtermnation ot

Fiscal planning and managemen ot the phis-i
thepy srvice is based upon s-und accounnnc

cmu

equpment miamtenance
fice anddisster

princiles.

*
*
*
*
*
*

infection comrol
job descrption
medical emergencies
patient care policies and prnoocls
macent chit
pertonnel-ebltted policies

quidirv assuance
recordkieepmg
Vil.
sutff onentation

supervuotv reltionships
tenai antces andstatelinv
* Meet e r
or metalorgantaon
* Meet requirements
* Are nred on a regulr bsits

Admnisitlmo
A physi therapMit is responsoblefor the dinection
oI the phnsia therapy rvire.
l
ub* Assures that the ince is coneistent esth
tiohed purposes and goab
* Astute that the ervie is provided n accordance
with establihed policies and pocedures
* Assures complince with local, stte, and federal
rtquirements
* Comples with current APTA Standards of Practice and Guie for Professional Conduct
* Reviewsand updates policies and proedures as

Include pnrparation and use or a budoet
Canrorm to lega reqguiements
Are accurately nrcorded and reported
Provide roe optimum use or resources
Include a plan toe audit control
rienw--'-t
E-abhih lee b.,is tro tre- .,hed
,tilh cost at servi and cithin custamari n twi
f fair and reasonable

Q.atliW Assu-rane
A wnnen plan esits for the assssment at and a;ttn
to assure the qaudity and appropnateness t too
phesoal therapy servce.

tot a cuw.entwtiten plan tar assessmen
* Provides
at the service
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IX

* Provides evidence of ongo
eview evluation
of the semce
* Reolvem identified
* Isconsmeentwith r
esof
a ne
Staff De peltpa
A written pbn ens hich provides for appnp ite
ongotng deleopint of staff
* Is reflected
by evidence d o.etutg education or
attendnce at conDinuming
education cvies

Xfl.

Treatment
1. The physical thenpst pnovides or delegates and
wipes die phyical therapy treatment
consitent
with the tesultsof the evuation andpn ofcare.
* f. inder
the ongnmg personal careor supeivision
of the physical therapist
Reflectsthat delegated respniliDities are coinmensurate with the qualifications ofthe physical
fnnerpy pennoo"

*Is alteredin andance with changes
in idividual
stattus,

PROVISION OF CARE
X.

Initial E"I'io.
The physicalthe i pem and nes an initbil
evaduation
andintepts umlts to deteii appropriate care for the individual.
Is initiated prior to treatent
* Is performed by the physi therapist in a timelv

-

xm.

Reects thatthe-iniduals progress
is reassessed
eaDve to initial evluaition and plan of care
* Isdocumented dated, andsignedby the physical
therapist who performed the evaluation

hison,

Xi.

. The physical therapist shall render care within
the scopeof the physical thenapist's eduction
and expenience. Appropriate referral to other
pnactitioners shall be mnde when neemsan
The physical therapist utilie objecive measures
to establish a baseline at the time of the initial
evaluation
* Is documented, dated, and signed by the physical
therapist who pertotmed the evaluation
Plan of Cane
1. The physica therpist estiblishes andrecods a
planof care for the individual, based on the results
of the evaluation.
Incdudesnelistic goalsand espected outcome
* Is based on identified needs
* Includeseffective treatment, frequency. and dunation
. Recommends
appiprite coordinaton of care
with other pn-fessnalservices
. Is documented, dated, and signed by the physical
therpist who established the plan of care
2 The physical theapot involves the individual
,igndicant other in the plan. inppleenattio. and
revision in the trefmentprogm.
3. The physical therapist plans for discharge of the
individual. tii
ngoconsideranton glade
went and prnvdes for appropriate tollow-up or
refer.

Amercan PhysicalTherapy Association
1111Nornh FPaulaStreet
Alendria. VA22314

flsdrunu

The physical themspistreevluates the indivdual and
modifies the plan of core as indicated
* Is performed by the physica therapist in a tmefly

bl documented, dated, and signed by the physical
therpist who performed the evdaution
* Identifies physl theapy needs of the cDient
* Includes pertinent tformution of the following:
diagnose
pnblem
complication andpnecautions
physical s
functionl statius
critical behainmentation
socilenvosnnesl needs
* Provides suffident date to establsh tote- elated

Is provided at a level conwstent with current
phy-cd thenpy pracce
2. The physical therapist record, on an onoing
bim treament rendered, p nogres,
andchange
i staus re ve to the plan of care.
o

EDUCATION
XIV,

XV

Prefestlonal Deseopment

The physical therapist is responsiblefor hisdher
individual professional deveopment nd continued
competence in physical therapy.
Student
The physical therapist prticipates in the education
of physical therapy students and other student health
professionals.

RESEARCH
XVI. The physical therapist utdlize esearch findings i
practce promotes and encourages or particpates
in research
activities.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY
XVf.

The physical therapist participates in community

activities to promote communty health.

LEGAL/ETHICAL
XVfI. frgal
The physicalthernut f.ilbs at the legianequuements
of the uunsdicti.nregulatingthe practice oi physical
therapyv
XIX. Ethical
The physical therapist procures according
to the Code
fE
iotfk
the Ainrenan Phivl Therapy ASSonatior
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
FOR THE ELDERLY
Occupational therapy uses goal-directed activity in the evaluation or treatment of persons whose ability to
function is impaired by normal aging, illness, injury or developmental disability. Treatment goals in occupational therapy include the promotion of functional independence, prevention of disability and maintenance of
wellness.
Therapeutic activities are designed to assist individuals in adapting to their social and physical environment,
given their functional capacity, through mastery of essential living tasks. Examples of important services in
gerontic occupational therapy are:
* education and retraining in daily living skills such as bathing, dressing, and eating,
* therapeutic adaptations, such as assistive equipment and physical environmental design to promote inhome and community mobility,
* sensorimotor treatment for strengthening, endurance, range of motion, coordination and balance,
* daily living adaptation to sensory loss such as impaired vision or hearing,
* therapeutic activities for memory, orientation, cognitive integration, and the life review process,
* prevention and health promotion through pre-retirement planning for leisure time, self-management skills,
socialization, energy conservation, body mechanics and joint protection,
* care of the terminally ill through maintenance of independent living skills and meaningful activity.
Occupational therapy personnel provide services to the elderly in many settings such as:
* hospitals
* home health programs
* community-based health care centers
* hospices
* congregate living facilities
* outpatient rehabilitation facilities
* senior centers
* long term care facilities
* adult day care programs
* community service agencies
* retirement housing
Currently, approximately 30% of the 40,000 certified occupational therapy personnel in the United States
work primarily with persons over age 65.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY: A VfIAL LINK TO PRODUCTIVE LIVING
.AOTA * 1383 Piccard Drive *PO Box 1725 *Rockville, MD 20850-4375 *(301) 948-9626
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
IN LONG-TERM CARE
What are the goals of occupational therapy treatment?
Occupational therapy treatment helps those whose lives have been disrupted by illness and injury to:
* restore, maintain, or improve daily living skills
* participate as fully as possible in meaningful work, leisure, and social activities
* cope with the physical and emotional effects of long term disability
* prevent further deterioration through health education such as energy conservation and joint protection
* access community resources and services to help promote independence
* organize the living environment and make use of adaptations which promote safety
Who should receive occupational therapy services in long term care?
* individuals who have limitations in their abilities to carry out self-care activities
* individuals whose strength and endurance are at risk
* those people whose ability to function in the community has been impaired
* individuals who would benefit from special adaptive equipment to aid in semi-independent or independent
living
Where are occupational therapy services provided?
Occupational therapy is provided within the many different settings which comprise long-term care such as:
* individuals' home
* comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facilities
* adult day care centers
* residential facilities
* health maintenance organizations
* hospitals
* nursing homes
* hospices
Who pays for occupational therapy services?
Medicare, Medicaid and private insurers pay for occupational therapy services depending upon the specifics
of the case and the individual insurance policy.
What specialized education and experience do occupational therapy personnel bring to long term care?
Occupational therapy education is based on the physical and psychological implications of illness, injury, and
aging, and analysis of the components of activity. The clinician's knowledge of adapting tasks and modifying
the environment to compensate for functional limitations is used to increase the involvement of clients, and to
promote safety and success.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY: A VITAL LINK TO PRODUCTIVE LIVING
AOTA * 1383 Piccard Drive *PO Box 1725 . Rockville. MD 208504375 . (301) 948-9626
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Roles and Functions of Occupational Therapy
in Long-Term Care: Occupational Therapy
and Activity Programs
T

he American Occupational Therap Association, In.c
(AOTA). submihtthis paper to reaflirm and illustrate
the role of occupational therapy in thepronotion of health
and the prevntion of disability for individuals requiring
long-term care.

and self-actuali..tion. Biological, psychological, and
environmenal fa c mayinterrupt the adaptation process
at any time throughout the life cyce. Dysfunction may
occur when adaptation is impaired. Purposeful activity
facilitates the adaptie proess."

Occupational therapy facilitates the functional independenceof individuals naeding long-termcarethrouglstheuser
of selfare, play/leisure, and work occupations, Occupational thenrpy services
range from the selection of therapeutic actirities to restore, maintain, and nha function, to
the implementation of planned acsivts usasnine.stimulate,and sustain interests and activity levls. In providing
theseservices,occupational therapy personnel may se a
provider o occuptional therapy, a coordinators or direc
ton of activities programs, or at indirect servie provrcs.

Occupaonal therapy is bhsedon the belie that purposeful
activity (occupation). induding its interperonal and eninronmental
components, may beued o prevemnt
and mediate
dysfunction and elicit maximum adaptation- Activity, a
umedby the Occupational Therapist, indudes both an
intrinrsic anda therapeutc purpose.

The purpose o Ithis papr is usdisinguish beten the use
of activities in occupational therapy and in actvities programs, and to drify the functions ofdteoccupational therapist. registered (0TR), and thecertifiedoccupasional therapy assistant (COTA) in regard to thesesrnvic.
Individuals experiencing problem in daily fivinga aresilt
of deelopmental disabilities, the aging prsco or medical
problems re sered by occupational therapy in long-erm
careprograms. The independence ndqusalityof lifeof these
individuals may be threatened by chronic disability as del
as byimmobility and restricted environmental stimulation.
Long-term care may be provided in instisitional and oxmunity settings such asskilled and intermediate
re
facilitin, adult day care centers,halt-.ay bhoes congregate
living facilities, and private residences.

Philosophical Base of Occupational
Therapy
'The philosophical baselor the practice of occupational
therapy, adopted in 1979(1), identifies the conribution
occuptional therapy make to helth cae through its
accenton human activity amahealth determinant.
develpment u influenced
"Man is an activ being, whose
by the useof purposeful actiity. Using their capacity br
intrinsic movation, human beings a able to influenc
their physical environment through purposeful actityadaptation.
Human life indudes a processof contis
Adaptation is a changein function that promote srnival

Definitions:
Ocaupataos Theapy. Occupational therapy is the application of occupation or goda-directed
actiity to achiev
oprimum function, to peereni dysfunction. and to promote
healit. The term occupjosa.,asusedin occupational therapy.reensmany actity engagedin forealuating, specifyiog, and reating probnes interfering wth functional perfmanse
(2)
Actrss Proran, Activiin programa cnsust of planned
ewnand tasksdesigned to provide inceive and opportuniy toengage in contuiing life experiences
and hence,to
satiify interestsand mee g ral actvity needs.Acaiities
progams
contribute to the peeenuon of deterioration of
meaI. physical, and social abilitie(S)
Hirst/L.gaL The involvmt of occuptional therapy in
long-term caremay be traced to the early Ir0t ohen occupatinnal therapy programs tve introduced in psychiatric
hospitals and tuberculosis sanitoriums to counteract the
deleterios effectaof inactivity and idleness.The role of
occupational therapy in long-term care wasetended in
1966bythepu
of the Mediclegisltion that provides
coerage for retoratie inpatient vice while on part A
cowrage, and home health occupational therapy a an
adjunctivesrvice. The.Omnibus Rnconciliation Acof 1981
ables dients to rceive occupational therapy under the
homehealth beneft een alter their need or skilled nuning,
physical therapy, or speechtherapy ends.State havethe
option to provide home health rnices, including occupational therapy, as pan of their Medicaid provisions. Acttvit
tiesprograms areincluded aspars of the routtne careprovided for residentsin institutional settings.
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Ocpattotal Theapy and AtnntuQs Programns
Occupational therapy and activities programs differ in: (a) thepurposefor which activity is used,(hbthe processof seling
activity, (Ccthe role of interestsin the selection processand
(d) the sopof services
Both occupational therapy and activities programs make
use of self-car play/leisure, and work activities. However,

thes activities areusedfor different purposes. In occupational therapy, activities e usedto allerViatepresent or
potential functional problems
oultingfrost medical or

Amtrim O&cgtind Ihe

Awd;iax

project would be selectedin occupational therapy, rather
than a book disctssion group, regardless
of interest.
In addition to the useof self-care,play'lsure, and work.
occupational therapy ah o incorporates therapeutic prncedurs that do nor overlap with activities programs. Thew
procedunincludesplinting, body mechanics, positioning.
the prescription o self-help devies, neuomucutlar acilitation, joint protection, facilitation of sensoryintegration,
and time management.

developmental conditions or restricted environmental

simulation. Once a Client's maximum funcional capacity
hasbeenachieved and discharge plans havebeeninstituted
to maintain function, occupational therapy is discontinued.
In activities programs activities are introduced to pcovide
an adequate level and balance of normal activity to promote
and maintain health. Individuals requiring long-term car
may needassistance
in using their abilities becauseof their
functional limnsations. Assistancemy aso be needed
because
many normal daily activities arenot easily carried
out in long-term caresettings. In contrast to occupational
therapy that is problem-specific and tmelimited, activities
programsgem normal activity ne ans are ongoing. In
occupational therapy, lor instance, a client may learn how
to ovecome arthritic hand deformitie in orde to do
ceramic sculpture. Once the skill hasbeenlearnedhowever
the activties program would provide opportunities for
using thatskill.
In both occupational therapy and activities programs, the
selection of activity is basedon an individuaalied assessment
of the client's needaand interests. For activities programs,
the primary objective of assesment is to describethe tasks
and eventsthe client wants and is able to participate in.
Thew data are usedto judge the adequacy of the client's
general activity level and to plan individual and group
acrivstin that provide a variety of physical, mental, and
-cial utimulation. In occupational therapy, theselection of
activity lies on problems discerned in elf-are. play/lesure and workoccupations, andon a detailed assesment of
sheclient's sensorimoeor, cognitive. and psychosocial abilities.Comprehensive assesment is ned to discern lonctional limitations that ar amenable to treatment, and to
institute the appropriate kind of remedial, mainteunance,
or
preventive actsvity. The choice of dthrapeutic activity
depends
on an in-depth analysis of the characteristtmof the
acttviy as wdl as of the client, and a thorough understanding o associated
disase poces. For emple, for pmons
with thought disorders, such as those associatedwith Alaheimn's ditase or schimophreniaoccupational therapy
mayusea structured activity requiring few repetitive steps
(e.g..onecolor tile triv) and progress to that requiring a
seuence f stepsand more flexibility (e.g.,a mosaic design
using severalcolors and textumn)if the client improwv.
In activities programs, the client's interests serveas a pmi
nm y determinant in meeting general activity needs.
Although ctent inteest are accommodated in occupational therapy, they mus servethe therapeutic goal. For
instance if aclient needed
practire in picking up and placing objects to increasehand dextey checkm or a tile

Educadon-OTR and COTA
The theoretical baseforoccupational therapy isdrawn from
the medical, biological, and behavioral sciences.
Productivity and lft-reliance ar viewed asa function of the interaclion betwenrn
an individual and the surrounding physical
and socaletsronMnet The occupational therapy curclun concentates on threemajor areas.The first is normal
human development over the life span. Emphasis is on the
biological, psychological. social, and architectural factors
required for competence in daily living skills. The second
areais the functional disabilities associated with disease.
trauma, developmental disorder the aging process,and
environmental deprivation The third is the occupational
therapy proress,and providm knowledge of the eraluasion,
remediation, and prevention of functional disabilities
through occupation. In eachof the threecurricular areasthe
knowledge and skills of the professionally educated therapist (OTR) ar mo complex and comprehensive than
thos of the occupational therapy aissani
mCOTA). The
educational program for registered therapists (OTR) prparesthem for independent practice in occupational therapy, whereasthat of the certified assistant(COTA) prepare
them to practice occupational therapy under the supervisionofanOTR. The OTR maintains supervisory mponsibility for all tasksdelegated to the COTA, although the
COTA mayfunction independently in conductingactivities
programs.
The employment of an OTR or a COTA asan artivittes
coordinator doesnot convert an activities program into
occupational therapy However, the educattonal background of the OTR and COTA, especially with regard to
normal human development, medical pathology, and activity analysis, allows acttvities programs conducted under
their supervision to hosea mo rehabilitative quality than
those conducted by peronnel without this educational
background. Knowledge of functional skills and medical
pathology is usedby the OTR or COTA to guide the selecton ofactivitesappropriate for the client's needsand abilitin. Knowledge of adapting tasks,of positioning clienos
and of modifying equipment to compensate forlounctional
limitations isusedto increase the involvement of clients, to
facilitate safeperformance, and to promote success.
In the
caseof severely
disabled ctents, the knowledge and skills of
the OTR orCOTA may enableparticipation that otherwise
may havebeenprecluded. The educational preparation of
the OTR and COTA also includes knowledge of activities
that arecontrsindicated for certain medical conditions.
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Occupational Therapy: Direct Client Care
Occupational therapy providn rneruive. supporiv, and
.rvensie sevice. which aid clients to achievethe highest
,sossibe degrceof functional independence. Therapy is
basedon a screening andasssment process.
Screening:

Screeningto identify problems in daily functioning isdone
by theOTR or COTA. The needlor evluation is basedon
an appraisal of theclients life style and geseal functionl
capacity in sell-care,ply/leisure. and work occupaio.ns
Screening is generally accomplihed through obsevation.
and a reviemol medical records
intmeview,
Assessment:
The OTR evaluate the client todesermine the nature of the

functional problems The work appraisal covershousehold
matagrnent (cooking. shopping and cleaning. volunte
considers the clients
andpaid jobs. The leisure assessment
ability to participate in recreational, educational, and cultural events. The self-care assessient includes feeding.

etends to
dreing, hygiene, and mobility. The assessment
the underlying subcomponents of thesefunctional skills.
suchasmotivation, cognition. mucsslarsreusgh. andcoordination. Environmental factor that hinde function e also
valuated. Obseving, intrviewing, and testing areusedto
evaluate the client. Information may alto be gathered from
family, friends. andother healthcare providrs Teeevaluaive dtaar usedto formulate ament gnls consisten
wuih the neds of, and acceptable to. the individual or
responsible prson.
Treatment:

The treatment plan is developed by the OTR and implemnted bh theOTR or theCOTA under OTR supervision.
The treatment program may bedirected touwd restraion
ol function, mainteance of function. or prevtion of dy
thecrrectuion
funcion. Th rtoratv program Foctuseson
of disability whether physical or puychosocal. Such corunrtion may be achievedthrough reediation or compensaion. For rample.an elderly person with a right uppersremity hmiparets maybe retrained in using the right
hand (remedial). or maybe trained to us theIleft hand in a
skilled fashion (compensatory) or a combinasion of both.
Specific trraimeni procedurn are basedon the factor imnfering with function. Clients, for instance. may nor dre
themsttv because they lack adequate muscuaIr stength.
or because
real thedresing sequence.
becaustheycannotl
they
vse no reasonto dres Although the end resulis the
sam each causal factor requirn a different reatment
ning with the client, treatapproach. In addition to int
mnt may also rquire environenal adaptaUions to
andsupport functional skills. Progms focused
encourage
on maintaining function aceinstituted ior clients who have
reachedtheir highest level o functionand rqisreassisuance
in rtaining their abilities. Maintenance programs provide
practice in thefunonalskills acquiedthrough restativ
programs. Prevntive programs are directed toward the
prevenion of functional disabilities. They arebegun at the
lirst signsof difficulty in performing daily life tasksand art

designed to asist client. to devlop adaptive patterns conducire to long-term unction.

Activities Progranus Direct Client Care
The acivities program is designed to povide physical.
intellectaUl. social. spirital, andemotional challenges
much thesame in eveyday life. Participation is basedon
an aselssmtm of interess and ctiviy needs.
A.essm.n-:
the
The OTR or COTA as activitin coordinator assesses
interestsof each client to determine the activity needsand
observing.
be
done
by
preeence. The interest surewymay
friends andstaff
insevieving. or testing. Family members,
mayalto becontacted for information.
-fatotiesPfale
An activities plan is developed for each client. The plan
identfin the clien's interst general activity needs,tates
goals, and gies the activities to be usedto achievethese
regulirly and the
goals.The clients needsare reassessed
activities plm is adjusted accordingly.
nmV
Aaimtor P
The OTR or COTA. as activities coordinator, collaborates
with the clientu to plan. eseote. and evaluawta divenified
suited to identified needsand interests.Programs
progranm
ire planned to provide a balance of aivitie perceived by
the paticipanu as useful work and ie,,ice. and activities
viewd asrecretmional. spiritul. andeducational. Activitin
program are vied to that individual as well as group
activitries e oftfeed. The OTR and COTA as activities
of theactivcoordinratr rourinely evauates theeffectiveisess
ities prgram.

Occupational Therapy and Activities
Programs: Functions Related to Client Care
Indirect rvics suchasmanagement andsupvisiom, education. and consultation, facilitate the provision of client
care.

Management Role: Occupational therapy personnel sup
port ith premise that good management rults in theefective careof the client. Management responsibilities include
but acenot linited to documenation, program administa-

tion and deelopment and committee or terampaiticipation.
Documentauion refersto the wrimenrerd of information
to ensure ith continuity of rare of clients. DOcumentation
includes information on eachclients.problems andgoal.s
of the occupational therapy program or activhiti
Revisi
plans and the effectsthesechangesha"eon client performanceiac recorded.Records arecomplesed in accordance with
the policies and procedures of the long-term care setting.
Doctimensation of overll effeiveness of the evice is alto
required
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Program adminstration refersto the planning. organizng,
directing, and coordinating function, neededto carry out
theoccupational therapy or activitin programs. Responsibility isassumedfor the eficitint management of material
and human resources,
including staff. students,and voluntern to achieve program goals.

Summary

Committee or teampartiapation refersto involvement in
meeting with ocherhealth ca leammembersto coordinate
the clients oveall health plait. Participation on committees.such asdischarge planning, budgetsor utilization and
viw. permits occupational therapy personnel to address
the occupational needsof clienti.
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There is a difference betwen occupational therapy and
activities programs. The nature of the evice provided are
different as well as the qualifications of the personnel who
provide them.

Educational Role. In conjunction with theeducational role,
family members.friends, and staff are educatedin the pro
motion of health through activity. Providing fieldwork
eaperiences
for uudenu in occupational therapy and other
health fields also provides a mechanism tor participating in
the education of personnel for long-termcare.
Contufant Role: Consultation is the processby which
expertise is transmitted for the purpose of solving existing
or potential problems. Consultation is provided to individuis. families. or program staff serving thosewith long-term
careneeds.
The consultant collaborate with theadministrator sodevelop the plan and objctivs of consulation.
Examples of tasksundertaken by the consultant include:
instructing staff in technical skills. advising the management teamon program devlopment. and diagnoiong problems in program management. A requestfor consultation is
often initiated by the desir to upgrade the actviies prow
gram or bycoderequirements for consultation.
The consultant functions within federal and tatecodesthat
addressthequalifications of staff, program content, physical facilities, and practice. The consultant must beawareof
the code rquirements as well as related prfessional
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standards.

Occupational therapy philosophy and theory are particu
larly appropriate for the delivery of long-term carebasedon
a wllness rather than a medical model. Hence. occupational therapy consultation is wel suited to program developments aimed at such servics as functional assment.
prvnming premature institutionaliaation.
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re-integration

into community living. palliative care of the dying, and
increing vocational performance of hm needing supportie care.
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Purposeful Activities
Thc Atttris.tn 0 cupatitnal ThehrapyAwsia iin.. Ins..
of the term purpots-iul
si-lititi this spaprtit dlirils tiinsupatks al thraps ()cupar
sstth egirrl
tistlt
the
us of pur. ts lul ac.i i ititititd itt
ittoalmherapitsts
Purpoaf lul a tisis is .in itp tanmIsgistate
d iil (I)
t. fa ilitate.
b
culcitittoal therapists t a alu
t1oilos- hv
revtt. and maintin tunction (21

inase attention span. The activity is it jsclf an cod
asbeing a means iii a larger end.' (5).
-~c11

in Ieptoil-ful as-niit as pan tif their
Intliiduals vong;ag
lIurpep-tful atti ty.in this naturil ctdiily lile niutinin ss-hkhthe
tesl. can b deliond as tasksor spereences.
personacticlv pa-ticipaics Engagcmnt in purpsslul arones
hescsen
ts
itntdnaton
clii
and
tivit equtins
physical. emmional, and mosiiv -stems An individual
who is instiserd in purposlul acdint diects attention to
the tatk itself, rather than tw th inten alpcsses quired
for achie-vmem of thc task. Astdiies mar veld immediair rsuhs or rquin ustained effornand multiple repent nose and singular sponses or
titin Thes rarnp
ic-part ol rumpleslong-standing patterns,if behavior 3).
Purpoeful activities, influenced by the individual's life
roles, Iase unique meaning to each person (4).

Occupational therapists adapt actities in diffcnn
ways to pronmocpeforoance. Actiiies ate adapted it
modifying or changing the sequence of the aitvtt. or
both, sch as the position of the client. the p-siion ol the
mateeial. the size. shape weight, or tstume ol thc material,
the pm-eduees and the nsatueand degreeof interpersonal
contact. Adaptation involves the processol continually
modifying an actisoy to meet the specific changing needs
of the dient.
In each intlividdal situatin. ocupational thcrapists
dereemine h-thri the actvity will be adapted to compnsate fora functional deficit or to promote restoration This
deciskonis band on the ctent of the client's disabili, as
well as their cumen level of performance Purposeful
actisities cannot be oiinely prscribed.

Occupational therapists treat individuals shosecapaci
to function dlckticl is impaired due st injury, ilness
t-rss. changing devlopmental and envirnpsychosoi
mental demands. te, lack of skill. This impairmeos can
diminish an indisidual's ability to produce. have positive
slcf-image.or pfrlto life- rinhing actiities. and can af1cctth aibilits itolullill di-ind life rles.
tupiitnl thchiral d-ltiawtitnin atdic anal sis and
ihc ftchi cities .intl it-bi,gitiafl-icnces pn-sik the background nsecsa- si us actiities as drrapeui modalitirs
loeclients with a arnetyof physical. cognitie. emotional.
and social disorders Occupational therapists evluate
clients to determine an indivdual's acusiiv goals.the a()t

pacit

to plan and perform purposelul activ itis. the ability

to meetthe functional demands of the ensirmeni Bsd
on this valuation. theoccupational therapist designs aicmih esperiencesthat offer the client opporunities foreffeetise action. These activies are purposeful in that they
assistand budil upon the individual's abilides and lead to
achiceement of personal goals
A purposeful actisity. as usedbh the occupational trkrapist, leads to the fulfillment of simultareous goals.One
may be the cfients goal to complete the overlask saiofactorilr. The other may be identified by the occupational
therapist s: to promote balance.increase musde strength.

is

Occupaitnal therapists disidr actlivitis ntistniotn
lcitv
anott
parts i deteniine 'hich skills are necces
the ask, ibis infortation allows the -tupatotnalthrepist to adap, grade. and combine actiitics into therapo-

ki rnotdaliti".s

Occupational therapists may present a sres of asttiti. nitrchangete stcpswithin the actiity. Such grading
pnoides skill descilopment and therapeutic cnecise to respond to the dnamic changes of the client.
Occupational thvrapists artfully modify routn actitscithin the cints daily lfe in onrr to pntmote ps holkogcalor phvst is dcevlopment At iest tunctional
tasks may be intduced in a controlled en ironment As
ties

treatment prorsgcsses. the occupational therapist gradualli

changes th en inmemn umil the clieot deosinstrates the
to function in their real life environIvel of skills necessaev
ment (6).
Occupational therapists use current rehabilitation procedures to enhance a clients skill development or task perfonnance. Throughout the activity. occupational therpists modify their method of personal interaction to achieve
the desired results of the actiiry.
In summare, occupational therapists enable individuals
o engagein purposeful actntiviesto achievecompetence in
work, self-care. and plavleisue. Activities provide direct
and objectie feedback about the dient's performance.
both to the occupational therapist and to the dient Successful perfonrsanee of purposeful activities promotes feelings
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of competence
and provides
opportunities for individuals to
achkve mastery of their enviroonscts (7).
Purposful activities involve the "doing pro-sses shih
require the us of thought and c-ergy and arn dietd to
wards an intended or desired ,nd. (8).
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Biristlecone
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ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT

ACTIVITY PURSUITS

1. FUNCTIONING
ACTIVITY PURSUIT REFERS TO
2. LIFESTYLE & PERSONALITY
ANY ACTIVITY
3. AMOUNT OF PARTICIPATION
1.) OUTSIDE OF ADLS

4. INDIVIDUAL & GROUP
PREFERENCES

2.) WHICH A PERSON PURSUES

5. TYPE OF ACTIVITY
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A
PREFERENCES
SENSE OF WELL-BEING
INCLUDES ACTIVITIES WHICH

6. MEANING OF ACTIVITY
PURSUITS

AROVIDE BENEFITS IN THESE
AREAS:
SELF-ESTEEM
PLEASURE

LIFESTYLE &
ACTIVITY PURSUITS

COMFORT
HEALTH
EDUCATION
CREATIVITY
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Bisstlecone
CONSULTra
COewy

ACTIVITT OUTCOMES

FOCUS ON OUTCOMES
THE CENTER OF GOOD PROFESSIONALPRACTICE
'MrTCOMESAREBAGEDON
THEFOLLOWING:

AN ACTIVITIES PROGRAMSHOULD RESULT
IN THE FOLLOWINGTHERAPEUTIC

CONMPREHENSIVE
ASSESSMENT
INCLUDING
ATLEAST

OUTCOMES

NYSICAL.SOCIAL.
CLGNITIVEEMOTIONAL
FU'NONLNG
INTERETST
AILITES. CUSTOMARYROUTINE
COMPARISON
Or CURRENT
A PASTFESTORY
WITHREGARDTO
FUNCTIONING,
INTERESTS
ABILITIESA CUSTOMARY
ROLHILMES
CLEARIDENTICATIONO STRENWTNSW
ICHCOULD
LEADTO
NOSmvbeOLrCOMtS

SUPPORTIVEOUTCOMES
AS
EVIDENCEDBY RESIDENTPARTICIPATION
IN ACTIVITIES WHICH PROVIDE
STIMULATIONOR SOLACETO RESIDENTS

-CLEARIDE.ITCATIONOFVWEAKNESSES
WICCHCOULDLEADTO
NEGATIVE
OUTCOMES
UTHER
FACTORS
AFFECTLNGOUICOMES

MAINTENANCE/RESTORATIVE
OUTCOMES

LENGTHOFILLNESS

AS EVIDENCEDRT RESIDENT

LENGTIOFTME INFACILTY

PARTICIPATIONIN ACTIVITIES WHICH

PROGNOSIS

PROMOTEOR RESTOREPHTSICAL
COGNITIVE.SOCIAL &EMOTIONAL
HEALTH.

EMPOWERMENT
OUTCOMESTHAT
PROMOTEINCREASEDSELF-RESPECT
AS
EVIDENCEDBR RESIDENTPARTICIPATION
IN ACTIVITIES WHICHPROVIDE
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SELF-ESPRESSION.
PERSONALRESPONSIBILITT.&CHOICE.
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Activities for
Low-Functioning
Residents
Therapies reach out to senses, memories and emotions
by Anne Hegland

A

ctivity programs, tradlidonafly geared toward group
ities that reflect the needs of low-functioning residents.

With surveyors now focusing on resident outcomes, activity directors are
chalenged with providing stimuli to
dhebed-bound and documenting the
resul

Inu AppSOg
*I
.

s.'

Using techniques

such as touch, a smileorconversation,
the entire staff can stimulate a
resident's senses, memories and emotions, suggests Nancy DeBolt and
Mary Ellen Kastner in their book,
"I'm In Herel' Strategies for One-toOne Activities,' published by Lutheran Health Systems, Fargo, ND.
Using these simple approaches, success can be measured by the squeeze
of a hand, or by achievingeye contact,
the authors said. More importantly,
these activities can be incorporated
into the daily care routine and performed by the entire staff rather than
just those in the activities department,
noted DeBolt.
Formerly bingo, the Bible and birthday parties dominated the activities
calendar, DeBolt told Conundomry
Long-knms CGve.Over the last four
years, however, regulatory changes
(PaCS survey process and OBRA '87)
have forced activity directors to develop one-to-one activities for residents who cannot or will not partiapate in group activities, she noted.
An even greater challenge for activity directors. DeBolt said, is documenting outcomes that show residents have achieved their highest
practicable emotional, mental and
physical well-being as mandated
under federal law. effective Oct. I. Examples of how todocument theseoutcomes are provided in the book.
'You have to show that what's being

343
redone is meaningful and that soume
sponse is achieved,. DeBolt commented.
slo& Positive re_aeudiS
i
sulu can be achieved by developing
relationships with residenstsrather
than delivering perfunctory stimu,
she pointed OUL
'An activity becomes a one-tO-one
relationship. rather than 'Here I am;
I've got something. I'm going to se
how you respond, and then write it
down. You can't do things to people.
You must do it udi them.' said DeBolt, activity director at Goshen
County Memorial Nursing Home.
Torrington. WY
Using this premie DeBolt and
Kasner have redefined activities asan
'outward expression ofthe inner perton., The staff should determine how
they can establish relationships with
patients to bring them out of their
pain or withdrawn state. DeBolt said
Relationships are established
through techniques that stimulate
senses,which in turn provoke menlmo
ries and emotions, according to the
book.
For example. sensory stimulation
can begin by touching the resident's
hand, with a return squeeze signaling
a positive response and an attempt by

the person to reach out.
Building upon these small responses. the staff can work toward establishing a relationship. Once the
residents trust is secured, activities
that stimulate memories and emotions can be incorporated
While the use of touch in sensory
stimulation is fundamental, DeBolt
pointed out that most touch in the
nursing home is invasive. Therefore.
theapproach takenisimportant toob(Avtrsal onpage60)

pasg.aal-ilin
OnthisandthepnWsding
directonus, a to-ch. smileand cmna.
midsenl'Vss meofh
lion to slimuatte
and inssiu.

active listening. reassurance and con.
versation which will allow the ident
to expressemotions both verbaily and
through body language.
Although appealing to the sensn,
memory and emotions of residents
may result in very limited responses.
DeBolt stresses that these are successesnonethelessiand a foundation
from which to build relationships.
WuInq TOpthe To maintain the
continuity of a one-to-one activities
program, it is important that the activities staffand nursing staff work together. With the activities director asa
member of the comprehensive assessment team, her input in developing
the resident's plan ofcare can indude
approacheson how the entire staffcan
help meet the person's activities needs
andrequirements DeBolt explained.
She suggested scheduling a facilitywide insrvice to educate all staff on
to integrate these techniques into
how
caled reality orientation. Here, a res- present day and time.
nuns their daily routines.
Edkhg Ema_ Oftentimnes,
ident verbalizes that she is confused
Also, DeBolt encouraged activity di
and is visually upset by this. The staff ing home residents who are bedmember reassures the resident that bound or withdrawn become one-di- rectors - who are more accustomed
she understands more than she's will- mensional because they have no op. to group activities-to educate them
ing to give herself credit for, and re- portunities to vent their emnotions sdves on ways to incorporate activities
DeBolt and Kastoer's book recomn for the bed-bound and withdrawn
orients the resident to the tame date
SAL
and location. During this reorienta- mends one-to-one exercises such as residents
LOWFUNCTION
(eoanmsdfi PO 59)
taining a response.
Me a y Sitdafm One example of
a memory stimulation exercise is

ton. the staffperson isalsoasking the
resident uestions about her previous
home ad husband's name.
This exercise allows the resident to
relate something of herself to the

Formerly bingo, the Bible and birthdayparties
dominated the activities calendar,but over the
lastfouryears regulaary changes have forced
aciwity directorsto develop one-to-one
activitesfor residents who cannot or will
not participatein group activities
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Prepared by Ruth A. Morgan for presentation to the Kentucky Health Care
Associations training for Activity Directors September, 1990.
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INMDUVDALITY AND DIGNITY
A.

Looking At The Individual Resident
-

-

B.

IokJing A

-

-

-

-

Was the individual activity plan driven by resident
likes, dislikes and strengths as identified on the
comprehensive assessment?
Is the
individual activity
plan consistently
implemented?
Are changes made in
activity plans when the
resident fails to meet the goals?
Are changes made in the activity plan when the
initial goal is achieved?
Is the resident aware of the activity goal and is
this the resident's goal for him/herself?
Was consideration given to the risk factors and
unique needs of the resident?
Is the resident involved in activities that enhance
mobility skills or increases stamina?
Are the activities
engaged in
similar to the
activities that interest the resident?
Has the resident made friends in the facility?
How is information
about the resident given to
those who need it to ensure that resident fully
participates
in the activities he/she chooses to
participate in?
The program
Are there several
empowerment activities that
promote
increased
self-respect
by
providing
opportunities
for self-expression,
personal
responsibility and choice
(i.e. resident councils,
current event discussion groups)?
Are these several
maintenance activities that
provide a schedule of events that promote physical,
cognitive, social and emotional health?
Are there
supportive activities
that provide
stimulation or solace to residents who cannot
generally benefit
from maintenance or empowerment
activities
(i.e.
playing music
to
increase
alertness)?
Are residents generally satisfied with the times
activities are offered; the number of activities
offered and variety of activities offered?
Do the activities help residents make friend and
promote socialization?
Does the activity program have a recognizable
routine upon which staff and visitors can depend?
How are
activities
publicized?
Is
there an
activity calendar?
Is
the tine and place of
activities
indicated in
large enough print that
residents
can read it?
Are activities actually
held at the time and place indicated?
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-

-

C.

Are there adequate supplies for the activities
selected?
Do residents attend activities groomed in the
well, fitted clothing,
manner that they wish (i.e.
hair combed, beard shaved or trimmed) and that
enhances a resident's self-worth.
Are there activities offered that involve family
and others from the community?
Are there weekend activities?
Are the religious needs of residents met or is only
one religious perspective offered?
Is there a current list of residents on which
precautions are noted regarding any restrictions on
activities?
suggest
or
refuse activities
residents
Can
activities?
Do you use 'teachable moments during activities to
encourage residents to exercise their rights as
residents?

Looking At The Facilities
-

-

-

-

activities held free of
Are the areas where
accident hazards?
Are there several program areas where activities
patio,
porch,
there a balcony,
Is
are held?
courtyard or solarium where residents can sit and
enjoy fresh air either inside or outside?
primarily for
an inside area used
there
Is
activities?
Is the activity room illuminated suitably to the
independent
support
and to
performed
tasks
functioning?
adequately furnished to accommodate the
it
Is
specific activities offered by the facility and are
furnishings functionalto resident needs?
space to accommodate all
there sufficient
Is
Do
evident crowding)?
No
(i.e.
activities
residents using mobility aids have difficulty in
passage? Do they have equal access?

D. Looking ju Staff
what is the training of the person carrying out the
activity program?
that all
staff to ensure
adequate
there
Is
residents can participate to the fullest extent of
their ability?
there coordination with the nursing staff to
Is
ensure a team approach?
speak to
do staff members
During activities
resident in a respectful manner, listen to them
carefully and address them by the name of their
choice?
Does the physical contact and other staff residents
activities support resident
interaction during
independent functioning.
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dministrators, managers and staff in long-term care

£A cilies this fallwill be working with anew' dietary care'f6-

( 4 g

A~i-onAliation

concept Many provisions of the Omnibus Budget RecAct (OBRA) of 1987 take effect on Oct 1,
.'i M ng onportant changes in resident feeding procedures.
Inits snplestform, OBRAisabudgetbil with aquaiy-driven
philosophy The concept No quality, no government money
and the game isup infederally certified facilities
Conceptually clear but definitively vague, the specifics of
OBRA are currently couched in interpretive guidelines,
Food service activitiesare stillcovered underOBRAssdietary
Services language. But the nutritional care activities integrated
throughout the regulations and guidelines have, in effect.
added a page to dietary managers' job descriptions
Broad, conceptual terms like 'resident rights.' 'resident assessmenr and' highest functional abt reflect OBRAs goal
of attaining the' highest practicable quality of life' for residents
and the ' highest practicable quality of care' for facilities, But
what do these terms really mean, and hew willthe long-term

industry deal with them?
wP
r care
Theterm'functional ability' is one ofthe moreclearly defined
concepts with a direct bearing on dietary care. Residents must

R AE5'
^

| |

i wt

AN

now be able to achieve their highest practical level of eating.
For example, a person who tolerates whole buttered bread
should not receive it softened in ninlrIfhe or she chews, swallows and enjoys bread softened in miDi. need not be sent pu-

"

AP

D
UAdividual
The kitchen may now follow a policy that accommodates in.
OBR
abilities, regardless of standards ina diet manual
But the intepretive guidelines of OBRA extend well beyond
D

kitchen
LUTIO Ni ~~~~~~~~the

^
vSO
SO LU TIO N
M leetng

OBRA is
a
resident-intensive, resident-centered law. Stan-

dards are based on the wellbeing of each resident, and OBRA
surveys wil start and end with the resident
Insupport of that position, OBRAinsists that each resident be
t eated as an individual. not as a member of a group. Each
residents the reasoning goes, has his or her set of nutritional
requirements which may be distinctly different from the re

new quirements
of others inasimilar age. sex or activity group.
Thee needs should be accommodated, accordig to

dietary
ditr

rege

e

with the consent and participation ofeach resident.

OBRA.

The intent of the law is to recognize the needs. desires and

ven demands f the individual and the individual's family It's

up to the dietary team to negotiate a satisfactory menu agreement which meets residents` nutritional needs and satisfies

Do( their personal preferences.

'Negotiate is an operative word with OBRA. Suppose some
SALLY residents don't want to come to the dining room for breakfa
The dietary staff nowhas the obligation to negotiate. They may
WEERTS, offer the group acold breakfast intheir roonmsas an alternative
.. ft. toahot meal in the dining room Or they may suggest an altercorti.ied on papl90
.4

Co-fiY

PAC'-. LONG TEli CAPE SEEP
T EOE I

990
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costinued from page 44

ll

nate-day schedule between room meals
and the dining room
Creative solutions depend on a balance
between ightsofthereidentanidresponl'
sbliitiesoflthe factilyOBRAmeans
latitude. ingenerLforbothresidentsad

Surveyors want to
t
b o ssured tmh
Is
staff
facility's
dietary safbutitpresentschallenges in
e f resi nits'
menupling
The chalenge isobvious: H.,to meet asware of rs
conditions,
the highestpraicablequalityOfllftartget for residents who are unwlingorunab oeat eat right or et enough. How
doeadietarymanagerfindenoughtime
illll
to be creative. negotiate, and sigetthe
food prepa5ed? Fuially. how can
managers comply with the mandate
guidelines and spirit of OBRA without
goingcrszy?

EntertheWrstlawofdietaycaGet
out of the kitchen afd away from ths

nurse aide feeder have things to discuss
Ifa resident begins dozing at mealtime.
it's time for the dietary manager End con-

slantdieitiantoaskthedirectorofnurs-

itg abrut potential causes for the meal'
dmnaps. Going astep further ifthe resident is on a new medication that may
cause drowsiness, the dietary. nursing

andmedicalplyers formthe team

that1 roblems
ta

p

have been acted
upon and that the

highest prautkoable
as Is
f
quality1 of ave
q ai

being provided

Cre

v solutions

v1 sothototb
between rights of
the resident anod re-

depend on a balante

sponsibilities of the
faclity

with resadents.Go othe howth foad;s weight and eating poorly. ask her about i
indics. She may be depressed or she may have a
Look far signs of well being and
ndidia medication complication which affects
wrb
tioofosins of ents.
Fma*yMOnitDr6Dr1eItlMW _i~rde source
hcraptt-Try IDdewminme
prol
tions
of,
Falmornrsls.emnor
dttiete
The ticket out ofthe kitches and onto theheppueTy
ingprocessshouldinclude progress notes
tofoodser- of the problem.
noor isasystematic appesachs
Then. go fora solution. Generte a plan to document responses to planned ap
vicethatprovidesonemenutothehoue
This onemenu ogfers suffcentsvriety to of action which solvesthe problem The proaches. The documentation of
meet the 'individual" requirements of approach mayinclude dietary changes resideristcondiionswinbe asscrtical part
no- of the OBRA compliance process.
OBRA. but gives the dietary manager aloneor needother disciplines (e~g..
Surveyors will look for systematic and
freedom rienthe routines of daily meoucial. medial or nursing)tr beeffective.
between a resident's
Now, integrate. This isthe teamwork written agreemnhet
plannimg.
condition andplanof care.
solutionsto resident nusition observed
stage where
comtunicated to the care Surveyors want to be assured that a
A onemnenu system litesdiet orders to
ptlaters
Iisteam and included in the overall facility's staff is aware of individual
otrsdns
e
theddb
ingredients in hundreds of recipes or care plan.It's essential to function as aresidetnts' conditlons. that probtems asso'
acted
modilsnportionstoaconmonsteloywo.scaswie sesn andplnn car. dated with theconditonshave been
ffrstsagegsteusing upon andthat the 'highest practicable
dudietcdothertheratieuticdiets
al and dietary team players nteed totalk. quality of care'isbeing provide forthe
adjusts tow
system
And aoneqmenu
edible portion yield of recipes to ensure Whenanintakechecksowsdecreasesin residents And they'd like to seei written
thewdietary s ffand down in nuattion assessment, care planaccuracy when the cook piresto 'high' Wdb an fondeatmen
sind
ngand progress note forsnat
purd
arda
est quality'
Does this make OBRA some heavy'
Nutrientanalysisofaflmealsverifies tht
handed sword about to come crashing
dietary care meets OBRKs mdates,
down on the dining tables of LTC facili'
resident nutritin. fs
Secondly assess
des? No.With some estimates of mainutritablish each resident'n status based on di
don running as high as 50 in LTC faciliagnoses. weight changes, food intake.
ties. OBRA can only be viewed as ahelp.
medications and clinical signs/symp.
OBRAencouragesateamwork concept
(a
be
collected
should
data
This
tom.s
Itbrings new (and welcome) depth to the
in th chart
form is available) andsaved
meaningofdietarycare- nutritionalcare
whereaprogrss note alsoiswrkten.
to residents through food preparation and
Sit down
Next review the assessments_
delivery by dietary staffs. And i makes
with the consultant dietitian and identify
'highest practicable quality the standard
the nutritional corsiderasons of each reF
measurement of resident care. CLTC
ident
The neat step is problem solving. Tak
SmibA We", M4, RD.iJsfnxdrst.
with each resident abouthisor her prob"
miet of Didry Can Sotems, Inc..
lems or needs. If a resident is losing
Mankato.Mixsmo,
centinued a. page92
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GUIDELINES
for
Assessing the Quality of Drug Regimen
Review Long Term Care in Facilities

FORWARD

The quality of care provided to long term care residents
is an important concern of the public as well as of government, nursing home administrators and health care
professionals. As part of the health care team, consult-

ant pharmacists share the responsibility of providing
quality services and, by assuring the quality of their
drug regimen review activities, have a significant influence on residents' health outcomes and quality of life.

GOAL

The intent of this document is to identify objective and
measurable components of quality drug regimen review. Many of these objectives may be considered as
intermediate outcomes that are necessary steps in
achieving the overall goal of improved resident care
and health.
These guidelines have been designed as normative
standards, ie.they are the current standard of practice
and define a quality of care in the drug regimen review
process that all consultant pharmacists should provide
to the residents under their care. Additionally, these
guidelines may be used in a self-assessment evaluation,
with the results providing guidance in planning for
improvements.
In reviewing this document, the consultant pharmacist
should keep in mind that, just as drug regimen review
is only one of many services provided by consultant
pharmacists, these guidelines represent only one aspect
of an overall quality assurance program. Furthermore,
ASCP recognizes that many consultant pharmacist go
beyond these standards and provide care which in
many, if not all, regards would be considered optimal.
As normative guidelines, this document defines the
standard of care all consultant pharmacists should
provide, but is in no manner intended to discourage or
limit consultant pharmacists in their efforts to provide optimal care.
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
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Evaluating Medication
Orders

The consultant pharmacist determines whether the
resident's medication orders represent optimal therapy
for that individual.
A resident's medication order representsoptimal therapyfor
that individual when its use is based on an accurate diagnosis
for which drug therapy is the best method of treatment. Furthermore, the medication selected must represent the drug of
choice based on the health and characteristicsof the individual. Additionally, the drug must have been prescribed in the
formulation, dose,frequency, and duration best suited for the
individual. As part of drug regimen review, the consultant
pharmacistevaluates these aspects of the medication order and
verifies their documentation.
*Routine medication orders are supported by a
current written diagnosis or identified need and
relevant diagnostic data (CBC, total chemistry,
etc.).
*As needed (prn) medication orders include spedficwritten indications for use.
*Medication orders' indications for use are consistent with current medical literature.
*Therapeutic goals have been established in writing for all medication orders.
* Medications selected have a favorable benefit-torisk ratio. This includes consideration of medical
history, the significance of any past drug reaction,
and cost.
* Drug products, if generic, are accepted as
bioequivalent to the innovator's drug product by
the FDA publication "Approved Drug Products
with Theapeutic Equivalence Evaluations" with
(Orange Book).
* Medication orders that duplicate other medication
orders currently in the resident's regimen include
a written rationale for that duplication.

American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
e Copyright

1989 ASCP
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* The prescribed route of administration is
appropriate for the resident, considering
absorption, bioavailability, onset of action,
metabolism and excretion factors.
* The dosage form chosen is compatible with the
residents needs and/or abilities, including
consideration of texture (solids or liquid) and
taste.
* The prescribed dose is appropriate to the
resident's clinical status.
* The prescribed schedule of administration is
appropriate for the resident, including
consideration of side effects (such as sedation)
and of compatibilty with the residents diet
and other medications.
* The duration of drug therapy is indicated and
appropriate for the resident.

Monitoring Medication
Administration

The consultant pharmacist evaluates medication
administration to verify that the resident has received
his/her medications in conformance with prescriber's
orders and facility policies.
'As part of providingoptimal drug therapyto the resident, it
is necessary to assure that the correctmedication is given as
prescribed, in the correct amount, at the correct time, and to
the correct resident. Although not directly responsible for
administeringmedications, the consultant pharmacist
should monitor procedures, techniques, andpersonnel
responsiblefor thisfunction and intervene when necessary.
* Medications are administered at the frequencies and times indicated in the resident's chart.
* "Stop order" policies are observed.
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
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• Alteration of dosage forms have not impaired
the therapeutic response. For example, medications should not be crushed when this may
change bioavailability.
*The consultant pharmacist observes the drug
administration techniques of staff and/or
instructs supervisory staff in this process as
needed.
*Residents are evaluated for refusal or inability
to take medications.
*Administration of medications is documented
inciuding the frequency and reason for
administration of prn medications.
*Residents who self-administer medications
are counseled regarding the correct technique
of administration and routinely evaluated by
the pharmacist in the following areas:
therapeutic response, refill frequency, storage
conditions and medication information.

Evaluating Response to
Drug Therapy

The consultant pharmacist evaluates the resident's
response to drug therapy.
Evaluationand recommendationsfor adjustment of drug

therapy is the cornerstoneof the consultant pharmacist's
role in assuringthat each residentreceives optimal drug

therapy. The status of the resident'sdisease state, response
to medication, side effects, adverse drug reactions, and

interactionsareamong those aspects which should be

evaluated. Based on this evaluation, the consultant pharma-

cist then makes recommendations regardingadjustmentsin
the resident'sdrug therapy.
*The resident's response to drug treatment is
evaluated through the use of laboratory data,
physical assessment, medication administration
record and other objective and subjective information to determine if therapeutic goals have
been achieved.
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
C COppyrht 1989A'CP
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* Side effects, adverse reactions, and interactions
(drug-drug, drug-lab, drug-nutrient, and drugdisease) are evaluated; and modifications or
alternatives are considered.
* Based on the resident's therapeutic condition
and response to drug therapy, the resident's
drug regimen is evaluated for unnecessary
medications.
*The risk/benefit of each medication is reevaluated on an ongoing basis.
* Non-compliance is evaluated by the consultant pharmacist.
*Recommendations, including identification of
the concern, specific means to correct the situation, how and when improvements will be
measured are communicated to all appropriate personnel (prescriber, nursing staff, director of nursing, administration, medication administration personnel, resident).

Communicating
Observations and
Recommendations

The consultant pharmacist communicates observations and recommendations regarding residents'
drug therapy to those with authority and/or
responsibility to implement the recommendations
and verifies that there has been a response.
Followingevaluation of drug therapy, the consultant
pharmacist must make recommendations necessary for
improved resident care. Information should be communciated in a manner which promotes interactionwith
other heath care professionalsand is likely to elicit a
responsein a timely fashion. Furthermore, the
consultant pharmacist'sresponsibilitygoes beyond the
initial recommendationand includes follow-up to
determine that a responsehas been made.

American Sodety of Consultant Pharmadsts
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* A record of the consultant pharmacist's observations and recommendations is available in an
easily retrievable form.
*Comments and recommendations concerning
drug therapy are communicated in a timely
fashion. The timing of these recommendations
should be sufficient to enable a response prior
to the next drug regimen review.
*Observations and recommendations are presented in a format promoting dialogue and
interaction between all appropriate individuals.
* The consultant pharmacist follows up on his/
her recommendations to verify they have
been acted on.
* Recommendations to residents who are selfadministering medications are presented in a
straightforward and clear manner and include
written as well as oral information when appropriate.
*Recommendations regarding facility policies,
procedures, and/or methods of administration
of medications are made by the consultant
pharmacist when practices jeopardize the
provision of optimal care to residents.

Supportive
Environment

The long term care facility supports pharmacy
practices that promote quality care.
Effective drug regimen review is best achieved in a
supportive environment that recognizes the value of the

consultantpharmacist as part of the facility's health care
team while the long term care facility's administrativeand
medical staff have the greatest responsibilityfor creating
this environment, the consultantpharmacist shares

American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
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this responsibilityas well. Drug regimen review related
activities, such as participationin committees, projects, and
special studies, provide both an opportunity to foster
interprofessionalrelationshipsand a reflection of current
attitudesand cooperation.
* Organizational authority exists for and
support is given to the drug regimen review
process.
* The long term care facility uses the consultant
pharmacist as an active participant on the
pharmacy services committee.
* The long term care facility assures that the
consultant pharmacist is a participant in the
facilitiy's infection control process.
* The long term care facility uses the consultant
pharmacist in peer review of personnel affecting
drug therapy, for example, physicians,
nursing, and pharmacists.
* The long term care facility works with the
consultant pharmacist in establishing drug
utilization protocols for specific drug categories, such as antibiotics and investigational
drugs.
* The long term care facility supports the
consultant pharmacist's efforts in performing
regular drug utilization studies and medical
care evaluation studies.
*The long term care facility supports the consultant pharmacist's provision of in-service
education to all pertinent facility personnel
(nurses, aides, physicians, residents, and
familes).
* The long term care facility provides the consultant pharmacist with the opportunity to be
involved in responding to questions and
comments from licensing agencies and to participate in resident discharge consultation.
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
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* The long term care facility's policies and procedure for storage and inventory of medications subject to abuse are in accordance with
state and federal regulations pertaining to
those medications. Furthermore, those policies
and procedures are observed in daily practice.
* All medications are stored and handled in a
manner that maintains product quality, purity,
integrity, and security.
* The long term care facility supports the
consultant pharmacist's participation in the
evaluation of residents being considered for
self-administration of medications and in the
detection and prevention of medication errors.

American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
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Pharmacy
LONG TERM CARE PHARMACISTS
TO PLAY A MORE PROACTIVE ROLE
LauPWn
rTacke
The strmcmursof headdhcure delivery anid servim aK ch nging all
T
round us. Tlte role of the adsu-

tant pharmacist has drastically changed
sincethe passage
of Title XVIII andXIX
of the Socital
Security Act in 1965.With
the implementation
of OBRA on Octoher
1. 1990.hoot the nursinghomeindustty
andconsultant phamnacy
will faceeven
greater challenges. All of theseevents
leadup to a two-pronged
question:Who
is your consultant pharmacist andare
your phartacy services
valuable?
Assessing
the pharutaceutical
services
in your facility msts beginwith a review
of what servicesyour pharmacyis sapposedto provide andwhetherthoseservicesare eingprovided to your satisftction. One scenario would be to survey
your nursingstaff abouttheexpectations
andreality of pharmacy services;input
from physicians and interdisciplinary
teammembers
could be helpfhd.
Available Year-Round
Your pharmacy should be supplying
the facility with a drug distribution systemth at
fi the needsof thefacility, at
onethat fits the needsof dtepharmacy.
This systemmust be tightly controlled
andaccountfor all dosesnd arestments
given to eachpatient.Medications
should
be orderedin a simplennuoer anddeliveredon a timely basis.Your phramacist
andpharmacymustbe available24 hobrs
a day.365daysof theyer.
This maysoundsimple aoachieve,
but
in madity.i is noteasily accotnpishsd. h
is your pharmacist. not necessarily the
pharmacy, who can make or breatkany
serviceagreement.As anascillaty proLaret Tackl. RPh. is firector of cnsaling services
far Specialized
PharFl
cy Servires.1c., in vrona.Michigan.

"With die evetdtangingrguations
in the long
tenr

care indusry,

yourfacifily's

diets, disease states,and/or diagnostic
Idstnitory ret
In addition to the above-mentioned
responsibilities, long termcare pharmacists provide inserviceprogrumsto nursing staff and physicians: cost-benefit
reviews in resn of decreasing
the number of prescriptions per patient and/or
decreasing the amount of nursing time
spenton medication administration: and
revisions of pharmacypolicies andproceduresmanuals(updating to comply with
stateandfederalregulations).

pharmacy must be

Epanded Role
The new Medicare and Medicaid
Requirements
for Long TermCareFacilities futher expandsthe role of the long
term care pharmacist. In addition to the
current responsibilities, your pharmacist
will now be shouldering the monitoring
vide, he or she needsto be adaptable
to
change.With ever-changing regtlations
of dte useof araipsychaoic
drugsrecomein the long rermcareindustry your facilimending drugholidays or dosereduactions
ty's pharmacy mustbe up-to-date. Does for those residentsusing antipsychotic
your phamacy keepyou abreastof the medications. He or she will seeto is that
changesin federal andstateregulations
no resident receives an "unnecessary
on an ongoing basis.or we you theow
drug" andthat thereare proper distribution systemsfor any residentswho wish
informing your pharmacist?
to self-adminster their medications. In
la Lkt o Responsblities
addition. your phannacist
will assess
the
Long term care pharmacists have
drug distribution systemof thefacility to
be
sure
that
numerous responsibilities, including
the facility remainsfree of
monircing tte facDlitys drtg-adminisrasignificam medication ensrs.
tion systemand assessing
naming staff
In evaluating current pharmacy and
performance in dte delivery of phrmapharmacist services. the administrator,
cetical services.They also mustevaluate director of nurses,andmedicaldirector
the facility's compliance with federaltnd
mustbe awareof what the pharmacist
is
statelaws and regulations regardingde
doing. Both
die pharmacy
andphantacist
acquisition, disposition, handling. and must be an integral partof any facility.
storageof medications
Your pharmacist's knowledge andinput
Phannacists ae held accountable for
canmakeor breakyour survey
ensuring the correct transcription of
As regulations in the long term care
industry evolve, pharmacy will play a
physician orders to the medication
more proactive role. Your pharmacbt
administration record, They conduct
monthly drug regimen reviews which
must have the insighst
to teamfrom the
include checking for drug interactions
past.be ableto ac decisively today.and
with other prescribed drusgs.allergies.
beprep dto plan for the rruser a

up-tc6date.

i

nidn. Fatn
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MovingAhead with the Challenge:

Making Sense
of OBRA
7Tom

Moyer

he Omnibus BudgesReconcilia.
tion Act of 1987(OBRAI is good
nursing homes just s it is
good for the staes the federl governmem.andthe reidens It is good for a
number of reasons. and the fact that
implementing it will not beeasyor quick
doesnot deoct fromits ral value.
It isoften arguedthat eglutins. however detailed, do not compelgoodnurs.
ing homecua thatonly a caring staff. a
strong knowledge base,and the will to
succeed can produce that result. In its
most fundamental sense. thai is true.
I
Really antingto do diejob is essential.
alsobelieve. though. that it is a wholesomething for the ruls thatgovernthe
job to rele as closely as possibleto the
for thepeotask athand.It is wholsomne
ple involved in the jobtothink seriously
aboutwhat they are doing from time to
time, to reevaluate their jobi andtheir
goals.andto view things afrsh- Nursing
homerefrmi is thecatalystthatmakesit
possibleto achievedteseresult.

Tfor

oComais
Lagbslatire Exprlsie,
Though enacted almost oversight in
197. nursing hone refot is not a new
ses of idea. It is the legislative e Nprtht hasbeenbuilding
sionof aconsenaus
all thaougbthe 1970sand1980 thathad
in zte mnung homereform
its expression
effors of the late 1970sand the early
1980s that appearedmore fully developed in tbe Institute of Medicine's
g the Quality of Carmin
Refti aI
NWnWSHama. anddim app I in dte
of Health aid Human SetDeparnosent
atesloponedouruing hone refort reg
ularm in Il 19t7.
die fanis no realdispue about
Theme
14 Pa.t

NIwh 1990

damental objectives of nursing home
dhemhavebeenmyrtreform evendhough
aboutthedeails of the
ad disagreements
legislation andthe regulations that have
been drafted to unplement iL The most
fundanenit objections so nurning home
reform hbve hnle aodo with its principles.
They are related mom to apprehension
and - relucnce ab on established
requireimens ad lo establish a new way
of describing whm ou be donef mesauing wh habebon done, andof paying
for who has bmn dra In many rspet
it is the cognitve dissonance thatai
fiom this ricimee tdhais the maor beningm
home refran
efitad
pron who know show
The tyi
nursing homecan may weUsay tha a
good facility is as easy n W as a sunrise. but it does m require very many
mnumeof discussn macon minmates

for care-the kinds of statements that
nowappearin our quality of carereq.uire
mens-to discover that thesepeopledo
no agreeon what makesthe sun come
up. A group of individuals. all with the
sameend in mind, cannot discuss an
issue,like the use of restriint. without
disagreeing among themselves over
means.The lengthy public discussions
over the sin andbolatof nursinghome
reform hbve given us all - providers.
egulars. advocam resident aid their
families - a chance to reconsider our
what kinds of results we want
idea about
nursing homes to produce. how they
a hatprice.
should prodice them.WAd

_au
_
R leeloC
sysern
CoGuianm on dieenfi
over
we hae bran uyi for -ilrsing booms
datpeJ tnty yemn will mul hesitate to
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dtat doesnot prsaydo it is a process
duce consistent results. Also. the curnot
enforcenmentsystem makes it difficult to
focas on the scope and severity of problinms. especially those problems tha may
not be what amenow known as condition
level deficiencies. Despis almost uaversal
agreement on this. however. we have
encountered great difficulty in achieving
change and have only painfull' torked
ioward a consensusamong rtepreentasses
of providers. .tocates. and slates. Why?
A good share of the problem is u fundamental resisatnceto the no-. an unwiling.
ness to niskthe potenrtil consequenco of a
new system when one at teaseunderstands
Uhestrengiss and flaws of the old system. I
am convinced that the effon the Health
Care Financing Administrotion is making
to develop a now enforcement process.
with its all-inportan survey methodology
and sanctions package.will benefit nursing
homes as well as their residents. Again. the
measonis that our efforta ae forcing all of
us sofocus our amentionon what a importam in nursing home cate.
Reexmnine Product and Prle
Finally. observersof the continuous yet
healthy debate over Medicaid payment zvels for nusing home cme will readily concede that the longstanding nuaing home
coverage and participation requirements
have long since sopped being a mapr consideration for efther the Stasesor providers
in to setting The annual debate hasmost
often bdn over the etreremi which a state
may increase lor decrease)a rae to rielect
inflation. The Medicaid payment debate
rages over many issues of course. but the
product has been the samn for so long duo
the emphasis has been primarily on the
price. The nursing home reform law
requires each stae to exarmie its nursing
home rates and delermine what adjustments may be needed to pay for the
mprovermnis required by that law. The
law alsocoInauts provisions regarding sate
disclosure of rhe da&taid assumptionsthat
undertie the paymentchanges.
This provision is good for the sitats
and for nursing hoenes because it creat
a conteut in which they can reexomine
non just the price as compared with last
year's price but the price as a reflection of
the nei product which will result from
nursing home reform. We have all heard
the fearn of vaious parties ta the payments may be too Iage or too small. but
there is no avoiding the task and it is a
fundamentally healthy activity for states
and nursing homes to re-examne both
seproduct and the price.
EAdtf
Re

i EmprWeMt1

The one consuisenttheme I have identi-

fied in the Lst few yean of west on n ing homes is disagreement among the
parties. Not. I believe, fundamental disagreements on the ends that should be
achieved. but disagreements on the
meran by which they should be achieved.
The disputes I have encounrered have to
do with ssuesas various as the nature of
institutional life. the methods by which
quality of care and quality of life can be
measured. and the threshold level of ser'ices appropriate to a nursing home environment. Netiher these issues, nor the
host of other issues I have nol mentioned
here. mte easy ones, I am under no illusion that the end of this process wIll be
the happy agreemeni of all parties to the
result. I do believe. however, that the end
result of this process will be a lasting
improvement over the system we have
known for the past 20 years. it will be an
improvement because all of usproviders. advocates. and residents.
-have taken a new look at what it is we
ae doing. and why we are doing it and
we are making a new comnmitmentto iucceeding in our efforrs.
M

refoG
Lawreaaereseach
state to examine itS meaning home rates and determine what adjustnets
moaybe needed to pay for

the improvemebnf
required by that law."

I

Thomas Hoyer

I

Ricad Io

F

_ nmudse
perspecove
of a provider c
services,quality isnoanocessaril)
. . somerhing
thatcan be boughtand
paidfor in Useradits xn. Qualisy.in
regard to nursing home-services. is as
much a feeling abouthowone is being
caredfor as it is relatedsoUhetechnical
andprofessional
expers of Useonrasen
Likewise, it is re thadspendin addian
tionalsuomof moneywill notguaatmee
increased
levelof quality of andby itself.
It isalsomantha sunply fomnulating
regulations andenforcing or attempting to
enforcedrem on an industry suchasUs
nursinghomeindusorywid namnecessarily
enhnce quality o a measunbledegtee.
It
mayenhance'quality- a Uselowerendof
Usespectrum.but it will have minimalif
anyeffectashe highendofd e scale.
Our industry is essentially a people
taking care of people industry. Considering Uhemyriad of personalities of our
residents and staff. obtaining a correct
and harmonious balance is definitely
going to be oneof Uhe
many greatchatlengesof Uhe90'sandbeyond.
Ceall
ard Cnrse
Aswe maw 1990.Uhe
OmsiboaBudget
Reociliation Act of 197 (OBRA) Ioor
as both a challengeanda curse.Sever.
iteos within haupieceof legisiation will
necessirue
exproive changesn rheoU nion of ournations WM
gm cse facilities.
In this area, the one issue that has
received the mostrecognition is nurse
assistanttraining and inservicing. From
Uhe
sonmewhat
limited exposureI havehad
to Us OBRA costing studies that hase
beendonein severalstates,it is clearthat
nurseassisn t rasiningwill havea profound impact on the cost of operating
facilities. WhileUseimplementation
negulatio soonsobe released
mayte a small
degreelessenUhe
onerouscostsassociated
with dus issue.it will surelycosta large
number of dollars to. in effect. createa
newgroupof -cemnifed"
nurseassistants.
Cost Not Limited to TrDidsusgTe1tlg
It is important to understandthatthe
costassociated
with this item is notlimitnil soUe costof urainng
and resting.
This
process
will undoubtedly
leadto a shrinking of Ue work force andwill nevitably
rnsultin higher wagesfor currontat vell
as hiumenune assiants. TherewIll be a
"ripple" effect throughout e wagesmaclure of facilities. which must
recognizedby he governmen payors
as not o pace anotherfinancial sresson
Us industry. This recognition must be
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both ierinedie and conples: in is paymentof thee coU. Currmntlymany nornburtserieni mechanimn reimburse costs
o op to 30 mondts or
eAwidt ala; mne
Thu
not acceptableand cannot
a olerad by dteindustry in regarduo
costs associatd wth mnueasiastanttnionin as well asoder OBRA-rnlatedcoss.
Another orm of OBRA whh in realiry. my wind up comtig mmn dth nurse
assituot (minng is th atea of resident
assessmentWhile 1 is hardto assessh
full cos of dihspeslsion at tIhi tm due
hlae not
to the foot dw faual negulattons
been sued, a is at th san tnae unpor.
tanmto recognize that this chtage wIll
potenually caus dronattc changesto be
accompltshed -ithtt a facility's mierral
opentttg Itetms.Thesechangeswil be
asocilaed with dte new forma. tineu.
btos andotber requrumenrtsof this atna
Once again full and current recognition
of thecosusasociaed withthis tent atea
prererqistte for factltties being able to
perural qualtry care aodiew residents.
The list of indivtdual requirements
which wil causefinancial soU on our
nattnss nutrung home industry caild be
detailed for pagesupon pages Howevr.
die iSse that ts of pananaumtinpoatance
betitd the changes die ned for ciesmm
and full recogntiton of the additional
.,-%o
4Whether 1 is he cosu assocaed
idhchngung
from the present SNFICF
acihy desgnason to NIF ntirrig facdi.
ly I designatin or the natautscomatnatnu
of the new fed
reqral ientu for par.
tcipation. die payment mechanuim muat
adequately uOs dtecost of opeora
of our nuaons fiedites.
Many dates hone been issued as the
implementan datesfor va coponenu of theme fIeces
of legultation Prob
ably the most important date a Apetl 1.
1990. when the Medicatd State Plan
Amendments regarding coverage of
OBRA costs must be submitted to the
Health Care Financing Admtotstration
HCMA. It s rtperive that tbhewSuue
Plan Amendments receive more than a
cursory reutew by HCFA in order to
appeOprIAelyassure at adequate.cimbursementfor ihew coatohas beenpro.
ided for tn the vanous stute Medicaid
plt. As penoudly srtat this recogetuoa andpaymen for cosat matebe both
full and timely in order to allow our
nations long term care facilities to be
able to comply w.th the pronistoos of
thes glattuons and at the same time
peonde quality cemn to dthnrrsidee, lIi.
Iug inoMrfaitts.

frwc ac
f
Two other issues which I bolenetre
of great impoflance in this area.
although not specifically related to
OBRA or dat new mgoulatotls.ae both
the applicability of the Boien Amendment to state Medictld plans and the
issue of spoUsalimpoverishment.
It has long beon held that the Boren
Amendment and its component whisch
madattes that retmbursement systems
mast recognize the coats of efficiently
andeconomicadly opeted (EEO) factd.
ties. must contuimnto have applicattntto
the Medicatd mnlueaserintprngrwmsof
the vwtiuaisstaves.Thesemust be a meval.
auionof many stats defunuionof EEO.
which too often surotnds tiaei
tuch
a
paying dte costsof only 50 ptuenu of ie
states facilities. Thtt type of arbitrury
guidelte tsaunrealitic consideing dhe
difference bheteenthe patientmix at vartous facilities within a stme or mriom.
iust as local andregional trxim authorttes use equalized alue a a medhodfor
assunnigequity at regard to IOcal txa.
tion. any payment formula must to the
furor include a mechantsmrfor nalisucally assessingand taking into account
diffetent pawntitmws so
a no adeq
.
ly inflect the coas of providingca. A
siple arebsrary 0th percentle gSudeloe
useden a staewtdebasisu both untrtlisu
tic and hoedert a uncontctoaable
under
the curnent sittuaon. As a pnopneut of
case mix sysanms
for many years. I feel
tht an adequely funded casemx Systan is die only accuate and ealistic system of Medicaid reenbonement for the
fuunre. It is also important to tootsthat
ny Medicaid plan should include both

______________________
*Wuhoou app~orniat

fatnitg, OBRA WM

e

omprm en tionedabWe. The componenu of adequate fuading and a nue
te
aide
nd l ditueL
care mnt systeman
Too many peoplebeltee that a cane mit
systrm encompassesboth classification
and hfuditg. This a far fiamedie mith The
ie of Wisconsonhashad manydiscus.
ions over this issue in die antcouple of
metS.
A ntsultof that dicussion is ecog.
mtitn of thefactthat changinga clit.,ficaion svystm ithout changingthe funding
mehicronly srves to redistubute oome
wdd saymoreeqiutablyl thedollats that
ambeingpatd for care. OIWilldo lire to
uausfy
a statwtdeundeifundatgproirn.m
Spousal
erttt
The atra of spotual npovenhment is
another are of recent regulatory efforts
thatundobtedlywill be an affecton our
industy The rtising of tmits on oselts
andincomewill havethe effect of uctreasu
tg de numberof Medicaid ntsidesusfor
thoe stateswhich winebelow thes limits
prior to enactment of new regulations.
Somesay that this wil hove a drarunaic
onptw on our ntuon s facditis. Howver.
if utplemsentatnon
of thes sew limitsnis
accompaniedby an overall enhancement
of me divesuent regulieto. ms
e beaom
loe affect on the indtusry could be posttie. One of te commi issuesmst affect.
tg the industy a the ana of divesntow.
As long as uste progran undetfund the
industy. ia and wfD contiue to be nec.
essaryw supplenrettOmnue throughpnnotepay esidentu ofdte fardity.
Soi= th; saueceof mvntsuea comnng
under iecteased scruiny and prnsure.
is impeiuve that throughout the impie.
mtentaion of tdew new, and ay future.
regulaious that diere be a full and -medirte incogniton of a facility's opeistiog
cosatif quality ca iteuh be provid.
In conclusion.ton. I would mneuatethe
ideathat whuil contand bundingate notdie
only issueswhin OBRA. they at clearly
of great _mportance
anddmaust
bedealt wih
o a mesponsible
and comelymouser Without appeopreate
banding.OBRA wil caus
problenmthat could, at far. meduceruder
than -mipove the quality of our ntEon's
longteemcm sysutm.
O
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tonover a*vetdn *htafto. rhx
OmnibusBudgetRecocltlitoim
Act of 1997 OBRAI hboConsistently
tentde vhr OMeti of dtscsoinn
a newlyevay gadth g of ote'li Itata
contsrneirndWoCsWA MehiF
p"O"njmr.
catd officialsAs Richtrd Rau potaed om
in his tile cott5andtg tre nottde
ontlyoit involvedin tos cornpqlexins
tion although they freqruentlyform the
foundition upon which orher topics an
built. Without approprttam
necessarily
fundi4 OBRAmaybenotonly ahoblle
nioghtoms.
a erittable
bht indeed
dreanm
Butnote petocuilly TomHoyerhcort
ante
thu OBRAco Ind shouldproide
n Opportnty foral vindia invsdvW
in the long atm cm indsotry to take a
fresh look at notonly payment meehlt
nisms but alm the enttre methodology
dhough whih mecandteCtmo _usinm
He indicates t a mrevauttn Ofthe
modigya n wholect no willoccur a
the pVtotO Of
W- seek a implement
OBRA. More signiticattly. he idicates,
dht. in hieoptintn dte teevluwx Wll
be a healthy exercise for all concemeod.
Sn winevintlly esultin a tger sad
re s hcontermcaresystan
e tere
with 4_c
A
Genrwal
Interettongly. the major consumer
be h general
advocay goupa wu
wIit thee concopto.Batrata
agoreement
Frank states thnt some long term care
facilities haoeallowedbasically unacceptablesitoniins a herome omautoed
and thwono longer particularly noticethis is
able. To at least some degree.
probably Wum.It is indeedvery eoy to
become tccostomad a letothen perfect
Thus the wouldprestmably
conditions.
aln agreethatMr.Hoyerasuggeostdne"aluautn of all ofur undedlytn "log
termcae assumptions could yield penductiveresults.not only uscam delivery
butalso anpayost1t methWdlogy.

However. consutrier representatires
And others most also remember that a
long term cam facitlity nevreropertes tn
aeome srveynel.
a vciuum. i ddition to
facilities am constantly subject to otside scrutiny by family members.
ombudsmen. and consumer advocate
groups. Thso. while shorktterm preblems
may indeed ante. they nomtally cannot
persist withoult ppopriate corrective
actions being taken, either volunutmly or
involuntarly. Under O8RA. this cntt.
ny will undoubtedly become more
severe Nd onerous lor nore effectively
designed to peotect lontg cm cu rest.
dents. depending upon your point of
riewl. Our facilities wan to mt these
incroased demands as best they can.
However, realistic funding levels will
necessarily be a mator factor in determining whether or not e ar able to
effectively do ao.
tdhe be
Thme cat hoetib qaet dan
of staff in many long trm care facdimes s
not a partitularly happy one Staffing
slliag caned by tde unwaalabilhyor
atot
qualified Rt,. LPNs. td numee
directly trlu.
as wmelas staffing srnt
lfnding combine ta pro
ed to htednqte
ama facoers within dhe
t
_
dOm Omnndsat
working environmenlt fr many of our
employees. These factors necessattly
retinct dhe quality Of tde pIeIt which
we seek to deliver. Paynient rate stnc.
timsdepnbbe si nae.
ntm ddnh l
lolusion a be deve.
manry for my viabk
mtg Inoney
oped Hower mserely tl
a a pobnekn wil nortsve dn pnblem.
Payment systems must be designed to
pemvide cnsves Ihch accurgely target
die probeklms be solved, Thss in some
states, one of ihe great challenges of
OBRA -wIl be a unprove Wpmnpayment
systems which fall short of inducing
detired otmear. In other sma. h ren.
. where tonsuvate aNd effective paymnent methoedologi e alemdy in pLac*
the outon does indeed boil down w C
sowgln-forwand muae fdlligs.
Partsds Maw ELoe'
envioMInIn order a actually cre wt
went which will be cooducive to
ietpned resident ca re is necessary for
the provider community to work with
consumer advocatus a well at ovesncies and legislsers. PICtIctJ
mental
liy at the state level. cotitoncs muet be

built to ensore ta the provisions of
in a tnnely tad
OBRA ae inled
ordenly ftzhon. nd tadn payienn atructam will be iprtived to accommodate
A you cat clesly see
the .n in Mr. Hoyers Atoicle rthe Health Cae
Financing Administration has taken a
rnesposible and reasonable approach to
mhefunding of OBRA coats by working
wih both ptmvidles and consumers in
order a develop egulations which wIl
uotpve de Mdiatd Stan
tigtficy
Plan riew procmc.
Regadless of how od the stae plan
review pinaesi may becomse. however, it
will be of little aie unless proiden
corpe with ater sane associatcui to
develop accursa and defensible OBRA
once dhoe Minuaes an
coat snim
developed, a one dtre-way pannership
man evolve tomg ponaer mnan
and ovetnmentat officials at ihe stae
any
real
levd d OBRA e inad ao hove
Brbr F1ee's conmems newa
_
t"e a eniagi thn th new re, aiorn
r ePeTtasdo nt nnrd*y taown -rmf
mn- as peacisely on argel-OBRA can
Mstr nuc mire t ncimog
snd tld
pronedme which may comply with the

heerodthenewlaw15 giantras spun.
It hould tbecleac by now det. while
may loek a OBRLAto
each -mg gp
as own specific needs,a common
meet
dread wean be found a lash ad of these

develapntg
_a agedw Ralag salnd

on dewd ingst a mynatdof
dan c
politcally tnd econouically diese potmien mnayin d proe a be die gpeatest
chll 1e presentedby OBRA

a- THEMAu
Thes
Meyeris do HeMlthCin
Fmutaer.1 Adessuroon Dit ofd
d Diisin ofProer So,.
vitro Coirtgr Po/litt i Balii
mnort.,tatvad

Richeed AM is the A&hWuicaote,
of MAequon Care Como, in
Mehqon. Wisconsiin/ Hf also
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Ca-e Aseoriadors Paymnenfor
Srres Cosr.
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LarA Fran
BRA elvams to public policy fae
principle that each penotn who
lives in a nuning home should
ive cre and services to -' in or
ntuin the higlmst pessble physical.
menal and psychtoocil well-berig. In
veling Ihli new standard. OBRA supplts thebest efforts of vey mow and
uinniscraror. sail morterand aide who
has p hean a so-ul ino quality cut
over for years.
Consumer edveates know that the
uondtof OBRA will be fully reiaized
only with: 11) a public commitment to
provide theresourmce
necessary o suppoM Natu andcomnpevlouvecam for
isintghasme eidentsand 2) a private
commitment by nursing home owner
and adminisrators to large reosurces
-vaale alosuppotqualitycare.
OBRAcan becoanea r ying potN to
support increased public resources as
long W consumerscan MM char
new dolIlS will be used aoprovide bener cam.
Fec-5n ReiddentNeada
OBRA provides an opportunity to
center the deboceabout resourcesdirectly on good care practices andthe needs
of residents. Focusing on residents'
needs n the new possibilitins for beher
care under OBRA places the choices
rely andforcefully before stae leg
guts anCongress.
Most of OBRA. and fe February 2.
1989 LOng Term Care Facility Requiremerts. are designed to support fundamental change in cm expectatsoenand
practiceswith
.w coolssuch as muididisciplinary resident assessment and
cam planning. new menasures
for quality
of lirfe
residens' nrght. andmang
for nurse assistants.
There new mrequnmemr,help build tie
cas for mtia resnaoresThe new reside
assessomeN
procevsprovidn a format as
describethecomplicaredneedspeoplelvcog in nursing homes have, and ihe
amanunof effon requred aornpoed folly
aothem For eimple. as numing homes
discover new ways aosuppoonmom herdem for peoplewho micewere resarumd.
we find graphic e-mples of the differceo careful tssosmem and coordinuied
care deliverycan make an
someone'slie
We in Ieimng about the cosnsad
benefits of improved cm. We cannot
accp new reomhueneinent
systemsbhsed
on current practices in nursing homes
which are not cheap. cost effective, or
rnodfor residents.Whai does cm costin
long nin whenpeople hecometotally
,endent after being restracned? As

healih professionalsa remtuing chat 90
percenrnf reltions ae nit necessaryor
beneficial, suddenly we see with a new
eye what care is possible. What els do
we accep?Th*? Odor?Boredom?Staff
turnover Dissanisfactionwith the fond?
Loneliness? We know many nursing
homes hve overcome thes conditions
andfound a coseffective rn do s. It is
not in anyone's best interest to accept
thes saiarons anunchangeable.
Providers who re-evaluate cheir cm
prectices and discover new possibilities
for residents can provide the necessary
docutentatin about
ny increasedcosts.
Good core is good business.Good nursing horte manrgen know how well dheir
stoff respondmoa good working envnoromrnem
and duf improvrmenrsin cm practices will likely reducetunovoer. It mons
more to work a job as nurse asststant
when you've received raning. It's rore
rewarding ao work in an anmosphereof
restorative nursing where you see
progressbecauseof your efforts.

Provide Cen

_mrs
Eaeatll
We are heanened by progressive
providers all over dhecountry who hve
chieved thesechanges nd whrowework
was used to develop OBRA. The
provider contributon in shaping OBRA
was invaluable: provider coimimient as
insful imiplemenratoois essertaul.
Sadly. the voice of the cfring professional committed to the struggle to
improve services to residents is not
Slways dhe vocal voice in the provider
community. I is reoublesnmeto advocar t o hew OBR's corn politicized by
ndusury repevenvs who, on the one
hand, maintain that providen already
moatde OHA requirenents. nd on doe
other hand. argue that OBRA will cost
billrnes of della
This argtnent reducesOBRA provi*iins-such as calling tinidy members
-ten atteni a change at condiron-to
ronteexerises occurring in a vacuum.
Advocates see such pront
s as vehicIes aneopru'e re. Of courte saff hors
efit whendtey have goodconmnct
wilh the
famnly If OBRA simply become a new
seriesof toe armsfor the accounrns or
role paper ecereises for nursing home
managementthen everyone of us lon.

pronden mmn

n

ocdla5

homemitanbist-

metmo d on reanire*k'
nein Oa
for

who winl tub

yset hoes to

meet f

C tener "

BarkanFrank

OBRA provisionslike resident assessmen musl be valued for the cornibutlm
they make aoa facdity'sabiliy to povrde
cre rather than being crrticuaedas an
addiionl paperwek birden. We will not
gasmom public dollsr o fias mt forms.
We may gt more public dollars when
hosehams Wa d]e
foory of srmenfe who
learnedto walk ain or receted enoih
saff s
asb mlclo
toe
t
resrunts.
As we discuss reembufotlent changes
as sapper OBRA. we -di advlocaethat
dwy come hand in hatd with changesin
cm practice. When we face proposals
such as wage pass4droughsor case mao
meinnuroenmtraadvocas will be somig at
appt d more rmm
ourcnefor saff. But we
will questiondispathes in staffing from
mt mu hsgtoeas aolber aid why tie
public sSald supporespendingpMrione
fiat do notsu
good cre. And we wil
qutrmondiaamtion so accessmidvicesnbt d on s cofprymes.
d
Addrnesut tt
issuensdl
be essenoaf aso
mm"n peDdac
supper for screrand
funding hecuasethe public knows that
wtile more uantyit inporem. it i ma
the only factor affecting cm in nursing
homes. The public is fully auroe tcha
mainagemendecsoitonaffect the quality
of nursing home cm no manr what a
sutoes reimbuesemeo rate. The public
needsao be able oust tda meoting mudents' needs will be the brenomlion for
musingtome ownm ad managers.
It is asupezntq ve for nutmeSghome
reform dvocis as bhaeMo posao or
mistru a ia
an for nurminghouseopers
torn aoarus solelyca drey W nr3pult
_mrgt.
Whik neither can discord fhea
concens. both adocaes and peovden
must discuss nuring home reonleuse
eras bhsedon resideors'needsadilea
it will take for nursing homesto one
twhe nee
Let ucrbuild our discsion of niasaig
home cost by supporting the charges
required by OBRA. ratherdthn opig
them, becausethe changesmeanbnet
cm. a bener working envrom o. ur
better service to the public. If a good
ansessmraw
proces cm nore roneya5
o crrently valable,bean
uilk aboatft
value of foeassenati. Loat at am
reimures need as
t
se
mom andbw
quaf
radnl. arcedlmors acmilut
dtors.
irao mid ades.Leta cab
aota tie cntrib n Dqualy cm. an
ofm
hemaltcan provdmer-il oke
La andire ath D avadatwe s
-rn
urpwenmei Ocare.
We mil rly be successhflo Plant'
politic sur for more
m nas d
dios resrnorcn mdl n W si
fla"
niw
mens for leusidens,
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Policy Perspective
-

REIMBURSEMENT WILL ENSURE
OBRA'S FOCUS ON CARE OUTCOMES
Lori Coua

T

he Omnibus BudgetReconciliation Act of 1987(OBRA) ended a
.decade of legislation andregulation designedtochangethe"scanlous"
thatwerefound in somenursing
practices
Nor sincethe
dunng the seventies.
homes
enactment of Medicare and Medicaid
programs in the mid sixties has there
changein the
beensucha comprehensive
federalnursing homerequirements for
participation. However, the question
remains:will OBRA provide the same
magnitudeof changethat was brought
of Medicareand
aboutby the enactment
Medicaid. which not only fulfilled the
needfor comprehensive standards for
healthcaredelivery in nursinghomes,but
alsoprovideda muchneededinfusion of
dollarsfei thedelivery of thatcare?
Clarification Needed
The new nursing home reform law
containsa greatdealof detail with regard
for participation in
to the requirements
the
theMedicareandMedicaid programs,
survey andcertification process, and
enforcement sanctions. Een with this
detail,more clarification andinterpretaso that providers.surveytion is needed
can havea common
on andconsumers
understanding of what the provisions
meanand how they are to be put into
practice.It is clearthatthe quality of the
resident'slife andcamare importantand
thatan integralpartof the quality is their
right to be autonomousandhavetheir
within
individual needsaccommodated
thenursinghome'shealthcare delivery
system.
Another major theme embodied in
away
OBRA is thecontinuedmovement

JD is director regulatory
LosiCosta.RN.
programsfoe the CaliforasoAusocivatin
oqHfralth Facilities.

compliance evalufrom theprocess/paper
ation to a care outcome focus.Both the
regulations andthe surveyor guidelines
define theseoutcomes in terms of an
pnaCtiv rehabilitation goal
aggrTssive.
designedto help theresidentreachhis or
her optimum levl of function. The earlsicr Medicare andMedicaid standardsof
prevention andmaintenance havebeen
by this 'cando- concept.
replaced
All of theseaspectsof nursing home
reform are laudable. but the question
or will they
remains.aretheyachievable,
continueio widenthe gapthatnow exists
betweencurrent standardsfor care and
in thenursing home?
resources
Espeetation and Reality
Of concernfor the nursing homeare
andcapabilities of the labor
the shortages
pool. the inadequacy of reimbursement
systems.the rising acuity levds of the
nursing homeresident andthe lack of
developed quality standards, which
resolvethe disparity betweenconsumer
and therealitiesof industry
expectations
concerns.
Although the consumer is committed
of care in nursing
to raising the standard
homes.commitmentso theattainment of
to achievethosestannecessary
resources
dardsis norasstrong.Theconsumer driven repealof the Medicare Catastrophic
Act resulted in a major blow to state
Medicaid budgets. which will be the
majorfunding sourcefor OBRA implecosts.The nursinghomeindusmentation
try facesa toughchallengeto ensuretha
ure fundedas required
reformstandards
by OBRA. Thegoverment's dual role in
defining standards for care and at the
sametime financing 60 so70 percentof
thatcarehasalwaysbeena sourceof conflict. Nationalpolicy is tocontain escalating health care costs. The hiatus that
exists betweenconsumer expectations/
regulatory requirements andreimburse-

meatprogramsamcurrently causingcrisis within theindustry andendangering
the survival of the systemthat is necessary to meet the growing demand for
elder health services. It remains to be
andconsumeradvoseenif govemment
catesare ascommittedto the funding as
they wereto the definition of nursing
homereformstandards.
concernof the industry is the
A second
majorlaborsupplyproblemthatis prevaIta in nursinghomes.Thenationalnursis felt mostseverelyin nursingshortage
theylack theability to
inghomesbecause
competewith other healthcare settings
for licensed nurses.Tumover rates for
nursingstaff, licensedandnonlicensed.
areashighas 130percentin somestates.
the high utilization of
This necessitates
temporary help which compromises the
ability to provide for consistency and
continuity of carethat areso vital to any
quality measurements.
The rising acuity leves of residents
enteringnursinghomesraisesa myriud of
the implementation of
issuesconceming
Two of these,the conreformstandards.
tinued inherentconflicts causedby the
integration of the medical and social
modelsof curedelivery. andthe requirementto accommodate -choice' are of
major concern to the industry. Demographicsshowthattheavrage ageof the
The
nursinghomeresidentis increasing.
numberof physicalandmentaldeficits of
eachresidentis alsorising. The trend in
the nursing homeis shifting to require
more"nursing."
The increasein technology caunedby
this shift will continueto causeconflicts
of
with the"homelike"andsocialaspects
The resident's
the reformrequirements.
right to makedecisionsabouthis or her
care isextremelyimportant.but will conand families be willing to accept
sumers
the risks involved in those decisions!
Untying te elderlywill increasethe risk
P-.4dflAedt 191t
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of fails refhinig nutrition and hydration
wil increasethe risk of pressuresores.
andrefusalof medications will increase
therisk of untowardsymptous.How will
theconflictt betweenthenursing home's
responsibility to provide for the health.
safetyandwelfareof theresidentandthe
residentsrightsbe resolved?

effects of interventions than in other
healthareas.Standards
of gerontological
medical andnursing practice are in the
infancy stage in comparison to other
fields of practice.Quality standardsare
far from beingwell defined
. OBRA has madea quantumleapfrom
focusingon the factorswhich identify the
nursing homescapacity to give care. to
The Survey Process
outcomesof carewithout any consideraAll of theseissueswill havea bearing dion thatthe definition of the activities
on the survey process.The goal of the neededto achievethoseoutcomesis stilt
survey processin determining compliin the early developmental stages.Even
anceor noncompliance with the reform
the newsurveyguidelines
to the requirerequirements
is to improve quality of care mentssupportthe factthatquality of care
by makingthe process
moreresidentout- in terms of outcomes may be hard to
come oriented and more accurate and measure,eg. 'Since ideal body weight
reliable.In the guidelinesto the require- chain havenot yetbeenvalidated for the
menu. surveyors
are told totakeinto con- instirutionalized elderly, look at weight
siderationthe normalaging processand loss (or gain) asa guide in determining
thepathogeneis
of residentillnesses
when nutritional swants.determining whetheror not the resident
How will surveyors
copewith themeohas received'...the necessarycare and surement
of quality in a chronic caresetservices
to artainor maintainthe highest ting whereattainment
of outcomes
canbe
practicable physical. mental, and psy- a slow processandoccur in very small
chosocialwelt being..." Currently there incrementalstages?
Wherethe physical.
is a significant void in research
and data mental,andpsychosocial
stability of the
on the "normal" progression of chronic
residentis fragile atbestand whereoutdiseases and the appropriateness and comemeasurements
for quality lack stan-

dardization?Wheretraditional indicatons
signifying lack of quality of caresuchas
death,disability, disease,
discomfort and
dissatisfaction
may not be useful?Hopefully theproposed
emphasis
on increased
nursing home/surveyor communication.
surveyor training andeducation.
andbetter guidelinesfor regulatoryareasrequiring considerable
judgemen.will negate
the needfor increaseddocumentation.
The OBRA increase in nursing home
staffing requirements would indeed be
misused if the new survey process
requiresmore"papercompliance"
to satisfy enforcers
of regulatorycompliance.
OBRA has brought to the forefront
such issuesas the consumers'expectations of nursinghomeservices.
the need
for a bette approachto the definition of
quality of care,the dilemma causedby
thecostof quality cae, andan appreciation of the issueof rationingservicesby
default. The standards embodied in
OBRA will be a quantumleapforward.
but only if adequate financing and
resourcesfor their implementation are
providedandbetterdefinition is given to
thesurveyprcess.
U

The sure sign of great protection
for your health care facility.
The NFPA Health Care Facilities
Standard and Handbook Set.
Revised and updated for 1990,
NFPA 99 provides essential
guidelines for operational safety
in health care facilities. It lists
performance criteria and

explainis how those criteria
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TESTIMONY OF
SARAH BURGER, RN.
NATIONAL CITIZENS' COALMTION FOR NURSING HOME REFORM
Before the
HOUSE ENERGY AND COMMERCE COMMI1tEE
July 20, 1990
Regarding H.R. 1649
Thank you for this opportunity to testify about the importance of supporting nursing home
staff to assure quality of care and life for nursing home residents. My name is Sarah Burger. I am
a Registered Nurse and I am giving my testimony on behalf of the National Citizens' Coalition for
Nursing Home Reform.
The Nursing Home Reform Amendments of OBRA '87 set a framework for achieving this
higher standard of care. Without adequate, well-supported staff we will not be able to fulfill the
promise of OBRA. We applaud Congressman Walgren for opening for the discussion the critical
issue of staffing, with his proposed legislation, H.R. 1649. We urge Congress to deliberate on these
serious issues and take action to secure quality care for nursing home residents.
Our first organizational work was to address the Plight of the Nurses Aide with a working
paper we issued in 1978. The issues we identified then had been documented in previous reports,
including investigations by the Senate Special Committee on Aging and the House Trailer
Committee on Aging. We find these problems still shape the atmosphere in nursing homes today.
Nurse aides provide 90% of the hands-on care that nursing home residents receive. Yet
aides are often poorly trained, a situation that will change as the Nursing Home Reform
Amendments of OBRA '87 are implemented, beginning in October of this year. While training is
a critical issue, other problems affect the quality of the work environment.
The most critical issue is that of understaffing. Nurses and nurses aides work short-staffed
as a matter of routine in most nursing homes. This means that nursing home residents must go
unattended in their personal care needs and that vital services such as maintaining mobility often
fall by the wayside. The atmosphere in too many nursing homes is one in which residents are
restrained or over-medicated, slowly deteriorating physically and mentally because of the dismal
surroundings and inability of hard-working staff to meet anything more than their most basic needs.
This is not the picture in all nursing homes and so we look to those nursing homes with a
dynamic and healthy environment to discover what makes the difference. We see:
Good Management which uses good supervision and support to create a sense of teamwork
among staff. This includes hiring sufficient numbers of staff including nurses, nurses aides,
activities staff, social services personnel, housekeeping, and dietary staff. In also includes
a sense that employees are valued, including decent wages, benefits including leave time, and
creative management strategies such as flexible work hours and support for the other
demands in staff people's lives, such as child care assistance. Part of this is valuing
employees for what they know and can contribute such as including aides in the care
planning conference, giving aides complete information about the residents they are caring
for, having permanent assignments of aides so that they know and can develop a relationship
with the residents that promote sensitiveland knowledgeable care-giving.
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Good care practices that suMoort qualitv of life and are based on individualized care. If a
nursing home provides good care and respects the quality of life of residents, it will also be
a positive environment in which to work. We have seen dramatic examples of this in the
way facilities which have re-examined their use of restraints have seen reduced staff
turnover, and staff from other nursing settings asking to work at their homes. Staff would
rather help people regain their strength and skills, than mop floors and change soiled
clothing. The facilities which are redirecting their efforts toward the 'highest practicable
physical, mental and psychosocial well-being of residents find their staff morale is high and
that all employees are thinking creatively about how to overcome residents problems and
achieve optimal care.
H.R. 1649 is essentially and basically about values. As Congressman Walgren has stated in
introducing H.R. 1649, that are values are reflected in the kind of care "we expect for ourselves and
our families.'
A prime indicator of the quality of a society is how it cares for its weakest and frailest
members. The frailest members of our society reside in nursing homes. The residents of nursing
homes are our mothers and fathers, aunts and uncles, sisters and brothers, and daughters and sons,
neighbors. Our citizens who reside in nursing homes are elderly, chronically ill and frail persons,
with the most complex of care needs. These care needs cover the entire spectrum of the human
condition -physical, mental and psycho-social well-being. In no other health care delivery setting
are issues that deal with the essence of human existence so confronted on a daily, long term basis.
Some of the daily on-going care needs of the nursing home resident relate to death and
dying, loss, grieving, human sexuality, ability to communicate, understanding, decision making,
control mood and behavior, in addition to activities of daily living and physical care. Some of
these activities concern seeing, eating, walking. eliminating sleeping, comfort - all activities of daily
living. All of these needs and activities relate to quality of care and quality of life.
As we review Mr. Walgren's bill we are concerned on four levels:
(1) It addresses only one part of the problem. that of wages for nurses and nurse aides.
While this is important to do. we must remember that we need comprehensive solutions to
comolexoroblems. This includes attention to the work environment - management and
supervision supports for aides: education and training: good care practices:addressing the
other pressures aides face in their lives that impinge on their ability to produce their best
efforts..
It is clear that to provide quality of care which results in quality of life for nursing home
residents, aides need total institutional support. While ninety percent of direct care is provided by
nurse aides (who have the fewest skills and the least training and technical knowledge), the average
ratio of nurse aide to resident is one nurse aide for fifteen residents. And the average ratio of
registered nurse staff is one R. N. for 100 residents. There are not enough nurses and not enough
nurses aides to meet residents' needs.
In addition, the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of nursing personnel must be extensive in
order to meet the complex needs of each individual resident. The nurses that are there are not
always able to provide the supervision, training and management aides need to carry out their
2
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duties. This is because there are not enough nurses to meet all the demands of their job and
because nurses are often not well-trained in these skills with no commitment on the part of
management to provide for the development of these skills. Too often nursing staff tasks are
focused on an endless cycle of deterioration while staff try to keep up with increasing demands.
Yet in facilities that have dynamic programs, such as restorative nursing care and engaging
activities, residents stay healthier and staff can better meet their needs.
To provide care which addresses and attempts to meet these complex care needs requires
extensive knowledge and skill and a humane attitude. It also requires on going and continuing
education, constructive evaluation and supportive management.
The values of quality of care and quality of life for residents must be reflected in the nursing
facility philosophy. Implementation of a resident-centered philosophy rests on the quality of the
nursing staff as evidenced by institutional support assuring the following for nursing personnel:
- Adequate staffing reflecting the real acuity of residents
-Effective and on-going education and inservice
- Nursing supervision and evaluation which is constructive and instructive
- Individualized care plans based on adequate assessments
- Sufficient resources appropriately targeted to implement plans of care which can be
reflected in quality of life.
- Wages and benefits for nursing personnel which reflect the value of the role and
contribution in providing quality care.
Without support nurses experience job dissatisfaction leading to high staff turnover. Nursing
personnel working under such stress, are unable to provide quality of care and quality of life to
residents. The owners and managers of nursing homes have an institutional resnonsibilitv for
quality care,
There are many management strategies that contribute to staff retention:
* Factors which relate to motivating staff to provide quality care are:
to the needs of the adult learner and care giver,
- Participation in care planning and evaluation which indicates
respect for the activity and resident experience of the worker,
- Recognition of good care going
- Participation of decision making in the work environment,
- Sensitivity

* One of the most important management activities for better staff morale, employee
satisfaction, and low turnover rate is to respond to the life circumstances many nurse aides
face. Aides are primarily adult females who are poor and have responsibilities, often as
single parents. Benefits which reflect employee needs, such as child care, flexible work
hours, medical insurance, retirement benefits and education benefits leading to career
mobility make a tremendous difference. Nurse aides, as single parents, often, out of
necessity must hold more than one job. Therefore, these workers come to the nursing
facility stressed and exhausted and yet they are entrusted with care to the frail and elderly
and are expected to be caring. Management strategies must reflect a sensitivity to the total
life situation of its workers.
3
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* Education is critical for aides and nurses. Aides often have minimal literacy skills.
Education and constructive supervision is required, appropriate, and necessary on a daily
basis to provide quality caring. Aides need appropriate education and training programs,
and sensitive qualified staff to implement them. The challenge for the education, training
and continuing education activities is to address the complex needs of residents and develop
the appropriate knowledge, attitudes and skills aides need. Minimum education for nurse
aides is now mandated by law. Resident assessments are also required by law. Licensed
nurses must be taught how to perform these assessments and use the resulting information
to provide quality care and quality of life for each resident.
* Clearly adequate staffing is necessary. High incidence of staff turnover is related to work
load, burnout, and inability to function in an overstressed environment.
(2) Our Second concern about Mr. Walgren's bill is that even if we look exclusively at
reimbursement solutions, increased wages by themselves will not lead to more staff in
nursing homes. Nursing homes are limited in how many staff they can hire by state
reimbursement systems that place a cap on direct nursing care exMenses. Until we have
comprehensive reimbursement reform so that dollars are directed to support residents'
highest practicable physicaL mental and psychosocial weil-being" we will continue to be
understaffed.
Appropriate reimbursement certainly is one aspect of providing for quality in residents life
and we support efforts to address the critical issue of wages. Reimbursement for nursing personnel
which is comparable to other care giving settings indicates the value society places on those needing
care and the value of providing that care. The Walgren Bill addresses one aspect of what is vital
to provide quality care reflected in quality of life to our frailest citizens.
Although there are more nursing home residents than hospital patients in the United States,
the nursing home settings employs less than 8 percent of all nursing personnel. The reimbursement
level for nursing personnel entrusted with the care of our elderly and chronically ill is the lowest
in all of the health care delivery system. For example, nurse aides who provide direct care in
nursing homes receive the minimum wage, less than workers in fast food restaurants.
Why would nursing personnel choose the nursing home setting? In fact nursing home
residents reported in our 1985 study, A Consumer Perspective on Quality care: The Residents'
Pint of View that 'Good staff means everything' -- kind, caring treatment by well-trained staff in
sufficient numbers is the number one factor affecting quality. Nurses aides report, in other studies
that they share this feeling, that the primary reason they work in nursing homes is because they care
for their relationships with residents. Dedicated nurses and nurses aides hang in there, in
discouraging work environments where they are poorly rewarded, because they care about the
people living there. The premise is that workers in these facilities care about residents.
Al of this relates to the necessity to have quality staff committed to quality care-giving on
a daily, long term basis. Adequate and comparable reimbursement is one factor in assuring job
satisfaction, low turnover rate, and high morale on the job. This translates into a labor force which
would be adequately reimbursed under the Walgren Bill in turn demonstrating society's values.
Wages and benefits must reflect the fact that the institution cares about those providing care to
residents. However, increased salaries cannot effect good care unless there is also increased
4
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staffing.
The Walgren Bill addresses one segment of nursing home reimbursement, when, in reality,
the total system contributes to inadequate quality and quantity of staff leading to poor resident
outcomes. For example, in some states the reimbursement level may be too low or a state cap may
force nursing facilities to hire inadequate numbers or mix of nursing personnel. So nursing homes
that try to use the wage pass-through to attract more staff will still face limits on the number of
employees they can be reimbursed for under such a state's reimbursement system.
Reimbursement systems now are built around a complex array of cost limiters which rarely
have much to do with the amount of resources necessary to provide quality care. When this is
coupled with unacceptable provider practices, described below, residents and staff suffer. Even
reimbursement systems that have gradations based on residents' acuity can have a perverse
incentive for poor care -- especially if facility reimbursement goes up as a resident's condition
declines.
We must review our reimbursement systems to make sure they promote and support
improvement in people's physical, mental and psychosocial function, rather than paying more for
unnecessary deterioration. We must not have caps on patient care that leave nursing home's shortstaffed and undersupplied. We must discourage those who play real-estate games and engage in
financial paper shuffles with our public dollars and the lives of our citizens.
Comprehensive reimbursement reform must target resources for care and must include
auditing and accounting practices that assure the funds are spent on care.
(3) Technically. we must assure that if we support wage 2ass-throughs. we have sufficient
accounting and auditing practices to assure that public dollars are spent on residents' care.
Reporting procedures must be implemented which would give a clea picture of how nursing
facilities are utilizing pass-throughs. Some states that have used wage pass-throughs forgot to get
baseline data on nursing home staff expenditures before the new monies were passed-througk
The public needs the guarantee that funding is used for direct care costs and not on indirect
cost, profit, and/or administrative services. Auditing procedures are notoriously lax in most states
and bear little connection to care practices. If 'ik numbers add up, it rarely matters to the
Medicaid auditors if a facility has been cited for numerous patient care deficiencies.
There need to be regular field audits of the financial records of nursing homes. And there
needs to be an active cooperation between the efforts of the Survey and Licensure Agency and
those of the Medicaid program. If the surveyors find conditions that warrant adverse actions, such
as a ban on admissions, or civil fines, it may very well be appropriate for the Medicaid office to
conduct a field audit to determine how public dollars are being spent by the facility.
(4) We have little faith in the cost estimates associated with improved quality care. As the
provider community has discussed its cost estimates related to implementation of the
Nursing Home Reform Law, it has added u ad t e costs f increased staff without
calculating the impact of staff on residents' conditions.\
5
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Thus we hear how much resident assessment will cost, but not how valuable it will be to
know a resident better and therefore be better able to take care of them. We hear how much aide
training costs but not how valuable and more efficient it will be for aides to have the skills they
need to perform their care-taking duties. We do not believe that all good care practices are
necessarily more expensive. A facility that works short-staffed, will see serious declines in resident
conditions - residents become more and more dependent as they lose their mobility and other
abilities in activities of daily living. They become more and more expensive and time-consuming
to care for as their needs become more complex and intense. Thus we have been penny-wise and
pound-foolish, saving a dollar on staffing so that we now must spend many more dollars on staff to
care for a needlessly sicker person.
Prevention is more efficient and economical than treating results of poor care. Many of the
more common reasons for neglect in nursing homes can be prevented. For example, decubiti is
preventable by daily assessment and diligence. The financial cost of treating decubiti is S1.5 billion
annually, by one recent estimate. The cost to the resident is physical and mental neglect and abuse.
Increased staffing levels and higher wages and benefits can add to ensuring the prevention
activities necessary to attain quality.
Proper bowel and bladder regimens are humane as well as more cost efficient than treating
the results of incontinence. A study Profile of Urinary Incontinent Elderly in Long Term Care
Institutions' by Yu, et al Journal of the American Geriatric Society found that incontinence stems
from other mental and physical disabilities which respond to prompted toileting, such as dementia
and poor mobility, rather than primary bladder problems. Rehabilitation is more cost effective than
treating the multiple ill effects of this individualized care.
Low staffing is used as an excuse for use of chemical and physical restraints. Restraints
always lead to decreased quality of life and often to poor outcomes such as skin breakdown, urinary
tract infections, pneumonia, and contractures. These outcomes are expensive to treat leading to
increased skilled nursing services, hospitalizations and increased use of expensive supplies and drugs.
The HHS Commission on Nursing reported in November 1988 that the cost of increasing
wages is offset by reducing staff turnover and decreasing recruitment costs. In addition, quality and
quantity of nurses is higher, resulting in better care-giving and reduced numbers of costly poor
outcomes. Finally, the frail older member of our society, who we will someday be, will be the
beneficiary of individualized humane care.
Mr. Walgren is to be commended for bringing this important issue to the Congress and
providing the catalyst for a thorough discussion of the factors that affect staffing in nursing homes.
We have an opportunity to make public policy catch up with our values. The Nursing Home
Reform Amendments of OBRA '87 were a good start. But we will not realize the full promise of
those reforms until we invest financially and otherwise, in those staff persons who must carry out
its mandate.
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REHABILITATION PROGRAMS OFFER
COSTZEFFECTIVE RESIDENT CARE
Jrant M. Han"
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hetabislison allows thegeriatoc or
disabled residentsof Sunshine Vil.
.
lage Nursing Home in Pinellas
Park. Florida. to achieve their maximum
potential. It also enables residents to gain
more independence and self-esteem. From
a nurse's perspective. the reward of
reursting an individual to his or her highest level of physical. psychological. and
mental functioning provides an indescribable feeling of exciunentL Rehabilitudion
is nursing at ih best-n any environmenl.
Parallels can be drawn between rehabiliation and the growth of an infant.
where each day brings new triumphs.
Through rehabilitaion therapy. residents
can releamnambulation. feeding. grooming. and dressing. It is more rewarding
for an individual to rehabilitate than to
become inactive becuae inactivity can
lead to pain. discomfort. and even depressine. In shon. rehabilitation can enable
residen to become more social and gain
a greater degree of uidependence.
Selecting a Program
Rehabilitation begins in the initial
admission process. New admissions are
often disabled, or they have a high poential for developing disabilites. If these
residents become further disabled. they
are likely to expentencedepression, confusion. anger. and denal. Rehabilitation
can change that process by providing residents with encouragement and redirection of their disabilities.
Assessing resident weakness and needs
can help ao identify important factors for
individualizing restorative care within
your facility. For example. can the mjorJvanne M. Hamburg. RN. is director f
nursing ao Snshine Villagre Narsing
Home. a /20-bed skilled nursing fadiu
in Pinellas Park. Florid.
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ity of residents ambulate. or does the
potential for ambulattan exist? Identify
thenumberof residents
who re admitted
with contractures or who havea high
potential for developing contractures.
How manyresidentsare unableto feed
themselves?
Identifying thes area provides a strong basisfor providing residentswith individualized care.
The Restorative Aide
Onceyouhavedecidedon an individualizedrehabilitation
plun.it is necessary
to
selecta soong.morivatedindividuialwho
can carryout theprogram
on a daily basis.
At Sunshine
Village. t akesanemirestaff
to providedaily. suppoetive
rehabilitative
service.
The bulk of thatsupport
is provided by ou resuraive aides.
After successfully completing a onemonth training course.the restorative
aidesacquirethe skills to enablethemto
provide daily supportive rehabilitative
service. Eachaide works with 10 resi.
dentsper day underthe direction of the
director of nursingandthe physicaltherapist The aidedocuments
thecare.which
showspnrgress
or theneedforredirectin
if thecumrent
modeof rehabilitation does
not bring theouncome
anycloserto a stated goal.In essence.
therestorative
aide's
roleformsa contanuity
in care.
Besefits of Resabllitatisn
Rehabilitation services can improve
patientcarequality andcosteffectiveness
in the areasof incontinence. nutrition.
rangeof motion. andhumandignity ind
privacy.
The causesof incontinence are complex.anddie costsassociated
with it are
grea. Ambulatoty rehabilaxnve
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or showa decrease
in
incontinence patierns. Not only does
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When
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problem areas:pssun udcersandresidentfalls. Ambulatory residents
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Providing ambulation on a daily basis
improvestheresidentsgaitlthusdecreasing the incidence of falls, which leadto
fracturesBaone
fractures re,costly. and
theytakeawayfrom dt residentsvaableindependence.
Finally, rehabilitative services help
restorehumandignity andprivacy At a
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ThMs
anthrtopological study describes andanalyzes
the clinical and social-structural factors
contributing to the hospitalization of nursing home residents. In 48.2% of the cases,
hospitalization could asve
been avoided. Factorssuch s an insufficient number of adequately
trained nursing staff, the inability of nursing staff to administer and monitor intravenous
therapy, lak of diagnostic
services, andpressure for transfer from thestaff and family
contributed to hospitalization. In the United States each year,anestimated 216.000 nursing
home residents who arehospitalized might be treated in the nursing home,for a
cost savingsof 5942,763.S30.
Key Words: Acutehospital.
Transfers, Financial costs.Clinicalconditions,
Social-structural factors

Factors Contributing to the Hospitalization
of Nursing Home Residents,
J. S. Kayser-Jones, PhD,2 Carolyn L. Wiener, PhD,'
and Joseph C. Barbaccia, MD, MPH'

Medicare's Prospective Payment System of Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs) provides a current

example of the "balloon effect"; squeezing down
costs in one area merely causes them to expand in
another. By reducing the length of hospital stays, the
demand for nursing home care has increased (Lyles,
1986; Older American Reports, 1985; Sager et al.,
1987; U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office.
1986). as has the acuity level within nursing homes
(Smith &Molzahn-Scott, 1986; Stull &Vernon, 1986).
Despite the prospective payment system, the average cost of hospitalization has continued to rise. In
1986 hospital bills in the United States rose 19%
(Medical Economic Digest. 1988).
An often-repeated statistic - health care's consumption of 11%of the gross national product - is
usually coupled with examples of life-sustaining
technologies, such as open heart surgery, organ
transplant, and kidney dialysis, Overlooked is the
fa6 that high-cost users of health care are more likely
to be persons with chronic medical problems who
are repeatedly admitted to the hospital (Anderson &
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Steinberg, 1984; Schroeder et al., 1979; Zook &
Moore, 1980). Equally lost is a less dramatic statistic,
one as yet unexamined by health care economists:
The use of the health care dollar for the care of
nursing home patients in the acute hospital.
A few studies have focused on the clinical conditions that necessitate hospitalization of nursing
home patients (Irvine et al., 1984; Zimmer et al.,
19881,but little is known about the social-structural
(i.e., nonclinical) factors that precipitate hospitalization. This paper describes the clinical conditions
necessitating transfer of nursing home residents to
an acute hospital. The emphasis, however, will be
on the social-structural factors contributing to
hospitalization.
Methods

These findings are part of a larger study that investigated the social-cultural factors and other circumstances influencing the decision-making process in
the evaluation and treatment of acute illnesses in
nursing homes. The study used participant observation; in-depth interviews with physicians, nursing
staff, nursing home residents, and family members
(100 in each category); and event analysis to gather
data. Event analysis, an intensive study of a particular
event, was the strategy used to study prospectively
215 acute-illness episodes in three nursing homes.
Analysis of these data is underway. Reported here is
an analysis of those nursing home residents who,
when they became acutely ill, were transferred to an
acute hospital for treatment.
Setting
The research was conducted over three years

11985-88)
in three West Coast nursing homes, includThe Gero~ntologist
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ing a 1.200-bed government-owned long-term care
facility (Facility A) and two proprietary nursing
homes (facility B with 135 beds, and Facility C with
182 beds).
Facility A was chosen for its unique features. First,
it had a permanent on-site staff of about 30 physicians, largely internists; other specialists (e.g., cardiologists. surgeons, and gastroenterologists) were
available for consultation. A physician visited each
ward daily, and adoctor was on call at nights and on
weekends. Second. laboratory, pharmacy, and x-ray
services were provided on site. Third, the facility had
an 18-bed acute-care ward where acutely ill patients
could be transferred when they required more intensive medical and nursing care. This ward was staffed
with only registered nurses (RNs) skilled in providing
acute-care services, at a 1 to 3 ratio.
Nursing Homes 8 and C were similar to one another in that they were proprietary, had to rely on
off-site physicians and diagnostic services, and did
not have acute-care wards. They were dissimilar,
primarily, in the socioeconomic status and ethnic
composition of the patient populations. About half
of the patients at Nursing Home B relied on Medicaid
for payment of care and half were private pay; 95% of
the residents were Caucasian. In Nursing Home C.
92% of the residents were on Medicaid; only 8%
were private-pay patients. The residents at Nursing
Home C were multicultural; about half were Caucasian, 40% Chinese, and there were a few black,
Hispanic, and Filipino residents. These three facilities were deliberately chosen to provide acomparative vantage point to investigate the influence of
specific social-cultural factors on the decisionmaking process.
Data Collection
Data were collected by two of the authors KIK)
and
CLW) and six research assistants (medical and graduate nursing and sociology students), two in each
facility. Data collection proceeded in two stages: An
intensive 3-month period of participant observation,
followed by a 12-month period during which participant observation continued, but the primary data
collection strategy was event analysis.
Participant observation. - Participant observation,
a research strategy associated with anthropological
and sociological fieldwork, enables the researcher to
immerse herself/himself in the lives of the people
being studied and to observe precise details of their
lives and daily activities.
During the first phase of data collection, fieldworkers visited the nursing homes three to four days
a week, gathered data on a broad range of activities.
and recorded in detail their observations. The primary goal of this research phase was to become
totally familiar with the setting, the patients. their
families, and the medical and nursing staff. Observations took place at all hours of the day, seven days a
week and focused, for example, on the diagnostic
and therapeutic services available in each setting; all
VOL.29, No. 4,198l9
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relevant interactions (e.g., physician-patient, nursepatient, nurse-physician, and family interactions
with patient, nursing staff, and physician); the attitudes, beliefs, and behavior of health care providers,
patients, and their families regarding treatment of
acute illness; and the nursing home milieu and its
effects on decisions regarding treatment of acute
illness.
During this phase of research, the field-workers
began to gather data informally on acute-illness episodes, specifically to identify factors influencing the
decision-making process. These data were useful in
refining the interview guide used during the project's second phase.
Event analysis. - In this phase, the focus shifted
from global observations to the specific event. To
obtain prospectively descriptive data on acute-illness
episodes, selected events were intensively studied.
Recognizing that seasonal fluctuations of acute illness may occur in the aged population (e.g., respiratory infections during the fall and winterl, data on
acute-illness episodes were collected at the rate of
six per month in each of the three facilities over a12month period for a total of 215 cases.
The goal was to obtain detailed descriptive data of
each acute-illness episode so as to characterize and
explain the unique features of the event with an aim
toward bringing together diverse information from
many cases into a clear and unified interpretation
(Pelto, 1970).
A purposive approach was used to obtain a representative sample of the different types of acute illnesses found in each nursing home, as well as to
include patients who would provide a variation of
significant variables such as mental and physical status, age, marital status, and ethnicity.
An acute illness was defined as a change in the
individual's health associated with specific signs and
symptoms of recent onset. To ensure uniformity of
data collection, we provided the research assistants
with the following outline of the procedure to be
used.
1. Each week the research assistants will confer
with the charge nurse, asking for a list of the
acutely ill patients. From this list, one to three
patients per week will be selected for investigation, using apurposive sampling approach;
2. The patient must have signs and symptom(s)
considered indicative of an acute illness as observed and reported by the nurse in charge;
3. The nurse must call and report the patient's
signs and symptom(s) to the physician in charge
of the patient's care;
4. The patients who are treated will be followed
until the acute illness is resolved;
5. Patients who are untreated will be followed
until the signs and symptom(s) subside or until
the patient dies;
6. Once patients enter the study sample, they will
he followed for the remainder of the data col-
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lection period to obtain data on subsequent
ing the appropriateness of transfer and treatment.
acute-illness events;
The criterion of appropriateness of transfer was
7. The International Classification of Disease, 9th
based on whether the acute-hospital level of care
Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM)
was justified by the nature of the acute illness requir.
(CPHA, 1979) will be used to classify the acuteing treatment (e.g., surgery for a bowel obstruction)
illness episodes.
That is,could the acute episode of illness have been
treated in the nursing home (e.g., IV therapy), or was
A semistructured interview guide with open and
the acute-hospital setting required?
closed questions was used. This guide included, for
example, questions on the patient's diagnosis(es),
signs and symptoms indicating the presence of an Findings
acute illness, date and time signs and symptoms first
appeared, who identified them and when they were
Description of Patients Who Were Transferred to
reported to the physician, the date and time the
The Acute Hospital
physician responded, and treatment prescribed. We
Of the 215 patients followed, 79 (36.7%) were from
also recorded if the patient was treated in the nursing
Facility A, 70 (32.7%) from Facility B, and 66 (30.6%)
home or transferred to an acute-care hospital for
from
Facility C. In Facility A, nearly two-thirds (63.4%)
treatment.
of the patients who became acutely ill were treated
The Katz Activities of Daily Living (ADL) was used to
on
the
long-term care ward in the facility; 24%were
assess functional status (Katz et al., 1963). Since there
transferred to the acute-care ward for treatment, and
was not a previous record of the patient's mental
only 12.6% were transferred to an acute hospital. In
status on the chart, and because it was difficult and
Facilities B and C a much greater proportion of paoften impossible to administer amental status examitients, 48.6% and 59% respectively, were hospitalnation to patients when they became acutely ill, the
ized when an acute illness occurred (see Table 11.
charge nurse was asked to evaluate the residents'
Of the 215 patients who experienced an acute
mental status and place them in one of three categoillness during the study period, o0 (37.2%1 were hosries: none to mild, moderate, or severe impairment.
pitalized for treatment; 3were transferred twice for a
Because we wanted to investigate the decisiontotal of 83 transfers. Forty-seven percent of the transmaking process in the evaluation and treatment of
ferees were from Facility C, 41%from Facility B, and
acute illness in nursing homes, patients were not
only 12% from Facility A. Most of the transferees
followed to the acute hospital to observe and record
were readmitted to the nursing home of origin folthe treatment they received while there. When palowing hospitalization; a few were admitted to antients returned to the nursing home, data describing
other nursing home, and about 20 to 30% from each
their treatment were obtained from the hospital disfacility died while at the acute-care hospital (see
charge summaries, which accompanied them on
Table
2). Table 3 presents the outcome for patients
their return to the nursing home.
who were treated in the nursing home.
During this phase of the research, the research
Fifty-three
percent of the patients transferred were
assistants, the principal investigator, and the project
director were in the nursing homes four to five days a female and 47% male. They ranged in age from 33to
102 years; only 6were under the age of 60. Based on
week. Much of the data were therefore obtained
the Katz ADL instrument, the patients who were
firsthand. When this was not possible, data were
transferred were functionally very dependent; the
obtained retrospectively through informal interviews with doctors, nursing staff, patients, their families and friends, and from written sources such as the
Tale 2. DiSPOuition
of Patien Adiied to Acute-rCe Hspital
doctor's orders and progress notes, the nurses'
(N = 83)notes, and laboratory and x-ray reports.
A
B
C
Data collected for each acute-illness episode were
N % N % N 1E
analyzed by the principal investigator (JKJ)and a Disposition
physician (ICB) with longstanding experience in the
Readnoned
to nursing
home
5 50 27 79 28 72
care of nursing home patients. The physician, a key
Admittedto another
nursing
home 2 20 0 0
2 5
Diedinacutehospital
member of the research team, served as an adviser to
3 30 7 21 9 23
the project and provided a medical judgment regard%
isbasedon totalnumber
ofpatients in eachfaclity whower
hospitalized.

Table1. Ptaceof Treatmentof Acute-lln s po

in FaciltieA,B.andc

Tabk 3. Outtcrw loe PatientsTreatedin NuosingHie
IN = 132)-

(N = 215)
A

B

C

Illness resoled

Treatment place

N

Long-term rare ward within facility
Acueare ward within facility
Nursinghome
Acuteare hospital

50 63.4 - 19 24
- 36 51.4 27 41.0
10 12.6 34 48.6 39 59.0

7.

N

7.

N

1

Sf)4

Died

Facility

N

v

N

15

A
B
C

51
1s
19

74
41.7
70

18
21

26
55.3
30

5

1 is basedon total nsmber of patients in each facility.
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followed by dyspnea. cough, and chest pain 116%).
The patients svhowere hospitalized did not differ significantly from those who were treated in the nursing
home. The only two diagnostic groups in which patients were more likely to be hospitalized were "diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissues" (Sout of
7 patients) and '.injury and poisoning" (9 out of 12
patients). The 5 patients hospitalized in the first
group were residents who had developed severe and
extensive decubitus ulcers, and 8 of the patients in
the second group were hospitalized for fractures
(femur and ankle).

majority (74.4%) were severely impaired; 12.8% each
were none to mildly or moderately impaired (Katz et
al., 1963t. Their mental status as evaluated by the
charge nurses was: 26% severely impaired, 44%
moderately impaired, and 30% none to mild
impairment.
Clinical problems for which patients were transferred. - The illnesses for which patients were hospitalized were those that would be expected in a
nursing home population (see Table 4). Respiratory
conditions (25%). symptoms, signs, and ill-defined
conditions (18%), and genitourinary problems (12%),
were the conditions most often responsible for

Analysis of Qualitative Data

Qualitative analysis of the acute-illness episode
data disclosed that in some cases social factors and
structural constraints within the nursing home contributed to hospitalization of patients, as well as to
the development of acute illnesses, (e.g., dehydration). To substantiate and quantify these observations, the physician on the research team analyzed

transfer.

Since the nursing staff reported the patients' signs
and symptoms to the attending physician, and based
on those symptoms an order for transfer was given,
patients were reclassified using only the primary sign
or symptom. As shown in Table S, fever (41%)
emerged as the most predominant sign or symptom

Classification
byDisease
TAWe
4. Catiation of Acte-ttlness Episodes
IN . 2151
Patientstreated
in nursing hone IN - 132)

Palientshospitalized
IN 83)
Inemational Cassification of DiseaseDiagnois Group
Wi-1l9 Infections andparastic diseases
(exclusiveof infections isother categories)
NeopLasts
140-23
240-2'9Endocrine,nutriional, andmetabolicdisease
andimune disorders
ocirculatorysystemn
Diseasem
3190439
ot rpiatory system
Diseases
460-519

N

N

1
9
21

ogenitourinsaysystem
510429Diseases
tissue
ofskin and subcutaneous
68W-19Diseases
andill-defined conditions
7- 99 Signs,symptoms,
fl-99 Injury andpoisoning
290.319Mentaldisordern
syslem
of muscutoskeletal
Diseases
710-739
andconnecti- tissue
Total

3
2.3

12
11
25

1
13
32

.7
10
24.2

11

11

8.3

10
5
1S
9
0

12
6
18
11
0

24
2
35
3
2

18.2
1.5
26.5
2.3
1.3

0
83

0
100

2
132

1.5
10D

9

520-r9 Diseases odigestive system

4
3

1.2
3.6

1
3

S

by Pimary Symp40on
Tale S. Cafteriation of Acute-tiess Episodes
IN - 215t
Patientsreated
in nusing homeIN . 1321

Patients
hospitalized
IN - 831
of DiseaseSymptom
Inte-ationat Classiicaltion
Fe
Dyssea. cough,andchestpain
Lowerbody skeletalpain andsmelting
Acutegastrointestinal symptoms
in emotional andcognitive status
Changes
status
in cardiovascular
Changes
Nauseaandvomiting
Wounds andskin injury
Cenitoudnuy symploms
Decubitus akers andcellulitis
and weight toss
Anonreia
Faft

Othen
Toutl
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N

41
16
9.8
8.4
6.0
3.6
3.6
2.4
2.4
2.4
1.0

34
13
8
7
5
3
1

2
2
2
1

N

S

57
17
6
10
13
7
0
4
8
5
5

43.2
13
4.5
7.5
10
5.2
0
3
6
3.8
3.8

1

1.0

0

2
83

2.4
100

0
132

sons

0

0
100
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each acute-illness episode and placed it in one of
three categories.
Category I comprised patients whose medical condition necessitated transfer to the acute hospital,
that is,the acute hospital was the appropriate level of
care because of the nature of their condition. Fortyone of the transferees (49.4%), including patients
with hip fractures, sepsis, or acute gastrointestinal
bleeding, were placed in this group. Category II
included patients whose condition did not warrant
transfer to the acute hospital because their condition
could have been definitively diagnosed and treated
in the nursing home and did not require acutehospital level of care. Remarkably, nearly half
(48.2%) of the patients fell into this group. Category
IlIl consisted of patients who were sent to the local
Veterans Administration Hospital for aroutine physical exam; while there, an acute problem was diagnosed and they were hospitalized. Only two patients
(2.4%) fell into this subdivision.
Analysis of Patients in Category /l
Hospitalization is costly; it is also traumatic to the
patient and may lead to hospital-acquired complications that otherwise might not have occurred (Zimmer et al., 1988; Steel et al., 1981). It is therefore
important to describe those patients in Category IIpatients whose condition might have been handled
in the nursing home and did not require acutehospital level of care.
Seventy percent of the patients (n = 28) in Category 11could have been treated in the nursing home
if IV therapy had been available, (e.g., IV antibiotics,
parenteral diuretics or IV therapy for rehydration). In
an additional 15%of the cases, patients were transferred because of pressure from the family or nursing staff. The family of a dying patient, for example,
felt the nursing staff could not provide adequate care
and insisted their relative be hospitalized. In several
cases, the nursing staff asked physicians to transfer
patients who required heavy nursing care (e.g., patients with extensive decubitus ulcers). These residents were seen as difficult to care for, and in some
cases the administration wanted them moved because of fear of receiving a citation from state
inspectors.
Another fifteen percent of the patients in Category
11were transferred for the convenience of the physician or because of poor doctor-nurse communication. For example, two patients with nondisplaced
ankle fractures were sent to the hospital, where
short-leg casts were applied. The orthopedist
refused to go to the nursing home because materials
for casting were not readily available. In some cases,
frustrated physicians hospitalized patients after having difficulty obtaining reliable information about
the patient's condition from the nursing staff.
Social-Structural Factors Contributing to
Hospitalization

While it isimportant to know which clinical conditions lead to the hospitalization of nursing home
506

residents, it is also important to identify the social.
structural factors responsible for transfer.
Analyses of data from the acute-illness episodes
and participant observation disclosed that the nure.
ing home setting shaped and structured decisions
regarding transfer. The social-structural factors in the
nursing home most commonlycontributing to hospi.
talization of Category II patients were: lack of imme.
diately available in-house support services Ix-ray,
laboratory, and pharmacy departments); nursing.
medical issues (an insufficient number of adequateh,
trained nursing staff, transfer for the physician's con:
venience, pressure from nursing staff for transfer
and poor nurse-physician communication); and family pressure for transfer. Often many of these factors
interacted dynamically to influence the decision.
making process.
Lack of support services. - Facilities B and C did
not have laboratory, x-ray, or pharmacy depart.
ments. Laboratory work had to be sent out, increas.
ing the time between the nurse's assessment of a
change in the patient's condition and the physician's
diagnosis and prescription of treatment. X-ray technicians had to be called in, presenting not only atime
lag, but also decreasing the physician's confidence,
since the quality of portable X rays was considered
less accurate than those taken in a hospital radiology
department. The lack of these services, therefore,
precipitated hospitalization to accelerate the diagnostic process and to enhance accuracy. Conversely,
for some patients who were not transferred, the
delay in diagnosis increased the severity of the problem. A case in point was a woman who experienced
hyperinsulinism that was not correctly assessed until
five hours later, when the laboratory report showing
ablood sugar of 38 mg/dl was returned. She was then
immediately hospitalized and successfully treated.
NursinglMedical Issues
Insufficient and inadequately trained nursing staff.

- A large proportion 170%)of the patients could

have been treated in the nursing home if the nursing
staff had been able to administer IV therapy. Typically, these were patients with acute urinary or respiratory tract infections who needed IV antibiotics, or
residents who needed IV fluids for rehydration. One
vwoman with hyperinsulinism was sent to the hospital
for IV glucose, and some patients were hospitalized
for IV diuretics. While access to laboratory and x-ray
services are necessary for treating such patients, just
as important is a professional nursing staff who can
monitor their response to treatment and effectively
communicate with the physician.
Most of the nursing care, including the assessment
of subtle changes in patients' physical and cognitive
condition, was done by a small number of licensed
vocational nurses (LVNs), but predominantly by
nurse aides (NAs). These poorly paid, inadequately
trained workers were ill equipped to deal with the
large number of subacutely ill patients under their
care. When the work load became too heavy, the
The Gerontologist
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NAs put pressure on the licensed staff, who in turn
urged the physician to hospitalize residents. When
physicians thought the staff was unable to care adequatehs for patients whose conditions were deteriorating. they transferred them to the acute hospital.
Our data further suggest that in some cases an
insufficient number of adequately trained nursing
staff contributed to a gradual deterioration in the
patient s condition, eventually leading to hospitalization. Inadequate and irregular suctioning of semicomatose and comatose patients, for example, undoubtedly contributed to lower respiratory tract
infections. One nurse stated that a55-year-old comatose woman with a tracheostomy should have been
suctioned hourly, but due to a shortage of staff, was
at best suctioned once every eight hours. This same
nurse confided that patients with pneumonia who
were treated with antibiotics might not recover because of lack of supportive nursing care. "The
coughing and deep breathing exercises, chest physical therapy, these procedures just are not done here.
And they work, but they are not going to be done
because we do not have enough nursing staff." In
some cases, undetected fluid accumulation associated with acute congestive heart failure was not
acted upon, while in other cases an unnoticed decrease in fluid intake necessitated hospitalization for
rehydration therapy.
The shortage of nursing staff also contributed to
nutritional problems. In Facility C, for example, one
NA was responsible for feeding five to six patients
simultaneously. Eating was rushed and fluid intake
was not encouraged and/or recorded, resulting in
the dehydration and subsequent hospitalization
mentioned above. Similarly, poor nutritional intake
anda staff too busy to urge the patient to eat and take
adequate fluids sometimes resulted in the placement
of a nasogastric tube. An NA explained, "Tube feeding is a lot easier on us. It is so frustrating when they
don't eat. That's one job that takes forever. Mrs. L
has been tube fed for years, and she's doing just
fine." While tube feeding may be convenient for the
staff, it places the patient at increased risk for aspiration pneumonia; the unskilled, overworked staff
were inattentive to positioning tube-fed patients
property.
In facility B.one RN was responsible for the care of
135 patients on the evening and night shift. On one
occasion, we observed that there were 8 patients in
this facility with nasogastric tube feedings, a woman
with atracheostomy, 6patients in a semicomatose or
comatose condition, and a woman with jakobCreuzfeldt's disease, who was in anearly continuous
state of seizure. One RN was responsible for providing care for these 15 heavy-care patients; she also
had to supervise the care of 120other residents-an
impossible task!
Consenience of the physician. - Physicians are
poorly compensated - financially and psychologically -for their treatment of nursing home patients.
Reimbursement rates for the one required monthly
visit are low, and if a patient requires a second visit in
Vol. 29. No. 4, 1989
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the same month, it is often difficult and sometimes
impossible to be recompensed. Physicians candidly
admitted that it was more convenient to transfer the
acutely ill nursing home patient to the emergency
room (ERI of the acute hoseital, where X rays and
diagnostic work would be done quickly. The ERphysician would help make the diagnosis, and house
staff and the attending physician would follow the
patient more efficiently. Further, physicians remarked that they were better paid for hospital than
for nursing home care.
The time of day and day of the week were also
considered. A physician with 37 patients in one nursing home remarked: "I am always trying to tailor the
treatment to keep the calls down. If it is late afternoon, and the patient has a fever of 102- to 103°, I
know it's either pneumonia or a urinary tract infection; if it means I'm not going to get the results of lab
work, or achest X ray, until 11PM ... I'd rather send
them to the hospital to be evaluated." Physicians
noted that they preferred to hospitalize patients because ancillary services were more readily available,
the quality of nursing care higher, and theywould be
reimbursed by Medicare for one or more daily visits.
Pressure from nursing staff. - Nursing home administrators encouraged the admitting nurse to
screen incoming patients assiduously in an attempt
to keep afull census without placing undue stress on
their already overworked staff. Since the work load
increased as some residents inevitably became more
disabled and dependent, directors of nursing sometimes pressed for transfer in order to keep the number of heavy-care patients as lowas possible. In these
cases, transfer was seen as an opportunity to extricate themselves from a patient considered burdensome. Physicians also spoke of "treating the nurse."
If the nurse sounded anxious and insecure, the physician hospitalized the patient to avoid repfated
calls. Furthermore, in an era of close surveillance by
state inspectors, nursing homes sometimes urged
transfer to avoidpatients' dying in the nursing home;
adeath may attract close inspection of the chart and
possible citation.
Poor nurse-physician communication, - State regulations require that physicians be notified of any
change in the patient's condition - whether asmall
bruise or a slight elevation of blood pressure or
temperature. The nursing staff reported that physicians were frequently difficult to reach, often did not
return calls promptly, and were sometimes irritated
by phone calls reporting what they perceived as
insignificant signs and symptoms. On some occasions when the physician did not return the call
promptly, the staff became alarmed, dialed an emergency number, and had the patient hospitalized
without a physician's order.
Additionally, the physician's decision-making process was observed to be compromised by the poor
assessment and communication skills staff demonstrated when calling to report a change in the patient's condition. In such situations, physicians lost
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confidence in the nursing staff and hospitalized patients where they were on "home ground" with a
trustworthy staff.
Pressure from Family
Families reported feeling frustrated by what they
identified as inadequate nursing skills and, fearful
when their relative's condition worsened, sometimes urged the physician to transfer himther to an
acute hospital. Transfers also occurred when there
was uncertainty about the severity of the patient's
condition. In such cases, especially if a concerned
family member was present, physicians hospitalized
the patient out of indecision and/or fear of litigation.
An illustration is the explanation made to the researcher by one physician: "When the family is involved, it's probably safer to transfer him. He may
stroke out on me; he's fragile, there could be aclot."
The Cost of Transfer

This study initially did not focus on the cost of
hospitalization. It became obvious, however, that
the emotional cost to patients and their families, and
the financial costto society areconsiderable, and our
data allowed us to make an estimate of the economic
cost.

Emotional costs. - While financial costs are of
great concern, no less important is the emotional
cost of hospitalization. Foremost is the trauma experienced by the patient who is being transferred,
often without adequate explanation, to an unfamiliar
location, with unfamiliar staff and an unfamiliar physician. In some cases when patients were discharged
from the hospital, their bed in the nursing home was
not available. They were therefore placed in yet another strange environment, surrounded by strange
caregivers.
Financial costs. - The hospitalization of nursing
patients results in the expenditure of a vast amount
of money. In this study, similar to the findings of Van
Buren et al. (1982) it was found that 48% (40 patients)
of those transferred might have been treated in the
nursing home. In California the average length of
hospital stay for patients over the age of 65 is7.4 days
and the average charge per patient day is $1,127
(Office of Statewide Planning and Development,
1987). The transfer of the 40 patients in Category II,
therefore, resulted in a total of 2% hospital days at
$1,127 per day for anet cost of $333,592.
When using this same formula to calculate the cost
of Category II transfers throughout the United
States, the figure becomes astronomical. Data from
the 1985 National Nursing Home Survey (Sekscenski,
1987) disclosed that 430,000 patients are discharged
annually from nursing homes to general or short-stay
hospitals (excluding psychiatric units). An additional
20,000 are discharged to Veterans Hospitals, for a
total of 450,000 discharges. If 48% of these transfers
could be avoided, 216,000 patients are perhaps being
hospitalized needlessly.
S50t

The national average length of hospital stay in the
United States (for the quarter ending January 1989i
for patients over the age of 65 was 6.6 days, and the
average cost of hospital care per day was $661.31
(American Hospital Association, 1989). Thus, the
transfer of 216,000 patients annually would result in
an additional 1,425,600 hospital days at atotal cost of
$942,763,530, an unacceptable figure in a time of
escalating health care costs.
When estimating national costs, it must be noted
that Medicaid reimbursement policies vary from
state to state. California has a prospective class or
fixed-rate reimbursement rate. That is, asingle rate is
paid to all facilities regardless of the acuity level;
there is no financial incentive for nursing homes to
keep acutely ill or heavy-care patients. (For a full
discussion of Medicaid reimbursement policies, see
Swan, Harrington, & Grant, 1988). State Medicaid
reimbursement rates may influence the transfer of
patients to the acute hospital, and it could be argued
that more transfers occur in California than in other
states. With this caveat in mind, it is nevertheless
clear that avoidable hospitalizations result in a large
expenditure of money.
Discussion
The results of this study disclosed that in 48.2% of
the cases, nursing home residents were hospitalized
for social-structural (i.e., lack of support services,
nursing/medical issues such as an insufficient number of adequately trained nursing staff and poor
nurse-physician communication, and family pressure for transfer) rather than for clinical reasons. A
major question that needs to be addressed is: Can
nursing homes effectively provide acute-care services to the elderly? The findings presented here are
consistent with those of Zimmer et al. (1988), who, in
describing an innovative program that reduced the
hospitalization of acutely ill nursing home patients,
emphasized that providing acute care in nursing
homes is dependent upon an adequate number of
skilled nursing staff, the reimbursement of physicians for daily visits, and the availability of pharmaceutical and diagnostic services.
It is noteworthy that in Facility C only 30% of the
patients who were treated in the nursing home died,
while in Facility B nearly twice as many (59.3%) died.
This is partially explained by the fact that Facility C
seldom admitted patients who were terminally ill,
and they also hospitalized agreater proportion (59%1
of the patients who became acutely ill.
Itis also noteworthy that in FacilityA, only 12.5% of
the residents who became acutely ill were hospitalized, while in facilities 8 and C, 48.6% and 59%
respectively of the residents who became acutely ill
were transferred. This was undoubtedly due to the
fact that Facility A had laboratory, x-ray, and pharmacy services and physicians on site, and an acutecare ward adequately staffed with physicians and
nurses trained to provide acute-care services.
Facility A is atypical, and due to its size (1,200
beds), it can support on-site medical, diagnostic and
The Gerontologist
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pharmaceutical services. Since most nursing homes
are small (99 beds or less), it would not be economically feasible for them to provide support services on
site. These services are generally available by contractual arrangements through commercial laboratories, pharmacies, and hospitals (Ouslander, 1988).
Strengthening the professional nursing staff in nursing homes, however, is a strategy that would reduce
the hospitalization of nursing home patients.
Strengthening the Professional Nursing Staff
Nursing care isthe major service provided in nursing homes; yet while the average nursing home has
about 41 full-time employees, less than 3 of those
employees are RNs (Sirrocco, 19831.Furthermore,
less than half of all skilled nursing facilities (SNFs)
have an RN on duty 24 hours a day (U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, 1981). Medicare- or
Medicaid-certified SNFs must have a full-time director of nursing and at least one RN on the day shift
seven days a week, and a licensed nurse on duty 24
hours a day. The federal regulation, however, does
not require that the licensed nurse be an RN. On
evenings and nights, the charge nurse may be an RN
or a licensed practical nurse (LPN). Some facilities
have more professional staff than is required by
federal regulation, while others meet only the minimum standard. Thus in many nursing homes LPNs
are in charge of patient care, and the hands-on care is
performed by the nurse aide, who typically is responsible for providing complete care for 10 to 15patients
on the day shift, 15 to 25 in the evening, and 40 to 50
during the night shift (Harrington, 1987).
It has been estimated that there are only 1.5 licensed nursing staff per 100 patients in nursing
homes. By comparison, in acute-care hospitals there
is one RN for every 4.5 patients (Harrington, 1987).
Clearly, this dramatic reduction in professional nursing care is insufficient to meet the needs of patients
who are being discharged, often in subacute conditions, from the acute- to the long-term care setting.
Given these conditions, it is not surprising that, of
the identified social-structural factors contributing to
hospitalization in this study, the insufficient number
of adequately trained nursing staff stands out as the
predominant problem. Correcting this problem
would address three factors that contribute toward
hospitalization: pressure for transfer from nursing
home staff, poor nurse-physician communication,
and pressure for transfer from families who lack
confidence in the nursing staff. Ameliorating the
staffing situation is essential for providing quality
care to the acutely ill nursing home patient. Furthermore, without adequate nursing care, chronic conditions give rise to acute episodes of illness, and hospitalization inevitably occurs.
The problems of inadequately skilled and an insufficient number of nurses are separate but intertwined. Regarding skills, for example, staffing nursing homes with RNs capable of giving IV therapy
would significantly reduce the number of hospitalizations, as was evident in Facility A. At Facility B.
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although the nurses were able to administer IV fluids
and drugs, some physicians were unaware of this,
and others questioned the nurses ability to monitor
IV therapy. At Facility C. the nursing staff did not
administer IVs. Thus, many patients from Facilities B
and C were hospitalized for IV therapy.
Nursing home residents are frail, very old, have
multiple pathologies and physical disabilities, and
many are mentally impaired. Their conditions can
change rapidly; it is imperative that at least one RN
be on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week to
assess patients and identify subtle changes indicative
of an acute illness.
In addition to increasing the professional nursing
staff, the use of the clinical nurse specialist (CNSI and
the geriatric nurse practitioner (GNP) in nursing
homes should be encouraged. Early studies have
suggested that GNPs can improve the outcome for
nursing home residents (Kane et al., 1976), and a
recent study by Kane et al. (1988) found that, despite
some difficulty in implementing their role in nursing
homes, GNPs had a positive effect on resident outcomes. Some studies have demonstrated that GNPs
contribute to the quality of care by changing the
focus from custodial to rehabilitative care (Chaffin,
1976; Gray, 1982). Recent findings from the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation Teaching Nursing Home
Program, (Mezey, Lynaugh, & Cartier, 1988) along
with data from other demonstration projects have
shown that GNPs markedly increase the ability of
nursing homes to care for acutely ill patients and
those with complex problems (Mezey & Scanlon,
1989.)
GNPs can play a particularly important role in the
care of the acutely ill nursing home resident. In the
absence of on-site physicians, the GNP could take
the responsibility for ongoing patient assessment,
early recognition of acute illness, and implementation of a plan of care. Further, the GNP could discuss
the patient's condition with the physician to determine if 1)the situation can be handled via telephone,
2)the patient needs to be seen by the physician, or 3)
the patient needs to be hospitalized.
The reimbursement of GNPs who provide services
in nursing homes has been somewhat problematic.
Mezey and Scanlon (1989) suggest that reimbursing
the GNP under Medicare Pan B for services for which
physicians are currently being reimbursed could significantly improve quality of care, and it has the
potential for being cost effective, (For a full discussion of reimbursement options see Mezey and
Scanlon, 1989). While there is some evidence that the
use of GNPs is cost effective, further studies are
needed to determine cost estimates and savings.
Facility A was a nonprofit organization, while Facilities B and Cwere proprietary nursing homes. Given
the increasing numbers of elderly and the escalating
cost of health care, we in the United States must at
some point decide if we can afford to sustain longterm care as a profit-making industry. If the money
that is paid to the nursing home industry could be
redirected to purchase additional professional services, the quality of care would surely improve.
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In many states, nursing homes are not reimbursed
for providing acute or subacute care (Ouslander,
1988). Numerous studies have addressed the problem of Medicaid reimbursement rates to nursing
homes (Fries & Cooney, 1985; Grimaldi, 1982; Harrington & Swan, 1984; Swan, Harrington, &Grant,
1988). Medicaid reimbursement to nursing homes is
a complex topic, not within the scope of this paper.
In view of the rising cost of health care and the
increasing number of older people, however, it is
imperative that a mechanism for reimbursing nursing
homes for providing subacute care be developed
and implemented. Ouslander (1988) has discussed
several strategies, such as the establishment of a
level of care and reimbursement rates somewhere
between the nursing home and the acute hospital.
Innovative approaches are not without potential negative consequences, as nursing homes may deliberately increase patient dependency and level of care
to maximize reimbursement (Swan, Harrington, &
Grant, 1988).
This study has limited generalizability, because it
was conducted in three facilities in one geographic
area. Its strength lies in the rich qualitative data that
facilitated the identification of social-structural factors contributing to hospitalization. Further studies
are needed to determine under which conditions
acutely ill patients can be treated successfully in
nursing homes, and when patients must be hospitalized for treatment. Also necessary are studies focusing on which patients would benefit from hospitalization and how the outcomes differ for patients who
are hospitalized in contrast to those who are not.
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL RESTRAINTS
ON RESIDENTS
Developed by the
National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform for the
Long Term Care Ombudsman Resources
State
National Center for
funded by the Administration on Aging
(These effects may be due to restraints and/or other conditions)

CAUSE

PREVENTION

Swelling of ankle
or lower leg/rings
too tight/shoes
too tight.

Older people may
have a less
efficient
circulatory
system. Without
enough
exercise ,and
changing of
position fluid
collects in hands
and feet.

Release, Exercise
every 2 hrs/
change position
often. Lie flat in
bed every two
hours. Use
alternative
methods.

Death

Cardiovascular
stress response as
fearful resident
struggles to be
free from
restraint.

Use alternative
methods.

CARDIOVASCULAR

29
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DETRINENTAL EFFECTS OF PEYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RZSTRAINTS ON RESIDENTS
CAUSE

PREVENTION

Broken spirit/not
interested in
life.
Discomfort of
restraint/preoccup
ation with
discomfort.
No activity to
work up appetite.
Too drowsy from
drug use to eat.

Use alternative
methods.
Release, exercise
at least every two
hours.
Decrease drug
dose.

Dehydration
Dry skin/dry
mouth/ sunken
eyes/ fever/ acute
confusion. (CP/CR)

Cannot reach
water.
Too drowsy to
drink.
Too depressed to
drink. Does not
recognize
decreased sense of
thirst.

Use alternative
methods.
Leave water within
reach at all
times. Offer
fluids/ encourage
to drink between
meals and at
meals.

Urinary Retention

Many psychoactive
drugs effect
ability to release
urine.

Discontinue drug.
Use alternative
methods. Use
alternative drug.
Discontinue
catheter use.

Not taken to
bathroom/toileting
done according to
facility rather
than individual
pattern/drug
action may cause
incontinence

Release, toilet,
exercise every two
hours or more
often if necessary
Use alternative
methods
Discontinue drug
Use alternative
drug.

ErE

Decrease in
appetite/ weight
loss/sunken cheek
bones/ sores
around mouth
(CR/PR)

Distended lower
belly/complains of
needing to go to
the bathroom/
dribbling when
toileted instead
of good stream/
presence of
catheter with no
other apparent
cause. (CR)

Incontinence
Wet/ complain of
not being taken to
the bathroom/
agitation
especially for
resident with
dementia/presence
of catheter for no
other apparent
reason (CR/PR)

30
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RESTRAINTS ON RESIDENTS
EFFECT

PREVENTION

CAUSE

GASTRO-INTESTINAL
GENITO-URINARY
Urinary Tract
Infections (CR/PR)
Pain and frequency
of urination,
fever

Catheter use, not
voiding regularly,
low fluid intake

Toilet to avoid
incontinence,
increase fluid
intake, use
alternative
methods

Constipation/
impaction
Resident complains
of stomach ache/
constipation
Restlessness
Decreased
appetite/
confusion
Preoccupied with
bowels (CR/PR)

Lack of activity
Inability to get
enough fluids
Not taken to
bathroom according
to lifelong bowel
pattern.

Release, exercise,
toilet every two
hours or more
often if
necessary.
Toilet according
to lifelong
pattern
Offer fluids
between meals and
at meals
Leave water within
reach
Use alternative
methods

Prolonged
inactivity causes
loss of muscle in
all ages, so that
the person
gradually loses
ability to use
them; bone loss
results in
increased fracture
risk.

Use alternative
methods: physical
therapy, release,
weight bearing
exercise every 2
hours or more
often if
necessary. Range
of motion
exercises, fit
chair to
individual, use
cushions, wedges
and pillows for
comfort.

MUSCULO-SKELETON
Decrease in
mobility such as
unable to walk,
move own
wheelchair.
Wasting of muscles
over time.
Contractures in
extremities
recognized by
hands in fist,
bent elbows,knees
bent toward chest
and moved, if at
all, only with
difficulty and
pain.
Increased
fractures.(CR/PR)

31
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RESTRAINTS ON RESIDENTS
PREVENTION

CAUSE

EFFECT
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Complains of
tension or
exhibits signs of
tension (PR)

Tardive
Dystkinesia (CR)
Repetitive
movements of head,
tongue, hands and
feet.

Corma/Death

(CR)

Restraints are not
relaxing;
stressful from
having movement
restricted

Use alternative
methods, use
restraints for
very short periods
of time.
Discontinue drug
or lower dose. Use
alternative drug
without that
particular side
effect.

Caused by some
chemical
restraints. Haldol
is a commonly used
drug with this
effect and is
irreversible.

Use lowest drug
dose for shortest
period of time.
Keep in mind
general rule of
thumb: 1/2 adult
dose for elderly1/4 dose for
elderly with
dementia. (Of
course there are
exceptions to
this) Note that
continuous long
term drug use
seldom necessary

Too large dose of
psychoactive drug

Use small doses
for short periods
of time

32
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RESTRAINTS ON RESIDENTS
CAUSE

PREVENTION

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Panic/ anxious
expression/
combative/
increased
confusion
(PR/CR)

Frightened by PR.
Does not like
restraints. Does
not understand why
they are being
used. Paradoxical
reaction to a
psychoactive drug;
that is, it has
the opposite
effect intended.

Lethargy/depression/ decreased
social interaction
(PR/CR)

Person gives up
when restrained,
withdraws, broken
spirit. Staff
ignore restrained
resident. Drug in
too large dose.

Use alternative
methods.
Increase
opportunity to
socialize.
Frequent staff
interaction.
Decrease time
restraint used.
Decrease drug dose
or change drugs.

Use alternative
options, identify
and meet needs,
comfort

Use alternative
options, identify
and meet needs,
comfort

Screaming/yelling/
calling out
(CR/PR)

33

Use alternative
methods. Use CR
and PR for short
periods only.
Use different
drug, lower dose
or no drug.
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DETRIM4ENTAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL RESTRAINTS ON RESIDENTS
CAUSE

PREVENTION

Resident complains
that chest feels
tight/says "can't
breathe"/appears
anxious

Chest/ vest
restraint is too
tight. Resident
fears restraint
and has anxiety
attack
Lack of movement

Use alternative
methods
Loosen restraint
Decrease use of
drugs
Exercise every two
hours or more
often if necessary

Pneumonia (CR/PR)
Acute confusion/
shortness of
breath/ chest pain

Lack of movement
allows secretions
to pool, decreases
efficiency of
lungs with
decreased oxygen
exchange and
increase
confusion.
Shortness of
breath when active

same as above

Death

incorrectly
applied restraint
leads to death by
strangulation

Apply restraint
correctly/ use
alternative
methods.

Bruising/cuts/redness (PR)

Incorrectly
applied restraint
or improper size
or type of
restraint.
Resident struggles
against restraint

Apply restraint
correctly
according to
manufacturer's
direction
Use alternative
methods.
Apply restraint
for short periods
only.

Pressure sores
(PR/CR)

Resident in one
position too long.
Studies show two
times number of
pressure sores in
restrained
residents.
34

Release, exercise,
at least every 2
hrs.- oftener if
necessary.
Use alternative
methods.

EFFECT
RESPIRATORY

(PR)

SKIN
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IV-E-20

CONTRACTURE AVOIDANCE PROGRAM
YIELDS UNEXPECTED DIVIDENDS
Mrrin, E Casper

W

hena patient careplan focuses
on the prevention
of a negative
W
outcome as a goal. we talk
about themaximiaion of a patients life
quality, if thegoal isachieved.Our facility recentlyexperienced
a situation where
a program to enhancethe life quality of
our residents
at risk of developing or exacerbating
contractures
hadtheconcomitanteffectof improving the quality of life
of another group of our residents.
The proposed newconditions of parttcipation for skilled nursing facilities.
issuedby the Health CarelFinancing Administration /HCFA). werethoroughly
discussed
at our 324-bedskilled nursing
facility's weekly patient care planning
conferences.
As a resultof the proposed
contracture standardin thequality of life
condition. efforts to developan effective
contracture
avoidance
program hada very
high priority in our discussions.
At thesametimelastfall. thenewdirector of theoffice of licensure
andcereification in our statewasplacing a greatemphasison rehabilitative/restorative nursing programs.In addition. wewerein the
prxess of preparing for a surveyfronm
the

.MartiE Carper is exoec diurector
of
Gnsnolds ParrkManor Rehtbilraion
Center. vorrh .Uimi 4eac 7o0ndai
nhich is accedited liv thelong term cra
section of theJoint Commission on Acrteditation of Healihrcaw
0rgacetioms.
Mr. Carper has hadovr
oS
sesmof etpenencein administation of health caen
faciliies, and holdr a mastvr's degreein
public health in horspial adminiutntimon
jonm YaleUnivevmt.He if an ecsoar
professor of community medicine at
Colge offreotrhit MerlSorhe*asarn
icneanda member
noJfr Rrunbuoximenl
and RuAes
and RegulationsCommittee
Rondo Healih Caem
Assariuetio
al

long term caresectionof the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations. an orgarizatmon
which also
considerstheseprogramsto be of grat
importance.
Objectives in theseareashadnot asyet
been effectively implemented when
by the state
Greynolds Park wassurveyed
during an annual ficensureandcertification inspection in December1987.Vh
werefortunate to havetwo nurseson the
inspection teamwho wereversedin restorative/rehabilitative nursing. Although the
facility receivedseveralcitations in this
area. the surveyor's input gavesomeimpetusin besterfocusing on rehabilitative
nursing objectives.

an intendisciplinary resident
careplanning
meeting, our director of activities. Jane
Adelstein, indicated that shehad foam
materials which could be cut into pillows
of any shapeor sizenecessary
to accommodate all rehabilitative requirements.
Shealso suggested
that sewingandstuffing pillows would be a veryeffective activities program for the moe able residentsbecause
theywould behelping those
less physically or mentally able than
themselves.
The ideawaswholeheartedly endorsed
with the provision that thedirector of activitics discuss
the suggd programwith
the activities group and that a price per
pillow be agreedupon and paid by the
facility to the residentsfor their labor.
Responding
to theSurvny
Our residentswereenthusiastic about
their pnmposed
"cotageindustry: andthe
Following the inspection, Greynolds
Parkhired a full-time RN, PeggyPbtsnick, program wasbegun.Egg cratematerial
as the rehabilitative nursecoordinator.
wasacquired for pillow foam and it was
agreedthatthe facility would payresidents
This position requireddose interrelationshipswith our dierary,occupational therSI.50 per pillow. Activities required for
residents
to createone pillow include catapy,physical therapy,speechpathology,
social service,activities department, and ting andsewingthecase,cutting the foam
into small pieces,pulling nylon thread
housekeeping
and maintenance
departments,in addition to the rehabilitative
from commercial cones,stuffing thepilnursing responsibilities.
Our objectivewas low, and sewingit after it is stuffed. Resito ensure
thatall departments
look ateach dents who are limited to the use of one
patient from the perspectie of -hat we hand are able to cut foam when foam
cando for that individual to enhancehis squaresare securedto the table.
or her life quality.
As oneaspectof therehabilitative nurs- Mission nd Purpose
ing program developed,
the staff picked
Residents
participating in theprogriit
up on therontractaure
avoidance
program
had adistinct mission and purposeTheY
discussed
earlier.The rehabifitative nurse werehelping less physically fortunate
residents
and could see,on a daily basis.
coordinator found an obstaclein efforts
to position patientsproperly becausea tangible resultsfrom the fruits of their
labor.In walking through thefacility. this
variery of pillow sizeswas necessary for
"handiwork' was visible in patient
the vide range of residents llexation
points. Thesesizeswerenot alwaysavail- wheelchairs and beds.all protecintl Pableand,if availabl,thesizeswereusually tients from developing or etacerbeteng
not exaci.
contractures. This knowledgeenhanced
their self-esteem.
Patientspaticipatiungn
1inilla buldents
the program might complain of not fe
As this problem wasbeingdiscussed
at
Continued on pae J
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Continuedfrom page 46
ing well, but would get out of bed to make
pillows because they "wanted to help
other patients." These residents were truly
feeling good about themselves.
Program Results
To date, our residents have produced
115 pillows. A total of 20 residents now
participate in the program. Proceeds are
sometimes spent on luncheons catered
from outside restaurants. Occasionally,
they will bring in Chinese, Italian, or
delicatessen food. As a result, this program has greatly increased the sense of
resident community in our facility.
Now when our resident care planning
committee meets, it looks not only at the
particular problem at hand but also at the
potential for the solution to enhance the
life quality of other residents.
An effective program of rehabilitative'
restorative nursing requires staff to look
at all residents, even those who have been
in Greynolds Park long term, not only as
they are today but also what they have the
potential to become tomorrow, if they are
encouraged and assisted in attaining that
potential. For example, the fact that a resident who does not need to be in a
wheelchair all day, but has used it continuously for five years, does not mean
an effort should not be made to attempt
to get him or her out of it. Our objective
has been to maximize each individual's
life quality based on his or her physical
limitations. Our pillow program has
helped us achieve that objective for pillow
users and pillow producers alike.
U
Provider Sr"e`
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Nursing home incontinence
nPrnipft ncinev;
F

-rJt-Pams

r

mjnnAApl

M.LN.ta research associate
at the 725bed faeility.
Derding with her post-opera<
It's prograns like Hebrew'
tie urtinary incni
that Diana tfaskin Siegal-is tryooeucmld
have been =h
to old ing to pblici
Zf
As project
age. Fortunately for "Mary." director forethreertb fo eed
she was at the Boston, MA- statewide Nursing Home lnbased Hebrew Rehabilitation contir e Project, she is atCenter For Aged. There. it wua tempting to identify and replidiscovered that one of her cate sscceasfsl proeas alprescriptions wa to blame. ready in placs, Her other mAnd when her msedicatinn wa- jor gondis to fsrdser educate
changed. the problem disap- pronide. the media commss
peared
nity and the general public
"We'velearnedtha tthereare sbout anailable treatment opa lot of ways to treat ineonti- tioH
nence. What's particularly ir"We're trying to encourage
portnt is that the patient has nsrsnitg hoses to do a better
to be seen as a whole pesnon job of treating incontinence."
considering functional evelind said Siegal a public bedth remedical condition - as well as setcher nd co- thsorotfite
the incontinence problem it- book. Otrzefs.e. Growing
Can' mdoangsg35
self." said Edna Laurino.
by John O'Connor

I

Incontinence project
Older
Sikgal .ad ,h; whklc -ntinetni. ... .hI
nu, pcr-asisa health
pi.blib
I,0 jig adult. it rem-is,
t,
h, least undar--ttid 'Thvrv
nd',
h, tar flre r.arch .nd
,d-,.
i
non th 'ohtvct''.h, tad

The denogrophls of oeonolttneer
Marc than 5056 it she resident
s
tautgcnnmcar-isstttutotts ie afflrited
wh arittary intinenc .turdiIg
oan arttl i it h, Vew Entgfatt( ir
at
AIedcee IVo. 3113. No 13t
ci-au hored by Hebrew's Neil Resnick,
M.D
Resnik esuimaed the problem is
sting nursing homes more than a

htlion dollars annually. while accouning for 3% to 8% of their operating
budgets. The overall cos, for the care
of a11inconinent elderly is more than
SS billion each year. according to
Re.nick in hts aricle
In Medical Car (Vol. 22. No. II.
Joseph G. Outlander and Robert L
Kane argued that by increasing atten
tion. pviding betterdiagnosis. and
offering more appropriate treatments.
doctors helped about two-hirdi of
those afflicted with incotminence in
their study to overcome the prblem

Hatfdd aide effft
But attempts to control the problem
are often hampered by tie psychological bagtgae that incontinence can
bring. Antiety. sh.me guilt depression and s ofseUlfesteem frequemly
accopany the problem. Siegal said.
According to her, these feelings isoble people. "it restrits acivities and
it makes them feel bad about themseles. Thre are a ih of people who
won't even hove their hnmesbecause
they are incontnent."
She added the pblem is further
esacerbiated by a lack of physician
training. We caunot yet rn a public

educaotionpwgrtun that says 'don't
take this for granted, go sex your
doctor.' becaus doctors often don't
knew what rn do Siegel said."
It's crucialfor intemitt in family
practice and general medicine to get
mom training frm omiogists,becaue
"they're the ones that need to be able
to handle the issue as much us possible." Siegel etplatned.

-n sto
The Hebrew Rehabilitation Center
For Aged is a pioneering institution
in the field of incontinence. One of
less than a half dozen facilities nation.
wide demigsated as a teaching nursing
home.it has been receiving renearch
funding front the National Institute
of Health since 1983.
"A lot of the work going on here is
reflection of Dr. Resnick's work." id
Debbie Duos So4lomon director of
public relatiu.
Hebrews Laurino, who assists
Resnick's retarch at the center, said
that the facility usesa "stepped" process to help identify and cure the prnbkm.
Laurino eaplained that treatment
begins with seeking reversible causes.
analysing medications checking for
mobility problems or determining
whether a specific medical problem
is to blame. Each resident then re
cives a tailor-made programn

Don't simply blame age
"We've found that it's not just age
itslf that causes the problems of incontinence. But as we age other prob'
lens such aua lossof mobility, takea
toll on an already comprmised aging
bladder. But it's not necessarily just
maitter of aging. We've got lOyeatrolds her that don't have bladder prob'
lems."she said.
Lhurin noted she's optimistic that
the prblem can evenmulIly be eliminated, but added. "a lot more has to
be learoed about it."
Siegal said despite the dearth of
avsilabbi knowledge and medical tramig. she sees encouraging signs. As
more is letmed about incontnence.
and as physicians. proniders and the
public lears more about what can be
done, the problem will be more effectively dealt with and may evenltally
be conquered, she said.
Alas Balsam, director of the Elder
Health Divsion of the state's public
health department is aIso assisting in
the project.
Other participants involved in the
prject include the state's self-help
and advocacy organization Living Is
For The Elderly, the Massachusetts
Federation of Nursing Homes and the
Association of Massachusetts Homes
for
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Dramatic Decrease in
Decubitus Ulcers
A VA quality assurance
program stimulated
changes in care that
paid off handsomely.
MARJORIE F. BLOM
In the late 1970s, decubitus ulcers
were a recurring problem at our
Veterans Administration Medical
Center. a long-term care facility located in the midwest. The patient
population was then and is now
predominantly male, with 53 percent 60 years old or over. Clinical
areas of practice include psychiatry, intermediate medicine, and
geriatrics.
Maintenance of skin integrity
was one of our most strived-for
goals, yet decubitus ulcers did occur in this population of elderly.
chronically debilitated veterans.
The cost of skin breakdown in
dollars and human suffering is
overwhelming(l). Expenditures for
the treatment of a single decubitus
ulcer can range from S5,000 to
£34,000. Other costs accrue to pa-

tients because of delayed dis-

charge, prolonged sickness and dependence, time lost from work, and
the emotional effects on the patients and their families(2).
Decubitus ulcers, or localized areas of skin and subcutaneous tissue
necrosis, are produced by compression of the small blood vessels that
carry nutrients to those areas(3).
Anything that interferes with nourishing the cell, removing its waste
products, or the exchange of fluid
MuJme F. Flm RN. i. qelay
sni-tnuiw and inreetion
eotml eane c
ihteve.ns Admnnisito MRdsa Ci,, in K-nvilleC tA. She en-eU. aepiaLanntothe n-rhaS unif;
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l,

between cell and capillary will impair cell functions and eventually
lead to cellular death.
While the primary cause of skin
breakdown is sustained pressure.
many other factors contribute.
Among them are metabolic diseases, such as diabetes; peripheral
vascular impairment. loss of vasomotor control, as in paraplegia and
quadriplegia; intercurrent illness;
anemia; nutritional inadequacy; infection; endotoxins (including a
high blood urea nitrogen); stress;
antiinflammatory drugs; and maceration of the skin by urine and
feces(4-6).
Many of these predisposing factors were present in our elderly veteran population in late 1977 when
the planning for a large construction project created an opportunity
to review our caseload.
Preparations to install central air
conditioning and adapt patient
units for increased privacy required
that some units be vacated. The average daily census decreased by 12
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percent during 1978, and another 8
percent in 1979. when construction
actually began. During 1980, the
average daily census stabilized at
580. The patients' acuity of illness
remained high throughout these
three years. with the vast majority
classified in the Veterans Administration's category I or 11. Category
I patients are acutely or critically
ill and require intensive nursing
care for extremely severe symptoms. Category 11 patients need
considerable direct care for subsiding or impending serious illness or
chronic conditions that make them
almost completely dependent (see
Figure 1).
Before the start of patient relocation in January 1978, workload
data were submitted to the nursing
service office from each of the 14
patient units. Among the many factors monitored was the incidence of
decubitus ulcers and their classification. In January, 27 patients had
ulcers. The lack of written guidelines for classifying the decubitus
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ulcers resulted in subjective evaluations with such terms as minimal.
moderate, or severe. The nursing
quality assurance committee recognized that decubitua ulcers were a
significant problem, and undertook
an audit.
Quality assurance consists of activities that ensure patients a specified degree of excellence in care
through continuous evaluation of
structural components, goal-directed nursing process, and patient
outcome.

:

C4AAC-

Phase Two
A similar date collection system
was begun by our nursing quality
assurance committee in July 1978.
This launched phase twoof the audit: its objectives were to
* record the number of patients
with decubitus ulcers
* monitor nursing care (including preventive interventions) for all
patients at risk for skin breakdown
* identify factors predisposing to
skin breakdown
* heighten nursing staff awareness that early detection is an important preventive measure.
In July 1978. head nurses on
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PhaseOne
The nursing quality assurance
coordinator collected baseline dats
from January to June 1978 on the
number of patients with decubitus
ulcers. This was the first six months
of a three-year audit. The number
of patients with such ulcers decreased from 27 to 18 in that sixmonth period. Seven patients were
admitted with preexisting bedsores
during that time. Of the 18 ulcers
remaining in June 1978. 3 were
classified as severe and 15 as moderate. The need for a more comprehensive evaluation system emerged
from those findings.
In a study by Rubin, a weekly
progress report was submitted on
all patients with potential or actual
decubitus ulcers. This information
was drawn from the supervisor's
daily patient report and used during weekly rounds by the supervisor, head nurses, and nursing audit
committee(7).
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each unit identified patients for the
audit population. Nursing units included were the 200-bed nursing
home care facility. 96-bed medical
service. 134-bed intermediate medicine section. and the 241-bed psychiatry service.
Each patient with a decubitus
ulcer was comprehensively assessed
by the quality assurance coordinator. Individual data sheets containing the following elements were
used for each patient: name. age.
sea, diagnosis, mobility status,
mental status, general physical
condition, bowel and bladder status. location of decubitus ulcer, size
of uleer in centimeters. site. predisposing factors, treatments prescribed. andspecial nursing procedures er preventive measures used.
Every two weeks from July

through December 1978, the quality assurance coordinator and a
committee member inspected every
ulcer and recorded information on
the elements cited above. In addition. the presence of drainage, the
cleanliness, and any need for debridement and changes in the treatment or nursing procedure were
documented.
Survey visits were scheduled at
least one day in advance so that the
unit staff could plan dressing
changes to coincide with the visit.
Each visit included all patients previously surveyed, those with newly
developed ulcers, and newly admitted patients who had decubitus ulcers. These additions to the survey
population were identified through
information from nursing staff and
from the 24-hour nursing report.
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Patients whose ulcer healed were
followed for a minimum of ont
month to detect recurrence.
A verbal report was given to unit
nursing personnel and the administrative staff following each survey
To follow trends, summaries were
written monthly.
Phase Tw.o Findings
Included in the phase two survey
were 43 patients who had ulcers or
whose ulcers healed during that
phase. Thirteen, or 30.2 percent,
were admitted with ulcers. These
patients came from homes and
health care facilities in the surrounding communities.
Data for this patient population,
shown in Tables I and 2, included
age, mobility status, mental status,
predisposing factors or significant
conditions, and ulcer site.
Mental status was classified as
confused or alert, based on nursing
assessment. Figures obtained concerning mental status did not indicate a significant influence on decubitus ulcer development. Data on
nutritional state were not included
because all patients in this survey
period were classified as having
good or adequate nutrition, as determined by nursing or dietetic assessment. Being well or adequately
nourished was defined as being
within the ideal limits of body
weight and hydration as determined from standards set by the
National Research Council and
from the Metropolitan Life Insurance tables.
No ulcers recurred at the same
site during this phase.
The nursing measures used included relief to pressure areas,
maintenance of cleanliness, periodic turning and repositioning, frequent skin care, use of sheepskin or
foam pads, padded siderails, and
intermittent bed rest. A water mattress was provided to all patients on
the two units that consistently
cared for those patients at highest
risk for skin breakdown. Mattresses were issued to the other
units as needed.
Treatment of decubitus ulcers
consisted primarily of
0 irrigation to cleanse (peroxide.

U9 G-ei

N..n..

M..h/Aril 1915

saline, aluminum acetate solution used by other units in the medical
[Burow's Solution]. acetic acid)
center. Documentation in the pa* debridement of necrotic tissue tient's medical record became more
by surgery or an enzymatic agent
accurate as ulcer measurements,
(Travase. Debrisan, Elase)
condition, and healing; and plans
* application of topical agents to for maintenance or continued healpromote healing, control infection, ing were noted in writing.
or both (povidine-iodine [Betadine
After a review of the phase-two
Helafoam], aluminum and magne- findings, the majority of the nurssium hydroxide [Maalox], thimero- ing staff overwhelmingly favored
sal [Merthiolatej, bacitracin, ka- continuing the decubitus-ulcer surraya, tincture of benzoin, gentamy- vey on a monthly basis. At this
cin [Garamycin), betamethasone
point, a more precise scale to meas(Valisonea,
chloramphenicol
ure the degree of tissue involve[Chloromycetin], neomycin [Neoment was developed by combining
sporin], Vitamin A and D Oint- Rubin's classification of ulcer
ment, erythromycin
stages and Clark's grades for decu[Ilotycin],
polymixin B and zinc bacitracin bitus ulctrs(7-8):
(Polysporin])
* First degree decubitus ulcer* stimulation of circulation with
skin red and blistered
massage or specialized equipment
* Second
degree-superficial
(whirlpool bath, warm moist packs, skin layers involved
ultraviolet light).
a Third degree-full thickness
of skin involved, including fat, musOther Outcomes
cles, and bone.
Having two persons collect data
increased objectivity and meant Phase Three
that unit staff members did not
Data collection from January
have to help position patients for
1979, through December 1980 conobservation of the ulcers.
stituted the third phase of the auCommunication increased on the dit; 73 affected patients were folunits-nurses talked about nursing lowed (Tables 1-2). Of these, 3 had
and suggested ways to improve care first, 55 had second, and 15 had
and develop new approaches.
third degree ulcers. Twenty-one
While conducting surveys, the persons (29 percent) were admitted
quality assurance coordinator was to the medical center with a presfrequently consulted about the risk sure sore present; 52 (71 percent)
of skin breakdown in specific pa- developed one or more at this faciltients. These requests created ex- ity.
cellent op
anities for reviewing
the probea
causative factors and ComKlunlo
for designing individualized preAnalysis of the numbers of paventive measures. These measures tients with pressure sores
during
were recorded on the individual's the three phases of the audit
data collection tool so that the re- showed a total of 27 patients
in
sults could be observed during the January 1978. with a decrease to
next survey.
five patients in December 1980.
Collecting data with guidance This represented an 81.5 percent
from the quality assurance com- overall reduction. The percentage
mittee led nursing staff to regard of patients with decubitus ulcers
the surveys favorably. Repeat visits based on total bed census in Januwere requested if another patient ary 1978 was 3.7; in December
developed an ulcer or an affected
1980 the percentage was 0.9. The
patient was admitted. Interest in mean number of decubitus ulcers
the survey findings and competi- present in each phase of the audit
tiveness among nursing units were was 20.8 in 1978, 13.2 in 1979, and
observed. Staff asked about new
9.2 in 1980.
products that could help prevent
In evaluating the three-year audecubitus ulcers, and about the dit, the nursing quality assurance
treatment for prevention or healing committee considered the possible
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tients with pressures sores, as well
as those at high risk for skin breakdown, were cared for on two nursing units. Patients admitted with
ulcers were usually placed on one of
these units, and patients who developed ulcers after admission were
transferred to one of the two units.
The only "new" intervention was
the audit itself. It seemed reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the
attitude and interest of nursing
management in decubitus ulcers.
through the quality assurance program, stimulated the interest and
productivity of nursing stsff. At
least partially, this focus helped reduce the number of patients with
skin breakdown.
A high percentage of patients on
the two units were in category I or
II. Nearly all were incontinent,
nonambulatory, or both. Incontinence and nonambulatory status
were the two most frequent predisposing factors identified in phase
two and three of the audit. To repeat, no one medical treatment,
nursing measure, or device was determined to be effective for all patients.
Consequently, the decline in
numbers of patients with ulcers
confirms the quality assurance concept that a knowledgeable nursing
staff providing care according to a
documented, specified plan determined for each individual can improve patient outcomes.
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ceive more attention than usual,
which could account for later improvement, rather than the new intervention(9).
No new treatments or nursing
measures were initiated during the
audit period. However, most pa-
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